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THE

BOOK OF EXODUS.

INTRODUCTION.

§ 1. Title and CoNTsaiTS.

Th« Hebrew-Bpeaking Jews have always designated the five books o!

the Pentateuch by their initial word or words; and, as they called the

first book Bereshith, " In the Beginning," and the third Vay-yikra^ " And he

called," BO they denominated the second Ve-eleh shemoth, " And these (are)

the names." The title " Exodus " was first applied to the book by the

Hellenistic, or Greek-speaking, Jews, who translated the Hebrew Bible

into Greek at Alexandria in the third and second centuries B.C. ExoduH

(e|oSos) means "departure" or "outgoing," and was selected as an appro-

priate name for a work which treats mainly of the departure of the Children

of Israel out of the land of Egypt. The earliest Latin translation of the

Old Testament, which was made from the Greek, retained tho Greek title

untranslated ; and hence it passed into the Vulgate of Jerome, and into the

languages of modern Europe.

"While the departure of the Israelites out of Egypt, and the mode in

which it was brought about, constitute the main subject of the book, and

occupy its middle portion (chs. il.—xviii.), two other subjects are also treated

of, which form the prologue and the epilogue of the principal drama. The
former of these—the subject-matter of ch. i.—is the increase and growth of

the Israelites—their development from a tribe into a nation. The latter,

which in spiritual grandeur and importance holds a pre-eminent rank, is

the adoption of Israel as God's peculiar people by the Law given and the

OoNenant entered into at Mount Sinai (chs. xix.—xl.). The contents are

thus in part historical, in part legislative. Historically, the book contains

the events of 360 years, which is the interval between tho death of Joseph

and the giving of the Law at Sinai. It embraces the formation of the

'peSple by a rapid increase, which may have been partly due to natural

causes, but was also in some degree the result of God's blessing resting

especially upon them ; the alarm of the Egyptian monarch at their growing

tiumbers ; his plans for preventing their multiplicatior and the entire failure

h
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of those plans ; the birth and education of Moses ; his first unauthorised

attempt to deliver his nation from oppression ; his flight to the lacid of

Midian, and Divine appointment to be the deliverer of his nation ; his

communications with the Egyptian king on the subject of the people's

release ; the ten successive plagues whereby the king's reluctance was

ultimately overcome ; the institution of the Passover, and the departure of

the Israelites ; Pharaoh's pursuit ; the passage of the Red Sea and the

destruction of the Egyptian host ; the journey from the Red Sea to Sinai

;

the giving of the Decalogue and the acceptance of the " Book of the

Covenant " by the people ; the lapse into idolatry and its punishment

(ch. xxxii.) ; the directions given for the cohstruction of the Tabernacle,

the freewill offerings made, and the execution of the work by Bezaleel and

Aholiab (chs. xxxv.—xl. 33) ; followed by the Divine occupation of the

new construction, amd the establishment, in connection with it, of signs

whereby the further journeyings of the people were directed (xl. 34—38).

In its legislative aspect, the book occupies the unique position of being the

very source and origin

—

fom et origo—alike of the moral and of the cere-

monial law, containing in the Decalogue an inspired summary of the first

principles of pure morality, and in the directions given with respect to the

Passover (xii. 1—50) and other feasts (ch. xxiii. 14—17), the redemption of

the firstborn (ch. xiiL 11—16), the materials and plan of the Tabernacle

(ch. XXV. 10—ch. xxvii.), the vestments of the priests and high-priest

(ch. xxviii.), the method of their consecration (ch. xxix.), and other similar

matters, asserting and enforcing the necessity of a prescribed course of out-

ward acts and forms for the sustentation of religious life in a commiinity of

beings so constituted as men are in this world.

It has been well observed, that " the contents of the Second Book of

Moses include an extraordinary variety of matter, and offer to the inquiring

mind an unusual extent" of subjects for investigation.^ The historical

sketch of Israel's position in Egypt invites inqiiiry into the dark and

difficult problems of Egyptian history and chronology : the Ten Plagues

open up to us the consideration of the natural phenomena of Egypt and the

East generally ; the journeyings of the Hebrews in Egypt and the Sinaitic

peninsula lead the way to various geographical doubts and queries ; the

Decalogue and the Book of the Covenant give occasion for, if they do

not necessitate, investigations connected with the sciences of ethics and

jurisprudence ; lastly, the account of the Tabernacle, the sacred utensils,

and the sacerdotal dress and ornaments, involve the consideration of the

previous history of art, and the existing state of proficiency in such handi-

crafts as weaving, embroidery, and metallurgy. Again, the language of

Exodus, in common with that of the rest of the Pentateuch, has to some

Kaliscb, * Historical sad Critical Commentary on the Old Testament,' Introduction te

Exdous, § 1, par. 3.
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extent an Egyptian tinge, and involves philological inquiries of considerable

difficulty and importance. Altogether the Book is one of extraordinary and
diversified interest, and necessitates a number of disquisitions of a more or

less abstruse character.

§ 2. Divisions.

It is usual to divide Exodus into two portions only, the first extending

from ch. i. to the end of ch. xix., and treating of the circumstances under

which the deliverance from Egypt was efi'ected ; the second, commencing
with ch. XX. and reaching to the end of the book, containing an account of

the giving of the Law, and the institiitions by which the organisation of

the people was completed. But, for the purposes of a comment such as the

present, something more than this broad distinction and single line of

demarcation is needed. It is not, however, necessary to have recourse to

artificial or imaginary termini. The Book itself bears a markedly sectional

character, which has been accounted for on the supposition that it was
composed at different times, and written on separate parchments or papyri,

each section being of such a length as suited it for congregational reading.*

The first and second chapters together form such a section. Its main subject

is the oppression of the Israelites by the Egyptians, with which is inter-

woven an account of the birth of Moses, and the first wholly abortive attempt

which he made to right the wrongs of his people and improve their social

position. This is followed by a section on the call of Moses, and the Divine

commission given to him, whereby he was empowered to take the oversight

of his people, to act for them, to plead for them with Pharaoh, and ulti-

mately to lead them out of Egypt ; the section terminating with the

people's acknowledgment of his mission, and acceptance of him as their chief

(ch. iv. 31). The third section is co-extensive with ch. v. It contains the

record of Moses' first application to the king of Egypt on behalf of Israel,

and of its unhai^py result. Section 4 is the sequel to this. It consists

of oh. vi. vers. 1 to 27, and tells of the depression of the people in con-

sequence of their increased afiliction, the encouragement vouchsafed by
Grod to Moses, and the fresh " charge " given by God to him and Aaron to

persist in their efforts and effect the people's release. The next section is

a long one. it begins at verse 28 of ch. vi. and continues to the end of

ch. xi. The subject is an account of the nine ineffectual plagues, against

which Pharaoh " hardened his heart," prefaced by a description of the one

miracle wrought as a mere sign to accredit the mission of the brothers, and

followed by the announcement of the tenth and last plague, before which

even Pharaoh's stubborn will was to bend. Section 6 contains the institution

of the Passover, the tenth plague, and the actual hasty departure of the

• 'Speaker's Commentary,' vol. i. pp. 237—

8
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Israelites from Eameses, when Pharaoli finally "thrust them out." Tt

oonsists of the tii^st forty-two verses of ch. xii. Section 7 contains directions

with respect to the Passover and the sanctification of the tirstbom. It

extends from ch. xii. 43 to ch. xiii. 16, and constitutes a document apart, of

a purely legal character, which was probably inserted at this point, as the

fittest place for it, when the various sections were finally put together by

theii- author. In the next section (ch. xiii. 17—ch. xv.), the historical

nan-ative is resumed, and the march of the Israelites is traced from Succoth

to the shores of the Ked Sea ; their pursuit by the Egyptians is related,

together with their miraculous passage across the bed of the sea, and the

destruction of Pharaoh's host by the return of the waters. Section 9

contains the song of Moses and I\lii-iam, and consists of the first twenty-

one verses of ch. xv. In section 10 the further march of the Israelites is

traced, and they are conducted from the Eed Sea to Sinai, where God

proposes to enter into a covenant Avith them (ch. xv. 22 to" the end of

ch. xix.). Section 11 contains the Decalogue, together with the " Book of

the Covenant," and extends from ch. xx. 1 to ch. xxiii. 33. Section 12

comprises—^the acceptance of the covenant ; the revelation of God's presence

to Aaron, Nadab, Abihu, and the seventy elders ; together with the ascent

of Moses into the cloud that covered the mountain, and his continuance

there for forty days (ch. xxiv.). Section 13 contains the directions given

by God for the construction of the Tabernacle, the Ark of the Covenant,

the altar of burnt-offering, and the court of the Tabernacle ; for the

sacerdotal garments, and the ceremonial of priestly consecration; for the

altar of incense; and for the composition of the incense and of the oil

of consecration (ch. xxv.—xxx.). Section 14 contains the appointment of

Bezaleel and Aholiab as the artists to execute the required works ; the

appointment of the Sabbath cu a sign ; and the delivery to Moses of the

two Tables of stone, written with the finger of God. It is coincident

with ch. xxxL Section 15 is purely historical. It gives an account of the

terrible sin of the people in setting up the golden calf, and the consequence*

of this dreadful sin—the breaking of the two Tables, the slaughter of three

thousand guilty persons by the Levites, and the threat of the withdrawal

of God's presence, which however was revoked at the prayer of Moses

(chs. xxxii.—xxxiii.). Section 16 (ch. xxxiv.) is the sequel to section 16.

It records the renewal of the two Tables of stone, and the descent of Mose«

from Sinai with them in his hand, and with a glory on his face that the

people could not bear to look on, whence the necessity of his veiling

himself. The remaining section (chs. xxxv.—xl.) contains the historical

account of the construction of the Tabernacle, the Ark of the Covenant, the

altars of incense and burnt-offering, the priests' dresses, etc., the setting of

all tilings in their places, and the sanctification of the whole by the visiblfl

eutrance of the Shechinah into th© sacred dwelling-place.
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f 3. UnITT or THE WORK.

Muoh the same argnments have been employed to disprove the unity of

Exodus, and to establish the theory that it is the work of at least two
anthers, as have been already examined in this Commentary with respect

to Genesis. " The Elohist " and " the Jehovist " are again paraded before

ns, as if they were admitted realities, instead of being, as they are, pnre

figments, the creations of a captious and over-refining pseudo-criticism.

There is the same want of agreement among the various advocates of the

theory, which has been already noticed in the comment on Genesis, as to

which passages are the work of the Elohist, and which of the Jehovist,

whole chapters being assigned to one of them by some critics, and by others

to the other.^ Moreover, curiously enough, in their application to Exodus,

the very raison d'etre of the names disappears, passages being ascribed to

the Jehovist in which the only name of God is EloMm, and others to the

Elohist in which the only name used is Jehovah.'^ Under these circumstances

it would only be reasonable that the terms Elohist and Jehovist should be

relinquished, and the confession made that the theory on which they are

based has broken down ; but " the higher criticism," as it delights to call

itself, seems not greatly to affect the virtue of candour. The real question

now raised with regard to Exodus is not whether it can be divided into two

sets of passages, Elohistic and Jehovistic respectively, in the former of

which may be recognised the original document, while the latter are the

work of an editor, supplementer, or compiler ; but whether any division at

all can be made, whether there are any clear traces of a second hand, or

whether the " book " has not, in its structure, style, and method such clear

and unmistakable marks of unity as to point distinctly to a single author.'

Now the book has one clear and plain purpose, which is to give an

•o«)unt of the circumstances under which the Israelites quitted Egypt, and

became God's peculiar people, bound to him by a covenant, and granted his

continuous presence with them to guide and direct them. The narrative

flows on without a break. If there are some chronological gaps in the

Earlier portion,* they are necessitated by the fact that nothing occurred

* As ch. XX., which is assigned to the Elohist by De Wette, Stahelin, and Von Lengerke, but
to the Jehovist by Knobel (' Exegetisches Handbuch,' vol. ii. p. xvii.).

* E.g. Ex. i. 15—22 is assigned to the Jehovist by Knobel, De Wette, Von Lengerke, and
others, though Grod appears as Elohim in vers. 17, 20 and 21, and the name Jehovah does not

appear at all. Similarly chs. xxv.—^xxviii. are ascribed to the Elohist, though Jehovah occurs

in them five times, and Elohim not at all. Less extreme cases are those of ch. iii. and chs

XXX.—xxxi., both called Elohistic ; though in the former Jehovah occurs twenty times, and
Elohim seven only ; in the latter, Jehovah occurs fifteen times, and Elohim only twice.

Against the disintegrating views of so many German critics may well be set the conviction

of Kalisch J^" We see the completest harmony in aU parts of Exodus ; we consider it as a

pertedl whole : pervaded throughout by one spirit and the same leading ideas." (' Hist, and
Crit Commentary,' p. x. E. T^

* Ai between the death of Joseph (ch. i. 6) and the accession of the " new king, which knew
M* Joiepb " (ib. 8) ; between the adoption of Moses by Pharaoh's daoghter (ch. IL 6—!•) and
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(luring the omitted periods which either advanced or hindered the action

which it is the writer's business to relate. He is not a secular historian,

bent on recording all the circumstances in the early life of his nation, but a

sacred writer, a religious teacher, bound to confine his attention to their

theocratic history, or in other words to God's providential dealings with

them. These consist for some centuries in two things only—the rapid

increase of the race, despite all attempts to hinder it ; and the severe

oppression to which after a time they were subjected. The former is

important as giving them the strength to do what they did ; the latter as

supplying the motive. So these two things are put on record ; but their

life before the oppression began, and even the time that the oppression

lasted, which an ordinary historian would of course have noted, are omitted

as unimportant for the theocratic history. Similarly, with regard to Moses,

the leader of the Exodus, while those circumstances which .prepared him

for his task—his education at the court, which gave him ready access to

Pharaoh, and his sojourn in Midian, which made him familiar with life in

the desert—are clearly marked ; all the details of his early career, covering a

pace (according to St. Stephen, Acts vii. 23) of " full forty years," and all

but the barest outline of his life in Midian, occupying another similar term,

are suppressed, as not helping on the people's deliverance, or conducing to

their reception into covenant. But, from the time that the deliverance

begins, i.e. from the date of Moses' call, there are no gaps, no omissions

—

every step of the history is traced with the utmost minuteness, because each

furthers the great ends which the writer has in view—first, the people's

deliverance—then, their acceptance into covenant at Sinai—finally, the

completion of the covenant on God's part by the visible location of the

Shechinah in the Tabernacle.

And as there is this unity of historical aim in the whole of Exodus, so is

there a great unity of style. Historical narrative indeed, and the details of

legislation and construction, being subjects exceedingly diverse, cannot well

be treated in the same way ; and it would be fanciful to maintain, that

either " the Book of the Covenant " or the description of the Tabernacle is

manifestly from the same hand as the account of the oppression of Israel or

of the plagues ; but wherever in the later chapters a narrative pa«jsag6

occurs (e.r7. chs. xxiv. ; xxxii.—xxxiv. 8; xxxiv. 28—35; xl. 16—38), the

resemblances to the style of the earlier portion of the book (chs. i.—xix.)

are numerous and striking ; * and similarly, wherever in the early portion

his "going out unto his brethren" (ib. 11); and between the birth of Gershom (ib. 22) and
the miracle of the buminj:^ bush (ch. iii. 2).

• It would be tedious to exhibit this agreement, and it seems to be unnewssarr. No argu-

ments of any weight have been a<iduced by the opponents of the unity, based upon style.

When Stiihelin says, " Wherever I find mention of a ' pillar of fire,' or of a ' cloud,' or an
' angel of Jehovah, or the phrase ' flowing with milk and honey,' . . . when mention is made
tl a ' coining down of God,' or when the Cunaanite natioas are numbered, or the Tabernacle

npposed to be without the camp, I feel tolerably certain that I am reading the words of th«
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legislation ia introduced {e.g. ch. xii. 1—20 ; 43—50 ; ch. xiii. 1—16 ; ch. xx.),

the style and mode of expression recall the general tone of the Book's later

sections. Style indeed is so much a matter of instinctive perception and
feeling, and unity of style is a thing so little admitting of proof, that no
vsrritor can do much more than state his own impressions on the subject, it

being quite impossible adequately to represent the grounds of them. Foi

our own part, we feel bound to echo the conclusion of KaKsch, who says

—

** We see the completest harmony in all parts of Exodus ; we consider it aa

a perfect whole, pervaded throughout by one spirit and the same leading

ideas."

»

The only reasonable ground which exists for any doubt or hesitation

on the question of the unity is the fact, already noted,'* of the markedly

sectional character of the work—its division into a number of distinctly

separate portions, not very skilfully or artistically joined together. But
this peculiarity is exactly what might have been looked for in a work
which was written by snatches in the rare intervals of leisure allowed by a

life of extreme and almost constant activity, and under circumstances that

precluded attention to literary finish. If the writer of Exodus was a con-

temporary, who from time to time placed on record the series of events

whereof he was a witness, soon after their occurrence, and who ultimately

arranged his various pieces into a volume, the result would naturally be

that which the Book of Exodus presents to us.^ Had a compiler, a mere

man of letters, effected the aiTangernent, it is probable that the result would

have been, in a literary point of view, better, i.e. more artistic—the breaks

in the narrative would have been fewer and less abrupt ; repetitions would

have been avoided ; the roughness inseparable from a work hastily accom-

plished in odds and ends of time would have been smoothed down, and we
should have had a more finished literary composition. Thus, the " frag-

mentary character " of Exodus is an important and precious indication that

we have the work in its original form—the statue as it was rough-hewn in

the quarry—and that it has not undergone the process of polishing aixd

smoothing at the hands of a redactor, compiler, or supplementarist.

f 4. Mosaic authorship.

It is an axiom of sound criticism that books are to be attributed to the

authors to whom tradition assigns them, unless very strong reasons can Ije

shown to the contrary.* Exodus, and indeed the Pentateuch generally, has

author of the Second Legislation," it is perfectly clear that the supposed notes of authorship ar«

wholly arbitrary and fanciful.
'

'
^*' Historical and Critical Commentary,' Introduction, p. x-

See above, § 2, p. iii.

• Compare RosenmiiUer, " Prolegomena in Exodum," § 2, in his ' Scholia in Vetua Testa-

mentum, vol. ii. pp. 2—4.

B«e ' Aids to Faith,' Essay vi. § 3 ; pp. 238—9
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been assigned to Moees by a nnanimmiH tradition, cnrrent aliVe among

Pharisees and Sadducees, among Jews and Samaritans, among those who
ascribed a sacred character to the work and those who regarded it as a

mere human production. No other author has ever been put forward as

a rival candidate to Mosee ; ^ and we must either ascribe the work to a

wholly unknown and nameless writer,' who, with a marvellous humility

and self-abnegation, while composing the most important treatise which

the world had seen, concealed himself so effectually as to secure his own
complete oblivion, or we must admit that the tradition is in the right,

and that Moses, the hero of Exodus, and of the three following books,

was also their composer.

It has sometimes been argued that the historical Moses, considering the

time when he Uved, and the condition of the world at that period, could not

possibly have been the author even of a single book of the Pentateuch.

Some have supposed that alphabetic wilting was not at the time invented,

and that if the Egyptian hieroglyphic system was anterior to Moses, it

could not have been employed to embody with any definiteness the

articulate sounds of the Hebrew language.^ Others, without going these

lengths, have maintained that so grand a work as the Pentateuch could not

possibly have been produced at bo early a period of the world's history,

when literature, like everything else, must have been in its infancy. Thus
De Wette urges that the Pentateuch is altogether beyond the literary

capaljilities of the age, containing within it, as he says it does, " every

element of Hebrew literature in the highest perfection to which it ever

attained, and so necessarily belonging to the acme and not to the childhood

of the nation." It is absurd, he thinks, to suppose that in so rude and

primitive a time the Hebrew nation should have produced a writer

possessing such powers of mind, and such a mastery over his native

language as to " leave nothing for succeeding authors but to follow in his

footsteps." *

In answer to these preliminary objections it is to be noted—^first, that

alphabetic ^vriting is a much earlier discovery than has sometimes been

supposed, and that there is every reason to beUeve that its vise was widely

spread over the world in ages long anterior to Moses. Berosus believed it

to have been an antediluvian invention, and related that Xisuthrus, or

• ^Vhen Jerxnne says that the Pentateuch may be considered either the work of Moses or of
Ezru. he does not mean to ascribe to thfi latter anything more than that sort of verbal revision
^moJeruising of language, explanation or possibly alteration of obsolete names, and the like)

which tradition connects with his name. He distinctly calls Moses the " author " and Ezra the
* restorer " of the work.

• It does not much mend the matter if we suppose, with Ewald, half-a-dozen snch writers,
•1' <"; :it ; while this theory introduces the fresh difficulty that the patchwork of sit

• S'
'
hands is found to be pervaded by a marked unity of style and of design.

' S • Gmuineness of the Gospels,' vol. ii. Appendix. Note D, § 3
; pp. 43y—411

• De Wette, ' Einleitnng in d. «lt Teat.' § 1C3, sub lin
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Hasis-adra, his " Noah," conpigned to -writing the learning of the old rrorM

bofore the Flood, impressing it on tablets of baked clay, which he burird at

Sippara, and exhumed after the Flood had subsided.^ Existing Babylon iia

inscriptions upon bricks and gems'* are believed to date from before

B.C. 2000. Ewald remarks,^ that the words expressive of " writing " (3nD),

" book " ("ISD), and *' ink " (vn), are common to all the branches and
dialects of Semitic speech, except that the Ethiopia and the Southern

Arabian have pn^ for " to write," and deduces from this fact the conclusioa

that writing in a book with ink must have been known to the earliest

Semites before they separated off into their various tribes, nations, and
families.* The Hittites were certainly acquainted with letters before the

time of Moses ; for not only had they written treaties with the Egyptian*

at a period anterior to the Exodus,^ but a Hittite author is mentioned by
Pentaour, a royal scribe of the reign of Eameses the Great.' Alphabetic

writing was probably an art well known in the greater part of Western

Asia from a date preceding not only Moses but Abraham.

The Egyptian system of hieroglyphic writing was also beyond all doubt

complete several centuries before Abraham. This system is sometimes

supposed to be little more than a representation of ideas by pictorial forms

;

but in reality it is almost wholly phonetic.^ There would be no difficulty

in transliterating the Pentateuch into hieroglyphic characters,® which one

familiar with them would read off so as to be intelligible to a Jew. If

Moses, therefore, did not possess an alphabetic system of his own, and was

acquainted with the hieroglyphic system, which is not impossible, since he

was bred up at the court, and " learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians "

(Acts vii. 22), he might have written the Pentateuch in that character. At

ftny rate, it would have been easy for him to adopt the cursive hieratic

character, which, while based upon the hieroglyphics, presents no pictures

of objects, but only a set of straight or curvilinear lines. The hieratic

writing was certainly in use as early as the time of the twelfth or thirteenth

dynasty,^ and therefore long anterior to the Exodus.

With regard to the objection of De Wette, that a work so perfect as the

Pentateuch is altogether beyond the literary capabilities of the age of Moses,

' Frag. 7 (in C. Muller's ' Fragm. Hist. Grsec.,' vol. ii. p. 501).
• Eawlinson, • Ancient Monarchies,' vol L pp. 80, 87, 199 ; ' History of Herodotus,' toL I.

pp. 360—2, 2nd edition.

• ' Geschachte des Volkes Israel,' voL L p. 77.
• The argument is analogous to those drawn by Professor Max MSller from the wordi

eommon to all Aryan dialects, and seems to be quite unanswerable
• « Eecords of the Past,' vol. iv. pp. 27—32.
• Brugsch, ' Histoire d'Egjpte,' p. 139.

*» ' fjenormant, ' Manuel d'Histoire Ancienne,' voL L p. 600 ; Birch, in Bunsen's ' FgypK
Tol. V. pp. 599—617

• For the details of the process, see Canon Cook's essay * On Egyptian Words in the Peat*-

tench,' published in the ' Speaker's Commentary,' vol. i. pp. 476—492.

• ' Beeords of Uie Past,' voL tL p. 134. Compare Birch, ' Ancient Egypt,' p 48l
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the present writer may perhaps be allowed to quote a passage which he

^Tote twenty years agu, and which he has never seen answered :—" De

Wette's statement is a gross exaggeration of the reality. Considered as

a literary work, the Pentateuch is not the production of an advanced or

refined, but of a simple and rude age. Its characteristics are plainness,

inartificiality, absence of rhetorical ornament, and occasional defective

arrangement. The only style which it can be truly said to bring to

perfection, is that simple one of clear and vivid narrative which is always

best attained in the early dawn of a nation's literature, as a Herodotus,

a Froissart, and a Stow sufficiently indicate. In other respects it is quite

untrue to say that the work goes beyond all later Hebrew efforts. We
look in vain through the Pentateuch for the gnomic wisdom of Solomon,

the eloquent denunciations of Ezekiel and Jeremiah, or the lofty llights of

Isaiah. It is absurd to compare the song of Moses, as a literary production,

even with some of the psalms of David, much more to parallel it with

Ezekiel's eloquence and Homeric variety, or Isaiah's awful depth and

solemn majesty of repose. In a literary point of view it may be questioned

whether Moses did so much for the Hebrews as Homer for the Greeks, or

whether his writings had really as great an influence on the after pro-

dactions of his countrymen. And if his literary greatness stUl surprises us,

if Hebrew literature still seems in his person to reach too suddenly a high

excellence, albeit not so high a one as has been argued—let us remember, in

the first place, that Moses was not, any more than Homer, the first writer of

his nation, but only happens to be the first whose writings have come down

to us. • Vixere fortes ante Agamemnona.' Moses seems so great becaiise

we do not possess the works of his predecessors, and so are unable to trace

the progress of Hebrew literature up to him. Had we the ' Songs of Israel

'

(Num. xxL 17), and the 'Book of the Wars of the Lord ' {tb. 14), which he

quotes, we might find him no literary phenomenon at all, but as a writer

merely on a level with others of his age and nation." * Moreover, recent

research has shown that in Egypt, long prior to the time at which Moses

wrote, literature had become a profession, and was cultivated in a variety of

branches with ardour and considerable success. Morality, history, epistolary

correspondence, poetry, medical science, novel - writing, were known as

seoarate studies, and taken for their special subjects by numerous writers,

from a date anterior to Abraham.' In the times of the eighteenth and

nineteenth dynasties, under one or the other of which the Exodus almost

certainly took place, Egyptian literature reached its acme : lengthy work*

were composed, such as that contained in the " Great Harris Papyrus,"

which is 133 feet long by nearly seventeen inches broad; ^ writers enjoyed

» ' Aid« to Faith,' Eesaj r\. pp. 245—6 (published in 1861 ).

» See Goodwin, in • Cambridge Essays ' for 1858, pp. 230—264
• ' becordi of the Part,' tsL ri. p. 2L
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* high statuB and reputation ; their compositions were engraved upon
temple walls ;

^ and it passed into a proverb that literature was the first and
best of all employments.^ Moses, educated at the court under one or other

of these dynasties, and intended doubtless for official life, would necessarily

receive a literary training, and would be perfectly competent to produce an
eitensive literary work, the exact merit of which would of course depend on
his ability and genius.

If then there is no obstacle arising out of the circumstances of the time

when Moses lived, to hinder our regarding him as the author of Exodus,

and if tradition is unanimous in assigning it to him, nothing remains but

to ask what internal evidence the book itseK offers upon the subject

—

does it support, or does it make against, the hypothesis of the Mosaic

authorship ?

And first, as to language and style. We have already noticed ' the

simplicity of style observable in Exodus and the Pentateuch generally,

which places it on a par with the early writings of other nations, and

proves it to belong to the dawn of Hebrew literature. The language is

generally allowed to be archaic, or at any rate to contain archaisms ; and

though some writers deny this, and assert that the unusual forms and

words which characterise the Pentateuch are " not so much archaisms as

peculiarities," yet this conclusion is contrary to the general opinion of

Hebrew scholars,* and has the appearance of being rather a position forced

on its maintainors by the exigencies of controversy, than one assumed

spontaneously from a dispassionate consideration of the linguistic facta.

Such features as the employment of the pronoun N^n for the third person

of both genders, of "lyj for " girl " as well as " boy," and of the full form |1

instead of the abraded ' for the termination of the third person plural of

the preterite, are by the very nature of things and the universal laws of

language, archaic. The archaic character of other peculiar forms is also

indicated by the fact that several of them occur besides only in Joshua,

while some are common to the Pentateuch with none but very late books,

e.g. Chronicles and Ezekiel, books written in the decay of the language,

when it is notorious that writers studiously imitate the old forms.* Exodus

has its full share of these peculiarities, which we must venture, with the

bulk of Hebrew critics, still to term " archaisms,** and has therefore at least

' As the poem of Pentaoor, which maj to this d&j be read on the walls of the great Temple
of Kamak.

* In the • Prdse vl Learning ' we read

—

" Consider that there is not anything beyond letters
"

(• Kecords of the Past,' voL viii. p. 147) ; and again—" Love letters as thy mother ; it is a

greater possession than all employments" (&• p. 148); and—"Consider, there is not an
employment destitute of superior ones, except the scribe's, which is the first " (ib. p. 153).

* 6upra, p. X.
* The archaic character of the language of Exodus and the Pentateuch generally is main-

tained by Jahn, Fritzsche, De Wette, Havemick, Keil and Delitzsch, Marsh, Stuart, Bishop

Uaruld Browne, Canon Cook, Dean Ferowne, and others ; it if impugned bj V*t«r, Oesenius,

and a few more.
* Perowne, in Dr. Smith's ' Dictionary of the Bible,' toL iL p. 788.
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as TOTicli claim as any other of tlie five "books to he regarded as IMosaic on

this ground.

The language of Exodus has also another peculiarity, which, if it does

not prove the Mosaic authorship, fits in exactly vdth it, viz. the frequent

occurrence of Egyptian words and phrases. This subject has been treated

elaborately by Canon Cook ^ and M. Harkavy,^ who have proved beyond

all question that in that part of his narrative which deals ^ith Egyptian

mattei"s, words are constantly used by the author of Exodus which are

either pure Egyptian, or common to Egyptian with Hebrew. From thirty

to forty such words occur in the first sixteen chapters.^ Subsequently they

are more rare ; but a certain number of Egyptian words occur even in the

later chapters,* showing how familiar the writer was with the language,

and how naturally he had recourse to it where the vocabulary of his native

tongue was defective. Egyptian phrases are also not unfrequently used, as

" the lip of the river" (ch. ii. 5) for " the brink of the river ;
"

*' chiefs of

tribute" (ch. i. 11) for "taskmasters;" an "ark of bulrushes" (ii. 3);

" making persons' savour to stink " (v. 21) ;
" consuming enemies aa atuhble

"

(ch. XV. 7), etc.

Next, with respect to the matter of the book, it is to be remarked that

the writer —whoever he was—shows a notable acquaintance with the

cxistoms, climate, and productions of Egypt ; an acquaintance such aa to

imply long residence in the country, and the sort of familiarity which it

takes years to acquire, with the natural phenomena, the method of culti-

vation, the religious ideas, and other habits and usages of the people.

Under this head it is important to observe that large additions are con-

stantly being made to the stock of our Egyptian knowledge by learned

research into the native documents, which are copious, even for the time

anterior to Hoses, with this result hitherto—that fresh illustrations of the

truthfulness with which Egypt and the Egyptians are portrayed in Exodus

continually reveal themselves, while contradictions of the narrative, dis-

crepancies, even difficulties, are almost wholly absent. There was a time

when the author of the Pentateuch was boldly taxed with ignorance of

Egyptian customs,* and when it was argued on this ground that he could

not possibly be Moses. Now, no one ventures on such an assertion. The

works of Hengstenberg • and Canon Cook ^ are suflBcient to preclude the

• • Appendix to Exodus,' Essay ii. ' On Egyptian Words in the Pentateuch,' in the • Speaker'!

Commfutary,' vol. i. pp. 476

—

ii2.
• Sje an article entitled 'Les Mots figyptiens de la Bible,' published in the 'Journal AbIa-

Jique for March, 1870.
• Cijok, in the ' Speaker's CJommentary,' vol. L p. 244. note •

• E.g. Slwith, in ch. xxv. 4 ; tacharah, in ch. xxvui. 32 ; thnmmim, in ch. xxviii. 30 ; and

Un. in ch. x.xix. 40.
' Von Bohlen, ' Commentar,' p. 360
• ' Aegyyten und Moecs,' Berlin, 1840. Translated by Robbins, with additional notes by Dr

Cooke Taylor, in Clark's Edinburgh Scries, Edinburgh, 1845.
' ' Comment on Exodus ' in the * Speaker's Commentary,' voL i. London, 1871
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possilbility of the revival of this line of attack; but the counter-evidenoe

continually accumulates. Not a year passes without the discovery of fresh

passages in Egyptian Kterature, which harmonise with and illustrate the

narrative delivered to us in Exodus.

It is further observable that the writer, who has this wide and exact

acquaintance with Egypt and the Egyptians, is also perfectly familiar with

the character of the Sinaitic peninsula, with its vegetable and animal

products, with its natural phenomena, as that of the manna, with its rare

springs, sometimes sweet, sometimes "bitter" (ch. xv. 23), its wells, its

occasional palm-groves (ib. 27), its acacia trees (ch. xxv. 10, 23 ; xxvi. 16,

etc.), its long stretches of dry sand, its bare rocks and lofty mountains. It

has been well said that " the chapters of Exodus which belong either to the

early sojourn of Moses or to the wanderings of the Israelites, are pervaded

by a peculiar tone, a local colouring, an atmosphere (so to speak) of the

desert, which has made itself felt by all those who have explored the

country, to whatever school of religious thought they may have belonged." ^

This double knowledge of Egypt and of the Sinaitic peninsula, joined

to the antique character of the work, seems to amount to a proof that

the book of Exodus was written either by Moses or by one of those who
accompanied him in his journey from the land of Goshen to the borders of

Palestine. There was no period between the Exodus and the reign of

Solomon when an Israelite—and the writer was certainly an Israelite—was

likely to be familiar either with Egypt or mth the Sinaitic peninsula, much
less with both. There was little intercourse between the Hebrews and

Egypt from the time of the passage of the Red Sea to that of Solomon's

marriage with Pharaoh's daughter ; and if occasionally during this period

an Isi-aelite went down into Egypt and sojourned there (1 Chr. iv. 18), it

was a very unlikely thing that he should visit the region about Sinai,

which lay above 150 miles out of his route. Add to this the dangers of the

journey and the absence of any conceivable motive for it, and the conclusion

seems almost certain that only one of those who, after being brought up

among the Egyptians, traversed the " wilderness of the wanderings " on hin

way to Palestine, can have composed the existing record.

The conclusion thus reached is, for all critical purposes, sufficient. If

the narrative is from the pen of an eye-witness, it must possess the highest

degree of historical credibility,^ and, so far as accuracy and trustworthiness

•re concerned, can gain nothing, or at any rate very little, by being ascribed

to one of the emigrants rather than another. We trust the last book of the

• De Bello Gallico ' no less than the remainder, though written by Huiius

and not by Caesar ; and the authenticity of Exodus would be no whit

•

' Canon Cook, in the ' Speaker's Commentary,' vol. i. p. 244.
• See the writer's 'Bampton Lectures,' pp 21. 22, and compare Coroewall Lewij oa tbi

*(J»edibilit7 of Earlj Boman Histoiy,' vol i. p 16.
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diminisbed by Joshua or Caleb being its author instead of Moses. Could

we suppose it written by a mere ordinary Israelite, the case would be some-

what different ; but it is evidently impossible, considering the circumstances

of the ti rue, to ascribe a work of such high literary merit, and one evidencing

such varied and extensive knowledge, to any one below the rank of a high

officer, a leading man among the people.

The absolute Mosaic authorship of Exodus is thus a matter not so mnch
of historical importance as of Hterary curiosity. Still it is of interest to

know the real author of any great book, and essential to a right estimate

of the character and work of Moses that we should understand whether or

DO he added to his other eminent qualities the literary ability and power

which " Exodus " displays. "What then does the Book itself reveal to tim

on this subject? In the first place it shows us the abUity of Mose*

to write (ch. xxiv. 4) ; in the next it informs us that ,he was expressly

coiumanded by God to -write an account of some of those very matters

which are contained in Exodus (ch. xvii. 14 ; xxxiv. 27) ; in the third

place it distinctly tells us in one passage that he " wrote aU the words of

the Lord " (ch. xxxiv. 4), these " words " being (according to almost all

coramentators) the passage which extends from oh. xx. 22 to the end of

ch. xxiii. ; finally, it speaks of a " book " which it caUs " the book " ^ (the

expression used being "ISB? and not ""SPI), wherein one of his writings was

to be inserted, whereby it would seem that at the time of the war with

Amalek (ch. xvii. 8—14) Moses already had a book in which he was putting

on record the circumstances of the Israelites' deliverance-—a book, as Keil

says,* " appointed for the record of the glorious works of God." The
question naturally occurs to a candid mind. Why should not this be the

book which we possess ? why go out of our way to suppose a second author

unnamed and unnameable, when here is one distinctly proclaimed—an
author more competent to the task than any other Israelite then living

—

and moreover the very man to whom an ancient and uniform tradition has

always ascribed the work in question ? There should be some very cogent

arguments, derivable from the contents of the book, to set against this

evident pnma/acte probability, in order even to raise a doubt on the subject,

and make it worth while to pursue the inquiry any further.

What then is there said to be of this kind, constituting a diflBculty in

our acceptance of the Mosaic authorship? First, the fact that Moses is

always spoken of in the third person. Now, as Xenophon and Caesar, in

writing histories of which they were the heroes, spoke of themselves always

' ELnobel iirg;ae8 that the expression, " write this in the book," merely means "pet this into
writing " (' Exegetisches Handbuch,' vol. ii. p. 178), and quotes Num. t. 23 ; 1 Sam. x. 25

;

Jer. xxxii. 10 ; and Job xix. 23, as bearing out this explanation ; but of thes« passages onlj
the last is to the point, and there the LXX. have iy $i$\l(f, not ir r^ $i$\i^, M if their copiM
had liad th»,' reading 1203.

* ' Couunantaiy on the Old Testament,' voL ii p 81.
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in the third person, it is at least not unnatural for a man who has to writa

this sort of history to do so. Nay, it may rather be said to be distinctly

natural. Perpetual egotism is wearisome to the reader, and disagreeable

to the writer who is not puffed-up by a sense of his own importance. The

use of the third person throws a veil, at any rate, over the egotistic character

of a work, softens it down, half obliterates it. We forget the writer in his

work, when the first person does not constantly obtrude him on us, and

pardon his being the hero of his own narrative when he is sufficiently

modest to preserve an incognito. Moreover, speaking of oneself in the third

person was common in Egypt in Moses' day. The inscriptions which kings

get up to commemorate their conquests were sometimes written wholly in

the third person,^ sometimes partly in the third and partly in the first.'

The inscriptions placed by private individuals on their tombs generally

began in the third person.' With such examples before him, it cannot be

regarded as surprising that Moses avoided altogether the use of the first

person in his narrative and confined himself wholly to the third.

Secondly, it is said that Moses is spoken of— at any rate in one place

(oh. xi. 3), perhaps also in ch. vi. 26, 27—in a way in which he would not

be likely to have spoken of himself. The objection taken may, in both

instances, be allowed, but without the conclusion following which is sup-

posed to follow. For the passages are both of them parenthetic, and also

abnormal. They do not speak of Moses as he is commonly spoken of; and

they are so isolated from the context that their removal would leave no gap,

produce no difficulty. They are thus exactly such passages as may have

been introduced on that review of the book which is ascribed to Ezra by

ancient authorities,* and generally allowed to have taken place by modems.

The question whether Moses or a nameless contemporary is to be regarded

as the author of Exodus cannot properly be niled by reference to one or two

passages—especially parenthetic passages. We must look upon the matter

more broadly. We must ask ourselves, Is the entire presentation of the

personal character and qualifications of the great Israelite leader which the

book offers more consonant with the view that Moses himself wrote it, or

with the theory that it was composed by one of the younger and subordinate

Israelite leaders, as Joshua or Caleb ? Now, nothing is more striking in that

presentation than the htunble estimate made of the character, gifts, poweis,

' As the statistical tablet of Kamak, or 'Annak of Thothmes lU.,' published in the ' Records
<rf the Past,' voL u. pp. 19—28, and the inscription of Pianchi Mer-amon in the same volnme
(pp. 81—104).

.» This is the case in the long inscription of Thothmes IIL (' Records of the Past,' voL ii. pp.
S5—^), where the person changes on page 53; and again in the ' Annals of Rameses III.'

(' Records,' voL vi. pp. 23—^70), where changes of person occur on pp. 34, 50, 52, 59, and 69.
• For specimens, see the ' Records,' voL vi. p. 7 ; vol. x. pp. 3, 7, etc. Sometimes a funereal

inscription is entirely in the third person, as that of Ameni (' Records,' vol. vi. pp. 3, 4).
* Tertullian, ' De Cultu Femin. $ 8 ; Clem. Alex. ' Strom.' L 22 ; Hieronym. ' Ad HeWid.'

rol. H. p. 212 ; etc.
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And even of the personal conduct of the great leader. From first to last he

is never praised ; once only (in the passage objected to) he is said to have

come to be " very great in the sight of Pharaoh's servants " and the Egyptian

peoTile. His faults are set forth without any disguise or extenuation : his

hatitiuess and unjustifiable violence in "slaying the Egyptian " (ch. ii. 12);

his foolish assumption of authority over his brethren (ib. 13) ; his timidity

when he found that he was likely to be punished for his crime (ib. 14, 15) ;

his unwQlingness to undertake the mission which God assigned to him

(ch. iv. 1—13) ; his neglect of the covenant of circumcision (ib. 24—26) : his

irreverent remonstrance when success did not attend his first application

to Pharaoh (ch. v. 22—24) ; and his want of self-control when on account of

the sin of his people in worshipping the golden calf he " cast the Tables "

—written by the finger of God—" out of his hands and brake them "

(ch. ixxii. 19). Nothing is said of his possessing any remarkable ability.

On the contrary, he is represented as insisting, over and over again, on his

incompetency, on his want of eloquence (ch. iv. 10), his insignificance

(" WTio am I?" ch. iii. 11), and his inability to persuade even his own

people (ch. iv. 1 ; vi. 12). No credit is assigned to him for anything that

he does ; for his bold and courageous behaviour before Pharaoh ; for that

organisation of the people which must have preceded the Exodus ;
^ for his

conduct of the march ; or for that faith which never wavered, even when

he and his people were shut in between the irresistible host of Pharaoh and

the waters of an apparently untraversable sea (ch. xiv. 13, 14). While it

is in complete harmony with the general practice of the sacred writers,

and with the spirit of true religion, that such reticence and such a dis-

para^ng tone should be employed by a writer respecting himself, it is

quite inconceivable that either Joshua or any other companion of Moses

should have written of him in this style. To his contemporaries, to those

who had seen his miracles, and who owed their lives and liberties to his

bold and successful guidance, Moses must have been a hero, a paladin, the

first, the greatest, and the most admirable of men. We may see what they

thought of him by the words with which Deuteronomy closes—" There

arose not a prophet since in Israel like unto Moses, whom the Lord knew
face to face, in all the signs and the wonders which the Lord sent him to

do in the land of Egypt to Pharaoh, and to all his servants, and to all his

land, and in all that mighty hand, and in all the great terror which Mosee

showed in the sight of all Israel" (Deut. xxxiv. 10—12).

If then the style and diction of Exodiis, combined with the knowledge

which it exhibits both of Egypt and of the Sinaitic peninsula, indicate

unmistakably for its author either Moses or one of the other leading

Israelites of Moses' time, there cannot be any reasonable doubt towards

' Sm the reuuru of Cabob Cook in the ' Speaker's CommeatArr,' vol L p. 305. " Not« on
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which of the two theories the "balance of the internal evidence inclines. It

is simply inconceivable that one of those who looked up to Moses with the

reverence and admiration that he must have inspired in his followers, could

have produced the unflattering portraiture which Exodus presents to us of

one of the very greatest of men. It is, on the other hand, readily conceivable,

and completely in accordance with what experience teaches of the thoughta

and words of great saints concerning themselves, that Moses should have

given such a representation of himself. The internal evidence is thus in

harmony with the external. Both alike point to Moses as the author of

this Book and of those which follow.

f 6. Chrokoloqt.

The internal chronology of the Book of Exodus is a matter of great

eimplicity, presenting only a single point of doubt or diflSculty. This is

the question whether the Hebrew text of ch. xii. 40 is to be regarded as

sound and genuine, or whether it is to be corrected from the Samaritan

version and the Septuagint. In the Hebrew text we read :
" Now the

sojourning of the children of Israel, who dwelt in Egypt, was four hundred

and thirty years
;
" or more literally, " Now the sojourning of the children

of Israel, which they sojourned in Egypt,* was 430 years." But in the

Septuagint the passage runs thus :
" The sojourning of the children of

Israel, which they sojourned in Egypt and in the land of Canaan, was 430

years
;
" " and in the Samaritan thus :

" The sojourning of the children of

Israel and of their fathers, which they sojourned in the land of Canaan and

in the land of Egypt, was 430 years." If the Hebrew text is sound we
must count 430 years from the descent of Jacob into Egypt to the Exodus

;

if it is corrupt, and to be corrected from the two ancient versions, the time

of the sojourn will be reduced one-half, for it was a space of exactly 216

years from the entrance of Abraham into Canaan to the descent of Jacob

into Egypt.^

In favour of the short period it is urged, first, that the genealogies

contained in the Pentateuch, and especially the genealogy of Moses and

Aaron (Ex. vi 16—20), will not admit of the longer term ; * and, secondly,

' The verb and the snbstantive used are cognate ; and the passage is correctly, as well as

literally, rendered by the LXX. : ri 5i KaTolicri<Tis tuv vIwm 'Iffpai}?^ ^v KaTc^Kfjaav ivyfj AJyvirry.
• In some copies of the Septuagint" (e.g. the Codex Alexandrinus) the reading is

—" The
sojourning of the children of Israel, which they and their fathers sojourned in Egypt and in

(he land of Canaan, was 430 years," which approaches to the Samaritan, but still differs

from it.

• From the entrance of Abraham into Canaan to the birth of Isaac was twenty-five years

(6ei\| xiL 4 ; xvii. 1, 21) ; from the birth of Isaac to that of Jacob was sixty years (ib. xxv.

26). Jacob was 130 years old when he went into Egypt (ib. xlvii. 9). But 25 + 60+ 130= 215.
• So Kennicott, Pool, Houbigant, Geddes, Morinus, Cappellus, Deyling, Koppen. Usher,

Marsham, Buddseus, Bengel, Knobel, Colenso, etc. The last-named writer, who has collated

aU the genealogies contained in the Pentateuch, has shown that they vary between four and

six names, teudinir thus, in some degree, to coofinu the estimate of four generatiooa from Len
toMOM*
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that St. Panl reckoned no more than 430 years from the call of Abraham to

the ExoduB (Gal. iii. 17). Now, certainly, if the genealogies are complete,

and especially that of Moses and Aaron, the longer term of years cannot

have been reached, since even if Kohath was but a year old at the time ol

his l>eing carried into Egypt (Gen. xlvi. 11), and if Amram was bom in

thf last year of Kohath's Ufe, and Moses in the last year of Amram's, the

eightieth year of Moses, in which the Exodus took place (Ex. vii. 7), would

be only the 350th from the descent into Egypt and not the 430th.^ But

the ordinary Jewish practice with regard to genealogies was to contract

them ; and it is quite possible that in all the recorded genealogies of this

period, except that of Joshua (1 Chr. vii. 22-27), there are omissions. The

number of generations in the genealogy of Joshua is ten, an amount very

much more consonant with the period of 430 than with that of 215 years

;

and this number we are bound to accept aa historical, since there could be

no possible reason why the writer of Chronicles should have invented it

;

so tiiat, on the whole, the argument to be drawn from the Scriptural

genealogies is rather in favour of the long period than against it. It is the

( )riental practice to call any male descendant a son, any female descendant

;i daughter ; ^ it is the Jewish practice to contract genealogies by means of

omissions ; ' it is unheard-of to expand a genealogy by thrusting in un-

nistorical names : there must consequently have been ten generations from

J oseph to Joshua. Ten generations woxild certainly, at this period of Jewish

history, represent 400 years, and might easily cover 430, giving an average

of forty-three years to a generation, instead of the thii'ty-three years of

later times.*

With respect to St. Paul's estimate (Gal. iii. 17), it would simply

hi low that, in writing to Greek-speaking Jews, whose only Bible was the

Septuagint version, he made use of that translation. It would not even

prove his own opinion upon the point, since the chronological question is

not pertinent to his argument, and, whatever he may have thought upon it,

ho would certainly not have obtruded upon his Galatian disciples a wholly

irrelevant discussion.

In favour of the longer term the great argument is the general one, that

' Colenso's rtatement is correct—" Now supposing that Kohath was only an infant, when
brought down by his father to Egypt with JacoD, and that he begat Aiuram at the very end of

his life, when 133 years old, and that Amrain, in like manner, begat Moses when he was 137
years old, btill these two numbers added to eighty years, the age of Moses at the time of thfl

Exodus, would only amount to 350 years, instead of 430 " (' The Pentateuch and the Book of
Joshua,' Part I., p. 92).

* No one would sujjpose that " a daughter of Levi " in Ex. ii. 1 meant more than a female
aeticeDdaDt of Levi

; yet when exactly the same phrase is used of the same person in Num. xxtI
oy, it has been argued that an actual daughter must be intended.

• In the genealogy of Ezra (Ezr. vii. 1—5) at least seven names are omitted ; in that of our
Lord (Matt i. 2-IG) at least three, probably more. A comparison of 1 Chr. ix. 4—19 with
NehpTD xi. 4—22. gives additional evidence of the practice of omission.

lleKxI. II. N'2—y«f««i To««t avipwn ixaThv frtd 4rru tJompare Clem Alex ' Strom.' L9L
p 145
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the Hebrew text is to be taken as the true original unless it contains

internal signs of imperfection, and that here there are no such signs. On
the other hand, there are signs that the Septuagint and Samaritan texts are

interpolated—viz. first, their variations ; ^ and secondly, the fact that the

length of the sojourn in Egypt is alone naturally before the writer's mind

at this point of his narrative. A further argument is furnished by Gen.

XV. 13—16, where the term of the Egyptian sojourn is prophetically given

(in round ntunbers) as 400 years ; a passage quoted by St. Stephen (Acts

vii. 6), who clearly regards the prophecy as fulfilled. It has been argued

that " the 400 years is meant to refer to the time during which the ' seed

of Abraham* should be sojourners in a strange land," rather than to the

time during which they should suffer oppression, and so, that the sojourn

in Canaan is included ;
* but this exposition, which is admitted to be con-

trary to the apparent sense,' cannot possibly be allowed, since Gen. xv.

13—16 speaks of one land and one nation—a nation which should "aiBicf*

them, and which tLey should " serve," and which at the end of the 400

years should be "judged "—whereas the Canaanites did not " afflict" them,

for quarrels about wells (Gen. xxvi. 15—21) are not an " affliction" in the

language of Scripture,* and certainly they did not " serve " the Canaanites

—

neither could it possibly be of the Canaanites that it is said, " That nation,

whom they shall serve, will I judge, and afterward shall they come out with

great substance " (Gen. xv. 14). Finally, the long term is most consonant

alike with the estimate formed of the entire number of the grown males at

the time of the Exodus (600,000, Ex. xii. 37), and with the details given

of particular families in the Book of Numbers, as especially those of the

families of the Levites, in ch. iii. 21—39.

If, upon these grounds, the longer term of 430 years for the sojourn in

Egypt be preferred to the shorter term of 215 years, the details of the

chronology must be arranged as follows :
*

—

Tean.

Viom the descent of Jacob into Egypt to the death of Joseph . • . 71

M death of Joseph to the birth of Moses . . . , . 278

M birth of Moses to his flight into Midian . . • . 40

„ flight of Moses into Midian to his return to Egypt . . 40

M return of Moses to the Exodus ... 1

430

It is a different, and a much more intricate, question, how the chronology

of this period is to be attached to the general chronology of mund^e
• See above, p. xrii

^ '.Colenso, ' The Pentateuch and the Book of Joshua,' Part I., p. 94.

*'lbid.
* Note the constant use of the terms " affliction " and " afflict " with reference to Egypt in

the Pentateuch (Gen. xli. 52 ; Ex. i. 11, 12 ; iii. 7, 17 ; iv. 31 ; Deut, xxvi. 6, 7). They are
never used in reference to any suffering the Israelites may have undergone in Canaan

» See Keil and Delitzsch, • Commentary on the Old Testament,' vol. L p. 414, E. T ; and
KAlisch, < Comment on Exodus,' Introduction, pp zi—^xiii

e-2
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affaire, or even how it is to be united with the later chronology of the

Jew-ish nation. If complete reliance could be placed on the genuineneas

of a i>articnlar text (1 Kings vi. 1), the difficulties indeed of this latter

problem would in a great measure disappear; for, having fixed the date of

the commencement of Solomon's temple, which was certainly begun nbout

B.C. 1000, we should only have to add to the exact date on which we

decided, the number 480, in order to obtain an equally exact date for the

Exodus. It was in this way that Archbishop Ussher produced his date of

B.C. 1491, which is still maintained by Kalisch,^ and with an unimportant

variation by KeU.' But the genuineness of the words in 1 Kings vi. 1

—

'* in the 480th year after the children of Israel were come out of the land

of Egypt "—is open to serious question.' 1 hey stand alone, unsupported

by anything analogous in the whole of the rest of Scripture.^ They /ere

apparently unknown to Josephus, to Theophilus of Antioch, and to Cleiueus

of Alexandria, who would necessarily have quoted them, had they existt^d in

their copies.' They are also at variance with the tradition glanced at by

St. Paul (Acts xiii. 20), that from the partition of Canaan to Samuel was a

space of 450 years. But if, on these grounds, we surrender the genuineuesa

of 1 Kings vi. 1, we are launched at once upon an open sea of conjecture.

St. Paul's statement is defective both in consequence of his using the

expression "about," and in consequence of his not marking whether he

means to include the judgeship of Samuel in the 450 years or to exclude it.

llis statement leaves moreover the space between the death of Moses and

the partition of Canaan unestimated. The detailed statements in the

books of Scripture from Joshua to Kings are defective, since in the first

place they leave many periods unestimated,^ and further, they are expressed

to a large extent in round numbers," which are fatal to exact computation.

It has been calculated that, on the most probable estimate, the details of

Joshua, Judges, and Samuel would produce for the period between the

Exodus and the foundation of the Temple, 600, 612, or 628 years.^ On the

other hand, it has been argued with considerable force that these estimates

are greatly in excess of the real time—that different judges bore office

• * Historical and Critical Commentary,' Introduction, p. xiv.

• By lengthen inf^ the duration of the kingdom of Judah by one year, Keil makes the date

».o. 14'J2 (' Biblical Commentary,' vol. i. p. 414).
• Hales says—" The period ol 480 years is a forgery, foisted into the text" (' Chronol )gy,'

»oL u. p. 287). The date is also rejected by Jackson, Clinton, Stuart Poole, Bunsen, Lepsius,

Lenormant, Brugsch, and others, but defended by Canon Cook and Mr. Greswell.
• The words involve the assumption of the E.xodus <m an era from which to date cventa

Bat the idea of sin era nowhere else appears in Scripture, and was unknown to the nations of

Miti'iuity until the time of Thucydides.
• See the wTiter's note on the piussage in the ' Speaker's Commentary,' vol. ii. pp. 51—59.
• As the periods during which Joshua, Shamgar and Samueljudged Israel ; the time between

the death of Joshua and the first Bcnitude ; and the reign of Saul (estimated at fortv years bj

6t I'aul, Acts xiii. 21).
' Forty years (Judg. iu. II ; r. 81 ; viii. 28 ; xiii. 1 ; 1 Sam. iv. 18) ; twenty years (Jodg

?. 8 ; XVI. 81 ; 1 Sam. vii. 2) : eighty years (Judg. iii. 80) ; 800 years (Q, xi. 26).
• Clinton, • Futi HeUenici ' toI i p. S12
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giintiltaneotisly in different parts of Palestine,* and that the actual period

which elapsed from the Exodus to Solomon's accession did not much exceed

300 years. The result is that the best and most learned of modem critics

vary in their dates for the Exodus by as much as 332 years, some placing it

as late as b.c. 1300, and others as early as b.c. 1632.

It might have been supposed that the difficulties of the Scriptural

chronology would have received light from the parallel chronolog}' of

Egypt, or even have been set at rest by it ; but Egyptian chronology has

difficulties of its own which render it one of the most abstruse of studies,

and preclude the possibility of any positive conclusions being formed

respecting it, unless by the method of arbitrary selection from among co-

equal authorities. Hence it is not yet a settled point among Egyptologists,

ander which dynasty, much less under which king, the Exodus took place,

some placing it as early as Thothmes III., the fifth king of the eighteenth

dynasty, and others as late as Seti-Menephthah, the fifth king of the

nineteenth. An interval of above two centuries separates these reigns.

On the whole, the preponderance of authority is in favour of the Exodus

having fallen under the nineteenth, rather than the eighteenth dynasty,

and under either Seti-Menephthah or his father Menephthah,* who wer»

the fi.fth and fourth kings. The Egyptian tradition upon the subject,

recorded by Manetho,^ Chaeremon,* and others, points evidently to one or

other of these kings, and has generally been taken as decisive in favour

of the father. But a hieratic inscription,^ deciphered and translated by

Dr. Eisenlohr of Heidelberg in 1872, has been thought by some to incline

the scale towards the son, Seti-Menephthah, whose reign seems to have been

followed by a period of revolution and disturbance, described in terms

almost identical with those in which Manetho speaks of the time that

followed the Exodus.

If we accept Manetho's account of the period in Egyptian history to

which the Exodus belongs, we shall have as the probable date of the event,

calculated from Egyptian sources,® about B.C. 1300, or from that to B.C. 1350.

Four hundred and thirty years before this will bring us to the eighteenth

century b.c, when Egypt was, according to all writers,^ under the dominion

of the Shepherd kings. This will agree well with the tradition, which

George the SynceUus says was universal,^ that Joseph governed Egypt in

• Bunsen, ' Egypt's Place in Universal History,' voL iii. pp. 282—288 ; Canon Cook, in the
' Speaker's Commentary,' vol. L p. 248.

• This is the view of Lepsius, Bunsen, Lenorraant, Brugsch, and Birch—a combination of

authority which it is difficiit to resist. The last-named writer says of Menephthah—" It ii

generally admitted that the Exodus took place in his reign."

• « Ap. Joseph, c. Apion.' i. 26, 27. * Ibid. i. 32.

• See the ' Transactions of the Society of Biblical Archaeology,' vol. i. pp. 355—384 • and

eompare ' Records of the Past,' vol. viii. pp. 45—47.

• Brugsch makes the year of Menephthah's accession B.C. 1300 (' History of Egypt,' vol. ii

p. 314) ; Wilkinson, B.O. 1245 ; Lenormant, B.C. 1350 (' Manuel d'Histoire Ancienne,' voL i

pp. 404. 428).
» So JBrugsch, Lenormant, Bunsen, Wilkinson, Birch, etc • Chronographia, p. 62, B
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the time of King Apophis, who was the last king of the seventeenth or

great Shepherd dynasty. Joseph probably outlived Apophis, and saw the

commencement of the eighteenth dynasty, so that the founder of that

dynasty, Aahmes, cannot be the " king that knew not Joseph " (Ex. i. 8).

Nor could the Israelites have been by that time so numerous as to rouse

the king's fears. The Pharaoh intended is probably the founder of the

nineteenth dynasty, Eameses I., or his son Seti, the great conqueror. If

Moses was bom under this monarch, his flight to Midian would have taken

place under Eameses II., Seti's son and successor; and his return, forty

years later, on the death of the Pharaoh who sought his life, would fall in

the reign of Menephthah, the son and successor of Eameses 11. It may have

been the exhaustion of Egypt through the double loss of the firstborn and

of the great bulk of the armed force in the Eed Sea, together with the

discontent caused by the unwise conduct of the king, that led shortly

afterwards to those troubles which supervened on the death of Menephthah
—first disputes with regard to the succession, and then a period of com-

plete anarchy.* The Israelites were in the Sinaitic peninsula at this time.

When the Egyptian troubles came to an end, and Eameses III. began

bis conquests, they were engaged in their wars on the eastern side of

Palestine, and profited by his attack, which weakened their enemies. After

Eameses III. Egypt declined; and hence no more is heard of her in the

Biblical history till the reign of Solomon. The subjoined table wiU show at

a glance the view here taken of the synchronisms between the Egyptian and

the Israelite history from the time of Joseph to the entrance into Canaan.

CaoA B.C. EOTFTLUr HiBTOXT. Hkbhbw Histobt.

1900-1700 Egypt under the Shepherd Kings Joseph in Egypt. His brethren join

Dynasty XVIL him. Commencement of the 430
years, about B.o. 1740.

1700 Accession of Dynasty XVLLL Joseph dies about b.o. 1670.
1400 Accession of Dynasty TTY.

(Eameses I. first king).

1895 Seti I. (great conqueror) . . . Rise of " kingwho knew not Joseph."
Pithom and Karaeses built.

1885 Bameees II. (associated) . . . Birth of Moses (circa B.C. 1390^.
Flight of Moses to Midian (cirea

B.a 1350).
1820 Menephthah L . . • • . Moses returns from Midian (circa

1311).
1305 Seti n. (Seti-Menephthah) . . The Exodus (<rfroo B.0 1310>

1800—1280 Revolution in Egypt Short
reigns of Amon-meses and
Siphthah. Period of anarchy.

1280 Accession of Dynasty XX.
Set-Nekht

1276 Barneses UL (conqueror) . . The Israelites enter Canaan (etros

B.a 1270).
1255 Rameses IV

' Birch, ' Egypt from the Earliest Times,' pp. 135—7 ; Bruijisch, * Historr of Bevpt,' t<J ii

fp. 130—

«
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On Early Egyp-ian History ash Chronology.

The admitted uncertainty of the proper mode of synchronising Egyptian

with Biblical history makes it desirable to add in this place a few remarks

on the main features of Egyptian chronology and history in the earlier

times, that so the reader may be able to judge for himself between the

various synchronistic theories which come under his notice, and form his

own scheme, if that in the text (supra, p. xxii.) does not satisfy him.

It is allowed on all hands that civilisation, kingly government, archi-

tecture of a remarkable kind, and fairly advanced mimetic art, existed in

Egypt from a time considerably anterior to Abraham. The lowest date

that has been assigned, so far as we are aware, by any modem scholar^ to

the commencement of the civilised monarchical Egypt, is B.C. 2260, or from

that to B.C. 2450. Some of the most learned writers raise the date by one

thousand or two thousand years.'' But, setting aside such extravagances,

we may state it as tmiversally agreed upon among historians of the present

day that the history of Egypt goes back at least to the date mentioned

above. It is maintained by many that, in this early period, the country

was for the most part split up among several distinct kingdoms ; but on

the other hand it is allowed that at times a single monarchy held the whole,

and kings possessed of great power and resources ruled Egypt from the

Tower of Syene to the waters of the Mediterranean. Manetho assigned to

the period no fewer than fourteen dynasties, and though some of these may
be purely mythical,^ and others * may represent lines of petty princes who
bore sway in some obscure province, yet a certain number—as the fotirth,

fifth, sixth, eleventh and twelfth—were beyond a doubt dynasties of great

power, dominant over the whole or the greater part of Egypt, and possessed

of resources which enabled them to erect monuments of an extraordinary

character. The two greatest of the Pyramids belong to the fourth dynasty,

and must have been seen by Abraham when he visited Egypt, about b.c.

1960. The Third Pyramid in its present state is the work of a queen of

the sixth dynasty. A king of the twelfth erected the obelisk which still

stands at Heliopolis, as well as another which lies prostrate in the Fayoum.

The artificial Lake Moeris, the Fayoum pyramids, and the celebrated Laby-

rinth belong to the same period. Egypt from B.C. 2450 (or at any rate

from B.C. 2260) to about B.C. 1900 was in a flourishing condition : unattacked

by foreign foes, she developed during this time the chief features of her

' See the author's ' Origin of Nations,' p 31, where he has suggested that " the establish

ment of a settled monarchy in Egypt fell between B.C. 2450 and B.C. 2250." The date

suggested by Mr. R S. Poole is B.C. 2717 ; that preferred by Sir G. Wilkinson, B.C. 2691.
"* Bunsen gives B.o. 3059, Lepsius B.C. 3892, Dr. Brugsch B.a 4400, Maxiette and LenormAot

B.C. 5004.
* As the firbt three, which have left no remains and no histoiy
* Ai the seventh, ei^tb, niith and tenth
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•rchitcctnre and of her Bculpture, carried to perfection her complex system

of hieroglypliics—and attained very considerable proficiency in most of the

naeful and ornamental arta. The period of this civilisation was de.-<ignated

by Manetho that of " the Old Empire ;
" and the phrase has been preserved

by some modem historians of Egypt ^ as indicative of a very important

reality.

The period of " the Old Empire " was followed by that of " the Middle

Empire." At a date variously estimated, but believed by the present

writer to have been about B.a 1900, Egypt was conquered by a pastoral

Asiatic people, which destroyed the old civilisation, defaced the monuments,

burnt the cities, and completely demolished the temples. The whole countiy

was plunged for a time into utter ruin and desolation. All the less massive

buildings disappeared—literature, unless enshrined in pyramids or buried

in sepulchral chambers, ceased to exist—architecture, njimetic art, even the

ornamental arts, finding no demand, died out—for a century or more utter

barbarism settled do%vn generally over the land, and if it had not been that

in a few places native Egyptian dynasties were suffered to drag on a

dependent and precarious existence, all the old knowledge would have

perished. It was as when the Goths and Vandals and Alans and Aleumnni

and Burgundians swept over the Roman Empire of the West, and brought

in those " Dark Ages " of which so much has been said and so little is

kno%vTi. Egypt for a century or more was crushed under the ii'on heel of

her conquerors. Then, by slow degrees, there was a revival. The bar-

barism of the invaders yielded to the softening influences of that civilisa-

tion which it had nearly, but not quite, annihilated. First the useful, then

the ornamental arts, were recalled into life. Temples were built, sphinxes

were carved, even statues were attempted by the rude race which had at

first despised all arts but war, and aU trades but that of the armourer. The
court of the invaders, held at Tanis in the Delta, became assimilated to

that of the old Egyptian Pharaohs. No great works, however, were

attempted ; and the memorials of the period which remain are few and

insignificant. How long the foreign domination lasted is uncertain, but

the five centuries of some writers ^ are reduced by others to two centuries

or two centuries and a half.' The present writer inclines to the shorter

estimate, and would assign to the " Middle Empire " or " Ilyksos rule " the

period between B.a 1900 and 1700—or at most that between b.c. 19 J 5 and

•.c. 1675.

' See Bansen, • Ep^pt's Place in Universal History,' pnMi'm ; Birch, ' Ef^ypt from the

Earliest Times,' pp. 23—56 ; etc
» As Brugsch ('History of Egypt,* toI. ii. p. 314), Lenormant ('Manuel Jll^tdire

Ancienn*!,' vol. i. p. 321), and Wilkinson (in the author's ' Herodotus,' vol. ii. pp 297, 298)
• The art,'uin»>nts fur tlie shorter period are well stated by Canon Cook in his Essay on ibe

BeariiH's of Egy ptmn History uj<on the Pentateuch (' Speaker'! Commentary,' voL L part i

pp. 447'—«).
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The yoke of the invaders was thrown off ahont B.C. 1700—1675 by aa

nprising of the native Egyptians against them, under a leader named
Aahmes, who had his capital at Thebes. The most brilliant peri(_)d in

Egyptian history—the time of the " New Empire "—now set in. Under
the eighteenth dynasty, which consisted of twelve kings and a queen,

Egyptian fleets explored the Mediterranean and the Red Seas, commerce

flourished, Palestine and Syria were conquered, the Euphrates was crossed,

Assyria invaded, and. the Khabour made the eastern limit of the Empire.

At the same time architecture and all the arts revived ; great temples were

built, lofty obelisks erected, huge colossi upreared. The duration of the

dynasty is variously estimated at from two to three centuries. In assigning

to it the period from b.c. 1700 to B.C. 1400 we follow the high authority of

Dr. Brugsch. Other writers ^ have assigned it the space from B.C. 1703 to

B.C. 1462—from b.c. 1633 to b.c. 1412—and from B.C. 1520 to B.C. 1324.

In the ensuing dynasty—the nineteenth—Egyptian art and literature

culminated, while in arms there was a slight retrogression. Seti I. and

Rameses II. erected the most magnificent of all Egyptian btdldings. Seti

was a conqueror, but Rameses was content to resist attack. Towards its

close the dynasty showed signs of weakness. Internal troubles broke out.

The succession to the crown was disputed ; and three or four short reigns

were followed by a time of complete anarchy. The dynasty probably held

the throne from about B.C. 1400 to b.c. 1280.

Under the twentieth dynasty a rapid decline set in. The second king,

Rameses III., was a remarkable monarch, successful in his wars, and great

in the arts of peace. But with him the glorious period of the Egyptian

monarchy came to an end—his successors rapidly degenerated, and for more

than two centuries—imtil the time of Solomon—there was not the slightest

sign of a revival. Architecture, art, literature—all pass under a cloud ; and,

but for the dynastic lists and the excavated tombs of the kings, we might

have supposed that some sudden calamity had engulfed and destroyed the

Egyptian people.

It is agreed on all hands that the period within which the Israelites and

their ancestors came into contact with Egypt prior to their settlement in

Canaan feU within the space occupied in Egyptian history by the dynasties

between the twelfth and the twentieth inclusively. Abraham's visit to

Egypt is generally assigned to the period called above that of "the Old

Empire," Joseph's residence to the " Middle Empire," the oppression of the

Israelites and the Exodus to the " New Empire." The chief controversy

raised is with respect to the Exodus, which some assign to the nineteenth,

Bome to the eighteenth, some to a period anterior to the eighteenth dynasty.

The materials at present existing seem insufficient to determine this con-

trover^ ; and perhaps the unlearned reader will do best to follow the

* Lflaonnant gives the fiist of these estimates, Baasen the •eeoad, aad Wilkiown the thinL
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balance of authority, which certainly at present points to the nineteenth w
ilie dynasty, and to Menephthah, son of Eameses IT., as the king, und«5»

whom the " going forth " of the Israelites took place.

Tabdlab View or the Chief Evekta is EaYpriAN Histobt from the Twelith

TO THE Twentieth Dynasty, with appboximate Dates.

OCT B.C. DrxAnm. Cbot Kiiias. Evxim.

S150 Accession of the Usurtasen L Obelisks erected at Heliopolis and

12th Dynasty in the Fayoum. Great Temple of

(Theban). Kamak commenced
Usortasenin Ethiopia conquered. Frontier

advanced to the Second Cataract.

Ameoemhat III. Construction of the Labyrinth,

and the artificial Lake Moeris.

I960 Accession of the Egypt invaded by nomadic races

13th Dynasty from Asia.

(Theban).

1900 Accession of the Set (or Saites). Great Shepherd invasion nnder

17th Dynasty Set Destruction of Egyptian

(Shepherds).

Apepi (or Apophis).

monuments and records.

1700 Accession of the Aahmes. Shepherds driven oct Avarit

I8th Dynasty taken.

(Theban).
ThothmesL Southern frontier advanced Asia

invaded. Campaign in Mesopo-
tamia. Temple of Kamak en-

larged. Obelisks erected.

Queen Hatasn. Egyptian ships navigate the Red
Sea.

Campaigns in Asia. Syria andThot.hmesm
Western Mesopotamia conquered.

Assyria invaded and forced to pay
a tribute. Great additions made
to the Eamak temple. Erection

of numerous obelisks ' and colossL

A fleet employed in the Mediter-

ranean.

Amenophis TTT. Conquests of Thothmes HI
maintained. Luxor temple erected-

The two great sitting colossi set up.

Amenophis FV. (or Disk-worship introduced.

Khuenaten'),

Saanckht, Ai, and
Tutankhamen
(heretic kings).

Hor-em-het Restoration of the Old Religion.

1400 Accession of the Ramesee L Campaign in Syria. Treaty with

10th Dynasty Eittites.

(Theban).

SetiL Great victories orer the Shasu

(Arabs), Hittites, and natives of

N. Africa. Egyptian power re-

established in Mesopotamia.

Splendid additions made to the

Temple of Kamak. Rameseumand
city of Pa-Ramesu commenced.

* Aaiong tbew were lnrlii>i«d tbi> uilem exlRtlng oiM. th*t befon the Cbnreh «f 8. John L*tenn at

m Ui« ub.'iigk rac«utly pl'icv.l uu ibe TbAmet EmbAnkment.
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Tabdlab View op the Chiep Events in Egyptian Histobt from the Twelfth to

THE Twentieth Dynasty, with afpboximatb Dates.—Continued.

Ajom B.C. Dtnabtib. CHiur Kniot. Evu'n.

1400 Barneses IL (reigns

STjeais).

1280

UOO

Accession of the

20tli Dynasty
(Theban).

MenephtluJL

Seti n. (or Seti-

Menephthah).

Set-Nekhi

BarnesesIH (reigns

81 years).

Close of the 20th
Dynasty

Barneses IV. to

YTTT.

Acme of Egyptian civilisation,

architectTire, and art Military

decline begins. Peace made with

the Hittites on terms of perfect

equality. Mesopotamia relin-

quished. Great magnificence in

building. Eameseum completed

and adorned with huge colossL

Eock-temple of Ipsambul con-

structed. Canal completed between
the Nile and the Bed Sea. Ciij

of Pa-Ramesu completed.

Great attack on Egypt from the

north and north-west repulsed.

Friendly relations maintained with

the Hittites. Expulsion of the
" lepers " from Egypt according to

Manetho. Beign terminates in

troubles and disturbances.

Crown claimed by a pretender,

called Amon-mes, and afterwards

by another called Siphthah. Long
struggle, terminating in anarchy.

Combined attack on Egypt of

Asiatics and Europeans by land

and sea from the north-east re-

fiulsed. Nations of N. Africa de-

eated. Syria overrun, and power
of Egypt re-established as far as

Carchemish. Temple of Ammon
at Medinet Abou built. Com-
merce encouraged.

General decline of Egypt No
wars. No great works. Scarcely

any literature. The kings gra-

dually sink into faineants, and
power passes into the hands of the

high-priests of Ammon.

On the Geography of the Exodus akd of the Wanderings

AS FAB AS Sinai.

The difficulties in the way of tracing the route whereby the Israelites

passed from the Land of Goshen to Sinai, always considerable, have been

recently mnch enhanced by the propounding of an entirely new line of

march by a scholar of high reputation, Dr. Heinrich Brugsch.* It is true

• See a paper read before the International Congress of Orientalists in London, Sept. 17,

1874, and afterwards published under the title ' L'Exode et les Monoments Egyptiena,*
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that the same theory was put forward many years ago by two other learned

Germans, Messrs. Unruh and Schleiden, but their views attracted little

attention, having no great local knowledge to recommend them, whereaa

Dr. Brugsch is proliably the highest authority living on the STibject of

Egyptian geography, and a view which has his support cannot possibly be

ignored or passed over. We must, then, commence the examination of the

subject before us by discussing the theory of Dr. Brugsch, which is regarded

in some quarters as " a brilliant one," and as having " at any rate prima

facie much to recommend it." *

Dr. Brugsch supposes that the "Eameses" from which the Israelites

started (Ex. xii. 37 ; Num. xxxiii. 3) was the same place as Tanis or Zoan,

now San, a large town situated on the Tanitic branch of the Nile, about

lat. 31° and long. 31° 50' E. from Greenwich. He brings abundant proof

to show that this town, which was rebuilt by Rameses II., was known in

his reign and in that of his son, Menephthah, as Pa-Ramesu, or " the city of

Barneses," that it was a place of great importance, and a common residence,

if not the common residence, of the court at that period. Placing the

Exodus, as we do ourselves, in the reign of Menephthah, he naturally

concludes that the miracles of Moses and his interviews with the Egyptian

king took place at this city, the only " city of Eameses " known to have

existed at the time, and that it was the starting-point from which he and

his company commenced their journey. In proof that he is right, he very

properly adduces the statement of the psalmist, probably Asaph, that the

miracles of Moses were wrought " in the field of Zoan " (Ps. Ixxviii. 1 2, 43).

These arguments are of so much weight that we, at any rate, do not care

to dispute them, and we shall assume as highly probable, if not absolutely

certain, that the Eameses from which the Israelites started was Zoan-

Eameses, the capital city of Eameses II. and Menephthah, now marked by

the extensive ruins at San-el Hagar, which have lately been visited and

described by Mr. GrevUle Chester.^

The children of Israel journeyed " from Eameses to Succoth " (Ex. xiL

37). Dr. Brugsch assumes the identity of this word, Succoth, with an

Egyptian name, Thuku or Thukot, which he 6nds applied to the marshy

district east and south-east of Tanis, and suggests that the place where the

Israelites encamped was a certain fort, called " the barrier of Thukot,"

which, he says, is mentioned in papyri, and which he believes to have lain

to the south-east of Tanis, halfway between that place and the modern

Tel-Defneh, the ancient Daphnse. We quite agree as to the direction in

Leipzig, 187.^. An Enprlish translation of the work is appended to the ' History of Egypt,' bj

the same wriler, traosliited by the lato Mr. IT. Danby Stymour and Mr. Philip Smith, and

pabli-shed by Mr. Murray, London, 1879.
' See an article hj Mr. Greville Chester in the ' Quarterlj Statement ol the Palestine

Bzploration Fund,' for July, 1880, p 134
» Jbid pp. 140—4
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whioh Sucooth is to be Bought, since the wilderness, for which Moses was
bound, lay south-east of Tanis ; we demur, however, to the identification of

Succoth with Thuku,* and we regard seven and a-half miles, which is half

the distance between San and Tel-Defheh, as too short a march for ^e
people to have made in the first freshness of their powers and the first

warmth of their zeal. We should incline to double the distance, and to

plaoe Sucooth at Tel-Defiieh, an elevated spot of ground in a marshy-

district, where the cultivators of the soil would be likely to fix their

** booths " of sedge and brushwood.'*

The third station named in the journey of the Israelites is Etham
(Ex. xiii. 20) " in the edge of the wilderness." Having identified Succoth

with "the barrier of Thukot," about seven or eight miles from San,

I>r. Brugsch not unnaturally places Etham at Tel-Defheh, seven or eight

milea farther on in the same direction. Here there was, he says, in the

time of Eameses II., a " Khetam," or fort, to guard the passage of the

easternmost branch of the Nile, whence (according to him) the Hebrew
name, Etham. Khetam, however, with a strong guttural kh, is not Etham,

DnK, which commences with the light breathing, aleph. And Khetam, again,

is not a local name, but a descriptive word, meaning " fort " or " stronghold." *

Consequently there were many Khetams, especially towards the frontier;

and even granting the identity of the words, there is nothing to mark the

identity of the BibKcal Etham with the Khetam, or fortress, at Tel-Dafneh.

We should incline to place Etham at El-Kantara, on the line of the Suez

Canal, about eleven or twelve miles from Tel-Defheh, almost due east.

El-Kantara is truly " in the edge of the wilderness " proper, which com-

mences as soon as the Suez Canal is crossed ; and the ruins show it to have

been a place of some importance in the time" of Eameses IL*

At Etham the Israelites were commanded to change their route.

" Speak unto the children of Israel," said God to Moses, " that they turn

and encamp before Pi-hahiroth, between Migdol and the sea, over against

Baal-zephon " (Ex. xiv. 2). Dr. Brugsch believes that the " turn " was

made to the left—that from Tel-Defheh the south-east course was changed

to a north-east one, and a march made which brought the Israelites close to

the Mediterranean Sea at the western extremity of Lake Serbonis. The
distance to this point from Tel-Defheh, his Etham, is by the shortest route

considerably over forty miles—yet Dr. Brugsch appears to regard this

distance as accomplished in one day.

' We believe that the E^ptian t (th) never replaces the sharp Hebrew sibiLait tameeh,
which is the initial letter of Snccoth.

• Sdfccoth is more properly "booths" than " tents," and is so translated in Gen. xxxiii. 17

;

Lev. xxiii. 42 ; Neh. viii. 14, 16. The natives of the marsh district to this day lodge in " hut*

made of reeds " (' Quarterly Statement of Pal. Exp. Fund,* p. 144).
• See Dr. Birch's ' Dictionary of Hieroglyphics,' in vol. v. of Bunsen's • Egypt's Place,

p. 558, ad voc. Khetmu.
• Greville Chester, in the ' Quarterly Statement ' above quoted, p 147.
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Pi-hahiroth ifi described (Ex. xiv. 2) as " between Migdol and the sea,"

and as "over against Baal-zepbon." Dr. Brugscb finds a Migdol some

twenty miles from the western end of Lake Serbonis, to the south-west, and

oonjectures that Baal-zephon was a Phoenician settlement, situated at the

modem Eas Kazeroim, the ancient Mons Casius. As this place is distant

from his site for Pi-hahiroth some twenty-five miles in the opposite direction

from Migdol, he regards the description of Ex. xiv. 2 as sufficiently

answered, and even places the three sites accordingly. Almost aU other

expositors have felt that the three places must have been very near together

indeed, so near that the encampment beside Pi-hahiroth (Ex. iv. 9) waa

regarded as "pitching before Migdol" (Num. xxxiii, 7).

We approach now the main feature of Dr. Brugsch's theory, to which aU

the rest is subordinate. He believes that the Israelites, having reached the

shores of the Mediterranean at the point opposite the western extremity of

Lake Serbonis, foimd stretching before them a long tongue of land, which

formed the regular road from Egypt to Palestine,^ and that immediately,

without having to wait for a miracle, they entered upon it. The Egyptians

followed them. After the Hebrews, marching on foot, had successfully

traversed the entire neck of land to the point where it (as he supposes)

re-joined the continent, " a great wave from the Mediterranean took by

surprise the Egyptian cavalry, and the captains of the war-chariots." ^

Thrown into disorder, their pathway obliterated, they became entangled in

the soft mud of the Serbonian Lake, which was, he says, " a lagoon of

weeds," ^ and thence called Yam-Suph—they suffered the calamity which

befel the soldiers of Artaxerxes Ochus,* and to which Milton alludes in

' Paradise Lost '
*—they perished in the waters of Serbonis.

The objections to this entire view are numerous, and of various kindB.

In the first place, it gives no reason for the Pharaoh's sudden resolve to

pursue the Israelites, since, instead of being " entangled in the land," they

were, according to Brugsch, on the shortest and readiest road leading out of

Egypt to Palestine. In the second place, it contradicts the statement ^ that

" God led them not the way of the Philistines, but led the people the way

of the Yam-Suph," since it makes the way of the Philistines and the way

of the Yam-Suph one and the same, and it makes God lead them out of

Egypt by the way which conducted most directly to Palestine, or the

country of the Philistines. Thirdly, it leaves no place for the miracle of

dividing the sea (Ex. xiv. 21), since it regards the tongue of land as a

regular road constantly used. Fourthly, it contradicts the natural features

' Brugsch, * History of Egypt,' voL iL p. 360 :
—" A long tongue of land, which in ancient

times fonjied the only road from Egypt to Palestine." This point is essential to Dr. Brugsc i/i

theory, since he could not other^iise suppose that the Israelites would have pent themselves vf
\M such a comer as that between the Mediterranean and Lake Serbonis.

» r,iti. I). 364. • Ibid '» 360 Diod. Sic. xvL 46
' Book IL 11. 5it2-4 • Ex »iu 17
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of the place, ginco (1) the Lake Serbonis containB no weeds, sedge, or rushe«

of any kind,^ and (2) it is, and always must be, so long as it is a lake, fed

by a deep channel connecting it with the Mediterranean, so that the tongue

of land is not continuous, and cannot be used as a road, unless by an army

carrying pontoons, or a small company of travellers, who might be conveyed

across the channel in boats. Fifthly, it assumes that the expression Yam-

Suph is used by the writer of the Pentateuch of two quite different pieces

of water, since no one can possibly deny that Yam-Suph in Num. xxxiii.

10, 11, is used of the Eed Sea. Finally, it is in the teeth of a twofold

tradition, Egyptian^ and Jewish,^ which unhesitatingly made the upper

end of the Eed Sea the scene of the disaster.

On the destruction of the Egyptians, the Israelites, according to Dr.

Brugsch, turned sharp to the south from Baal-zephon, or the Mons Casius,

and entered the wilderness of Shur, now the Tih, in long. 32° 50' nearly.

A recent examination of the locality has shown such a movement to have

been impossible, since the Lake Serbonis continues in an unbroken line

from long. 32" 32', where it commences, to long. 33° 20', where it termbiates,

at a place called El Saramit.* Even at this point there is no escaping from

the tongue of land on which the Israelites are supposed to have entered,

without crossing the channel connecting Lake Serbonis with the Mediter-

ranean,^ so that, having reached the end of the spit, the Israelites would

have had no course open to them but to have turned back and retraced their

steps to the supposed site of Pihahiroth.

From the Mons Casius, his Baal-zephon, Dr. Brugsch, having conducted

the Israelites across a tongue of land which does not exist, makes them enter

the wilderness of Shur, and travel three days in a south-west direction to

Marah, which he identifies with the "Bitter Lakes." It seems to have

escaped him that the distance is one of at least seventy miles, which could

not certainly have been accomplished under five days, and being through

an arid desert would probably have taken six. He also falls whoUy to

account for the extraordiaary change of mind on the part of the Israelites,

who, having marched out of Egypt thirty miles on the direct road to

Palestine, suddenly turn round and go back to the very confines of Egypt,

* Greville Chester, in the ' Quarterly Statement,' p. 155 :
—" The clear bright water of Lake

Serbonis is as devoid of lacustrine vegetation as the Dead Sea itself. Of it there is no truce

whatsoever. But more, it is matter of fact that Lake Serbonis is almost equally devoid oj

marine vegetation"
* The Egyptian tradition appears in Polyhistor, who reports the people of Memphis as

maintaining that the passage of the sea was made by Moses watching the ebb of the tide,

(' Fragm. Hist. Gr.' vol iii. p. 223), which could only be done on the Eed Sea side of Egypt,
not on the side of the Mediterranean, which is tideless.

•'The Jewish tradition has never been doubted. It appears by the regular translation of

Yam-Suph by the LXX., in every place but one where it occurs, by ^ ipvBpa QiXaarm, " (b«

Red Sea."
* Greville Chester, in the • Quarterly Statement,' p. 154
* Ibid. {>. 157
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taking a line from Etham to Marah -whicli must have measured at leasi

140 miles, when the two places (according to him) were not much above

thrrty miles apart.

It seems needless to pursue Dr. Brugsch's theory any further. It is

alike in contradiction with tradition, geography, and common sense. Its

apparent foundation is a string of geographical names, supposed to be

identical in the nomenclature of ancient Egypt and in that of the writer of

Exodus. But on careful examination the agreement is found to be strained

and forced. Only one of the Scriptural names (Migdol) really occurs upon

Dr. Brugsch's line of march, and that name is of a generic character

(^migdol meaning simply " a tower "), and so likely to have been borne by

more than one place.* The other names are either pure inventionR. not

found in Egyptian geography, as Baal-zapouna and Pi-hakhirot.- or names

not really the same as the Hebrew, e.g. Thukot and Khetam. Common
Bense forbids belief in a route which involves the making of a circuit of

140 miles to reach a place thirty miles off, the performance of a six or

seven days' journey in the space of three, and the assignment by one

and the same writer of one and the same name to two quite different

•heeta of water, without any note of distinction or indication that two
** seas " are meant.

Returning then to Etham, which we have placed conjecturally at El-

Kantara, and which must certainly have been either there or in the neigh-

bourhood, perhaps toward Ismailia, we have now to trace the further march

from Etham to Sinai. We imagine, then, that on the command being given,

—" Speak unto the children of Israel that they turn and encamp before

Pi-hahiroth, between Migdol and the sea, over against Baal-zephon

"

(Ex. xvi. 2), the direction of the route was altered from east or south-east

to due south— the " Bitter Lakes " were placed on the left hand, and the

march continued southwards along the western shore of the Eed Sea until

an extensive camping-ground was reached, lying between a place called

Migdol, quite distinct from the northern Migdol, and another called Pi-

hahiroth, which was on or near the Eed Sea. An exact location of these

places is impossible, since neither in ancient nor modem geography have we
any clear trace of the names,^ and the position of the northern extremity of

' There were two Migdols in Palestine, distinguished as Migdol-El, and Migdol-Gad. Lepsius
and Stuart Poole maintain that there were at least two in Egrpt. It is in favour of thi-

c^ntcntioQ that the northern Migdol had a descriptive epithet, btinir called in the Egypt:..'.

writing? "the Migdol of King Seti-Menephthah " (Brugsch. 'Hist of Egypt,' voL ii. p. 359).
' Baal-iapouna is found in the Egyptian texts as an epithet of the god Animon, but not a*^

the name of a place. Pi-hakhirot is not found at all, but is supposed by Dr. Brugsch to be a

luini'- that might have been given to a place situated at "the entrance of the gulfs" {il>.

p. 3>y.i). But Jablonsky's etymology—" tne place where sedge grows "—seems to be quite m
probable.

» The ancient geographers (Hecatseus, Fr. 282 ; ' Itin. Antonin.' p. 76, ed. Parthey) have a

Magdolus which corrc-sponds to the urrrth- rn Egyptian Jligdol : Herodotus has a Magdolm
(b. 169) which Menu to represent Megiddo. But there ia no tnce of the southern Egyptian
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the Gulf of Suez at the time of the Exodus is open to question. On the

whfile, it is perhaps most probable that the Bitter Lakes were then a

portion of the Red Sea Lalet,^ being connected with it by a narrow and

shallow channel, which is now dried up. We should ourselves place the

passage somewhere near the present site of Suez, and we should suppose the

point of landing to have been about five or six miles north of the Ayun

Musa, about which, for the sake of the water, the host would no doubt have

encamped. To the objection that the site of Suez is too far south, since the

distance from Etham, as we have now placed it, is above forty miles, which

could not have been accomplished in a day, we answer that in the Scriptural

narrative there is no mention of days, and that it is quite a gratuitous

supposition that the number of camping-places mentioned marks the

number of days spent on the journey. In point of fact only six camping-

places are mentioned between Rameses and the wilderness of Sin ; yet it is

expressly stated that the journey took a full month (Ex. xvi. 1). "We

ehould suppose at least three days to have been occupied by the march from

Etham to Pi-hahiroth.

The Red Sea crossed, and the Ayfin Musa reached, there was no doubt a

halt of at least a day, while Moses composed his " Song," and thanksgiving

was offered, and Miriam and the other women danced and sang for joy

(Ex. XV. 1—21). The Israelites were then led out into "the wilderness of

8hur " {tb. ver. 22), or, as it is elsewhere called, " the wilderness of Etham "

(Num. xxxiii. 8). These names seem to have been applied, indifferently,

to the whole western portion of the great desert-tract which separates

Egypt from Palestine. It was called " the wUdemess of Etham," because

Etham lay " in its edge " (Ex. xiii. 20), at the point where it was most

accessible from Egypt ; and it was called " the wilderness of Shur,"

probably from a name, Zor, which the Egyptians applied to the tract

within which Etham was situated.* Through this tract, or rather through

the south-western portion of it, which lay along the eastern side of the Gulf

of Suez, the Israelites proceeded for three entire days without finding any

water (»&.). Travellers tell us that this is the exact character of the tract

east of the Gulf from the Ayfin Musa to the source, called Howarah,^ which

lies at the distance of about thirty-eight or thirty-nine miles. Most critics

agree that this was the line of route pursued, and identify Marah (jh. ver. 23)

with Howarah or its neighbourhood, which has several springs that are

MigdoL In modem geography, some low hills near Suez are said to he caUed Mnktala (Stanley,

• Sinai and Palestine,' p. GSX which may he a reminiscence of Migdol, but points to no exact

•ite. Pf the names Pi-hahiroth and BaaJ-zephon there is no trace at all.

• So Canon Cook (' Speaker's Commentary,' vol. L pt. i. p. 435), and Mr. B. Stuart Pool*

(' DictionaiT of the Bihle,^ vol. iii. p. 1016).
* Brugsch, ' History of Egypt,' vol. ii. p. 357.
» Robinson, ' Biblical Researches,' vol. i. pp. 91—96; Stanley, ' Sinai and Palestine,' p. 66,

Wilwn and Palmer ' Our Work in Palestine,' p. 275 ; etc

d
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reniarkatly " bittor." * We incline to agree with them, though it ranst l>e

•Jlowed that in the Bpace of three thousand years many physical changes

ftre likely to have occurred, and that an exact correspondence between the

present condition of the country and the description of Moses is not to be

expected.

The next camping-place after Marah was Elim, which means " trees

"

according to some critics.' Here were twelve springs of water and a grove

of seventy palm-trees ^ (Ex. xv. 27)—pleasing objects to the traveller who

has spent three or four consecutive days in the true wilderness. Elim has

been identified with three distinct sites—Wady Ghurundel, Wady Useit, and

Wady Shubeikah,* aU of which have trees and water. They are distant

from Howarah, respectively, six miles, ten miles, and sixteen miles. To us

it seems that Wady Ghurundel, which would be reached first, and which is

the most beautiful of the three, has the best claim of the three to represent

the camping-place of Elim, the short distance from Howarah furnishing no

objection now that there was no need of haste, and the abundance of shade,

pasturage, and water rendering the place most attractive. We are inclined

to believe that a considerable stay was made in this locality, more especially

for the refreshment of the flocks and herds, which must have suffered severely

during the three days' march without water.'

The next notice of movement which we have in Exodus is remarkably

vague, and but for the light thrown upon the subject by the summary in

Numbers might be misleading. " They took their journey," we are told,

" from Elim, and all the congregation of the children of Israel came unto

the wilderness of Sin, which is between Elim and Sinai" (Ex. xvi. 1).

From this it might have been supposed that the next encampment after

Elim was in the wilderness of Sin, which must then have been looked for

within twelve or fifteen miles of Wady Ghurundel. But there is no suitable

tract within the distance. We find, however, by Numbers (xxxiii. 10, 11),

that there was at least one encampment between Elim and the Sin desert.

" They removed from Elim," it is said, " and encamped by the Ked Sea

;

' The bitterness of Ain Howarah is recognised by aD travellers, from Burckhardt (* Travela

in Sjria,' p. 473) downwards. Winer (Eealworterbuch, ad voc. Marah) says that a still

bitterer well lies east of Marah. Mention is also made of an exceedingly bitter spring south of

Marah (' Dictionary of the Bible,' vol ii. p. 233).
• Stanley, ' Sinai and Palestine,' pp. 22, 508 ; Highton, in Smith's ' Dictionary of the Bible,

Tol. ii. p. 532, note, etc.

' Palms are still found in these parts, both at Wady Ghurundel and Wady Useit. They are
** either dwarf, t. e. trunkless, or eLse with savage hairy trunks and branches ail dishevelled

"

(Stanley, p. 68;.
• Shubeikah is preferred by Lepsius (' Travels,' vol. i. p. 27) ; Useit by Labo'de (' Geographical

Commentary on Exodus,' xv. 27) ; Ghurundel, or Ghurundel together with Useit, by Dean
Stanley (p." 68;: Ghurundel positively by Canon Cook, the Rev. S. Clark, Kalisch, Knobel,

and most others.

• It is our conviction that the cattle of the Israelites rapidly decreased as they pursued theif

march. Many were probably killed for food; others died of thirst, or pined away from iht

intiuthf.ieacy of the pttsturage.
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and they removed from the Eed Sea and encamped in the wilderness of

Sin." This makes it certain that Wady Ghurundel was reached at some
distance inland,* and that after leaving it the route was deflected towards
the right, and the coast of the Eed Sea reached, probably either at the

mouth of Wady Ethal or of Wady Shubeikah. As Wady Ethal is only ten

miles from Ghurundel, and Shubeikah is less than fifteen, the latter would
seem to be the more probable,* unless indeed there was more than one
encampment on the sea-shore.

We have now to identify " the wilderness of Sin." Within eleven or

twelve miles of the mouth of Wady Shubeikah are two tracts fairly suitable.

One of these is the plain of El Markha,^ an open sandy space, about

thirteen miles long by three broad, intervening between the mountains and
the sea, which may be reached from Wady Shubeikah by a march along

the shore in about three or four hours. The other is the Debbet er Eamleh,

an inland tract, " bare, wild, and desolate," * extending about twenty-five

miles from N.W.W. to S.E.E., between long. 33° 20' and 33° 40', and varying

in width from two to seven miles. This tract may be reached from Wady
Shubeikah by a succession of wadys, rough but practicable, in a march of

about three hours. The conductors of the recent Sinai Survey Expedition,

having examined both localities, are strongly of opinion that the way by
the shore and El Markha is the one most likely to have been pursued by
BO large a body as the Israelites,^ and that El Markha consequently is " the

wilderness of Sin," where the quaUs were brought and the manna was first

given (Ex. xvi. 4—36). The opinion of scientific observers has so much
weight, that, though some coincidences of name have been noted on the

rival route,^ we incline to accept the line by El Markha as that which the

Israelites most probably took.

From some part of the plain El Markha they must have turned inland.

Three wadys lead out of it, the Wady Shellal towards the north, the Wady
Feiran on the south, and the Wady Seih-Sidreh, halfway between the two.

Wadys Shellal and Seih-Sidreh unite in the Wady Magharah, where the

Egyptians had an important settlement for the working of the copper-

mines, defended by a fortress and a garrison.^ It is probable that the

• The whole of the coast-line is arid. The wadys are entered from the shore up a steep drj

incline (Stanley, p. 10), and it is not tUl some distance inland that vegetation is found.

' Shubeikah has trees, water, and pasturage. It is, next to Ghurundel, the most fertile of th«

outer wadys.
• Cook, in the ' Speakeri Commentary,' vol. i. pt. L p. 438 ; Stanley, ' Sinai and Palestine,

p. 70. * Cook, p. 436.
• Palmer, ' Desert of the Exodus,' vol. i. pp. 232—9.
*. Pepbei is said to have exactly the same meaning as Sin (Cook, in the ' Speaker's Commen-

tary,' voL L pt. i. p. 436), Dophkah (Num. xxxiii. 12) to correspond to Sih, the name of a wady
which communicates with the Debbet, and Alueh to be the same as El Eeh, another wady further

on [ibid. pp. 437—8).
• Brugsch, • History of Egypt,' vol. i. p. 65 ; Cook, in the ' Speaker'^ Commentary,' voL L pt i

f. 438 ; Stooley, ' Sinai and Palestine,' p. 28.
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Israelites would wish to avoid a collision with a disciplined force, and would

therefore prefer the southern route, which, though circuitous, and said to be

at the present time ill-watered, was spacious and free from enemies. Three

encampments brought them to Eephidim, which, if we have correctly

divined the movements of the host up to this point, must have been in the

Wady Feiran, a valley declared to be " richer in water and vegetation than

any other in the peninsula." ^ Here, consequently, abundant water was

expected, but none was found ; the watercourse was dry (Ex. xvii. 1).

Hence the extreme anger of the people against Moses, followed by the

mii-acle of brLuging water out of the rock (ih. vers. 2—6), and soon after-

wards by the battle with the Amalekites. Wady Feiran, of great value in

itself on account of its fertility, was also of extreme importance as giving

access to the entire group of valleys about Sinai, which formed an oasis in

tlie stony wilderness. It has been well observed that "if the Israel it.e8

passed through Wady Feiran, it seems improbable that they should not

have come into collision with the natives." ^ Here were " the tombs and

Btorehouses of the Amalekites ;
" ^ here probably was the ancient sanctuary

of the nation ; * here certainly, and in the neighbourhood, was one of the

best grazing districts, for which a nomadic horde will fight, if it fights for

anything. Here, finally, is a spot fitting well the description of the battle

and its attendant circumstances. " Every one who has seen the valley

of Feiran will at once recognise the propriety of the 'hiU' (Ex. xvii

9, 10), if applied to the rocky eminence which commands the palm-grove,

and on which, in early Christian times, stood the church and palace of the

bishops of Paran. Thus, if we can attach any credence to the oldest known

tradition of the peninsula, that Eephidim is the same as Paran, then

Eephidim, ' the resting-place,' is the natural name for the paradise of the

Bedouins in the adjacent palm-grove ; then the hill of the church of Paran

may fairly be imagined to be " the hill " on which Moses stood, deriving its

earliest co isecration from the altar which he built ; the Amalekites may

thus have naturally fought for the oasis of the Desert and the sanctuary of

their gods ; and Jethro may well have found his kinsmen encamping after

their long journey amongst the palms ' before the mount of God ' (Serbal),

and acknoAN lodged that the Lord was greater even than all the gods who

had from ancient days been thought to dwell on the lofty peaks which

overhung their encampment." '

The ^Vady Feiran bifurcates at its eastern extremity, sending off the

Wady esh Sheikh to the left, and to the right the Wady Solaf, both of them

• HightoD, in Smith's • Dictionary of the Bible,' toI. iiL p. 1030
• Cook, in the ' Speaker's Commentair,' Ls.c.

• Hcv. F. W. Holland, quoted in the same work, vol. i. pt i. p. 438, not« '. (Compnt
Our Work in Palestine,' p. 282.)
« R,tt> r, ' Sinai.' pp. 728-44 ; Stanlej, ' Sinai and Palestine,' p. 40.
• SttuUej, pp. 41-2.
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practicable routes, but tbe former the easier. It is a reasonable suggestion

that both may have been utilised, and that the two portions of the congrega-

tion, reuniting where the above-mentioned wadys converge, thus entered the

Wady er Eahah, " the enclosed plain in front of the magnificent cliffs of

Kas Sufsafeh," ^ which is now generally admitted to be " the wilderness of

Sinai" (Ex. xix. 1), the camping-ground in which the Israelites assembled

to see the Lord " come down upon Mount Sinai " (ib. ver. 11). The southern

extremity of the mountain, once preferred by many ^ as the probable scene

of the descent, is found to have no plain at all at its base, and no place

within moderate distance at all suited for a great assembly.^ Er Eahah

and Has Sufsafeh, on the other hand, answer all the conditions. " No one,"

says Dean Stanley,* " who has approached the Kas Sasafeh (Sufsafeh)

through that noble plain, or who has looked down upon the plain from that

majestic height, will willingly part with the belief that these are the two

essential features of the view of the Israelite camp. That such a plain

should exist at all in front of such a cliff is so remarkable a coincidence with

the sacred narrative as to furnish a strong internal argument, not merely

of its identity with the scene, but of the scene itself having been described

by an eye-Avitness. The awful and lengthened approach, as to some natural

sanctuary, would have been the fittest preparation for the coming scene.

The low line of alluvial mounds at the foot of the cliff exactly answer [?]

to the ' bounds ' which were to keep the people off from ' touching the

mount.' The plain itself is not broken and uneven and narrowly shut in,

Uke almost aU others in the range, but presents a long retiring sweep,

against which the people could 'remove and stand afar off.' The cliff,

rising like a huge altar in front of the whole congregation, and visible

against the sky in lonely grandeur from end to end of the whole plain, is

the very image of ' the mount that might be touched,' and from which

the voice of God might be heard far and wide over the stillness of the plain

below, widened at that point to its utmost extent by the confluence of all

the contiguous valleys." The opinion here stated rests upon such solid

grounds that further exploration can scarcely shake it. The latest and

most scientific explorers have given to it their full adhesion. And the

trigonometrical survey which these explorers made of the entire neighbour-

hood has converted one,® who was strongly inclined to the rival view, into a

zealous advocate of the opinion here set forth. Finally, the judgment of

Sir Henry James, one of our best engineers, coincides with that of the

* Stanley, p. 42.
* M Hitter, Kalisch, Wellsted, Laborde, Strauss, and others.

* So far as I know, this was firet pointed out by Dean Stanley in 1856 (• Sinai and Palestine,

pp. 75—6). His judgment on the point was completely confirmed by the engineers who uuuli

the Ordnance Survey in 1868.
* ' Sinai and Palestine,' pp. 42-S.
* Canon Cook. (See th« ' Speaker's Commentaiy,' toL L pt i. pp 440—1.)
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fflRcere who made the survey. Sir Henry "believes that " no spot in tha

world can be pointed out which combines in a more remarkable manner th«

conditions of a commanding height and of a plain in every part of which

the sishts and sounds described in Exodus would reach an assembled

multitude of more than two million souls." ^

There would seem, therefore, to be no reasonable doubt that Sinai and

its wilderness have been identified, and that the Law was given from Baa

Sufsafeh to the people of Israel assembled in the Wady of Er Eahah.

LrrEBATUBB OF EXODUB.

The Book of Exodus is so closely connected with the remainder of the Pentateuch

that it has but seldom, comparatively speaking, been made the subject of distinct and

separate comment. The great bulk of those who have written upon it, have been

either composers of " Introductions " to the whole of the Old Testament, Uke Eichhorn,

Bertholdt, Carpzov, Havemick, Keil and Delitzsch, De Wette, Jahn, Herbst, l^IicLaelis,

Bleek, and Stahelin, or writers of conmientaries on the entire Pentateuch, like Vater,

Knobel, Baumgarten, Marsh, Jahn (Aechtheit des Pentateuch), Hartmann, Fritzsche,

Kalisch, and Bush. One English writer of repute, Graves, occupied somewhat

narrower ground in his ' Lect\ires on the Last Four Books of the Pentateuch,' which

in England was long reckoned among standard theological works. The volmne devoted

to Exodus by Kalisch, though part of a general commentary, stands on a somewhat

peculiar footing, since it was written and published separately by one who viewed
" Exijdus " as " forming the centre of the Divine Kevelation," and as being consequently
" the most important volume which the human race possesses." As the comment of a

Jew, a special interest attaches to this treatise, the author having certain advantages

of intimate familiarity with the text and close acquaintance with Hebrew customs and

ideas, which render his remarks deserving of attentive consideration.

Of comments on Exodus alone, the earliest which deserves mention is that of Rivet,

entitled ' Commentarii in Exodum,' which will be found in his Opera Theologica, vol. i.

published at Rotterdam in 1651. After this, no contribution of much value was made
towards the right understanding of the work until Rosenmiiller published his ' Scholia

In Exodum' in 1822. The strictures of Von Bohlen in his • Alte Indien ' (1835) called

forth in 1840 the excellent work of Hengstenberg, entitled ' Aegypten imd Moses,'

which, although containing reference to Genesis, is in the main a comment on Exodus,

of great value in £dl that regards Egjrpt and the Egyptians. Thirteen years later Keil

and Delitzsch commenced the publication of their great work, 'Einleitung in die

Kanonischen Schriften des alten 'Jestamentes,' by commentaries on Genesis and Exodus,

which were translated into English in Clark's Edinburgh Series in the year 1864.

Kalisch's 'Historical and Critical Commentary,' which has been already mentioned,

appeared within two years of that of Keil and Delitzsch, but was written apparently

without any knowledge of it, and shows throughout marks of original and independent

thought. It was published simultaneously in English and in German, in the year

1855. In 1857, two years later, the editors of the ' Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch

eum alten Testament,' published by Hirzel of Leipsic, gave to the world a still more

elaborate comment than either of these, entitled ' Die Biicher Exodus und Leviticus

erklart von Augustus Knobel,' in which great and varied learning was brought to bear

on the subject, and a view taken which, though rationalistic to a certain extent, wai

moderate in comparison with the older generation of German commentators, aa

De Wette, Von Lengerke, and Stahelin. Finally, in 1871, the first volume of th«

' Speaker'* Commentary ' contained an Introduction and Explanatory Comment on

* * Speaker'! Commentarj,' toL L p. 442
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Exodus, accompanied by additional Not«8 and Essays—the joint production of Canon
Cook and the Rev. S. Clark, remarkable for the great knowledge of Egyptian history
and of the ancient Egyptian language which it displayed—a knowledge that at once
placed the principal author in the first rank of European Egyptologers.

Some good collections have been made in recent years of the Jewish commentators
upon Exodus, or the Pentateuch generally. Among these the most important are
' Mechilta, der alteste halach. und hagad. Commentar z. 2. Buch Moses, von J. H. Weiss,'
Wien, 1865 ;

' Wehishir, gesammelte, erlauterte, Midrasch- und Halachasteken z.

Buche Exodus des Pentateuch, von R. Chefez Aluf,' Leipzig, 1873 ; and ' Der Pentateuch,
mit folgenden zehn Commentatoren, Raschi, Ibn Esra, Ramban, Raschbam, Balhaturim,
Sefurus, Asvi Eser, Mesoras Targum, Paschegen, und dem Commentar Nesina-la-ger
von B. Nathan Adler, femer mit Targum und Toldos Aron,' Wilna, 1876.

Important works have also been written on portions of Exodus, e. g. that of Bryant,
eotitled 'Observations upon the Plagues inflicted upon the Egyptians,' 2nd edition,

Jiondon, 1810, and that of MiUington on the same subject ; also Michaelis, ' Mosaisches
Recht,' Frankfurt, 1775-€0; and the following upon the Tabernacle—Friedrich,
'Symbolik der Mosaiechen Stiftshiitte,' Leipzig, 1841; and Neimiann, 'Die Stiftshutta^

Bild und Wort,' Gotha, 1861. Important light has also been thrown on this last-

mentioned subject by Mr. JanMS Fergusson, ia Dr. Smith's 'Dictionnry of the B;'J*'

»» «





THE

BOOK OF EXODUS.

INTEODUOTORY SECTION. CHAPTEKS I., IL

Thk OrrBESdioN or Is&akii ih Eqtpt, with thx Bisth akd Eablt Lutb or Mosaic

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEB L

Vera. 1—6.—The Book of Exodtu, being

written in continuation of the history recorded

in Genesis, is carefully connected with it by

a recapitulation. The recapitulation involves

three points :—1. The names of Jacob's child-

ren ; 2. The number of Jacob's descendants

who went down into Egypt ; and 3. The death

of Joseph. Verses 1—4 are a recapitulation of

Gen. XXXV. 22-26 ; verse 5, of Gen. xlvi. 27

;

and verse 6, of Gen. 1. 26. In no case, how-
ever, is the recapitulation exact, or (so to

speak) mechanical. The "households" of

verse 1 had not been mentioned previously

;

Joseph had not in Genesis been separated off

from his brethren, as he is in verse 5 ; nor

had the deaths of "his brethren" been re-

corded, much less of "all that generation."

Thus there is here no "vain repetition."

New facts come out in the course of the

recapitulation ; and the narrative advances

while aiming especially at maintaining its

contini^ty.

Ver. 1.—Now these are the names. Lite-
rally, " And these are the names." Compare
Gen. xlvi. 8, where the phrase used is the
same. We have here the first example of

that almost univer$al practice of the writers

fli the Historical Scriptures to connect book

with book in the closest possible way by tba
simple copulative " and." (Compare Josh. i. 1,

Judg. i. 1, Euth, Samuel, Kings, Ezra, Nehe-
miah, and Esther.) This practice, so unlike

that of secular writers, can only be explained

by the instinctive feeling of all, that they
were contributors to a Bvujle book, each later

writer a continuator of the narrative placed on
record by his predecessor. In the Pentateuch,

if we admit a single author, the initial rau
will be less remarkable, since it will merely
serve to join together the different sections of

a single treatise. Whicli came into Egypt.
The next two words of the original, "with
Jacob," belong properly to this clause. The
whole verse is best translated, " Now these are

the names of the children of Israel which came
into Egypt with Jacob ; they came every man
with his household." So the LXX., Pagnini,

Kalisch, Geddes, Boothroyd, etc. Every man
and his household. This is important in

connection with the vexed question of the

possible increase of the original band of so-

called "Israelites" within the space of 430
years to such a number as is said to have
quitted Egypt with Moses (ch. xii. 37). The
"household of Abraham comprised 318
adult males (Gen. xiv. 14). The " house-

holds" of Jacob, his eleven sons, and his

numerous grown-up grandsons, have been
with reason estimated at " several thousands."

(Kurtz, ' History of the Old Covenant,' vol. ii

p. 149, E. T.)

Vers. 2—5.
—

^The boub of the legitimate wives

Leah and Bachel are placed first, in the
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order of their seniority (Gen. xxix. 32-35

;

TTT lg-20; XXXV. 18); then those of the

secondary wives, or concubines, also in the

order of their birth (ib. xxx. 6—13). The
order is different from that observed in

Gen. xlvi., and seems intended to do honour

to legitimate, as opposed to secondary, wed-

lock. The omission of Joseph follows neces-

sarily from the exact form of the opening

phriie, " These are the names of the children

of Israel, which came into Egypt tcith Jacob.^

Ver. 5.—All the sonls that came out of

the loiifl of Jacob were seventy souls.

This '<* uianifestly intended as a repetition of

Gen. xl^L SJ7, and throws the reader back
upon th? details there adduced, which make
up thj exact number of "seventy souls," by
the inclusion of Jacob himself, of Joseph, and
of Joseph's two sons, Ephraim and Manasseh.

The inaccuracy by which Jacob is counted

among his gwn detcendants, it thoroughly

Oriental and Hebraistic, however opposed to

Western habits of thought. To stumble at it

shows a narrow and carping spirit. (Compare
note on Gen. xlvi. 15.) For Joseph was in

Egypt already. Joseph, i.e., has not been
meutioned with the other sons of Jacob, since

he did not "come into Egypt with Jacob,"

but was there previously. The transfer of the

clause to the commencement of the verse,

which is made bv the LXX., is unnecessary.

Ver. 6. — And Joseph died. Or, " So
Joseph died"—a reference to Gen. 1. 26
—and all his brethren. All the other actual

sons of Jacob—some probably before him

;

some, as Levi (ch. vi. 16), after him. Joseph's
" hundred and ten years " did not constitute

an extreme longevity. And all that gene-
ration. All the wives of Jacob's sons, their

sister Dinah, and the full-grown members of

their households who accompanied them into

Egypt

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—5.

—

The patriarchal names. I. The names rs themselves. Nothing seems

to the ordinary reader of Holy Scripture so dry and uninteresting as a bare catalogue of

names. Objections are even made to reading them as parts of Sunday or week-day
" lessons." But " all Scripture," rightly viewed, " is profitable " (2 Tim. iii. 16). Each
Hebrew name has a meaning, and was given with a purpose. What a wealth of joys

and sorrows, hopes and fears, surmises, triumphs, jealousies, is hid up in the list before

us 1 Jacob, the tupplanter (Gen. xxvii. 36) ; Reuben, the son of God's gracious regard

(tb. xxix. 32) ; Simeon, the proof that God hears prayers and answers them (ib. ver. 33)

;

Levi, the bond of association between wife and husband ; Judah, he for whom God is

praised ; Issachar, the son given as a reward ; Zebulon, he who will make the husband
and wife dwell together ; Benjamin " son of my strength," otherwise Benoni, " son of my
sorrow " (ib. xxxv. 16) ; Dan, the sign that there is s God who judges us ; Naphtali,
" one wrestUd for " ; Gad, " good fortune cometh " ; Asher, " the happy one "

1 How
the private life of Jacob, how the rivalries and heats and contentions of that polygamist

household, come before us, as we read the names ! How again, amid all these heats and
contentions, is revealed on all sides a faithful trust in God, a conviction of his over-

ruling providence, and an acceptance of that aspect of his character which the Apostle

holds up to view, when he calls him " a rewarder of them that diligently seek him

"

(Heb. xi. 6). Again, how strong the feeling, that, whatever cares and troubles they

bring with them, children are a blessing ! What a desire is shown to have children

!

What a pride in the possession of many children ! Already " the Desire of all nations
"

was looked for, and each Hebrew mother hoped that in the line of descent from her

might be bom that Mighty One, who would " bruise the serpent's head " (Gen. iii. 15),

and in whom "all the nations of the earth would be blessed" {ib. xii. 3; xviii. 18).

Thus this list of names, if we will consider the meaning of them and the occasion of

their being given, may teach us many a lesson, and prove " profitable for doctrine, for

reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness."

n. The obder of the names. The order in which the names are given assigns a just

advantage to legitimate and true marriage over even the most strictly legal imion which
falls short of true marriage. Let men beware lest they forfeit God's blessing upon their

domestic life, by contracting marriage in any but the most solemn way that is open to

them. There is a sanctity iu the relation of husband and wife, that should lead us to

surround the initial contract witli every sacred association and every holy form that the

piety of bygone ages h;is provided for us.

Again, the order followed as.sii;ii8 a just and rightful advantage to priority of birth.

Primogeciture is in a certain sense, a law of nature. The elder brother, superior la
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strength, in knowledge, and experience, rightfully claims respect, submission, reverence

from those younger than himself. In a properly regulated tiimily this principle will be

laid down and maintained. Age, unless by misconduct it forfeits its privilege, wiU be

assigned the superior position
;
younger children wiU be required to submit themselves

w elder ones ; elder children will be upheld and encouraged to exercise a certain amount
(/ authority over their juniors. There will be a training within the domestic circle in

the habits both of direction and Bubmission, which will prepare the way for the after

discipline of life in the world.

III. The NUiirfEB OP the names. Whatever minor lessons he may have intended to

teach in this opening paragraph, the main purpose of the writer was imdoubtedly to show
from what small beginnings God produces the greatest, most remarkable, nay, the most
astounding results. From the stock of one man and his twelve sons, with their house-

holds, God raised up, within the space of 430 years, a nation. Similarly, when " Lu the

fulness of time " the New Dispensation succeeded the Old, from " the Twelve " and
from '* the Seventy " ^Luke x. 1), the oiiginal " little flock " (ibid. xii. 32) was derived

that " general assembly and church of the firstborn " (Heb. xii. 23) which is a " great

multitude that no man can number" (Rev. vii. 9). And the growth was even more
rapid. " We are but of yesterday," says TertuUian, in the third century after our

Lord's birth, " and yet we fiU aU places—^your cities, islands, forts, towns, villages ; nay,

your camps, tribes, decuries—your palace, your senate, your forum." How wonderM
is such increase in either cast) I How clearly the consequence of Divine &your and
blessing 1

Ver. 5.

—

Joseph in Egypt. Exodus here points back to Genesis. So the present is

always pointing back to the past. In the life of an individual, in the life of a family,

in the life of a nation, there is a continuity : no past act but affects the present—no
present act but afi'ects the future. Joseph's descent into Egypt is at the root of the

whole of Exodus, underlies it, forms its substratum. Without an ia-coming, no out-

going ; and it was at Joseph's instance that his brethren had come into the country

(Gen. xlv. 9—24). Or our thoughts may travel further back. " Joseph in Egypt."

How had he come there? Through the envy and jealousy of brethren, provoked by
the favouritism of a too fond father. Here are evils to be guarded against ; here are

sins to be cast out. And yet of the evil good had come :
" Ye thought evil against me

;

but God meant it unto good" (Gen. 1. 20). " The fierceness of men he turns to his

praise ; and the fierceness of them he doth refrain " (Ps. Ixxvi. 10). The cruel wrong
done to Joseph had saved from starvation his father and his father's house, had pre-

served the entire people of the Egyptians from extreme suffering, and had brought

Joseph himself to the highest honour. " God's ways are not as our ways, nor his

thoughts as our thoughts." He is potent to bring good out of evil, and to tiu-n the

worst calamity into the choicest blessing.

Ver. 6.

—

Joseph in death with all his generation. There are some sayings so trite

that we can scarcely bring ourselves to repeat them, so vital that we do not dare

to omit them. One of these is that immemorial one :
" We must all die." Joseph,

great as he had been, useful as his life had been to others, unspeakably piecious

as it had proved to his near kinsmen, when his time came, went the way of all

flesh—died like any common man, and "was put in a cofiin" (Gen. L 26) and
buried. So it must always be with every earthly support and stay; it fails us

at last, and if it does not betray us, at any rate deserts us; suddenly it is gone,

and its place knows it no more. This is always to be borne in mind ; and no
excessive reliance is to be placed on individuals. The Church is safe ; for its Lord is

always "with it," and so will be "even to the end of the world." 13ut the men in

whom from time to time it trusts are all mortal—may at any time be lost to it—may
in one houP* be snatched away. It is important therefore for the Church to detach itself

from individuals, and to hold to two anchors— Christ and the Faith of Christ—which
can never cease to exist, and can never fail it. For, when our Joseph dies, there die

with him, or soon after him, " all his brethren, and all that generation." The gre;it

lights of an age are apt to go out at once, or if a few linger on, they burn with a dim
lustre. And the generation that himg upon their words despairs, and knows not wliicli

B 2
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way to turn itsplf, until the thought comes—" Lord, to whom shall we go ? Thou hast

the words of eternal life." Then, in resting upon Christ, it is well with us. Well, tou,

for each generation to remember, it will not long stay behind—it will follow its teachors.

Joseph dies—his brethren die ; wait a few years, and Grod will have taken to himself
" all that generation."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 1.

—

Removal to Egypt. This early instance of emigration show*—
L How the CALL to leave the land of one's fathers may sometimes be—1. Unexpected

Jacob little expected to end his days in Egypt. 2. Trying. Canaan, the land of

promise, where were the graves of his ancestors, etc. 3. Mysterious. An apijarent

reversal of the lines on which Providence had hitherto been moving. Yet—4. Distinct.

Jacob had no doubt that God's call had come to him. It came first in providence, and
was ratified by direct Divine permission (Gen. xlvi. 2—5). Many have the indirect

call, who can scarcely doubt that it is also a direct one. Causes of emigration—Want
and distress at home, with reasonable prospect of comfort and plenty abroad ; opening
of a better field for talents and energies ; state of health, necessitating change of climate

;

persecution, as in case of Huguenots, Pilgrim Fathers, etc.

II. What coKsoLATioxs the emigrant may carry with him. 1. God accompanies
him (Geu. xlvi. 4). 2. He can serve Gud yonder as well as here. 3. He is fiulher-

Ing ^vise and beneficent purposes. Little doubt of that, if he is leaving at God's

bidding. Israel's residence in Esypt secured for the tribes—(1) A home. (2) Provi-

ion. (3) Room to grow. (4) Education in arts and letters. (5) Valuable discipline

—all preparatory to settlement in Canaan, and the fulfilment of their spiritual mission

to the world. 4. The terminus is not Egypt, but Canaan. Jacob never saw again the

Canaan he had left, but, dying in feith, he and his sons became heirs of the better

Oanaan. Whatever his earthly destination, let the emigrant keep in view • " better

country, that is, an heavenly " (Ileb. xi. 16).

III. The ADVANTAGES of emigration. 1. It is not always advantageous. (1) Not
always advantageous to the country left. A country that by misgovernment, bad
laws, excessive taxation, or persecution, drives its best subjects fi-om its soil, may be

compared to a man who humoius an insane bent by occasionally opening a vein.

(2) Kot always advantageous to the country settled in. Emigrants may carry with
them—too often do—low and immoral habits, and prove a curse, rather than a blessing,

to the populations in whose midst they settle. (3) Not always to the emigrant
himself, His step may prove to have been hasty. He may have taken it on impulse,

or on insufficient information, or in a spirit of adventure. He finds when too

late that a sanguine disposition has deceived him. This is to go forth without a

clear call. But—2. Emigration, wisely and judiciously conducted, is of great benefit

to society. (1) It thins an overstocked country, and so relieves pressure on the means
of subsistence. (2) It occupies territory needing population to develop its resources.

(3) It aflords room and scupo for the vigorous expansion of a young race. (4) It benefits

native populations. The Egyptians would profit by the residence of the Hebrews in their

midst. (5) It may be made subservient to the diftusion of the knowledge of the true

religion. How seldom is this thought of, yet what a responsibility rests on those who
leave Christian shores, carrying with them, to lands sunk in the night of heathenism,
the blessed truths of Christianity ! The conclusion of the matter is : Let emigration be

an act of faith. Do not, in so imix>rtant a step in life, lean to your own under'^tanding.

Ask guidance and clear direction from on High. But if the way is open and the call

plain, tlien, like Jacob, go forth, a:;d go boldly, and in faith. Trust God to be with
you. Ue goes before you to seek you out a place to dwell in, and will surely bless you
in all you put your hand to (Deut. i. 33 ; iv. 10).—J. 0.

Vers. 1—6.

—

The twelve foundations. The heads of the oovenant race had hitherto
been single individuals. Abraham—Isaac—Jacob. The one now expands into the
twelve. Glance briefly at this li.st of the patriarchs.

I. Thk mxb. Here we are struck— 1. With the original unfitneu of most of theae

men for the position qf dignity they were afterroarda called to occupy. How shall we
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describe them 1 Recall Reuben's incest ; Simeon and Levi's cruelty ; Judab's lewdness •

the " evil report " wbicb Joseph brought to his father of the sons of the handmaids!
The picture in the later chapters of Genesis is crowded with shadows, and it is chiefly
the sins of these men which are the causes of them. Joseph is the one bright excep-
tion. The rest appear to have been men of a violent, truculent disposition, capable of
selling their younger brother into Egypt, and afterwards, to screen their fault, of
imposing by wilful falsehood on their aged father. Even in Benjamin, traits of character
were discernible which gave ground for the tribal prediction :

" Benjamin shall ravin
as a wolf " (Gen. xlix. 17). How unlikely that men of so ungodly a stamp, who bet^an
so ill, should end by being exalted to be patriarch-heads of a covenant nation ! And
neither in truth were they, till, by God's grace, a great change had passed upon them.
Their crime in selling Joseph was, in a sense, their salvation. It was an act for which
they never forgave themselves. Compunction wrought in them a better disposition,
and laid the basis for " a train of humiliating and soxil-stirring providences, tendin<^ to
force on them the conviction that they were in the hands of an angry God, and to bring
them to repentance of sin and amendment of life." See—(1) The natural unfitness of
man for God's service ;

" that which is born of the flesh is flesh " (John iii. 6).
f2) What the grace of God can make even of very bad men. " By grace ye are saved "

(Eph. ii. 5). (3) How those whom God designs for honour in his kingdom, he first

prepares for that honour. Whatever disciplines are needful for that purpose—and they
may not be few—he wiU not withhold. 2. With the variety of i/i/ts and dispositions

found amongst them. This variety is taken note of in the blessings of Jacob and of
Moses, and is reflected in the history. Judah is from the first a leader. He and
Joseph were heads of what subsequently became the royal tribes. Reuben's impulsive-
ness reminds us of Peter, but he lacked Peter's underlying constancy. Levi's zeal

wrought at first for evil, but afterwards for good. The other brethren were less dis-

tinguished, but, as shown by the blessings, all were gifted, and gifted diversely. Does this

not teach us ? (1) That God can use, and (2) that God requires, every variety of gift in
his service. Hence, (3) that there is both room and need in his kingdom for all types
aad varieties of character—for every species of gift. A type of religion is self-con-

demned which cannot find room in it for the play and development of every legitimate

capability of human nature. This is but to say that the goal of God's kingdom is the
perfecting of humanity, not in part, but in the totality of its powers and functions.

Grace does not suppress individuality ; it develops and sanctifies it. It does not trample

on gifts, but lays hold upon, transforms, and utilises them. 3. With the existence of a
law of heredity in spiritual as in natural descent. The characteristics of the patriarchs

were stamped with remarkable distinctness on the tribes which bore their names.
Reuben's instability, Judah's capacity of rule, Levi's zeal, Dan's agility, Benjamin's

fierceness, etc. This reappearance of ancestral characteristics in the descendants is a
feet with which we are familiar, and is only explained in part by inherited organisa-

tion. Inheritance of ideas, customs, family traditions, etc., plays quite as important

a part in producing the result. A law this, capable of being the vehicle of much good,

but also of much evU—as potent to pxmish as to bless.

II. Their kumbeb. The number twelve not to be regarded as fortuitous. Twelve

(3 X 4), the symbol of the indwelling of God in the human family, of the interpene-

tration of the world by the Divinity. Three, the number of the Divine ; foiu-, the

number of the world. Hence, twelve tribes, twelve cakes of shewbread, twelve apostles,

twelve foundations and twelve gates of the New Jerusalem. The number twelve is kept

up in spite of actual departures from it in fact. The " twelve tribes " are spoken of in

the days of the apostles (Acts xxvi. 17 ; Jas. i. 1), though, counting Levi, there were

really thirteen tribes, and after the Captivity only two. It was doubtless with reference

to the twelve tribes of Israel, and therefore to the number of these patriarchs, that

Christ chose the twelve apostles. View the patriarchs, accordiugly, as representing the

covenant race, not only—1. In its natural heads, but symbolically—2. In its spiritual

privilege as a people of Qod, and 3. In its world-wide destiny.—J. 0.

Ver. 6.—An ending. The descent into Egypt was—1. An endmg. 2. A beginning.

[t closed one chapter in God's providence, and opened a new one. It terminated the

sojourn in Canaan ; brought to a harmonious conclusion the complicated series of events
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which separated Joseph from his father, raised him to power in Egypt, wrought for the

purificatioa of his brethren's character, and prepared the way for the ultimate settlement

of the whole family in Goshen. It laid the foundation for new historical developmeuts.

There ii now to be a pause, a breathing space, while the people are gradually multiply-

ing, and exchanging the habits of nomadjc life for those of agriculturists and dwellers

in cities. The death of Joseph, and of his brethren, and of all that generation, is the

proper close of this earlier period. Their part is played out, and the stage is cleared

for new begiuuiugs. 1. They died

—

so must tve cdl. The common fate, yet infinitely

pathetic when reflected on. 2. They died

—

the end of earthly greatness. Joseph had

all he could wish for of earthly power and splendour, and he enjoyed it through a long

lifetime. Yet he must part with it. Well for him that he had something better in

prospect. 3. They died

—

the end of earthly disciplines. The lives of the brethren had

been singularly eventfuL By painful disciplines God had moulded them for good.

Life to every one is a divinely ordained discipline. The end is to bring us to repentance,

and build us up in faith and holiness. With some, the discipline succeeds ; with others

it fails. In either case death ends it. "After this the judgment " (Hcb. ix. 27). The
fact of discipline an argument for immortality. God does not spend a lifetime in per-

fecting a character, that just when the finishing touches have been put upon it, he may
dash it into non-existence. Death ends discipline, but we carry with us the result and

the responsibility. 4. They died—Joseph and his brethren

—

happily in faith. There

was a future they did not Uve to see ; but their faith grasped God's promise, and
" Joseph, when he died . . . gave commandment concerning his bones " (Heb. xi. 22).

And behind the earthly Canaan loomed something better—an inheritance which they

and we may share together.—J. 0.

Vers. 1—^22.

—

The prosperity of Israel. This prosperity was not a mere appearance,

nor a passing spurt of fortune. It was a deep, abiding, and significant reality. Nor
wa« it something exaggerated in order to make an excuse for the cruelties of a sus-

picious tyrant. There was indeed only too much to make Pharaoh uneasy ; but

altogether apart from his alarms there is a plain and emphatic statement of the

prosperity of Israel in ver. 7. It is a very emphatic statement indeed, summoning ua

m the most imperative way to a special notice of this remarkable prosperity. Let ui

therefore take a general view of Israel's prosperity as it is set before us in all the extent

of this first chapter. Note

—

L The ikdicatioxs of this prospebitt. The prosperity is not only plainly stated,

but the chapter abounds in indications of Jehovah's favour towards Israel, and his

peculiar watchfulness over it. 1. llie wonderful way in which God had brought a
whole family into Egypt, and provided for their comfortable settlement in the land.

FamiUes usually get scattered ; but here are the children of Israel and children's children

all kept together. The very means which they had employed in order to get rid of one

of their number who was an offence to them, had ended in their being brought together

more closely than ever. Joseph went before, and all unconsciously made a solid

foundation for the building of their prosperity. Throtigh all domestic jealousies, in the

perils of famine, and in their joiirneyings between Canaan and Egypt, the Lord had
preserved these twelve men so that not one of them was lacking in his contribution to

the future excellency of Israel. 2. The name by which they were described—the children

of Israel. God had said to Jacob (Gen. xxxii. 28), " Thy name shall be called no more
Jacob, but Israel," and yet down to the end of his life he is sometimes called Jacob and
sometimes Israel, as if to keep before our minds both his natural character and also his

new position and privileges gained in the memorable wrestling at Peniel. These twelve

men, the fathers of the tribes, were children of Israel as well as sons of Jacob. Jacob
himself had done many things to show the meanness and corruption of fallen human
nature, and his sons had been not one whit better than himself (consider the revengeful

action of Simeon and Levi in Gen. xxxiv. 25 ; the conduct of Reuben in xxxv. 22 ; and
especially the conduct of the brethren towards Josejih and the father who so doted upon
him). But these sous of Jacili, with all their personal demerits, were also the children

of him who by his sublime, ] ersistent, courageous, and successful struggle had gained

the name of Israel. Tt wna a name to be transmitted from them U) their children, full

of ngnificanco, recalling a glorious experience in the past and promising a still more
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glorious experience in the future. Tt was a name not to be forfeited even in the greatest

apostasies, and perhaps its chief splendour lay in this, that it pointed forward to a slill

more glorious fatherhood enjoyed by those who through the gracious work of him who
taught Nicodemus concerning regeneration, are permitted to say, " Now are we the

children and heirs of God." 3. The apprehensive attitude of Pharaoh. He is a witness

to the greatness of Israel's prosperity, and to the Divine and miraculous origin of it, all

the more valuable because he gives his evidence unconsciously. The more we consider

his unaffected alarm and his continuous and energetic efforts to cnish Israel, the more
we feel what a real and Divine thing Israel's prosperity was, how it was nourished by
the secr-et and unassailable strength of God. It should be a matter of great rejoicing to

God's people when the world, in its hatred, suspicion, and instinctive sense of danger,

takes to the instruments of persecution, for then there is unmistakable indication of

prosperity -^vithin.

II. Wherein the pbosperity consisted. It did not consist in the accumulation of
txternal possessio7is. The Israelites might have remained comparatively few or have
increased in a way such as to excite no attention. Their increase might have been in

external wealth, and this would have been reckoned, by many, true prosperity. But it

would not have been prosperity after a godly sort. It was the purpose of God to show
in Israel how our true resources come, not from things outside of us, but from the

quality of the life which he puts within. Hence the prosperity of Israel was not the

result of industry, personal ability, and fortunate circumstances. It was shown by the

manifestation of a miraculous fulness of life. The husbandman does not reckon it

anything wonderful that there should be among the trees of his vineyard a certain

increase of fruitfulness, corresponding to the carefulness of his cultivation. But if all

At cnce certain trees begin to put forth a fulness of fruit altogether beyond expectation,

the husbandman would not claim that such a result came from him. There is the

greatest possible difference between the prosperity lying in mere external possessions

and that which comes from the energy of a Divine life working in us. It needs no

special help from God to make a man a millionaire. There are but few who can be

such ; but place them in favourable circumstances, and the immense results of their

industry and attention are quite intelligible. But to produce such a result as appears

in the pecuHar prosperity of Israel in Egypt required a special influx of Divine energy.

We have not only immistakable indications of the prosperity of Israel ; it is an equally

important thing to notice that this prosperity in its peculiar character is an indication

of the presence of God. He was doing what none but himself could do. Learn then

that our spiritual prosperity must be something produced by God manifesting his

power in our hearts. There is no chance of attributing it to our unaided industry,

attention, and prudence. It is a growth more than anything else, and must show itself

in the abundant and beautiful fruits of a Divine life within us.

III. A PAINFDL ACCOMPANIMENT OF THE FROSPERITT. Such prosperity as is indi-

cated in ver. 7 could not but produce apprehension and opposition on the part of

Pharaoh—inevitably assuming, as it did, the appearance of a menace to his kingdom.

But it was better for Israel to go on increasing with the increase of God, even in the

midst of persecutions, than to be without the persecutions on condition of being without

the increase. Spiritual prosperity not only may be, but must be, accompanied with

afflictions of the natural life. That is a very doubtful spirituality which manages to

keep clear of all temporal troubles. They that will live godly must suffer persecution.

Let us pray for spiritual prosperity, and hail its coming, and secure its stay, whatever

pains be suflered and whatever lesser comforts be lost. The more the life of God is in

us, the more we must expect the powers of evil to be stirred against us.—Y.

Vers. 1—7. Tarry thou the Lord's leisure. Introduction to the Book of Exodufc

How Auch summed up in so few words. When men live history, every month seem*

important ; when God records history a few sentences suffice for generations. Man$
standpoint in the midst of the tumult is so different from God's : he " sitteth above the

waterfiood" and seeth "the end from the beginning" (Ps. xxix. 10; Isa. xlvi. 10).

From God's standpoint we have here as of main consequence

—

I. A LIST OF NAMES, vers. 1—5. Names of certain emigrants. More in them thau

seems at first sight. If I say, " William, Arthur eic, came to England at suclx aod
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Buch a time," not much. If I say, " William, a great warrior ; Arthur, a great inventor,"

we feel at once that with them elements are introduced which may prove important.

In these early times names are connected with the characters of the men who bear theio-

All these names are signijicant Illustrate from their meaning as given in Gen. xxix.,

etc., and expanded in Jacob's blessing, Gen. xlix. We are supposed, too, to know
gijmethint^ of the men from the previous history. The whole, taken together, shows us,

as it were, a nation in embryo—a nation of which the characteristics were wholly

different from those of the Egyptians. " Seventy souls," but—1. Heed souls ; bound

to develop through their offspring the characteristics they exhibited. 2. United, not

isolated ; a nation in embryo, not a collocation of units.

II. What happexed to the bearees of the names, ver. 6. All died—Joseph

and all that generation. The common lot, but, from God's standpoint, the ordained

method of development (John xii. 24). What wailing, as each patriarch, in his own
time, passed away I Yet with each death the harvest of the future was being ever more

Bftcurely sown. Death, as it were, rounds off the life
;
pedestals it ; sets it where it can

become exemplary. So set it becomes fruitful ; the old husk drops away, and the true

life-grain is enfranchised. Gad, Asher, and the rest, very ordinary men, or, if not

ordinary, not very high-class men ; and yet, once dead, they are rightly reverenced as

the fathers of their tribes. Which is better, the day of death or the day of birth?

The day which makes life possible for us, or the day which, by sanctifying our

memory, makes that life an ennobling influence for others?

III. How the descendants prospered, ver. 7. So—through the vicissitudes of life;

the varieties of character ; the monotony of death—God works on, slowly but cer-

tainly, to his destined end. New generations, each more numerous, succeed the old.

Power and prosperity, for a time, go hand-in-hand with increased numbers—the people
" waxed exceeding mighty." [The shepherd life, even in Egypt, ensured some know-

ledge of warfare. Goshen, the border land—cf. "the borders" in the wars with

Scotland. Perhaps Joseph had puri)0sely placed his brethren as a defence to Egypt

a<^ainst raids from the desert.] Families grew into tribes, and the tribes learnt their

first lessons in discipline and war. Egyjit, God's Aldershot—the training-ground for

his armies. Canaan had to be conquered and cleared, but God could take his owa
time about it. When at length the hour should come, it would find his preparation!

perfected.

Application

:

—Would that man—God's child—would be content to copy his Father*!

methods—slow ; thorough ; a definite end in view
;
quiet, persistent preparation. N«

haste, no hurry, no delay (Isa. xxviii. 16).—G.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 7—14.—Here the real narrative of

Exodus begins. The history of the Israelites

from and after the death of Joseph is entered

on. The first point touched is their rapid

mnltiplication. The next, their falling under

the doininion of a new king. The third, his

mode of action under the circnmstances. It

is reniarkaVjle that the narrative contains no

notes of time. How long the increase continued

before the new king arose, how long it went on

befoie he noticed it, how long the attempt waa

made to check it by mere severity of labour,

we are not told. Some considerable duration

of turn; is impln J, both for the multiplication

(»cr. 7) and for the oppression (ver. 11—14);

hut the narrator is so absorbed in the matters

uhich he has to communicat<; tliat the ques-

tioB what time these matterb occupied does

not seem even to oeenr to hfan. And eo H k
with the sacred narrative frequently—perhape

we should say, generally. The chronological

element ia regarded as of slight importance

;

" A thousand years in the Lord's sight are but

as yesterday "—" one day is as a thousand years,

and a thousand years as one day." Where a

profane writer would have been to the last

degree definite and particular, a sacred writer

is constantly vague and indeterminate. We
have in the Bible nothing like an exact con-

tinuous chronology. Certain general chrono-

logical ideas may be obtained from the Bible

;

but in order to construct anything like a com-

plete chronological scheme, frequent reference

has to be made to profane writers and mona-

ments, and such a scheme most be mainly

dependent on these references. Archbishop
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XJBsher's dates, inserted into the margin of so

manj of our Bibles, are the private specu-

lations of an individual on the subject of

mundane chronology, and must not be re-

garded as in any way authoritative. Their

primary basis is profane history ; and, though

taking into consideration aU the Scriptural

numbers, they do not consistently follow any

single rule with respect to them. Sometimes

the authority of the Scptnagint, sometimes

that of the Hebrew text, is preferred ; and the

result arrived at is in a high degree uncertain

and arbitrary.

Ver. 7.—The multiplication of the Israelites

in Egypt from " seventy souls " to " six hun-
dred thousand that were men " (ch. xii. 37)—

a

number which may fairly be said to imply a
total of at least two millions—has been de-

clared to be " impossible," aiid to stamp the

whole narrative of Exodus with the character

of unreality and romance. Manifestly, the

soundness of this criticism depends entirely on
two things—first, the length of time during

which the stay in Egypt continued ; and
secondly, the sense in which the original

number of the children of Israel in Egypt is

said to have been " seventy souls." Now, as

to the first point, there are two theories—one,

basing itself on the Septuagint version of

Ex. xii. 40, woidd make the duration of the

Egyptian sojourn 215 veal's only ; the other,

following the clear and repeated statement of

the Hebrew text (Ex. xii. 40, 41), literally

rendered in our version, would extend the time

to 430 years, or exactly double it. Much may
be said on both sides of this question, and the

best critics are divided with respect to it. The
longer period is supported by Kalisch, Kurtz,

Knobel, Winer, Ewald, Delitzsch, and Canon
Cook among modems; by Koppe, Frank,

Beer, Eosenmiiller, Hofmann, Tiele, Eeinke,

Jahn, Vater, and J. D. Michaelis among
earlier critics; the short period is approved

by Calvin, Grotius, Buddeus, Morinus, Voss,

Houbigant, Baumgarten ; and among our own
eountrjTnen, by Ussher, Maisham, Geddes,

and Kennicott. The point cannot be properly

argued in an " exposition " like the present

;

but it may be remarked that both reason and
authority are in favour of the simple accept-

ance of the words of the Hebrew text, which
assi^'u 430 years as the interval between
Jacob's descent into Egypt and the deliverance

under Moses.

With* respect to the number of those who
accompanied Jacob into Egypt, and were

assigned the land of Goshen fur a habitation

(Gen. xlvii. 6), it is important to bear in

mind, first of all, that the "seveuty souls"

enumerated in Gen. xlvi. 8—27 comprised only

two females, and that " Jacob's sons' wives
"

are expressly mentioned as not included among
them (ib. ver. 26). If we add the wives <3
67 males, we shall have, for the actual farmJy
of Jacob, 137 persons. Further, it ia to b«
borne in mind tiiat each Israelite family which
went down mto Egypt was accompanied by
its " household " (Ex. i. 1), consisting of at
least some scores of dependants. If each son
of Jacob had even 50 such retainers, and if

Jacob himself had a household hke that of
Abraham (Gen. xiv. 14), the entire muuber
which " went down into Eg}'pt " would have
amounted to at least 2000 pei-sons.

According to Malthus, population tends to
double itself, if there be no artificial check
restraining it, eveiy twenty-five years. At
this rate, 2000 persons would expand into

2,048,000 in 250 years, 1000 would reach the
same amount in 275 yeai-s, aud 500 in 300
years; so that, even supposing the "seventy
souls " with their " households " to have mmi-
bered no more than 500 persons when they
went down into Egypt, the people would,
unless artificially checked, have exceeded two
millions at the expiration of three centuries

—

that is to say, 130 years before the Exodus

!

No doubt, the artificial checks which keep
down the natiiral tendency of population to

increase began to tell upon them considerably

before that time. The " land of Goshen." a
broad tract of very fertile country, became
tolerably thickly peopled, and the rate of in-

crease gi'adually subsided. Still, as the Delta
was a space of from 7000 to 8000 square miles,

and the land of Goshen was probably about

half of it, a population of two millions is very

much what we should expect, being at the

rate of from 500 to 600 persons to the square

mile.

It is an interesting question whether the

Egyptian remains do, or do not, contain any
mention of the Hebrew sojourn ; and if they

do, whether any light is thereby thrown on
these numbers. Now it is admitted on all

hands that, about the time of the Hebrew so-

journ, there was in Egypt a subject race, often

employed in forced laboiu-s, called Aperu or

Aperiu, and it seems impossible to deny that

this word is a very fair Egyptian equivalent

for the Biblical D*"l3y, " Hebrews." We are

forced, therefore, either to suppose that there

were in Egypt, at one and the same time, two
subject races with names almost identical, or

to admit the identification of the Aperu with

the descendants of Jacob. The exact niunbers

of the Apei-u are nowhere mentioned; but it

is a calculation of Dr. Brugsch that under
Eameses 11., a little before the Exodus, the

foreign races in Egyi)t, of ^\ hom the Apera
were beyond all doubt the chief, " amoimted
certainly to a third, and probably still more,"

of the whole population (' History of Egypt,'

vol. ii. p. 100, E. T.). which is asually

reckoned at from 7,000,000 to 8,000,000
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One-third of this number would b« from

2,300,000 to 2,600,000.

The writer of Exodus does not, however, as

yet, make anything like a definite calculation.

He is merely bent on having it understood that

there had been a great multiplication, and
that the " family " had grown into a " nation."

To emphasise his statement, he uses four

nearly synonymous verbs (''were fmitfol,

and increased abundantly, and multiplied,

and waxed-mighty "), adding to the last a

duplicated adverb, him'od m'od," much, much."
Clearly, an astonishing increase is intended.

Ver. 8.—There arose up a new king. It

ifl asked. Does this mean merely another king,

or a completely different king, one of a new
dynasty or a new family, not bound by pre-

cedent, but free to adopt and likely to adopt

quite new principles of government? The
latter seems the more probable supposition

;

bat it is probable only, not certain. Assuming
it to be what is really meant, we have to ask,

What changes of d>'nasty fall within the pro-

bable period of the israehte sojourn in Egvpt,
and to which of them is it most likely that

allusion is here made? Some writers (as

Kalisch) have supposed the Hyksos dynasty

to be meant, and the " new king " to be Set,

or Salatis, the first of the Hyksos rulers. But
the date of Salatis appears to us too early. If

Joseph was, as we suppose, the minister of

Apophis, the last Hyksos king, two changes of

dynasty only can come into consideration

—

that which took place about B.C. 1700 (or,

according to some, B.C. 1600), when the

Hyksds were expelled ; and that which fol-

lowed about three centuries later, when the

eighteenth dynasty was superseded by the

nineteenth. To us it seems that the former of

these occasions, though in many respects suit-

able, is (a) too near the going down into

Egypt to allow time for the multiplication

which evidently took place before this king
arose (see ver. 7), and (b) unsuitable from the

circumstance that the first king of this dynasty
was not a builder of new cities (see ver. 11),

but only a repairer of temples. We therefore

conclude that the "new king" was either

Rameses I., the founder of the ninetccuth

dynasty, or Seti I., his son, who within little

more than a year succeeded him. It is evi-

dent that this view receives much confinnation

from the name of one of the cities built for

the king by the Hebrews, which was Eaamsos,
or Rameses, a name now appearing for the
first time in the Egyptian dynastic lists.

Who knew not Joseph. Who not only
had no personal knowlodge of Joseph, but was
wholly ignorunt of his history. At the
distance of from two to three centuries the
benefits conftrrcd by Joseph upon Egypt,
more especially as they were conferred under
ft foreign ajid hated dynasty, were forgotten.

Ver. 9—^And he said nnto his people,

Behold, the children of Israel are mors
and mightier than we. Literally, " great

and strong in comparison with us." Actual
numerical superiority is not, perhaps, meant;
yet the expression is no doubt an exaggerated
one, beyond the truth—the sort of exaggera-
tion in which unprincipled persons indulge

when they would justify themselves for taking
an extreme and unusual course.

Ver. 10.—Come on. The " Come then " of

Kalisch is better. Let us deal wisely. " The
children of this world are in their generation

wiser than the children of light." Severe
grinding labour has often been used ax a
means of keeping down the aspirations of a
people, if not of actually diminishing their

numbers, and has been foxmd to answer.
Aristotle (Pol. v. 9) ascribes to this motive the

building of the Pyramids and the great works
of Polycrates of Samos, Pisistratus of Athens,
and the Cypselidae of Corinth. The con-

structions of the last Tarquin are thought to

have had the same object (Li v. i. 56 ; Niebuhr,
» Roman History,' vol. i. p. 479). Lest, when
there falleth out any war, ihey join also

to our enemies. At the accession of i •;

nineteenth draasty, though there was peace,

war threatened. tVTiile the Egyptians, under
the later monarchs of the eighteenth dynasty,

had been quarrelling among themselves, a

great nation upon their borders "had been
growing up to an importance and power which
began to endanger the Egrptian supremacy in

Western Asia " (Brugsch, ' History of Egypt,'

vol. ii. p. 2). Both Rameses I. and his son

Seti had abnost immediately after their acces-

sion to engage in a war, which was rather

defensive than offensive, with the Khita, or

Ilittitcs, who were the great power of Syria

(^ib. pp. 9, 15, 16). At the commencement
of his reign, Seti may well have feared a
renewed invasion like that of the Hyksos,
which would no doubt have been greatly

helped by a rising of the Israelites. And so

get them up out of the land. Literally,
" And go up out of the land." The Pharaoh
already fears that the Israelites will quit

Egypt. As men of peaceful and industrious

habits, and in some cases of considerable

wealth (Joseph. ' Ant. Jud.' ii. 9, § 1), they at

once increased the streugth of Egypt and the

revenue of the monarch. Egypt was always
ready to receive refugees, and loth to lose

them. We find in a treaty made by Ra-
meses II., the son of Seti, with the Hittites. a

proviso that any Egyptian subjects who quit

the country, and transfer themselves to the

dominion of the Hittite king, shall be sent back

to Egy-pt (' Records of the Past,' vol. iv. p. 30).

Ver. 11.—They did set over them task-

masters. Literally, " lords of tribute," or

" lorib^ of service." The tenn used, earey

mnssim, is the Egyptian official title for o\rr-

lookers of forced labour. It occun m thij
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ense on the monument representing brick-

making, which has been supposed by some to

be a picture of the Hebrews at work. (See
Cook, in the ' Speaker's Commentary,' vol. i.

pt. 1. p. 253, and compare Brugsch, ' History of

Egypt,' vol. i. p. 376.) To afliot them with
their burdens. Among the tasks set the
labourers in the representation above alluded

to are the carrying of huge lumps of clay and
of water-jars on one shoulder, and also the
conveyance of bricks from place to place by
means of a yoke. They built for Pharaoh
treasnre-cities, Fithom and Eaamses, By
" treasure - cities " we are to understand
" store-cities," or " cities of store," as the same
word is translated in 1 K. ix. 19 and 2 Chr.

iii. i. Such cities contained depots of pro-

Tisions and magazines of arms. They were
generally to be found on all assailable

frontiers in ancient as in modem times.

(Compare 2 Chr. xL 5, 12 ; xxxiii. 28, etc)
Of the cities here mentioned, which the
Israelites are said to lave " built," or helped

to build, Pithom is in all probability the
Patumos of Herodotus (ii. 158), which was
not far from Bubastis, now Tel-Basta. Its

exact site is uncertain, but if identical with
the Thou, or Thoxmi, of the ' Itinerary of An-
tonine,' it must have lain north of the Canal of

Necho, not south, where most maps place it.

The word means " abode of the sun," or rather
•* of the setting sim," called by the Egyptians
Turn, or Atum. Names formed on the model
were very common under the nineteenth

dynasty, Rameses II. having buUt a Pa-Ra,
a Pa-Ammon, and a Pa-Phthah in Nubia
(Brugsch, ' History of Egypt,' vol. ii. p. 90).

Pa-Tum itself has not been found among the
cities of this period (ib. p. 99), but appears in

the records of the twentieth dynasty as a place

where the Setting-Sun god had a treasury

(* Eecords of the Past,' voL vi. p. 54). The
name Baamses is probably put for Pa-Kameses
(as Thoum for Pa-Tum), a city frequently

mentioned in the inscriptions of the nineteenth
dynasty, and particularly favoured by Ra-
meses II., whose city it was especially called

(' Records of the Past,' vol. ii. p. 77 ; vol. vi

p. 13), and by whom it was greatly enlarged,

if not wholly built. We incline to believe

that the building was commenced by Seti,

who named the place, as he did his great

temple, the Eameseum, after his father. The
city was, according to Brugsch, a sort of

Buburb of Tanis (' History of Egypt,' vol. ii.

p. 94). It was a magnificent place, and
imder Kameses H. and his son Menephthah
wjB Jhe ordinary residence of the court.

Hence the miracles of Moses are said to have
been wrought " in the field of Zoan," i.e. the

Country about Tanis (Ps. Ixxviii. 12, 43).

Ver. 12.—They were grieved because of

the children of Israel. The word grieved
Teiy insufficientlj renden the Hebrew verb,

which " expresses a mixture of loathing and
alarm " (' Speaker's Commentary,' vol. i. pt. 1,

p. 251). Kalisch translates forcibly, if in-
elegantly—" They had a horror of the children
of Israel."

Ver. 13.—The Egyptians made the chil-
dren of Israel to serve with rigour. The
word translated rigour is a very rare one. It
is derived from a root which means " to break
in pieces, to crush." The " rigour " would be
shown especially in the free use of the stick

by the taskmaster, and in the prolongation of
the hours of work.

Ver. 14.—They made their lives bitter
with hard bondage, in morter and in
brick. While stone was the material chiefly

employed by the Egyptians for their grand
edifices, temples, palaces, treasuries, and the
like, brick was also made use of to a large
extent for inferior buildings, for tombs,
dwelling-houses, walls of towns, forts, enclo-
sures of temples, etc. There are examples of

its employment in pyramids (Herod, ii. 136

;

Vyse, ' Pyramids of Gi'zeh,' vol. iii. pp. 57—71);
but only at a time long anterior to the nine-
teenth and even to the eighteenth dynasty.
If the Pharaoh of the present passage was
Seti I., the bricks made may have been
destined in the main for that great wall which
he commenced, but did not live to complete,
between Pelusium and Heliopolis, which was
to secure his eastern frontier (Birch, ' Egypt
from the Earliest Times,' p. 125). All manner
of labour in the field. The Israelitish

colony was originally employed to a large

extent in tending the royal flocks and herds
(Gen. xlvii. 6). At a later date many of

them were engaged in agricultural operations

(Deut. xi. 10). These, m Egypt, are in some
respects light, e.g. preparing the land and
ploughing, whence the remark of Herodotus
(ii. 14); but in other respects exceedingly
heavy. There is no country where care and
labour are so constantly needed during the
whole of the year. The inundation necessi-

tates extreme watchfulness, to save cattle, to

prevent the houses and the farmyards from
being inundated, and the embankiaents from
being washed away. The cultivation is contin-

uous throughout the whole of the year ; and suc-

cess depends upon a system of irrigation that

requires constant labour and unremitting atten-

tion. If the "labour in the field" included,

as Josephus supposed (l.s.c), the cutting of

canals, their lives would indeed have been
" made bitter." There is no such exhausting
toU as that of working under the hot Egyptian
sun, with the feet in water, in an open cutting,

where there can be no shade, and scarcely a
breath of air, from sunrise to sunset, as forced

labourers are generally required to do. Me-
hemet Ali lost 20,000 labourers out of 150,000
in the construction of the Alexandrian Canal
towards the middle of the present centoiy.
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HOMILETICS.

Vera. 7 Jind 12,

—

Ood the Protector of his people. I. The MuiiTiPLiOATiOK of Iskaeu
All increase is of Grod, and comes to man by iiis blessing. As he gave the original

command, " Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth " (Geu. i. 28), so he in

every case gives the new lives by which the earth is replenished. " Childieu, and the

frj.it of the womb, are an heritage and gift that cometh of the Lord" (Ps. cxxviii. 3).

He gives or withholds offspring as he pleases; enlarges families, tribes, nations, or

causes them to decline, decay, and die out. Increase is a sign of his favour—1. To
the individual

—" Happy is the man that hath his quiver full of them " (Ps. cxxviii. 5)

;

2. To the nation—" 1 will multiply them and they shall not be few ; I will also glorify

them and they shall not be small " (Jer. xxx. 19) ; and 3. To churches—" Walking in

the fear of the Lord, and the comfort of the Holy Ghost, they were multiplied"

(Acts ix. 31). A nation or church that increases has, so far at any rate, a sign of

God's approval of it, of his favour, of his having in his eternal counsels work for

it to do for him in the present and the future. One which dwindles has, on the

contrary, a note of God's disapproval—^at the very least, a warning that all is not

with it as it should be. Nations, when they can no longer do God service, die out

;

churches, when they become effete and useless, have their candlesticks removed
(Rev. ii. 5).

n. Effect op persecution on it. Note, that the effect of persecution was the

Tery opposite ofwhat was intended. The more they afflicted them, the more they multiplied.

So is it ever with Gid's people. Persecutions always " fall out fur the furtherance of

the Gospel" (Phil. i. 12). "They which were scattered abroad upon the persecution

that arose about Stephen, travelled as far as Ph mice, and Cyprus, and Antioch preaching

the word " (Acts xi. 19). Persecution brought Paul to Rome, and enabled him to proclaim

the Gospel and make many converts in the very citadel of Satan, the headquarters of

the enemy. So marked was the prevalence of the law, that among the early Christiana

it became a proverb, that " the blood of the martyrs w;is the seed of the Chuich." After

each of the ten great Imperial persecutions, the Church was found within a brief space

to be more numerous than ever. And so it will be to the end. " The gates of Hell

"

cannot prevail against the Church. Out of the last and greatest of all the persecutions,

when .Ajitichrist shall be revealed, the Church will issue triumphant, a " great multitude,

which no man can number " (Rev. viL 9).

Ver. 8.

—

Joseph forgotten. " "he evil that men do lives after them—the good is oft

interred with their bones." Had Joseph been a tyrant, a conqueror, an egotist who
crushed down the Egyptians by servile toil for the purpose of raising a huge mon".ment
to his own glory, he would no doubt have remained fresh in tlie memory of the nation,

and his name and acts would have been familiar even to a " new king," who was yet
»n Egyptian and an educated man. But as he had only been a benefactor of the
nation, and esj^ecially of the kings (Gen. xlvii. 20—26), he was utterly forgotten—a«
some think, within sixty-five years of his death, but according to our calculations,

not till about 275 years after it. This is about the space that -separates us from Queen
Elizabeth, who is certainly not forgotten, as neither are her ministers. So Christian
nations would seem to have better memories than heathen ones. In time, however,
every man is forgotten ; and Christians should therefore not make their object the
praise of men, or pjsthuMuus fame, but the praise and approval of God, which will
continue for ever. " God is not unrighteoua to forget " (Heb. vL 10)

Vers. 10—12.— The wisdom of the wise brought to nought. God is wont to
** destroy the wisdom of the wise, and bring to nothing the understanding of the
prudent" (1 Cor. i. 19). He "makes the devices of the people of none effect"
(Ps. xxxiii. 10). Humanly sj^akin-, the Pharaoh had done " wisely," had counselled
well : many a people has been crushed utterly under the yoke of an oppressor,
ground down by hard lalwur—even after a time well-nigh exterminated. It waa
• clever and crafty plan to avoid the risk and discredit of a massacre of unoffending
ubjecte, and at the aame time to gain advantage by their heavy labours wnile effectually
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thinning their ranks through the severity of the toils imposed on them. Unless God
had interfered, and by his secret help supported and sustained his people ; enabled them
to retain their health and strength imder the adverse circumstances ; induced them,
bitter and hopeless as their lot seemed, still to contract marriages, and blessed those
marriages, not only with offspring, but with superabundant offspring (see verses 12 and
20)—the result anticipated would without doubt have followed : the multiplication of
the people would have been checked—their numbers would soon have begun to diminish.
But God had determined that so it should not be. He had promised Abraham an
extraordinary increase in the number of his descendants, and was not going to permit a
cruel and crafty king to interfere with the carrying out of his designs, the performance
of his gracious promises. So the more that Pharaoh and his obsequious subjects afflicted

them, " the more they multipUed and grew "—" the httle one became a thousand, and
the small one a strong nation "—the Lord " hastened it in his time " (Is. Ix. '22).

Christians therefore need never fear the devices of their enemies, however politic they
may seem. God has the power, and if he sees fit will exert it, to turn the wisdom of
the world into foolishness, to upset all human calculations, confoimd all prudent counsels,
and make each act done in opposition to his will help to work it out. In Israel's case,

the hard Labour and unceasing toil which made their lives bitter (ver. 14), was at once
needed to wean their minds from the recollection of" the " fleshpots " and other delights

of Egypt, and so make them content to quit it ; and also it was required to brace them
for the severe life of the wilderness—the hard fare, the scant water, the scorching heat
by day, the chill dews at night ; to harden their frames, relaxed by a time of senfiual

indulgence (ch. xyL 3), and nerve their minds to endurance.

HOMILIES BY VAKIOUS AUTHOES.

Vera. 7—^11.

—

A multiplying people and a king'sfears. The increase of Israel in Egypt
excited Pharaoh's jealousy. They were a useful people, and he dreaded their departure

(ver. 10). But their staying was almost equally an occasion of uneasiness. Their

g)sition in Lower Egypt, so near the frontier, made them dangerous in case of wars,

evolutions were not infrequent, and many things were less hkely than a future Hebrew
dynasty. Hence the policy of breaking their power, and checking their increase, by
reducing them to servitude.

I. View Israel's increase as a work of Divine power. While—1. Natural—that

is, not miraculous, but due to the superabundant blessing of God on ordinary means—it

was yet, 2. Extraordinary, and 3. Invincible—defying the efforts of the tyrant to check

it. It may be legitimately viewed as a type of the spiritual increase of the Church.

This also—1. Ej cites astonishment. So great a fruitfulness had never before been known.
It was a marvel to all who witnessed it. Like surprise is awakened by the facts of the

liistory of the Church. Consider (1) The smallness of the Church's beginnings. (2)

The rapidity of her growth. (3) What opposition she has encountered. (4) What
efforts have been made to crush her. (5) How she survives, and has from time to time

renewed her youth. (6) How she has even thriven in the fires of persecution. (7)

How, notwithstanding formidable resistance, and great internal lukewarmness and

corruption, her progress is being steadily maintained. 2. Awakens jealousy and fear.

The world does not rehsh the progress of the Gospel. It resents it as full of danger to

itself. The filling of the land with sincere believers would mean the downfall of its

power. Its spirit shown in opposition to revivals of religion, ui decrying missions, in

anger at bold and fearless preaching of Christ, followed by saving results, &c. 3. Can
only be accounted for by ascribing it to God as its author. NaturaUstic explanations

have been offered. Gibbon has enumerated "secondary causes." So "secondary

causes " might be pointed to in explaining the increase of Israel, yet these alone would

»pt account for it. There was implied a Divine power, imparting to ordinary means an

extraordinary efficacy. As little can the success of Christianity be explained on grounds

of mere naturalism. 1. The Bible attributes it to Divine efficiency. 2. Those who
experience its power unhesitatingly trace it to this source. 3. The Chiirch is successful

only as she reUes on Divine assistance. 4. Naturalistic theories, one and aJl, break

down in their attempts at explanation. Each new one that appears founds itself <m
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the feilure of its predecessors. It, in turn, is exploded by a rivaL The supernatural
hypothesis is the only one which accounts for all the facts.

II. View Pharaoh's policy as a type of worldly policy qekeraxlt. Leave
it to describe itself, and it is—1. Far-seeing. 2. Politic. 3. Unsentimental. Napoleoa
was unsentimental :

" "What are a hundred thousand lives, more or less, to me !" 4. A
necessity of the time. Describe it as it ought to be described, and it appears in a less

favourable Hght. 1. Ever awake to selfish interests. 2. Acute to perceive (or imagine)
danger. 3. Unrestrained by considerations of gratitude. The new king " knew not
Joseph." Nations, like individuals, are oft«n forgetful of their greatest benefactors.

4. Regardless of the rights of others. 5. Cruel—stops at nothing. It will, with
Pharaoh, reduce a nation t* slavery ; or, with Napoleon, deluge continents with blood-

Yet—5. Is essentially short-sighted. All worldly policy is so. The King of Egypt
could not have taken a more effectual means of bringing about the evils that he dreaded.

He made it certain, if it was uncertain before, that in the event of war, the Hebrews
would take part with his enemies. He set in motion a train of causes, which, as it

actually happened, led to the departure of the whole people from Egypt. His policy

thus outwitted itself, proved suicidal, proclaimed itself to be folly. Learn—1. The folly

of trusting in man. " Beware of men " (Matt. x. 17). 2. How futile man's wisdom
and cunning are when matched against God's power. 3. The short-sightedness of selfish

and cruel action.—J. 0.

Vers. 11—14.

—

The bondage. I. How effected ? Doubtless, partly by craft, and
partly by force. To one in Pharaoh's position, where there was the will to enslave,

there would soon be found the way. 1. The Israelites were politically weak. " The
patriarchal family had grown into a horde ; it must have lost its domestic character, yet
it had no polity .... a people in this state was ripe for slavery " (Maurice). 2. And
Pharaoh had no scruples. Those engaged in tillage and keeping of cattle could easily

be ruined by heaping on them tributes and exactions. Liberty once forfeited, they were
at Pharaoh's disposal, to do with as he Usted. Of the rest, large numbers were probably
already employed—as forced labourers—on Pharaoh's works of construction. Over
these (ver. 11). it was proposed to set "taskmasters"—"chiefs of tribute"—to affiict

them with their burdens. 3. Complaint was useless. The Hebrews soon foimd, as

expressed afterwards (ch. v. 19), that they were " in evil case "—that a general con-
spiracy, from the king downwards, had been entered into to rob, injure, and oppress

them. Their subjugation in these circumstances was easily accomi)lished. Learn

—

1. A nation may outgrow itself. It will do so if intelligence and morals, with suitable

institutions, do not keep pace with numbers. 2. Great prosi)erity is not always an
advantage. It (1) excites jealousy

; (2) tempts cupidity
; (3) usually weakens by

enervating.

II. Why permitted ? This question may be answered by viewing the bondage
1. As a punishment for sitis. The Hebrews had doubtless greatly corrupted themselves
in Egypt, and had become in their masses very like the people around them. This was
in them a sin that could not pass unpunished. God cannot suspend his moral laws
even for his own people. If they do wrong, they must, no less than others, sufi'er for

it. Nay, they will be punished with even greater severity than others are for similar

offences. It is this which explains the bitter servitude of Israel. The nation is allowed

to sink into a condition which is at once a fit retribution for its own sin, and an apt
image of the condition of the sinner generally. For sin is slavery. It is inward
bondage. It is degradation. It is rigorous service, and bitterness, and misery. God's
law, the soul's own lusts, au exacting world, become in different ways taskmasters. It

Is unprofitable service. It sends a man to the husks, to the swine-troughs. It is

slavery from which nothing but the power of God Almiiihty can redeem us. We bless

God for our greater Moses, and the grander Exodus. 2. As a trial of faith. It would
be so in a very especial degree to the godly portion of Israel. For why this long hiding

of God's face—this keeping silence while his people were broiling and perishing under
their terrible tasks? Did it not seem as though the promise had failed and God had
fonjotlen to be gracious ? (Ps. Ixxvii. 8, 9.) Truly we need not wonder at anything in

God's dealings with his Church when we reflect on h w long and how fearfully Israel

was ailiicted. Tlie faith wliich endured this trial must have come out of the furnaos
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even times purified. 3. As a moral preparation. It is now manifest, though it could

hardly have been seen then, how needful was this affliction, protracted through succes-

sive generations—(1) To wean the people's hearts from Egypt. (2) To make them
willing to leave it. (3) To make the thought of Canaan sweet to them. (4) To break

up trust in self and man. (5) To lead them to cry mightily to God. The same reasons,

in whole or part, serve to explain why God lays trials on ourselves ; indicate at least the

ends which affliction is used to subserve. Had everything been prosperous, the hearts

of Israel would naturally have clung to the fleshpots ; their hopes would have been
forgotten ; even their God would in time have been abjured.—J. O.

Vers. 7—14.

—

Isi-ael in Egypt. The life of a people, like that of an individual, to

a great extent shaped by circumstances. In Canaan the Israelites might learn hardi-

hood, but no room for much growth ; few opportunities for national organisation ; the

tendency would be for the families to separate, each seeking pasturage for its own
flocks (cf. Abraham and Lot). To become a nation they had to be placed (1) where
they might increase and multiply, and (2) where their slightly connected elements

might coalesce and be welded into one. To attain this object God led his people into

Egypt. [Cf. (1) Hothouse where plants may strike and grow before being planted out,

and (2) Deut. iv. 20. Furnace where metal may be smelted into one homogeneous
mass and the worst of the dross removed.] We may notice in this view

—

I. Pkosperity and its uses. Cf. ver. 7. In Goshen life simple and the means of

ubsistence plentiful, ample room and ample provision. Happy years without a history,

passed in a land which even now yields the largest revenue in Egypt, and where the

population still increases more rapidly than in any other province. Probably no
incident of more importance than some occasional skirmish with border tribes. No
wonder that " they increased abundantly and multiplied, and waxed exceeding mighty."

Prosperity has its uses as weU as adversity. The long unnoticed years through

which the fruit-tree attains matmity are necessary antecedents to the fiery summers
which see the fruit ripening. Not much to notice in such years. Still their existence

Is noteworthy. They make no small portion of the sum of human life, whether viewed

in its national or individual aspect. History grows out of them even whilst it is

compelled to forget them in its records. The fruit of Life draws from them its substance^

though other years may give it its colour and flavour.

II. Adversity and its uses. Vers. 10—14 show how trouble came to Israel, and
the nature of the trouble which did come. Originating in Pharaoh's natural jealousy at

the increasing influence of an alien race, it took the form of enforced labour, such as

—

f)erhaps owing to Joseph's land law (Gen. xlvii. 23, &c.)—he clearly had the acknow-

edged right to levy at will from all his subjects. Pharaoh however was but the

instrument which God used for the education of his people ; he knew that adversity

was needed to carry on the work which prosperity had begun. Notice—1. Affliction

did not hinder progress. "We gather from ver. 12 that it really advanced it. Prosperity

long continued may be a greater hindrance than adversity. It tends to produce a

stagnant condition [cf. the opening poems in Tennyson's 'Maud']. The after-history

shows us that Israel had, to some extent, morally deteriorated ; and moral deterioration

in the long run must lead to physical degi'adation. When the stock needs pruning

the pruning process stimulates growth. 2. Affliction proved vwrally helpful. The
people had been getting careless and slothful, forgetting God (cf. Josh. xxiv. 14,

Ezek. XX. 5—8) or paying him a merely nominal service. Now, however, cf. ii. 23—25,

God could hear their cry because their cry was genuine; he could have respect

unto them because they were learning to have respect imto him. 3. Affliction

ensured national union. Hitherto the people was just a collection of families, united

"by a common name and common traditions. Mutual need begets mutual help-

fulness, and it is by mutual help that tribes are dovetailed into one another and

come to form one nation. [Isolated fragments of ore need smelting in the furnace to

produce* the consolidated metal. j It is in the heat of the furnace of affliction that

rivalries, jealousies, and all kinds of tribal littlenesses can alone be finally dissolved.

And affliction still has such uses. Prosperity is good, no doubt, but, in this world,

it requites to be complemented by adversity, " Why is trouble permitted ?" I'.ecausa

men cannot otherwise be perfected. It is just as necessary for our moral ripening aa
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heat is necessary for the ripening of the fruit. (1) It need not hinder any man'g

progress
; (2) If rightly used it should purge out the dross from us and make us

morally better; (3) It tends to dissolve the barriers which selfishness erects between

man and man, and works towards the formation of that holy brotherhood which embraces

in one family all the nations of the earth.—G.

Vers. 8—14.

—

Egypfs sin. I. National weong-doiko the seed of nationai.

DISASTEB. The story of Egypt's suffering liegins with the story of P'gypt's injustice.

There was wisdom in Pharaoh's statesmanship, and a sincere desire to serve his country,

and yet he was his country's worst foe. The service rendered by wickedness is in the

end rebuke and ruin.

II. The care sought to be rejioved by sin becomes greater (10— 12). 1. The
bondage was imposed to prevent their multiplying :

" but the more they afflicted them
the more they multiplied and grew." 2. The trouble was at first simply a possibility

detected by the statesman's keen eye, and now all Egyjit was " grieved because of the

children of Israel." The way of wickedness is through a deepening flood.

III. Wrong grows into greater wrong (13, 14). Egypt had gone too far to

retreat. Israel's enmity was now a certainty, and they must be crushed. From being

compelled to labour in the erection of strong cities, their lives are made bitter by aU
manner of hard bondage. Evil grows with an inward necessity. When a nation makes
an unjust demand it does not mean murder, yet that is its next step. Satan dare not

whisper all his coimsel at first but by-and-by he can tell it all and have it all

accomplished.—U.

EXPOSITION.

Vera. 15—22.—Some time—say five or six

years—having elapsed and the Pharaoh's first

plan having manifestly failed, it was necessary

for him either to give up his purpose, or to

devise something else. Persevering and tena-

cious, he preferred the latter course. He
bethought himself that a stop might be put to

the multiplication of the Israelites by means of

infanticide on a large scale. Infanticide was

no doubt a crime in Egvpt, as in most countriea

except Borne ; but the royal command would

legitimate almost any action, since the king

was recognised as a god ; and the wrongs of a

foreign and subject race would not sensibly

move the Egj'ptian people, or be likely to

provoke remonstrance. On looking about for

uitable instruments to carry out his design, it

•truck the monarch that something, at any

fate, might be done by means of the niidwives

who attended the Hebrew women in their

confinements. It has been supposed that the

two mentioned, Shiphrah and Puah, might be

the only midwives employed by the Israelites

(Canon C!ook and others), and no doubt in tlie

East a small nmnber suffice for a large popula-

tion : but what impression could the monarch

expect to make on a population of from one to

two millions of souls by cnga(,'ing the services

ci two persons only, who couJJ not possibly

attend more than about one in fifty of the

births ? The midwives mentioned must there-

fore be regarded as " superintendents," chiefs

of the guOd or faculty, who were expected to

give their orders to the rest. (So Kalisch,

Knobel, Aben Ezra, etc.) It v,as no doubt

well known that midwives were not always

called in ; but the king supposed that they

were employed sufficiently often for the exe-

cution of his orders to produce an important

result. And the narrative imi)lies that he had

not miscalculated. It was the disobedience

of the midwives (ver. 17) that frustrated the

king's intention, not any inherent weakness in

his plan. The midlives, while professing the

intention of carrying out the orders given

them, in reality killed none of the iufauta

;

and, when taxed by the Pharaoh with disobe-

dience, made an untnie excuse (ver. 19).

Thus the king's second plan failed as com*

pletely as his first
—" the people " still " multi*

phed and waxed very mighty " (ver. 20).

Foiled a second time, the wicked king threw

o£f all reserve and all attenipt at concealment.

If the midwives will not stain their hands witli

murder at his secret command, he will make the

order a general and public one. "All his peojde'

shall be commanded to put their hand to the

business, and to assist in the massacre of the

innocents—it shall be the duty of every loyal

subject to cast into the waters of the Nile any
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Hebrew male child of whose birtli he has cog-

nisance. The object is a national one—to

gecnre the public safety (see ver. 10) : the

whole nation mav well be called upon to aid

in carrying it out.

Ver. 15.—The Hebrew midwives. It is

questioned whether the midwives were really

Hebrew women, and not rather Egyptian
women, whose special business it was to attend

the Hebrew women in their labours. Kalisch

translates, " the women who served as mid-
wives to the Hebrews," and assumes that they

were Egyptians. (So also Canon Cook.) But
ihe names are apparently Semitic, Shiphrah
being " elegant, beautiful," and Puah, " one
who cries out." And the most natural render-

ing of the Hebrew text is that of A. V.
Ver. 16.—The stools. The explanation fur-

nished by a remark of Mr. Lane ('Modem
Egjrptians,' vol. iii. p. 142) is more satisfactory

than any other. In modem Egypt, he says,

" two or three days before the expected time
of delivery, the midwife conveys to the house

the kursee ehrilddeh, a chair of a peculiar

form, upon which the patient is to be seated

during the biiih." A chair of the form intended

is represented on the Egyptian monuments.
Ver. 17.—The midwives feared God. The

midwives had a sense of religion, feared God
sufficiently to decline imbruing their hands in

tie innoceut blood of a number of defenceless

infants, and, rather than do so wicked a thing,

risked being punished by the monarch. They
were not, as appears by ver. 19, highly reli-

gious—not of the stuff whereof martyrs are

made ; they did not scruple at a falsehood,

believing it necessary to save their lives ; and
it would seem that they succeeded in deceiving

the king.

Ver. 19.—They are vigorous. Literally,
" they are lively." In the East at the present

day a large proportion of the women deliver

themselves; and the services of professional

accoucheurs are very rarely called in. The
excuse of the midwives had thus a basis of

fact to rest upon, and was only untrue because

it was not the whole truth.

Vers. 20, 21.—Therefore God did well to

the midwives. Literally, " And God did

well," etc. (see ver. 21). Because they feared

him sufficiently to disobey the king, aud take
their chance of a punishment, which might
have been very severe—even perhaps death

—

God overlooked their weak and unfaithful di-

vergence from truth, and gave them a reward.

He made them houses. He blessed them by
givmg them cliikh'en of their own, who grew
up. aud gave them the comfort, support, and
happiness which children were intended to

give. There was a manifest fitness in reward-

ing those who had refused to bring misery
and desolation into families by granting them
domestic happiness themselves.

Ver. 22.—Every son that is bom. The
words are univei-sal, and might seem to apply
to the Egrptian, no less than the Hebrew,
male children. But they are really limited

by the context, which shows that there had
never been any question as to taking the life

of any Egyptian. With respect to the ob-

jection sometimes raised, that no Egj^tian
monarch would possibly have commanded such
wholesale cold-blooded destruction of poor inno-

cent harmless children, it is to be observed, first,

that Egyptian monarchs had very little regard

indeed for the lives of any persons who were
not of their own nation. They constantly

massacred prisoners taken in war—they put to

death or enslaved persons cast upon their

coasts (Diod. Sic. i. 67)—they cemented with

the blood of their captives, as Lenonnant says

('Manuel d'Hist. Anc.,' vol. i. p. 423), each

stone of their edifices. The sacrediiess of human
life was not a principle with them. Secondly,

that tender and compassionate rep-"-d for

children which seems to us Englishmen of the

present day a universal instinct is in truth tha

fruit of Christianity, and was almost unknown
in the ancient world. Children who were
" not wanted " were constantly exposed to be

devoured by wild beasts, or otherwise made
away with (Dollinger, ' Jew and Gentile,' vol.

ii. p. 246) ; and such exposition was defended

by philosophers (Plat. ' Eep.' v. p. 460 c).

In S}Tia and Carthage they were constantly

offered to idols. At Kome, unless the father

interposed to save it, every child was killed

It would probably not have cost an Egyptian

Pharaoh a single pang to condemn to death a

number of children, any more than a number
of puppies. And the rule " Salus publica

snprema lex," which, if not formulated, still

practically prevailed, would have been held to

justify anything. The river. Though, in the

Delta, where the scene is laid throughout the

early part of Exodus, there were many branches

of the Nile, yet we hear constantly of " the

river" (ch. ii. 3, 5; vii. 20, 21 ; vii'i. 3, etc.),

because one branch only, the Tanitic, was
readily accessible. Tanis (Zoan) was situated

on it.

^ • HOMILETICS.

Vera. 15—22.

—

Steps in sin. Bad men, when their designs are finstrated, and things

fell out otherwise than as they wish, are far from suspecting that it is God who opposes

them and brings their counsels to noujcht. They find fault with themselves or their

•dyisers, and suppose that, if their end is not to be compassed in one waj, it may b4
KXODUi.
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obtained ic another. Like Balak (Num. xsii. xxiii.), they vronld outwit God ; or rather,

not realising his existence, they would force fortune by a combination of inventiveness,

perseverance, and audacity. When one means fails, they do not lay aside their design,

out seek anotlier means. And their second plan is almost always more wicked than
their first. Pharaoh follows up the cruel thought of grinding oppression by the still

more cruel resolve to etlect his purpose through murder. And not liking to incur the
odium of open murder, he devises a secret system, a crypteia, which shall rid him of a
certain number of his enemies, and yet keep him clear, even of suspicion. The mid-
wives, had they come into his plan, would of course have said that the children they
murdered were stillborn, or died from natural causes. But this crafty scheme like-

wise fails; and then what follows? His subtle brain invents a third plan, and it is

the crudest and wickedest of all. Grown shameless, he openly avows himself a
murderer, takes his whole people into his confidence, compels them, so far as he can,

to be a nation of murderers, and extends his homicidal project to all the males. " Every
son that is bom ye shall cast into the river." The Nile, according to his own religion,

was a god, and no Egyptian corpse ever defiled it ; but everything must give way
that the king may work his wicked will, and the restraints of the national creed

are as little regarded as those of natural morality. Facilis descensus Averni ; the steps

by which men go down the road to hell are easy ; each is in advance of the other,

a little farther on in guilt ; there is no startling transition ; and so, by little and
little, advance is made, and the neophyte becomes a graduate in the school of crime.

Ver. 17.

—

Duty of opposing authority when its commands are against Oo^$
Law. Few lessons are taught in Holy Scripture more plainly than this, that the
wrongful commands of legitimate authority are to be disobeyed. " Saul spake to

Jonathan his son, and to all his servants that they should kill David " (1 Sam. xix. 1).

But Jonathan positively refused, and rebuked his fother :
" Wherefore wilt thou sin

against innocent blood ? " (ib. ver. 5). Uzziah would have usurped the priest's office

;

but Azariah the priest "withstood him" (2 Chr. xxvi. 16—21), and God signified his

approval by smiting the king with leprosy. Ahasuerus commanded that a " reverence"

trenching upon God's hcnour should be done to Haman (Esth. iii. 2). Mordecai
"transgressed the king's commandment," and it is recorded of him to his credit. The
*' Three Children " disobeyed Nebuchadnezzar when he would have had them " worship
the golden image which he had set up" (Dan. iii. 18) on the plain of Dura. Daniel
disobeyed Darius the Mede when required to discontinue his daily prayers, 'ihe

Ai)ostles disobeyed the Sanhedrim, when forbidden " to preach at all or teach in the

name of Jesus " (Acts iv. 18). God's law is paramount ; and no himian authority

may require anything to be done which it forbids, or anything to be left undone which
it commands. The argument is unanswerable: "Whether it be right in the sight of

God to hearken unto you more than unto God, judge ye" (ib. ver. I'J). So the

midwives, because they "feared God," disobeyed the king. No doubt the lesson

is to be applied with caution. We are not to be always flying in the face of

authority, and claiming it as a merit. More especially, in States calling themselves
Christian and retaining even partially a Christian character, opposition to the law is

a serious matter, and, if resorted to, should only be resorted to under a clear and
distinct conviction that the Divine law and the human are in absolute opjiosition.

" Whatsoever is not of faith, is sin." If we are not sure of the Divine obligation we
must accept the human one. Still, as the good man struggling against adversity is

admitted to be one of the noblest of sights, so there is nothing grander, nothing finer,

nothing more heroic, than the conscientious resistance of religious persons to the wicked
and tyrannical commands of men, whether they be kin;_'S, or judges, or mobs. Daniel
refusing to obey Darius, Peter and John rejecting the orders of the Sanhediim, Socrates

declining to take part in the arrests of the Ihirty, the Seven Hishops refusin.; to read

the jiroclamation of King James il., are among the most admirable and inspiriting facts

of history. The men who rightfully resist authority are " the s;ilt of the eartli." They
save the world from a rapid and complete corruption. The remembrance of their acts

continues, and is a warning to authorities, preventing hundreds of ii>ii|u:tous laws and
orders, wiiich would otherwise have been enjoined and enacted. Their example is an
undying one, and encourages others on fitting occasion to do the like. All honoiu thea
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to the noble band, who, when the crisis came, have " obeyed God rather than man," and
taken their chance of the consequences ! Not that the Jinal consequences to themselves
can be doubtful. "But and if ye suffer for righteousness' sake, blessed are yel"
^1 Pet. iii. 14). In this life, the consequence may be success, severe punishment, or

(occasionally) neglect and oblivion. But in the world to come there will be a reward
for rightful resistance undoubtedly. " God made the midwives houses." For all wh m
a tyrannical authority makes to suffer because they fear and obey him, he will reserve
in his own house " mansions " where they will enjoy bliss eternal.

Vers. 18—21.

—

God's acceptance of an imperfect obedience. The midwives had not
the courage of their convictions. They did not speak out boldly, like Daniel, and
the "Three Children," and the Apostles. They did not say, "Be it known unto
thee, king, that we fear God, and will not do this thing." They cast about for

an excuse, which should absolve them of the crime of disobedience, and so perhaps
save them from punishment, and they found one which was no doubt partially

true, but which by a suppressio veri was a suggestio falsi. Some have exonerated
them from all blamo under the circumstances; but though the circumstances may
extenuate, they do not justify their conduct. It was a fault, but (especially if they
were heathens) a venial fault. And it was perhaps repented of. At any rate God
condoned it. He was not " extreme to mark what was done amiss." He accepted
their good deeds and their reverent fear of him, though it was not accompanied by
high courage and a heroic love of truth ; that is to say, he accepted an imperfect
obedience. And this is what he does in all cases. No man but One has rendered

an obedience that was perfect. " All we, the rest, offend in many things ; and if

we say that we have no sin, deceive ourselves and the truth is not in us." Well
for us that God, for his Son's sake, and through his atonement on the cross, can
condone our offences, and despite our many misdeeds reward our acts of faithfulness 1

(See Matt vi. 4; x. 42 ; xvL 27 ; Luke vL 35 ; 1 Cor. iii. 14 ; &c.)

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 15—22.

—

A king's edicts. I. The oommawd to the midwives to destbot
THE MALES (ver. 16). This was a further stage in the persecution of the Hebrews.
Happily the command was not obeyed. There is a limit even to the power of kings.

Stronger than kings is—1. The power of religion. "The midwives feared God"
(ver. 17). 2. The force of patriotism. They were " Hebrew midwives " (ver. 15), and
would not, even at the king's bidding, be murderers of their race. 3. The instincts of

humanity. These came in to thwart both this and the next expedient for destroying

the children. 4. The cunning of evasion. It is hopeless to attempt to force laws upon
% people determined not to obey them. The midwives had only to stay away, and let

the Hebrew women help themselves, to reduce the king's decree to a dead letter. And
this was probably what they did (ver. 19). The result shows how much better it is,

even at some risk, to obey God than to obey man. The midwives—1. Lost nothing.

2. Retained a good conscience. 3. Were signally honoured and rewarded : God made
them houses (ver. 21). Kindness shown to God's people never fails of its reward.

II. The command to the people to cast the males into the kiver (ver. 22).

He must indeed have been a foolish king, if he thought to secure obedience to so

inhuman a decree. Parents would not obey it. The work was of a kind which would

soon grow hateful even to those who might at first be willing to do it for reward.

The hearts of the most abandoned ere long sicken at murder. Public sympathy does

not appear to have gone with the edict, and the number of males at the Kxodus makes
it certain that it was not long in operation. Its chief fruit was one little contemplated

by the. ty^jant—the salvation and courtly upbringing of Moses. Learn—1. How one

cruelty leads to another, and increasingly hardens the heart. It is told of Robespierre

that when judge at Arras, half-a-dozen years before he took his place in the popular

mind of France and Europe as one of the bloodiest monsters of myth or history, he

resigned his post in a fit of remorse after condemning a criminal to be executed. " He
is a criminal, no doubt," he kept groaning to his sister, " a criminal no doubt ; but

to put a maa to death!" (Morley). 2. The impotence of hmnan devices. 3, The
o2
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certainty of the Church surviving under the worst that man can do against it. Tha
more Pharaoh persecuted, the more the people multiplied and grew (vers. 12, 20)^—
J.O.

Vers. 8—22.

—

The policy of Pharaoh. I. The pbikciple of the policy. This it>

Indicated iu vers. 9, 10. It was a policy of seljiah/ear, proceeding upon an Tinconcealed

regard for the supremacy of Egj'pt. \\hatever interfered with that supremacy waa
to be, if possible, swept completely out of- the way. Pharaoh was dealing, not with the

necessities of the present, but with the possibilities of the future. He made no
pretence that Israel deserved to be dealt with in this merciless fashion. There was no
attempt to cluak the cruelties of the tyrant under the aspect of needful severity

against evil-doers. The fear of Pharauh is seen in the very language he employs. It

was not true as yet that the Israelites were more and mightier than the Egyptiars:
but Pharaoh feels that such a state of things is not improbable, and may not be
remote. Something has already happened very difl'erent frijm what might have been
expected. Who was to suppose that a handful of people from Canaan, instead of

blending with the bulk of tgypt, would keep persistently separate and increase with
8uch alarming rapidity? Seeing that such unexpected tLiiifrs have already happened,
what may not be feared in the futui-e y Who knows what allies Israel may ultimately

find, and what escape it may achieve? Thus from this attitude and utterance pf

Pharaoh we learn—1. JS'ot to make our safety and our strength to consist in an
unscrupulous weakening of others. The true strength, ever becoming more and more
ufficient, is to be gained within ourselves. Pharaoh would have done more for his

own safety and the safety of his people by putting away idolatry, injustice, and
oppression, than by all his frantic attempts to destruy Israel. It is a sad business,

if we must hold our chief posse.ssi(jns at the expense of others. If my gain is the loss

or sufiering of some one else, then by this very fact the gain is condemned, an<t however
large and grateful it may be at present, it will end in the worst of all loss. Surely the

luxuries of the few woi'ld become utterly nauseous and abhorrent, if it were only con-
sidered how oft«n they depend on the privation and degradation of the mam', Pharaoh'i
kingdom deserved to perish, and so deserve all kingdoms and all exalted stations of

individuals, if their continuance can only be secured by turning all possible enemies
into spiritless and emasculated slaves. 2. Not to set our affections on such tilings us lie

at the mercy of others. Pharaoh had to be incessantly watching the foundations of his

vast and imposing kingdom. Other nations only saw the superstructure from a dis-

tance, and might be excused for concluding that the magnificence rested upon a sohd
base. But we may weU believe that Pharaoh himself lived a Ufe of incessant

anxiety. The apprehensions which he here expresses must have been a fair samjile of

those continually passing through his mind. The world can give great possessions and
many opportunities for carnal pleasiu-e; but sectirity, undistmrbed enjoyment of the
possession, it cannot give.

II. The workiko out of the policy. The thing aimed at was to keep the numbers
of Israel within what were deemed safe bounds ; and to this end Pharaoh began by
trying to crush the spirits of the people. He judged— and perhaps not unwisely,
according to the wisdom of this world—that a race ojtiiressed as he proposed to ojipress

Israel would assuredly not increase to any dangerous extent. If only the rate of
increase in Israel did not gain on the rate of increase in Egypt, then all would be safe.

Pharaoh firmly believed that if only Kgypt could keep more numerous than Israel,

Egypt would be perfectly secure. Therefore he put these people into a state of l-oiulage

ai>ii oppression ever becoming more rigorous. Notice that he had peculiar advantages,
from his iKnnt of view, in making this course of treatment successftil. The Israelites

h;id hitherto lived a free, wandering, pastoral life (Geo. xlvii. 3—6), and now they were
Oooped-up under merciless taskmasters and set to hard manual toil If any human
p ilicy had success in it, success seemed to be in thi.s policy of Pliaraoh. Kevertheless
It utterly failed, from Pharaoh's point of view, for, whatever depressing eflect it had on
the spirits of the Israelites, there was no diminution in their numbers. The extra-
Oidiiiary and alarming increase still went on. The more the ta.skniastcrs did to hinder
Israel, the more, in this parti ular matter of the numerical increase, it seemed to prosijer.
It WM all very perplexing and unaccountable, but at last Pharaoh recognises the laiiur^
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even while he cannot explain it, and proceeds to a more direct method of action, which
Burely cannot fail in a perfectly efficacious result. He commands the men-children of
Israel to be slain from the womb. But here he flails even in a more conspicuoua
and humiliating way than before. He was a despot, accustomed to have others go
when he said " Go," and come when he said " Come." Accordingly, when he commanded
men to become the agents of his harsh designs, he found obedient servants in plenty,
and probably many who bettered his instructions. But now he turns to women—weak,
despised women, who were reckoned to obey in the most obsequious manner—and he
finds that they will not obey at alL It was an easy thing to do, if it had only been in
their hearts to do it ; for what is easier than to take away the breath of a new-boru
infant ? They do not openly refuse ; they even pretend compliance ; but for all that
they secretly disobey and effectively thwart Pharaoh's purpose. When we find others
readily join with us in our evil purposes, then God interferes to disappoint both us and
them ; but we cannot always reckon even on the support of others. Notice lastly, that

in carrying out this policy of defence against Israel, Pharaoh never seems to have
thought of the one course which might have given him perfect safety. He might have
expelled Israel altogether out of his coasts. But, so for from deeming this desirable, it

was one of the very things he wished to guard against. Israel was a continual soiurce

of alarm and annoyance, a people beyond management, an insoluble problem ; but it

never occurred to him that Egypt would be better with them away. It would have
had a very bad look to send them out of the land ; it would have been a confession of
inability and perplexity which those proud lips, so used to the privileged utterances of

despotism, could not bring themselves to frame.

III. Thk total result of the policy. Though it failed in attaining the par-

ticular end which it had in view, it did not fail ^together ; nay, it rather succeeded,

and that with a most complete success, seeing that in doing so it effectually served the

purpose of God. Pharaoh/a«7ed as dealing with the children of Israel. He called them
the children of Israel, but in profound ignorance of all that this description involved.

He did not know that Israel was the son of him who was born to Abraham and Sarah
in their old age, contrairy to all expectation and entirely of promise. But Pharaoh
Mucceeded in a way he did not anticipate, in so far as he was dealing with the posterit

of Jacob, the heirs of human infirmity. They did become, in the course of time, slav

in spirit as well as in body, personally so undeserving of freedom that when they ha
received it, they wished almost immediately to go back to the creature comforts of

Egypt like a dog to its vomit, or a sow to her wallowing in the mire. Hence we se«

that God served himself, alike by Pharaoh's failure and Pharaoh's success. Pharaoh'i

failure showed how really and powerfully God was present with his people. It was
another instance of the treasure being in an earthen vessel that the excellency of the

power might be of God and not of men. And Pharaoh by his very success in making
the iron to enter into the soul of Israel, was unconsciously working a way to make the

Btay of Israel in Egypt as full a type as possible of the tyrannous bmclage of sin. As
Egypt presented its' pleasant side at first, so does sin. For a considerable time Egypt
looked better than Canaan. There had been corn in Egypt ; there had been a land of

Goshen ; there had been a reflected honour and comfort from the relation of the children of

Israel to the aU-powerful Joseph. But Joseph dies, and then little by little it becomea

Elain that Egypt will be anything but a land of happiness. What the Israelites might

ave become if Pharaoh had not persecuted them, it is vain to speculate, as vain as to

speculate what might happen to the sinner if he could go on sinning without sufl'ering.

We have to thank Pharaoh for helping to set before us in such a clear way the bitter

bondage of sin, and the greatness of that deliverance by which God will liberate us from

it. God moves in a mysterious way. He fills Israel with a strength whereby even in

bondage and oppression their numbers are miraculously increased, but he denies t

them the strength whereby they might have overthrown their oppressors. We can

now s^fe t!ie why and wherefore of all this mysterious dealing. By the work of his Son
God fills us with a life which, through all the discomforts of the present state, goes op

undestroyed and still increasing into a state where these discomforts will be unknown.
But at the same time God makes it clear that we cannot escape all the sufferings that

.belong to sin. So far as we have sown to the flesh, we must also out of the flesh reap

eonuption. Our joy is that, even in this world, amid all tribulation and f^ reaping or
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the temporal results of sin, there is also the opp>rtunity for another and better sowing,
Aad the consequent opportunity for another and better reaping.—Y.

Vers. 15—21.

—

The conduct of the midwives. I. Xotice what was praiseworthy
IK THBiB CONDUCT. " Tiiey did not as the king of Egypt commanded them, but
saved the men-children alive," and this conduct was made possible because behind
it there was a praiseworthy feeling. "The midwives feared God." They saw
how real was the power of Pharaoh in enslaving and oppressing the Israelites,

but they were not thereby misled into supposing the power of Pharaoh to be greater
than the power of God. They had ample opportunity, even more than the rest

of Israel, to mark the Hand that was producing this extraordinary increase in the
numbers of the people. Their very professional experience was of a kind to impress them
deeply with the fact that Israel was increasing at a rate not to be accounted for by the
ordinary processes of nature. They could not see God as they saw Pharaoh, but his

superior power was made evident by the things he did. Then, on the other hand, with
all the manifestations of Pharaoh's power, it was impossible for him to conceal that
he was afraid himself. Moreover, as the oppression and affliction of Israel increased,

it became still clearer that God was with the people, and tlic more confirmed would the
midwives be in their fear of him. Hence it would have been a very poor sort of

prudence to comply with Pharaoh's order, to avoid his displeasure, perhaps to gain his

rewards, and then find themselves face to face with an angry God, from whom there

was no escape. What a rebuke, out of these depths of bondage and sufiering, and out
of a very imperfect moral state, these two women give to us ! They feared God, and
that fear kept them safe, and made them prosperous. The fear of man ever Iringeth a
nare; but a real, practical and all-dominating sense of the presence and the power of

God takes snares and stumbling-blocks out of our path.

n. Notice what was censurable in their conduct. It must not be supposed
that because they feared God, and God dealt well with them, everything therefore wiiich

they did was quite as it should be. With all their deep sense of God's presence, these
women were living but in the twilight of the revelation, as far as they personally

were concerned. They knew enough to fear God, i.e. they knew the reality and great-

ness of his power, but they did not know enough to love liim. With them, conscience

was in such a half-enlightened, half-awakened state, that while they felt it wrong to

obey Pharaoh's command, and would probably not have obeyed it if the sword had been
hanging over their heads, yet they have no scruple as to deceiving Pharaoh. Un-
doubtedly, women who had been ftilly instructed in all the will of God, and who were
fuUy alive to all the roimd of duty, would have faced the king boldly, and said, " We
cannot do this thing, come what may." But they were living, as we have already

noticed, in a very imperfect moral state. Tiicy honestly felt that di ceiving Pharaoh
was a quite permissible way of showing their obedience to God. Hence, while upon
certain considerations we may excuse their deception, we must not slur it over as a
matter of no moment ; and though it is said that God was pleased wuth them as it was,

this does not prevent us from feeling that he would have been even better pleased if

they had said straight out to Pharaoh, " How can we do this great wickedness and sin

against God ?
"

III. Consider the conduot of these two women ab illustrative of a
CERTAIN STAGE IN THE PR0C.RES8 OF SINNERS TOWARDS GOD. There are many who
have got so far as to fear God, and this is no small attainment. It may be that there

is something slavish, terrifying, paralysing even in the fear ; but, even so, it is better

to have the fear than be as those who are completely destitute of it. For, with a
feeling of real fear to lay hold of, 'iod can do great things. He can gradually bring us
nearer and nearer, so that we shall love as well as fear him. He can show us his loving

§pirit, and his power to fill our lives with blessing and surround them with security.

He can show us that there is really no more reason to live in restless dread of him than
here is for a little bird to fly hastily away at the approach of some kind-hearted human
being. But where there is no fear of God, what can be done? When the chief thing

rou dread is the laughter of fools ; or the censure of unsympathising friends and neigh-

Dours or threatening superiors ; or the fear of temporal loss and pain in general ; what
tma then be done ? Be thankM if you have got so far as to fear God. Fearing iJm,
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dreading him, trembling before him, feeling his power more than any other of hii

attributes— this is a long way short of loving him, hut nevertheless it is a stage

toward that glorious state of the heart ; and it is incomparably better than to have
no feeling for God at all, and to let an arrogant world fill his place. It is a great point

gained, when once we clearly perceive, and act upon the perception, that to be safe and
right with man is a mere trifle to the great necessity of being safe and right with
God. One Pharaoh goes and another comes, but the God of Israel, the God who is

bringing all these men-children to the birth, abides for ever. Before we begin to pity

Shiphrah and Puah for their defective notions with regard to truth, we had bettei

make sure that they do not rise in the judgment against us, on account of our gross

indifference to the majesty and authority of God.—Y.

Vers. 15—22.

—

The way of sin. I. The growing shamelessness of crime. 1. Murder
was intended fi*om the first—the hope was that the people shozild be diminislied—but
the intention was veiled. 2. (15, 16.) The crime was now looked in the face, but it

was so arranged that it might be done secretly. 3. When this failed, then public

proclamation was mnde that the murder should be deliberately and openly done (22).

Ko man steps at first into shameless commission of sin. Every sin is a deadening of

the moral sense and a deepening of shame.
II. Those who refuse to aid in fharaoh's crime find blessing. 1. The

refusal of the midwives was service to God. (1) It prevented secret murder. (2) It

rebuked Pharaoh's sin. 2. Their refusal was justified because it sprang from obedience

to a higher authority :
" they feared God." Disobedience to human law must have

a higher sanction than a factious spirit. 3. God gave them inheritance among his

people. In that dread of sin and heroism for the right they were fit allies for G od's

people. Those who separate themselves from evil God will lead into the light.

III. Those who aid bring judgment upon themselves. The king appeals to

his people and they make his crime their own. But Egypt's sin is set at last in the

light of Egypt's desolation. Obedience to unjust laws will not protect us from God'a

just judgment. The wrong decreed by authority becomes by obedience a nation's

crime. -U.

EXPOaiTION.

CHAPTER n
Vera. 1—10.

—

The birth, escape, akd
education of Moses. Some years before the

Pharaoh issued his edict for the general de-

struction of the Hebrew male children, Aniram

of the tribe of Levi, had mamed Jochebed, his

kinswoman (ch. vi. 20). They had already had

two children—Miriam, a daughter, bom proba-

bly soon after the marriage, and Aaron, a son,

bom some twelve years later. Soon after the

issue of the edict, Jochebed gave birth to her

third child, a son, who therefore came under

its terms. Knowing as she did what fate was

in store for him, if-his existence became known

to the Egyptians, she " hid him three months."

Then, despairing of being able to keep him

concealed much longer, she devised the plan

related in vers. 3—4, which proved successful.

Ver. 1.—There went a man. The Hebrew
language is deficient in tenses, and cannot

mark pluperfect time. The meaning is, that
" a man of the house of Levi had gone, some

time before, and taken to wife a daughter of

Levi." Miriam must have been fourteen or

fifteen at the time of the exposure of Moses.

By a daughter of Levi, we must not under-

stand an actual daughter, which is irrecon-

cilable with the chronology, but one of Levi's

descendants— "a wife of the daughters of

Levi," as the LXX. translates.

Ver. 2.—And the woman conceived. Not
for the first time, as appears from ver. 4, nor

even for the second, as we learn from ch. viL

7 ; but for the third. Aaron was three years

old when Moses was bora. As no diiliculty

had occui-red with respect to him, we must

regard the edict as issued between his birth

and that of Moses. When she saw that he

was a goodly child. Perhaps .Jochebed would

have done the same had Moses been ill-

favoured, for mothers have often loved best

their weakest and sickliest; but stiU it natu-

rally seemed to her the harder that she was

called upon to lose a strong and beautiful

baby ; and this is what the writer means to

express—the clauses are not " simply co-ordi-

nate." She hid him

—

i.e. kept him within the

house—perhaps even in the female apartments.

Egyptians were mixed up with the Israelites
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In Goshen—not perhaps in any great numbers,

but still so that no Hebrew felt himself safe

from obser\'ation.

Ver. 3.—She took for him an ark of bnl-

mshes. The words translated "ark" and " bul-

rushes
'' are both of Egyptian origin, the former

corresponding to the ordinary word for •' chest,"

which is teb. teba, or tebat, and the latter cor-

responding to the Egyptian kam, which is the

same in Coptic, and designates the papyrus

plant. This is a strong-growing rush, with a

triangulaj stoni, which attains the height of

from 10 to 15 feet. The Egrjitian paper was

made from its pith. The rush itself was used

for various piu^oscs—among others for boat-

building (Plin. ' H. N.' vi. 22 ; vii. 16 ; Theo-

phrast. iv. 9 ; Plut. ' Dc Isid. et Osir.' § 18, etc.),

as appears from the monuments. It would be

a very good material for the sort of purpose to

•which Jochebed applied it. She daubed it

with slime and with pitch. The word trans-

lated " slime " is the same as that used in Gen.

xi. 3, which is generally thought to mean
"mineral pitch" or " bitiunen.' According

to Strabo and Diodorus, that material was

largely used by the Egyptians for the embalm-

ing of corpses, and was imported into Egypt
from Palestine. Boats are sometijnes covered

with it externally at the present day (Kei

Porter, Travels, vol. ii. p. 260 ; Layard,'Nineveh

and its Eemains,' pt. ii. ch. v.) ; but Jochebed

seems to have used vegetable pitch — the

ordinary pitch of commerce—for the purpose.

Here ' again the Hebrew word is taken from

the Egyptian. She laid it in the flags.

" Suph," the word translated " flags," is a

modification of the Egyjjtian tuji, which has

that meaning. Waler-plants of all kinds

abound in the backwaters of the Nile and
the marshy tracts communicating with it.

The object of placing the ark in a thicket of

reeds probably was, that it might not float

away out of sight. The river's brink. Lite-

rally, the lip of tfcfl river — an Egyptian

idiom.

Ver. 4.—His sister. There can be no
reasonable doubt that this is the " Miriam " of

the later narrative (ch. xv. 20, 21 ; Num. xx.

IV who seems to have been Moses" only sister

(Num. xxvi. 5i>). She was probably set to

watch by her mother.

Ver. 5.—The daughter of Pharaoh. Pro-

bably a daughter of Seti I. and a sister of

Ramescs the Great. Josephns calls her Ther-

muthis: Syncellus.Pharia; Artapanus.Mi'idiis,

and some of the Jewish commentators. Bithia

—the diversity showing that there was no
genuine tradition on the subject. There is

nothing inipr.ibable in an Egyptian princess

bathing in Ihe Nile, at a place reserved for

women. (See Wilkinson, ' IManiiers and Cus-

toms of Ancient Egyptians,' vol. iii. p. 389.)

The Nile was regarded ns sacred, and its water

an health-giving and fmetifjing (Strab. xv.

p. 695). Her maidens. Egyptian ladies of

high rank are rcprcsouted on the moniunents
as attended to the bath by a number of hand-
mai'leiis. As many as four are seen in one
reprc'-entation (Wilkinson, 1. s. c). Her maid
is her special personal attend.int, the otheis

being merely women attached to her house-

hold.

Ver. 6.—The princess herself opened the
" ark," which was a sort of covered b.isket.

Perhaps she suspected what she would find

inside ; but would it be a living or a dead
child? Tliis she could not know. She opened,

and looked. It was a living babe, and it wept.
At once her woman's heart, heathen as she

was, went out to (he child—its tears reached

the common humanity that lies below all dif-

ferences of race and creed—and she pitied it.

" One touch of nature makes the whole world

kin." This is one of the Hebrews' children.

Hebrew characteristics were perhaps stamped
even upon the infant visage. Or she funned
her conclusion merely from the circumstances.

No Egyptian woman had any need to expose

her child, or would be likely to do so ; but it

was just what a Hebrew mother, under the

cruel circumstances of the time, might have

felt herself forced to do. So she drew her
conclusion, rapidly and decidedly, as is the

way of woman.
Vers. 7—9.—^Then said his sister. Miriam

had watched to some purpose. She had seem

everything—she had drawn near as she beheld

the " maid " go down to the water's edge, and
take the ark out. She had heard the words of

the princess ; and thereupon she promptly

spoke

—

" Shall I go and call thee a nurse of

the Hebrew women 1" No doubt, all had
been prepared beforehand by the mother, who
had selected the place and time of the expo-

sure from a knowledge of the habits and
character of the princess, had set her daughter

to watch, and—so far as was possiijle—in-

structed her what she was to say. But Miriam

at least carried out the instructions given her

with excellent judgment and tact. Sht "d
not speak too soon, nor too late. She did not

say a word too much, nor too little. " Sui cly,"

exclaimed the princess, " this is one of tho

Hebrews' children." " Shall I fetch thee then

a Hebrew mother to nurse him ? is the re-

joinder. Egypt iiins, it is implied, canuot

properly nurse Hebrews—cannot know how
they ought to be treated ; an Egyptian nurse

would mismanage the boy—shall I fetch .me

of his own nation ? And the princess, feeling

all the force of the reasoning, answers in one

short pregnant word—" Go." " Yes, " she

means, " do so; that will be best." And then

the result follows— " The maid (Miriam) went

and called Ue child's mother." So tlie

scheming of the loving mother, and the skilful

p rforuiance of the pari a^Mgned her by the

clover sister, were crowned with success

—
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Moses' life was saved, and yet he was not

separated from his natural guardian, nor given

nver to the tender mercies of sti'angers : the

child went back to his ovra home, to his o-mi

apartment, to his own cradle ; continued to

be nourished bj his own mother's milk ; and
received those first impressions, which are so

indelibly impressed upon the mind, in a

Hebrew family. Pharaoh's daughter said,

" Take this child away, and nurse it for me."
" Take him with you—take him to your own
home for a while—and there nurse him for
me, as long as he needs nursing." And to

mark that he is mine, and not yoxu-s—to

silence inquiry—to stop the mouths of in-

formers—" I will give thee thy wages."
Jochebed was more than content, and " took
tbe child and nursed it."

Ver. 10.—The child grew. Compare Gen.
xxi. 8, where the fuU phrase is used—" The
child grew, and was iceancd." Jochebed had
saved her son's life by a transfer of her
mother's right in him to Pharaoh's daughter.

She had received him back, merely as a hired

nurse, to suckle him. When the time came,

C')ably at the end of the second year, for

to be weaned, she was bound, whatever
the sufferings of her heart may have been, to

give him up—to restore him to her from whom
she had received him, as a child put out to

nurse. And we see that she made no attempt
to escape her obligations. No sooner was the

boy weaned, than "she brought him unto
Pharaoh's daughter"—as it would seem, of

her own accord. And he became her son.

There is no evidence that formal "adoption"
was a custom of the Egyptians ; and probably

no more is here meant than that the princess

took the child into her family, and brought
him up as if he had been her son, giving

him all the privileges of a son, together

with such an education as a princess's son
usually received. We obtain the best general

idea of what such an education was from the

words of St. Stephen (Acts vii. 21)—" Now
Moses was learned in all the wisdom of the
Egyptians." This "wisdom," though not
perhaps very deep, was multiform and mani-
fold. It included orthography, grammar,
history, theology, medicine, arithmetic, geome-
try, astronomy, and engineering. Education
began, as in most coimtries, with orthography
and graimiiiir. The hieroglyphical system
was probably not taught, and the knowledge
of it remained a special privilege of the priest-

cIass : but the cursive character, known as the

hieratic, was generally studied, and all toler-

ably educated persons could read it and write
it. Style was cultivated, and though no great
progress was made in the graces of finished

composition, the power of expressing thought
and relating facts in a simple and perspicuous
prose was acquired by the greater number.
Much attention was paid to letter-writing

:

and models of business and other letters were
set before the pupil as patterns which he was
to follow. By the more advanced, poetry was
read, and poetic composition occasionally prac-
tised. Arithmetic and geometry, up to a cer-

tain point, were studied by all; and a plain

morality was inculcated. But histoiy, theology,
astronomy, medicine, and engineering, were
viewed as special studies, to be pursued by
those intended for certain professions, rather
than as included within the curriculum of an
ordinary education ; and it may well be doubted
whether Moses' attention was r.iuch directed

to any of them. He may indeed have been
initiated into the mysteries, and in that case
would have come to understand the esoteric

meaning of the Egyptian myths, and of all

that most revolts modems in the Egyptian
religion. But, on the whole, it is most
probable that he was rather trained for active

than for speculative life, and received the
education which fitted men for the service c*

the State, not that which made them dreamers
and theorists. His great praise is, that "he
was mighty in words and deeds " (Acts, I.s.c.)

;

and he was certainly anything rather than a

recluse student. We should do wrong to

regard him as either a scientific man or a

philosopher. His genius was practical ; and
his education was of a practical kind—such as

fitted him to become the leader of his people

in a great emergency, to deal on equal terms

with a poweiful monarch, and to guide to a

happy conclusion the hazardous enterprise of

a great national migration. And she called his

name Moses. The Egyptian form of the name
was probably Mesu, which signifies "bom,
brought forth, child," and is derived from a

root nieaning " to produce," " draw forth."

Egyptian has many roots conmion to it with

Hebrew, whereof this is one. The princess's

play upon words thus admitted of being

literally rendered in the Hebrew—" she called

his name Mosheh (drawn forth) ; because, she

said, I drew him forth (meshithi-hu) from

the water." Mesu is found in the monuments
as an Egyptian name under the nineteenth

d^Tiasty

*-•' * HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—2.—§ 1. T?ie birth of Moses. In the providence of Qoa, great men are

raised up from time to time, for the express object of working out his purposes. A great

task is before them, but there is often nothing peculiar, nothing striking, iu their

birth or parentage. They come into the world with as little commotion, as little edat.
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as othei children. True history admits this. Legendary history conceals it, denied

it, makes up a series of extraordinary events anterior to the birth, which shadow

forth the coming greatness of the mighty one, and warn the world what to expect

of him. The legends attaching to Cyrus, to Romulus, to Pericles (Herod, vi. 131)

are cases in point. Contrast with such legends the extreme simplicity of vers. 1, 2 ;

—

"There went a man of the house of Levi, and took to wife a daughter of Levi;

and the woman conceived and bare a son." Here is the founder of the Jewish

nation, the originator of its independence, its lawgiver, historian, prophet, for the

first time introduced to our notice; and not one word is said to exalt him, to

challenge to him special attention, to show that he is the foremost man of his age,

greater than I'entaour the poet, or Seti, or Rameses. His father and mother not even

named—" a man "—" a daughter of Levi "—no rank assigned them, no epithet used

—

nothing recorded but the bare facts : a marriage, a birth, the child a male child, a son

!

Here at length a nr}te is struck, which wakes a resiionsive echo in the heart of the

reader. The last verse of ch. i. had told him of the barbarous edict issued by the

cruel desix)t who wielded the sceptre of Egypt, and his interest is awakened for the

poor babe born under such circumstances. Will he perish at once, or will he escape ?

Can it be jxissible to elude or defy the express order of an absolute monarch ? And if

80, how ? The sequel shows, relating as it does his escape from death through the

faithful, bold, and loving action of his mother. (See below, p. 27.)

Ver. 2.—§ 2. The beauty of Moses. Closes wan " a goodly child "—beautiful to look

upon—"fair to God," or "exceeding fair," as St. Stephen expresses it (Acts vii. 20).

Though beauty be but " skin-deep," and if unaccompanied by loveliness of character

is apt to be a snare and a curse, yet, in its degree, and rightly employed, it must
be regarded as a blessing. The beauty of Old-Testament saints is often mentioned.

Moses was " goodly," David " ruddy and of a beautiful countenance " (1 Sam. xvi. 12),

Daniel " fair and well-favoured" (Dan. i. 4, 15), hsther " fair and beautiful " (Esth. ii. 7);

Solomon was comely and " the chiefest among ten thousand " (Cant. v. 10) : One greater

than Solomon was " fairer than the children of men " (Ps. xlv. 2). It is an aiVectaticn to

ignore beauty, and the iufiuence which it gives. Those who possess it should be taught

that they are answerable for it, as for other gifts, and are bound to use it to God'«

glory. Esther's example may help them in the details of conduct.

Vers. 3—9.—§ 3. The escape of Moses. The escape of Moses teaches three things

especially—1. God's over-ruling providence, and his power to make wicked men work
out his wiU ; 2. The blessing that rests upon a mother's faithful love and cure ; and
3. 1 he fact tijat natural virtue is acceptable in God's sight.

L God's ovkr-ruling providence turned the cruel king's edict to the advantage of

the child whom he designed for great things. Had it not been for the edict, Moses would
never have been expused, and I'haraoh's daughter would probably never have seen him.

Had she not come down to the river when she did—had any little circumstance occurred

to prevent her, as might easily have happened, the child might have died of hunger or

exposure before she saw it, or might have been found by an unfriendly Egyptian and
thrown from the ark into the water. Moreover, had the child not happened to be in

tears when she opened the ark, it might not have moved her compassion, or at any rate

QOt have so stirred it as to make her take the boy for her son. In any of these con-

tingencies, Moses, even if saved by some further device of his mother's, would no*

have had the e lucation which alone fitted him to be the nation's leader and guide,

nor the familiarity with court life which enabled him to stand up boldly before the

Pharaiih of his time and contend with him as an equal. Thus Pharaoh's pet weapon,
the edict, was turned against himself, and brouglit about that Lxodus of the Israelites;

which lie was so anxious to liindcr (ch. i. 10). it was an aggravation of his punish-

ment that the hand by which his designs were frustrated was that of his own daughter,

who unwittingly preserved the child which, of all others, he was most concerned to

destroy.

II. God's blessing on a mother's faithful love and care. " Byfaith Moses, when
he waH VH)ru, was iiid tlucc months of lis jiarents" (Ileb. xi. 23). Disobedience to tin;

edict of the king would in Egypt, if detected, have been punished either by death oi
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mutilation. Amram and Jochebed, but especially Jochebed, who must have been the

main agent in the concealment, braved these penalties—did not allow their fear of

them to influence their conduct—liad/a/</i in God that he would, somehow or other,

give success to their endeavours to preserve their child, and either save them from
punishment or reward them in another world. And it was done to them according as

they believed. The concealment of the birth was undetected for the long space of

three months—the ark was placed, no one perceiving, among the flags at the edge of

the river—the daughter of Pharaoh made her appearance at tbe time expected—"had
compassion " on the babe—accepted without hesitation Miriam's suggestion that she

shoiild fetch a nurse—accepted without demur or suspicion the mother as the nurse —
gave him back to her care for a space of nearly two years—^and finally assigned the

child the highest position possible, almost that of a prince of the blood royal—allowed

him to be called and considered her son—and had him educated accordingly. Jochebed's

utmost hope had probably been to save her child's life. God's blessing brought it to

pass that she not only obtained that result, but procured him the highest social rank

and the best possible cultivation of all his powers, whether of mind or body. Mothers
should lay this lesson to heart, and—whatever danger threatens their children—hope

for the best, plan for the best, work for the best ; they may not always, like Jochebed,

find a.', their plans crowned with success ; but they may trust God to bless their

endeavours in his own \\ ay and in his own good time, if only they be made in faith,

and with due submission of their own wills to his.

III. Xatxjkal virtue acceptable is God's sight. There runs through both the Old
and the New Testament a continual protest against the view that God is " a respecter

of persons" in the sense of confining his favour to those who have been brought by the

appointed mode into actual covenant with him. The lesson is taught with frequent

iteration, that " in every nation he that feareth God and worketh righteousness is

accepted with him " (Acts x. 35). Here it is an Egyptian—Pharaoh's daughter—that

is evidently regarded favourably. Elsewhere it is Piahab of Jericho, or Euth the

Moabitess, or Araunah the Jebusite, or Darius the Mede, or Cyrus the Persian, or

Artaxerxes, or the Syro-PLoenician woman, or Cornelius tlie centurion—all of whom
are examples of the same universal law, w hich is, that God looks graciously upon all

his creatures, and accepts every sincere efl'ort towards good that is made by any of

them. In his house are " many mansions "—in his future kingdom are many
gradations. No one is shut out of his kingdom by the circumstances of his birth or

profession. Let a man but seek honestly to do his wiU according to his lights, and
persevere to the end, he will obtain acceptance, whatever the belief in which he has

been brought up, and whatever his professed religion. His profession will not save

him ; but his love of goodness, his eflorts to do what is right, his earnest cleaving

to truth, and riglit, and virtue, wiU be accepted, through the merits of Christ, and
counted to him for righteousness. Man may be very far gone from his original perfect-

ness ; but he was made in God's image—he has an instinctive sense of right and
wrong. When he refuses the evil and chooses the good—whether he be in covenant

with God or out of covenant—his conduct is pleasing and acceptable for Clirist's sake,

who has enlightened him and sustained him, and enabled him to do his good works,

and presents them to the Father and obtains for them acceptance through his merits.

Pharaoh's daughter stands to us here as a type of the heathen world—a world lying in

wickedness, but still salvable, still on the verge of salvation—she has the approval of

the writer, and of the Holy Spirit, who inspired him—she had only to continue to act

compassionately, kindly—according to her lights, rightly—and she was secure of final

acceptance by him who "judges the folk righteously, and governs all the nationf

upon earth " (Ps. Ixvii. 4). We hear much in these days of God's supposed exclusive-

ness and favouritism. Scripture does not sanction any such views. He i> there

presented to us as " no respecter of persons," but " a rewarder of them that diligently

seek Um " (Heb. xL 6).

Ver. 10.—§ 4, The education of Moses. Education is to fit us for the battle of life.

Tbe first and most important point is that a child be " virtuously brought up to l^ad a
godly life." In Egypt morality was highly regarded ; and some have gone so far us to

say that *• the laws of the Egyptian religion "—in respect of morality at any rate—
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**fell short iu notliiug of the teachings of Christianity " (see Brugsch, ' History of Egypt,'
Tol. i. p. 20). '1 Lis is, nj duubt, an over-siatenient ; but it is the tact, that cc'rrect

and elevated ideas on the subject of morality were entertained by the Egyptian sages,

and inculcated ou the young by Egyptian teachers. To " give bread to the hungry,
drink to the thirsty, to clothe the naked, set the wanderer in his path, resist the
oppressor, and put a stop to viiJence," were regaided as the first elements of duty,
the very alphabet of murality, which the most ignorant was expected to know and
practise. To the more advanced such counsels as the following were given :

—" If thou
art become great after thou hast been humble, and if thou hast amassed riches after

poverty, and art come to be the first man of tliy city; if thou art known for thy
wealth, and hast become a great lord: let not thy h.art grow proud because of thy
riches ; fur it is God who has -iven them to thee." " Despise not another who is

as thou wast; be towards him as towards thine equaL" "Happiness makes one
content with any abode; but a small disgrace dar. ens the life of a great man."
"Good words shine more than the emerald which the hand of the slave finds

among a heap of pebbles." " '1 he wise man is satislied with what he knows ; content
dwells in his heart, and his lips s][jeak words that are good." " The son who accepts

the words of his father will grow old in consequence ; for obedience is of God,
disolxjdience is hateful to God." " L^t thy hcixrt wash away the impurity of

thy mouth : fulfil the word of thy master." Moses in the household of a wtuous
Egyi)tian princess, the wife probal)ly of a respected oflicial, would be guarded from
corrupting sights and sounds, would hear none but " good words," would learn couitesy,

good manners, politeness, allability, gentlemanly ease ; while at the same time he
would have inculcated u^wn him the duties of acti\'ity, diligence, truthfulness,

benevolence, consideration for others, temperance, purity, courage. The peculiar

circumstances of his po.sic: >n, as a foreigner, a foundling, a mere adopted child, would
lay him open to many a reproach and innuendo on the part of those who were jealous

of his good-fortune. In this way his path would be beset with 'iifficulties, which would
fm*nish the necessary disci[iline that might otherwise have been lacking to one brought
up by a tender and indulgent mistress who assumed towards him tha attitude of a
mother. He would learn the virtues of reticence and self-controL As he grew to

manhov)d, active duties would no doubt be assigned to him—he would have to exercise

a certain amount of autho.ity in the housL-hoUi, to undertake the management of this

or that dc^xirtraeiit, and thus acquire experience in the direction and government of

men. Altogether, it ia easy to see that the position wherein by God's providence he
was placed would furnish an excellent training for the part which he was to be called

upon to play, would naturally tend to make him at once outwariUy gentle and
inwardly firm and self-reliant ; at once bold to rebuke kings and patient to govern a
BtilT-necked and refractory i)euple.

To the mural training tlms furnished was added a mental training, on which we have
already enlarged. Book-learning is of little use towards the management of meiL
But when it is superadded to a good practical education, which has already given
active habits and facility in dealing with all the various circumstances of life, it

adds a grace and dignity to its possessor which are far from contemptible. Moses,
without his llg\'i)tian "learning," might have led his people out of Egypt and con-
ducteil them safely to Palestine; but he would have lost his most glorious titles

and odices ; he would scarcely have been the iireat Ic.islator that he was; he cuuld
certainly not have been the great histuriaii, or the great poet. Moses, to obtain the
knowledge and the powers tiiat he shows iu his writings, must have been during his

youth a most diligent student. In this respect he is a pattern to all the youug, ani
most esjiccially tu those high-placed youths who are too apt to think that their wealth
and rank put them above the necessity of hard work and diligent applicatifn The
truth is, that sucli a position lays its Imlder under a special obligation to diligence.
" Xoble.^^^e obh.e." Th'se who are highly placed, and will have many eyes on them,
Bh(;uld endeavour to make their acquirements such as will bear close scrutiny and
observatiou. " A city that is set on an hill caanot be hid " (Matu t. 14).

\
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vera. 1—11.

—

A child of providence. This section recounts the birth, deliverance,

and upbringing at the court of Pharaoh, of the future Deliverer of Israel. In which
we have to notice

—

I. An act of faith on the part of Moses' parents. The faith of Moses' parents
18 signalised in the Epistle to the Hebrews (Heb. xi. L'3). Observe—1. The occasion of
its trial. The king's edict threatened the child's life. The case of Moses was peculiar,

yet not entirely so. No infancy or childhood but lays a certain strain upon the faith of

parents. The bark of a child's existence is so frail, and it sets out amidst so many
perils ! And we are reminded that this strain is usually more felt by the mother than
the father, her affection for her offspring being in comparison deeper and more tender

(cf. Is. xlix. 15). It is the mother of Moses who does all and dares all for the salvation

of her babe. 2. Its nature. Both in Old and New 'I'estaments it is connected with
something remarkable in the babe's appearance (Acts vii. 20 ; Heb. xi. 23). Essen-
tially, however, it must have been the same fliith as upholds believers in their trials

still—simple, strong faith in God, that he would be their Help in trouble, and would
protect and deliver the child whom with tears and prayers they cast upon his care.

This was sufficient to nerve Jochebed for what she did. 3. Its working. Faith
wrought with works, and by works was faith made perfect (Jas. ii. 22). (1) It nerved
them to disobey the tyrant's edict, and hide the child for three months. Terrible as

was .this period of suspense, they took their measures with prudence, calmness, and
success. Religious faith is the secret of self-coUectedness. (2) It enabled them, when
concealment was no longer practicable, to make the venture of the ark of bulrushes.

1'he step was bold, and still bolder if, as seems probable, Juchebed put the ark where
she did, knowing that the princess and her maidens used that sjMt as a bathing-place.

Under God's secret guidance, she veutiu-ed all on the hope that the babe's beauty and
helplessness would attract the lady's pity. She would put Pharaoh's daughter as a
shield between her child and Pharaoh's mandate. Learn—1. Faith is not inconsistent

with the use of means. 2. Faith exhausts all means before abandoning effort.

3. Faith, when all means are exhausted, waits patiently on God. 4. Pious parents are

warranted in faith to cast their children on God's care. It was a sore trial to Jochebed
to trust her child out of her own arms, especially with that terrible decree hanging over
him. But faith enabled her to do it. She believed that God would keep him—would
make him his charge—would provide for him,—and in that faith she put the ark
among the rushes. Scarcely less faith are parents sometimes called upon to exercise in

taking steps of importance for their children's future. Missionaries in India, e.g.^

partir.c with their children, sons leaving home, etc. Sorest trial of all, when parents

on their leathbeds have to part with little ones, leaving them to care of strangers.

Hard, very hard, to flesh and blood ; but God lives, Gx^d cares, God will provide,—will

watch the ark of the little one thus pushed out on the waters of the wide,

wide world.

II. An act of providence on the past of Moses' God. The faith of Moses*

parents met with its reward. Almost " whiles " they were yet ' praying " (Dan. ix. 20),

their prayers were answered, and deliverance was vouchsafed. In regard to which
observe—1. How various are the instrumentalities employed by Providence in working
out its purposes. A king's edict, a mother's love, a babe's tears, a girl's shrewdness,

the pity of a princess, Egyptian customs, etc. 2. How Providence co-operates with

human freedom in bringing about desired results. The will of God was infallibly

accomplished, yet no violence was done to the will of the agents. In the most
natural way possible, Moses was rescued by Pharaoh's daughter, restored to his mother
to '.nurse, adopted by the princess as her son, and afterwards educated by her in a

way suitable to his position. Thus was secured for Moses—(1) Protection. (2) A libera

education. (3) Experience of court-life in Egypt. 3. How easily the plans of the wicked

can he turned against themselves. Pharaoh's plans were foiled by his own daughter.

His edict was made the means of introducing to his own court the future deliverer uf

the race he meant to destroy. God takes the wicked in their own net (Ps. ix. 15, 16).

4. Eoiv good, in (Jod's providence, is freqtiently brought out of evil. The people might
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weU count the issuing of this edict as the darkest hour of their night—^the point of

lowest ebh in their fortunes. Yet see what God brought oiit of it ! The deliverance oi

a Moses—ihe first turning of the tide in the direction of help. What poor judges we
are of wbal is really for or against us ! 5. How yreatly Ood often exceeds our expectatums

in the deliverances he sends. He does for us above what we ask or think. The utmost
Moses' parents dared to pray for was doubtless that his life might be preserved. That
he should be that very day restored to his mother, and nursed at her bosom; that

he should become the son of Pharaoh's daughter ; that he should grow to be great, wise,

rich, and powerful—this was felicity they had not dared to dream of. But this is God's

way. He exceeds our expectations. He gives to faith more than it looks for. So in

Eedemption, we are not only saved from perishing, but receive " everlasting life " (John
iiL 16)—honour, glory, reward.—J. 0.

Vers. 1—9.

—

The infancy of Moses. I. We have, m this EXPEKraNCE of the
DTFAyr AKD HIS MOTHER, A MOST AFFECTHfO ILLUSTRATION OF THE MISERABLE STATE
TO WHICH Israel had been reduced. "We come down from the general statement

of the first chapter to the particular instance of the second. Moses was bom, in all

likelihood, just at the very height of Pharaoh's exasperation, and when the command
of ch. i. "22 was in process of being carried out. His servants, ever becoming more
savage and brutal in disposition, as the very consequence of the harshness and
Beverity they had daily to exercise, would be going about, watching the midwives
and hanging round the abodes of the Israelites to listen for the first faint cry of

the newborn child. In such circimastances, the work of the midwives most likely

fell into abeyance; for the midwife became the unwilling herald of the murderer.

Thus mothers in the crisis of their greatest need might be left without any ministry

or sympathy whatever; their greatest safety in solitude, their greatest comf^irt to

know that the newborn infant's existence was utterly unknown to any Egyptian.

Xo hour could well be darker, nc circumstances more provocative of despair. We may
depend upon it that God meant much to be suggested to Israel in after generations, by
the birth of Moses just at this time. " In which time -M oses was bom " (Acts viL 20).

May we not well imagine that when in later years Moses stole away from time to time,

out of the splendours and luxuries of his royal home, to spend an hour or two with hig

own mother, she would tell him that, for all his relation to Pharaoh's daughter and all

his privileges about the coiirt, he had been once, with many another helpless babe, the

object of Pharaoh's bitterest animosity. Things were in a very bad state when Mosea
was bom. Bad for Israel in point of present suffering ; bad for Egypt itself, seeing

what a merciless and unscrupulous man sat upon the throne ; bad for the prospects of

Moses and all the coming generation. And so we cannot but feel that the whole world

was in a very bad state when Jes\is was bom. He was exposed to the risk of a Herod

;

and Herod was but one of many like-minded oppressors. And worse than any cruelty

and o]ipression from without was the state of the people in their hearts. Jew and

Gentile were alike utterly dejiarted from God. Romans, ch. i., does as much as human
lancnia^e can do to give us the measure of the universal corniption and degradation.

We shall do well to mark in the New Testament the many tidngs that show what
imrecenerate, vile, and apostate hearts were those with whom Christ and his apostle*

came" in contact. Then, when we have the dark, re]iulsive picture of the times well

before us, we may imitate Stephen, and say—" in which time Christ was bom."
II. We have a MOST ArrEcrrsQ ecstaxce of the peculiar cares ajtd soerowb

WHICH BELONG TO THE MATERNAL RELATION. "When She saw him that he was a
goodly child, she hid him three months." I'his can hardlj' mean that if he had been a

puny dwartling, she would have cast him aside as not worth anxiety. We know that

it is precisely the weakest, the least attractive to a stranger's eye, who most draws forth

the mother's love : thus furnishing a sweet suggestion of that Divine affection which
yearns, with the g:reat€st tenderness, over those who may seem to others hoi>elessly

lost. But as Moses was a goodly child, she was boimd by this fact to give all available

chances for the promise that was in i.im. Who can tell what anxieties and alarm*

filled her thoughts during these terrible three months, and how often she skirted the

extreme edge of disaster, always feeling that with each succeeding week her task

became more difficult V How keen must have been the struggle before she brought b«r
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mind to face the dread necessity of exposure ! We can imagine her heing driven te
decisive action at last, by seeing the agonies of some neigi bourin^ m-jther, a- tha
servants of Pharaoh discover Ler child and ruthlessly extinguish its delicate life. Here,
in the suflferings of the mother of Moses, and of all the rest whom she but represents,

we have something like the fall significance set before us of that ciirse which first

rested upon Eve. There may have been a measure of truth in what the midwives said
concerning the ease with which the mothers in Israel had been delivered; but not so
were they going to escape the curse. 'J'heir trouble only began when the man-child
was bom into the world. Not to them at least was the birth to be an occasion of joy,
but the beginning of unspeakable solicitude (Matt. iL 16—18 ; xxiv. 19 ; John xvL 21).
This poor woman exposed her tender Infant, not because she was callous of heart,

unnatural, and lacking in love ; but because of the very intensity of her love. So
wretched had the state of Israel become that its infants found no place so dangerous as
the place tliat should have been safest—the warm bosom of the mother.

III. "We have a most depeessive illusteatios of woma.xly sympathy. The
Scriptures, tn-ie to their character as being* the fidlest revelation not less of human
nature than of the Divine nature, abound in illustrations of the demonstrativenesa
of womanly sympathy. To go no further afield, we have such an illustration in the
previous chapter (the conduct of the midwives). But here there is an instance which
is peculiarly impressive. It was the daughter of Pharaoh who showed the much-needed
sympathy. S:.e knew weU how the babe came to be forsaken, and how, though it waa
forsaken, this waterproof ark had been so carefully provided for it. Somewhere in
Israel she could see a mother anxiously speculating on the fete of this child ; and she
knew that all the strange discovery she had made came out of the stem, unrelenting
policy of her own father. Some women indeed in her circumstances would have said,
" Sad it may be that an infant should thus perish, but my fether knows best. Leave it

there." But compassion rose to flood-tide in her heart, and choked all thoughrs of
selfish policy, it" they even so much as entered into her mind. Jesus says to hia

disciples, concerning one of the diiEculties and piins of discipleship, that a man's foea

shall be they of his o^vn household. And the principle seems to hold good in the
carrying out of worldly plans. If a man wants to be downright selfish, he also may
find foes in his own household, not to be conquered, bribed, or persuaded- Pharaoh
thinks he is closing-up the energies of Israel in a most efl'ective fashion ; but his own
daughter opens a Uttle window only large enough for an infant three months old to get
throiigh it, and by this in the course of time all the cunning and cruelty of her fether

are made utterly void.

IV. We have, in all these events connected with the infancy of Moses, a CBmcAL
nxTJSTBATiox OF THE REALITY OF SPECIAL PEOviDESCE. Notice that there is not a
word about Gvd in the narrative ; indeed, he is not mentioned as havrnf: anything
directly to do with Moses, tmtil the interview, long after, at Horeb. There is plenty of

mention of human beings, in the play of their anections, their desires, and their inge-

nuity. The mother, the ciuld, the sister, the nurse, the mother by adoption, all come
before us, but there is no mention of God- Yet who does not feel that the Lord of

Israel, unmentioned though he be, is yet the central, commanding, and controlling

figure in all that takes place ! It was he who caused Moses to be bom at that particular

time. It was he who sheltered the infant during these three months, when perhaps

others were being snatched away in close proximity on the right hand and the lefL It

was he who put into the heart of the mother to dispose of her child in this particular

way, and taught her to make such a cradle as surely never was made before. It waa
he who gave the sister wisdom to act as she did—a wisdom possibly beyond her years.

It was he who ttimed the feet of Pharaoh's daughter (of her and no one else) in that

paniculaj direction, and not in some other. All his excellent working in this matter

is hidden from those who do not wish to see it ; but how manifest it is, how wonderful

andb&utiful, to those whose eyes he himself has opened! flow diiierent is his

working here frcm the working of the Leus ex machina in the tanglements and com-
plications of classical fable. There, when things get to all appearance h.r'eiessly

disordered, a deity comes iu \'.>ible form and puts them right. But in this real

deliverance of Moses, the Grod who is the only true God works in a far different way.
He works through natural means, and so silently, so unobtrugiTely, that if men wise ia
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their own conceits are determined to ignore his presence, there is nothing to force it

upon them,
V. Ihis narrative, along with that of the midwives, has a very special beaking ok

THE capabilities AND DUTIES OF WOMEN. We have here iu the corapass of some five-

and-twenty verses a most encouraging instance of what women are able to do. So far,

in this book of the Exodus, God is seen exalting the woman and abasing the man.
^lan, so far as he appears, is set before us a weak, thwarted creature ; cruel enough in

disposition, but unable to give his cruelty efifect. Even a king with all his resources is

baffled. But weak women set themselves to work, to .shelter a helpless infant, and
they succeed. Here as on other occasions the hand of God is manifest, taking the weak
things of the world to confound the strong. What a lesson, what an appeal and
warning to women I We are all only too readily inchned to say, " What can I do ? "

—

women perhaps more than others, because of their inability to share in the bustle and
strain of public life. Think then of what God enabled these women to do, simply
following out the dictates of natural aflfection and pity, 'i hey did far more than they

were conscious of. Might not women ask very earnestly if they are doing anything
like what they ought to do, and have the opportunity to do, in bringing up children in

the nurture and admonition of the Lord ? Christian women, those who are themselves

new creatures in Christ Jesus, able to have all the love and wisdom and every spiritual

grace that belongs to the new creature, might do a work for the world, compared with
which the work of these women whom we have been considering would look a small

matter indeed.—T.

Vers. 1—10.

—

Bii works wasfaith made perfect. Bad times ; harsh decrees against

the Israelites ; doubts and misgivings which must have occurred to one in Amram's
position ; a hard experience and a dark prospect. Still the man believed in God,
remembered the promises, and knew that God also must remember them ; did not

see ho^o they were to be fulfilled, but was content to do his own duty and leava

all else to God. See

—

I. How HIS FAITH WAS MANIFESTED BY HIS WORKS. We have—1. His marrtaf/e.

Under all the circumstances he might well have been excused if he had decided to

remain unmarried. Such advice as that of St. Paul to the Corinthians (I Cor. vii.

25—28) would seem to apply to such a time. The matter, however, was not to be so

easily settled. Faith will not permit marriage without prudence and due forethought,

but neither will Faith permit abstinence from marriage merely because marriage will

bring "trouble in the flesh." Improvidence and a too-calculatiug abstinence both
prompted by selfishness. Faith looks forward and looks around, but she louks up also,

and is guided by the result of that u]i>vard look. Theories of political economists, etc.,

are not to be despised, none the less Faith will act—her actions regulated to some extent,

but noi fettered, by calculation. Paul's teaching is to be qualified by Amram's example;
Amram knew the times, foresaw the rocks ahead, yet he " took to wife a daughter of

Levi." 2. His choice of a viife. Clear from narrative that the woman was the man's
true helpmeet. ( if the same family, they must have been well acquainted, and her

conduct shows that her faith equalled his. Faith not only prompted muniage, but also

directed choice. Amram and his wife did not marry merely for the sake of marrying,

but " for the mutual society, help, and comfort which the one ought to have of the

other l)oth in prosperity and adversity." 3. Condact in theface of trial. The two,

man and wife, now as one : though the woman comes to the fore, no doubt her faith

represents that of both. Aaron and Miriam, reared before the trial resiched its height

;

then "a goodly child," just at the season of ijreatest danger. Note the action prompted
by faith ; how dillerent from that which might have been suggested by fjilalism.

Fatalism would have said, " Let things be ; if he must be killed he must." Cf. Eastern
proverb, "On two days it skills not to avoid death, the apjK)inted and the unappointed
day," Faith, on the other hand, is ready and courageous, holding that God helps those

who helj) themselves, or rather that he helps them through self-help. But notice

—

II, How THIS LIVING I'AITH WAS APPROVED AND JUSTIKIED, 1, The COuduct of

the wife justilied her husband's choice. She was the helpmeet he hoped she would bo.

God gave her wisdom to comfort and strengthen him ; His blessing added the third

strand to that threefold cord which is not quic&iy broken. 2. Their united efiforti
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for the preservation of their children were crowned by God with complete success.

[Illustrate from the history—all happening, all ordained to happen, just as they
hoped.] They had prepared, by carrying out the plan which faith prompted, a channel
through which Grod's gracious and ready help might reach them ; and God used the

channel which they had prepared. The whole narrative shows how faith, when it

is living, proves its life by works, and how in response to a living faith God shows
that he is a living God. If Amram had walked by sight and not by faith, Mosea
might never have been bom, Jochebed never have been married ; as it was he walked
by faith and not by sight, doing his duty and trusting God, and through him came
redemption unto Israel—the child " taken out of" the water became the leader who
should " take " his people " out of" bondage.—G.

Vera. 1—10.

—

A picture of true faith. I. What tbub faith is. 1. There was
obedience to a Divine impulse : her heart was appealed to, she saw he was a goodly child,

and she hid him three months. She read in the child's appearance an intimation of

future greatness, and that God did not mean him to die in accordance with the king's

commandment. The work of faith begins in obeying the Spirit's prompting in the

heart. 2. She was not daunted by difficulties. She might have asked what could this

temporary concealment do but only prolong her misery. Faith is content if it has

light but for one step. 3. Faith is fertile in expedients. The safety which is no longer

to be had in the home may be found on the waters. 4. When it has done all, it waits,

as with girded loins, for the d;iwiiing light. Lliriam stood afar off.

II. How God JtrsxiFiES ouk trust. When we have done all, and, knowing it is

nothing, look unto him, then God ap|)cars for us. 1. The child's life was saved.

2. He was given back into his mother.-^ arn:8. 3. The very might which before was
raised to slay was now used to guard him. 4. He was freed from the unhappy lot of

lis countrymen, and set among the princes t f the land. Oiu: trust prepares a place

where God may manifest himself. He " is able to do exceeding abundantly above all

that we ask or think."—U.

Vers. 1—10.

—

Tlie child of the water. ** And she called his name Moses . . . water."

—

Exod. ii. 10. Save Jesus, Moses is the greatest name in history. Compare with it

Mahomet, or even that of Paul. As the founder of the Jewish religion—under God

—

his influence is felt to-day, not only by 6,0(;0,C00 Jews, but throughout the Christian

Chm-ch. Here is the beginning ot his career. This mighty stnam of influence we can

trace to its source ; not like the Nile, whose origin is still in debate, a mystery. The
text gives the name and its reason. The derivation is either Hebrew, and then=
"Drawing out," so designating the act of the princess; or Igyptian, and then=
"Saved trom the water." The name a memcrial of salvation. Hajipy, when children

bearing distinguished names, shame them not in the after-years. We treat the subject

in the order of the story : so its suggestiveness for heart and life will appear.

I. The family of the child. Amram and Jochebed, the farher and mother;

Miri .m, much older, and Aaron, three years older, than Moses. Note : Moses owed—
1. Little to his family. Look at ver. 1. But the i^re-eminence of Levi was not yet.

The tribe did not make Moses ; rather Moses (with Miriam and Aaron) the tribe.

"Blue blood?" Yes! and Ko! There is a sense in which we m:iy be proud of

ancestry, a sense in which not. What to me that I descend from a Korman baron ?

Everything to me that I come from able, gifted, saintly parentage. See Cowper on
" My M(jther's Picture," lines 108—112. 2. Little to his home. Only a slave hut ; the

scene of tail, poverty, suffering, fear. Out of it brought one thing—sympathy with

Buffering. 3. Little to his parents. Biogra]>her8 usually give us the attributes and

history of ancestors, and show how they account for the career uf the child. Nothing

of that here. Even the names of the parents do not appear. Note omission in ver. 1.

"A man,"* etc. "A daughter," etc. No doubt here a mental and moral heritage;

but little training, because little opportunity. Generally, there is, under this head,

a lesson of encouragement for those who liave, or fancy they have, hard begmnings
in life. Some of earth's noblest have risen out of disadvantage.

II. The appeabance of the child. For traditions of predictions of liis birth se«

jos. Antic|. ii. 9. 2—i. Moses was—1. No common child. Scepticism objectjs that

BXODU8. O
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Miriam and Aaron are not mentioned in vers. 1, 2 by name. But the motive and
impulse of inspiration are to be taken into account. The object was to give ihe event
which ii-d to the Exodus, and to the constitution of the Jewish Church. From this

point of view interest concentrates on Moses. Hence we infer the extraordinary
greatness of his character and career. 2. Bom at a critical moment. See Acts
vii. 20. So the Jewish proverb :

" When the tale of bricks is doubled, then comes
Moses." Note:—(1) At the moment of deepest darkness God sends deliverance.

(2) When he wants instruments be creates them. Z. Of no common beauty. Not
only in his mnther's eyes, which would be natural enough, but absolutely. See
Acts vii. '^0, as well as Exod. ii. 2 ; and for interesting illustration, Jos. Antiq. ii. 9. 6.

All this the promise of a higher beauty of character that opened out with the years.

III. The danger of the child. Qhe child bom to great issues, and therefore

must run the gauntlet of peril. Compare .lesus under the edict of Herod with
Moses under that ot Pharaoh. No sooner bom than a battle for life. The two
only infants, but full of possibilities. Pharaoh ! the babe you may crush ; hereafter

the man shall ruin you. A seeming law in the case, to which witness the legends

of many nations, e.y. Komulus and Kemus, Cyrus, King Arthur.
IV. Love fexcixo fob the child. 1, Of the mother. (1) Concealing. Heb.

xi. 23. How by faith? Went right on in the discharge of common duty to the

child, not tumiiii; aside to observe the king's commandment. Then the love went
to the other extreme :—(2) Expo-ing. Here narrate the facts, for which see the text

and commentary above; e.g. impossibility of longer concealiui; a growing child, form
and material of the ark, laid in a place of comparative safety, " in the flags " at " the

lip of the river," the elements of danger—starvation, discovery

—

not crocodiles on the

Tanitic branch of the river. But observe the feeling behind the facts. A mother's

despair becoming hope, and then faith ; but a faith provident and workful, for, living

in the neighbourhood, she could not fail to know where the childless (so says tra-

dition) princess was wont to bathe. Just there she placed the child. 2. 'fthe sister.

Imagine her anxiety! The mother-heart in every girl. She was (1) Watchful:
jver the ark, against an enemy, for the princess

; (2) Active
; (3) Clever, full of

resource; (4) Successful; (5) Became eminent; a prophetess, Ex. xv. 20. One of

the three deliverers, Micah vi. 4. The adored of the people. Num. xii. 10—15. la

childhood are laid the foundations of character. 3. Of God. Before all, over all,

and behind all! Love to the child, sister, parents, to Israel, and to the world to

be blest through him.
V. The deliverance of the child. This of God, but note the part played by

each of the following instruments :—1. The princess. Note the independent status

of an Egyptian princess, the custom then of bathing in the open river, the probable

locality, Zoan (Ps. Lxxviii. 43), that compassion was inculcated by the Egyptian

religion, and the probable application to her of Acts x. 35. 2. The sister. 3. Th«

mother. 4. The princess again ; and possible lifelong parting from the mother.

Finally, observe—1. The delicerances of God are wonderful. Only one person in

all the land of Egypt that could save Moses, and she came to the river. 2. 17/ e object of

God's deliverances does not centre and rest on the delivered. It passes beyond : Moses

for Israel, Israel for the Messiah, Messiah for the world. So Abraham, Gen. xii. 2.

So with elect spirits and elect nations in all a;;es. None for himself. 3. S."" is it with

the great sah-ation. Wonderful ! The benediction thereof unresting, passin,' on from

the first recipients. 4. But the retributions </ God aie just as marvellous. Muses

was to be the ruin of the house of Pharaoh, and deservedly so. But in the providence

of God the tyrant is made to pass by and even protect the instrument of his fiiture

punishment.—R.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 11—15.—FinsT attesipt or Moses

rO DELIVER HIS NATION, AND ITS FAILrRE.

After Moses was grown up—according to the

tradition accej)ted by St. Stephen (Acts vii.

0), when he was " full forty years old

"

—having become by some means or other ac-

quainted with the circumstances of his birth,

which had most probably never b?en con-

cealed from him, he determined to "go out*

to his brethren, see with his own eyes wbal
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their treatment was, and do his best to alle-

viate it. He had as yet no Divine mission,

no command from God to act as he did, but

only a natural sympathy with his people, and

a feeling perhaps that in his position he was

bound, more than any one else, to make some

efforts to ameliorate what must have been

generally known to be a hard lot. It is

scarcely likely that he had formed any defi-

nite plans. How he should act would depend

on what he should see. Thus far, his con-

duct deserves nothing but praise. It only

perhaps a little sxirprises us (if St. Stephen's

tradition accords with fact) that he did not

earlier in his life take some steps in the direc-

tion here indicated. We are bound to recol-

lect, however, that we know very little of the

restraints under which he would have been

laid—whether a severe law of etiquette, or

the commands of his benefactress, may not

have hampered him, and caused the long delay

which strikes ns as strange. Living with the

court—in Tanis probably—he would have been

required to make a strong effort—to break

through an established routine, and strike out

for himself a new and vmheard-of course, if

he quitted the princess's household to make a

tour of inspection among the enslaved He-

brews. The author of the Epistle to the

Hebrews seems to consider that his act in

" going out " to " look upon the burdens " of

his people involved a remmciation of his court

life—a refusal to be called any more the son

of Pharaoh's daughter (Heb. xi. 24) ; a cast-

ing- in of his lot with his brethren, so as

thenceforth to be a sharer in their afHictions

(tb. ver. 24). If this were so, we can well

understand a long period of hesitation before

the resolve was made to take the course from

which there was no retreating.

Ver. 11.—^When Moses was grown. " When
he had become a man of vigour and intelli-

gence" (Kalisch). He went out. The ex-

pression is emphatic, and accords with the

view above exhibited—that t% complete change
in the life of Moses was now effected, that the

court was quitted, with its attractions and its

temptations, its riches and its pleasures ; and
the position of adopted child of a princess for-

feited. He spied an Egyptian smiting a
Hebrew. It is not certain that this was one
of the "taskmasters" (ch. i. 11); but most
probably he was either a taskmaster, or one of

the ollicers employed by them. Such persons

are on the Egyptian monuments represented

• armed with long rods, said to be " made of

a tough pliant wood imported from Syria"
(Chabas, 'Voyage d'un Egyptien,' p. 119). It

was their right to employ their rods on the
backs of the idle, a right which was sure to
degenerate in many cases into tyrannous and
cruel oppression. We may assume that it was
an instance of such abuse of power that ex-
cited the anger of Moses ;

" seeing one of them
suffer tcrong, he defended him, and avenged
him that was oppressed " (Acts vii. 24). For
a light fault, or no fault at all, a heavy chas-
tisement was being inflicted.

Ver. 12.—He looked this way and that
way. Passion did not so move him as to make
him reckless. He looked round to see that he
was not observed, and then, when he saw
there was no man, slew the Egyptian. A
wrongful act, the outcome of an ai-dent but
undisciplined spirit ; uot to be placed among
the deeds " which history records as noble and
magnanimous" (Kaliscli), but among those
which are hasty and regrettable. A warm
sympathetic nature, an indignant hatred of

wrong-doing, may have lain at the root of the
crime, but do not justify it, though they may
qualify our condemnation of it. (See the re-

marks of St. Augustine quoted by Keil and
Delitzsch, 'Commentary on the Pentateuch,'
vol. i. p. 451 :

" I affirm that the man, though
criminal and really the offender, ought not to

have been put to death by one who had no
legal authority to do so. But minds that are

capable of virtue often produce vices also, and
show thereby for what virtue they would have
been best adapted, if they had but been pro-

perly trained," etc.) And hid him in the sand.

There is abundant "sand" in the "field of

Zoan," and in all the more eastern portion of

the land of Goshen. (See the ' Quarterly State-

ment of the Palestine Exploration Fund ' foi

July, 1880, p. 140.)

Ver. 13.—The second day. I.e. "the fol-

lowing day." See Acts vii. 26. Him that
did the wrong. Literally, " the wicked one."

Wherefore smitest thou thy fellow] Lite-

rally "thy neighbour." In interposmg here

Moses certainly did nothing but n'hat was
right The strife was one in which blows
were being exchanged, and it is the duty of

everyone in such a case, by persuasion at any
rate, to seek to stop the combat.

Ver. 14.—Who made thee a prince and a
judge over us 1 It was not his interference

now, but his wrongful act of the day before,

that exposed Moses to this rebuke. There was
no assumption of lordship ox of judicial autho-

rity in the bare inquiry, " Why smitest thou
thy neighbour ? " nor in the fuller phrase r»-

pcrted by St. Stephen, " Sirs, ye are brethren.

Why do ye wrong one to another ? " (Acts
vii. 26), unless as coupled with the deed of

the preceding day Thus the violence of to

day renders of no avail the loving persuasico

of to-moiTOW ; the influence for good whick
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the education and position of Moses mignt

have enabled him to exercise upon his nation

was lost by the very act to which he had been

urged by bis sympathy with them: it was

an act which could be thrown in his teeth, an

act which he could not justify, which he trem-

bled to find was known. The retort of the

aggressor stopped his mouth at once, and made
his interposition valueless.

Ver. 15.—Pharaoh heard. If we have been

right in supposing the Pharaoh of the original

oppression to have been Seti I., the present

Ph:iraoh, from whom Moses flies when he is

" full forty years old " (Acts vii. 23), and who
does not die till Moses is near eighty, must be

his son, the Great Rameses, Rameses 11. This

priuce was associated by his father at the age

of ten or twelve (Brugsch, ' History of Egypt,'

Tol. ii. pp. 24—5), and reigued sixty-seven

years, as appears from his monuments. He is

the only king of the New Empire whose real

reign exceeded forty years, and thus the only

monarch who fulfils the conditions required by

the narrative of Exodus supplemented by St.

Stephen's speech in the Acts. He sought to

Blay Moses. We need not understand from

this expression that the Pharaoh's will was

thwarted or opposed by anything but the sud-

den disappearance of Moses. As St. Stephen

says (Acts vii. 29), " Then fled Moses at this

laying," i.e. at the mere words of the aggres-

•or, " Wilt thou slay me as thou didst the

EgA'ptian ? " Moses fled, knowing what he

had to expect, quitted Egyjit, went to Midian

;

and the Egyptian monarch "sought to slay

him " too lat^. The land of Midian is a : ome-

what vague expression, for the Midianites were

nomads, and at different tunes occupied dis-

tinct and even remote localities. Their prin-

cipal settlements appear to have been on the

eastern side of the Elanitic Giilf (Gulf of

Akabah) ; but at times they extended north-

wards to the confines of Jloab (Gen. xxxvi.

35 ; Num. xxii. 4, 7, etc.), and westward into

the Sinaitic peninsula, which appears to have

been " the land of Midian " whereto Moses

fled (see below, ch. iii. 1). The Midianites

are not expressly mentioned in the Egyptian

inscriptions. They were probably included

among the Mentu, with whom the Egyptians

contended in the Sinaitic region, and from

whom they took the copper district north-west

of Sinai. And he sat down by a well. Rather
" and he dwelt by the well." He took up hia

abode in the neighboiu-hood of the principal

well belonging to the tract here called Midian.

The tract was probably one of no great size,

an offshoot of the greater Midian on the other

side of the gulf. We cannot identify the

well ; but it was certainly not that near the

town of Modiana, spoken of by Edrisi and
AbiJfeda, which was in Arabia Proper, on tb*

east of the gulf.

H0MILETIC3.

Vers, 11, 12.—§ 1. Moses as a wou?d-be deliverer. !Moses, as a would-be deliverer,

ebows us how zeal may outrun discretion. Actuated by deep love for his brethren,

be had quitted the court, resigned his high prospects, thrown in hi.s lot with his nation,

and "gone out" to see with his own eyes their condition. No doubt he came upoD

many sights which vexed and angered him, but was able to restrain himself. At
last, however, he became witness of a grievous—an extreme—case of oppression. Some
Hebrew, we may suppose, weaker than the generality, delicate in constitution or

suffering from illness, rested awhile from his weary labour under the scorching sun, and
gave himself a few moments of deliglitful, because rare, re[«>se. But the eye of the

taskmaster was on him. Suddenly his rest was interrn]ited by a shower of severe

blows, which were rained jiitilessly uj>on his almost naked frame, raising great wheals,

Irom which the blood streamed down in frequent heavy drops. !Moses could no

longer contain himself. Pity for the victim and hatred of the oppressor surged up
IT his heart. " Many a time and oft" had he wished to be a deliverer of his brethren,

to revenge their wrongs, to .save them from their si.fFeriiigs. Here was an opportunity

to make a beginning. He would .save at any rate this one victim, be would I'unish

this one wrongdoer. I here was no danc;cr, for no one was looking (ver. 12), and snreiy

the man whom he saved would not betray him. So, havinj; a weapon in his belt, or

findin-.: one ready to his hand—a stone, it may be, or a working man's implement

—

he raised it, and striking a swift strong blow, slew the Egyptian. In thus acting

ho was doubly wrong. He acted as an aveng;r, wlicn he h.ad no authority from

(lod or man to be one; and, had he had authority, still he would have inflicted a

punishment disjiropf)rtionate to the oflence. Such a beating as he had himsell

•draini.stered the taskmaster may have deserved, but not to be cut oil' in his sins;

BOt to be sent to his last account witliout warning, without time even for a repentant
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thouglit. The deed done, conscience reasserted herself: it was a deed of darkness;
a thing which must be concealed: so Moses dug a hole in the sand, and hid the
dreadful evidence of his crime. It does not appear that the man whom he had
delivered helped him ; he was perhaps too much exhausted with what he had suti'ered,

and glad to creep to his home. JMoses, too, returned to his own abode, well satisfied,

as it would seem, on the whole, with what he had done. Having struck the blow,
and buried the body unseen, he did not fear detection ; and he probably persuaded
himself that the man deserved his fate. He may have even had self-complacent
thoughts, have admired his own courage and strength, and thought how he had
at last come to be a deliverer indeed. In reality, however, he had disqualified

himself for the office ; he had committed a crime which lorccd him to quit his

brethren and fly to a distance, and be thus unable to do anything towards mitigating
their sufferings for the space of forty years 1 Had he been patient, had he" been
content with remonstrances, had he used his superior streui^th to rescue the oppressed
without injuring the oppressor, he would have shown himself fit to be a deliverer,

and God might not improbably have assigned him his mission at once. But his

self-willed and wrongful mode of proceeding showed that he needed a lon^; com-se
of discipline before he could properly be entrusted with the difticult task which
God designed him to accomplish. Forty years of almost solitary life in the Sinaitic

wilderness chastened the hot spirit which was now too vfHd and untamed for a leader

and governor of men.

Vers. 13—14.—§ 2. Moses as a peacemaker. A great sin disqualifies a man for

many a long year from setting himself up to be a guide and teacher of others. It

may at any time be throivn in his teeth. Nothing could be better intended than
the efforts of Moses, on the day after his crime, to compose the quarrels of his

brethren, and set the disputants at one. Nor is he fairly taxable with any want of

equity, or even of tact, in the manner in which he set to work. He rebuked " him
that did the wrong." His rebuke was mild in character—a mere expostulation

;

" Wherefore smitest thou," etc. Nay, accordiui to St. Stephen (Acts vii. 'ZQ), it was
not even an expostulation addressed to an individual, but a general addiess which
avoided the assiguuieut of special blame to cither disputant. " Sirs, ye are brethren

;

why do ye wrong one to another ? " Yet it had no eflect ; it foiled utterly. The tables

were at once turned on the expostulator by the inquiry, " ^^'ho made thee a prince

and a judge over us ? Intendest thou to slay me as thou didst the Egyptian ?

"

Conscience makes cowai'ds of us aU. Moses, hearing this, had no more to say ; he
had essayed to pluck out the mote from his brother's eye, and behold 1 the beam was
in his own eye. His brethren were quarrelsome and injurious ; but he—he was a

murderer.

Ver, 15.—§ 3. Moses as a fugitive. Men's sins are sure to " find tl»em out." Moses

had thought that he would not be detected. He had carefully "looked this way and

that way " ere he struck the blow, and had seen " that there was no man." He had

at once hidden the body of his victim underground. He had concluded that the

Hebrew whom he had delivered from the oppressor would keep silence ; if from no

other reason, yet at any rate to save himself from being suspected. But the man, it

appears, had chattered. Perhaps from no ill motive, but simply from inability to keep

a secret. He had told his wife, or his daughter, or his neighbour ; and at once " the

thing was known." While Moses imagined his deed shrouded in deepest secrecy, it was

the general talk. All the Hebrew s knew of it ; and soon the Egyptiaus knew also.

l\esently it came to ihe ears of the king, whose business it was to punish crime, and

who, naturally and rightfully, " sought to slay jMoses." But he had fied away ; he had

put fead and deserts between himself and the royal vengeance ; he was a refugee in

Alidian. So, though he escaped the public execution which Egyptian law awarded to

his crime, he had to expiate it by forty years of exile and of hard service, a hireling

•hepherd tending the flock of another man.
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 11, 12.

—

The choice of Moses. Underlying this episode of killing the Egyptian
there is that crisis in the history of Moses to which reference is made so strikingly in the
eleventh of the Hebrews—" By faith Moses, when he was come to years, refused to be
called the son of Pharaoh's daughter ; choosing rather," etc. (Heb. xi. 24—27). Two
Tiews may be taken of the episode. Either, s& might be held, the elements of decision

were floating in an unfixed state in the mind of Moses, when this event happened, and
precipitated a choice ; or, what seems more likely, the choice had already been made,
and the resolution of Moses already taken, and this was but the first outward
manifestation of it. In either case, the act in question was a deliberate committal of

himself to his brethren's side—the crossing of the Rubicon, which necessitated thereaftei

a casting-in of his lot with theirs. View this choice of Moses

—

I. As A KESULT OF MENTAL AND MORAL AWAKENING. " When MoseS WaS gTOWn."
With years came thought ; with thought " the philosophic mind ;" with this, power of

observation. Moses began to think for himself, to see things with his own eyes. What
he saw made evident to him the impossibihty of halting longer between two opinions.

He had not before felt the same necessity of definitely making up his mind whether he
would be Hebrew or Egj'-ptian. He had not seen in the same way the impossibility of
retaining a sort of connection with both— sympathising with the Hebrews, yet enjoying
Egypt's pleasures. Now there came awakening. The two spheres of life fell apart to

his vision in their manifest incongruity—in their painful, and even, in some respects,

hideous contrast. He may now be Hebrew or Egyptian ; he can no longer be both.

Up to this time choice could be staved off. Now it is forced upon him. To determine
now not to choose, would be to choose for Egypt. He knows his duty, and it is for

him to decide whether or not he will do it. And such in substance is the effect of
moral awakening generally. 1. In most lives there is a time of thoughtlessness, at

least of want of serious and independent reflection. It is not at this stage seen why
religion should require so very decided a choice. God and the world seem not absolute
incompatibles. It is possible to serve both ; to agree with both. Christ's teaching to
the contrary sounds strangely on the ears. 2. But an awakening comes, and it is now
Been very clearly that this double service is impossible. The friendship of the world is

felt to be enmity with God (Jas. iv. 4). The contrariety, utter and absolute, between
what is in the world and love of the Father (John ii. 15) is manifest beyond dispute.

Then comes the need for choice. God or the creature ; Christ, or the world which
crucified him ; God's people or the friendship of those who deride and despise them.
There is no longer room for dallying. Not to choose is already to have chosen wronrly—to have decided for the world, and rejected Christ.

II. As A VICTORY OVER STRONG TEMPTATION. It was no slight victory over the
temptations of his position for Moses to renounce all at the call of duty, and cast in his

lot with an oppressed and despised race. His temptation was obviously a typical one,

including in it everything which temj^ts men still to refrain from religious decision, and
to dissemble relationship to Christ and connection with his people ; and his victory
was also typical, reminding us of bis who became poor that we might be rich

(2 Cor. viii. 7), and who put aside " all the kingdoms of the world and the glory of

them," when offered him on sinful terms (Matt. iv. 8—10). View it— 1. As a victory

over the world. Moses knew his advantages at the court of Pharaoh, and doubtless
felt the full value of them. Egypt was to him the world. It represented to his r.iind

(1) Wealth and position. (2) Ease and luxury. (3) Brilliant worldly prospecta.

(4) A sphere congenial to him as a man of studious tastes. And all this he voluntarily
surrendered at the call of duty—sturendered it both in spirit and in fact. And are
not we, as Christians, called also to surrender of the world ? Renouncing the world,
indeed, is not monkery. It is not the thoughtless flinging away of worldly advantages.
But neither is it the mere renouncing of what is sinful in the v.orld. It is the
renouncing of it wholly, so far as use of it for selfish ends or selfish enjoyment is

concerned : the sinking of its ease, its pleasures, its possessions, in entire self-surrender

to Christ and duty. And this carries with it the abihty for any outward sacrifice that
may be needed. 2. Ab a victory over the dread qf reproach. In renouncing Egypt»
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Moses chose ttat which the multitudes shun as almost worse than death itself, viz.

(1) Poverty. (2) Reproach. Yet how many stumble at reproach in the service of the
Saviour ! A measure of reproach is implied in all earnest religious profession. And it

requires courage to face it—to encounter the moral crucifixion involved in beint' flouted
and scouted by the world. It is when " tribulation and persecution ariseth because of
the word " that " by and by " many are " oflFended" (Matt. xiii. 21). Yet to be able to
encounter reproach is the true moral greatness—the mark of the spiritual hero. 3. As
a victory over private fr.elings and inclinations. Not only was there much about his
life in Egypt which Moses dearly loved (leisure, opportunities for self-culture, etc.)

;

but there must have been much about the Hebrews which, to a man of his courtly
up-bringing, would necessarily be repulsive (coarseness of manners, servility of
disposition, etc.). Yet he cheerfully cast in his lot with them, taking this as part of
his cross. A lesson for people of culture. He who would serve God or humanity must
lay his account for much he does not like. Every reformer, every earnest servant of
mankind, has to make this sacrifice. He must not be ashamed to call those " brethren "

who are yet in every way " compassed with infirmity," about whom there is much
that is positively distasteful. Here also, "no cross, no crown."

III. As AN ACT OF RELIGIOUS FAITH. The determining motives in Moses' choice
were—1. Patriotism. This people was his people, and his blood boiled with indignation
at the wrongs they were enduring. Only a nature dead to the last spark of nobleness
could have reconciled itself to look on their sufferings and yet eat bread and retain
favour at the court of their oppressor. 2. Humanity. " There was in him that noblenes?
of nature, which besides tending to sympathy with the oppressed, revolts from ill that
is selfish and cruel ; and this nobleness was stirred up in him by seeing the state of his
kindred, and comparing it with his own. This was his faith. Faith saved him from
being content to be idle and useless, and gave him zeal and courage to play the part of

a man and a hero in the liberation of his people " (Dr. J. Service). 3. Religion. We
fail of a right view of Moses' conduct if we stop short of religious taith proper. Moses
knew something of the history of his people. He knew them to be the people of God.
He knew of the covenants and promises. He knew of their religious hopes. And it

was this which weighed most of all with him in casting-in his lot among them, and
enabled him to count their reproach greater riches than all the treasures of Egypt.
His faith was—(1) Faith in God. He believed in the God of his fathers, and in the
truth and certainty of Ins promise. (2) Faith in the spiritual greatness of his nation.

He saw in these Hebrews, sweat-covered, down-trodden, afflicted as they were, the
"people of God." Faith is not misled by the shows of things. It pierces to the
reality. (3) Faith in duty. " It is of the essence of faith that he who has it feels

himself to be in a world of better things than pleasures, whether innocent or sinful,

which are only pleasures of se*ise ; and in which to be right is greater and better than
to be mighty or to be rich—feels, in a word, that the best of this life, and of all life, is

goodness " (Dr. J. Service). (4.) Faith in the recompense of reward. Moses believed

in future recompense—in immortality. A cardinal doctrine, even in Egyptian theology,

it can scarcely be supposed to have been absent from his. How great was the reward
of Moses, even in this life !

" He was happier as the persecuted and despised worshipper
of Jehovah, the avowed kinsman of slaves, than as the son of Pharaoh's daughter, and
the admired proficient in all Egyptian wisdom. He felt that he was richer, despoiled

of the treasures of Egypt. He felt that he was happier, divorced from the pleasures of

sin. He felt that he was freer, reduced to the bondage of his countrymen. He was
richer, because enriched with the treasures of grace ; hap])ier, because blessed with the

smiles of an approving conscience ; freer, because eufraucliised with the liberty of the

sons of God. The blessings he chose were richer than all the advantages he cast away "

(Lindsay). How great has been his reward in history !
" For ages past his name has

outshone all the monarchs combined of the one-and-thirty dynasties" (Hamilton).

But thl^ eternal reward has been greatest of all. A glimpse of it in the glorious

reappearance of Moses on the mountain of transtiguration. Wise choice, for honours

like these to surrender riches and pleasures which were perishable ! Through faith iB

(Jod, Christ, duty, and eternity, let the same noble choice be repeated iu ourst>lvfcs 1

J. a
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Vera. 11—15.— Unfrnifful ef'Tt I. Monks' SKLT-sArr.irTrE (Heh. x1. 24—26).

1. He owned his relationship to llie euslaved nud hated iiei)|ile. 2. He ca.si iu his lot

amono' them. God calls for the same sacritice tu-day ; cuufession of Je.sus and brother-

hood with his people. 3. The result of a mother's influence : from her he must have

learned the trutl^ regarding his descent and the hope of Israel. The seed sown outlived

the luxury, temptations, ambitions of the court. God's blessing rests on these efforts

of holiest love.

II. The LESS0K8 of his failuee. 1. True desire to serve is not the only requisite

for success. We may be defeated by mistakes of judgment, an ungoverned temper, etc.

2. There can be no true ser\'ice without the heart's waiting upon God. In order to

guide we ourselves must follow. 3. The power which does not wait upon God cornea

to nothing. Contrast the prince with the unknown wanderer in Midian. Not only

were means and influence lost, his very opportimity was gone. " Fret not thyself in

any wise to do evil."—U.

Vers. 11—15.— Unpurified zeal. We must certainly attribute the killing of the

Egyptian, not to Divine inspiration, but to the natural impetuosity of Moses' character.

At this stage Moses had zeal, but it was \viiliout knowledge. His heart burned with

indignation at the wrongs of his brethren. He longed to be their deliverer. Something
told him that "God by his hand would deliver them" (Acts vii. 25). But how to

proceed he knew not. His plans had taken no definite shape. There was no revelation,

and perhaps one was not expected. So, acting under impulse, he struck the blow which
killed the Egyptian, but did no service to the cause he had at heart. That he did not

act with moral clearness is manifest from the perturbation with which he did the deed,

and from his sub.sequent attemjit to hide the traces of it. It completed his discomfiture

when, next day, he learned that the deed was known, and that his brethren, instead of

welcoming his interposition, were disposed to resent it. He had involved himself in

miirder. He had sown the seeds of later troubles. Yet he had gained no end by it.

How true it is that violence seldom leads to happy issues !
" The wrath of man

worketh not the righteousness of God " (Jas. i. 20). An exluliitiou of violence on our

Dwn part is a bad preparation for interfering iu the quarrels of others. He that does

the wrong will rarely fail to remind us of it. Learn lessons from the narrative

—

I. As TO THE CHARACTER OF MosES. ]\Ioses, like every man of true, powerful, and
loving nature, was capable of vehement and burning anger. He was a man of great

natural impetuosity. Tliis casts light upon the sin of Meribah (Num. xx. 10). An
outbreak of the old, long-conquered failing (cf. ch. iv. 13). The holier side of the same
disposition is seen in the anger with which he broke in pieces the Tables of the Law
(Ex. xxxii. 19). It casts light also on his meekness, and teaches us to distinguish

meekness from mere natural placableness and araialiility. Meekness—the meekness
for which Moses is famed (Num. xii. 3)—was not a gift of nature, but the result of

j)assion8, naturally strong, conquered and controlled—of long and studied self-

repression.

II. As TO UNPURIFIED ziCAL. 1. Uvpurtfied zeal leads to hasty action. It is

"ingovemed. It acts from impulse. It is not schooled to bearing and waiting. It

cannot bide God's time, nor keep to God's ways. 2. Unpurified zeal uiifitu for (iod't

service. It relies too much on self. It takes events into its own hand. Hence Moses
ia .sent to ^lidian to s])ond forty years in learning humility and patience—in acquiring

power cf self-controL He has to learn that the work is not his, but God's, and that

only God can accomplish it. 3. Unpurified zeal, by its hasty action, retards, rather

than furthers, th» accomjiHshment of O'od's pujposes. By driving Moses into Midian,
it probably put back the hour of Israel's deliveiance.—J. U.

Vers. 11—12.

—

Moses, the ardent but mistaken patriot. We are not told much
of Moses in the first forty years of his life, just as we are not told much of Jesus
before he began his public ministry ; but as it is with Jesus, so it is with Moses—what
we are toid is full of light concerning their character, dis]x<sition, and thoughts of the

future. Just one action may be enough to show the stuii" a man is made of. Moses,

grown to manhood, by this single action of killing the Egyptian makes clearly
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oianifcst his spirit and his sympathies; shows to us in a very impressive way much thai
was g<)0(i, and much also that was evil.

1. Consider the conduct of Moses here as casting light upon certain qualifi-
cations FOR the work to which HE WAS AFTERWARDS CALLED. 1. TliOUyh he hcul
been broupht up amid Egyptian surroundinys, he remained an Israelite in heart.
Very early he must have been made acquainted, in some way or other, with the
strange romance that belonged to his infancy. Whatever Pharaoh's daughter brought
to bear on him in the way of Egyptian influence one day, would be neutralised by
what he heard from his own mother the next. For it was not likely that, after he
was able to understand it, his nurse would long conceal the fact that she was his true
mother. Perhaps the very ark of bulrushes had become one of his treasmed posses-
sions. His name, once explained, was a continual memento of infantile peril and
deliverance. And as he grew onward to manhood, he would be inclined to reproach
himself again and again for living so easily and comfortably with Pharaoh's daughter,
while her father was treating with such harshness and injustice his own people, his own
kinsfolk—Aaron his own brother being probably among them. Thus there' was every-
thing to keep the state of Israel incessantly in his mind ; everything in the way of
good soil to make the seed of patriotism grow, if only the seed were in his nature
to begin \vith. And there it unquestionably was, growing with his growth and
strengthening with his strength. 2. It is very imi)ortant to notice how clearly the

vicarious element comes out in the relation of Moses to Israel during the years he spent
with PharaoVs daughter. In one sense, he did not suffer himself. His life waa
not made " bitter with liard bondage, in morter, and in brick, and in all manner
of service in the field." No taskmaster ever smote him. And yet, in another sense,

he su fibred perhaps even more than any of the Israelites. There are burdens of the
spirit wliich produce a groaning and prostration far worse than those of any bodily

toil. There is a laceration of the heart more painful, and harder to heal, than that

of any bodily wound. Moses felt the sorrows of Israel as if they were his own. In
all their affliction he was afflicted. Not one of them smarted more under a sense
of the mjustice with which they were treated than he did. It is a most precious,

ennobling and fruitful feeling to have in the heart—this feeling which links the
unsutfering to the suflering In a bond not to be broken. It brings together those
who have the opportunity to deliver, and those who, fastened hand and foot, can do
nothing for themselves. We find this feeling, in its purest, most operative, and most
valuable expression in Jesus, in him who knew no sin, no defiling thoughts, no torture

of conscience for his own wrong-doing ; and who yet came to feel so deeply the misery
and helplessness of a fallen world, that he descended into it for its deliverance, having
an unspeakably keener sense of its calamities than the most observant and meditative

of its own children. It is a grand thing to have this element of vicarious sutfering in

our hearts ; for the more we have it the more we are able to follow Jesus in serving our

needy fellow-men. Moses had this element ; the prophets hiid it ; Paul had it ; every

true and successful apostle and evangelist must have it (Rom. ix. 1—5). Eveiy
Christian in process of salvation should have this element as he looks round on those

still ignorant and out of the way. The civilised should have it as he louks ou the

savage ; the freeman as he looks on the slave ; the healthy as he looks on the sick ; the

man as he. looks on the brute creation. This element of vicarious suffering has been at

the root of some of the noblest and most useful lives in all ages, and not least in modem
times. A thousand times let us run the risk of being called sentimentp.1 and maudlin,

rather than lack the element or cripple it in its vigorous growth. Certain it is, that we
shall do but little for Christ without it. 3. We have a very suggestive intimation of
the superiority of Moses to the people whom he was about to deliver ; this superiority

being not a mere matter of greater social advantages, but arising out of personal

character. The brother whom he succoured treated him but badly in return. He did

not fnea'h to treat him badly; but simjile thoughtlessness makes untold mischief. He
must have known that Moses wished the act kept a secret, yet in a few hours it ia

known far and wide through Israel. Kot all might have been so inconsiderate, but

assuredly most would ; and so this man may be taken as representative of nis people.

He had not the courage and energy to return the Egyptian's blow himself; nor had ha

the activity and forethought of mind to shelter the generous champion who did retura
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the blow. Israel was in servitude altogether ; not only in body, but in all the noblei

faculties of life as well. Bence, if Israel was to he saved, it must he hy the condescending

act of a superior and stronger hand. And thus Muses slaying the Egyptian shadows

forth a prime requirement in the greater matter of the world's redemption. Unless the

Son of God had stooped from his brighter, holier sphere, to break the bonds of sin

and death, what could we poor slaves have done ?

II. Consider the conduct of Moses here as indicatinq the presence in him
OF great defects which required much discipline and enlightenment to remove
them. Moses, in respect of his ardent and sustained sympathy with Israel, was a

man after (rod's oAvn heart ; but he had everything yet to learn as tu how that sympathy
was to bo made truly serviceable. His patriotism, strong and operative as it had

proved, was produced by entirely wrong considerations. His profound and fervent

interest in Israel was a right feeling, and an indispensable one for his work ; but it

needed to be produced by quite different agencies, and directed to quite different ends.

How had tho feeling been produced ? Simply by observing the cruelties inflicted on

his brethren. He slew the Egyptian simply because he smote his brother, not because

that brother belonged to the chosen people of God. The thing wanted was that he .

should come to understand clearly the connection of Israel with Gud, their origin aiid

their destiny. He was to sympathise with Israel, not only as his brethren, but first

and chiefly as the people of God. Patriotism is a hhssing or a curse /'ust according to

theform it takes. If it begins to say, " Our country, riglit or wrong," then it is one of

the greatest curves a nation can be afflicted with. Arrogance, conceit, and exorbitant

self-assertion are as hideous in a nation as in an individual, and in the end correspond-

ingly disastrous. Our greatest sympathy with men is wanted in that which affects them

most deeply and abidingly. Sympathy has no full right to the name till it is the

sympathy of forgiven sinners who are being sanctified and perfected, with those

who are not only sinners, but still in the bondag'' of sin, and perhaps hardly conscious

of the degradation of the bondage, and the firmness with which its fetters are fixed.

Moses did not know how much his brethren wete losing, because he did not know
how much he himself was still lacking, even though in such comfortable freedom

at Pharaoh's court. In his eyes, the main thing to be done for Israel was to get tliem

freedom, independence, self-control in this world's affairs. And therefore it was necessary

for Qod to effect a complete and abiding change in Moses" way of thinking. He nee.led

to be made better acquainted with God, and with God's past revelations, and ox-

pressed purposes for Israel. Slaying the Egyptian did not advance the real interests of

Israel a whit, except as God wove the action in with his own far-reaching plans.

Considered pure?2/ as a human action, it was an aimless one, fruitful of evil rather than

good. It was natural enough and excusable enough ; but the wrath of man worketh not

the righteousness of God ; they that take the sword shall perish with the sword ; and
thus iloses in his carnal impetuosity made clear how dependent he was to be upon God
for a really wise, comprehensive, practical plan of action. In the providence of God he

was to come back to Israel, not to deal with scime obscure subordinate, but with a Pharaoh

himself; not to take the sword into his own hands, but to stand still himself, and make
the people stand still also, that he and they together might see the salvation of God.—Y.

Vers. 13—15.

—

Afoses the hater of all oppression. I. We have here furtheb
mPOBTANT revelations WITH RESPECT TO THE CHAKACTER OF MosES AND HIS FITNESS

TO BE DELIVERER OF IsRAEL. 1. Jt ts evident that his conscience did not accuse him,

as touching the slaying of the Egyptian. Wrong as the action was, he made it clear

that he hatl done it from a right motive. Although he hatl taken the life of a fellow-

man, he had taken it not as a murderer, with malice in his heart against the individual,

but as a patriot. Hence the conscience that makes cowards of us all—the consciousness,

that is, of having done a wrong thing—was absent from his breast. It is a v^ry great

matter indeed not to go against conscience. I^et conscience have life and authority,

and God will take his own time and means to cure the blinded understanding. 2. ^/l)ses

felt continued interest in the state of Israel. He went out the secf>nd day. lie did not

Bay, U[)on rullcctiou, that these visits to his brethren were too perilous to be continued,

lie did not say, " 1 cannot trust my own indignant feelings, and tlierefore I nmst keep

away from these oppressed countrymen of mine." His heart was wholly and steadily
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with them. Interest may be easily produced while the exhibition of an injury is fresh,
or the emotions are excited by some skilful speaker. But we do not want the heart to
be Uke an instrument, only producing music so long as the performer touches it. We
want it to have such a continued activity within, such a continued thoughtfulness, as
will maintain a noble and alert sympathy with men in all their varied and incessant
needs. 3. Tlie conduct of Moses here shows that he was a hater of all oppression. His
patriotic feeling had been excited by the Egyptian smiting the Hebrew, and now his

natural sense of justice was outraged by seeing one Hebrew smiting another. He beheld
these men the victims of a common oppression, and yet one of them who ha] ^jens to be
the stronger adds to the already existing sufferings of his weaker brother instead of

doing what he can to diminish them. The patriotism of Moses, even with all its yet
unremedied defects, was founded not only in community of blood, but in a deep and
ardent love for all human rights. We may conclude that if Moses had been an
Egyptian, he would not have joined Pharaoh in his remorseless treatment of Israel, nor
seconded a policy of oppression and diminution on the plea that it was one of necessity.

If the Egyptians had been under the thraldom of the Hebrews, then, Hebrew though he
was, he would have sympathised with the Egyptians.

II. Consider the occasion of his remonstrance. It is a sad lesson Moses has now
to learn, that the oppressed will be the oppressors, if only they can get the chance.
Here we are in the world, all sinners together, with certain outward consequences of

gin prevalent amongst us in the shape of poverty and sickness, and all such trials

onward to death. Right feehng should teach us, in these circumstances, to stand by
one another, to bear one another's bmdens and do what we can, by union and true

brotherliness, to mitigate the oppressions of our great enemy. While he is going
about seeking whom he may devour, we, his meditated prey, might well refrain from
biting and devouring one another. 13ut what is the real state of things ? The rich

sinner afflicts the poor, and too often uses him in his helplessness for his own
aggrindisement. The strong sinner is always on the look-out to make as much as

he can out of every sort of weakness among his fellow-sinners. And what is worse
still, when the sinner professes to have passed from death mito life, he does not always
show the full evidence of it in loving the brethren as he is bound to do (1 John iii. 14).

Some professed Christians take a long time to perceive, and some never perceive at

all, that even simple self-indulgence is not only hurtful to self, but an ever-flowing

spring of untold misery to others.

III. Consider the bemonstrance itself. 1. Notice the person whom Moses
addresses. " He said to him that did the wrong." He does not pretend to come
forward as knowing nothing of the merits of the quarrel. He does not content

himself with dwelling in general terms on the unseemliness of a dispute between

brethren who are also the victims of a common oppressor. It is not enough for

him simply to beseech the disputants to be reconciled. One is clearly in the wrong,

and Moses does not hesitate by implication to condemn him. Thus there appears

in Moses a certain disposition towards the judicial mi«cZ, revealing the germs of another

quaUfication for the work of his after-life. For the judicial mind is not only that which

strives to bring out all the evidence In matters of right or wrong, and so to arrive at a

correct conclusion ; it is also a mind which has the courage to act on its conclusions,

and without fear or favour pass the necessary sentence. By addressing one of these

men rather than the other, Moses does in a manner declare himself perfectly satisfied

that he is in the wrong. 2. Notice the question which Moses puts. He smote the

Egj-ptian ; he expostulated with the Hebrew. The smiting of one Hebrew by another

was evidently very unnatural conduct in the eyes of Moses. When we consider w/iat

men are, there is of course nothing astonishing in the conduct of this domineering

Israelite; he is but seizing the chance which thousands of others in a like temptation

would tave seized. But when we consider what men ought to be, there was great reason

for Moses to ask his question, " Why smitest thou thy fellow ? " Why indeed ! There

was no true reason he could give but what it was a shame to confess. And so we might

often say to a wrong-doer, " Why doest thou this or that ? " according to the particular

wrong he is committing. " Why f " There might be great virtue in this persistent

Interrogation if onij' put in a spirit purged as far as possible fi'om the censcniuas and tne

meddlesome. What a man does carelessly enough and with much satisfa<jtiun, upon tha
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low oourifleration of self-i dulgence, he might come to forsake if only brought face to

fEice with high conaiderati i:8 of duty and love, and of coutormity to the will vi God
and example of Christ. Everything we do ought to have a sufficient reason for it.

Not that we a.e tu be in a perpetiial fidget over minute scruples. But, being by nattire

so ignorant, and by training so bound-in with base traditions, we cannot too often or too

promptly ask ourselves whether we have indeed a sufficient reason for the chief prin-

ciples, occupations and habits of Ufe. 3. Notice that the question put to the Hebrew
wrong-'loer might just as well have been put to tlie Egyptian. He also had been guilty

of indefensible conduct, yet he as well as the other was a man with jxjwers of reflection,

and the timely question, " Why smitest thou this Hebrew ? " might have made him
consider that really he had no sufficient reason at all to smite him. We must not too

readily a.<sume that enemies will persist in enmity, if only we approach them in a friendly

manner. He that would change an enemy into a friend must show himself friendly.

The plan may not always be successful ; but it is worth trymg to conquer our foes by
love, patience and meekness. We must ever strive to get the selfish people to think ,

their thinking powers and all the better part of their humanity only too often get
crushed into a corner before the rush of pride, ajipetite and passion.

IV. CoxsfDEB THE RESULT OF THE EEMOXSTRAXCE. The wrong-doer has no sufficient

and justifying answer to give; and so he tells Moses to his face that he is a mere
meddler. When men are in a right course, a course of hi'j;h and generous aims, they
hail any opportunity of presenting their conduct in a favourable aspect. But when they
are duing wrong, then they make a pretence of asserting their independence and liberty

in order that they may fight shy of awkward confessions. If we wait till we are never
foLind faidt with as meddlers we shall do very little to com^xtse quarrels and redress

injuries, to vindicate the innocent or deliver the oppressed. Men will listen to a
general harangue against tyranny, injustice and selfishness. They will look at us with
great admiration as long as we shoot our arrows in the air ; but arrows are not meant
to be shot in the air ; they are meant, at the very least, to go right into the crowd of
men, and sometimes to be directly and closely i)ersonal.—Y.

Vers. 11— 15.

—

Mo-es "toos grown." According to the tradition he had already

distinguished himself as a warrior—was " a prince and a judge " ami ingst the Ezv ptians,

if not over the Hebrews (ver. 14). Learned, too, in all the wisdom of the day (ct
Acts vii. 22). At his age, forty years, with his influence, surely if ever he was to do
anything for his i)eo2)le, now must be the time. Notice

:

L The hasty miscalculation of the man. 1. What he did, and why he did it.

"It came into his heart to visit his brethren." In the seminaries of the priests, in

the palace, with the army, he had not forgotten his people ; but he had scarcely realised

the bitterness of their triaL Now his heart burns within him as he looks up ^n their

burdens. He feels that he is the appointed deUverer trained for this very purpose.

What is 80 plain to him must, he thinks, be equally plain to others (Acts vii. 25).

A chance encunter gives him the opixirtunity of declaring himself; defending a
Hebrew, he kiUs an Egyptian. The supposition that his brethren will understand
proves to be a great mistake :

" they understood not." Moses di<l that which we are

all too reuly to do: took it for granted that other people would look at things from
his standjKtint. A man may be all that he thinks himself to be ; but he will fail in

accomplishing his designs if he makes their success depend upon other people takirg
him at his own estimate ; there is an unsound premiss iu his jjractical syllogism which
wiU certainly vitiate the conclusion. What we should do is to take jxiias to place

ourselves at the staudpoint of other people, and before a.ssuming that they see \\hat

we see, make sure that at any rate we see what they see. Moses, the courtier, could
see the weakness of the oppressor, and how little power he had if only his slaves

should rise ; the slaves, however, bowing beneath the tyranny, felt and exaggerated the
tyrant's power—they C'uld not see much hope from the aid of this self-constituted

champion. 2. What fo'lowed from his deed. Life endangered, coni{)ulsory liight, a
refuge amongst shephei'ls in a strange land, forty years' comparative soliiuile, life'*

prosjiects blighted through imijatience. " More haste worse sixied " is one < 'f the w-^tid'n

wise proverbial generalisations. Moses illustrates the prorerb—forty years' exile fct

an hour's huny 1
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11. The overktjlinq providence of liOD. "There's a divinity that sbipes oui
ends, rough-hew them as we will." The apparently wasted years not really wasted

—

no needless delay, only preparation and Divine discipline. Moses had learnt much, but
he needed to learn more. God takes him from the school of Egypt, and places him in

the university of Nature, with Time and Solitude and the Desert as his tutors. Whal
did they teach him? 1. The value of the knoivle/ge gained already. Well "to bf
learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians." But wisdom imjjroves by keeping—it

needs time and solitude to ripen it. Intellectually and spiritually we are rumiuants;
eilence and solitude are needed to appropriate and digest knowledge. 2. Aew knowled'je.

Few books, if any, of man's making, but the books of Nature invited study. The
knowledge of the desert would be needed by-and-bye, together with much other know-
ledge which could be gained nowhere else. 3. AJeekness. He not merely became a
wiser man, he grew to be also a better man. The old self-confidence yielded place to

entire dependence upon the will of God. God had delivered him from the sword of

Pharaoh (cf. ver. 15 with ch. xviii. 3), and would help him still, though in a strange

land. Nothing makes a man so meek as faith ; the more he realises God's presence and
confides in him, the more utterly does the " consuming fire " burn out of him all pride

and selfishness.

Application:—Turning the pages of the book of memory, what records of delay

occasioned by impatience ! Yet how do the same pages testify to the way in which all

along God has shaped our ends ! It is a mercy that we are in such good hands, and not
left to our own devices. Trusting in God, we can hope to make the best even of our
errors. He can restore—^ay, more than restore—even years which the locust hath
«aten (Joel ii. 25).—G.

Vers. 11—15.

—

Mistake in lifii morning. " He supposed his brethren would have,"

etc. (Acts vii. 25). The heart-abandonment of the throne must have taken place before

Moses went out from the palace of the princess to inquire, and therefore before the

enforced flight. Place therefore " the crisis of being " between Exod. ii. 10 and 11.

Let no one fear to face this error in the life of the Lord's servant. Admit frankly

that Moses was wrong. We are embarrassed by a notion that clings to us, that

the Bible is a repertory of good examples. It is not so. Only One perfect. All o*.her

men and women in the Bible are imperfect and sinful, the subjects of God's grace,

pardoning, correcting, sanctifying, glorifying. Never lower the moral standard to

defend a Bible character. It gives occasion to the adversary, and brings no satisfaction

to the believer. In this chapter of the biography of Moses observe in his conduct—

•

I. The right. 1. Inquiry. No inclination to shrink from responsibility under the

plea of want of knowledge. See the striking passage, Prov. xxiv. 11, 12. Moses going

out to investigate for himself, argues that either his mother or his people, or both, had
opened and maintained communication with him, informing him of his origin, teaching

the doctrine of the true God, and awakening concern. 2. Sympathy. " He looked on
their burdens." 3. Indi</nution. We may be angry and sin ; but it is also true that

we may not be angry, and sin even yet more deeply. For illustration cite modern
instances of cruel oppression.

II. The wroxo. 1. Excess of indignant feeling. 2. Murder. The "supposition"

of Steiihen is no justification, even if true; but it may not be true, or may be only

partiallj- true ; for the utterance of Stephen, based on tradition, is not to be confounded

vfith the inspired dictum of God. That furtive look " this way and that way " does not

indicate an assured conscience. Note the true meaning and spirit of Eora. xiv. "j:!

III. The iiiMEUiATB RESULTS. Failure—Peril—Fear—Flight

—

Delay of IsrutCs

deliverance.

IV. The final ovERKtJLiNO. God originates no wrong, but, being done, lays on it

the hand of the mighty. That enforced life in the desert became as important a part

of fehe<*raining of Moses as lifj at Avaris; acquainted him with "the WilderuesB of

the Wandering," its resources, mode of life ; those other children of Abraliam—the

Midianites; gave him to wife a descendant of Abraham; led to an important policy

for all the future of Israel (Ex. xviii.) ; and furnished an all-but-indispensable human
helper and guide (Num. x. 29—'31). Thus does the Eternal Mercy overrule and

countervail the errors, even the sins, of penitent believers.—R.
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EXPOSITION.

Vera. 16—22.

—

Lut op Moses ik Midian.

Fugitives from Egypt generally took the

northern route from Pelusium or Migdol to

Gaza, ixnd so to Syria, or the regions beyond.

But iu this quarter they were liable to be

arrested and sent back to the Egyptian mon-

arch. Rjuneses 11. put a special clause to this

effect into his treaty with the contemporary

Hittite king (Brugsch, 'History of Egypt,'

vol. ii. p. 73). It was, perhaps, the fear of extra-

aition which made Moses turn his steps south-

eastward, and proceed along the route, or at

any rate in the direction, which he afterwards

took witli his nation. Though Egypt had

possessions in the Sinaitic peninsula, it was not

difficult to avoid them ; and before Sinai was

reached the fugitive would be in complete

safety, for the Egyptians seem never to have

penetrated to the southern or eastern parts of

the great triangle. " The well," by which

Moses took up his abode, is placed with some

probability in the neighbom'hood of Sherm,

about ten mUes north-east of Has Mahonmied,

the southern cape of the peninsula.

Ver. 16.—The priest of Midian. Cohen is

certa nly " priest " here, and not " prince," since

the father-in-law of Moses exercises priestly

functions in ch. xviii. 12. His seven daugh-
ters drew water for his flock, in accordance
with Eastern custom. So Rachel " kept the
sheep " of her father Laban, and watered them
(Gen. xxix. 9). Such a practice agrees well

with the simplicity of primitive times and
peoples ; nor would it even at the present day
be regarded as strange in Arabia.

Ver. 17.—The shepherds came and drove
them away. There is not much '• natural

politeness " among primitive peoples. The
right of the stronger prevails, and women go
to the wall. Even the daughters of their

priest were not respected by these rude sons

of the desert, who would not wait their turn,

but used the water which Eeuel's daughters
had drawn. The context shows that this was
.»ot an accidental or occasional circumstance,

hut the regular practice of the shepherds, who
thus day after day saved themselves the trouble

of drawing. (See the next verse.) Moses
stood up and helped them. Ever ready to

assist the weak against the strong (^supra,

vers. 12, 13), Moses "stood up"—sprang to

his feet^and, though only one man against a
dozen or a score, by his determined air intimi-

dated the crowd of wrongdoers, and forced

thf-m to lot, Ihe maidens' sheep drink at the
troughs. Uis dress was probably that of an
Egyptian of rank ; and they might reasonably

conclude from his boldness that he had attend-

ants within call.

Ver. 18.—Renel their father. Reuel is

called " Raguel " in Num. x. 29, but the

Hebrew spelling is the same in both places.

The word means " friend of God," and implies

monotheism. Compare ch. xviii. 9—12.

Ver. 19.—An Eg^yptian. Eeuel's daughters

judged by the outward appearance. Moses
wore the garb and probably spoke the lan-

guage of Egypt. He had had no occasion to

reveal to them his real nationality. Drew
water enough for us. The shepherds had
consvmied some of the water drawn by the
maidens, before Moses could drive them off.

He supplied the deficiency by drawing more
for them—an act of polite attention.

Ver. 20.—Where is he ? Reuel reproaches

his daughters with a want of politeness—even
of gratitude. Why have they " left the man "'

?

Why have they not invited him in ? They
must themselves remedy the omission—they
must go and " call him "—^that he " may eat

bread," or take his evening meal with them.
Ver. 21.—Moses was content to dwell with

the man. Moses had fled from Egypt with-

out any definite plan, simply to save his life,

and had now to determine how he would ob-

tain a subsistence. Received into Reuel's

house, or tent, pleased with the man and with
his family, he consented to stay with him, pro-

bably entered into his service, as Jacob into

Laban's (Gen. xxix. 15—20), kept his sheep, or

otherwise made himself useful (see ch. iii. 1);

and in course of time Reuel gave Moses his

daughter, accepted him for his son-in-law, so

that he became not merely a member of his

household, but of his family, was adopted pro-

bably into the tribe, so that he could not quit

it without permission (ch. iv. 18), and, so far

as his own intention weut, cast iu his iot with

the Midianites, with whom he meant hence-

forth to live and die. Such vague ideas as he
may previously have entertained of his " mis-

sion' had passed away; he had been "dis-

illusioned " by his Ul-success, and now looked

forward to nothing but a life of peaceful

obscurity.

Ver. 22.—Oershom. An Egyptian etymo-
logy has been assigned to this name (' Speaker's

Commentary,' vol. i., p. 488) ; but Moses in

the text clearly indicates that his own inten-

tion was to give his chUd a name significant in

Hebrew. '• He called his name Gershoni, for

he said, a stranger (ger) have I been," etc.

The only question is, what the second element

of the name, shom, means. This appears to be

correctly explained by Kalisch and others as

equivalent to sham " there "—so that the entire

word would mean " (1 was) a stranger there
"

—i.e. in the countiy where this sen was bora

to me
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HOMILETICS.

Vers. 16—19. — § 1. Moses a second time the champion of the oppressed. His
championship of an oppressed Hebrew, indiscreetly and wrongfully asserted, had
diiven Moses from the country of his birth. No sooner does he set foot in the land
where he seeks a refuge, than his championship is again called forth. On the first

occasion it was a weaker race oppressed by one more powerful that made appeal to his
feelings ;

now it is the weaker sex, oppressed by the stronger, that rouses him. His
Egyptian civilisation may have helped to intensify his aversion to this form of oppres-
sion, since among the Egyptians of his time women held a high place, and were treated
with consideration. He springs forward therefore to maintain the rights of Reuel's
daughters ; but he has learnt wisdom so far that he restrains himself—kills no one,

. strikes no one—merely " helps " the victims, and has their wrong redressed. The circum-
stances of life give continual occasion for such interference as this ; and each man is

bound, so far as he can, to check oppression, and " see that they who are in need and
necessity have right." If Moses is a warning to us ia respect of his mode of action on
the former occasion, he is an example here. The protection of women, whensoever and
•wheresoever they are vsTonged and ill-used, is a high Christian duty.

Vers. 21, 22.—§ 2. Moses as husband and father. The Midianites were descendants
of Abraham (Gen. xxv. 2—4) ; and marriage with them was permitted, even under
the Law (Xum. xxxi. 18). Closes, in wedding Zipporah, obeyed the primeval com-
mand, " Be fruitful and multiply " (Gen. i. 28), while at the same time he gave
himself the solace so much needed by an exile, of tender and loving life-long com-
panionship. That Eeuel was willing to give him one of his daughters indicates

that he had approved himself as a faithful servant in the good priest's household,

and was felt to deserve a reward. That Zipporah accepted him was perhaps mere filial

obedience, for which she was rewarded when the fugitive and exile became the first

man in a considerable nation. God blessed the marriage with male issue, a blessing

fondly desired by each true Israelite, and certainly not least by Moses, who knew so

well that in some descendant of Abraham " all the families of the earth should be
blessed." A shade of sadness shows itself, however, in the name which he gave his

firstborn—Gershom, "a stranger there." He himself had been for years, and, for

aught that he could tell, his son might always be, " a stranger in a strange laud "

—

far from his true home, far from his own people, a refugee among foreigners, who could

not be expected to love him as one of themselves, or treat him otherwise than with
coldness. Depression like this often assails us at moments of great joy, the good

obtained making us feel all the more sensibly that other goods have been lost. Such
depression, however, after a time, passes away, and the desponding cry of "Gershom"
is followed (ch. xviii. 3, 4) by that of " Eiiezer," or " my God helps."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 15—23.

—

The long exile. Moses took with him into Midian all the best

elements of his character; he left some of the faulty ones behind. He may be assumed

to have left much of his self-confidence, and to have been cured in part of his natural

rashness. His after growth in meekness would almost imply that he had come to

see the need of curbing his hot passions, and had, like David, purposed in his heart

that he would not transgTess (Ps. xvii. 3 ; xxxii. 1). But he carried with him all

'-'is nobleness, all his magnanimity and courtesy. This comes beautifully out in his

defence of the women at the weU (vers. 16, 17).

I. ^' INSTAKCE OF CHIVALRY, We have in the incident—1, The weak pushed

aside by the strong. Rude, ill-mannered fellows thrust aside the daughters of the priest

of Midian from the sheep-troughs, and shamelessly appropriate the water with which

they had diligently filled them. 2. Brave championship of the weak. Moses takes

their part, stands up to help them, and compels the shepherds to give way. Not
content with this, he gives the maidens wha i assistance he is able. The two disposi-
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tions stand iu fine contrast : the one all that is unmanly and contemptible, the other

all that is chivalrous and noble. The instance teaches— 1. 'Ihattliec/nvaJrous disposi-

tion is also heJp/ul. The cue grace sets off the other. But the bully is a churl,

telping nobody, and filching from the weak. 2. That the hully is to hoot a coward.
He ^vill insult a woman, but cringes in the presence of her vindicator. No true man
need be afraid to beard him. 3. That acts of kindness to the defenceless are often repaid

in unexpected ivays They are indeed their own reward. It revives one's spirit to

maintain the cause of the need}'. Moses, like Jesus, sat by the well ; but this little

act of kindness, like the Saviour's conversation with the woman of Samaria, did more
to refresh liis spirit than the sweetest draught he could have taken frum it. It was
good for him, defeated iu resisting tyrarmy in Egypt, and discouraged by the reception

he had met with from his brethren, to have this opportunity of reasserting his

crushed manhood, and of feeling that he was still useful. It taught him, and it

teaches us—(1) Not to despair of doing good. Tyranny has many phases, and when
it cannot be resisted in one form, it may in another. And it taught him (2) Not to

despair of human nature. Gratitude had not vanished from the earth, because his

brethren had proved ungrateful. Hearts were still to be found, sensitive to the magic
touch of kindness ; capable of responding to it ; ready to repay it by love. For the

little deed of chivalry led to unexpected and welcome results. It prepared the way
for the hospitable reception of iMoses by Reuel ; found for him a home in Midian

;

gave him a wife
;
provided him with suitable occupation.

II. The residence in Midian. Notice on this—1. The fi/ace of it. In or near the

Peninsula of Sinai. Solitude and grandeur. Fit place for education of thought and
heart. Much alone with God—with Nature in her more awful aspects—with his own
thoughts. 2. The society of it. He had probably few companions beyond his

immediate circle : his wife; her father, sheikh and priest,—pious, hospitable, kindly-

natured ; the sisters. His life simple and unartificial, a wholesome corrective to

the luxury of Egv})!. 3. The orxupation of it. He kejit flocks (ch. iii. 1). The
shepherd's life, besides giving him a valuable knowledge of the topography of the

desert, was very suitable for developing qualities imjiortant in a leader—watchfulness,

ekill, caution, .self-reliance, bravery, tenderness, etc. So IXavid was taken " from the

sheepcote, from following the sheep," to be ruler over God's people, over Israel (2 Sam.
vii. 8). It lets in light on ^Toses' character that he was willing to stoop to, and did

not spurn, this lowly toil. He that could so humble himself was fit to be exaiteo.

By faithfulnesss in that which was least, he served an apprenticeship for being faith-

ful also in much (Luke xvi. 10). 4. 'J he duration of it. Forty years was a long

time, but cot too long for the training God was giving him. The lichest characters are

slowest in coming to maturity, and Moses was all this while developing in humility,

and in knowledge of God, of man, and of his own heart. 'J he whole subject 'vCaches

us valuable lessons. Learn—1. dad's dealini/s with liis servants are often mi/steriotis.

!Moses in Midian seems an instance of the highest gifts thrown uselessly away. Is

this, we ask in surprise, the only use God can find for a man so richly gifted, so

remarkably preserved, and on whom have been lavished all the treasures of Kgypt's

wisdom? Any ordinary man miglit be a shepherd, but how fow could do the work of a

Moses? Moses himself, in the meditations of these fwrty years, must often have

wondered at the strange irony of his life. Yet how clear it was ail made to liim at

last! 'i rust (iod to know better what is good for you than you do younself.

2. I/ow little a man ha^, after all, to do vith the slapiuf/ of his own history I In

one sense he has much, yea everything, to do with it. Had Moses, e.g., not so rashly

slain the i\2:yi)tian, his whole future would doubtless have borne a different com-
plexion. Man is responsible for his acts, but once he has done them, they are taken in

spite of himself out of his hands, and shaped in their consequences by overruling

Providence. Fle who sent the princess to the river, sent also the priest's daughters to

the well. 3. It is man's wisdom to studii contentment with his lot. It may be humble,

and not the lot we like, or had counted on. It may be a lot to wiiicli we never

exfKJcted to be reduced. We may feel as if our gifts and jiowers were being wasted in

it. ^et if it is our lot—the one meanwhile providentially marked out for us—oui

wisdom is cheerfully to accept of it, and make the best of the tasks which belong to it

.1. <;.
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Ver. 22.

—

Oerslwm. 1. The yood man in this world is often lonely at heart.

(1) When violence reigas unchecked. (2) When God's cause is in a depressed condi-

tion. (3) When repulsed in efforts to do good. (4) When severed from scenes of

former labour. (5) When his outward lot is uncongenial. (6) When deprived of

suitable companionships, and when he can find few to sympathise with him. 2. dod
tends to the i/ood man alleviations 0/ his loneliness. We may hope that Zipporah, if not

without faults, formed a kind and helpful wife to Moses. Then, sons were born to

him—the first, the Gershom of this text. These were consolations. A wife's aft'ection,

the prattle and innocence of children—have sweetened the lot of many an exile.

Bunyan and his blind daughter.—J. 0.

Vers. 15—22.

—

Moses in Midian. Moses had to flee. The hard, unworthy reproach,

humiliating as he must have felt it to be, nevertheless gave him a timely warning.

His flight seems to have been instantaneous; perhaps not even the opportunity to

bid farewell to his friends. An utter rupture, a complete separation was his only safety.

C!onsider

—

I. What he left behind him. 1. Possibly PharaoVB daitghter was still alive.

If 80, we can imagine her sorrow and utter perplexity over the son of her adoption,

and the reproaches she might have to bear from her own kindred. How often she

may have heard that common expression which adds insult to bitter disappoint-

ment, "1 told you so." We may be tolerably smxq as to one result of the

long sojourn of Moses in Mitlian, viz., that when he returned, she would be

vanished from the scene, spared from beholding the son of her adoption the

agent of such dreadful visitations to her own people. Yet even with this miti-

gation, the agony may have been more than she could bear. She had sheltered

Moses, watched over him, and " nourished him for her own son," giving him
the opportunity to become "learned in all the \visdom of the Egyptians;" only to

find at List that a sword had pierced through her own soul (Luke ii. 35 ; Acts vii,

21, 22). 2. He left his brethren in servitude. Any expectation they may have had,

from hi;j present eminence and possibly greater eminence in the future, was now
completely crushed. It is well to effect a timely cinshing of false hopes, even if great

severity has to be used. 3. He left behind all difficulties that came from his connexion

with tht court. Had he gone on staying in Egypt he would have had to make his

election, sooner or later, between the Egyptians and his own people. But now he is

spared having to decide for himself. Wehave to thank God that he sometimes takes

painful and difficult decisions out of our hands, so that we have no longer to blame

ourselves either for haste or ]irocrastination ; for rashness and imprudence, or cowardice

and sloth. God in his providence does things for us, which we might find it very hard

to do for ourselves.

II. \\ HAT HE FOUND BEFORE HIM. He wcnt out, hardly knowing whither he

went. The safest place was the best for him, and that safest place mi j lit not

immediately appear. Yet how plain it la that God was guiding him, as really

as he guided Abraham, thouoh Moses was not conscious of tlie juiding.
^
He

fled because he had slain a fellow-man, yet he was not going forth as a Cain.

Under the wrath of Pharaoh, he was not under that wrath of God which rests

upon murderers. He was going to a new school, that was all—having learned all

that could be learned in the old one. He probably asked himself as he fled, " Where

can I go? Who will receive me ? What story can I tell? " He would feel, now the

homicide was known, that it was impossible to say how far the news had reached.

Onward he sped—perhaps, like most fugitives of the sort, hiding by day and travelling

by night—until at last he reached the land of Midian. Here he concluded to dwell,

although it may have been in his mind only a temporary stage to a distant and safer

abode. And now observe that with this fresh mention of what happened to him alter

his flight, there is an immediate and still further revelation of his character , all in

Hie way of shoiving his natural Jitness for the great work of his life. He has made an

awful mistake in his manner of showing symi)athy wth Israel, and in consequence hai

exposed himself to a humihating rebuli; but all this does not make him one whit lest

willing to champion the weak when the occasion comes. Jle was a ma^i always ready

for opportunities of service; and wherever he went there seemed to be somethiug for

sxoDirs. £
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him to do. He hal fled from a land where the strong oppressed the weak, and come
into another land \vl ere he found the same thing prevailing, and in one of it'< most
offensive forms ; for the tyranny was that of man over woman. The people of Midinn liad

a priest who seems to have been himself a hospitable man and a judicious and prudent

one (ch. xviii.) ; but there was so little reality of religion among the people, bo little

respect for the priest's office, that these shepherds drove liis daughters away fr<«m the

well—whom rather they should have gladly helped. It was not an occasional misad-

venture to the daughters, but a regular experience (ver. 18). None of these shepherds

perhaps had ever killed a man, but for all that they were a pack of savage lx>ors.

Moses, on the other hand, even though he has slain a man, is not a mere bravo, one

who puts little value on human life. One might have said of him as Chaucer says of

one of his pilgrims in the ' Canterbury Tales,'

" He was a veray parfit gentil knight."

Then, when Moses had helped the women, his difficulties and doubts were soon

brought to an end. He had helped them, though they were utter strangers, because he

felt it his duty so to do. He was not louidng to them for a release from his difficulties,

for how could a few weak women help him, those who had just been the objects of

his own pity ? But as women had been the means of protecting him in infancy, so

they were the means of providing for him now. He did not seek Reuel ; Reuel sought

him. He needed no certificate of character; these daughters themselves were an
epistle of commendation to their father. He might safely tell all his story now, for

even the darkest chapter of it would be viewed in the light of his recent generou*

action.—Y.

Ver. 15.

—

Sitting by the well : a suggestive comparison. The very expression, " He
aat down by a well," inevitab'y suggests that conversation beside the well at Sychar,

in which Jesus took so important a part. Note the following points of resemblance,

and then say if they can be considered as purely accidental. Are they nut rather

involved in the profound designs of him who presided over the construction of the

Scriptures ? 1. As we see Moses fleeing from the face of Pharaoh, so we see Jesui

making a prudent departure from Judaea into Gralilee, on account of the Pharisees,

2. Both Moses and Jesus are found sitting by a weU. 3. As Moses comes in

contact with seven women of o different nation, so Jesus with the woman of Samaria,

And just as the daughters of Reuel made the difference seem greater still by
calling Moses an Egyptian, which though a name partly appropriate, was yet particu-

larly inappropriate at a time when he was the object of PharaiJi's bitterest hntrcd—so

the woman of Samaria laid emphasis on the fact that Jesus was a Jew, being altogether

Ignorant how small a part was that of the truth concerning him. 4. 'l"he very

iifierence in number is significant. Moses could help a number in the service that he

rendered, because it was a mere external service. But Jesus needed to have the w>anan

of Samaria alone, that l.e might deal effectually with her peculiar, individual need.

There is a great difference in respect of the things to be said and done, according as we
Are dealing with one person or more than one. 5. The meeting of Moses with the

laughters of Reuel led on to his becoming acquainted with Reuel himself; gaining hie

confidence and bccotning his helper. So Jesus serving the woman of Samaria was led

on to serve, not one only, but many of those connected with her. 6. Moses soon

entered into a nearer relation still with Reuel, and Jesus in the course of his conversa-

tion with the woman asserted principles which were to break down the barriers between

Jew and Samaritan, and every wall of partition separating those who should be ;jnited.

La.stly, he who helped these women became a shepherd ; aTid his dying thought was of

a shejiherd's work, as he prayed God to give him a successor who should be a true

ihepherd to Israel. And as to Jesus, we all know how he delighted to set himself

before his disciples as the Good Shepherd, deeply concerned for the nourishment and
security of his flock, and concerned most of ad to seek and to save that which was
lost (M'att. xviii. 11—13; Luke xv. 4; xix. 10).—

Y

Ver. 22.

—

J.i/e and its moods. " He called his name Gershom," etc. (Ex. ii. 22X
•ompared with—" And the name of the other was Eliezer," etc. (Ex. xviiL 4>
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Note the isolation and misery of the earlier time, and the mercy of the later—each
begetting its own tone and mood of mind ; and farther, the desirability of living abova

the mood of the passing day. Rev. C. Kingsley says (' Life,' i. 82) :
" Let us watch

against tones. They are unsafe things. The tone of a man or woman's mind ought to

b« that of thoughtful reverence and love ; but neither joy or sorrow, or activity of

pasaiveness, or any other animal tone, ought to be habitual," etc.—B.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 23—25.

—

Death of the Pharaoh

FROM WHOM MoSES FLED—CoNTTSniANCE OF

THE OPPRESSION OF ISRAEL

—

IsRAEL'S PRAYERS

—GrOD's ACCEiTANCE OP THEM.—After a spacs

of forty years from the time of Moses' flight

from Egypt, according to the estimate of St.

Stephen (Acts vii. 30), which is not, how-

ever, to be strictly pressed, the king whose

anger he had provoked—Eameses II., as we
believe—died. He had reigned sixty-seven

years— about forty-seven alone, and about

twenty in conjunction with his father. At his

death, the oppressed IsraeUtes ventured to

hope for some amehoration of their condition.

On his accession, a king in the East often

reverses the policy of his predecessor, or at

any rate, to make himself popular, grants a

remission of burthens for a certain period. But

at this time the new monarch, Menephthah I.,

the son of Kameses II., disappointed the hopes

of the Israehtes, maintained his father's policy,

continued the established system of oppression,

granted them no relief of any kind. They
•sighed," therefore, in consequence of their

disappointment, and "cried" unto God in their

trouble, and made supphcation to him more

earnestly, more heartily, than ever before. We
need not suppose that they had previously

fallen away from their faith, and " now at last

returned to God after many years of idolatrous

aberration " (Aben Ezra, Kalisch). But there

was among them an access of religious fervour

;

they " turned to God " from a state of dead-

ness, rather from one of alienation, and raised

a " cry " of the kind to which he is never deaf.

God therefore " heard their groaning," deigned

to listen to their prayers, and commenced the

course of nuraculous action which issued in

the Exodus.

^^^his section is more closely connected

with what^ollows than with what went before,

and would better begin ch. ill. than terminate

ch. ii.)

Ver. 23.—In process of time. Literally,
" in those many days." The reign of Rame-
ses U. was exceptionally long, as previously

explained. He had already reigned twenty-
seven years when Moses fled from him (ch. iL

15). He had now reigned sixty-seven, and
Moses was eighty! It had seemed a weary
while to wait. The children of Israel sighedL

If the time had seemed a weary while to

Moses, how much more to his nation 1 He had
escaped and was in Midian—they toiled on in

Egvpt. He kept sheep—they had their hvee
made " bitter " for them " with hard bondage,
in morter, and in brick, and in all manner of

service in the field" (ch. i. 14). He could
bring up his sons in safety ; their sons were
still thrown into the river. No wonder that
" an exceeding bitter cry " went up to God from
the oppressed people, so soon as they found that

they had nothing to hope from the new king.

Vers. 24, 25.—God heard their groaning.

God is said to " hear " the prayera which ha
accepts and grants ; to " be deaf " to those

which he does not grant, but rejects. He now
" heard " (i.e. accepted) the supplications of

oppressed Israel ; and on accoimt of the cove-

nant which he had made with Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob—a covenant always remembered
by bun—he looked upon his people, made
them the objects of his special regard, and
entered on a course, which was abnonnal,

irregular, miraculous, in order to cany out hia

purposes of mercy towards them It is ob-

served that anthropomorphic expressions are

here accxmiulated ; but this is always the case

when the love and tenderness of God towards

man are spoken of, since they fonn the only

possible phraseology in which ideas of love

and tenderness can be expressed so as to be

intelligible' to hmuan beings. And God re-

garded them. Literally, " and God knew."

God kept the whole in his thoughts—bore in

mind the sufferings, the wrongs, the hopes,

the fears, the groans, the despair, the appeal

to bun, the fervent supplications and prayers

—knew aU, remembered all—counted every

word and sigh—gathered the tears into his

bottle—noted all things in his book—and for

the present endured, kept silence—but was
preparing for his foes a terrible vengeance—
for his people a marvellous deliverance

ll
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HOMILETICS.

Ver. 23.

—

Death comes at last, even to theproudest monarch. Rameses II. left behind
hira the rejjutation of being the greatest of the F.gyptian kings. He was confounded with

the mythical Sesostris, and regarded ad the con-iueror of all Western Asia, of Ethiopia,

and of a large tract in Europe. His buildings and other great works did, in fact, probably

excel those of any other Pharaoh. His reign was the Lngest, if we except one, of any
ujK'ii record. He was victorious, by land or sea, over ail who resisted his arms. Yet

a lime came when he too " went the way of all flesh." " it is aj^poiuted unto all men
onco lo die, and after that the judgment." After eighty years of life and sixty-seven

of iv\:,^\ power, the Great Eameses was gathered to his fathers. Of \\ hat avail then was
all hia glory, all his wealth, all his magnificence, all his architectural display, all his

long series of victories ? Could he plead them before the judgment-seat Tjf an all-

rigliteous Gud ? lie could not even, according to his own belief, have pleaded them
before the tribunal of his own Osiris. A modem writer says that every stone in the

edilices which he raised was cemented with the blood of a human victim (Lenormant,
' Manuel d'ilistoire Ancienne,' vol. i. p. 423). Thousaurls of wretches toiled incessantly

to add to his glory, and cover Egypt with buildings, obelisks, and colossi, which still

show fjrth his greatness. But what is the result of all, what advantage has he gained

by it? < in earth, he is certainly not forgotten; but History gibbets him as a tyraut

and ojipressor—one of the scourges of the human race. In the intermcd ate region

wheie he dwells, what can be his thoughts of the past? what his expectations of the

future V Must he not mourn continuaLy over his misspent life, and uuavailingly regret

his cr icltias ? The meanest of his victims is now happier than he, and would refuse to

change U)ts with him.
V«..s. 24, 25.

—

God is never deaf to earnest prayer/or deliverance. It was eighty years

since the cruel edict went forth, " Every son that is born ye shall cast into the river"

(ch. i. 22)—ninety, or perhaps a hundred, since the severe ojipression began (ih. 11—14).

Israel li;ul siglied and groaned during the whole of this long period, and no doubt addressed

many a jn-ayer to God, which seemed unheard. But no earnest faithful prayer during

the whi)le of the long space was unheard. God treasured them all up in his memory.
He was " not slac'.c, as men count slackness." He had to wean his people from their

attachment to Egypt—he had to discipline them, to form their character—to prepare

them to endure the hardships of the desert, and to face the fierce tribes of Canaan.

AVhen this was done—when they were fit—he gave eflect to their prayers—"heard
their gmaning"—and just as they were on the point of despairing, delivered them.
"] he lesson to us here is, that we never despair, never grow weary and listless, never

cea.-e our i)rayers, strive to make them more and more fervent. We can never know
how near we are to the time when God will show forth his power—grant ar,d accom-
plish our prayers.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 23—25.— The hour of help. 1. It was lon^/ delayed. (1) Till tyranny had
done its worst. (2) Till the last hope of help from man had disajjiieared. Imjjrove-

meut may have been looked for at death of king. 2. It came at last. (1) When the

bjndage had .served its ends. (2) When the people, in despair of man, were crying to

God. 3. When it did come—(
1

) '1 he man was found ready who was to bring it. (2) Gt)d

wa.s found faithful to his promise.—J. O.

Vers. 1—25.

—

Moses and Christ. Compare in circumstances of early life. 1. Obscu-

rity of birth. 2. Peril in infancy. 3. Protection in Egypt. 4. Rejected by brethren.

6. Humble toil. 'Ihe carpenter's shoj)—keeping sheep. 6. Long period of silent

JreixTration. See F. W. Robertson's striking sermon on "The Early Development of

e.-.us" (' Serinonsi,' vol. ii.). 'J he jxiriud was not so long in Christ's case as in the

eaiM of Moses, but had a like significance—prei^aration for future work.—J. 0.

Vers 23—25.

—

A groaning Israel and an observant God. I. There was siohinq

AND raYiNo, VET NO REAL PHAVER. There was no sup]>lication for help, no expression

•f ooolidouce in a helper; seeing there was no real sense of trust in One who
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coiild keep, and therefore no possibility of real expectation from him. The.se Tsraelitef

did not wait as they that watcli for the morning, sure that it wi'l come at last

(Ps. cxxx. 6), but rather as those who say in the morning, "Would I'ud it were

even !
" and at even, " Would God it were morning !

" (l)eut. xxviii. U7). Tlieir right

attitude, if only they had been able to occupy it, was that which Jesus is said to

have occupied (Heb. v. 7). 'i'hey should have offered up prayers and supplications

aloug with their strong crying and tears to him that was able to save theni. But
the God who had been so near to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, seemed now removed

to a distance. No one appeared with whom the Israelites in their despair could wrestle

until they gained the blessing of deliverance. And thus it has been in every generation,

ami still continues. The misery of the world cannot be silent, and in it all the

saddest feature is, that the miserable have no knowledge of (iod, or, if they have,

it is a loiowledge without practical use. They are without hope in the world, because

they are without (iod in the world. They go on groaning like a sick infant that

neither knows the cause of its trouble nor where to look for help. And in the

midst of all this ignorance, Jesus would lead men to true prayer—to intelligent and

calm dependence upon God for things according to his will.

II. isoTICE THE REASON GIVEN FOR THE SI'iHlNG AND CRYING. They sighed by
reason of the bondage. Bodily restraint, privation, and pain—in these lay the reasons

for their groaning. Their pain was that of the senses, not that of the spirit. Ijittle

wonder then that they were not susceptible to the presence of God. Contrast their

painful experiences with those recorded in the following Psalms, xxxii., xxxviii., xxxix.,

11., cxix. 1 06. Jesus made it evident by his dealings with many of those who came to

him that the bulk of men, like the Israehtes of old, are sighing because of some
temporal bondage. They think that pain would vanish, if only they could get all

sensible comforts. The poor man thinks what a comfort wealth and plenty must be,

yet a rich man came to Jesus, still unsatisfied in spite of his wealth, and was obliged

to go away again, sad, because of what Jesus had said, deeply disturhed and dis-

appointed ; and all because he had great possessions. There was no chance of doing

much good to Israel, as long as they were sighing simply because of the bondaire. The
pain of hfe which comes through the senses would sink into a matter of superficial

iiisignificance, if only we felt as we ought to do the corruption and danger which como
through sin. We should soon come to the true remedy for aU our pains, if only we
learnt to cry for the clean heart and the right spirit.

III. Though the sighing and crying did not amount to a real prayer,

YET God attended to it. God made allowance for the ignorance of the people. He
knew what was wanted, even though they knew not. The father on earth, being evil,

has to make the best guess he can at the interests of his children ; our Father iu

heaven knows exactly what we want. God does not expect from the ignorant what

can only be presented by those who know him ; and he was about to deal with Israel

so that they might know him. And first of all they must be made to feel that Kgypt
was in reality a very different place from what it appeared to Jacob and his sons,

coming out of famine-stricken Canaan. The time had long past when there was any
temptation to say, " Surely Egypt is better than Canaan ; we shall be able to take our

ease, eat, drink, and be merry." There had not only been corn in Egypt, but tyrants

and taskmasters. We have all to find out what Egypt really is ; and until we make
the full discovery, we cannot appreciate the nearness of God and profit by it. God can

do much for us when we come to the gruaning-point, when the dear illusions of lite not

only begin to vacate their places, but are succeeded by painful, stern, and abiding

realities. When we begin to cry, even though our cry be only because of temporal

losses and pains, there is then a chance that we may attend to the increasing revela-

tions of the presence of God, and learn to wait upon him in obedience and prayer.—Y.

Vers,' 23—25.—As in streams the water is attracted to and swiiis round various

centres, so here the interest of the narrative circles about three facts. We have

—

I. Tjie king's death. Who the king wa-^ may be uncertain. [Some say Aahmes I.

—see Canon Cook, in 'Speaker's Commentaiy ;' others, Rameses 11.—see R. S. Poole,

in 'Contemporary Review,' March, 1879.] What he had done is sufficiently evident.

Coiifroiiled with an alien people, of whose history he knew little and with whom h*

had no sympathy, he had treated them with suspicion and ciuelty. Walking by
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sight he had inaugurated a policy which was sufficiently clever but decidedly unwise

;

he had hatched the very enmity he dreaded, by making those whom he fea;eil misc. able.

Nevertheless, he, personally, does not seem to have been the loser in this Ufe. He
left a legacy of trouble for his successor, but probably to the last he was feared and

honoured. Such lives were to the Egyptians, and must still be, suggestive nf immor-

tality. If evil can thus prosper in the person of a king, Ufe must indeed be a moral

chaos if it end with death and there be no hereafter. " The king of Kgypt died :" what

about the King of Heaven and Earth ?

II. The i'EOPle's cry. The inheritance of an evil policy accepted and endorsed by

the new king. Eesults upon an oppressed people :—1. Misery finds a voice. " They

sighed "—a half-stifled cry, which however gathers strength ;
" they cried.'" Forty years

of silent endurance seeks at length relief in utterance. The king's death brings the

dawn of hope ; the first feeling after hberty is the cry of anguish which cannot be

suppressed. Such a cry, an inarticulate prayer which needed no interpreter to trans-

late it—an honest and heartfelt prayer of which God could take cognizance. 2. The

voice of misery finds a listener. The cry was a cry with wings to it—it " came up unto

God." Too many so-called prayers have no wings, or at most clipped wings.
_
They

grovel on the earth like barn-yard fowls, and if tliey chance to pick up solace, it is, like

themselves, of the earth earthy. Winged prayers, even when wincjed by sorrow, go UR
and for a time seem lost, but they reach heaven and find harbour there.

III. God's besponsb. 1. Attention secured and the covenant remembered. God had

not been deaf before, nor had he been forgetful of his promise. For practical memory,

however, there must be & practical claim upon that which is remembered. So long as

the people are indifferent, their indifference suspends the fulfilment of the covenant.

All the while God, by permitting the tyranny, had been stirring up tlieir memory that

they might stir up his. When they are aroused, he shows at once that he is mindful.

2. The children of the covenant beheld, and respect paid to their necessities. So far, God

ktd looked upon a people of slaves, trying hard to make themselves content with

servitude. Now that misery has aroused them to remember who and what they are,

he sees once more the children of Israel—offspring of the wrestling Prince. People

have to come to themselves before God can effectually look upon them. Content with

servitude, he sees them slaves. Mindful of the covenant, he sees them as children.

Grod is ready to help them directly they are ready to claim and to receive help from

God.
Application :—Evil in this world often seems to triumph, because men submit

to it, and try to make the best of it, instead of resisting it. The general will not fight

the foe sino-le-handed; in the interest of those who should be his soldiers, he must

have them "ready to fight under him. When we realise our true position, then God

is ready at once to recognise it. Indifference, forgetfulness, delay, all really due to

God the deliverer only 8eem$ to be that which man the sufierer is.—G,

SECTION n.—CHAPTERS III. IV.

The Call and Mission of Mosm.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER in.

Vers. 1—22.

—

The mibsion of Moses. After

forty years of monotonous pastoral life, afford-

ing abundant opportunity for meditation, and

for spiritual coiumunion with God, and whrn

he had attained to the great age of eightv

years, and the hot blood of youth had given

place to the cahn serenity of advanced life,

Ood at last revealed Hunself to Moses

" called him " (ver. 4), and gave him a definite

mission. The present chapter is intimately

connected with the ne.xt. Together, they

contain an account of that extraordinary and

indeed miraculous interchange of thought and

speech between Moses and God himself, by

which the son of Amram was induced to

undertake the difficult and danserous task of

freeing his people, delivering them from their

bondage in Egypt, and conducting them
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through the -mldeniess to that " land flowing

with milk and honey," which had been pro-

mised to the seed of Abraham more than six

centuries previously (Gen. xv, 18). Whatever

hopes he had entertained of being his people's

deliverer in youth and middle life, they had

long been abandoned ; and, humanly speaking,

nothing was more improbable than that the

aged shepherd, grown " slow of speech and of

a slow tongue " (ch. iv. 10)—^his manners

rnsticised—his practical faculties rusted by

disuse—his physical powers weakened—should

come forth from a retirement of forty years'

duration to be a leader and king of men.

Nothing less than direct supernatural inter-

position could—one may well believe—have

snfBced to overcome the natural vis inertix of

Moses' present character and position. Hence,

after an absolute cessation of miracle for more

than four hundred years, miracle is once more

made use of by the Euler of the Universe to

work out his ends. A dignus vindice nodut

has arisen ; and the ordinary laws of that

Nature which is but one of his instruments

are suspended by the Lord of All, who sees

what mode of action the occasion requires, and

acts accordingly.

Ver. 1.—Moses kept the flock. The Hebrew
expresses that this was his regular occupation.

Understand by " flock " either sheep or goats,

or the two intermixed. Both anciently and
at the present day the Sinaitic pastures sup-

port these animals, and not homed catMe.

Of Jethro, his father-in-law. The word
translated " father-in-law " is of much wider
iq)plication, being used of almost any relation

by marriage. Zipporah uses it of Moses in

ch. iv. 25. 26 ; in Gen. xix. 12, 14, it is ap-
plied to Lot's " sons-in-law ;

" in other places

it is used of " brothers-in-law." Its applica-

tion to Jethro does not prove hhn to be the
same person as Eeuel, which the difference of

name renders improbable. He was no doubt
the head of the tribe at this period, having
succeeded to that dignity, and to the priest-

hood, when Reuel died. He may have been
either Eeuel's son oi his nephew. The hack-
side ol the desert, t.«. " behind " or " beyond
the desert," across the strip of sandy plain

which separates the coast of the Elanitic

Gulf from the mountains, to the grassy regions

beyond. He came to the mountain of Ood,
even Hoftb. Bather, " the mountain of God,
Horeb-way," or "towards Horeb." By "the
moimtain of God " Sinai seems to be meant
It may be so named either by anticipation (as

"the land of Rameses " in Gen. xlvii. 11), or

because there was already a sanctuary there to

the true God. whom Renel and Jethro woi>
shipped (ch. xviii. 12).

Ver. 2.—The angel of the Lord. Literally,
" an angel of Jehovah.'" Taking the whole
narrative altogether, we are justified in con-
cluding that the appearance was that of '• the
Angel of the Covenant " or " the Second Person
of the Trinity himself

;

" but tiiis is not
stated nor implied in the present verse. Wo
learn it from what follows. The angel " ap-
peared in a flame of fire out of the midst of

the thorn-bush "—not out of " a thorn-bush "—^^

which may be explained by there being only
one on the spot, which however seems impro-

bable, as it is a conunon tree ; or by Mosea
having so often spoken of it, that, when he
came to write to his countrymen, he naturally

called it " the bush," meaning " the bush of

which you have all heard." So St. John says

of the Baptist (iii. 24) that " he was not yet

cast into the prison," meaning, the prison into

which you all know that he was cast. Seneh,

the word translated " bush," is still the name
of a thorny shrub, a species of acacia, common
in the Sinaitic district.

Ver. 3.—I will turn aside. Suspecting

nothing but a natural phenomenon, which he
was anxious to investigate. The action be-

speaks him a man of sense and intelligence,

not easily scared or imposed upon.

Ver. 4.—When the Lord saw . . . Go*
called. This collocation of words is fatal to

the entire Elohistic and Jehovistic theory, for

no one can suppose that two different writers

wrote the two clauses of the sentence. Nor,

if the same term was originally used in both

clauses, would any reviser have altered one

without altering both. Out of the midst of

the bush. A voice, which was the true voice

of God, appeared to Moses to proceed out of

the midst of the fire which enveloped the

thorn-bush. An objective reahty is described,

not a vision. Moses, Moses. The double call

implies urgency. Compare the call of Samuel

(1 Sam. ui. 10).

Ver. 5.—Draw not nigh. The awfiJ great-

ness of the Creator is such that his cr-^aturea,

until invited to draw near, are bound to stand

aloof. Moses, not yet aware that God himself

spoke to him, was approaching the bush too

close, to examine and see what the " great

thing" was. (See ver. 3.) On the general

unfitness of man to approach near to holy

things, see the comment on ch. xix. 12. Put

off thy shoes. Rather, " thy sandals." Shoes

were not worn commonly, even by the Egyp-

tians, until a late period, and wovdd certainly

not be known in the land of Midian at this

time. The practice of putting them off before

entering a temple, a palace, or eren the pri-

vate apartments of a house, was, and is, uni-

versal in the East—the rationale of it being

that the shoes or saudals have dust or dirt

attaching to them. The command (^iven ta
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Moses at this time was repeated to Joshua

(Josh. V. 15). Holy ground. Literally,

" ground of holiness "—ground rendered hi Ay

by the preseace of God upon it—not "an old

sanctuary," as some have thought, for then

Moses would not have needed the information.

Vcr. 6 - The God of thy father. " Father "

here is Uoed collectively, meaning forefathers

gent rally, a usage well known to Hebrais*^

(C.i..ipare ch. xv. 2, and ch. xviii. 4.) The
God of Abraham, etc., ».e. the God who re-

yealed himself to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,

and entered into covenant with them (Gen. xv.

1—21 ; xxvi. 2—5 ; xxxv. 1—12). The con-

clusion which our Blessed Lord drew from this

verse (Matt. xxii. 32) is not directly involved

in it, but depends on his minor premiss, " God
is not the God of the dead, but of the living."'

Hoses hid his face. A natural instinctive

action. So Elijah, on the same site (1 K. xix.

13) and the holy angels before God's throne in

heaven (Is. vi. 2). In the religious system of

Rome, the augurs when discharging their

office, and all persons when offering a saciLfice,

veiled their heads. (See Liv, i. 18 ; Virg. Ma..

iii. 405 ; Juv. vi. 3'JO.)

Ver. 7.—I have surely seen. Literally
*• Seeing I have seen "—an expression imply-

ing continuance. On the force of the anthro-

pomorphic terms " seeing, hearing, knowing,"

MB used of God, see the comment on ch. ii. 2-1

—25. Taskmasters. Not the general superin-

tendents of ch. L 11, but subordinate officials,

who stood over the labourers and appUed the

rod to their backs. (See above, ch. ii. 11.)

Ver. 8.—I am come down. Another an-

thropomarphism, and one very common in

Scripture (Gen. xi. 5, 7 ; xviii. 21 ; Ps. xviiL

9 ; cxliv. 5, etc.), connected of course with the

idea that God has a special dwellingplace,

which is above the earth. To bring them up.

Literally correct. Palestine is at a much
higher level than E^rypt. (Compare Gen. xii.

10: xiii. 1 ; xxxvii. 25: xxxix. 1; xlii. 2;
xlvi. 3, 4 ; 1. 25^ A good land and a large.

The fertility of Palestine, though not equal to

that of Egypt, was still very great. Eastward
of Jordan, the soil is rich and productive, the

country in places wooded with fine trees, and
the herbage luxuriant. Vast tracts in the

spring produce enormous crops of grain, and
throughout the vear pasturage of every kind is

abuudant " ^till the countless flocks and
herds may be seen, droves of cattle moving
on like troops of soldiers, descending at sunset

to dr. Ilk of the springs—literally, in the lan-

guage of the projihet, " rams, and lambs, and
goat-:, and bullocks, all of them fatlings of

Bashan " (Stanley, ' Jewish Church,' pp. 217,

J18). The western region is less productive, but
by careful cultivation in terraces may be made
to bear excellent crops of com, olives, and figs.

Palestine proper to a modern European seeins

maali, beiui; about the pze of Belgium, less

than Holland or Hanover, and not much largei

than Wales. It contains about 11,000 square
miles. To an Israelite of the age of Moset
such a land would appear suthciently " large

;"

for it was considerably larger than the entire

Delta of Egypt, whereof his nation occupied
the smaller half ; and it fell but little short of

the entire cultivable area of the whole land of

Egypt, which was the greatest and most
powerful country kaowTi to him. It may be
added that the land included in the covenant
which God made with Abraham (Gen. xv.
18—21), and actually po sessed by David and
Solomon (1 K. iv. 21), was a " good land
and a large," according even to modem no
tious, including (as it did) besides Pales-

tine the whole of SjTia, and thus contain-

ing an area of from 50,000 to 60,000 square

miles. The phrase flowing with milk and
honey, first used here, and so common in

the later boolcs (Nmu. xiii. 27; Deut. xxvL
9, 15 ; xxxi. 20 ; Jer. xi. 5 ; xxxii. 22 ; Ezek.
XX. 6, etc.) was probably a proverbial expres-

sion for " a laud of plenty," and not intended
literally. See what the spies say, Num. xiii. 27
The enumeration of tlie nations of Palestine

here made is mcompiete, live only of the ten
whose land was promised to Abraham (Geo.
XV. 19—21) biing expressly mentioned. One,
however, that of the Hivites, is added. We
may suppose that tliey had succeeded to the
Kenizzites or the Kadiiionites of Abraham's
time. The only bnportant omission is that of

the Girgaslutes, who hold their place in most
other enumerations (Gen. x. Hi ; xv. 21

;

Deut. vii. 1 ; Josh. iii. 10 ; xxiv. 11, etc.), but
seem to have been the least important of the
" seven nations,"aud are omitted in Judg. iii. 5.

(" Girgaslutes " is inti-oduced in the Samaritan
version and the Sept.)

Ver. 9.—This is a repetition, in substance,

of ver. 7, on account of the long parenthesis in

ver. 8, and serves to introduce verse 10. The
neziu is :

" I have seen the oppression— I

am come down to deliver them—come now,
therefore, I will send thee

"

Ver. 11.—And Moses said . . . Who am I,

that I should go, etc. A great change had
come over Moses. Forty years earlier he had
been forward to offer himself as a " deliverer."

He " went out " to his brethren and slew one
of their oppressors, and " suppascd his brethren

would have understood how that God by his

hand would deliver them " (Acts vii. 25).
" But they understood not " (i>>id.) They
declined to accept him foi leader, they re-

proached him with setting himself up to be

"a ruler and a judge" over them. And now,
taught by this lesson, and sobered by forty

years of inaction, he has become timid and
distrustful of himself, and shrinks from putting

himself fon^ard. Who am I, that I should

go to Pharaoh ? What weight can I, a fo-

reigner, forty years an exile, with the manoan
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of * rough shepherd, expect to have with
the mighty monarch of all Egypt—the son of

Barneses the Great, the mheritor of his power
ftnd his glories ? And again, Who am I, that
I should bring forth the children of Israel 1

What weight can I expect to have with my
countrymen, who will have forgotten me

—

whom, moreover, I could not influence when I
was in my full \'igour—who then " refused

"

my guidance and forced me to quit them?
True diffidence speaks in the words used

—

there is no ring of insincerity in them ; Moses
was now as distrustful of himself as in former
days he had been confident, and when he had
become fit to be a deliverer, ceased to think
himself fit

Ver. 12.—Certainly I will be with thee.

Literally, " Since I will be with thee." Moses
had excused himself on the ground of unfit-

ness. God replies—" Thou wilt not be unfit,

tinee I will be with thee—I will supply thy
deficiencies—I will impart all the qualities

thou needest—and this sliaU be a sign unto
thee of my power and faithfulness—this shaU
•ssure thee that I am not sending thee upon a
fruitless errand—it is determined in my coun-
sels that not only shalt thou succeed, and lead

the people out, but after that—when thou ha.st

«o done—thou and they together shall serve
me on this mountain." The " sign " was one
which appealed to faith only, like that given
to Hezekiah by Isaiah (1 K. xix. 29), but, if

accepted, it gave a full assurance—the second
•tep involved the first—the end implied the

Beans—if Moses was of a certainty to bring
the Israelites to Sinai, he must first lead them
out of Egypt—he must in some way or other
triumph over aU the difficulties which would
beset the undertaking.

Ver. 13.—What is his namel It is not at

all clear why Moses should suppose that the
Israelites would ask him this question, nor
does it even appear that they did ask it.

Perhaps, however, he thought that, as the
Egyptians used the word " god," generically,

end had a special name for each particular

god—as Amnion, Phthah, Ea, Jlentu, Hor,
Os.iis, and the like—when he told his people
©f " the God of their fathers," they would con-
clude that he, too, had a proper name, and
would wish to know it. The Egyptians set

much store by the nanies of their gods, which
in every case had a meaning. Amnion was
"the concealed (god)," Phthah, "the re-

ealer," Ea, " the swift," etc. Hitherto Israel's

God had had no name that could be called a

E
roper name more than any other. He had
eea. known as "El," "The High;" " Shad-

dai," "The Strong;" and "Jehovah," "The
Existent ;" but these terms had all been felt

to be descriptive epithets, and none of them
had passed as yet into a proper name. What
was done at this time, by the authority of God
himself, was to select from among the epithets

one to be distinctly a pioper name, and ^* the

same time to explain its true meaning ag
something more than "The Existent"—aa
really " The Alone Existent "—^the source of
all existence. Henceforth this name, which
had pre^-iously been but little used and per-
haps less undei-stood, predominated over every
other, was cherished by the Jews themselves
as a sacred treasure, and recognised by those
around them as the proper appellation of the
one and only God whom the Israelites wor-
shipped. It is found in this sense on the
Moabite stone (' Eecords of the Past,' vol. xi.,

p. 166), in the fragments of Philo-Byblius, and
elsewhere.

Ver. 14.—I AM THAT I AM. No better
translation can be given of the Hebrew words.
" I will be that I vnll be " (Gcddes) is more
literal, but less idiomatic, since the Hebrew was
the sunplest possible fonn of tlie verb substan-
tive. " I am because I ain " (Boothroyd) is

WTong, since the word asher is certainly the
relative. The Septuagint, 'Eyco elfxi 6 &v, ex-
plains rather than translates, but is othen\ise
unobjectionable. The Vulgate, sum qui sum,
has absolute exactness. The idea expressed by
the name is, as already explained, that of real,

perfect, unconditioned, independent existence.
I AM hath sent me to you. " I am " is an
abbrcN-iated form of " I am that I am," and is

intended to express the same idea.

Ver. 15.—The Lord God. In the original

Jehovah elohey—"Jehovah, (Jod of your
fathers," etc. The r;iine is cle.irly an equiva-
lent of the "I am" ill the preceding verse
The exact mode of its foniiation from the old
root hava, " to be," is still disputed among the
best Hebraists. This is my name for ever.
Henceforth there wiU be no change—this will

be my most appropriate name so long as the
world endures—" The Existent "—" The Alone
Existent "—" He that is, and was, and is to
come " (Eev. i. 4, 8 ; iv. 8 ; xi. 17 ; xvi. 5).
My memorial. The name whereby I am to be
spoken of.

Ver. 16.—Gather the elders. It is gene-
rally thought that we are to imderetand by
" the elders " not so much the more aged men,
as those who bore a certain official rank and
position among their brethren, the heads of
the vai'ious houses (ch. vi. 14, 25 ; xi. 21),
who exercised a certain authority even duiing
the woi'st times of the oppression. Moses was
first to prevail on them to acknowledge his

mission, and was then to go with them to
Pharaoh and make his representation (ver. 18).
I have surely visited you. The words are a
repetition of those used by Joseph on his

deathbed (Gen. 1. 24), and may be taken to

mean, " I have done as Joseph prophesied—

I

have made his words good thus far. Expect,
therefore, the completion of what he pro-
mised."

Ver. 18.—They shall hearken to thy voiea
Moses thought they would despise him—turn
a deaf ear to his words—look unon him «
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nworthy of credit But it was not so. The
hearts of men are in God's hands, and he dis-

posed those of the elders to receive the mes-
sage of liis servant, Moses, favourably, and
believe in it. (See ch. iv. 29—31.) " Thou
halt come, thou and the elders of Israel,

vnto the king of Egypt. This future is per-

haps one of command rather than of prophetic

announcemont. The elders do not seem to

have actually made their appearance before

Pharaoh. (See ch. v. 1—4.) Thejmav, how-
ever, have authorised Moses and Aaron to

Bpeak in their name. The Lord God of the

Hebrews hath met with as. Through our

representative Moses. " Met with us " is un-

doubtedly the true meaning. That we may
•acrifice. There was reticence here, no doubt,

but no falseness. It was a part of God's de-

sign that sacrifice, interrupted during the

sojourn in Eg}pt for various reasons, should

be resumed beyond the bounds of Egypt by
His people. So much of his purpose, and no
more, he bade Moses lay before Pharaoh on
the first occasion. The object of the reticence

was not to deceive Pharaoh, but to test him.

Ver. 19.—I am sure. Literally, " I know,"
• better rendering, since, " I am sure " imphes
•omttliing less than knowledge. No, noi; by a
Blighty hand. Or " not even by a mighty
hand." Pharaoh will not be willing to let you
go even when my mightv hand is laid upon
him. (See ch. viii. 15, 'l9, 32 ; ix. 12, 35

;

X. 20. 27.) "But by strong hand" (marg.)

is a r-^udering which the rules of grammar do
not permit.

Vei 20.—I will stretch out my hand. To
encourage Moses and the people, to support

them in what was, humanly speak'mg, a most
nnequal contest, this important promise is

made. It is a confinuation, and to some
extent, an explanation of the pledge already

given, " Certainly I will be with thee

"

(ver. 12). It shows hoie God would be with
him—he would smite Pgypt with all his

wonders—what those would be was left ob-

scuie. He would come to his people's aid,

and openly assert himself, and afflict and strike

terror into their enemies—until at last even
Pharaoh's stubborn spirit would be broken,

and he wouia consent to let them go.

Vers. 21, 22.—The "spoiling of the Egyp-
tians " has railed forth nmch bitter comment.
(See Kalisch, note on Ex. iii. 22.) It has

been toniK d a combination of " fraud, decep-

tion and theft**—"base deceit and ncfariouB

fraud "—" glaring villainy," and the like. The
unfortunate translation of a verb meaning
" ask " by " borrow " in ver. 22, has greatly

helped the objectors. In reality, what God
here commanded and declared was this :—The
Israelite women were told on the eve of their

depaiture from Eg3rpt to ask presents (bakh-

sheesh) from theii- rich Egyptian neighbours,

as a contribution to the necessary expenses of

the long journey on which they were entering

;

and God promised that he would so favourably
incline the hearts of these neighbours towards
them, that, in reply to their request, articles

of silver and of gold, together with raiment,
would be freely and bounteously bestowed on
them—so freely and so bounteously, that they
might clothe and adoni, not only themselves,

but their sons and daughters, with the pre-

sents ; and the entire result would be that,

instead of quitting Egypt like a nation of

slaves, in rags and permil'^ss, they would go
forth in the guise of an army of conquerors,

laden with the good things of the country,

having (with their o'mi good-will) " spoiled

the Egyptians.'' No fraud, no deceit, was to

be practised—^the Egyptians perfectly well

understood that, if the Israelites once went,

they would never voluntarily return—they
were asked to give and they gave—with the
result that Egypt was " spoiled." Divine
justice sees in this a rightful nemesis. Op-
pressed, wronged, down-trodden, miserably
paid for their hard labour during centuries,

the Israelites were to obtain at the last some-
thing like a compensation for their ill-usage

;

the riches of Africa were to be showert-d on
them. Egypt, "glad at their departing,"

was to build them a bridge of gold to expedite

their flight, and to despoil herself in order to

emich her quondam slaves, of whom she was,

under the circumstances, delighted to be rid.

Ver. 22.—Borrow. The Hebrew wori
means simply " ask " (aiVj'/aei, LXX.

;
postula

hit, Vulg.). Of her neighbours. The inter-

mixture to some extent of the Egyptians with

the Hebrews in Goshen is here again implied,

as in clis. i. and ii. And of her that sojourn-

eth in her house. Some of the Israelites, it

would seem, took in Egyptian lodgers superiof

to them in wealth and rank. This implies

more friendly feeling between the two nations

than we shoiald have expected ; but it is quite

natural that, after their long stay in Esrypt,

the H<>brc\vs should have male a certain

number of the Egyptians their friends.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

77>e Burning Bush.—All nations have seen in fire something emblematio
of the l»ivino nature. The Vedic Indians made Agni (fire) an actual god, and sang

hymns to liiiii with more fervour than to almost any ot)»'ir deity. The Persians

Diaintained ])cr])etiial fires on their fire-altars, and supix):^*^ tbem to have a divind

character. Ueiihaistos in the lircek V'd Vulcan in the )^miui myiholugj werf

\
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fire-gods; and Baal, Chemosh, Moloch, Tabiti, Orotal, etc., represented more or less
the same idea. Fire is in itself pure and purifying; in its effects mighty and
terrible, or life-giving and_ comforting. Viewed as light— its ordinary thou-h not
universal concomitant—it is bright, glorious, dazzling, illuminative, soul-cheering.
God under the Old Covenant revealed himself in fire, not only upon this occasion,
but at Sinai (ch. xix. 18 ; xxiv. 17), to Manoah (Judg. xiii. 20), to Solo^uon
(2 Chr. vii. 1—3), to Ezekiel (Ezek. i. 4—28), to Daniel (Dan. vii. 9, 10) ; under
the New Covenant, he is declared to be "a consuming fire" (Heb. xii. 29), " tlie

Light of the world" (John viii. 12), "the True Light" {ib. i. 9), "the S\m of
Righteousness." Of all material things nothing is so suitable to re^jresent God
as this wonderful creation of his, bo bright, so pure, so terrible, so comforting!
To Moses God reveals himself not merely in fire, but in a "burning bush." In this

respect the revelation is abnormal—nay, unique, without a parallel. Surely this was
done, not merely to rouse his curiosity, but to teach him some lesson or other. It is

well to consider what lesson or lessons may have been intended by it. First, Moses
would see that "the ways of God were not as man's ways;" that, instead of coming
with as much, he came with as little, display as possible; instead of showing all his

glory and lighting up all Sinai with unendurable radiance, he condescended to appear
in a small circumscribed flame, and to rest upon so mean, so poor, so despised an object

as a thorn-bush. God " chooseth the weak things of the world to confound the strong ;"

anything is sufficient for his purpose. He creates worlds with a word, destroys kingdoms
with a breath, cures diseases with clay and spittle or the hem of a garment, revolu-

tionises the earth by a group of fishermen. Secondly, he would see the spirituality of

God. Even when showing himself in the form of fire, he was not fire. Material fire

would have burnt up the bush, have withered its fair boughs and blasted its green
leaves in a moment of time ; this fire did not scathe a single twig, did not injure even
the most delicate just-opening bud. Thirdly, he might be led on to recognise God's
tenderness. God's mercy is " over all his works," he will not hurt one of them unneces-

sarily, or without an object. He " careth for cattle " (Jonah iv. 11), clothes the lilies with
glory (Matt. vi. 28—30), will not let a sparrow fall to the ground needlessly {ib. x. 29).

Lastly, he might learn that the presence of God is "consuming" only of what is evil.

Of all else it is preservative. God was present with his people in J'-gypt, and his

presence preserved them in that furnace of affliction. God was present in each devout
and humble heart of his true followers, and his presence kept them from the fiery

darts of the Wicked One. God would be present through all time with his Church
and with his individual worshippers, not as a destroying, but as a sustaining, preserving,

glorifying influence. His spiritual fire would rest upon them, envelop them, encircle

them, yet would neither injure nor absorb their M&, but support it, maintain it,

strengthen it.

Ver. 3.— The impulse to draw nigh. Moses saw a strange sight; one that h^ had
never seen before ; one that struck him with astonishment. His natural impulse was
to inquire into its cause. God has implanted in us all this instinct, and we sin u Id

do ill if we were to combat it. Natural phenomena are within reason's sphere ; and
Moses, who had never yet seen a supernatural sight, could not but suppuse, at first

beholding it, that the burning bush was a natural phenomenon. That he approached

to examine is an indication that he was a man of spirit and intelligence; not a coward

who might have feared some snare, not careless and unobservant, as too many country

folk are. He drew near to see more clearly, and to use his other senses in discovering

what the " great thing" was—acting like a sensible man and one who had had a good

eAucation.

Ver8r4—6.

—

The prohibition, and the ground of it. Suddenly the steps ot the

inquirer are arrested. Wonder upon wonder! a voice calls to him out of the bush,

and calls him by his own name, " Moses, Moses 1 " Now must have dawned on

him the conviction that it was indeed a "great thing" which he was witnessing;

that the ordinary course of nature was broken in upon; that he was about to be

the recipient of one of those wonderful communications which <u)d from time xo

time had vouchsafed to his forefathers, as to Adam, Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Isa>iC, and
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lerael. H«nce his submissive, child-like answer, " Here I am." (Compare 1 Snm. ilL

4, 6.) Then came the solemn prohibition, " Draw not nigh hither." Man, until sanctified,

until brou;;ht into covenant, must not approach near to the dread presence of the

Supreme Bmng. At Sinni Moses was commanded to "set bounds" to keep the people

otV, that no one might "go up into the mount, nor touch the border of it" (ch. xix I'J).

The men of I'^ethshemesh were smitten with death, to the number of 50,07u, for

looking into the ark of the covenant (I Sam. vi. 19). Uzzah was slain fur pattirg

forth his hand to touch it, when he thought that there was danger of its falling (2 Sam.
vi. 7). God, under the L)ld Covenant, impressed on man in a midtitude of ways his

imapproachableness. Hence all the arrangements of the Temple ; the veil guarding the

sanctuary, into wliich only the high-priest could enter once in the year ; the main
temple-building, only to be entered by the priests ; the courts of the Levites, of the

Israelites, and < f the Gentiles, each more and more remote from the l>ivine Presence.

Hence the purifications of the priests and of the Levites before they could acceptably

offer sacrifice ; hence the carrying of the Ark by means of staves forming no part of it

;

hence the side-chambers of the Temple, emplaced on " rests " in the walls, " that the

beams should not be fastened in the walls of the house" (i Kings vi. (>). It was so

needful to impress on men, apt to conceive of God as " such an one as themselves,"

his awfid ma esty, piuity, and holiness, that artificial barriers were everywhere created

to check man's rash intrusion into a Presence for which he was unfit. Thus reverence

was taught, man was made to know and to feel his own unworthiuess, and, little by
little, came to have some faint conception of the absolute perfectness and incomprehen-

sible greatness of the Supreme One. Further, God being such as this, each place

where he makes himself manifest, becomes at once holy ground. 'J hough "heaven
ie his throne, and earth his footstool," and no " place " seems worthy of him or

can contain him, yet it pleases him, in condescension to our infirmities and our

finiteness, to choose some spots rather than others where he will make himself

known an.i make liis presence felt. And these at once are sacred. So was the mount
to which Wuses went up; so was Shiloh; so was Araunah's threshingfloor ; so was
Jer.isalein. And so in our own days are churches and the precincts of churches.

G(>d's presence, manifested in them, albeit spiritually and not materially, hallows them.

And the reverent heart feels this, and cannot but show its reverence by outward
signs. In ilie East shoes were put off. With, us the head should be uncovered, the

voice hashed, the eye cast down. We should feel that "God is in the midst of us."

So felt Mnses, when God had proclaimed himself (ver. <i), and not only bared his

feet as commanded, but shrouded his face in his robe—" for he was afraid to look u]). la

God." All his owm sinfulness and imperfection rushed to his thought, all his uuworihi-

ness to behold God and live. Jacob had once seen God " face to face," and had
mar\elled that " his life was preserved " (G«n. xxxii. 30). Moses shut out the awful

Vision. So I'.lijah, on the same site, when he heard the "still small voice" (1 Kings
xix. 13) ; and so even the seraphim who wait continually before God's Throne in

heavez {Is. vi. -). Consciousness of imperfection forces the creature to stand abashed

in the presence of the Creator.

Vers. 7—10.— Tf'C call of Moses. With fece covered, but with ears attent to hoar, Moses
tauils before God to learn his will. And God takes him, as it were, into counsel, not
only calling him to a certain work, but revealing to him why he is called, what exactly

he is to do, and what will be the issue of his enterprise. 1. Why he is called. He is

called because the aflliction of Israel—their sufieriiigs—from the constant toil, from the

brutal tAiikmasters, from the cruel Pharaoh, from the api)areut hopelessness of their

]W).sition—had reached to such a ixiint that God could allow it to go on no longer.

J here is a imni at which he will interfere to vindicate the oppressed and punish the

wrong-doers, even if the oppiessed are too much crushed, too dnwntrodden, too

absolutely in despair, to cry to him. Their case calls to him ; their " blood cries from
the grcjund." But in this instance actual despair had nut been reached. His people

had "cried to him." And here was a second reasmi why he should interfere. God is

never deaf to any prayers addressed to him f r succour; he may nut always grant

them, but he hears them. And if they are sustained, and earnest, and justilicd by the

occaiii-ju, he grants them. Smli was the case nuw, and Moses was called because ol
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the extreme affliction of the Israelites, and because of their prolnngo'd and parnest cry
to God under it. 2. Moses is told What he is to do. He is to - onng forth the
children of Israel out of Egypt " (ver. 10) ; and, as a preliminary stop, he is to " go to
Pharaoh" {ibid.). Thus he is directed to return to Kgypt forthwith, and to \>\\i

himself into communication with the new king who had succeeded the one from whom
he had fled. So much is made clear to him. He, an exile for forty years, and a mere
hireling shepherd ul' the desert during that space, is to seek an interview with the "reat
monarch of all Egypt, and to plead the cause of his people before him—to endeavour to
induce him to " let them go." A difficult enterprise, to say the least ; humanly
speaking, a hopeless one. How should a king be induced to allow the departure of

600,000 able-bodied labourers, whose condition was that of state slaves, who could be
aet to any work which the king had in hand—to keep cattle, or make bricks, or build
cities, or erect walls, or excavate canals ? What inducement was to be offered to him
to make the sacrifice? Such thoughts would natiually occur to Jloses under the
circumstances, and would naturally have risen to his lips but for the distinct announce-
ment made with regard to the further point. 3. What woui,d be the issue of the
ENTEKPKisK. The l3ivine declaration, " I am come down to deliver them, and to bring
them up out of that land into a good land and a large," was so definite and clear a
statement, so positive a promise of success, as to override all objections on the score

of the task being an impossible one. God " had come down to deliver " his people,

and would undoubtedly do it, whatever opposition was raised. 'Ihus, to counteract
the despondency which the consideration of the existing facts and circumstances was
calculated to produce, there was held forth before Moses the positive assurance of
success; the certainty that God would make good his word; would, however difficult

it seemed, lead his people forth, deliver them out of the hand of the Egyptian, and
make them the masters of another land, large and good, flowing with milk and honey,
into possession of which they would enter through his might and by his irresistible

assistance.

Ver. 11.

—

Fitness of Moses to be OocTs instrument in deliverinq Israel. The fitness

of Moses to be Israel's deliverer will appear if we consider, first, What were tie qualities

which the part of deliverer required ; secondly, how far they were united in him ; and
thirdly, what reasons there are for believing that, at the time, they were not united to

the same extent in any other person. 1. Necessary qualities of this Deliverer. As
having to deal, in the first instance, with a great king and his court, it was necessary

that the Deliverer should be familiar with the habits of the court, should be able to

assume its manners, speak its language, and not unwittingly infringe its etiquette.

Not being set merely to petition, but to require—to prefer demands—it was requisite

that he should feel himself, socially, on a par with the monarch, so as not to be timid
or abashed before him, but able without difiiculty to assert himself, to use freedom of

speech, to talk as prince with prince, and not as mere courtier with monarch. Again,
as having to meet and baffle Egyptian priests, and further, to be not only the Dehverer^
but the 'teacher and Educator of his nation, it was to the last degree necessary that he
should be "learned in all the wisdom" of the time; that he should have had as good
an education as any other man of the day ; be able to foil the priests with their own
weapons ; and, after delivering Ms people out of bondage, be capable of elevating them,
instructing them, advancing them from a rabble of slaves into an orderly, self-sufficient,

fairly-enlightened, if not highly-civilised, nation. Unce more : a moral fitness was
necessary. '1 he Deliverer needed to have high aspirations, a bold spirit, fervent zeal,

and yet to have all these under control ; to be calm, quiet, self-contained, impertmb-
able in danger, persevering, prompt, con.siderate. Moreover, he needed to be a religious

man. Anyone not upheld by h gh religious principle, anyone not possessed of deep
and true faith, would have fallen away in some of the trials through which the nation

had,to^l)ass ; would have di spaired, or murmured, or "lusted after evil tilings" (1 Cor.

X. 6), or waxed proud and wanton, or grown weary of seemingly interniiuable wan-
derings, and settled down in Arabia nr even returned to Egypt. 'Z. Modes' possession oi
THESE QUALITIES. Moses was familiar with the customs of the Egyptian court, having

been brought up in the household of a princess, and been himself a courtier until he

was nearly forty years of age. Though he had subsequently spent forty years in th«
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flesert, this would not unfit him ; since, in the first place, Egyptian manners and custonu
were unchanging ; and secondly, life in the desert is at no time a bad school of manners.
Arabian .shepherds are not like European ones. As much politeness is often seen in

the tent of a 15edouin as in the drawingroom of an empress. Moses probably thotight

that his forty years' of seclusion rendered him less suited for the.'atmosphere of a court,

but he was probably mistaken. \Vhat he may have lost in polish he gained in sim-

flicity, directness, and general force of character. Moses, again, could speak with the
haraoh almost as an equal, since as the adopted son of a princess he had beee

accounted a prince, and may even, before his flight, have met Menephthah in the

royal palace on terms of social equality. On the education and " wisdom " of Moses
we have already descanted, and it will scarcely be questioned that in these respects he
was eminently fitted for the part assigned to him oy Providence. His character, too,

as chastened and ripened in Midian, made him exceptionally fit. Audacity, high
aspirations, strong sympathies, a burning zeal, had shown themselves in the conduct
that led to his exile. These had been disciplined and brought xmder control by the

influences of desert life, which had made him calm, self-contained, patient, persevering,

considerate, without quenching his zeal or taming his high spirit. And of his religious

principle there is no question. If he angered God once by " speaking unadvisedly

"

(Ps. cvi. 33 ; Num. xx. 10), this does but show that he was human, and therefore not
perfect. Apart from this one occasion his conduct as leader of the people is,, as nearly

as possible, blameless. And his piety is everywhere conspicuous. 3. No one but Moazs
POSSESSED THE KECESSART QUALITIES. With the limited knowledge that we possess, the

negative is incapable of positive proof. But, so far as our historical knowledge goes,

there is no one who can be named as possessing any one of the necessary qualities in

a higher degree than Moses, much less as uniting them all. No Hebrew but Moses
had had, so fir as we know, the advantages of education and position enjoyed by-

Moses. No Egyptian would have been trusted by the Hebrew nation and accepted as

their leader. No one who was neither P'gyptian nor Hebrew^ would have had any
weight with either people. Thus Moses was the one and only possible deliverer,

exactly fitted by Providence for tlie position which it was intended he should take

:

raised up, saved, educated, trained by God to be his instrument in delivering his

people, and so exactly fitted for the purpose.

Vers. 11—12.

—

Moses^ timidity notwithstanding his fitness. It is not often that

those are most confident of their powers who are fittest for God's work. Great
capacity is constantly accompanied by a humble estimate of itself. Jeremiah's

reply when GxDd called him was: "Ah! Lord God, I cannot speak, for I am a child"

(Jer. i. 6). Newton seemed to himself a child gathering shells upon the shores of

the ocean of Truth. The exclamation of Moses, " Who am I that I should go," etc
has been echoed by thousands. If, however, God's call is clear, the voice of self-

depreciation is not to be much listened to. He knows best whether we are fit to work
out his purposes, or no. Whether the call is to be an ordinary minister, or a
missionary, or a bishop, or a civil leader, the foremost in a political movement, or a
general at the crisis of a war, or anything else, too much timidity ought not to be
shown. There is cowardice in shrinking from responsibility. If the call be clearlj

from without, not courted by ourselves, not sought, not angled for, not assignable to

any unworthy motive, then it is to be viewed as God's call ; and the proper answer is

" Speak, Lord, for thy servant heareth." Unfit as we may think ourselves, we may be
sure that he will not leave us to ourselves—his grace will be sufficient for us—he will

give us all the strength we need.

Vers. 13—15.

—

QodCs revelation of himself under the name Jehovah, and the meaning
of it. At first sight the name by which GcmI shall be called may seem unimportant, as

it is unimportant whether a man be called Tully or Cicero. But, originally, each name
that is given to God is significant; and according as one name or another is commonly
used, one idea or another of the Divine nature will be prevalent. Hitherto God had
been known mainly to the Semites as El, Khun, Elohim, " Exalted, Lofty," or Sliaddai,
" Strong, Powerful." Another name known to them, but rarely used, was JHVH,
** Sxistent." (The vocalisation of the name has been lost, and is uncertain.) God waf
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now asked by Moses under what name he should speak of him to the Israelites, and
was bidden to speak of him as JHVH. What, then, was the full meaning of .JHVH,
and why was it preferred to the other names? Probably as a security against poly-
theism. When words expressive of such attributes as exaltation, strength, knowledge,
goodness, beautifulness, even creative energy, are made into names of God, there is a
temptation at once to extend them from the one to the many, from the possessor of
the attribute in the highest degree to others who possess it, or are supposed to possess
it, in a high degree. Thus all such words come to be used in the plural, and the way
is paved for polytheism. But if God is called " the Existent," this danger disappears

;

for there are but two kinds or degrees of existence, viz., self-existence, and created,
dependent existence. " The Existent " must mean " the Self-Existent," who must
necessarily be One. Hence JHVH never had a plural. The only way by which an
Israelite covld become a polytheist was by deserting Jehovah altogether and turning to
Elohim. In vindicating to himself the name Jehovah, " He who exists," or " He who
(done exists," God declared himself to be—1, eternal; 2, uncaused; 3, unconditioned;
4, independent ; 5, self-sufficient. He placed a gulf, profound—not to be bridged

—

between himself and every other being. He indicated that all other gods" were
unrealities—breath, vapour, shadows of shades; that he alone was real, stable, to
be trusted ; and that in him his worshippers might have " quietness and assurance
for ever."

Ver. 16.

—

The Divine injunction to gather the elders. God here added another
injunction to those which he had previously given (ver. 10), as to the modus operandi
which Moses was to adopt. He was to go to the children of Israel, but not immediately
or as the first step. Before making any appeal to them he was, in the first instance, to
" gather the elders of Israel together." In this is involved a principle of very general
application. When great designs are on hand, consultation should first be with the
few. With the few matters can be calmly and quietly discussed, without passion

or prejudice
;
questions can be asked, explanations given. And the few will have

influence with the many. This was the whole idea of ancient government, which
was by a king, a council, and an assembly of the people, which last was expected to

ratify the council's decision. Direct appeal to the masses is, as much as possible, t«

be avoided. The masses are always, comparatively speaking, ignorant, stolid, unim-
pressible. Great ideas take root and grow by being first communicated in their fulness

to a " little flock," who spread them among their companions and acquaintance, until

«t length they prevail generally. So our Lord called first the Twelve, and then

the Seventy, and made known his doctrine to them, leaving it to them to form the

Church after his ascension.

Vers. 17, 18.

—

The promises to the elders, and to Moses. The elders were promised

two things : (1) that they should be brought forth out of the affliction of Egypt,
and (2) that they should be established in a good land, " a land flowing with milk
and honey." Ordinary men—men who are, spiritually speaking, backward and
undeveloped—require to be stirred to action by comparatively low motives. Escape

from present suffering and impleasantness, enjoyment of happiness in the future

—

these are practically the two chief moving powers of human action. Neither of

them is a wrong motive; and i\Ioses was instructed to appeal to each by a special

promise. So may the preacher rightly do with his congregation, the minister with his

flock, the father with his children. As long as men are what they are, appeals to the

lower motives cannot be dispensed with at first. Care must, however, be taken that

before each one, as he becomes fit for it, higher motives are set—such as duty, the love

of goodness for goodness' sake, and—last, not least—the highest motive of all, the love of

God, our Creator, Sustainer, Sanctifier, " in whom we live, and move, and have our being."

Moses was promised at this point, to stimulate him to action, immediate success.

Hcfiad doubted whether his people would listen to him, or regard him as anything but

a dreamer. He is told, "they shall hearken unto thy voice." A great comfort to

every one who feels that he has a mission is the acceptance of it by others. Each man,
more or less, misdoubts himself, questions his own ability, sincerity, singleness of

heart. The seal of an apostleship is the success of the apostolic efi"ort8 (1 Cor. ix. 2).
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Direct promise of success at the mouth of God was, to one so faithful a& Mosei^
as powerful to cheer, encourage, and sustain, as success itself.

Vers. 19, 20.

—

Fhai-aoh's obduracy, and GoiPs mode of overcoming it. There are

stubborn hearts which no warnings can impress, no lessons teach, no pleading, even of

God's Spirit, bend. With such he "will not always strive." After they have resisted him
till his patience is exhausted, he will break them, crush thern, overrule their opposi-

tion, and make it futile. God's will surely triumphs in the end. But it may be long
first. God is so patient, so enduring, so long-suffering, that he will permit for months,
or even years, the contradiction of sinners against himself. He will not interfere with
the exercise of their free-will. He will warn, chide, chasten, afflict, contend with the

sinner ; try him to the uttermost ; seek to lead him to repentance
;
give him chance

after chance. But he will not compel him to submit himself; man may resist to the
last ; and even " cm-se God and die " at war with him. The final success in such a
struggle cannot, however, rest with man. God " will not alway be chiding, neither

keepeth he his anger for ever." At the fitting time he " stretches forth his hand and
smites " the sinner, strikes him down, or sets him aside, as the storm-wind sets aside a
feeble barrier of frail rushes, and works his own will in his own way. Mostly he works
by natural causes ; but now and again in the history of tJie world he has asserted

himself more openly, and has broken the power and chastised the pride of a Pharaoh, a
Benhadad, or a Sennacherib, in a miraculous way. Such manifestations of his might
produce a marked effect, causing, as they do, " all the kingdoms of the earth to know
that he is the Lord God, and he only " (2 Kings xix. 19).

Vers. 21, 22.

—

God brings good out of evil. Had Pharaoh yielded at the first, th«
Egyptians would have seen the departure of Israel with regret, and would have in no
way facilitated it. The opi)Osition of the king and court, the long struggle, the ill-

usage of the Israelites by the monarch who so often promised to release them, and so
often retracted his word, awoke a sj-mpathy with the Israelites, and an interest in them,
which would have been altogether lacking had there been no opposition, no struggle, no
ill-usage. Again, the plagues, especially the last, thoroughly alarmed the Egyptians,
and made them anxious to be quit of such dangerous neighbours. " Egypt was glad of

their departing, for they were afraid of them " (Ps. cv. 38). But for Pharauh's obduracy
the plagues would not have been sent ; and but for the plagues the dejiarting Israelites

would not have been looked upon by the Egyptians with the " favour " which led to

their going out laden with gifts. Thus Pharaoh's stubbornness, though it led to their

sufl'erings being prolonged, led also to their final triumjjhant exit, as spoilers, not as
spoiled, laden with the good things of Kgypt, "jewels of silver and jewels of gold," and
rich apparel, the best that the Egyptians had to ofler. History presents an infinitude

of similar cases, where the greatest advantages have been the result of oppression and
wrong. Extreme tyranny constantly leads to the assertion of freedom ; anarchy to the
firm establishment of law ; defeat and ill-usage by a conqueror to the moral recovery of
a declining race or nation. Each man's experience will tell him of the good that has
arisen to him individually from sickness, from disappointment, from bereavement, from
what seemed at the time wholly evil. God brings good out of evil in a thousand mar-
vellous ways ; at one time by turning the hearts of oppressors, at another by raising

the tone and spirit of the oppressed; now by letting evil run rint until it produces
general disgust, anon by making use of adverse circumstances to train a champion and
deliverer. Countless are the evidences that God causes evil to work towards good; uses
it as an in.strument—evolves his own purposes, in part, by its means, vindicating thiu
his absolute lordship over all, and showing that evil itself, though it fight against hin>^

cannot thwart bim-

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vera. 1—5.

—

Moses at the bush. We do not now see burning bushes, or hear voices
calling to us from their midst. The reason is, that we do not need them. 'J'he series

of historical revelations is complete. Revelation in the sense of the communication of

Bsw truth—of truth beyond the range of our natural faculties, or not capable of being
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derived, under the guidance of God's Spirit, froni revelations already given—is not to be
expected. The Bible is the sum of God's authoritative revelations to the race. This
bush, e.g., still bums for us in Scripture, where at any time we can visit it, and hear
God's voice speaking out of it. But in another sense, revelation is not obsolete. It is

not a tradition of the past, but a living reality. It has its objective side in the con-
tinuous (non-miraculous) revelation going on in natiu-e (Ps. xix. 1 ; Rom. i. 19, 20)
and history (Acts xvii. 26, 27); and in the tokens of a supernatural presence and
working in the Church (Matt, xxviii. 20 ; 1 Thess. i. 3—10 ; Rev. ii. 1). And it has
its subjective side in the revelation (mediate) of Divine things to the soul by the Holy
Spirit (Eph. i. 17), and in the manifestation of God to the heart in private spiritual

experience (John xiv. 21, 23 ; Rom. v. 5 ; viii. 16). The veil between the soul and
the spiritual world is at all times a thin one. The avenues by which God can reach
devout minds are innumerable. The Word, sacraments, and prayer are special media,
the Divine Spirit taking of the things of Christ, and showing them to the soul

(John xvi. 1 5), illuminating, interpreting, appljnng, confirming. But, in truth, God is
'* not far from every one of us " (Acts xvii. 27) ; and by events of providence, in

workings of conscience, through our moral and spiritual intuitions, enlightened and
purified as these are by the Word, by nimiberless facts of nature and life, he can still

draw near to those who tarry for him ; meets them in ways as unexpected and sur-

prising as at the burning bush ; awes them by his wonders ; flashes to them the mes-
sages of his grace. Viewing this revelation at the bush as a chapter in spiritual

history, consider

—

I. The cibcumstances of it. The revelation came to Moses—(1) unexpectedly;

(2) while in the way of duty—he " kept the flock ;
" (3) in a solemn place—" mountain

of Grod," a natural oratory and place of sacred repute—and probably while revolving

solemn thoughts
; (4) from a most unlooked-for quarter—a common bush ; and at first

(5) impersonally. The bush bimiing had no apparent relation to Moses mure than to

another. It was there for him to look at, to inquire into, if he chose. It invited, but
did not compel, or even ask for, his attention. All which circumstances are significant.

1. The Divinity is ever nearer to us than we think. So Jacob, as well as Moses, found
it. "Surely God is in this place, and I knew it not" (Gen. xxviii. 16). 2. Revelations

are not to be expected, save in the way of duty. 3. God may be met with anywhere
(John iv. 24), but some places are more favourable for communion with Ood than
others—the closet (^latt. vi. 6), the sanctuary (Ps. Ixxiii. 16, 17), natural solitudes

(Matt. xvi. 23). And revelations have usually a relation to the state of mind of those

who receive them—answering questions, resolving perplexities, afl'ording guidance,

adapting themselves to psychological conditions (cf. Job ii. 12, 13 ; Dan. ii. 29 ; ix. 20,

21 ; X. 2—6 ; Acts x. 3, 10 ; 1 Cor. xii. 9 ; Rev. i. 10). It is in every way likely that

Moses' thoughts were at that moment deeply occupied about Israel's future. 4. Qod^a

discoveriis of himself are marked by great condescension. Lowliness of situation is no
bar to the visits of the King of Heaven, while humility of heart is indispensable to our

receiving them. He who dwelt In the bush will not refuse the dwelling place of the

contrite heart (Is. Ivii. 15). God's most wonderful discoveries of himself have been

made through " base things of the world, and things which are despised " (1 Cor. ii. 28).

The highest example of this is Christ himself, of whose incarnation the angel in the

bush may be regarded as a prophecy. " He shall grow up before him as a tender plant,

and as a root out of a dry ground; he hath no form nor comeliness," etc. (Is. liii. 2).

6. God's revelations act as a m^ral test. This applies to the objective revelation—to the

tokens of the supernatural strewn everyAvhere around us in life and hist(.)ry, as well as

to Nature and the Bible. We may pass them unheeded, or we may draw nearer

to inquire. The Bible invites attention by the supernatural in its history, as well as by
its teachings. It is only when we draw nearer to it that the Word becomes personal,

and seizes on the conscience with spiritual power. Attention on man's part is rewarded

by furtibeivself-discovery on God's.

II. Its interest fob Moses. We may connect his turning aside to see (ver. 4)

—

1. Wit'i cm appeal to his faculty of wonder. Tliis is one function of miracle—to arrest

attention, and awaken in the witness of it a jwwerful consciousness of the Divine

presence. 2. l^'ith a general habit qt devout inquiry. It may be true that "many a

inaa has been led through the pale of curiosity into the sanctuary of reverence
*

EXODUS. s
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(Parker) ; but it is also true that to a merely curious disposition Qod usually rerpnls

Uttls, and to an irreverent one nothing. The habit of inquiry is as valuable, if (.'U^'s

ultimate aim is in all things to become acquainted with God and his will, as in science

and philosophy, or any other form of the pursuit of knowledge ; but let inqu: -y be
devout. " Search the Scriptures " (John v. 39). Ponder thoughtfully events of pro-

vidence and facts of history. Study Natur-? with an eye to spiritual suggestions—to

underlying spiritual analogies. Give to whatever you read or hear, which seems to have

truth or value in it, the attention it deserves. Inquiry throws the mind into the atti-

tude most favourable for receiving Divine revelations. Closes was not called by name
till he " tiuned aside to see." 3. With the perception that in this circumstance God was
specially calling him to inquire. As Moses gazed, he would be prompted to ask about

this bush—What means it ? What invisible power is here manifesting itself? Why
is it burning at this place, and at this time ? What mystery is contained in it ? Has
it a message for me f And he would not be long in perceiving that it must be burning

there with the special view of attracting his attention. And is it not thus that the

Divine usually draws near to us ? Attention is arrested by something a little aside

from the course of ordinary experience, and the impression it maizes upon us produces the

conviction that it is not unintended ; that it is, as we say, " sent
;
" that it has a

meaning and message to us we do well to look into. Every man, at some poiDt or

another in his history, has felt himself thus appealed to by the supernatural. The im-

pression may be made by a book we feel drawn to read, or by something we read in it

;

through a sermon, through some event of life, by a sickness, at a deathbed, by the

sayings ani* doings of fellow-men, or in hours of solitude, when even Nature seems

peopled with strange voices, and begins to speak to us in parables. But, originate as it

may, there is plainly in it, aa in aU special dealings of God with us, a call to inquire,

to question ourselves, to ask whether, from the midst of the mystery, Qod may not have

bome further message for our souls.

III. The sight itself. The bush that burned (ver. 2) was—1. A token of the

Divine Presence. Moses would soon feel that he was standing in presence of the

Unseen Holy. 2. A significant emblem. It represented the Israelites in their state ot

affliction, yet miraculously surviving. Possibly, in the questionings of his spirit, Moses

had not before sufficiently considered the " token for good " implied in this astonishing

preservation of the nation, and needed to have his attention directed to it. It was a

clear proof that the Lord had not cast oflf his people. If Israel was preserved, it could

only be for one reason. 'ITie continued vitality, growth, and vigotir of the nation was
the infallible pledge of the fulfilment of the promise. 3. An answer to prayer. For

what could be the meaning of this portent, but that the long, weary silence was at

length broken ; that the prayer, " Lord, how long ?" was at last to receive its answer?

Faith can see great results wrapped up in small beginnings. For nothing in God's

procedure is isolated. Beginnings with God mean endings too.

IV. The personal call. As Moses wondered—1. The revelation became personal.

He heard himself addressed by name, " Moses, Moses" (ver. 4). Solemnised, yet with

that presence of mind which could only arise from long habituation to the idea of an

invisible spiritual world, he answered, " Here am I." This was to place himself unre-

servedly at God's disposal. Mark the order—(1) God revealing (ver. 1) ; (2) man
attending (ver. 2) ;

(.'i) the revelation becoming personal (ver. 3). Then followed the

direction (ver. 5), " Draw not nigh hither
;
put off thy shoes," etc. Thus Moses was

instructed : 2. As to the right attitude towards God's revelations. (1) Self-surrender
;

(2) reverence ; (3) obedience. Moses doubtless obeyed the injunction he received.

These qualities meet in all true religion : humility in hearing what Cod has to say

;

submission of mind and heart to it when said ; r&idiness to obey. Glance for a moment
at the requirement of reverence. One can understand how in the tumult of his feelings

at the moment—in the very eagerness of his spirit to hear what further Gud had to say

to him—Closes should be in danger of neglecting the outward Utkeus of the reverence

which no doubt he felt ; but it is instructive to observe that God recalls his attention

to them. We are thus taught that reverence becomes us, not only in relation to

Ood himself, but in relation to whatever is even outwardly connected with his presence,

worship, or revelation. E.g., in our dealing with Scripture, in the use of Divine names

•nd titles*, in the ritual of Divine service. Tee attitude of the spirit is doubtless the
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miUD thing; but a reverent spirit will seek for itself suitable forms of expression ; and
respect for the forms is itself a duty, and an aid in the education of the sentiment.

Those are greatly to he censured who, presuming on a supposed special intimacy with

God not granted to others, venture to take liberties, and allow themselves in a
demeanour and in a style of expression to the Almighty at the least irreverently

femiliar, and not unfrequently bordering on profanity, Raptiues of piety, however
Bincere, do not justify us in forgetting that in communion with God we stand on " holy
ground."—J. 0.

Vers. 1—5.

—

The hush and its suggestions. Glean here a few of the general sugges-

tions of the passage :

—

I. Revelation. The appearance at the bush suggestive—1. Of the supernatural in

Nature. Bushes are aglow all around us, if only we had eyes to see them. Christ's

teaching an illustration of the spiritual suggestiveness of Nature. " Consider the hlies"

(Matt. vi. 28). The parables. 2. Of the supernatural in common life. " Moses kept

the flock of Jethro." The Higher Presence may be with us in the humblest occupa-

tions. 3. Of the supernatural in the Church—(1) As a whole
; (2) Individual

believers. The bush, burning but not consumed, an emblem of Israel—of the Church—
enduring in tribulation. 4. Of the higher supernatural ofpositive revelation. Authori-

tative revelation is suspended, but the sum of its results is given in Scripture. The
Bible is the Bush of revelation, to which the student of Divine things will do well to

direct his attention.

II. Preparedness. Cultivate with Moses—1. A spirit of duty (ver. 1). 2. A spirit

of devout inquiry (ver. 3). 3. A spirit of humility and reverence (vers. 5, 6). To such

a spirit, God—1. Reveals himself. 2. Addresses calls to his service (ver. 4). 3. Give«

work to do. 4. Honours in its work.—J.

Ver. 2.

—

The hush in history. The bush had primary reference to Israel, and the fire

In the bush represented Jehovah's fiery presence in the midst of his people—1. For
their proteciion. A fire flaming forth to consume the adversaries. 2. For their purifi-

cation. God was in the fires that tried them, as well as in the power that upheld them.

The fire was thus a figiuative representation at once of destroying punishment and of

refining affliction. But the bush, while burning, was not consumed. This involves

the principle that nothing, however weak and perishable in itself, with which God
connects his presence, or which he wills to continue in existence, can by any possi-

bility be destroyed. From this point of view—a thoroughly legitimate one—the

emblem admits of various applications, and directs our attention to a series of super-

natiual facts yet greater than itself, and well deserving our turning aside to see.

1. There is t*he obvious application to the Church, which to a thoughtful mind,

pondering as it should the facts of history, is a veritable repetition of the wonder of the

bush " burning but not consumed." The bush is an emblem of the Church in the other

respect of outward plainness and unattractiveness. And it is noteworthy that the

times when the Church has forgotten her calling to be meek and lowly in heart, and
has aspired to great outward splendour, and been ambitious of worldly supremacy, have
invariably been times of marked decline in pmity and spirituality. She fares best

when content with modest outward pretensions. 2. A second application is to the

nation of the Jews—also a " sign and wonder " in history (see Keble's hymn, " The
Burning Bush "). 3. A third is to the Bible. What enmity has this book encountered,

and what fierce attempts have been made to disprove its claims, destroy its influence,

sometimes even to banish it firom existence ! Yet the miraculous bush survives, and
retains to this hour its greenness and freshness, as if no fire had ever passed upon it.

4. Yet another application is to individual believers, against whom, while tried by fiery

trials (1 Pet. iv. 12), neither the enmity of man, the assaults of Satan, nor providential

afflictigns and calamities (Job i.) are permitted to prevail, but who, under all, enjoy

a support,* a peace, a comfort, plainly supernatural—"dying, and behold we live"

(2 Cor. vi. 9). Flippant observers may see in these things nothing worthy of peculiar

attention

—

l oihing which cannot be explained by ordinary historical causes ; but sober

minds will tot readily agree with them. They will regard the facts now referred to a«

trulv ** great sights," and will, like Moses, reverently turn aside to inquire into them
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further. Note—1. The true glory of the Church is God in her midst 2. The outward
weakness of the Chiu-ch enhances the wonder of her preservation. 3. The Chiu-ch haa
most reason to glory in those periods of her history when she has been most despised

and persecuted (Matt. v. 11 ; 2 Cor. xii. 9 ; 1 Pet. iv. 14).—J. 0.

Ver. S.—The God of the fatJien. "I am the God of thy father, the God of
Abraham," etc. In these words

—

I. GrOD CONNECTS HIMSELF WITH THE DEAD PATBiAKCHS. They imply—1, Contimud
mtistence ; for God, who says here, not " 1 was," but " 1 am, the God of thy father," is, as

Christ reminds us, " not the God of the dead, but of the living " (!Matt. xxii. 32). 'I'he

personal relation was not dissolved. The patriarchs still lived to him. 2. 'J he resur-

rection of the body. This will not appear a far-fetched inference, ifwe consider the nature

of the Bible hope of immortality. The Bible has little or nothing to say of an abstract

"immortality of the soul." It nowhere regards the disembodied state as in itself

desirable. The immortality it speaks of is the immortality of the " man"—of man in

his whole complex personality of body, soul, and spirit. This imjilies a resurrection.

The life forfeited by sin was a life in the body, and so must be the Ufe restored by
Redemption. The covenant-promise could not fall below the hopes of the heathen

;

and even Egyptian theology held by the notion of a revival of the body, as essential to

perfected existence. Hence the practice of embalming, with which compare the care of

the body by the patriarchs.

II. Connects this eevelation with past revelations, as one of a SEBisa.

It Introduces what is to be said as the fulfilment of what had been already promised.

III. Connects himself with the existing generation. The God of the fjathera

k, In virtue of the promise, the God of the children.—J. O.

Vers. 7—11.

—

God's sympathy with the oppressed. I. Gk)D is ever in sympathy
with the OPPRESSED, AND AGAINST THEIR OPPRESSOR? (verS. 7, 9). 'J his is nOW,
thanks to the Bible, made as certain to us as any truth can be. God's symjiathy may
be viewed—1. As implied in his moral perfection. 2. As ceitifed to us by the pity of
our own hearts. He who put pity in these hearts must surely himself be pitifuL

Yet, 80 much is there in the world which bears a different aspect, thai—3. It needa

revelation to assure us of it—to put the fact beyond all doubt. And the revelation has

been given. No student of God's character in the Bible can doubt that he com-
passionates. (1) His words declare it. (2) His deeds attest it. (3) The Cross

demonstrates it. And, whatever mystery surrounds God's ways at present, he will one

day make it plain bj' exacting a terrible retribution for all wrongs dune to the defence-

less (Ps. xii. 5 ; Jas. v. 4). 1. Comfort for the oppressed. Not one of their sighs

escapes the ear of God. 2. Warning to the oppressor.

II. GoD IS PECULIARLY IN SYMl'ATHY WITH THE OPPRESSED, WHEN THE OPPRESSED

ABE HIS OWN PKoPLE (vers. 7, 10). Israel was God's people—1. As Abrah(inc''s seed—
children of the covenant—far gone indeed from righteousness, yet beloved for the

fathers' sake((Rom. xi. 28). 2. As retaining, in liowever corrupt a form, the tvorship

of the true God. They were his people, in a sense in which the worshippers of Osiris,

and Thoth, and the other gods of Egypt, were not. 3. As containing many true

believej-s. There was a-spiritual Israel within the natural—an "holy seed" (Is. vi. 13)—
^" a remnant according to the electiuu of grace" (Kora. xi. 5). Therefore, because

Israel was Gwd's i)eople, God was dcei>ly interested in them. He knew their sorrows.

He was zealous on their belialf, as Une whose own honour was concerned in what they

Buffered. And as in all their aflliction he was afflicted Is. Ixiii. 9), so when the time

came, he would avenge them of their adversaries. Believers lave the same consolation

in enduring trial (2 'J hess. 4—10).

III. Gou's SYMPATHY WnTH THE Ol'PRESSED IS SHOWN BY HLS MERCIFULLY INTER-

POSING ON THEIR iiEHALF. As he interjMiscd for Israel—as lie has often interposed for

biB Church since—as he interposed for the salvation of the world, when, moved by

OUT pitiable state under sin—afllicted and "ojipressed of the devil" (.\cts x. 38;
xxvi. lb ; Eph. ii. 2 ; Col. i. 13)—he sent his Sou that " we should uoL perish, but

have evei lasting life" (John iii. 16). His sympathy with his Church is shown, not

only in the cumfurts he im|)arUi, and the grace by which he uphulds, but in the
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deliverances he sends ; on which remark—1. God has his own times for them. 2. Till
the time comes, his people must be content to wait. 3. When it comes, no power caa
hinder the execution of his purpose. 4. 'J'he deliverance will bring with it compensa-
tion for ail that has been endured—" a good land," etc. The ultimate compensation,
when God has brought his people up out of the Egypt of all their afflictions, and
planted them in the land of perfected bliss, will be such as to clear his character from
all imputations of injustice and unkindness.—J. O.

Vers. 10—12.

—

Insufficiency. A very different Moses this from the hero who was
formerly so ready, even without a call, to undertake the work of Israel's deliverance.
Probably failure in that first attempt led him to doubt whether he was the instrument
ordained for so great a task. He may have concluded he was not, and lea.-Led his first

lesson of acquiescence in the Divine will, by surrendering the hope. Or, he may ha-'e
thought himself rejected fur his fault. In any case, Moses had now much juster views
of the magnitude of the work, and of his natural imfitness to undertake it. VV ho was
he—a man of lonely, self-retired spirit—that he shoidd brave the power of the Pharaohs^
or think of bringing i srael out of Egypt ?

Learn—1. Conscious wnfitness for our toork is one of the best preparations for it.

The greatest of God's servants have had this feeling in a remarkable degree. They
needed to be " thrust forth " to the harvest (Matt. x. 38, Gr.). 2. Conscious unfitness
for work grows with the clearness of our apprehensions of the Divine call to it. The
nearer we are brought to God, the less we feel fit to serve him (Is. vi. 5). 3. God's call

and promise are sufficient reasons for undertaking any work, however deep our
consciousness of personal unfitness. "Our sufficiency is of God'' ^2 Cor. iii. 6). The
sign in ver. 12 was a pledge to Moses that God would " make all grace to abound
toward " him (2 Cor. ix. 8).—-J. 0.

Vers, 15—16.

—

The Name. The request of Moses to know the name of the Being
who had filled him with such unutterable awe (ver. 6), rested on ideas deeply routed in

ancient modes of thought. The " name " with us tends to become an arbitrary symbol—

a

mere vocable. But this is not the true idea of a name. A real name expresses the

nature of that to which it is given. It is significant. This idea of the name is the

ruling one in scientific nomenclature, where names are not imposed arbitrarily, but are

designed to express exactly the essential characteristics of the object or fact of Nature

for which a name is sought. The man of science interrogates Nature—allows it to

reveal itself. He stands before his fact, asking—"Tell me, i pray thee, thy name ?"

(Gen. xxxii. 29), and the name but expresses the properties which come to light as ibe

residt of the interrogation. Hence, as science progresses, old names are superseded by

new ones—the former no longer proving adequate to the stage at which knowkdge liaa

arrived. This illustrates in- some degree the ancient idea of a name, and the desire that

was felt at each new stage of revelation for a new name of God. God's Name is the

revelation of his attributes or essence—the disclosure of some part or aspect of the

fuluess of his Deity. The vocable is valueless in itself—its significance is derived from

the fact of revelation of which it is the memorial. To know God's absolute Name— the

Name, if one might so speak, wherewith he names himself, would be to wrest tVoip

him the secret of his absolute existence. And Jacob was rebuked when, in this sense,

he sought to wrest from God his Name (Gen. xxxii. 29). God's reuialed Nanie

expresses that of his Nature which is communicable and comprehensible—his attri-

but«8 in their relations to the intelligence and needs of the creature. Each of his

names is but part of the whole—a ray. '1 he whole Name is given in the cuniploted

revelation. (An illustration of the extent to which in ancient times name and reality

were held to interpenetrate each other is furnished by the practice of conjuration- the

name lieiug viewed as so truly a living part of the Being, so bound up with his essence

and qualities, that to know it was to obtain a cert£un power over him.)

I. The Name asked (ver. 13). Moses expected that this would be the first iiucstioa

the people would ask him—"What is his Name?" 1. It was natural to expect that

a Beinsr annoimcing himself, would do so by some name, either a name by which he

wafe aireadv known, or a new one given in the revelation. 2. It was probable, in

inalogy with past history, that the name would be a new one, and woul i serve—(1) Sm
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a memorial of the revelation
; (2) As an exponent of its significance

; (3) As a clue to

Ckxi's purpose in it: and (4) A» a name by which God might suitably be invoked in

the new crisis of their nation's hislury. And 3. It was certain that the people would
ask this question, familiarised as they were iu Egypt with the practice of invoking the

gods by the une or other of their many iiaiuos which bore particulaily on the want*
and circumstances of the worshippers. To Moses, however, this rejuest for the Name
had a much deeper significance. Jt originated, we may believe, in the felt inadequacy

of all existing names of God to syllable the deep and powerful impression made on him
by this actual contact with the Divine. Of. Jacob at Penicl (Gen. xxxii. 24—30).

God in that hour was nameless to the spirit of Moses—his experience of God went
beyond any name he knew for him. A multitude of ideas crowded on him, and he
could not fix or express them. Language thus fails us in moments of extraordinary

experience, not always because none of the words we know would suit our purpose, but

because language tends to become conventional, and the profounder meaning which lies

in words gets rubbed off them. The name which God gave was after all not a new one,

but an old name with new life put into it.

II. The Name given (vers. 14, 15). God grants his servant's request. The name
is given first explicatively,—" I am that I am " (ver. 14), then as a denominative—
** Jehovah " (ver. 15) ; while he who gives it expressly claims for himself, as formerly

^ver. 6), that he is the God of the old covenants—the "Jehovah God" of the fathers

(vers. 15, 16). 1. The name, as above remarked, while new in this relation, is itself

an old one. This is already implied in the expression—" Jehovah God of your fathers"

(ver. 16) ; and is proved by its occurrence in the earlier history, and by the name of

Moses' own mother—Jochebed (ch. vi. 20), " she whose glory is Jehovah." This old

and half-obsolete name God revives, and makes it the key-word of a new era of revela-

tion. 2. He who assumes the name is the ^^Anyel of Jeho'ah" of ver. 1. The Angel

—

**a self-presentation of Jehovah entering into the sphere of the creature, which is one

In essence with Jehovah ; and is yet again diflerent from him " (Oehler). The soundest

view is that which regards the " Angel" as the Pre-incarnate Logos—the Divine Son.

8. The name was eminently suitable and significant. J he ideas awakened in Moses
by the revelation he had received would be such as these—God's living Personality

;

his enduring Existence (the same God that spoke to the fathers of old, speaking to him
at Horeb) ; his covenant-keeping Faithfulness ; his Self-identity in will and purpose

;

his unfailing Power (the bush burning unconsumed) ; his Mercy and Compassion. All

these ideas are expressed in the name Jehovah, which represents the highest reach of

( >ld Testament revelation. That name denotes God as—1. Personal. 2. Self-existent.

3. Eternal. 4. Independent of his creatures. 5. Self-identical. 6. Self-revealing and
gracious. Hence—1. Changeless in his purpose. 2. Faithful to his promise*.

S. Able to fulfil them. 4. Certain to do so.—J. O.

Vers. 16—22.

—

The tv>o messages. I. The message to "uhe elders of Israel
(vers. 16—18). Moses was to go fiist to the elders of the people. First—before he
went to Pharaoh ; and first—before communicating with any of the ])eople. This
arrangement was—1. Necessary. The people's consent must be obtained to their own
deliverance. God would have them co-operate with him—(1) Freely. (2) Intelligently

;

would carry them \vith him as free agpnts in all he did. This applies to the higher

Redemption. Men cannot be saved without their own consent. We must, in the

sense of Phil. ii. 12, work out our own salvation—must co-operate with God, by
freely adopting and falling in with his methud of grace. There must be free choice

of Christ as our Saviour, free compliance with the directions of the Gospel, free

co-oi>eration with the Spirit in the work of our sanctification. 2. Wise. 'J he elder»

were the representatives of the people. They had a claim to be approached first. They
were men of experience, and were better able to judge deliberately of the proposals

laid before them. They bad exceptional iacilities for dift'using inforni.itinn, while
communication with them would have the additional advantage of greater jtiivacy. If

Moses could hatissfy the elders of his Divine commission, and could gain tJieir intelligent

consent to his proposals, the consent of the pe<jple would readily be forthcoming. So
Paul, in going uji u> Jerusalem, communicated the Gospel he had received "privately

U> them which were of reputation,"—to " James, Cephas, and John, who seemed to be
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pillars " (Gal. ii. 2—9). And it was not till Jesus had been decisively rejected by the
•uthorities in Jerusalem that he commenced a popular ministry in' Galilee. Learn
lessons—(1) Of the respect due to constituted authorities. (2) Of the value o!

representative institutions. (3) Of the need of prudence and caution in the initiation

and conduct of public movements. 3. Kindly. No time was to be lost in carryin<T

to the Israelites the tidings of approaching del)\erance. The message brought to them
was a true gospel. ^lark its nature. It told how God had seen their affliction, and
had visited them, and would redeem them from bondage. This gives no sanction to

Ewald's theory, that the Exodus had its origin in a powerful movement in the nation
itself

—"the most extraordinary exertions, and most noble activities of the spirit

\vrcstling for freedom." The narrative says nothing of tliis mighty spiritual movement,
but represents the people as lying hopeless and helpless till God visited them ; their

help did not come from themselves, but from God. The two views well illustrate the
two ways of conceiving the possibility of man's deliverance fkim the woes that oppress
him. The one—the humanitarian—trusts to recuperative powers inherent in the race,

to its own "extraordinary exertions" and noble sjnritual activities—and predicts for it

a glorious future wrought out by its own efforts. The other—the Christian—has no
Buch hope. It views the race as Ijnng in a state of moral and spiritual helplessness,

and recognises the necessity of a salvation coming to it from witliont. " We look,"

says Neander, " upon Christianity, not as a power that has sprung up out of the hidden
depths of man's nature, but as one which descended from above, when heaven opened
itself anew to man's long-alienated race ; a power which, as both in its origin and
essence it is exalted above all that human nature can create out of its ovra resources,

was designed to impart to that nature a new life, and to change it in its inmost
principles."

II. The message to Pharaoh (ver. 18). Moses, with the elders, was to go to

Pharaoh, and demand of him that the Hebrews be allowed to take a three days' journey
into the wilderness, there to sacrifice to Jehovah. Note on this request—1. Its honesty.

The ultimate design was to lead Israel out of Egypt altogether. If this first request

was studiously made moderate, it was not with the intention of deceiving Pharaoh, but
that it might be the easier for him to grant it. The demand was made in perfectly

good faith. What was asked sufficed to test the king's disposition. Had Pharaoh
yielded, no advantage would have been taken of his compliance to eflect a dishonourable

escape from Egypt. New announcements would doubtless have been made to him,
rewarding him as amply for obedience to this first word of God as afterwards he was
punished for disobedience to it, and informing him further of the Divine intentions.

2. Its incomphteness. For this demand bore on the face of it that it was not the

whole. It told Pharaoh his immediate duty, but beyond that left matters in a position

requiring further revelation. Whatever was to follow the three days' journey, it was
certain that " the God of the Hebrews," who had met with them, would never consent

to his worshippers being sent back again to bondage. That Pharaoh must plainly

enough have perceived, and Moses made no attempt to dissemble it. Learn-—(1) God's

counsels are revealed to men bit by bit. (2) When present duty is revealed to us, we
ought to act on that, though ignorant of all that is to follow. (3) God partially hides

his counsels from men, that the spirit of obedience may be tested, (-i) The gravest

consequences may hang on first acts of obedience or disobedience.

III. Phakaoh's eejection of God's message (vers. 18—22.) 1. It was foreseen

by God (ver. 19). Yet—2. It did not hinder the execution of God's purpose (ver. 20).

W^hether Pharaoh willed or not, the Exodus would take place. If not with his consent,

then against it, and " by a mighty hand." Pharaoh's disobedience would be overruled

—

(1) To God's glory. The clay cannot escape from the hand of the potter (Jer. xviii. 6

;

Rom. ix. 21). If Pharaoh wiU not be made a vessel unto honour, he mil be moulded
into *a essel unto dishonour, and made to subserve God's purpose in another way
(ch. ix. IG). (2) To his own hurt (ver. 20). His disobedience would bring on him
wrath and destruction. "Woe unto him that striveth with his Maker!' (Is. xlv. 9).

(3) To the enrichment of the people (vers. 21—22). The Egyjitians would be glad in

the end to give the Hebrews whatever they wished. So would they " spoil the

Egyptians." Believers' trials tend to their ultimate enrichment (2 Cor. iv. 18). And
It u the saints of God who shall yet inherit the earth. Learn also that whatever ii
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Taluable in the world's learning, science, literature, or art, is not to be despised, but to

be freely appropriated by the Church, and used in Grod's service.—J. 0.

Vers. 1—5.— The burning btish. L Observe the cmcuMSTAKCES in which God
FiN'Ds ^losEs. He is still with Jethro, although forty years have passed since their

tiist ac*iuaintance. Though a fugitive, he had not become a mere wanderer. 1. Be
coutiiiueti, howeier, in a comparatively humble position. His marriage to Jethro's

daughter and his long stay in the country do not seem to have brought him much
external prosperity. He has not reached even the modest point of success in the eyes
of a Midianite shepherd, viz. to have a flock of his own. But this very humility of

position doubtless had its advantages and its place in the providence of God with
respect to him. With all the lowliness of his state, it was better to be a living man in

Midian than to have been slain as the son of Pharaoh's daughter. God had brought
him out of a king's house, so that he miizjht be freed from all the temptations of soft

raiment, and also to make manifest that, although among courtiers, he was,not of them.
But if during his stay in Midian he had increased in pastoral wealth, and become a
econd Job (Job i. 3), then, Uke Job, he might have had to go into humiliation

because of his wealth. It was well fur him that while he had the care of property, he
had not the cares of it (Jam. i. 10, 11). 2. God finds him engageil inf<iit''ful service,

leading his flock far into the desert that they might find suitable pasture. Gt)d comes
to those who are diligently occupied in some useful work, even if it be as humble and
obscure as that of Muses. He does not come with bis revelations to day-dreamers;
they are left to build their castles in the air. They who despise common and daily

work, on the pretext that they are fitted for something much better, will at last be
thrown into the comer among the ref'isc. •' Let those that tliink themselves buried

»live be content to shine like lamps in sepulchres, and wait till God's time comes for

•etting them in a candlestick" (Matt. iv. 18—22, ix. 9 ; Luke ii..8).

II. God approaches Moses with a sudden test. "The angel of the Lord
appeared to him in a flame of fire, out of the midst of a bush" i.e. the flame of fire

became a messenger of God to Moses. We are t^ld in Psalm civ. tliat God is he who
makes the clouds his chariot, walks ujwn the wings of the wind, makes the winds liia

messengers, and flaming fire int<j his ministers (Ileb. i. 7). And s<j here Gttd sends this

flame of fire, enc<jmija.ssiug and attacking the bush, in order to '/ > ^>ver to/iot sort of
fiMn Moses is. Certain features of his character, viz. his patriotism, his hatred ot

opi)ression, his prompt acti<jn to serve the weak, have hitherto b( en exhibited rather

than tested- He had shown what sort of man he was in the ordinary exjjerieuces of

life, such experiences as might come to any of us. But now he is face to face with an
extraordinary experience, a sudden and unexpected test. The burning bush was to

Moses what both miracles and parables were to those who came into contact with
Jesus. To some the miracles were mere wonders ; to others they revealed an open
door of communication with God. To some the parables were only aimless narratives,

mere story-teUing. To others the Divine Teacher was able to say, " It is given unto
you to know the mj'steries of the kingdom of heaven " (Matt. xiii. 11). And, in a
gimilar way, whan Muses came suddenly upon the bmning bush, there was also a
Budden revelation of the state of his heart. He did not treat the phenomenon as a
delusion ; did not begin to suspect his own sanity ; did not seek his kindred, that they
might come and gape at this new wonder. It was impressed upon his mind exactly as

it was meant to be imjiressed. He asked the very question that above all others

needed to be asked—why this bui-h was not consumed. For observe that it was
something which in ordinary circumstances would be easily and quickly consumed
(ch. xxii. 6 ; Eccl. vii. 6 ; Matt. vi. 30). It was not some metal well used to the fire,

but a bush actually buminj yet not hurnini/ away. And as this burning bush was
thus a test to iloses, bo the record of it t.s also a test to us. Let us supjwse the question

put all round, "What would you have done if you had been there?" We know well

the answer that would come from one class of minds :
" There was no such thing ; it

was all Moses' own imagination." Thus the test comes in. As Gt>d tested Moses in

exhibiting the burning bush as his messenger, so he tests us by the record of this and
all other unusual occurrences with which the Scriptures are crowded. If we say at

ouce concerning the burning bush and all that is supernatural that it is but delusion.
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then God's way to our hearts and our salvation is blocked at once. We must be loyal
V) fact wherever we -find it. The very evidence of our own senses, and the accumulated
tn.Jtini'^ay of honest and competent witnesses, are not to be sacrificed to so-called first

principles of rational inquiry. The right spirit is that shown by Peter and his
companion in the house of Cornelius. They saw with their own eyes that the Holy
Spirit fell on Cornelius and his household; and Peter made his inferences and his
action to depend on this indisputable fact (Acts x. 44 ; xi. 18). When Moses. >turned
aside to see the great sight his eye was single ; he did not quibble and despise ; and
therefore his whole body was filled with light.

III. God meets a proper inquiry with proper treatment. Moses is approaching
the burning bush to investigate the difficulty by his natural faculties, when Ood at
once arrests him, making known his own presence, and enjoining such outward marks of
reverence as became the place and the occasion. And Moses, as we might expect, is

immediately obedient. Those who have in them the spirit that seeks for truth, the
spirit of faith and right inquiry, will also show a spirit ready at once to respond to the
presence of God. Closes must have had those principles in his life which pointed on
to perfect purity of heart. That purity he had iu its beginnings, or he would not have
gained such a sense of God's presence as was here bestowed on him. Note next, that

Ood does not proceed to answer the inquiry of Moses. There was really no occasion to

answer it. When Moses knew that the presence of God had to do with the miracle,

he knew enough. To know exactly how God had done it was beyond him. Even God
cannot explain the inexplicable. The secrets of creation cannot be penetrated by those

who lack creative power. Man can make machines ; therefore the man who makes a
machine can explain the purpose and the parts of it to another man. Human beings

ftre the parents of human beings ; but as they have no power to make intelligently any
living thing, so they cannot understand either how living things are brought into

existence or sustained in it. God calls Moses now, not to explain why the bush is

burning, but to subdue his mind into appropriate reverence and expectation. The search

for truth must not degenerate into curiosity, nor be pursued into presumption.

IV. Though God leaves the inquiry formally unanswered, yet the burnino
BUSH does serve SOME FURTHER PURPOSE AS AN INSTRUMENT OF INSTRUCTION. There

was miich teaching in this burnim/ bush. If the aim had been merely to arrest the

attention of Moses, then any wonder would have served the purpose. But the wonders
of God not only test ; they also teach. They must be something unusual, or they
would not test sufficiently ; they must be something more than merely unusual, else

they would not teach. 7^he bush was Israel in the flame of Egypt. That bush had
been burning now a century, more or less, yet it was not consumed. All that was
essential to its nature, its growth, aad its fruitfulness still remained. What was
permanent in Israel was no more affected than the tree is by the fading and fiiUing of

its leaves in autumn. The leaves die, but the tree remains. Its roots are still in the

soil and the sap still in the trunk. Thus, by this exhibition of the burning bush, God
brought before Moses the great truth that, however natural forces may be gathered

against his people, and however they may be intensified in their attack, there is never-

theless a power from on high which can resist them all—a secret, countervailing power
in which we may ever put our trust. And this power is not only for preservation iu

the midst of affliction, but for ultimate deliverance from it. The power by which God
can keep the bush from being consumed, is a power by which he can take it out of the

11 fire altogether. Believe in this power, and trust it more and more, and God will lead

I you into sublime conclusions, and endow you with most precious privileges.—Y.

Ver. 6.

—

The God of Abraham, Iscmc, and Jacob.—Having wakened the mind of

Moses into full activity, given him a revelation of supernatural power, and bimight him
altogQ^h^ into a state of the greatest reverence and awe, God proceeds to a revelation of

himself in a particular aspect—an aspect which required and repaid the most earnest

attention. Notice that, unlike the revelation of the name I am (ver. 13), it was

%tns(>Iiciied.

I. Consider the significance of this name to Moses and the children of Israel.

I. It was a confldent reference to the past. Moses might look back on his own career,

or that of he people to whom he belonged, with a measure of shame, doubt, humili*-
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tion, and disappointment ; but Gk)d could point back to all his dealings with men as

consistent, glorious, and worthy of all remembrance. 2. It provided a certain kind of

mediatorship in the knowledge of God. It gave the best way for Moses and Israel to

think of God, at that particular time. It was as if God had said to Mu^ies, " You are to

gain your chief sense of my nearness to Israel and abiding interest in them by thinking

of my actual, repeated, and recorded dealings with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob." Ko
devout Israelite could become acquainted with that section of Genesis, from the time

•when God first appeared to Abram down to the death ot Jacob, without feeling that the

God of these three men was even a more prominent figure in the history than they are

themselves, \^'e could as easily leave out the name of Abraham from the narrative, as

leave out the name of God. What we are told of Abraham is nothing, save as the effect

and expression of the will of God. Abram is as a mere name, till God comes in contact

with him. it is not so much a life of Abraham we are reading, as a history of how
Gt)d's purposes and power became manifest in his experience. 3. It kept before Mosea

the connexion of God with the lives of individuals. God made separate appearances to

each of these three men, dealing with them according to their circumstances and their

character. He showed his continual and unfailing observation of their lives, by
revealing his presence at every critical point. 4. There was a connexion of peculiar

importance which God had with some individuals rather than with others. He was the

God of Adam, of Enoch, and of 2Soah ; why not have associated kimself w ith these

illustrious names ? The God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob stood t<jwards Israel in the

relation of one who had made large promises, allowed himself to become the source of

large expectations, and imposed strict requirements. He was not only the God of

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, taken separately, but of these three men, bound together in

a very pfeculiar way. i^ot only did they stand in a lineal succession, Abraham being

father to Isaac, and Isaac father to Jacob, but that succession was contrary to natural

expectations and customary arrangements. Isaac was the son of Abraham, but also a

son born when the resources of nature were exhausted. Jacob was the son of Isaac, but

also the younger son, on whom, contrary to custom, the privileges of the firstborn

alighted. Thus it became impossible to describe God as the God of Abraham and
Ishmael, though in a certain sense he was the God of Ishmael (Gen. xvii. 20). Nor
could he be called the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Esau, though assuredly he was the

God of Esau also. The only name which would indicate to Moses all he had to bear in

mind, was the name which God here employs. 5. Be was the God of these men in spite

cf great defects of character and great blots on conduct. They were men in whom he

found much that was evil, much that indicated a low moral state, but he foimd in them
^, and particularly in the first of them, a spirit of faith which enabled him to begin,

as from a certain definite point in history, that work which is to end in all nations of

the enrth being blessed. Already he had made a great nation out of Abram—a perse-

cuted and oppressed nation indeed, but none the less a great one. And had he not

spoken to Abram concerning this very bondage in Egypt ? (Gen. xv. 13, 14). Some
Buch revelation as this at Horeb, to some deliverer or other, might now be expected.

It must surely have been often a perplexity to Moses, what had become of this God
who had done so much for Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.

II. CoNsiDEB THE siONiFiCASCE OF THIS NAME TO US. We are not mere spectators of

the way in which the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob approved himself as also the

God of'Moses and the Israelites in Egypt and in the wilderness. To speak cif the God
of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob is only another way of speaking of the God of those who
really believe in him. Whenever a real believer ponders this name, then it becomes

one of precious associations; it leads by the very mention of it, further and further

onwards in subjection to the invisible. But after all, this name, so deeply impressed on
Mo.-es, is chiefly valuable to us as suggesting a name far richer in meaning and in

power, ^^'e have a look into the past which Moses had not. He looked backward and
saw God's dealings with Abraham, and found in them everything to inspire faith in

Gild and expectation from him. We look backward and see, not only Aliraham, but
Christ; not only Isaac, but Christ ; not only Jacob, but Christ. When we look back

to these men of Ocnesis, we see faith standing out like an isolated mountain in the

midst of a plain ; but we see much also that we would rather not sec. \Vhereas, when
we look back to Christ we see not only a fiill believer, but a flawless life. In him there
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itands the chief of those that walk by faith, the facile princeps of them—he who, for

the joy that was set before him, endured the cross, despising the shame. His faith wa»
such a full, exalted element of his character, that it needs much effort on our part to
grasp the fact that, while here below, Jesus, as much as all the rest of us, needed to

walk by faith, and was constantly compelled to struggle with imbelief. The great
Jehovah is the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ ; also the God of Paul and
ersry true apostle. Suppose Moses could have had the spirits of Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob appear to him in Horeb, and assure him that the God of the burning hush was
the God who had dealt with them in the days of their flesh ; would not this have been
reckoned a most confirming and exhilarating testimony ? And we, practically, have a
testimony of this sort. We read of Jesus re;jarding God as his Father, habitually and
in the most appropriating way. We have his actual experience for our comfort, our
inspiration, and our guide. If an Israelite was asked what God he believed, tried to

serve, and had his highest expectations from, his best answer was, " The God of

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob." So we, if asked a similar question, can give no better

answer than " The God of Christ and the God of Paul : the God who has ever been the
same through all vicissitudes of his Church ; ever loving, faithful, and sustaining."—Y.

Vers. 7—9.

—

A large promise for a great need. I. The great keed. It is a need
carefully observed by God and well kiiown to him. ITiis has been recorded already,

although hardly so emphatically, in ch. ii. 23—25. It is one thing to have intelligence

of God's interest communicated by some third person
;
quite another to hear the

words of pity warm and tender from God himself. Moses and many of the Israelites

may have thought that they knew the need only too well, bitter as their experiences

had been ; but, with all their experiences, they knew not that need as God knew it,

looking down fi-om heaven, seeing all things with his searching eye, and having a
correct and complete knowledge of them. It is with great force that God represents

himself seeing as well as hearing. Hearing indicated that he noted the representation

of their troubles and needs which the people themselves made ; seeing indicated the

investigation he made for himself. God was not dependent upon the complaints of the

people for his knowledge of their troubles. The cries of men are not always worthy of

pity, any more than the cry of a spoilt child. Such cries can only be left unheeded,

with the hope that they may end in wisdom and submission. But the cry of 1 srael

was the cry of the oppressed, the cry of God's people; and, as God saw their state,

there was ample evidence of the oppression and the cruelty. When he came down to

meet Moses at Horeb, he needed not to listen to a long account of Israel's troubles

;

he came not in order that he might inquire, but because of what he already fuUy
knew.

II. The large promise. God may be long unmanifested, but, when he app^rs, it

is with indubitable proofs of his presence ; he may be long silent, but when he speaks,

it is with statements and promises worthy of himself. He does not merely utter an
expression of sjonpathy with suffering Israel ; that expression is only the starting

word of a large undertaking for the futm-e. He repeats, emphatically, the essence of

all he had ever said to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob concerning their posterity. He has
distinctly in view, not only the removal of a burden, but a future of liberty, independ-

ence, and blessedness. Thus it became manifest that the deliverance had not come
earlier in time because the matter of deliverance was not the only thing in question.

It had to be considered how liberty should be used when acquired. Israel needed a
leader, and the leaders whom God approves are not made in a day. Israel had to

wait while Mosss went through his eighty years of varied discipline. Then, moreover,

the people were going into a good land and a large, a land flowing with milk and
honej , a land of rich pastures and great fertility, a land inhabited by six strong and
warlike nations ; and therefore they must not go as a handftd of people. Thus, while

the people were going through these great afflictions, groaning as if in despair, God
was doing two things of the greatest moment. He was training Moses and increasing

Israel in numbers. What a lesson to us in the midst of our afflictions, with all their

tonsequent murmuring and unbelief I if God seemed to have little to do with Israel

during these years of oppression, it was that he might have all the more to do with
them, manifestly, in the years to come. Little did either Moses or Israel dream how
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cbeely God would keep to them in the future. By the word of God to him liere, the

thoughts of Moses were brought as at one bound from the darkness of midnight to the

bla7.e°of noondiiy. (Jod does not confine himself to telling Moses that he will delivei

Israel. Deliverance for its own sake was as nothing ; it was for the sake of what lay

beyond it. He does not say that he will deliver, and wait till the time of deliverance

comes, to speak of the glories and blessings of Canaan. All these things had beea

spoken of generations before. God was but taking, as it were, out of some muniment-

room, his old plan, first shown to Abraham; imfulding it, and showing also to Moses

that it still remained in all its integrity.—Y.

Vers. 10—12.

—

The first difficuUij : " Who am If Divine promises are not long

kept separated from human duty. Scarcely has God presented to Moses this welcome,

almost dazzling prospect for Israel, when there breaks upon his ear an announcement

of his own connection with it, and that in the most trying and responsible position.

That he was to have some sort of connection with the liberation of Israel was just

what he might expect. God assuredly had not chosen to visit him so far from Egypt,

and in that solitary place, simply to give him the good news and leave him there.

And now a duty indeed is laid u^ron him, the duty of duties ; he who has not beea

near Israel for forty years is to be the chief agent in their deliverance.

I. CoKsiDEU TUK RECEPTION WHICH Moses GIVES TO God's annouxcement. Observe

—1. The point on which Moses expresses no doubt. He says no word of doubt as to the

possibility of Israel being delivered from Egypt. The acliieveraent is from the human
point of view a great one, and how it is to be managed he has not yet the slightest

clue, but he does not doubt that it will be managed. He might have asked, " How can

a thing so great as this be done, and the thraldom of generations utterly cast oflf ? " but

he had profited already by the lesson of the burning bush, and no such question crossed

his lips. For whether is easier, to preserve a bush amid the fierce fiames, or to deliver

a nation from bondage? The power that can do the one can do the other. 2. TJ>e

point on which he is full of doubt. " Who am I?" etc. His mind is turned at

once to his own qualilications. And what wonder? It was a great leap from being

a shepherd in the wilderness to being an ambassador to a king, and a leader of men.

The fact that Moses questioned his personal ability and personal worthiness is, though

it may not at first appear so, a great indication of his very fitness for the post. He
did not jump at the chance of distinction. He had a remembrance of his bad odour in

Egypt. He had lived, too, at court, and knew how hard it is to get at kings. We can

hardly call this doubt of Moses blameworthy, for he was spoken to as a sinful man,

and Gud did not expect from him at this first opening of the interview a response

such as could only come fittingly from an angel, ready at once to fly on any errand of

the Almighty. A Gabriel would not have said, " who am I, that I should go to

Pharaoh?" for angels cannot be spoken of as either humbleor proud. But Moses was
deeply conscious of his own faults. Indeed, if he had not been, God would not have

ch '^'^n him. ATon of a diO'erent sort, self-complacent and self-confident, were the

last God wuuul have looked to in such circumstances. The men he wants are such as

feel keenly all natural defects—sensitive, maybe, to criticism and harsh words of every

kind; men, too, who for their own inclination, love the quiet and shady nooks of

existence, and do not care to leave them, save under the pressure of some manifest

public claim or some persistent voice of God to the tender conscience within, buch

men are generally called, upon their first emergence into public, presumptuous, meddle-

some, and fanatical ; and they have to lay their account with these hard names. '1 hey
are apt to meet with a great deal of gratuitous counsel, given on tlie grounds of what
is called common sense. Moses well knew the difficulties that would come in his way.

Tlie one thing he had yet to learn was that God knew him far better than he did

himself.

II. (>)N8IDER TH« ENC0UBAGEMENT8 WHICH GoD GIVES TO MoSES. There 13 nO WOrd

of rebuke in any way, but immediate and abundant encouragement. 1. The emjthatie

asturance of God's presence and companionship. The " 1 " of Moses is met by the " I
"

of Gixl. Closes was to go to Pharaoh strong in the consciousness that the God who sent

him was also with him. 'I here would not be about him anytlunL' that ambassadors

usually had—rich personal adornments, pomp of attendance, great profusion ol presontOt
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distiDguished earthly rank. But the absence of these things only makes more manifest

the presence and dignity of the invisible tiod. The less of earth was seen, the more of

heaven ; the less of man, the more of God. If God be for us, who can be against us?
If God be with us, what need we care who forsake us ? Because Moses felt his own
deficiencies, compared with the greatness of the work before him, God gave him this

promise, and the fulfilment of it gave both needed and sufficient strength during all

his conflict with Pharaoh. What about our relation to Christ's promise, " Lo, I am
with you alway, even imto the end of the world ? " The mournful truth with respect

to us may be that we do not feel, either the greatness of the work before us, or our

utter lack of strength to do it. We must know the burdens and the bonds, the

smitings and the contumely, the sighing and the crying, of spiritual Kgypt, before we
can appreciate the necessity and graciousness of Christ's parting promise to his people.

2. God adds something even more noticeable than the promise of his presence. We
do not say it is more important, but it is certainly more noticeable. He makes an
intimation of a very helpful token to he exhibited in the future. Moses needed no
more tokens of God's power at present; he had a sufficient token in the burning bush.

If this had failed to impress him, neither could he have been persuaded by any
additional winder. But God gave to Moses a word which would keep in his mind
the prospect and hope of a great sign in the time to come. \Vhat a thought to take

with him through all the dismal succession of the plagues, through all the steady

progress towards deliverance—that somehow or other God would bring the large host

of Israel to this very mountain ; to this lonely jjlace where few people lived, because

few could live ! Moses would need a token hij-and-bye even more than he had needed

one not". His greatest difficulties were to be, not with Pharaoh, but with Israel ; not

in getting them out of Egypt, but in leading them onward to Canaan. Some difficulties

doubtless he would expect, but all the stubbornness, waywardness and carnality of Israel

he did not yet foresee. So the Apostle found his greatest difficulties and sorrows, not

from those who stoned him at Lystra, imprisoned him at Philippi, and conspired against

him at Jerusalem ; but from the fornicators, the liti;^ious, the schismatical, the denicrs

of the resmrection at Corinth; from the pliable yielders to Jewish bigotry in Gaiatia;

in short, fi-om all who, having professed to receive the truth, acted in a way incompatible

with their professions ; and thus we see God keeping Moses, as it were, ahead of tht

people. He was forty years ahead of them already. 'I'he creature comforts of Eoypt,

for which Israel lusted so in the wilderness, were no temptation to him, seeing he had
become used to the wilderness. And so, when he came again to Horeb, with all this

vast host in nis charge, it was to rejoice in the strength that came from a fulfilled

promise of God.
III. Consider thf expectation fbom Ibbael with which God looks forwabd to

THE GIVING OF THIS TOKEN. Not Only will God bring Israel to this mountain, but

when they reach it, it will be to serve him. He says very little ; only, " Ye shall

serve God," but that little would be enough to set Moses thinking. And yet, with all

his anticipations, they must have fallen far short of the reality. One small word from
the lips of God has behind it a fulness of meaning far beyond present tlionghts. W^e
learn, by the time we come to the end of this book, that serving God meant gathering

in Solemn and timid awe around the smoking mount; meant for Moses him>elf forty

days and nights of retirement with Jehovah ; meant the construction of the Tabernacle
with all its holy contents according to the pattern sho^vn in the mount. What a
difleieuce in the knowledge, the obligations, and the outlook of the Israelites when
they left Sinai ! And if the word " service," looked at in the liglit of past experience,

was a word of meaning so large with respect to them, is it not incimibeut on us to do
all we can for ourselves to fill the great terms of the Christian dispensation with the

fulness of their meaning? Faith—atonement—the blood of Christ—regeneration

—

lov&—holiness—heaven: let these words represent to our minds an ever-growing, a
deVoift and correct experience of the great body of the truth as it is in Jesus.— i'.

Vers. 13—17.

—

The second difficulty: the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob—
what is his name J Moses feels that when he goes among his brethren, one of their

first questions will be as to the name of this God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacobs

Oonsider

—
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T. How IT WAS THAT THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH A QUESTIOK WAS SrGr,E>TED TO

HIS MiXD. All the deities of the other nations had names, and doubtless the goils of

Et'ypt were well known by name to the Israelites. Part of the glory of each nation

came from the fact that it was under the protection and favour of so renowned a being

as its Gf)d. The feeling of Moses in asking this question may be illustrated from the

clamour of the l.phesian mob against PauL The Ei)hesian8 felt that it was a great

deal to he able to say that Diaua had a special interest in them. And so it seemed to

Moses a reversal of the proper order of things to go to his brethren with no more
indication of the Being who had sent him, than that he had been historically connected

with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Moses could not believe that his own people would

rest contented with such a representation as tliis ; indeed, we may very reasonably go

further, and assume that he himself was anxious to know the name of this unnamed
God. He was not yet filled with the light and power of the pure monotheistic concep-

tion. Certainly he had just felt what real might there was with the God of his fathers,

and probablv there was no shadow of doubt in his mind that this God was powerful far

beyond any of the rest ; but he had yet to learn that he was God alone, and that all

other deities, however im]X)sing, were nothing more than the fictions of degraded and
wayward imagination. When ue bear in mind that Moses was only at the beginning

of his personal acquaintance with God, then we shall see that there was nothing

wonderful or unreasonable, from the point of his attainments at the time, in asking

such a question. Observe also that the very question is a revelation of how irpiorant

the Isradites were of Hod. How clear the proof is that the thou'jht of God, as

Jehovah, came down from above, and did not rise out of the corrupted hearts of men.
When we have much to do with persons, it is a matter of necessity to have names for

them, and if they give us none, we must make them for ourselves. But the Israelites

had no transactions with God, save as he came down and pressed his presence upon
them ; and even then all that they could see was such power as became manifest to

the senses. It is very certain that if God had not revealed this name, there was no
fiujulty among the Israelites to invent it.

II. The giving of the name. iVe must bear in mind the purpose for which the

name tca^s given. The question at once suggests itself—Would God have given this

name, if he had not been asked? To this i:)erhaps the best answer is that the difficulty

out of which the question rose was sure to be felt, even if the question itself was not

asked. Some name of the kind assuredly became needed for distinguishing purposes.

It was a name as helpful to the people of idi ilatrous nations as to Israel itself. An
Egyptian or a Philistine could say, " The Hebrews call their God Jehovah." What
the Israelite understood by the name in itself, is, we may fairly say, a point irajwssible

to settle. The wisdom of God is certainly evident in giving a name which, while it so

well served a leniixirary purpose, remains still to suggest matters which no lapse of

time can ever reader indiflerent. It is vain to discuss the form of the expression, with

the aim of tying it down to mean some particular aspect of the Divine nature, to the

exclusion of others. Far better is it for Christians to take it—and thus, surely, devout
Israelites would take it—as suggesting all that it is fitted to suggest. There is the

name ; some will put into it more, and some less, but no one can pretend that he has

fiUed it with the fulness of its import. It would be very helpful for the Israelites

always tu bear in mind the occurrence of the first person in this great distinguishing

name. The (iod of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, is one who can say "I." He is not
represented by some dumb idol, voiceless save through the traditions of those who
worship it. He who says " I am " thus registers in Holy Writ an expression which
will have meaning and suggestiveness in every language under heaven. What an
intiuiatiou is given to us of the permanent value of the expression when we come upoa
it so sudde.ily ia the discussion between Jesus and the Jews ! They had six)ken

haughtily concerning great names in the past—the dead Abraham and the dead
prophets; when straightway, as by the breath of his mouth, Jesus shiivels up the

glories of all mere mundane history by his declaration, " Before Abraham was, I am."
(John viii. 58.) Abraham and aJl the rest of us have come into existence. But Jesus
is one wh(j, even here below, with the knowledge of what hai)peued at Bethlehem, has
that ill liim whereby he can say, " I am.

'

III TUE OiVlSO or THIS NAME MADE IT NKEDFOL TO BEITEBATB AND EMPUASUI
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THE NAME AtREADT GIVEN. There ifl nothing to indicate that the name for which
Moses asked was to be mentioned to the Israelites unless they applied for it. The
real nmessity and value of it belonged to the future rather than the present.' The
name already given was the name of urgent importance for the present need. It could
not for a moment sink into the background even before the name " I am." The one
thing needful for Israel, at this time, was to get them into the past, and to brin-:' before
their minds with all possible freshness and impressiveness, the actions, the purposes
and the claims of the God who had dealt with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Of what
avail is it to know that there is an eternal immutable God, unless we, in our mutability
in our melancholy experiences of time, are brought into helpful connection with him ?
We may ponder over the name Jehovah without coming to any knowledo-e of the God
of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob ; but if we only begin by a devout consideration of the
narrative concerning these men, then assuredly we shall come at last to a profitable
and comforting knowledge of God. There are many good purposes to be served by
studying the differences between created and uncreated existence, and by makino' our-
selves acquainted with those subtle speculations concerning the Divine nature which
have fascinated and too often tantalised the greatest intellects among men ; and yet all

these are as nothing unless from our acquaintance with them we advance still

searching and seeking, to a personal knowledge of the God and Father of our' Lord
Jesus Christ. It is well to have oar minds lifted up to lofty conceptions ; it is better
still, coming to the Father through Christ, to have our hearts nourished, gladdened and
consoled.—Y.

Vers. 18—22.— The earning liberation : God indicates the method of it. In thia
conversation between God and Moses, recorded in chaps, iii. and iv., we observe that
God is occupied with something more than simply answering the questions of Mosea.
Answering these questions, he then goes on to give his own instructions besides.

Gk)d's instructions to us, for right service, do not depend on our questions. 1 hese
must be answered, that stumblingblocks may be taken out of the way ; but when
they are removed, then we must wait and listen, to find out the exact path according to
the Divine wiU. Thus in the passage before us, God indicates to Moses the really

critical part of the great enterprise. The questions of Moses show that it is in Israel,

in himself and in his brethren, that Moses looks for the great difficulties. But now
God would point out to him that the real struggle is to be in breaking down the
proud, despotic resolution of Pharaoh. There was no occasion for Moses to doubt
the concurrence of his own people. Nothing very taxing or trying is yet asked from
them. " They shall hearken to thy voice." But, when they had hearkened, Mosea
had to go from them to a man who would not hearken, either to him or to God who
had sent him. Observe

—

I. The instructions fob approaching Pharaoh. Moses was not left to approach
Pharaoh in any way that might seem best to himself. God ordered who the suppliants

were to be, and what the exact petition they were to present. 1. The suppliants.

They are IMoses and the elders of Israel. There is a due, general and dignified repre-

sentation of the whole people. Moses is to go, not only as the messenger of God, but
imdeniably as the spokesman of his enslaved brethren. God assures him that he will

win the companionship and support of the older and experienced men among them. It

is not to be some hot, rebellious crowd of youths that will seek to break in upon
Pharaoh. A representative body, most if not all of them well up in years, and headed
by a man of fourscore, are to approach him in a dignified way, respectful to him and
respectful to themselves. Those who are the advocates of a righteous cause must not
spoil or dishonour it by a rash, provocative and boisterous line of conduct. Pharaoh is

to be made conscious that he is dealing with those who have every right and compe-
tency to speak. If he meets them in an angry, unyielding spirit, he will be left with
no chance of finding excuse for himself in the spirit in which he has been approached.
2. 'The petition. 'Ihe petitioners are to ask for only a small part of what is really

required. The request has been called by some a deceptive one. It is wonderful how
quick the worldly mind is, being so full of trickery and deceit itself, to find out deceit

in God. If this had been purely the request of Israel, then it would have been deceit-

^1» but it was emphatically God's request, and it served more purposes than one. In
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the first place, the character of the boon desired indicate4 to Israel, and especially to

these responsible men the elders, what God was expecting from them. He who had
told Moses, in direct terms, concerning the service in " this mountain " (ver. 12), was
now intimating to them, indirectly, but not less fircibly, something of the same kind.

God has more ways than one of setting our duties before us. Secondly, the request

was a very searching test of Pharaoh himself. It was a test \vith regard to the spirit

and reality of his own religion. If to him religion was a real necessity, a real source of

strength, then there was an appeal to whatever might be noble and generous in hia

heart not to shut out the Hebrews from such ble-ings as were to be lirocured in

worshipping Jehovah their God, and the request searched Pharaoh's heart in many
ways besides. God well knew beforehand what the result would be, and he chose such

an introductory message as would most completely serve his own purposes. These
threatened wonders were to start from plain reasons of necessity. We must constantly

bear in mind the comprehensiveness of the Divine plans, the certainty with which God
discerns beforehand the conduct of men. If we keep this truth before us we shall not

be deceived by the shallow talk of would-be ethical purists concerning the deceptions

found in Scripture. We must not argue from ourselves, wandering in a labyrinth of

contingencies, to a God who is above them all.

II. God now seeks to make clkab to Moses that what Pharaoh emphati-
OALI.T REFUSES TO GRANT AT FffiST, HE WILL BE COMPELLED TO GRANT AT LAST.

Thus God makes luminous another important point in the future. That future now
Btretches before Moses, like a road in the dark, with lamps fixed at certain intervals.

Between the lamps there may be much darkness, but they are sufficient to indicate the

direction of the path. God had lighted one lamp to assure Moses of a favourable

reception by his own people ; another to show the kind of treatment which would have
to be adopted towards Pharaoh ; a third to show the complete success of this treatment

;

and a fourth shining all the way from Sinai, to make plain that in due course Moses
and his liberated brethren would arrive there. God was quicklj' adding one thing after

another, to increase and assure the faith of his servant, and make him calm, courageous,

and self-possessed in the prosecution of a mumentous enterprise. ( inly let Moses be
faithful in certain matters that are comparatively little, such as making a prompt
return to Kgypt, and then delivering his messages, first of all to Israel and afterwards

to Pharaoh ; and God will take care of all the rest. At the beginning Pharaoh will

thunder forth a decided and apparently decisive " No !"—but in spite of ail his present

resolution, the end wiU see Israel hurried out of the land by a nation smitten with
universal bereavement and terror. And, to make this point clearer still, God gives to

Israel the mai vellous assurance that Egypt will rush from the one extreme of pitiless

extortion to the other of lavish generosity. God would secure to Israel much of its

own again, even in the secondary matter of external possessions. The Egyptian wealth
that had been gained by oppressing the people would be largely disgorged. They were
not to go out as impoverished fii.:itives, but as bearing the rich sp<3ils of God's own
great battle. Thus does God invite his servant to bear in mind this mighty compelling

force. Pharaoh is great and rich and strong, but God is abt)ut to do things in the

midst of his land which will force him to confess that there is One far greater and &r
stronger than himself.—Y.

Vers. 1—6.—Forty years since, Moses (ii. 11) had "turned aside " from court life in

Egypt to see h«^w his brethren the children of Israel fared amid the furnace of trial. The
old life seems like a dream, so long ago ; the old language (iv. 10) grown unfamiliar.

The annual routine ; flocks to be driven to distant pasturage at the approach of summer.
God's hour at hand just when least expected-

I. The I RopiiETic VISION. When God calls to the prophetic office, there is usually scime

vision or appearance, through which the call is emphasised and its significance sug-
gested. Cf. is. vi. 1—7 ; Jer. i. 11—13 ; Kzek. i. 4 ; Matt. iii. 16 to iv. 11 ; Acts ix. 3—6.

So here: 1. The vision. A dry acacia bush on fire, not very singular. Wiiat is

singular is that the bush seems to flourish amidst the flame ! The mystery explained,

ver.s. 2—4. The bush is in the midst of the Hamc, but the angel of .Jehovah is in the

midst of the bush. 2. Its siijnificance. Israel "a root out of a dry giound." iu the

fumaoe of atfliction, jet flourishing amid the furnace (cL L 1'^). When Closes liad
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"turned aside to see" forty years before, he had supposed that his hrethren wouW
have recognised in him their deliverer ; had not sufficiently recognised himself tnat it

was God's angel in tlieir midst who was really preserving them. 'I'rouble, surmw,

persecution may consume and practically annihilate; whole peoples have been l<ilied

oflf and left hardly a trace in history. Though " the blood of the martyr? is the seed

of the Church," yet there is no specially conservative power in suflering; it is only

when God is witu men that they can " walk through the fire and yet not be burned "

(cf. Is. xliii. 2).

11. The Divine bevelation. 1. Preliminary condition: ver. 4, "Jehovah saw
that he turned aside to see." (1) Revelations are not for the unobservant. God will

give us eye-guidance if we will have it (Ps. xxxii. 8), but we must be alert to catch his

glance. (2) Revelations are not for the cowardly; where one turned aside Xx> see, nine

might have turned aside in sheer terror to escape seeing. He that would hear God's

voice must fight with and overcome his fears, otherwise he is likely to be classed with

the unbelieving and the abominable (Kev. xxi. 7, 8). 2. The call heard and answered.

To the man ready to receive it the caU comes. God is going to reveal his own name
to Moses, but calls Moses first by his name. The conviction that God knows us is the

best preparation for learning more about him. Moses is on the alert; eager to listen,

ready to obey. 3.. Reverence secured: ver. 5. Interviews with God need preparation.

Even when God calls, man cannot hear his voice aright save in the hush of utter

reverence. To attain this for those who are in the body, material aids must not be

despised ; so long as men possess senses there must be a sensuous form for even the

most spiritual worship. 4. Qod declares himself: ver. 6. Cf. Matt. xxii. 32. God
in the midst of the nation, as in the midst of the bush, was preserving it in its entirety.

Not like a bimdle of green twigs, the relics of a perished stem, i-tem and twigs, the

ancestral stock no less than the offspring, all alike preserved—kept by him who can

say, " I am their God." Application

:

—Has God ever declared himself to us? If not,,

whose the fault ? Have we been on the outlook to catch his signs ? Have we used

due reverence in listening for his voice? Have we been ready to obey even the

lightest indication of his will? Attention, reverence, obedience—all needed if we
would hear God speak. We must be as Moses was—self stifled, the world silenced,

a-hush to hear the Divine voice.—G.

Vers. \—\0.—The Burning Bush. " Behold the bush," etc. Ex. ill. 2. A very

astonishing event
;
yet amply evidenced to us by those voluminous arguments which

now more than ever establish the authenticity of Exodus ; but in addition to this,

we have here the special endorsement of the Truth Incarnate. iSee ^Mark xii. 26.

[Examine this passage critically, and consider how full and valid the endorsement iu I

No mere acceptance of received legend.]

I. The time, A solemn undertone in ver. 1. A great soul wandering under the

BtarUght of a partial revelation. 1. In the life of the Church. A time of tr al
;
Israel

like leaves in autumn, like the foam of the sea, and that for long. Of deepening trial,

see Ex. i. Deliverance apparently impossible. The government of the new Pharaoh

now firm and strong. For evidence of depression see Ex. vi. 9. 2. In the life of

Moses. Eighty years of age. Acts vii. 23, 30. Yet hardly any history of the man.

La fact we have no continuous history. Died at 120. First forty years ? IHarik. So

with second and tMrd. A history of four crises 1 Birth; decision; entrance on

service ; death.

Learn : (1) Crises in aM lives. Divergent roads 1 Crises fix what we are to be

and do. Illustrate from life. Watch for them. Pass them on your knees. " Hold

up my goings," etc. (2) God determines them. This came on Moses unexpectedly.

Where? On the line of common duty. "He led the flock," etc. "So, rest in the

Lord," ^. (3) Leave life to Ood.

IL The scene. The following should be carefuUy observed, with the vie\y of

ivifying and realismg this story of Divine manifestation. The scene was laid—

1. In the desert. See Stanley's 'Sinai and Palestine,' pp. 12—14, for the general

characteristics of the desert. 2. In the Midian section of the desert. For exact

definition of this, see "Midian," in Smith's ' Bibl. met.' 356a. 3. In the TToreb range.

Horeb designates the range of mountains abou^ Sinai ; Sinai the solitary grandeur of

KKODUa. ^
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Jebel Musa. 'Desert of the Exodus,' p. 118. 4. At Sinai. Prob.illy in Er "Rahah,

the wide wady north of Sinai, with the mighty pile of Rds Sufsafeh towering on the

south. 5. Generally

—

amid mountains : where oft, as on the sea at night, God seems

80 near. His face towards the sim, Sinai in grand altitude of shade before him, Moses

eaw the brightness and heard the word of the Logos, the manifested God.

III. ')"nE VISION. Observe here two elements :—1. The subjective. Mopes' state of

mind. This would be determined by the known circumstances of Israel, and by his

own : he was away from his people, seemingly out of the covenant, the Divine promise

forgotten. 2. The objective. A lowly plant ; not a tree. Fire. No consuming ; no

smoke, no ashes, no waste. In the Fire (ver. 4) the Angel-God of the Old Testament.

Symbol of the Church of all time. Is. xliii. 2, 3.

IV. The first effect. Intellectual curiosity. "I will now . . . «;% the bush,"

etc. This attention was better than indifference, but was probably nothing more than

an intelligent curiosity. Still, this was not enough.

V. The check : vers. 4, 5.—The attitude of the mind should be that of reverent

attention, face to face with Divine manifestations. " The word of the Lord always

went along with the glory of the Lord, for every Divine vision was designed for Divine

revelation." This the more necessary because over every revelation there is a veiL

Hab. iii. 4. Distance becomes us. " Draw not nigh hither
!

" So in Science, Psycho-

logy, History, the revelation of the Christ. The aim not to satisfy the curiosity, but

to enlighten and empower the conscience, and direct the life.

VI. The drawing into covenantal relations, notwithstanding the momentary check.

This by making known—1. The Divine Name : ver. 6. llie God of thy father; of

the immortal dead too; therefore thy God. The effect of this tender revelation:
" Moses hid his face," etc. '.d. Tlie Divine sympathy. " I know." Sense of the Divine

Omniscience alone is an awful pressure from above on the soul ; but there is a restora-

tion to equilibrium, by a pressure from beneath supporting, i.e. by a sense of Divine

sjrmpathy—" their sorrows." See lilaurice, ' Patriarchs and Lawgivers,' p. IG2. 3. A
Divine salvation. " I am come down to deliver." 4. Possibility of Divine servict»

" Come now, therefore, and I will send thee unto Pharaoh :
" ver. 10.—R.

Vers. 13—15.

—

The proper Name of Ood. "This is my name for ever," etc.

—

(Ex. iii. 15.) This incident of the burning bush teems with subjects susceptible of

homiletic treatment. We name a few of the more important, which we ourselves do
not linger to treat. 1. The inde-^trcctidility of the Church: ver. 2. 2. The
doctrine of the Angel-God. Note in vers. 2—4 that " The Angel of .Jehovah,"

".Jehovah," and "God," are one and the same. 3. The restriction of Judaism
oosti:asted with the frkedom of the Gospel : ver. 5. For valuable hints on this,

see ' Moses the Lawgiver,' by Dr. Taylor of New York, pp. 46, 47. 4. The doctrine
OF immortality in the ( )ld Testament : ver. 6, comp. with Matt. xxii. 31, 32.

5. Shrinking at the Divine call. The reluctance of Moses ; his four reasons

—

incompetence, ver. 11 ; ignorance of the proper name of God, ver. 13 ; incredulity of

the people, iv. 1 ; want of speaking power, iv. 10—and how they were severally

overcome. 6. Our life work—Preparation for it and possible late discovery of it:

ver. 10. It is in connection with the second disability of Moses that the Deity gives

his proi>er name. Note, that whilst Elohim and other names are generic, this name
" Jahveh," or more commonly " Jehovah," is the distinctive proper name of God- See
Is. xlii. 8, in Heb. As a foundation it will be needful to exliil)it, in a popular way, the

connection between the Hebrew form for " I am " and " Jehovah." See exegesis of

vers. 14, 15 above, and also the valuable Dissertation on the Divine Name, by Russell

Martineau, M.A., in Ewald's 'History of Israel,' Eng. ed. vol. ii. 4-33. The writer of

the hymn, " The God of Abraham praise
!

" speaking of " Jehovah, great I Am,"
showed that he had perceived the etymological relation. The fundamental idea ia

the name is that of " Heing," but around that idea plays many a prismatic light,

something of which will now be exhibited. There are associated with " I am," " 1 am
what I am," " Jahveh," the following ideas :

—

I. Existence. How c.ilra and solemn is this Divine affirmation in the silence of the
desert, as in It Grod protests against being confounded with—1. Idoh. Material or

intellectuftL Over against the teaching of the atheist positivist, pantheist acnostiCi
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polythcist, God places his "lam." 2. Mere phenomena. Who can separate always
surely in nature between reality and appearance ; or within the realm of mind, between
certainty and illusion or delusion ? But behind all phenomena is the Existence—God.

II. Eterkity. The Existence is absolute, without any limit of time ; so much so,

that many are anxious to translate " Jahveh," or " Jehovah," everywhere by " The
Eternal." See same idea of God in Rev. i. 4—8. In opening out the eternity and con-
sequent immutability of God, we expound it, not metaphysically, but experimentally,
that is, in relation to the actual experience of men, who need beyond everything the
assurance of an unchanging Saviour and Father to trust, and love, and serve—" the
same yesterday, to-day," etc.

III. Causative energy. " Jahveh," or " Jehovah," is from Hiphil, the causative
'orm of the verb. Carries, then, in itself, not only the meaning " To be," but " To cause

o be." The idea is not however merely, having once/or all caused existence, but that
of constantly creating. Note this mighty causative force operating—1. In nature,

which is the momentary work of the ever-present God. 2. In creating a people for his

praise, as now about to do in the desert of Sinai.

IV. Personality. The transcendently sublime egoism, " I am ! " It is not neces-

sary that we should be able to answer the question, What is a person ? to know what
personality is, or to be sure that there is personality in God. On this point see Wace's
Boyle Lectures on " Christianity and Morality," p. 62, and, indeed, the whole of lecture

iv. on " The Personality of God." " The question of immediate practical importance is,

not what God's nature is, but how we may feel towards him, and how we may suppose

him to feel towards us. The simple and perfectly intelligible answer given to these

questions by the Jews was, that they could feel towards God in a manner similar to

that in which they felt towards other beings whom they considered persons, and that

he felt similarly towards them." Our true knowledge of personality is quite indepen-

dent of our ability to define it in words. This meeting of the personality in Moses with

the personality in God constituted for Moses a crisis in his history. So is it ever—the

confronting of my spirit by the Spirit of God is the supreme moment of existence.

V. Fidelity. Ihe words in ver. 14 may be read: "I shall be what I shall be." From
fature to future the same ; not like the gods of the heathen, fitful, capricious. What
God was to the fathers, that he will be to children's children ; not a promise broken or

a purpose unfulfilled.

VI. CovENANTAL GRACE. Evidence that " Jahveh," or " Jehovah," is the covenantal

name of God is accumulated in abundance in Smith's ' Bib. Diet.' imder word " Jehovah,"

(sect. V.) p. 957. To the many striking illustrations there, add, that Jesus is equivalent

to Joshua = Jehovah that saves.

VII. Mystery. God we may apprehend, never comprehend; touch, as with the

finger, never grasp or embrace. " I am wJiat I am." Job. xL 7—9 ; Pa. IxxviL 19

;

Hab. iii 4.—K.

Observe generally on the name : 1. It was then new : Ex. vi. 8. Not absolutely

new, but practically so. 2. It became sacred. The Jew never pronounced it. This

savoured of superstition, and its ill effect is to be seen in the suppression of the name

Jehovah, even in our English Bibles, and in the substitution for it of Lord in small

capitals. We will enter into their reverence without showing their superstition.

« Where the Spirit of the Lord is there is liberty." 3. The name is a roo«-designation

in the revelation of God. Assumed universally in Judaism and Christianity, see

Maurice's 'Patriaiohs and Lawgivers,' pp. 165, 166. 4. The name sets forth objective

truth. " This is my name for ever." It is the sign-manual of the Almighty across

nature, in providence, on the cross. The name gives us a true idea of the Deity. 5. The

name should be suljectively cherished. "This is my memorial to all generations.

God's" forget-me-not in the believer's heart. The name by which he would be

remembered.—R.

Vers. 3—10.—I. How Moses met with God. 1. The marvel was marked and con-

sidered. He might simply have glanced at it and passed on ; but he observed it till the

wonder of it possessed his soul. There are marvels that proclaim God's presence m the

earth to«day. Creation, the Bible, Christ's wving work. The first step towwds con-
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viction is to consider th'^m. 2. "He turned asMe to see." It was a nritter to lie

inquired into and proved to the bottom. 3. Gud meets the earnest, sincere sjiirit:

*' When the Lord saw," etc., " God called unto him." The eunuch reading in b's cliariot,

and Phihp, etc. We cannot turn aside to consider those things with a sincere desire for

light, and not meet at last with him who is Light. To all true seekers God will reveal

himself.

n. What fits for God's service. 1. We must rise from a mere seeking after God
to the knowledge that we are known of God : his heart was thrilled by the cry, " Moses

!

Moses 1" The cry proclaimed not only that God knew him, but that he was his God.
The Lord claimed him in that cry as his servant, his sou. Have we heard it ? If not,

we do not know God as the livirg God, as our God, and how can we serve him?
2. The sense of God's holiness and majesty, hallowing all things for us (ver. 5). The
depth of our trust and our love may be measured by the depth of our adoration. 3. The
vivid realisation of what God has done in the past (ver. 6). That is God's revelation of

nimself. The story of the past must yield strength to the present. 4. The assurance

that God's purpose of redemption is behind our efforts: that we speak and labour

because he has surely risen to redeem (vers. 7—lc»).—U.

Vers. 11—17.

—

Hindrances to service and how God removes them. 1. The hindrancb
FOUND IN THE sEKSE OF ouB OWN WEAKNESS (vers. 11, 12). 1. Moses knew the pomp
and pride of the Egyptian court. He remembered how Israel had rejected him when
he was more than he was now. Once he' had believed himself able for the task, but he
was wiser now :

" Who am I ? " etc. He might serve God in the luwly place he held,

but not there. Moses in this the type of multitudes. God's call for service is met on
every hand by the cry, " Who am I that I should go ? " 2. How God meets this sense

of weakness. (1) By the assurance of his presence. It was not Moses only that should
go, but God also. The conviction that he is with us, and that we speak for him, makes
the meekflst bold, the weakest strong. (2) By the assurance of success:' "Ye shall

serve God upon this mountain" He is armed with faith and hope. From self let Ufl

look to God and his pledged word.
II. The hindrance found in the sense of ottb ignorance (vers. 13—17). L Hit

own thought of God was dim. How then could he carry conviction to the heartt of the
people ? The same lack of clear, living thought of God keeps tongues tied to-day.

2. How it may be removed. (1) God is the unohaxging One. He had revealed

himself to their fathers: he was all this still. It was his memorial for ever. Grasjjing
this thought, all the past is God's revelation. (2) He takes with him a gosi^el for

present need (vers. 16, 17), and these two things will be Gud's full revelation. We
must make men apprehend the revelation which God has given of himself in the past,

and proclaim him as the God of to-day. " I have surely visited you . . . and I will

bring you up out of the affliction."—U.

Vers. 18—22.—I. The removal of Moses' fear. His mission will be successful.

1. He will win the peo})le's trust for God. They will not refuse to hear. 2. Tlieir eldurs

will accomjiany him into Pharaoh's presence : his request will become the iicoijIu's.

3. The Lord will lead them out laden with the spoils of Egypt. Going on God's errand
there is no possibility of failure. The fears wliich rise as we measure the greatness of

the task and our own strength vanish when we look up into the f;ice of Gcni.

II. Opposition will be met with, rut it will only heighten God's triumph.
"I am sure that the King of Egypt will not let you go . . . and J will stretch out my
hand and smite Egypt with all my wonders." 1. We are not to expect that we shall

ail over an unruliled sea, and that labour for Christ will be a continuously triuini)lial

progress. "In the world ye shall have tribulation." 2. It is the occiision of the
revealing of God's mighty ])owcr. Trial is Gixl's school for deepening and purifying
trust in himself. The triumph of Christianity in the first ages a consecration of the
Church and a proof to the world of the Divine origin of our faith.

III. The plan God follows is ekki;ctixg his peoplk's deliverance. 1. A small
demand is made: permi.s.si.)ii to go tlneu days' journey into the wilderness. Givat
proiiiisr,', are given to tlio ( liurcli, but it does not now demand that the silver and the
gold tbould bit yielded for the service of God, and that the mighty should come down
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from their thrones and give tliem to his saints. It asks only for liberty to serve God
md to declare his will. 2. The world's refusal brings down Gods judgmentsj aud
then comes the glory aud the enrichment of the sons of God.—U.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER rV.

Vers. 1—17.—The reluctance of Moses to un-

dertake the part of leader, indicated by his fii-st

reply at his tirst calling, " Who am I that I

should go ?" etc. (ch. iii. 11), was not yet over-

come. God had promised that he would succeed

;

but he did not see how he could succeed, either

with the people or with Pharaoh. It was not

enough for him that God had declared, " They
(the people) shall hearken imto thy voice"

(ib. 18) ; he does not, cannot believe this, and

replies : " Behold, they will not believe, nei-

ther hearken unto my voice " (ch. iv. 1). This

was plain want of faith ; but not unnatural,

and not, in God's sight, inexcusable. God
therefore condescended to the hiunan weakness

of his servant, and proceeded to show him hoio

he intended that he should persuade the people

of his mission. He should pei-suade them by

producing the credentiab of miracles (vers.

2—9). But the laggard heaii finds yet a fur-

ther objection. Moses feels that he labours

under a personal defect, which (he thinks) is

an absolute disqualification. He is " slow of

speech and of a slow tongue" (ver. 10), has

always been wanting in eloquence, and does

aet find himself any the more eloquent since

God has been speaking with him. In vain

does Jehovah promise to " be with his mouth "

(ver. 12) ; Moses' last word indicates all the old

feeling of self-distrust. " Send, I pray thee,

by the hand of him whom thou wilt send "(ver.

13). Then at last the anger of the Lord is

kindled against Moses, and God inflicts on him

a sort of puuishiuent—degrades him, as it were
—<ieposes him from the position of sole leader,

and associates Aaron with him in such sort

that A iron must have appeared, both to the

Israelites and to the Pharaoh, as the chief

leader rather than Moses. (See ch. iv. 30

;

vii. 2, 10, 19; viii. 6, 17, etc.)

At "this point the interview between Moses
and Jehovah ends, and the action of the Ex-
odus commences. Moses obtains leave to qurt

Midian, and quits it— returns to Egypt, after

etiAaping from a dangerous sickness on the

way (vers. 24—26), is met by Aaron and takei
him into bis counsels, summons the elders and
exhibits before them his miraculous powers,
persuades them, and is finally accepted as

having, with Aaron, a mission from God, both
by the elders and the people.

Ver. 1.—Behold, they will not believe.
Attempts have been made to soften domi this
contradiction of God's words in ch. iii. 18, and
to represent Moses as merely saying, "What
if the people will not hearken, etc. What
shall I do then?" (So the LXX., Geddes,
Boothroyd, and others.) But the phrase is

really emphatic and peremptory. As Eosen-
miiller says :

" Vox est negantis et detrac-
tantis officium." The Lord hath not appeared
to thee. It is quite probable that the Israel-
ites would have so spoken, if Moses had had
no sign to sl:ow. There had been no appear-
ance of Jehovah to anyone for above four hun-
dred years. And the Israelites, who had not
seen Closes for forty years, would not know
whether he was a veracious person or not.

Ver. 2.—A rod. Or " a staff." Some sup-
pose the ordinary shepherd's staff, or crook, to
be meant; but it is objected that this would
have been an unfit object to have brought into
the presence of Pharaoh (Kalisch), being un-
suitable for a com-t, and emblematic of an oc-
cupation which the Egyptians loathed (Gen.
xlvi. 34); and the suggestion is therefore
made, that it was the baton or long stick
commonly carried by Egyptians of good posi-

tion and especially by pei-sons in authority.
But Moses in Midian, forty years after ha
quitted Egypt, is not likely "to have possessed
such an article: nor, if he had possessed it,

would he have taken it with him when shep-
herding. Probably a simple staff, the natmal
support of a man of advanced years, is meant.

Ver. 3.—It became a sevpent. The word here
nsed for " serpent," nakhash, is a generic word
applicable to any species of "Jnake. We can-
not assume that the cobra is the serpent meant,
though no doubt Moses, when he fled from
before it, believed it to be a venomous serpent.

Various reasons for God'schoicoof thispaiticular

sign have been given. Perhaps the best is, that

a trick of the kind was known to the Egyptian
conjurors, who woidd be tempted to e.xJiibit it

in order to discredit Moses, and would then ha
discredited themselves by his stick swallowing
theirs. (See ch. vii. 10—12 ) It is fancifid to

suppose a reference either to the sei-peut <d
Gen. iiL (Keil and Delitzsch) or tc the urmm
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(«^a), which the Egvpti^ ^'^S^ ^^'^ "*

their headdress as a mark of sovereigntj (Canon

Cook)
Ver 4.—By the tail. A snake-charmer

will usually take up his serpents by the neck,

K> that they may not be able to bite him.

Moses was bidden to show his trust in God by

taking up his serpent by the taiL His cou-

rage, as well as his faith, is shown in his ready

obedience. It became a rod. A veritable rod

jnce more, not a mere stiffened snake like the
•* rods " of the magicians (ch. vii. 12)

Ver. 5.—That they may believe. The sign

was to convince the Israelites, in the first iu-

gtance, and cause them to accept the mission

•f Moses (see vers. 30, 31). It was afterwards

to be exhibited before Pharaoh (ver. 21), to

try him and prove him, but not to convince

hiim.

Ver. 6.—Furthermore. The first sign is

followed by a second, equally simple and easy

of performance, and perhaps, in the eyes of the

Israelites, even more marvellous^ Leprosy in

• developed form was regarded as absolutely

incurable. (Celsus, ' De Re Medica,' v. 7—8.)

Its instantaneous production and removal were

contrary to aU experience, and in themselves

thoroughly astonishing. Further, while the

first miracle was simply a sign of supernatural

power—^a credential, the second was a warning

and a lesson. 'What might not he do to smite

or to save on whom God had bestowed such

power over the human organism ? Each man
would naturally fear to resist or disobey one

ao dangerously gifted. Leprous as snow.

The Gieek name for the worst form of leprosy,

XfvKV, was based on this fact of whiteness.

The loathsome disease is thus described by

Kalisch:—"It begins with mealy crusts and

icurfy scabs, originally not larger than a pin's

point, a little depressed in the skin (Lev. xiii.

8, 30), and covered with white hairs (/6. 3, 20).

These spots rapidly spread (ib. 8), and produce

wild [proud?] flesh {ib. 10, 14). The leprous

symptoms appear most frequently on the hairy

parts of the body, and also on members which

have been ulcerously affected. When the le-

prosy has gained ground, <Ae whole skin appean
glosKy white at the forehead, nose, etc., tube-

rated, thickened, dry like leather, but smooth
;

sometimes it bursts, and ulcers become visible.

The nails of the hands and feet fall ; the eye-

lids bend backwards; the hair covers itself

with a fetid rind, or goes off entirely (Lev.

xiii. 42). All external senses are weakened

:

the eyes lose their brightness, become very

sensitive, and are continually blearing ; from

the nostrils runs a fluid phlegm." (' Comment.
on Exodus,' p. 50.)

Ver. 8.—The voice of the first sign. Some
nnderstand " the voice of Moses as he gave

them the first sign ;
" but it is better to regard

the sign itself as speaking to them. Accord-

tag to the aacred writers everything that cab

teach ns anything—day, night, the heavens,

the firmament, the beasts, the fowls of Ih.e air,

the fishes, nay, the very stones—have a voice.

They teach us, speak to us, declare to us, cry

out aloud, lift up their voice, shout, sing, pro-

claim God's will, whether man wiU hear or

whether he will forbear. (See Ps. xix. 1—3
;

Job xii. 7, 8 ; Hab. ii. 11 ; Luke xix. 40, etc.)

Equally, or rather much more, must a miracle

be regarded as having a voice. God speaks to

us by it.

Ver. 9.—If they will not believe also.

" Even " would be a better translation than
"also." The river is of course "the Nile."

See the comment on ch. ii. 3. Of the three

signs given, the first would probably convince

all those who were religious, well-disposed,

and fair-minded ; the second, acting upon their

fears, would move all but the desperately

wicked, who despised Jehovah and put their

trust in the gods of the Egvptians (Josh. xxiv.

14 ; Ezek. xx. 7, 8 ; xxiii. 3, 8, etc.). The
third sign was for these last, who would re-

gard the Nile as a great divinity, and would
see in the conversion of Nile water into

blood a significant indication that the God
who had conunissioned Moses was greater than
any Egyptian one.

Ver. ' 10.—And Moses said, my Lord.

The phrase used by Moses is full of force. It

is " vox dolentis et supplicantis " (Noldius).

Joseph's brethren use it to the steward of

Joseph's house, when they expect to be fallen

upon and taken for bondsmen (Gen. xliii. 20)

;

Judah used it (ib. xliv. 18) when pleading

with Joseph for Benjamin ; Aaron when plead-

ing for Miriam (Num. xii. 11) ; Joshua when
expostulating with God about Ai (Josh. viL

8). There is a deprecatory idea in it, as well

as a supplicatory one ; an idea* like that which
Abraham expanded into the words, " Oh ! let

not the Lord be angry, and I wiU speak yet

but this once " (Gen. xviii. 32). Mo.-es feels

that he is trying the patience of God to the

uttermost ; but yet he must make one more
effort to escape his mission. I am not elo-

quent. Literally, as in the margin, "a man
of words." " Words do not come readily to

my tongue when I attempt to speak ; I have
never been a fluent speaker, neither yesterday

(i.e. recently) nor the day before (i.e. for-

merly). Nor do I even find that I have be-

come eloquent oy divine inspiration since thon

spakest with me. Still I remain slow of

speecn and slow of tongue." A quest u.'i is

raised whether the mere dilficulty of finding

words and giving them utterance—a difficulty

felt at first by almost every speaker—is here

meant, or something further, as "a natural

impediment owing to defect in the organs of

speech" (Kalisch), or a want of readiness, owing

to disuse, in speaking the Hebrew language

(Clarke). The latter suggestion is scarcely

consistent with the e«SA and fluency with
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which Moses had carried on the conversation

in Hebre'w up to this point. The former is a
possible meaning, though not a necessary one.

According to a Jewish tradition, Mose^ had a
difficulty in pronouncing the labials b, v, m,

""'f,;'ers. 11—13. — Who hath made man's
mouihl God could and would have cured
the defect in Moses' speech, whatever it was

;

could and would have added eloquence to his

other gifts, if he had even at this point yielded

himself up unreservedly to his gruidance and
heartily accepted his mission. Nothing is too

hard for the Lord. He gives all powers

—

sight, and Iftaring, and speech included—to

whom he wilL He would have been " with
Moses' mouth," removing all hesitation or in-

distinctness, and have " taught him what to

say "—supplied the thought and the language

by which to express it—if Moses would have

let him. But the reply in ver. 13 shut up
the Divine bounty, prevented its outpour, and

left Moses the ineffective speaker which he
was content to be. The words, my Lord,

Bend, I pray thee, by the hand of him whom
Thou wilt send, are curt and ungracious

;

much curter in the original than in our ver-

sion.' They contain a grudging acquiescence.

But for the deprecatory particle with which
they commence—the same as in ver. 10

—

thoy would be almost rude. And we see the

result in the next verse.

Ver. 14.—The anger of the Lord was kin-

dled against Moses. The expression used is

• strong one, but does not perhaps here mean
more than that God was displeased. At least,

he did not punish the offender in any severer

way than by the withholding of a gift that

he was ready to bestow, and the partition be-

tween two of a position and a dignity which
Moses might have had all to himself. Per-

haps diffidence and self- distrust, even when
out of place, are not altogether abhorrent to

One whose creatures are continually offending

him bj presnmpticn and arrogance. Is not

Aaron the Levite thy brother ? I know, etc.

This translation is wrong. The two clausea

form one sentence, and should be rendered,
" Do I not know that Aaron the Levite, thy
brother, speaks well ? " Aaron's designation

as "the Levite" is remarkable, and seems t«

glance at the future consecration of his tribe

to God's especial sennce. Behold, he cometh
forth to meet thee. It has been conjectured

that Aaron designed to %Tsit Moses in Midian,

in order to convey to him the intelligence that

the king who had sought his life (ch. ii. 15)
was dead. He did not, however, start on the

joumev till God gave him a special direction

(ver. 27).

Ver. 15.—Thou shalt speak nnto him and
put words in his mouth. Moses was to tell

Aaron what to say—furnish, i.e., the matter

of his speeches—and Aaron was to clothe this

matter in fitting words. God promised to be
with both of their mouths ; with Moses', to

make him give right directions to Aaron ; with
Aaron's, to make him utter them persuasively.

Moses' position was stni the more honourable

one, though Aaron's might seem the higher

to the people.

Ver. 16.—He shall be thy spokesman.
Literally, "He shall speak for thee." Ho
shall be, even he. It is the verb that is re-

peated, not the pronoun. Probably the mean-
ing is, " he shall surely be." There is no com-
parison between Aaron and anyone else. Thou
shalt be to >'iTn instead of God. Divine in-

spiration, that is, shaU rest on thee ; and it

shall be his duty to accept thy words as

Divine words, and to do all that thou biddest

him.
Ver. 17.—Thou shalt take this rod. Not

any rod, but the particular one which had
already once become a serpent. Wherewitll

thou shalt do signs. Rather, " tJie signs," i.».

the signs which thou wUt have to do, as

already declared in ch. iii. 20. It is quite

gratuitoos to suppose that God had already

particularised them

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—B.

—

The inteni of the first sign. Primarily, no doubt, the object was to

•mpower Moses to show forth a sign easUy, readily, without preparation, and so at any

moment. He had come to the time of life at which he naturally carried a staff. That

he should be able at Ms will to transform that dead piece of vegetable matter into an

active, living organism, would show him endued with supernatural power over both

the vegetable and uiimal worlds, and give him a means, always ready to his hand, of

demonstrating the truth of his mission. This alone was a great matter. But the fact

that his rod became a serpent, rather than any other living thing, was specially calcu-

lat<<i to impress the Egyptians. In one form, the serpent with them meant " a king,"

or " a crown ; " and the change of a staff into a snake would typify the conversion of «

shepherd into a monarch. In another form it was a sign for a " multitude," and the

ttansformation might remind them that the single stock or stem of Jacob was now

« They mi^ perhaps be best translated—" Ah I my Lord, pray send by whom thou wilt."
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become " millions." The great serpent, Apap, moreover, held a high position in their

mythology, as powerful to destroy and punish, whence they might the more fear oas

who seemed able to create serjients at his pleasure. The Israelites would perhaps view

the staff as a rod to smite with, and connect its change into a serpent with the notion

that when rods or whips were not thought severe enough, rulers chastised with

"scorpions" (1 Kings xii. 11). Altogether, the sign, if viewed as a type, was

threatening and alarming
;
perhaps the more so on account of its vagueness. Formi*

ill-defined, seen through mist, affright men more than those which are clear anii

definite.

Vers. 6—8.—TA* intent of the second sign. If the first sign was powerfid to con"

vince, the second was still more powerful (ver. 8). It showed Moses able to produce,

and cure, in a moment of time, the most virulent malady to which human nature was

liable. The Egyptians greatly feared leprosy, and declared in their own accounts of the

Exodus that they drove the Israelites out of their country because they wf.re afflicted

with that loathsome disease. The Israelites regarded it as the worst affliction that

could befaU a man. The hand of Moses made leprous within the folds of the garment

that enwrapped his bosom typified perhaps the Israelitish nation, corrupted by the

circumstances that enwrapped it around in Egypt. The cure indicated that Moses

would, through the power committed to him, cleanse the people from their defflements,

and restore them to a state of spiritual soundness. Thus it was at once a warning and

a promise. The sign appears not to have been used in Moses' deaUngs with the

Egyptians (ch. viL 10—17), because it was inappropriate as respected them, since they

were beyond cleansing—there was no healing of their wuuiid. Thus by this sign were

taught two things: 1. That there is a fountain opened for sin and for uncleanness which

can wash away, imder the condition of repentance, any defilement ; and 2. That there

is a state of sinfulness and corruption when repentance ceases to be ixissible, and the

moral nature can no longer be restored, and nothing remains but that fearful looking-

for of judgment to come whereof the Epistle to the Hebrews speaks (ch. x. 27). The
signs of the serpent and the blood—signs of judgment—were for the Egyptians and the

Israelites alike ; the sign of the hand made leprous and then restored—a sign of mercy

—

was for the Israelites only.

Ver. 9.

—

The intent of the third sign.—^BlooQ poured on the gjound could symbolise

nothing but war and destruction. That water should be tmned into it implied that

peace should be changed into war, prosperity into ruin, quiet and tranquillity into

a horrible carnage. The special reference would be to the destruction of Pharaoh's host

in the Red Sea ; but the other ruinous plagues, as especially the fifth, the seventh, and

the tenth, would be glanced at also. That the water became blood on touching the

ground of Egypt would indicate that it was the land and people of Egypt who were to

be the sufferers. A very dreadful vengeance was thus foreshadowed by the third sign,

which should have warned the Pharaoh of the terrible results that would follow his

resistance to God's will as proclaimed by Moses. To the Israelites, on the contrary, the

sign was one assuring them of final triumph ; that the blood of their enemies would

be poured out like water in the coming struggle, and their resistance to God's will be

signally punished.

Ver. 10.

—

Sloumess of speech a draxvhack on ministerial fitness, hut not a disqttali-

fication. It is remarkable that both Moses, the great prophet of the First Covenant,

and St. Paul, the "chosen vessel" for the publication of the Second Covenant, were

ineffective as speakers ; not perhaps both " in presence base," but certainly both " in

speech contemptible" (2 Cor. x. 1, 10). Speakers and preachers should lay the lesson

to heart, and learn not to be overproud of the gift of eloquence. A good gift it is, no

doubt—when sanctified, a great gift—which may redound to God's honour and glory,

and for which they tihould be duly thankful, but not a necessary gift, 'ihe men of

action, the men that liave done the greatest things, and left tlieir mark most enduringly

upon the world, have seldom been " men of words." Luther indeed was mighty in

speech, and John Knox, and Wliitfield, and (though less so) John Wesley, but not our

own Cranmer, nor Melancthon, nor Anselm, nor Bishop Cosin. nor Jolin Keble. In

ibn" tecular sphere of statesmanship and generalship the same princi])le holds even moN
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decidedly. Demosthenes has to yield the palm to Alexander, Cicero to Cresar, Pym to
Oomwell, the Ahbe Si^yfes to Napoleon. On the whole it must be said that those who
are great in deed are rarely great in speech. And without eloquence a man may do
Go\l good service in every walk of life, even aa a minister. The written sermon may
go as straight to the heart of the audience as the spoken one. Ministerial effort in
house-to-house visiting may do as much to convert a parish as any number of extem-
pore sermons. Example of life preaches better than palaver. Let no one who feels
within him the minibterial call, who longs to serve God by bringing his fellow-men to
Christ, be deterred by the thought that ho is " slow of speech and of a slow tongue."
God, without making him eloquent, can " be with his mouth," give his words force,
make them powerful to the conversion of souls. It has been said that there are many
•*dumb poets." So are there many "dumb preachers," whose weak and hesitating
words God blesses and renders effectual, so that in the end they have no cause to be
ashamed, but may point to those whom they have brought to Christ, and exclaim with
St. Paul, " Ye are our work, ye are our epistle, the seal of oiir apostleship are ye in the
Lord " (1 Cor. ix. 1, 2 ; 2 Cor. iu. 2).

Vers. 13, 14.

—

The tin of self-distrust, and its punishment. Undoubtedly the
Seneral inclination of men is towards self-assertion and self-sufficiency, so that
iffidence and distrust of self are commonly regarded as excellences. But there

is a diffidence which is wrongful, a self-distrust which Scripture condemns. St. Paul
calls it " a voluntary humility " (€6f\oTan€ivo<f)po(rvvr])—& humblemindedness, that is,

which has its root in the will ; a man not choosing to think that he is fit for high
things, and determining to keep down his aims, aspirations, hopes, endeavours. The
same apostle exhorts his converts "not to think of themselves more highly tlian they
ought to think " (Rom. xii. 3), but at the same time, by implication, not to think too
himibly, for he tells them to think soberly, according as ^ od has dealt to every one the
measure of faith." We ought to take true views of ourse Ives, of our capacities, powers,
feiculties, even of the graces to which by God's mercy we have been able to attain ; and
not to deny them or depreciate them. If we do so we keep ourselves back from high
things, and this is how God punishes us. Moses lost the gift of eloquence, which God
would supematurally have bestowed upon him (ver. 12), and lost one-half of his
leadership (vers. 14^—16), by his persistent diffidence and distrust. We prevent
ourselves from attaining heights to which we might have attained, we keep ourselves

down in this world and make our position low in the next, by similar folly. The
youth who bore the banner with the word " excelsior " upon it, was wiser than most
of us. If we would rise high we must aim high ; if we would aim high we must not
be too diffident of ourselves.

Ver. 14.

—

The love of brothers. Few things are more lovely than the affection of
brothers. James and John, Simon and Andrew, Philip and Bartholomew, James and
Jude, were sent out together by our Lord, that they might enjoy this sweet companion-
ship. How touching is the love of Joseph for Benjamin! If there is "a friend that

sticketh closer than a brother," the fact is noted for its rarity ; and the force of the
phrase depends on the known intensity of fraternal affection. Aaron, though so long

parted from Moses, perhaps the more because so long parted, would at the sight of him
be " glad in his heart." Though not brought up together, though educated so differently,

aod gifted so differently, though seemingly intended for such different walks in life, the

two had a true affection, each for each, which had survived a long and—so far as we are

told—complete separation. Here, and again in verse 27, it is the affection of Aarou
which is especially noticed—perhaps because it was the more praiseworthy. Aaron,

the elder brother, might naturally have felt some jealousy of Moses' advancement above

himself, of his superior education, social position, privileges, etc. But he seems to have

beetf entirely free from this feeling. Moses might, for aught that he knew, resume his

old princely rank on his return to Egypt, and throw him once more into the shade.

Aaron did not disquiet himself about this. God knew that he longed for the simple

keen pleasure of seeing his brother (" when he seeth thee, he will be glad," etc.), of

pressing him to his heart, and kissing him on the £ace (ver. 27}. Well would it be if

smong Christians all brothers were thus minded.
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Vers. 14—16.

—

Diversities of gifts a lenefit loth to individuals and to the Cliurch.—

After all, the self-distrust of Moses was turned by God to good. Without it Llosea

would have been sole leader of the entire enterprise, must have appeared alone befor«

the elders and before the monarch, must have undertalcen the entire charge, direction,

Buperinteadence of everything, must have had upon his mind animshared burden which

it would Lave been most trying to bear. God's strength might indeed have been

sufficient for his weakness. But his life could not but have been a weariness to him.

He would have lacked the imspeakable solace and comfort of a loved and loving

associate, to whom he might open—indeed, was bound to open (ver. 15)—all his mind,

and with whom he could constantly " take sweet counsel together." He would have

also lacked the support, so much needed by a shy man, of a companion and coadjutor in

crises and times of difficulty, as when he appeared first before the elders (vers. 29, 30),

and when he appeared first before Pharaoh (ch. v. 1). Thus the association of Aaron

with himself in the leadersliip must have been felt by Moses as a benefit. And to

Aaron it was an unmixed advantage. The gift with which God had endowed him, and

which he had no doubt sedulously cultivated, caused him to be placed almost on a par

with his brother—enabled him to be of use to him—gave him loving companionship

—

and caused him to have a large part in the deliverance of his nation. After forty years

of separation, during which he had never ceased to long for the return of his brother,

Aaron found himself associated in the closest possible way with Moses, made his

"right-hand man," his other self, his constant aider and assister. After a wholly

lin<Sstinguished life, which had lasted eighty-three years (ch. vii. 7), he found himself

brought into a position of the highest dignity and responsibility. And the Church was

benefited greatly by the double leadership. Moses, the man of thought, was able to

devote himself exclusively to thinking out all the details of the great work entrusted to

him. Aaron, the man of words, was able to give all his attention to the framing of

addresses whereby he might advance the plans of his brother. So in the Christian

Chm-ch there have always been, and Avill always be, " diversities of gifts." At one time

they are "gifts of healing, tongues, prophecy, interpretation, discerning of spirits, laith,

wisdom, prudence " (1 Cor. xii. 8—10) ; at another, preaching power, administrative

energy, learning, scholarship, influence, and the like. Seldom are even two of those

gifts"tmited in the same individual. The Church prospers by utilising the gifts of all,

assigning to each man the position suited to him, and taking care that he has a fair

field for the employment of his special gift. In this way, " the whole building fitly

joined together, and compacted by that which every joint suppUeth, according to the

effectual working in the measure of every part, maketh increase of the body to the

edifying of itself in love " (Eph. iv. 16).

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 1.

—

Unbelief. The objection started by Ikloses to the mission on which he was

•ent was a very natural one. The people would not believe him, nor heaiken to hia

voice For

—

I. He was as tet unfurnished with distinct credentials. In so grave a matter

Moses could not expect the people to believe his bare word. This was a real difficulty.

Before committing themselves to his proposals, the Hebrews would be entitled to ask

for very distinct proofs that the message brought to them had really come from God

—

that there was no mistake, no deception. God acknowledges the justice of this plea, by
fumisliing Moses with the credentials that he needed. From which we gather that it

is no part of the business of a preacher of the Gospel to nm down "evidences."

Evidences are both required and forthcoming. God asks no man to confide in a message

as of Divine authority, without furnishing him with sufficient grounds for believing

that this character really belongs to it. The reality of revelation, the supernatural

mission of Christ, the inspiration of prophets and apostles, the authority of Scripture,

all admit of proof; and it is the duty of the preacher to keop this fact in view, and in

delivering his message, to exhibit along with the message the evidences of its Divine

original.

II. Mo&AIi OAUBKS, AB DI8TINQUI8UBD FBOM HEBE DEFICIENOT OF EVIDENCE, WOULD
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MAKE IT DIFFICULT FOB HIM TO 8ECUKE CBEDENCB. Moses anticipated being met, not
simply with hesitation and suspense of judgment, which would be all that the mere
absence of credentials would warrant, but by positive disbelief. "The Lord hath not

appeared to thee." How account for this ? 1. The message he had to bring was a very

wonderful one. He had to ask the people to believe that, after centuries of silence, God,
the God of the patriarchs, had again appeared to him, and had spoken with him. This
in itself was not incredible, but it would assume an incredible aspect to those whose
faith in a living God had become shadowy and uninfluential—who had learned to look

on such appearances as connected, not with the present, but with a distant and already

faded past. Credulous enough in some things, they would be incredulous as to this

;

just as a believer in witchcraft or fairies might be the hardest to convince i^f a case of

the supernatural aside from the lines of his ordinary thinking and beliefs. It is a

similar difficulty which the preacher of the Gospel has to encounter in the indisposition

of the natural mind to believe in anything outside of, or beyond, the sphere in which it

ordinarily works and judges,—the sphere of things sensible (John xiv. 17). The super-

natural is strange to it. It pushes it aside as inherently incredible, or at least as of no
interest to it. From this the advance is easy to that which is so peculiarly a charac-

teristic of our age, the denial of the supernatural as such—the flat assertion that miracle

is impossible. 2. The announcement contained in his message was so good as almost

to surpass belief. Great good news has often this effect of producing incredulity.

Of. Gen. xlv. 26,—" Jacob's heart fainted, and he believed them not," and Ps. cxxvi.

And would not the Heorews require evidence for the great good news that God had
visited them, and was about to bring them out of Egypt, and plant them in Caanan

!

In like manner, is it not vastly wonderful, almost passing belief, that God should have
done for man all that the Gospel declares him to have done ! Sending his Son, making
atonement for sin, etc. 3. The difficulties in the way of the execution of the purpose
teemed insuperable. Even with God on their side, it might seem to the Israelites as if

the chances of their deliverance from Pharaoh were very small. True, God was omni-
potent ; but we know little if we have not learned how much easier it is to believe in

God's power in the abstract, than to realise that this power is able to cope successfully

with the actual difficulties of our position. The tendency of unbelief is to " limit the

Holy t ^ne of Israel " (Ps. Ixxviii. 41). And this tendency is nowhere more manifest

than in the difficulty men feel in believing that the Gospel of the Cross is indeed the

very " power of God unto salvation "—able to cope with and overcome the moral evil of

the world, and of their own hearts. 4. One difficulty Moses would not have to contend

with, viz. : aversion to his message in itself. For, after all, the message brought to the

Israelites was in the line of their own fondest wishes—a fact which ought, if anything

could, powerfuUy to have recommended it. How different with the Gospel, which, with

its spiritual salvation, rouses in arms against itself every propensity of a heart at enmity
against Godl The Israelites must at least have desired that Moses' message would
turn out to be true ; but not so the mass of the hearers of the Gospel. They desire

neither G\>d nor his ways ; have no taste for his salvation ; are only eager to find

excuses for getting rid of the unwelcome truths. To overcome an obstacle of this kind,

more is needed than outward credentials—even an effectual working of the Holy Ghost.

III. Inferences fkom these considerations. 1. Preachers of the Gospel must
prepare themselves for encountering unbelief. It is the old complaint—" Who hath

believed our report?" (Is. liii. 1). 2. The success of Moses in overcoming the people's

unbelief shows that he must have possessed decisive credentials of his mission. The
complaint of this verse does not tally with what is sometimes alleged as to the unlimited

drafts that may be made on human credulity. Moses did not find the people all

readiness to believe him. He was bringing them a message in the line of their dearest

wishes, yet he anticipated nothing but incredulity. He had never much reason to

complain of the over-credulity of the Israelites; his complaint was usually of theii

imbediefii Even after signs and wonders had been wrought, he had a constant battle to

fight with their unbelieving tendencies. How then, unless his credentials nad been of

the clearest and most decisive kind, could he possibly have succeeded? For, mark

—

(1) It was not merely a few enthusiasts he had to carry with him, but the wliole body of

the people. (2) He was no demagogue, but a man of slow, 'iiffideut, self-distrustful

nature, the Iftst mau who might be expect«d to play successtuliy on popular credulity
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or enthusiasm. (3) His plans were not to be laid before the multitude at all, but
before the " elders "—the cool, cautious heads of the nation, who would be sure to ask
him for very distinct credentials before committing themselves to a contest with
PJiaraoh. The inference is that there must have been a true supernatural in the
fouutliug of the ^losaic era ; as afterwards there must have been a true supernatural in

the founding of the Christian era. Imposture, credulity, the force of mere ideas, the
aimmanding power of a great personality, are, together or apart, incapable of explaining
all the facts. Wonders must have been wrought, alike in the accrediting of the mission
of Moses and in the stupendous work of the deliverance itself.—J. 0.

Vers. 1—10.

—

A trilogy of signs. In reply to his complaint that the people would
not believe him, nor hearken to his voice, God gave Moses three signs. These are to

be viewed

—

I. As ATTESTATIONS OF HIS DiviNE coji MISSION (ver. 5, 8). Divine power is

supeniaturally exercised in proof of Moses' title to speak with Divine authority. 'Ihis

is a clear case of the use of miracles as credentials of a mission, and confutes those who
reason that this view of mii-acles has no basis in Scripture. The cliaracter of the signs

was not to be disregarded, but the immediate circumstance which gave them evidential

value was -the fact of supernatural origin. Practically, signs of the kind wrought by
Moses would be felt to be incontestable proofs of his Divine commission; and it is

difficult to see Low otherwise his message could have been authenticated. Why should
this be objected to? Why, if the message is woriliy of God, and the work of power is

also worthy of God, should the work of ix)wer not be erajiloyed to add authority to the
word, as indicating with certainty the source from which it comes ?

II. As SIGNIFICANT OB PARABOLIC ACTS. TMs is implied in their character as
" signs." 'i hey had had of themselves a " voice." They told over again what Moses
had explained in words, while they exhibited in symbol the superiority of Jehovah
to the king and gods of Kgypt. 1. iiign \st.— The impotence of Pharaoh against
Jefiovah's messenger. 1'his seems to be the import of the turning of the rod into the
terpcnt (vers. 2—5). The serpent " was the symbol of the royal and divine power on
the diadem of every Pharaoh." (1) The rod cast to the ground and changing into a
serpent symbolised the eftect of the challenge to Pharaoh. (2) Before this terrible

appaiitiou, with its gleaming eyes, inflated neck, hissing tongue, and vehemence of

assitfit, Moses lied in natural terror. 3) But he is instructed not to fear it, but to

seize it by the tail; when there is given a representation of Pharaoh's absolute power-
lessness to hurt him in the reconversion of the serpent into the njd. The foe vanishes,

and Moses remains master of the situation. The lesson is, that God's servants, charged
with the execution of his mission, are more than a match for all the powers of ill that

can be arra}ed against them. God will bruise even Satan—" that old serpent "

—

under their feet shortly (Rom. xvi. 2')). They wield an authority which gives them
for the time a charmed existence, and ensures the defeat of those opposed to them. Ct
with this sign Mark xvi. 18 ; Acts xxviii. 5 ; Rev. xii. 6 ; and instance Luther before

the Diet of Worms. 2. t^ign 2nd.—The power of Jehovah to smite and heal. 'J'he

symbol of this was at the same time an instance of it—viz. the sudden smiting of

Moses' hand with leprosy, followed by as instantaneous a cure (vers. 6—8). Leprosy
was peculiarly the theocratic punishment (iiiriam, L'zziah, Gehazi). It was probably
a common disease among the Israelites, who figiu'e in I'>gyptian traditions as a nation

of lepers, hateful to the gods on account of their pollutions. The obvious teaching of

this sign would therefore be—(1) That Jehovah was able to smite with the most
grievous plagues, yet (2^ As able to heal when he had smitten. This conveyed both
threat and promise. (1) If the people obeyed his voice, as he had healed the leprous

hand, so would he heal them of their natural and spiritual disorders, and lift them
out of their despised and unclean state in Kgypt ; while conversely, (2) If they
resisted, great and sore strokes of the Divine anger would fall upon them ; or, if Egypt
resisted (.od's will, it in turn would be smitten by his plagues. The power in both
cases was omniixjtent and resistless. 'I bus we are instructed—1. To fear the stroke of

the Divine anger. 2. That God who smites can also heal (Hos. vi. 1). 3. That God
is more willing to remove judgments than to send them. 4. That God cau heal the

leprous heart. 6. To fear, above all, that most awful fulfiknent of the lepiosy symbol
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—the adjudging of the soTil, under Divine wrath, to the imcheclced spread of it<; own
corruptions—to the reign of sin within itself. Sign 3rd.— The ruin that would descend
on Egypt if God's vnll continued to be disobeyed. The sign of the turning of a portion
of the water of the Nile—the source of Egypt's beauty, fertility, and prospcrit}—into
blood (ver. 9) could only have one meaning. It portended ruin to the state of" Egypt.
And such would be the inevitable consequence of a contest between Pharaoh and
Jehovah, if protracted by the king's obstinacy. In this case there was no reversal of

the sign. The end of strife with G.al is judgment without mercy—utter destruction.
Lesson—the folly of striving with the Almighty.

III. As A SERIES OF 816X8 ADAPTED TO REMOVE DOUBT AT DIFFERENT STAGES
(vers. 8, 9). Though, strictly speaking, one sign was enough to attest the Divine
commission of him who wrought it, yet God, who condescends to man's infirmity,

added sign to sign, thus furnishing a superabundance and accimiulation of evidences,
and rendering unbelief wholly inexcusable. It has often been observed that the
strength of the evidence for revelation lies, not in any single line of proof, but in the
cumulative force of a great variety of evidences, some of which strike one class of

minds as of peculiar cogency, while minds difi'erently constituted are more impressed by
others. In the case before us, a certain progression may be noted; each sign, by
peculiar marks, carrying us a step further thau its predecessor. 1. In the turning of

the rod into tho serpent, we have a work of Divine power, but not without a certain

resemblance to the feats of the native serpent-charmers. The jwints of contrast were
great, but it might be doubted whether the acts of the magicians were not competent
to produce as great a wonder. 2. In the second sign—the stroke of leprosy—this

doubt is eliminated, and the presence of Divine power conclusively demonstrated. But
Egypt had her gods also, and the question, as it would present itself to those who
believed in them, was not simply. Is Jehovali powerful V but. Is his power greater than
theirs ? 3. The last sign gives the final proof, by working a miracle on the water of

the Nile—itself one of Egypt's greatest gods. The turning of that sacred water into

blood was the death-blow to aU hope of help from the Egyptian idols. Observe

—

1. The anxiety of God to remove doubt. 2. 'Ihe ample provision he has made for its

removah 3. The patience with which he bears with man's duLness and slowness of

heart. 4. The inexcusableness of unbelief.—J. 0.

Vers. 10—17.

—

Slow of speech. The longer Moses pondered the mission on which
he was sent, the more he shrank from it. The difiiculty which now oppressed him was
his want of eloquence. It seemed to him that in this respect he was the least

qualified person God could have chosen. There was needed for such a work a man of

persuasive tongue, of fluent, forcible, and impressive speech ; and his own utterance

was hesitating and heavy. Overwhelmed with the sense of imfitness, he again appeals

to God, and asks to be relieved from duty. We have here

—

I. A FELT INFIUMITT. Moses was doubtless right in what he said of his natural

difficulty of speech. But his error lay—1. Jn c aggerating ihe value of a gift of mere

tloquejice. He did not possess it—though Stephen calls him " mighty in words

"

TActs vii. 22)—and he was apt to overrate its influence. He forgot that the man of

aeep silent nature has a power of his own, which expresses itself through the very

ruggedness and concentration of his speech ; and that oratoiy, while valuable for some

purposes, is not the most essential gift in carrying through movements which are to

leave a permanent impress on history. AVhat is chiefly wanted is not power of speech,

but power of action ; and when it is felt that a man can act, a very limited amount of

Bpeech will serve his purpose (Cromwell, William the Silent, Bismarck, etc.). The
smooth persuasive tongue, though pleasant to lision to, is not the weightiest in

counsel. 2. In forgetting that God knew of this injirmity when he called him to the

vxyrk. *God knew aU about his slowness of speech, and yet had sent him on this

mission. Did not this carry with it the promise that -vhatever help he needed would

be graciously vouchsafed ? God has a purpose in sometimes calling to his service men
who seem destitute of the gifts—the outward gifts—needful for his work. 1. The
work is more conspicuously his own. 2. His power is glorified in man's weakness.

3. llie infirmity is often of advantage to the servant himself—keeping him hvmible,

driving him to prayer, teaching him to rely on Divine grace, rousing him to effort, etc
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(2 Cor. xii. 7—10). Paul was a man " rude in speech " (2 C!or. xi. 6), and came not

with eloquence of words (1 Cor. ii. 1) ; but his defects of speech only made the Divine

power which resided in his utterances the more conspicuous (2 Cor. ii. 4, 5).

II. A GRACIOUS PROMISE. God would be with his mouth, and teach him what to

Bay (ver. 11). The Maker of speech, he might be trusted to aid its powers, when
these were needed in his service. So Christ promises his disciples to give them in

their hour of need what they shall speak (Matt. x. 19). Lips touched by Divine grace

possess a simple, natm-al eloquence of their own, far excelling the attempts of studied

oratory. Then there is the other fact, that gifts of speech are often latent till grace

oomes to evoke them. Moses' original awkwardness was no index to what, assisted by
God's grace, he might ultimately have become, even as a speaker. His gift, would
probably have grown with the necessity. Ihe greatest preachers of the Gospel, with

Paul at their head, have not been men naturally eloquent. If they became so after-

wards, it was grace that made them. Thus, we are told of Luther that at first he
dared not enter the pulpit. "Luther, who subsequently preached with so much
power,—who gave a new Erection, and a force and elevation never before attained, to

the whole system of German preaching,—who is still the imparalleled master of all who
hope to effect more by the internal demonstrativeness of a discourse than by its

external ornamentation,—this Luther was' too humble, too modest, to take the place of

a preacher. It was only at the solicitation of Slauptitz that he finally consented to

preach—at first in the oratory of the convent, and afterwards in church " (Hagenbach).

Knox was equally diffident about ' the exercise of his gifts, and when an unexpected

appeal was made to him, at the age of forty-two—" the said John, abashed, burst forth

in most abundant tears, and withdrew himself to his chamber " (Knox's ' History ').

All may not be eloquent like these; but anyone possessed of earnest feeling and
intense convictions, who is content to deliver a plain • message with directness and
Bimplicity, will be surprised at what God can sometimes niake even of rude and
tinskilled lips.

III. A SINFUL BHBiKKiNG FBOM DUTY (ver. 13). The Continued reluctance of

Moses, after so gracious an assurance, was not to be excused. It was a direct act of

disobedience, and argued, besides a want of feith, a certain measure of stubbornness.

God was angry with him, yet forbore with his infirmity. And,if God forbore with
Moses, it is surely not for us to blame him, who are so often in " the same condemna-
tion." Let him who has never shrunk from unwelcome duties, or who has never

stumbled in believing that Divine grace will, imder trying circumstances, be made
Buflicient for his needs, cast the first stone. Admire rather in this incident—1. The
patience and forbearance of God in stooping to his servant's weakness, and 2. The
"exceeding greatness" of the power which accomplished such mighty results by so

unwiUing an instrumentality. Nothing proves more clearly that the work of Israel's

deliverance was not of man, but of God, than this almost stubborn reluctance of Moses
to have anything to do with it.

IV. A SECOND-BEST ABEANGEMENT (vers. 14—17). The appointment of Aaron as

spokesman to his brother, while in one view of it an act of condescension, and a
removal of Moses' difficulty, was in another aspect of it a punishment of his disobedience.

It took from !Moses the privilege of speaking for God in his own person, and committed
the delivery of the message to more eloquent, perhaps, but also to less sanctii ed, lips.

1. The arrangement had its advantages (1) It supplied one's defect by another's gift.

(2) It utilised a talent lying unemployed. (3) It gave Aaron a share in the hc^nour of

being God's messenger. (4) It furmed a new link of sympathy between the brothers.

But—2. It was not the best. (1) It prevented the development of the gift of speech in

Moses himself. Had he relied on God's promise, he would doubtless have acquired a
power of speech to which he was at first a stranger. (2) The message would lose ia

force by being delivered through an intermediary. This of necessity. How much of

the power of 8];eech lies in its being a direct emanation from the mind and heart of

the speaker—something instinct with his own personality 1 As delivered by Aaron, the

messages of God would lose much of their impressiveness. Fluency has its disadvan-

tages. A mind burdened with its message, and struggling with words to give it utter-

ance, conveys a greater imjircssion of force than ready delivery charged with a message
that 'iM uot its own. (3) Moses would be iuuapered in his work by the ooostaucy ti
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bis dependence on Aaron. It limits a man, when he cannot act without continnally
calling in another to his assistance. (4) It divided Moses' authority, and gave Aaroa
an undue influence with the people (of. Ex. xxxii.). (5) It was a temptation to Aaron
himself to assume, or at least aspire to, greater authority than of right belonged to
him (cf. Nimi. xii.). Learn—1. 1'hat it is not always good for us to have our wishes
granted. 2. That God sometimes punishes by granting us our wishes (c£ Hos. xiii. 11),
8. That God's way is ever the best.—J. O.

Ver. 11.

—

Ood the Giver of ourfaculties. See—1. His power in the creation of them.
•*Who hath made," etc. Wisdom also. Eyes, ears, organs of speech—miracles of
contrivance. 2. His goodness in the bestowal of them. A reason for thankfulness.
3. His providence in the deprivation of them. " Who maketh the dumb, or deaf," etc.

A reason for not murmuring. 4. His perfection as mirrored in their fiinctions, " He
that planted the ear, shall he not hear? he that formed the eye, shall he not see?"
(Ps. xciv. 9). An answer to the objection against positive revelation. He that formed
the mouth, shall he not speak? And he that formed the ear, can he not addiess
to it his own message ? 5. Lesson—His ability to aid us in usins them for his elorv
(ver. 12).-J. O.

^

Ver. 13.

—

A servants difficulties. Observe

—

I. What they webb. Moses' difficulties resolved themselves into three. 1. Th«
power of Pharaoh. " Who am I that I should go to Pharaoh ?'" (ch. iii. 10). We
may be staggered by the thought of the powers that are arrayed against us. 2. Tht
anticipated unbelief of the people (ver. 1). The preacher has to encounter hard and
unbelieving hearts, and this may enfeeble and dishearten him. 3. Bis lack of gifts

(ver. 10). Humble natures are easily discouraged by the sense of their own short-

comings—by the consciousness of ignorance, defective education, lack of gifts of

speech, etc.

II. How THEY WEBE MET. 1. God armed Moses with powers that made him mors
than a match for iae mighty king of Egypt. 2. He gave him the means of overcoming
the unbelief of the people. 3. He promised to endow him with po.wer of speech ; and,

when that was rejected, supplied his defect by giving him a coadjutor. From which
learn :—1. That while it is right to state our difficulties to God—to pour out all our
hearts before him—it is wrong to make them an excuse for shrinking from duty.

2. That God, if relied on, wiU give us all sufficiency.—J. O.

Ver. 17.

—

The rod. The rod a fit emblem of " the word of the truth of the GospeL*
1. The rod was something definite. " This rod." Not any rod, but the one which God
gives us. 2. The rod was perhaps the instrument of a despised calling. So is the preaching

of the Cross " foolishness " (1 Cor. i. 21—25). 3. The rod was to be grasped and used

:

" in thine hand." Study, preach, expound, apply. 4. By the rod, Moses was to do
signs : " wherewith thou shalt do signs." Spiritual miracles wrought by the preaching

of the word. 5. The rod was efficient only as accompanied by Divine power

(1 Cor. u. 4).^J. O.

Vers. 1—9.

—

The third difficulty: how is Moses to deal with an incredulous Israel

f

With the mention of this third difficulty, we begin to see how much of doubt, stslf-

distrust, and reluctance disturbed the mind of Moses. And no wonder. This revelation

and commandment of God had come very suddenly upon him; and though strong

assurances and sufficient information were readily given, yet he could not all at once

receive the comforts which flowed from them. Had he attended to what God said by
way of removing the difficulties already expressed he would never have given utterance

tCf unl^ third one. His perseverance in suggesting obstacles almost makes us feel that

he hoped somehow to get out of the mission. But God meets him at every point.

There is no weak place in the Divine plans. Even a matter which seems so uncertain

as the reception of Moses by Israel is confidently taken altogether out of the region of

uncertainties. God had already said (ch. iii. 18), " They shall hearken to thy voice,*

and if Mo.ses had only waited, he would have been made to see how that hearkening

would be broi^ht about. The suggestion of this difficulty, therefore, showed how much
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he was still lacking in calm faith ; nevertheless we must bear in mind that the difficulty

was a real one. There was only too much reason to apprehend that Israel would

receive him in the way he indicated. CJonsider

—

I. The poor expectatioks Moses had of a favourable reception from Israel.

Why should he have these gloomy anticipations ? Was the cause of them to be looked

for wholly in Israel or wholly in himself? Did he mean to blame his brethren for theii

unbelief, or did he thus take another way of indicating his own utter distrust of

himself? As he expresses no blame of Israel it is not for us to assume that he intended

it. He knew very well that to go to his brethren with such a story, would be the rery

way to make them reject him and laugh him to scorn. He could not but feel that if

he had been in their ix)sition, he would probably have behaved in the same way.

What could it appear but presumptuous to return after forty years' absence from the

distant and half-barbarous Midian, and pretend that he had been chosen to deliver

Israel—he, a mere weather-beaten shepherd ? Truth is stranger than fiction, and for

this very reason it is too often believed to be the most improbable of all fictions.

Moses thus had every ground to expect that he would be treated either as insaue or as

the most impudent of impostors. He would have been more easily believed in telling

some made-up story than when he told the simple truth. God had looked very kindly

and favourably on Moses in all his deeply felt imworthiness ; but the very things that

commended him to God, hindered him with men. In what a humiliating aspect this

word of Moses puts our fallen human nature 1 When the truth in which we are most

of all concerned comes before us, we are tempted to neglect and repudiate it because the

messenger does not look sufficiently dignified. Xor is unbelief our only danger. We
must labour to have a state of mind in which we shall always not only receive the true

but reject the false. We have to do with false apostles as well as true ones. The elders

of Israel would have done very wrong if they had rushed into a welcome of Moses on
his bare ipse dixit. We must not, in our anxiety to avoid unbelief, deliver ourselves

over to credulity.. If the world has in it only too many of the unbelieving spirit, so,

alas ! it has only too many of the deceiving spirit ; all the more deceivers because

thoroughly deceived themselves. We must try the spirits whether they be of God,

and ever live in thankful use of the infallible tests which God has given us.

n. God gives to Moses ample evidences to produce faith in Israel. Observe

that God does not simply promise these signs. He works them at once, at least the two
that were possible, before the very eyes of Moses. Moses has faith enough to be surt

that it is indeed God who is with him at the present hour ; but what about the future?

True, God had said, " Certainly I wiH be with thee " (ch. iii. 12), and he might have
repeated these words rebukingly. But he remembered that Moses was as yet very

ignorant of the fulness of the Divine nature ; and he acted with all his own wisdom
and tenderness, to cherish the real but as yet very feeble and struggling faith of his

servant. When Moses comes into the presence of his brethren, it is to cast down a rod

that has already been a serpent, and to stretch forth a hand that has already been snow-
white with leprosy. " What is that in thine hand?"—as much as to say, " Take note of

it, look at it well, make sure that it is the rough, easily replaced instrument of your
daily work." Moses is to be taught that things are not what they seem. He who
accoriling to his good pleasure took some of the original matter of the universe, and
from it made the rod-nature, and from other made the serpent-nature, now by the same
power changes in a moment the dead rod into the living serpent, and the living serpent

into the dead rod. The healthy hand is all at once infected with leprosy, and even
while Moses is shuddering with the terrible experience, the leprosy is as su-Ulenly

taken away. It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living Gixi. As to

the significance of these miracles, there is doubtless much that lies beyond our power to

a.scertain. Assuredly they had in them perfect propriety both as to their order and
their nature. What the burning bush became to Moses, these three miracles might
become to the Israelites ; not only paving the way for Moses to act with full authority

in their name, bu« giving many lessons to such as had eyes to see and hearts to under-
stand. For instance how could they but perceive that when (lod began his dealings

with Phanioh, he began with two out of the three miracles which Moses had shown to

them. Moses turned the rod into a serpent, and the water into blood bef ire Israel, and
larael believed (vers, 28—31\ He did the same things before Pharaoh, and he remained
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unmoved. Who can toll what terrilile things Tsrnel oscapcd hy their timfly nocepran^a
of the mission of Moses? and yet that acceptance, as we discover by the rehcllions ia

the wilderness, did not amount to very much. The lielicf thai is [iroduccd bv miracle,

if there be not some more penetrating force bcliind the mere exhibition of the extra-
ordinary, does not go very deep, nor does it last very long. The greatest benefit of
these miracles was to such Israelites as could see in them, not only the power of G<A,
but something of the purposes for which that power was used. Pliaraoh caused great

pain to Israel, but he did nothing else; he sought no blessed end for the people bej'ond

the pain. God, on the other hand, though he turned a rod hito a threatening serpent,

and a clean and healthy hand into a leprous, loathsome mass, yet very speedily took
these signs of destruction away. When God brings threatening and afiiiction very near
to us, it is only to show how quickly and comjiletely they may be removed. AU
imtoward things are in his hands—all serpents, aU diseases, all degi'ading transforma-
tions of what is good and beautiful.—^Y.

Vers. 10—12.

—

The fourth diJTictilty : Moses alleges defect of utterance. The third

time is often represented in Scripture as the final and decisive time (1 Sam. iii. 8;
Matt. xxvi. 44, 45, 75 ; John xxi. 17 ; 2 Cor. xii. 8). But Moses is not yet either

satisfied or even silenc&d. As fast as one difficulty is swept away, his fearful and fertile

mind has another ready to take its place. He began with himself, in stating his

objections and difficulties, pleading then his unworthiness in general terms ; now in the

end he comes buck to himself with the mention of a special difficulty. Consider

—

I. The difficulty A8 stated by Moses. In the course of the conversation, God
has laid before him such particulars of the work required as seem to show him, in his

hasty view of them, that he will have much speaking to do. But for speaking he
alleges himself to be peculiarly unfit. What he meant by this unfitness we have no
means of exactly ascertaining. Perhaps he had some actual defect in the vocal organs

;

or it may have been nothing more than the well-nigh insurmountable difficulty which
some men feel when called on to speak in public. In any case he was bringing the

difficulty forward under mistaken views as to the importance of mere utterance. 1. He
was eocaggerating the service of naturalfaculties. To say that these are nothing at all

wovdd be of course the language of mock humility. God has shown often in the history

of his work in the world that he welcomes great natural gifts, lovingly devoted to him
and thoroughly sanctified. But the great temptation undoubtedly is, to make too much
of natural gifts—too much of the intellect, the voice, the physical presence altogether,

and too littlo of the purposes for which these instrumi nts are to be used. How a thing

is said is of much less moment than the thing itself. Better to stammer out a great

truth than to deck lying, deception, and worldly vanities in the best-chosen words.

When the Jews conspiring against Paul wanted some one to plead their cause before

Felix, they sought, very wisely from their point of view, for the practised proiessional

orator. It mattered nothing that he lacked the love of truth and justice. It was his busi-

ness to do the best he could for even the worst of causes. God might easily have found

elsewhere in Israel a thousand fluent and attractive speakers, more pleasant to tho ear than

Moses, and yet none ofthem sufficiently endowed, in other ways, for the great work required.

2. Ee was underrating thepower of God working through those whom he choosesfor himself.

It is inevitable that if we exaggerate in one direction, we shall underrate in another.

If we make too much of the work of man, we shall make too Uttle of the work of God.

Moses is not yet duly impressed with the fact that God has unmistakably and fiuflUv

chosen him. He thinks he ought to be able to see clearly why he is chosen, and this is

just what he cannot as yet get even a glimpse of. If only he had been able to feel

conscious of some improvement in his natural faculties, it would have been a great

encouragement, a great help to submission and prompt advance, at least so he thought.

Depend upon it, we can never think of the power of God too highly. Nothmg, so long

asft il agreeable to his character, is beyond him. If he has chosen us for any work, he

will always make his choice quite certain to our hearts ; though, at the same time, to

humble and try us, he may give much to peq^lex our intellects. In such moments our

true and sufficient refuge is to remember the unfailing power of him who directs us.

If Moses had only lived, say in the time of Paul, and been able to look back as Paul

looked on all the Divine dealings recorded in the Scriptures^ he would have se«n at onoe,

EXODUS. H
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•nd gloried in the fact, that his very lack of fluent speech, so far fromheing against him,

was rather in his favour (2 Cor. iv. 7).

II. God's treatment of this perseverikg reluctance. Ohserve God's contiuued

patience. So far there has not been a word of rebuke to Moses ; no action such as

corresponds with the smiting of a stupid or inattentive scholar. But it was really quite

time for Moses to begin to reflect a little before he spoUe. Moses seemed to hint in

this latest appeal that it was desirable at once to confer on him wbat he judged to oe

the requisite powers of speech. But God saw that the real want was not speaking, but
thinking

;
quiet, earnest, introspective thinking. There had been quite enough of speaking

unadvisedly with the lips, only to be excused by the fact that Moses had become so

recently acquainted with Jehovah. Now God gives his servant something to think about.

Moses has said in effect, " Here am I, called to a great work, for which, through no fault

of mj' own, I lack the necessary faculties." And God in return is not slow to meet
Moses with a plain admission of the Divine responsibility for many things which toe

count defects in human nature. " Where," says the sceptic, " is tlie wisdom of that

God who allows the world to abound in so many human beings deficient in one or

anotlicr of their natural faculties ? " God meets the charge himself, and meets it

boldly. He not only allows man to be so, but he makes him so ; in other words, what
we call defects are not defects at alL Tlie defect is in us, who are not able to look

at them in a right and comprehensive way. There are defects and defects. Man,
thinking of the blind, the deaf, the dimib, the lame, begins to wail what an imperfect

thing creation is
;
yet he is only complaining of spots on the surface. Our outward

senses, with all the knowledge and pleasure that they bring, are only subsidiary parts of

humanity. Let Closes consider, and be will see that, inasmuch as these defects come
fiom no fault of his own, God can easily make them up. The fact that !Moses was so

low of heart to believe all that God had spoken was a far greater hindrance than all

his slo^vness of speech. We find serious defects and hindrances where, so to speak, God
rather finds helps ; while the things that hinder God's work and stir his indignation it

takes a great deal to make us conscious of, The worst obstacles to be encountered by
Moses did not come from any of the things he had laid such emphasis on ; they lay in

his own heart—that heart into which the dawning of God's presence had only just begua
to penetrate.—Y.

Vers. 13—16.

—

Moses, taking a step too far^ is suddenly arrested. In ver. 13 we
must evidently look at the spirit of the words, rather than the words themselves.
There is nothing wrons in the words. Uttered in a different tone and in different

circumstances they might have drawn forth the approval of God rather than his anger.
They might be used as expressing the most devout submissiveness, the consciousness
of one who, though he is treading forth into darkness and danger, is sure that he is

filled with the fulness of God. But not so had Moses yet learned to speak. God has
tried to call him away from the turmoil of his doubts, from his hasty conjectures and
crude anticipations ; but instead of obeying, instead of acquainting himself with God,
and thereby being at peace, he flies in his face with this half-despairing half-defiant

cry. It is the crisis of the struggle, and it is very instructive to notice how firmly and
yet gently God deals with his servant. Observe, then, how we have here o due
mingling t>f righteous anger and companaionate aid.

I. God's manifested anoeb with ^Ioses. 'J'he expression is a strong and suggestive
one. Not simply that God was angry, but that his anger was kindled. We may take
It as meaning that there was some anger already, growing indeed hotter and hotter, but
only now under this great provocation breaking into flame. The anger of God must
Inevitably rise at every contact with human ignorance and stubbornness, though it

may bo so veiled beneath love, pity, and patience as to be concealed fi"om the man
whose conduct excites it. And note in jarticular that there is no inconsistency in
attributing to God anger with Moses, ibises himself was to be excused, as having
only recently become acquainted with God; but he could not escape his share of the
due efl'octs arisinj^ out of the alienation of the entire human race from God. Pesides,
God's anger must be looked upon as one of his instruments in bringing us effectually
U> ci-rapliance with hi.s will. God's anger is really |.art of the goodness which leads U8
to re{)eatance ; and if gentler methods" full, tlKjri the timo will come at last wlu-n thai
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anger must be decidedly manifested, even for om* good. Moses could not but admit
that so far he had been dealt with very gently indeed. God, quickly and, tenderly
responsive, had met every hint of difficulty with a strong encouragement. But all the
encouragements had made no real difference in Moses' mood of mind. He turns upon Grod
in the querulous unappreciative strain indicated in ver. 13. Thus he imconsciously
Bignifies that the time has come for God to change the method of his action. Moses,
like a persistently heedless scholar, must be made to feel that his master cannot be
trifled with. Grod speaks, not that we may discuss and parley with him, but that we
may obey. Let Moses now understand that the time has come for him at once to go
forth.

n. The angeb is mingled with a gracious promise of appropriate aid. Grod's

anger with his own chosen ones is but a sudden darkness to make the following light

more useful and esteemed. God, who has just shown his power to Moses in the
burning bush and the following signs, now shows power in a way even more attractive.

Ho is one who can at the same moment warn and comfort—not only smiting that he
may heal, but able to blend smiting and healing together. Even though Moses has
provoked his indignation, he does not leave him with a bare promise that somehow or

other his defect of utterance will be supplied. Grod sweeps away this latest difficulty

as completely as he had done the previous ones. And note moreover that he disposed

of it in his own unexpected way. It was better to leave Moses as he was, and make
Aaron his spokesman, than to enrich him in his own person with all gifts of utterance
and leave him alone. By linking the two men together, God was constantly teaching

them the need of mutual subordination. If they would only be companions in humility
they should also be companions in prosperity and in gladness of heart. Sad and
disastrous would be the day when Moses should be disposed to say to Aaron, " I have
no need of thee," or Aaron to Moses, " I have no need of thee." Aaron had what Moses
lacked. Moses had the matter of a Divine and gladsome message, but he felt utterly

at a loss how he was to get it properly laid before all whom it concerned. Aaron, on
the other hand, had voice and faculty of speech, but behind that voice there had
hitherto been nothing of commandment, direction, and encom-agement. Aaron, says

the Lord, was a man who could speak well ; that is, as we may take it, a man able to

Bpeak distinctly and impressively—one who could deliver any message entrusted to

him in a way which would not obscure the message, nor draw ridicule on the utterer

of it. Moses and Aaron went together like the musician and the instrument on which
he plays. 27ms we see the way in which God binds us together by our very deficiencies.

He constitutes us so that we are always more or less dependent on our fellow-men, and
sometimes the dependence is very marked indeed. It is well for us in the midway and
strength of life to consider that there may be but a step between us and the need of

the teuderest sympathy. When we are most independent there are possibilities lying

before us—yes, there are even certainties—which should moderate our pride and self-

sufficiency. Manly independence is one of the greatest blessings; egotistic isolation

one of the greatest curses. They that are strong should bear the infirmities of the

weak ; there are none of us so strong but that in some emergency of life we may
accept the relief; there are none of us so weak but that we may do something to

provide the relief. In a world which is so full of temptations to discord and rivalry

it is a great comfort to remember that God is constantly working to counteract them.

He guides human affairs, even as he guides the planets themselves ; the centripetal

force is greater than the centrifugal. If every one of us were free to work out the

desires of our selfish hearts, anarchy would come with fearful rapidity.—Y.

Ver. 17.— The importance of the rod: God guards Moses against a very natural

mersight. " Thou shalt take this rod in thine hand." Was Moses, then, likely to

for;iet ,it ?_ That rod had just been pointed out to him as connected with his favourable

reception by Israel. It was to be the instrument for helping to deliver him from one

of his chief apprehensions. And yet it was as likely as not that in the hurry of

gathering his household goods together, the rod wuuld be thrown into a comer of the

fnld as a mere bit of wood that could ea.sily be rt'i'laccd if Moses Lad once agair to

•become a shepherd- Notice—1. That other things sttmtd, tc tht natural eye, of a great

K 2
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deaJ more consequence. As Martha, when Jesus came to her house, was cumbered with

much sen-ing, and in the middle of it all was unwttingly neglectintr the one thing

needful, so Moses, amid the distracting questions that filled his mind, had no induce-

ment to regard the rod with such attention as corresponded to its real importance.

Here is one of the great difficulties in Twinging the natural man to discern the thingg

of the Spirit of God. Not only is man, by nature, indiflferent to spiritual things, but

he is absorbingly occupied in the desires, cares, and appreliensions of the natural

life. When the disciples of Christ had their minds filled with carnal anticipations of

the kingdom of heaven, they heard even such glorious news as that of the resurrection

of their Master as if they heard it not. 2. T/iis rod seemed a thing of particakniy

little consequence. Were not a thousand such within easy reach? Micrht not God be

trusted to turn any rod Closes took up just as he had turned this ? If it had only been

some precious stone, something costly, elaborate, and rare, ke would not have forgotten

it. 3. The real consequence of the rod appeared clearly in the light of after events.

Suppose Moses had left the rod behind him. The lit;elihood is that he would very

quickly have been stopped on the way, even as he was stopped and tlireatened because

of his uncircumcised sou. And if he had been allowed to go on, assuredly he would
have been put to shame on coming into the presence of Israel. God w as be_inning to

teach Moses that strict, tmflagging attention to details would be necessary when he
again came to this mountain to take his part in serving God on it. 4. 'Hie rod itself

vias a great sign that Israel was to be delivered not by human but by Divine operationt.

It was probal)iy not only the companion of Moses, but the constant comi)anion. Ever
in his hand, it was something by which he could readily turn his thuughts away from
his own inability to the all-sufficiug power of God. It is our folly, both as concerns

our own salvation and the salvation of our fellow-men, that we go out uiihout the rod.

When the Israelites saw Moses cominu among them with his rod, clinging to it, though
there seemed no use for it, some of them perhaps said, " Throw that rod aside ; why
eumber yourself with it, and become a laughingstock and a puz/.le to beholders." And
in like manner how often have those put in trust with the Gospel been esdiorted to lay

side those elements which to the natural man appear mere excrescences and deformities.

"We may well believe that to the first ai>ostles, it was one of the hardest things in the

world to keep firm to the essential parts of their messa.<;e. What the rod was to

Moses, goini: forth with it and working signs, that must the doctrine of the Cross be

to all apostles. Christ crucified is to the Jews a stumbliugblock and to the Greeks

ftwlishness, but to them which are called, Christ the power of Grod and the wisdom of

God.—Y.

Vers. 1—9.— Weaknesa and strength for God's service. I. Feab of the REJEcnoH
OF THK MESSAGE WE BEAR FOR G<»D MAKES ITS DELIVKBANCE IMPOSSIBLK. The tidiugS

he was to bear were so wonderful that he believed his words would be listened to with
utter incredulity. Our Gospel is more wonderful still. 'l"o speak it, our eye must rest

less on tie message, and more on God's power to chastise and to bless. We are not

critics of, nor ajwlogists for, the Gospel: we are messengers sent before God's face.

Our blaster is behind us.

II. MiBACi.ES BELONG TO THE INFANCY OF FAITH. The siccns are given because of

nnbelief. Elijah and Elisha work miracles among the tribes which had almost wholly
forsaken God ; Isaiah, Jeremiah, John, work none, 'i'he Apostles alone wcr'^ empowered
to bestow miraculous gifts, and these died out with the men who received them from
the Apostles' hands. To bring again the age of miracles would be retrogrf'ssion, not
advance.

III. The mibacles ab bigns. 1. The rod cast upon the ground becomes a serpent

;

the serpent dealt with in obedience to G'jd's command becomes a rod. They who
reject God's guidance will be pursu' d by his terrors, and if we deal with our foes as

Sod directs us they will lielp, not harm us. 2. The hand put in the bosom (the

attitude of determined indifference) becomes leprous
;

placed again in obedience to

God's command, it is made whole. God can make the stren;:rth of the disubcdicnt a
burden and Imrror ; and if we rest in him our loathsomeness and weakness will be

changfd inU) liealth and strength. 3. The sweet Nile waters changed into blood. The
daiight of the laud to which unbchef will cling will become a loathing and a curse.—U.
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Vera. 10—17.

—

God's wrath will fall where his service is declined. I. MosEfiC

OBJECTION AND GtOd's ANSWER (10—12). 1. He deems himself unfit to occupy the

place even of spokesman to the Lord. The objection was based upon a real infirmity,

which so far God had not removed. The same objection urged as a reason to-day for

not engaging in Sunday-school work, etc. The want of power may be real, but

is it a sufficient reason for refusal '? 2. God's answer. (1) He points to his power.

Is that realised ? (2) He gives the promise of help. Our weakness will merely afiforJ

a field on which God's might and faithfulness will be manifested.

II. Moses' refusal and God's anger (13—17). 1. The disinclination to the

service which lay behind his objections is at last manifested. That very name
(Adonai) " my master,"^ by which he addresses God, might have rebuked him. But
Moses in this may be the type of ourselves. We acknowledge thart all we have, that

we ourselves, are his, and yet is there no service which no amount of reasoning or

expostulation can prevail upon us to undertake for God? 2. God's anger. (1) A
revelation of the judgment which awaits the slothful servant. Its shadows fall now in

the vvithdrawal of his favour and the decay of spiritual life. (2) It left its mark upon
the life of Moses although his refusal was followed by repentance. Aaron was joined

with him, and where in the eye of Israel and the world there would have been one
figure only, there is henceforth two. The mark of God's anger is left in a lessened

glory.

III. The power of the past fob Christian service. "Take this rod"—not

another. It reminded him of the time when he contended with God, and ministered

humility in the moments of mightiest triimrph. The Cross of Jesus the memento of

our stubbornness and guilt.—U.

Vers. 1—17.

—

Divine supplements for human infirmity. " Now therefore go, and
I will be with thee," etc. (ver. 12.) It is not at all clear whether the four objections

urged by Moses against receiving the Divine commission were presented at one inter-

Tiew with the manifested God, or whether the controversy recorded Ex, iii. 1—^iv. 17,

occupied weeks or months. The probabilities are in favour of some considerable time.

See iv. 10, and specially in the Heb. In dealing with this particular plea, viz. the

lack of eloquence, we must bear in mind that it is not for every man to be a Moses, or

a preacher, or even a worker. '! rue, there is a ministry for each and all ; but some
are called to, one of patience in suffering. Treat the subject therefore as one of

Divine supplementing of human infirmity generally. Comp. 2 Cor. xii. 7—10.

I. Shrinking from Divin.e service. Not a doubt of this in the case of Moses.

Earlier he was not unwilling to put himself forward as the champion of Israel

—Acts vii, 25 ; but diffidence came with years. So Jeremiah—Jer, i, 6. So all the

prophets—their message a " burden "—something heavy to be carried, to which they

braced themselves. So Paul, 1 Cor. ix. 16. Nor is the feeling unhealthy or undesir-

able. Self-confidence looks at Hrst the best preparation for great enterprises. But is it

so? Look at life. In all departments, to estimate aright the greatness of the work,

the comparative feebleness of our resources, and yet the weight of our responsibility, is

the condition of success ; e g. Lord Clyde in India. The Christian minister. By the

reluctance of Moses, measure the irresistible impulse upon his spirit. Nor is con-

sciousness of incapacity always the reality of incapacity,

II. The excuse that is offered. Take ver. 10, translated thus :
" And said Moses

unto Jehovah, Let it please Thee, ( > Lord, not a man of words am I, either since yester-

day, or since the day befure, or since the time 'J hou hast spoken unto Thy servant ; foi

keavy of mouth and heavy of tongue am 1." 1. T.ie time-hint. An intimation

here of a long controversy between Moses and God. 2. The meaning of Moses. He
was not a "man of words"

—

not eloquent, in the popidar sense; he was heavy—doubly

hea.vy-^f lip and tongue. A great writer of pjetry and prose, but not a speaker.

This self-estimate just. Yet there were compensatiuns. He was " mighty in word."

Distinguish between fluency and power. He was, too, a man of thought. A man of

action, 3. A lesson in passing: "Take heed how ye hear!"—"Take heed what ye
hear." Compare the massive eloquence of the Puritan age, and ^he men it made, with

what seems to be now the taste of many for the sensational—with pre8<;nt impatience

of so-called " heavy " preaching. Where would Israel have been, had Israel turned its
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back on the " heavy " Moses, and followed the lead of the brilliant but perhaps shallow

Aaron, who could make molten images under the very shadow of Sinai, the mount of

God, ere reverberating thunders had died away in the desolation of the desert. 4. The
essence of his excuse. The defect was to the mind of Moses fatal -eloquence was the

one quality material to his mission. To many missions (e.g. military or administrative)

eloquence is not essential. The mission of Moses was diplomatic—it needed tongue-

power. " Say unto the elders of Israel !" " Say unto Pharaoh." He had to persuade

a nation of slaves that he was the heaven-sent deliverer. He had to go into the

audience-chamber of the greatest potentate of earth, and speak to him for a nation, and
for Jehovah behind the nation. Just the one thing he could not do ; and for which h»

had not the indispensable qualification. So in thousands of other cases, of various forms

of duty and responsibility, of sorrow and perplexity. " Tongue " and " lip " and
" word " are what the service demands, and all are wanting.

III. Thb DrviKE DECLINING OF EXCUSE. Notice—1. The changing tone. It is

—

(1) Encouraging. Vers. 11, 12. (2) Indignant. Moses said, ver. 13 :
" Let it please

Thee, (> Lord, send I pray Thee by a hand Thou wilt send." (See the Heb.) This

sounds submissive, as though Moses meant, " Send me." But from the translation of

the LXX. the words seem to have carried a disloyal meaning, now lost in the Heb.

:

" I pray Thee, Lord, prepare for Thyself another capable, whom Thou wilt send."

And so Jehovah was indjgnant. Self-difSdence may be carried too far. Yet was not

Moses whoUy cast away—for Jehovah took up again a tone likely to woo him to his

duty. (3) Encouraging again : vers. 14—17. 2. The counter pleas. God allows

the truth of all we say, and then comes in vnth his own Divine counter pleas why he
should not accept either our excuses or declining—of which the main articles are these

:

The glory of God will be manifested—(1) Jn the use of man at all. Gk)d might have

glorified himself in breaking to pieces the empire of Egypt without the intervention of

any human agency. Pietists have sometimes thought that they glorified God by
making him everything, man nothing. But God glorifies himself more by using men,
for men are such poor tools to work with. E.g. Quentin Matsys making the beautiful

covering for the well that stands in front of Antwerp cathedral with only a file and
hammer. How ! Such work with only file and hammer ? So great an overthrow here,

and such a creation of nation and church by a man, and such a man V The strength of

God is evermore working by our weakness. (2) By the imperfection of our powers

:

vers. 11, 12. &od the Creator of the imperfection as well as the power—the dumbness
of the dumb, as well as the eloquence of the eloquent. He does this

—

i.e. supplements

our imperfect power, by—i. Other faculties in the man. So here " the rod" of might
in deed was to supplement the imperfect speech. [See also above, H. 2.] ii. Other

men. Here by Aaron, vers. 14—16. iii. Himself. In the earlier part of this controversy

it was, " Certainly I will be with thee "—^a general declaration. Now it is, " I will

be with thy mouth, and teach thee what thou shalt say." The Almighty power goes

along with the imperfect organ of the Divine will. Apply as suggested above to aU—
whether in the activity or in the patience of the Kingdom of Jesus Christ.—B.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 18—23.—If Moses had, as we have

apposed, been accepted into the Midianitish

nation, he would need permission to withdraw

himself from the tribal head. This .head was

now Jether, or Jethro, Moses' connexion by

marriage, perhaps his brother-in-law, perhaps

a less near connexion. Nations and tribes

were at this time anxious to keep up their

nomben, and jealous of the desertion even of

a single member. Jethro, however, made no

oppofition to the return of Moses to Egypt,

even though he designed to be accompanied

by his wife and sons (ver. 20). Scriptnre

gives no indications of the motives which

actuated him. Perhaps the Midianites were

at this time straitened for want of room.

Perhaps the peculiar circumstances of Moses

were held to justify his application for leave.

Ver. 18.— My brethren probably means
here " mv relations " (compare Gen. xiii. 8

;

xxix. 12). Moses could scarcely doubt but

that some of his countrymen were still living.

It woidd not have been for the interest of the

Egyptians to exterminate them. Oo in peaoa
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means, " you have mj leave—^I do not oppose

your going."

Ver. 19.—And the Lord said unto Moses

in Midian, Go, return. It would seem that

Moses was still reluctant, and was delaying

his departure, even after he had obtained

Jetbro's leave to go. Perhaps he was making
it an excuse to himself for not setting out that

if be returned he might still suffer death on

account of the offence which had driven him
into exile. To remove this last impediment,

God assured him that " all the men were dead

who bad sought his life."

Ver. 20.—His sons. Gershom, already

mentioned (ch. ii. 22), and Eliezer (ch. xviii.

4), who was probably an infant. Set them
upon an ass. Literally, " the ass," i.e. the

one ass that belonged to him. The word
might best be translated " M» ass." When
Moses is said to have "set them upon" the

animal, we need not understand " all of them."

Probably Zipporah and her baby rode, while

Gershom walked with his father. Though
horses were known in Egypt before this, they

could not be used in the Sinaitic peninsula,

and the employment of an ass by Moses is

thoroughly appropriate. Returned. J.e. "set

out to return." Took the rod of God in his

hand. This is of covu-se the " rod " of ver. 2,

which had become " the rod of God " by the

miracle of vers. 3 and 4, and which God had
conamanded him to take to Egypt (ver. 17).

Vers. 21—23.—And the Lord said, etc. Now
that Moses had at last given up his own will

and entered on the path of obedience, God com-
forted him with a fresh revelation, and gave
him fresh instructions as to what exactly he
was to say to Pharaoh. The statements of

ver. 21 are not new, being anticipated in

eh. iii. 19—20 ; but the directions in vers. 22

—

23 are wholly new, and point to the greatest

of all the miracles wrought in Egypt—the

death of the firstborn.

Ver. 21.—All those wonders. The miracles

wrought Ln Egypt are called nipliSUth, "mar-
vels," mophithim, "portents, and 'dthvth,

"signs." lUophSthim, the word here used
signifies something out of the ordinary course

of nature, and coiTesponds to the Greek Tepara
and the Latin portenta. It is a different

word from that used in ch. iii. 20. In " all

those wonders" are included, not only the

three signs of ch. iv. 3—9, but the whole series

of miracles afterwards wrought in Egj-pt, and
glanced at in ch. iii. 20. I will harden his

heart. This expression, here used for the first

time, and repeated so frequently in chs. *ii —
xiv., has given offence to many. Men, it ii

said, harden their own hearts against Grod : God
does not actively interfere to harden the heart

of anyone. And this is so far true, that a

special interference of God on the occasion, in-

volving a supernatural hardening of Pharaoh's

heart, is not to be thought of. But among the

natural punishments which God has attached

to sin, would seem to be the hardening of the

entire nature of the man who sins. If men
" do not like to retain God in their knowledge,
God gives them up to a reprobate mind " (Rom.
i. 28) ; if they resist the Spirit, he " takes

his holy Spirit from them " (Ps. Ii. 11) ; if

they sin against light he withdraws the

light ; if they stifle their natural affections of

kindness, compassion and the like, it is a law
of his providence that those affections shall

wither and decay. This seems to be the
" hardening of the heart " here intended—not

an abnormal and miraculous interference with

the sold of Pharaoh, but the natiu-al effect

upon his soul under God's moral government
of those acts which he wilfully and wrongfully

committed.
Ver. 22.—Thou shalt say unto Pharaoh,

Israel is my son. This would be addressing

Pharaoh in language familiar to him. Each
Egj'ptian monarch of this period was accus-

tomed to style himself, " son of the Sun," and

to cl£.im and expect the constant favour and
protection of his divine parent. It was also

quite within the range of Egyptian ideas that

God should declare himself by word of mouth
to his special favourites, and give directions

as to their actions. (See ' Records of the Past,'

vol. iv. p. 43.) My firstborn. Not only " as

dear to me as to a father his firstborn " (Ka-

liscb), but the only nation that I have adopted,

and taken into covenant, so as to be unto me
" a peculiar people above all the nations that

are upon the earth " (Deut. xiv. 2). Israel's

sonship is here mentioned for the first time.

Ver. 23.—I will slay thy son, even thy

firstborn. For the fultilment of the throat,

see ch. xii. 29. Moses did not utter it till all

other arguments were exhausted, and he knew
that he was having his last interview with the

monarch (ch. x. 29 ; xi. 4, 5). In this reserve

and in the whole series of bis dcaliE^s with

the Egyptian king, we mu.st regard him as

simply
'
carrying oat the special direct iona

which, after his return to Egypt, he couf inu-

ally received from the Alinightv. (See ch.

vi. 11 ; via. 9, 15 19; viii. 1, 5, 16, 20, elcj

HOMILETICS.

Ver. 19.

—

The/act of having a mission does not release a man from tocial obligations.

Direct cummunicatious with Jehovah, appointment to a great and gloriuus mibsi^^u, with

the pLwer of working miracle^s, might have rendered many a man neglectful of oidJnaiy

obligations, might have teemed to 2'lfice him above the necessity of asking anyone's
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permission to do as he pleased. But Closes read his duty differently. He had been
received among the Midianites with great kindness, had been given a home and a wife,

and probably enrolled formally as an adopted member of the tribe or nation. Though
Reuel, the head of the tribe at the time of his coming, had ceased to hold that position,

having probably died, the tribe had a new head, to whom he was bound, if not by all

the obhgations which had attached him to Reuel, yet by several very definite and
tangible bonds. Jethro was his near relative and his tribal chief; he had perhaps

Bworn allegiance to him ; he had certainly received from him protection, employment,
sustenance (ch. iii. 1). To have quitted his service without jjermission, to have left

his flock in the Sinaitic valleys, and proceeded straight to Egypt would have been easy,

but would have been imkiud, ungrateful, and contrary to the accepted standard of

tribal morality at the time. Moses therefore went back to Midian from Sinai before

proceeding to Egypt—made, that is, a considerable journey in the opposite direction

to that which ho was about to take—^in order to obtain Jethro's consent to his going,

thus acting the part of a faithfiil servant and a good subject. It would be well if all

who believe themselves to have Divine missions, and to be highly gifted, would follow

Moses' example, and not make their mission and high gifts an excuse for neglect oi

ordinary duties and obligations. Moses' example, and the words of One higher than

Moses, should teach them that it becomes all men to " fulfil all righteousness " (Matt.

iii. 15). ]f those with high missions neglect even small social duties, they "give an
occasion to the adversary to blaspheme."

Reticence sometimes a duty. We are not bound in all cases to tell even those in

authority over us the reasons, much less all the reasons, which actuate us. Moses
wanted .Jethro's permission to quit his adopted tribe, and return to his native country

and his people. He gave a rea8*)n which was not untrue, but which was far from being

his sole, or even his main, reason. If he had said more, if he had revealed his mission,

he would probably have raised a storm of opposition to his departure. He would have
been call^ a fanatic, a visionary, a madman ; and everything would have been said

that was possible to deter him from carrying out his projects. If Moses felt, as he may
have felt, that he was too weak to encounter such a storm of opjwsition, he was wise to

be silent and so not arouse it.

The reasonable wishes of a subordinate should be granted cheerfully. Jethro's answer,
" Go in peace," may well be taken as a pattern by those in authority. It is kindly,

gracious, and ungrudging. The chieftain of a tribe might naturally have demurred to

the withdrawal of a iamily of subjects, the master to the loss of a valuable servant, the

head of a household to parting with near kinsfolk. But Jethro, deeming Moses' plea

a sufficient one, is careful not to mar the grace of his concession by a single word of

objection, reproach, or querulousness. Nor is " Go in peace " even a bare consent, but
a consent embodying a blessing. It is equivalent to " Go, and the Lord go with thee !

"

Notf also the absence of inquisitiveness. Jethro does not pester Moses with questions

—

does not ask, " Is the reason thou hast assigned thy true reason," or " ihy sole reason ?"

or, "When wilt thou returnV or, "Why take thy wife and children?" or, " How
wilt thou live in Egypt ? " or, " Art thou not afraid to return thitlier ? " He will not

pain his near connection by doubt or distrust, or even undue curiosity. He will

not travel beyond the record- His consent has been asked. He gives it freely, fully

cheerfuliy.

Virs. 19—23.

—

Obedience brings a blessing. There mxist have been something in the

hesitation of Moses which caused it not to be wholly displeasing to God. Once he was
** angered " (ch. iii. 14), but even then not greatly offended—content to show his anger

by inflicting a sUght penalty. Kow, when Moses still delayed in Midian, how gentle

the rebuke that is administered—" Go, return ;
" and to the rebuke moreover is appended

an encouragement—"all tiie men are dead who sought thy life." Observe also that no
sooner does Moses obey, than his reluctance seems wholly forgiven ; the Lord appears

afresh to him, and rewards his obedience by fresh revelations. " Israel is my son,

even my firstborn." This tender relationshij), never before acknowledged, is breathed

into the prophet's ear as he enters on the path of obedience. What may he not
•xpect, if he continues in it ! Surely blessings upon blessings. DeUverance, triumph,
•ontinued, never-ending orotection are assur^ to them whom God declares to he nil
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children. Moses, as their leader, will have the glory of their success. Even the might
of Pharaoh will be. impotent if used against them. Should Pharaoh refuse to liberal*

God's " firstborn," he will lose his own-

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 18—21.

—

The return. Weeks, perhaps months, intervened between the reve-

lation at the bush and ]Moses' actual departure from Midian. Time was given for

allowing the first agitatiou of his spirit to subside, for enabling him to take the just

measure of the task entrusted to him, for the final overcoming of his involuntary

reluctance. An interval is presupposed in ver. 10 -" Neither heretofore, nor since

thou hast spoken unto thy servant," and is implied again here. Events were not yet

quite ready for his departure. The preparation of tlie man, and the preparation of

events (ver. 19) were going on simultaneously. God would have his servant brought,

not only to a clear apprehension of his message, but into a state wf intelligent and
entire sympathy with it, before actually starting him on his journey. The call would
come at the proper time.

I. Pkhmission received (ver. 18). The request to Jethro was couched in simple

but courteous terms, and was as courteously responded to. ]\Ioses said nothing of the

revelations he had received. 1. He had no call to say anything. His message was to

the elders of Israel, not to Jethro. 2. It would have been a breach of confidence to

have divulged what passed between him and God without permission. 3. It was not

advisable to say anytliing. He would have required to have entered into explanations,

and might have encountered unbelief and opposition. If Jethro perceived, as possibly

he did, that there was something underlying Moses' request which he did not care to

state, he had the good sense to refrain from prying too curiously into what did not

concern him. The parting was courteous and friendly, cretlitable ahke to both.

Observe: 1. There are times when it is prudent to keep one's own counsel. 2. It

is the mark of a wise man that he can keep his own counsel. 3. It is well to be

reserved about private religious experience (Gal. L 16, 17). 4. It is one's duty on all

occasions to study friendliness and courtesy. 5. It is nearly as high a mark of

character not to be too curious in prying into the secrets of others, as it is to be

cautious in keeping silence about those entnisted to us.

II. The way cleared (ver. 19). As suggested above, Moses had probably been

instructed to wait a Divine intimation as to the time of his actual departure. In a

work so important every step must be taken under direct Divine guidance. Cf. the

movements of Mary and Joseph with the child Jesus (Matt. ii.). And the warning

was not given till God was able to announce that all the men were dead who had
formerly sought his Ufe. This would be a comfort to Moses, and would remove at

least one set of fears as to his personal safety. There may have been another reason

for delaying to this point. Time had again brought matters to the condition of a
tabula rasa. The conflict now to be begun was not to be demeaned by being mixed
up with the spites and enmities of a buried past. Observe : 1. How Gofl *.'Tiies events

with a view to every cla.ss of conditions. 2. How God considts ft liie safety cf

his servants. 3. How God's purposes move with steady step to their acoompUsh-

ment, while mortals, who thought to hinder them, drop into their graves, and are

forgotten.

III. The jottrney entered upon (ver. 20). 1. Moses took with him his wife av.d

two sons. The desire to have them with him was natural, but he afterwards saw
reason for sending them back. The work he was engaged in was of a kind not com-
patible with family entanglements. There are times when a man's hands need to be

absolutely free ; when it is iiis duty not to enter into relationships which would
encilmfeer him ; or, if these already exist, to make the temporary sacrifice of comfort

and affection which the exigencies of his work demand (Matt. viii. 21, 22 ; 2 Tim. ii. 4).

2. He took with him the rod of God. This was indispensable. By it he was to work
signs (ver. 17). The rod of the Christian worker is hib Bible. Armed with that, he
can speak with Divine authority, work miracles in the soak of men and confound tbs

Bughtieat of his enemies.—J. O.
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Ver. 21.

—

TTardening. God communicates anew with Closes, fortifying his resolution

to appear before Pharaoh, putting words into his mouth, and warning him of the effect

his message would produce. He was not to fail to do all his wonders before Pharaoh,
though the only effect would be to harden the monarch's heart—to confirm him in hii

resolution not to let the people go.

I. The Word of God is to be addressed to men, whatever reception it mat
MEET with. It is to be set forth, and the evidence which attests it exhibited, "whether
they will hear, or whether they wiU forbear" (Ezek. ii. 5); and this—1. That God's
will may be made known. 2. That men's dispositions may be tested. 3. That if men
disobey they may be left without excuse. 4. That ulterior purposes may be fulfilled.

For men's unbelief cannot make the faith of God without effect (Hom. iii. 3). If men
disbelieve and are hardened, God will use even their hardening as the point of attach

ment for some new link in the chain of his providential developments.

II. GrOD INFALLI15LY FOREKNOWS THE EFFECT OF EVERY APPEAL OR MESSAGE HK
ADDRESSES TO HIS MORAL CREATURES. He kuows tliose to whom his servants will be
"the savour of death unto death," and those to whom they will be '* the savour of life

unto life " (2 Cor. ii. 16). But the knowledge that his Word will be rejected is not a
reason for keeping it back. As respects these foreknown effects, we are not permitted

to say either—1. That God wills {i.e. desires) that his Word should harden ; or 2. That
in any case it hardens by his arbitrarily ^vithholding the grace which would have
produced an opposite result. Yet Divine sovereignty is not to be denied in the effects

produced by the preaching of the Word, or in God's deahngs with men in mercy and
judgment generally. He will be a bold student of Divine things who ventures to assert

that by no means known to him could God have subdued the obstinacy even of a
Pharaoh. Hearts as stubborn have yielded before now. We cannot solve these

•Domalies. Enough for us to know that God's sovereignty, however exercised, is ever

righteous, holy, and, could we see all, loving.

III. God's Word, when its message is resisted, hardens the heart that resists.

IT. The hardening of the heart is here attributed to God, as in other places it is

attributed to Pharaoh himself. The latter statement occasions no difficulty. It is the

invariable law, and one which is constantly being exemplified, that he who resists

grace and truth incurs the penalty of being hardened. That result follows from the

constitution of the moral nature. But precisely in this fact lies the explanation of the

other mode of statement, that the hardening of the heart is from God. For God is

concerned in the results which flow from the operation of his own laws, and takes

(pruvidcntially) the responsibility of them. We may go even further, and say that

God dcsiyns that tho^e who resist his truth shall be hardened by it; just as he designs

that those who believe and obey it shall be saved. And the stronger way of putting

the matter, harsh as it seems, has its own advantages. Eesisters of the truth do well

to rem<mber that in their attitude of opposition they have to do, not merely with
" laws," reacting to darken the mind and indurate the heart, but with a living God
within and behind these laws, lending his solemn sanction to their operations, willing

the results which flow from them, and righteously punishing sin by means of them.

This explanation, indeed, is not complete. Other phases of the subject come into view

later. Meanwhile the preacher of the Gospel is not to be astonished that his word, in

many cases, produces hardening effects. This is foreseen by God, and is taken up into

his plan. Learn also how a career of iniquity is often punished by the transgressor

being brouglit into circumstances which, merciful in their own operation, yet lead t;

his greater hardening.—J. 0.

Vers. 22, 23.

—

Iura^ a type of sonship. Consider—1. The condescension of Ood in

the establishing of this relationship. A nation of slaves; in the eyes of the Egyptians

little better than a nation of lepers
;
yet Jehovah says of them, " Israel is my son, my

firstborn." " l^ehold what manner of love," etc. (1 John iii. 1). 2. The privileges

implied in it. On this cf. Deut. i. 31—34 ; viii. 2—6 ; xxxii. 9—15. Keflect how
Israel was led, fed, guided, trained, chastened, delivered from enemies, and conducted

to a bountiful inheritance. These privileges 'nave all tlieir counterparts in the exjw-

rience of the "cliildren of God by faith in Ciirist Jesus" fGal. iii. 20). 3. The respou'

iibHitia it imposed on others. Because Israel was Gods son, his firstborn, Fbiunoh
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wac to refrain from oppressing his son, and if he did not he would be smitten in his

own fiistbom. (1) As men treat God's children so will God treat them. He notes,

and he will reward, kindnesses done to his sons, and he will avenge their wrongs.

(2) God's children may safely leave the avenging of their wrongs to Gx)d. It is not
their work, but his, to avenge them ; the rule for them is to avenge not themselves, but
rather to give place to wrath ; heaping coals of fire on the head of the enemy by
returning him good for his evil (Bom. xiL 19—^21).—J. 0.

Vers. 18—23.

—

Truefaith and it* joy. I. The obedience ot faith. 1. Note Hoses'
swift compliance with God's command. He tarried no longer :

" He went and re-

turned . . . and said . . . let me go." He does not seek advice. He does not even
wait for a oonvenient opportunity of urging his request. We must wait neitlier

upon time nor men. If God has spoken, we must obey. 2. His wise reticence. He
said nothing of what he had seen and heard. These experiences are a holy place where
the soul meets alone with God. Where this holy place is profaned the soul suffers loss.

II. COKSOLATIONS ABOUND ALONG THE PATHWAY OF OBEDIENT FAITH. 1. MoseS
receives Jethro's permission and blessing. 2. Fears are removed (ver. 19). 3. He
passes on with the consciousness of power : he " took the rod of God in his hand."

4. He has the assurance of victory. Pharaoh's heart will be hardened, yet there is one
judgment in reserve wliich will bow that heart to comphance with the will of God
(vers. 22, 23). The cause of God cannot be defeated. As we go on in obedience to

God's commandment oiir advance is a continuous discovery of God's goodness. The
lions which we saw in the distance are chained, and do not harm us.—U.

Vers. 24—31.

—

The three meetings. I. The Lord's meeting with Moses (vers.

24—26). 1. Moses' sin. (1) Circumcision was the solemnly expressed will of Gtxi

(Gen. xvii. 9—14). (2) It was enforced by exclusion from the blessings of Gk)d'8

covenant. (3) Preparations had been made for the journey, but the circumcision of

Eliezer was not among them. 2. The reason of the omission, weak yielding to the

prejudices of his Midianitish wife. 3. His guilt. God looked beyond the sign to that

which it signified and partially accomplished—the claiming of the hfe for himself and
righteousness. Moses' disobedience was therefore murder by neglect, and life shall

answer for life. The guilt of the unfaithful watchmen ia Zion (Ezek. xxxiii. 7—9)

;

of parents who never seek by instruction and example and prayer to have their children

circumcised with the circumcision of Christ. 4. God will withstand the inconsistent

worker. He wUl permit his work to be done only by the righteous and the faithfuL

This is seen both in churches and in individuals.

II. The meeting op Moses and Aaron (vers. 27, 28). 1. Moses had to proceed

alone (Ex. xviii. 2), the type of many who pass to service through loss. 2. God prepares

consolation in the desert (Matt. xix. 27—29). 3. The marvels of God's providence. He
makes their meeting with each other a meeting with liimself. " They met at the moimt
of God." 4. Human love hallowed by the Divine love—" And Moses told Aaron," etc

III. Their meeting with the elders of Israel (vers. 29—31). Where Moses
dreaded failure he meets success. There is more faith waiting to receive God's word
than we imagine : souls wait round us Uke the parched land for the showers.—U.

Ver. 19.

—

The unsolicited removal of a source of great anxiety. God assures Moses
that he has no longer any cause to fear on account of the Egyptian slain forty year*

before. This last piece of information casts a flood of light on aU the hesitation,

reluctance, and perplexity which Moses has hitherto sho^vn in his intercourse with

Jehovah. It might have made a great deal of difference, if he had only known at the

beginning that the men were dead who sought his life. Not but that Moses was
honest enough in aU the pleas he had started in order to escape from this mission and
reSpo'hsibihty ; but, deep xmder all other considerations, and very potent, even though he
had been ashamed to confess it, lay his fear because of the slain Egyptian. He might
even have got as far as the expressing of the fear, if God had not brought him sharply

up by the kindling of his anger, and made him feel that of two perils it was wise to

choose the lesser. Better run the risk from some Egyptian breathing vengeance than

from the visitations of an angry God; and yet, though checked from speaking, ha
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would be saying very earnestly in liis heart, " Oh that I only knew myself to he safe in

this matter." Remember the terror with which, after so long a time, Jacob approached

his injured brother Esau. Certainly Jacob had the bitter consciousness of wrong-doing

to heighten his fears, but Moses would have equally the consciousness of danger. Nor

can it° be too often impressed upon us, in considering this opening stage of Moses'

acquaintance with God, that while he had a profound impression as to the real and

awful Beinc with whom he had come in contact, the extent of his knowledge was not

correspondent to the depth of his feeling. He had come into a real acquaintance with

God ; but it was at first, of necessity, a very imperfect and blundering one. The
defective notions of !Moses, ^\-ith respect to God, find their New Testament parallel in

the earth-bom and earth-limited questions which the disciples so often ad(h-essed to

Jesus. Hence, even though Moses has seen so much of God's power and promptitude

in deahng with every difficulty he has raised, he still remains uncertain whether Grod

has taken into account this peril from the slain Egyptian. It is no easy thing to get to a

real and operative conviction that God knows even the smallest transaction in the past

life of every one of us.—Y.

Vers. 18—31.— Facing Egypt. "And the people beheved, and when," etc

(Ex. iv. 31). This section of the history may be honuletically treated under three

geographical headings, which will keep the historical development prominent, without

obscuring the moral and spiritual elements.

I. ItliDiAN. From Sinai Closes returned to Midian. Reuel now dead, Jethro,

probably his son, becomes priest and sheikh of the tribe. [We take Jethro to have

been the brother-in-law of Moses. See 'Speaker's Commentary,' additional note

on Exodus ii. 18.] In this part of the story it is of moment to observe the

situation of Midian—east, and perhaps also west, of the Elanitic Gulf. Hence
travellers from Egypt to Midian, or vic« versa, would cume on the journey unto

"the mount of God." Moses could not stay long in Miilian. There was now
pressing on him—1. The original impulse (ii. 11—14). 2. The commission of the

Biu-ning Bush. 3. The intelligence that it was now safe to go. [Ver. 19 fur-

nishes a convenient opportunity for noticing the Uld Testament formula, on the

correct understnnrliii'^ of which so much depends, in which God is represented to

have directly .said ami done what he may have done only mediately. Here, f.g., did God
speak out of the air into the ear of Moses, or was the intelligence brout^Ut in the ordi-

nary way, say by caravans across the desert ? It is a large subject, but the following

points are suggested ; " God said," " God did " this or that, are to this day formid^ with

the Arabs. This ( )riental habit of the cousins of the Hebrews is the oi)posite of the

Occidental. We suppress the name of God as much as possible ; and if constrained to

refer to the Divine Being, we allude to him as " Providence " or " Heaven." The Oriental

habit is more direct and truer ; for God is in the secondary cause, which fact some
amongst ourselves ignore. The Arabian style of to-day was the Hebrew style, and the

mode of the Old Testament. In the interpretation of this formula we must be careful

not to assume always the direct or supernatural, though perhaps occasionally we shall

have no other alternative. Indeed, no doubt that is so.] On the receipt of this new»
Moses paid fealty to the chief of the tribe which had given liim a home for forty years;

asked permission to return ; obtained it, and set out with " rod," wife, two sons, and,

no doubt, the usual service and attendants of a considerable caravan.

II. The drsert—on thr road. On the road, which passed through ecenes of

incomparable grandeur, several incidents of the first importance occurred. 1. A imrd

of Divine encouragement (vers. 21—23), Jehovah inspired his servant with courage,

warned him that success would not be immediate, and gave him the exact message fur

Pharaoh. [Whetlier all this came direct from God, or grew up in the mind of Mtises, in

the way of mctlit^ition, under the guidance of the Spirit, must be left to tlie decision of

each.] But something may be here said on ver. 21 :
" 1 will harden," etc. The objec-

tion will occur to every one—How can God punish men for that which lie himself

causes or docs? This " hardening" may be here considered once for all. The following

•oubidcratioiis will have weiglit:—1. God is often in the Old Testament sjiid to do what
he only permits to be done. 2. In this passage of history (Ex. iv.—xiv.) God is said

fo harden Pharaoh's heart ten times, Plaraoh to harden his own three times ; aad the
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fact that Pharaoh's heart was hardened is stated five times. 3. Generally, until after

the fifth plague. Pharaoh hardens his own heart ; then, and only then, save in

Ex. vii. 13, G-ou is said to harden Pharaoh's heart. 4. The fajt seems to be that at

first Pnaraoh sinfully hardened his own heart, and then God perraissively allowed the

process to go on and confirmed it. 5, It must also be borne in mind that the very same
gracious influences \vill either harden or soften, according to the subject. The same sun
melts wax and hardens clay. The final responsibility of the hardening lay ',vith

Pharaoh. The homiletic applications are obvious ; but see a striking poenn in Dr.

Taylor's ' Moses ' (p. 75), by Dr. J. A. Alexander, beginning :
" There is a time, we

kr.ow not when." Another lesson is obvious, as soon as mentioned : We are not justified

in looking for results which God has not promised. The deliverance of Israel was
promised and certain, but there was no promise that Pharaoh' would voluntarily yield.

2. A deed of Divine rebuke (vers. 24—26). This passage is obscure, difficult, yet full of

moral significance : must therefore be put in a true light. The incident shapes itself to

our minds thus : Moses came on the journey to a caravanserai, burdecad with a grievous

memory of duty neglected, of the Divine covenant virtually repudiated (Gen. xvii. 9—14).

The younger son had not been circumcised. This neglect was weak; had been simply to

please the Midianitish mother. Hence anxiety, contributing with other causes to fever

and threatening death—" Jehovah met him," etc. Zipporah was persuaded to perfe»rm

the rite. The " stone " would be a flint implement, considered more sacred than iron

or bronze. To this day flint is used in New Guinea even for shaving the head. The
task was performed unwillingly, hence her invective, twice re})eated. Then Jelinvnh

released Moses—" let him go." It was now clear that the wife in these matters was
out of sympathy with Moses, and so, on the ground of moral incompatibility, was sent

back with her children to the tents of Midian (Ex. xviii. 2), and the grand soul went
on alone upon his mission. But the lesson :—The teachers of obedience must be them-
selves obedient. The law-giver must himself be marked by obedience to law. Tlicre is

nothing small or great in questions of fidelity. How could Moses thereafter take a
stand for righteousness if not himself above indictment V Some moral defects may be
absolutely fatal to moral strength. 3. The meeting of the delivering allies—of Moses
and Aaron—not like that of Wellington and Bliicher, after the battle, but before the

campaign. The following points may be noted :—Aaron moved at a Divine iutima-

cion. The two met at Sinai. Moses communicated to his brother the revelation and
conference connected with the burning bush. Had not told Jethro. With him no
blatant speaking of the deepest mysteries of spiritual life.

III. Egypt. Picture the familiarity of cities, monuments, and scenery, but the

unfamiliar faces. No change, yet many changes. 1. 'ITie assembling of the elders.

Moses, more wise than aforetime, knows that nothing can be done without the sympathy
of the people. Can come into contact with them through the elders. This an argu-

ment for the organisation of the people. 2. The prominence of Aaron. At once takes

his place. Note Moses' unfamiliarity now with Hebrew and Egyptian, after the lapse

of so many years, as weU as natural want of eloquence. 3. The result. Great success

!

Belief 1 Sensation at the coming down of the delivering God ! Every head bowed

!

Worship 1 God had said : They will believe- -" they shall hearken to thy voice."

Moses : "Behold, they will not believe me, nor hearken to my voice." But they did.

Success even beyond our hopes, and the fulfilments of God beyond all our fears.—R.

EXPOSITION.

Vera. 24—26.—^The transition is abrupt from

the promise of triumph over Pharaoh to the

tjhijpat ( f instant death. But we must bear in

mind that some days may have elapsed between

the two, and that the sin which provoked the

menace was probably not committed at the

date of the promise. The narrative of verses

24—26 is obscure from its brevity ; but the

most probable explanation of the circumstances

is, that Zipporah had been delivered of her

second son, Eliezer, some few days before she

set out on the journey to Egypt. Childuinh,

it must be remembered, in the East does uot

mcapacitate a person trom exertion for mora

than a day or two. On the journey, the eighth

day from the birth of the child arrived, aad hii
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circnmcision ought to have taken place ; hct

Zipporah had a repugnance to the rite, and

deferred it, Moses weaklj consenting to the

illegality. At the close of the eighth day,

when Moses went to rest for the night, he was

seized with a sudden and dangerous illness,

which he regarded, and rightly regarded, as a

God-infficted punishment, sent to chastise his

sin in breaking the Divine command (Gen.

xvii. 10—12}. Zipporah understood the matter

in the same way ; and, as her husband was

too ill to perform the rite, she herself with her

own hand cut off her boy's foreskin, and, stiU

indignant at what she had been forced to do,

east it at her husband's feet, with the reproach—" Surely a bloody husband art thou to me."

The rite once performed, however reluctantly,

God remitted his anger, and allowed Moses

to recover his health, and pursue his journey.

Ver. 24.—It came to pass by the way in
the inn. " Inns," in our sense of the word,
were unkno-wn in the East for many ages after

the time of Moses, and are still of very rare

occurrence. Khans or caravanserais take
their place. These are unfurnished buildings,

open to all travellers, who thus obtain shelter

aratu, but must provide themselves with food,

oedding, and aJJ other necessaries. It is

auestioned, however, if even such a place as

lis is here meant. Probably, the malon of

Moses' time was a mere recognised halting-
place, in the vicinity of a weU, at which tra-

vellers were accustomed to pass the night.
The Lord met him and sought to kill him.
A sudden seizure, followed by a dangerous
illness, is generally thought to be intended

(Knobel, K.^li^ch, Rosenmfiller, Canon Cook);
but the words seem more appropriate to a
miraculous appearance, like that of the angel
to Balaam (Num. xxiL 31). Still, it is quite
possible that nothing more than an Ulness is

meant.
Ver. 25.—Zipporah took a sharp stone.

Literally "a stone." Stone knives were
commonly used in Egypt for making the in-

cisions necessary when bodies were embalmed,
and were regarded as purer than iron or bronze
ones. Joshua ordered the preparation of stone
knivee for the circumcision of those bom in

the wilderness (Josh. v. 2) ; and the Jews
seem to have used stone for circxmicision for

many ages, though before the compilation of

the Talmud they had changed their practice.

Cast it at his feet. Not, certainly, the child's

feet, but her husband's, to whom at the same
moment she addresses herself. A blood.y hus-
band. Literally, " a bridegroom of blood."

The words are clearly a reproach ; and the
gist of the reproach seems to be that Moses
was a husband who cost her dear, causing the
blood of her sons to be shed in order to keep
up a national usage which she regarded as

barbarous.

Ver. 26.—So he let him go. I.e. " God let

Moses go "—allowed him to escape death, ac-

cepted Zipporah 's tardy act as a removal of

the cause of offence, and gave her husband
back to her. Then she said, etc. This is not
a second address of Zipporah to Moses, con-

ceived m the same terms, but an explanation
of her previous address. She called him " a
bloody husband because of the oironmcision."

Literally, "of the circumcision*." The two
circumcisions, of Gershom in Midian, and of

Eliezer on the way to Egypt, are eepeciidly in

the writer's mind.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 24—^26. One tmaU duty neglected may frustrate the whole purpose of a life.

To an Israelite the circumcision of his male children on the eighth day was a plain
practical duty, resting upon a positive precept, which was unambiguous and peremptory.
(See Gen. xvii. 10—14.) Moses, probably in deference to the wishes of his wife, who
disliked the custom, had allowed his son, Eliezer, to remain uncircumcised beyond the
appointed time, perhaps making the excuse to himself that during a journey such a rite

oould not conveniently be performed, and intending that the thing should be done when
they reached Egypt But the piecept was plain—" He that is eight days old shall be
circumcised among you ;" and nothing had been said by God of any circumstances under
which the rite might be deferred. It was the appointed means by which the child was
to be brought into covenant with God ; and if he died before the performance of the rite,

he would (lie out of covenant, and so suffer a wrong. Moses probably thought that his
Bin was a little matter—perhaps hardly recognised it as a sin at all. But it was the
"little rift within the lute" which destroyed the whole value of the instrument. He
who " shall keep the whole law, and yet offend in one point, is guilty of all " (Jam. ii. 1' •).

God thought the neglect no small matter, and would have punished it, had it not been
rcjiaire*!, with death. It can never be a small matter to neglect any command of God,
be it to perform a rite, or to undergo one, or to keep a particular day holy, or any other.
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When a positive command is admitted to have come from God, the obligation to obey it,

as Bishop Butler observes, is moral. And so this little duty neglected, had nearly cost

Mo«es his life, Zippcirah her husband, the child his natural protector. Moses' death at

thid period would have left the whole purpose of his life unaccomplished, have handed
over the deliverance of Israel to another, and have caused his special powers and special

training to have been wasted. Let men beware, then, of the neglect of little duties, the

allowance in themselves of " little sins." Let them beware especially of being led into

such " little sins," by over-complaisance to a wife, a friend, a companion. Many a man
would have stood firm, but for such seductive influence. A man who is truly manlv
will resist it, and risk the loss of human affection, secure of the Divine approvaL

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 19—29.—^" My times are in Thy hand." Moses thought himself fit for Ub work
at forty—eager to undertake it before the years increased ; God waits untU his self-

confidence has abated, and then, at eighty, gives him his commission.

I. The geeat commission. His errand is to Pharaoh, as an ambassador from the

King of heaven to the king of Egypt. Notice—1. His credentials. As coming in a

king's name he must be accredited by the king who sends him. God gives him signs,

very simple but very significant. (1) The shepherd's rod, emblem of his ofiice, turned

into a serpent, emblem of his new dignity. (2) A hand made leprous and cleansed,

emblem of a people degraded but to be redee ted. (3) A libation of water turned to

blood, emblem of life smitten by judgment. The signs are simple—a rod, a hand, a cup
of water ; so are most of God's signs

;
yet by the way in which he uses them they

accredit the messenger, and attest the authenticity of his message. 2. His message

corresponds with the last two signs :—(1) A command. Israel in slavery is to be released-

God will have liis son free, the leprous cleansed. (2) A threat. If Pharaoh refuse,

his son shall be slain ; the joy of his life turned to blood. Such the commission given

to Moses, and to fulfil which he starts for Egypt.
II. The great trial : vers. 24—26. [Illustration

:

—A man about to enter into battle

carefully selects his best weapon. Is it, however, really tnistworthy ?—has it no weak
points? He must prove it that he may know. Proving looks like seeking to break ; it

is seeking to discover if breakage is possible.] God having selected Moses, must prove
him before he uses him ; so if the proof brings out weak points they may at any rate be
remedied. "The Lord met him and sought to kill him.' Two weak points were
immediately discovered :—1. A broken covenant. He who is selected to represent the

covenant people, is himself shown to be a covenant-breaker ! His son uncircumcised ! 1

If judgment must fall on Egypt it must begin at the house of God. Moses must him-
self be purified before he can be allowed to denounce Pharaoh. 2. A refractory wife:

'i'he secret of the broken covenant was clearly the wilful obstinacy of Zipporah. She is

compelled to do through fear what she would not yield from love. A man's wife is

meant for a help-meet ; if not that, she may be his greatest hindrance. Let Zipporah

return to Midian for the time (xviii. 2), and at least leave her husband unencumbered.
So out of the trial God makes a way of escape

;
proves and reproves his servant that

he may improve and approve him.
III. The great consolation: vers. 27, 28. God does not do, what kings and

rulers too often do, treat his envoys as mere machines, forgetting their human needs

\nd cravings. If Zipporah is no help-meet for Moses, he shall have a help-meet who
will more than satisfy him. In Aaron he finds sympathy, ver. 27 ; to Aaron he can give

his confidence, ver. 28. His own strength is doubled in the friendship of one who thus

shares his biirdens.

Application:—1. God gives us commissions, but they are always accompanied by
credeptijj.ls. You say God calls you to do this ? Show then the signs of your calling.

2. God's envoys are not free from trials ; rather, they are the more tried that they may
be the more trustworthy. The Captain was perfected through suffering. 3. Whatever
the commission, whatever the trial, God will empower us to fulfil the one and strengthen

us to endure the other. One may well do without Zipporah when Qol sends him
Aatoq.—Q.
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Vers. 24

—

27.—Interpretation of providence. This mysterious passage in the life ol

Moses suggests various reflecrions 'Ihe facts are few. Moses, probably In deference to

Zipporah's abhorrence of the rite, had neglected the circumcision of his child. This, in

BO eminent a servant of Grod, was a sin which could not be winked at. Least of all

could it be overlooked at a time when the covenants were imdergoing a species of resur-

rection, and when Closes was on his way to Egypt for the very purpose of giving effect

to them. Hence this incident at the inn. Moses, apparently, was seized by an illness

which threatened to be mortal, and a fatal result was only averted by Zipporah, who, at

once divining the cause of the affliction, used a sharp stone, and performed the neglected

rite. Thus was Moses taught that he who represents God before men must himself be

blameless—guiltless of gross neglect of Divine commandments ; taught also that service

of God must be whole-hearted—that in the way of duty there is to be no conferring

with flesh and blood—no pleasing of men at the cost of unfaithfulness to God. "He
that loveth father or mother," etc. (^latt. x. 37). Besides these general lessons we draw

from the incident such instruction as tue following :

—

I. God often teaches ub that he is asgry with us bt vismNO us with
AFFLICTIVE despessations, leavevG US TO FIND OUT THE CAUSE. Even Moses, with

whom God had so often spoken, received on this occasion no other warning of liia

displeasure than this severe illness which so unexpectedly overtook him. Huxley
remarks on Nature's system of education—" Nature's discipline is not even a word
and a blow, and the blow first ; but the blow without the word. It is left to you
to find out why your ears are boxed." The words apply as fitly to the relation of

outward providences to moral and spiritual conditions—a class of relations which this

writer would reject, but which nevertheless exist.

II. CoxscrENCE, bemikdino us of neglected duties, or other sins committed by
US, IS A READY interpreter OF MANY OF God's AFFLICTIVE PROVIDENCES. Zipporah

guessed at once the cause of this trouble, and the result showed her guess to be correct.

So Joseph's brethren (Gen. xlii. 21).

III. The holiest of God's servants are not exempted from sevebb chastibb-

MENTS. We may wonder that God should have chosen this particular time to put a

valuable life in periL It was, however, the summons to depart which brought matters

to a crisis. Moses was not ignorant of this neglected duty, and to set out on so grave a
mission, and leave it still neglected, was a sin calling for sharp rebuke. This is another

illustration of the truth that God punishes sins in his own children with even greater

severity than he does the like sins in others. Do we ask, What if Moses had died ?

The question is needless. The Divine arrangements had all the facts in contemplation

from the first. Had it been foreseen that the anticipated effect would not have followed

from the stroke—that the trouble would have bad a different ending—everything else

would have been different to suit. Yet we may not doubt tl:at Moses' Ufe was for the

time really in peril, and that, had repentance not supervened, God would not have receded,

even at the cost of a Moses, from inflicting upon him the extreme penalty of his unfaith-

fulness.

IV. True repentance includes reparation fob wrong, and where that u
roesiBLE, PERFORMANCE OF NEGLECTED DUTIES. ExempMfied in Zipporah.

V. God is zealous for the observance of his own ordinances. It might be

pleaded, this is only a ceremony, an outward rite ; what great importance is to be attached

to it ? But God had commanded it, and had even made it the badge of his covenant

;

therefore neglect of it was an act of disobedience, and implied a low esteem of covenant-

privilege. The sacraments may be unduly and foolishly exalted ; but there is an opjiosite

sin of disesteeming and neglecting them.—J. O.

Vers. 24—26.

—

Neglect of the covenant on its human side. In Gen. xvii. we find the

covenant between God and Abram stated with great particularity and emphasis. On
God's side there were large promises to Abram of an abundant posterity and an ever-

lasting ]His»ession, and on man's side there was to be the faithful and regular practice of

circunn.i-.iim. Moses w;i8 going to Egypt now in virtue of this very covenant, and aa

the agoiil uf God to advance it considerahly towards its full effect; and yet, strange tc

tay, he liad with him an uncircunicised son. No wonder that God visited him by the

way, and—when we look into all the probabihties of the case—no wonder that God
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made as if he would kill him. The very obscurities of this strange incident help to
make it more impressive and admonitory. Consider

—

L What there may be in the narrative to throw light on the cause of thb
OMISSION. It cannot have been that Moses was completely ignorant of God's requirement.

Had not God recalled the covenant to the particular attention of Moses ? He had done
so in a sufficiently suggestive way, not by repeating the terms of the covenant in full,

but simply by referring to himself as the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Having
thus been reminded of the covenant, Moses was bound to make himself correctly

acquainted with every provision and detail of it. This covenant had been deliver©!

to Abram once for all, and was of such a kind that nothing but the most flagrant

neglect could allow the sign of it on its human side to fall into disuse. It was a
covenant written in the very body of every true Israehte. Doubtless Moses himself

- had been circumcised
;
yet here he is, going as the messenger of God to make progress

in fulfilling God's part of the covenant, and yet his own part, as a member of Israel, he
is unmistakably neglecting. Hence we see that he could not have been ignorant ; and
more than that, neither could he have ieen forgetful. We are led to infer that easy-

going compliant with his Midianite wife, Zipporah, was at the bottom of this

neglected dilty. It would appear indeed as if Moses had circumcised one son and then
left the other uncircumcised. If so, he had shown gross inconsistency. More might
have been said for him if both had been uncircumcised. -Probably Zipporah, having
seen the pain of her firstborn, had struggled and pleaded only too successfully for

exemption in*the case of the second.

II. The extremely menacing mode by which God beings Moses to a sense of
THE OMISSION. " He sought to kill him." When God proceeds to such an extremity

as this, it must be either because of some monstrous breach of duty, or to impress an
important commandment by the most efficacious means that can be adopted. There is

no need to suppose that Moses, kno\ving full well the importance of circumcision, yet

deUberately omitted it. If so, his conduct would have been very bad indeed. There

ifl a more reasonable and instructive aspect. He was brought nigh to death so that he

might learn the truth—and learn it so as never to forget, never to neglect it—that no
human being, whatever its claims and whatever its suppUcations, was to come between

Gt)d and him. Let Moses now take his choice between pleasing his wife and obeying

his God. He could only do God's work by the most hearty obedience and attention.

Nor was he here only as the messenger of God to Israel and Egypt ; he was also the

re.si)onsible head of a household. Leaders who are husbands and parents are watched

in all their home relations. If Moses was going to let Zipporah lole and prevail by her

womanly wiles in one instance, why not in others ? The only way to keep things rignt

was for ZippDrah to take her orders from him, and as Moses was to choose between his

wife and his Gx)d, so Zippora?i between her husband and her chUd. She has to put her

child to a passing pain in order that she may spare her husband from impending death.

Indeed, poor woman, she hai been greatly tried of late : compelled to leave her father

and her dear native land, and go on an expedition the reasons of which would be but

indifferently comprehended by her. Whichever way she turns, and whatever she does,

there is something to vex h<r souL Dearly had she paid for that chivalrous service

which Moses had rendered her.and her sisters so many years before. The awkwardness
of being unequally yoked ia tttit by the imbeliever as much as the believer.—^Y.

FXPOSITION.

Vers. 27, 28.—The scene rartUnj B'u/ts.

Moses^is left in the wilderness t." r>cover his

kiiengtt and make such arrangeTiunts with

respect to his wife and children Oi. \^ thinks

best under the circumstances. We k e carried

away to Egypt and introduced t Aaron,

Moses' elder brother, of whom we he^K only

heard previously that he could " speal •tbII,''

and was to assist Mosea as spokesman in

his enterprise (ch. iv. 14—16). We now

find God revealing himself to Aaron also,

and directing his movements, as ho had those

of Moses. Aaron had perhaps already formed

the design of visiting his brother (see ver. 14),

and would have sought him in Midian bat

for the directioa now given him. That

KXODUS. J
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diri?ction was probablv more definite than is

expressed in the text, and enabled him

to set forth confidently, without the fear

of missing his brother. At any rate, under

God's guidance he went and met him in the

Sinaitic district The joy of meeting is

briefly described in the single phrase "he

kissed him." The meeting was followed by a

full explanation, on the part of Moses, both of

the nature of his own mission and of the part

which Aaron was to take in it.

Ver. 27.—Go into the wilderness. It is

scarcely possible that this can have been the

whole of the direction given, since the wilder-

ness extended from the shores of the Mediter-

ranean to the extreme point of the Sinaitic

peninsula. The sacred writers study brevity,

and leave much to be supplied by the com-
mon-sense of the reader. He went and met
him in tke mount of God. Compare above,

ch. iii. 1, which shows that Horeb is meant.
Horeb seems to have been the name for the

entire mountain region, of which Sinai was «
part Kissed him. So Esau kissed Jacob
after their long separation (Gen. xxxiiL 4),

and Joseph, Benjamin and his other brethren

(ib. xlv. 14, 15). In the East men are more
demonstrative ^an with us. Aaron's kiss

showed the gladness that was in his heart

{supra, ver. 14).

Ver. 28.—Moses told Aaron all the words
of the Lord. Perfect confidence between the

two brothers was absolutely necessary for the

success of their enterprise ; and Moses wisely,

at their very first interview, made Aaron
acquainted with the entire series of Divine

revelations that had been made to him, keep-

ing nothing back, but communicating to him
" Si the words of the Lord." Who had sent

him. Eather, " which he had laid upon him."

(So the LXX., the Vulgate, Knobel, Kalisch,

and others.) All the signs. Compare recses

3—9 and verse 2S.

HOMILETICS.

Ver. 27.

—

Ood does not sti)tt his help when he visits man. It might have seemed

that God had now done enough to set on foot the deliverance of his jjeople. He had
appeared to Moses, overcome his reluctance to be leader, given him the power of

working some great miracles, and allowed him to devolve a portion of his duties upon
his brother ; Moses was on his way to Egypt to carry out his commission, and Aaron

was minded to go forth to meet and greet Lim. Humanly speaking, nothing more was

needed for the initiation of the work. But God, who " seeth not as man seeth," does

not stint his arm when he has taken a business in hand. It would expedite matters if

Aaron were to be directed where to meet Moses, and the two brothers were to have

their conference at once, and arrange their course of proceedings. So Aaron is visited,

probably by an angel, and sent to meet Moses, and told where he will find him ; and

by these means the meeting is brought about with all speed, Aaron enlightened as to

his duties, and plans arranged to be put in act as soon as Egypt is reached. The two
brothers gain the advantage of sweet companionship some days or weeks earlier than

they would have done if left to themselves, and their first interview with Pharaoh is

advanced correspondingly. And as with his miraculous, so with his ordinary help.

God does not stint it. His grace is ever sufficient for men. He gives them all that

they can possibly need, and more than they would ever think of asking. He loves to

pour out his blessings abundantly on those that are true to him ; makes " all things

work together for their good
;
" goes out of his way to procure advantages for them ; loads

them with his favours.

Ver. 28.

—

FuU confidence necessary between fellow-workers. Moses told Aaron " ail

the words of the Lord "—made " a clean breast " to him, kept back none of the counsel of

God, so far as he had been made acquainted with it. A kind, a loving, and a prudent

course. Half-confidences are valueless ; they irritate rather than satisfy. If known to

be half-confidences, they off"end ; if misUken for full ones, they mislead and conduct to

disaster. Those who are to be fellow-workers in any undertaking—more especially any
great one—should have entire conBdence each in each, and be wholly unreserved one

towards the other. There is good sense and good advice in the motto, " Trust noc not

»( ail or all in alL"
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EXPOSITION.

Vers. 29—31.—^Moses seems to have parted

with Zipporah and his children in Horeb, and to

have sent them back to Jethro (ch. xviii. 2), per-

haps becanse they might have interfered with

the work which he had to do, perhaps because he

thought Egypt would be no pleasant residence

for them during the coming struggle. He
journeyed onward from Horeb with Aaron for

his sole companion, and had abundant time for

taking counsel with him, and exercising the

influence over him which high intellect and

education combined w'U always give to their

possessor. The journey from Horeb to Go-

shen occupied probably some weeks. On
arriving in (Joshen, the two brothers, in obe-

dience to the divine command (ch. iii. 16),

proceeded at once to " gather together all the

elders of Israel "—^that is, all those who exer-

cised local authority over their countrymen in

the various districts which they inhabited.

Through the mouth of Aaron, Moses declared

all that had been revealed to him at the burn-

ing bush and subsequently, exhibiting at the

same time the credentials which proved him

an ambassador from God, i.e. the three miracles

which he had been empowered to work at any

moment (ch. iv. 2—8). The elders, being them-

selves convinced, summoned an assembly of

the people, as is implied though not expressed

in ver. 30 ; and the people, having heard the

words of Aaron and seen the signs, were also

convinced, and bowing their heads, worshipped

the God whose ambassadors had appeared

before them.

Ver. 29.—On the elders of Israel, see note

upon ch. iii. 16. It is clear that the Israelitish

nation, though in bondage to the Egyptians,

had a certain internal organisation of its own,
and possessed a set of native officers. These
were probably the hereditary heads of families.

Moses and Aaron could have no authority to

gather these persons together ; but they is-

sued an invitation, and it was accepted. The
" elders " came to the meeting.

Ver. 30.—Aaron spake. Aaron at once

entered on his office of " spokesman " (ver. 16),
declaring to the elders all God's dealings with
his brother. Aaron also, and not Moses, as we
should have expected (ver. 17), did the signs,

God, by allowing him to do them, sanctioning

this delegation of power. On later occasions,

we find Aaron more than once required by God
to work the miracles. (See below, ch. vii. 19

;

viii. 5, 16.) In the sight of the people. It

is not probable that the people were present

at the first meeting of the elders ; but the
sacred historian, anxious to compress his nar-

rative, and bent simply on conveying to us the
fact of Aaron's success with both elders and
people, omits stages in the history which he
supposes that any reader can supply, e.g. the
doing of the signs in the sight of the elders,

their belief in them, and their subsequent
assembling of the people.

Ver. 31.
—

^The people believed. This ready
faith stands in strong contrast with the ordi-

nary incredidous temper of the Israelitish

people, who were "a faithless and stubborn
generation "—^a generation that " believed not
in God, and trusted not in his salvation

"

(Ps. Ixxviii. 22). It would seem that under
the pressure of affliction—having, humanly
speaking, no hope—the stubborn spirit of the
people had given way, and they were content

to look to Jehovah and accept his promises,

and believe in his messengers, notwithstand-

ing their natural scepticism. No doubt the

novelty of miracles helped to produce this

state of feeling ; and the fact that they were
not called upon at present for any active exer-

tion made acquiescence in what Moses put
before them easier. When they heard that

the Lord had visited

—

i.e. when the message
contained in ch. iii. 16 was delivered to them.

And that he had looked upon their affliction.

Compare ch. iii. 7. They bowed their heads.

Eather " they bowed down " (Kalisch), or
" inclined themselves." And worshipped.

Some understand an act of respect and ho-

mage done to Moses and Aaron, in token of

their acceptance by the people as leaders ; but,

though the words employed are sometimes

used in this sense, the context is opposed to

their having this sense in this place. •' When
the people heard that the Lord had visited the

children of Israel, . . . they bowed down and
worshipped." Wliom ? Surely, the Lord

». , HOMILETICS.

Vers. 29—31.

—

The hhssing on obedience. Moses and Aaron, on their return to

Egypt in company, carried out exactly the Divine directions, doing neither less nor

more. They summoned the elders as commanded (ch. iii. 16) ; they delivered God's

message to them (j6.); they wrought the signs which they had been told to work

(ch. iv. 17) ; they severally kept to their appointed offices ; and the result was complet*

2
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roccess so fhr. The elders and people hearkened unto them, believed, gave in theit

unqualified assent and consent to ail that vras put before them. And this was

according to the promise of God, "they shall hearken to thy voice" (ch. iiL 18).

Moses had disbeUeved the promise, and exclaimed, " Behold, they will not believe

me, nor hearken unto my voice " (ch. iv. 1) ; but l^loses was now proved mistaken.

"The foolishness of God is wiser than men" (1 Cor. i. 25). God knew better than

Moses • he was faithful ; he kept his word. As Moses and Aaron had been true to him,

and followed exactly his commands, so he proved himself true to them, and amply

rewarded their obedience. Mosee and Aaron were from this time the accepted leadera

of the nation.

Ver. 31.

—

Worship the proper outcome of thankfulness, Israel, down-trodden,

oppressed, crushed beneath an intolerable tyranny, no sooner hears the promise of

deliverance, than it displays its gratitude by " bowing the head and worshipping."

Many Christians talk of being thaukful for God's blessings vouchsafed to them, but

never think of showing forth their thankfulness by any extra act of worship, or even

any increased intensity in that portion of their ordinary worship which consists in

thanksgiving. A sad sign this of modern lukewarmness, an indication that the " last

times " are drawing near, when " the love of many sliall wax cold." Time was when

each national success was at once celebrated by a " Te Deum," and when each blessing

granted to an individual drew forth a special ofifering. The thankfulness that does not

show itself in some such overt act must be a very poor thank fulness, a very weak and

washed-out feeling.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 27, 28.

—

A meeting of brothers. 1. By Divine appointment (c£ ver. 14). 2. la

a sacred place. 3. As co-operators in a good work. 4. With affection. 5. To exchange

experiences.—J. 0.

Vers. 29—31.

—

Preaching and faith. I. The word spoken. 1. Should be the Word
of Godl The preacher is not set to deliver his own speculations, but to convey a

message. 2. Should be exhibited with its appropriate evidence. 3. Should be decided

to all.

II. The word believed. The people—1. Appreciated the value of the word.

2. Believed the word. 3. Worshipped; a token of gratitude, submission, and obedi-

J.O.

SECTION m.—CHAPTER V.

taarr afpkat. or Mosss to Phabaoh, and incrbasb of the opfbbssiox.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER V

Vctb. 1—5.—Having Beciu-ed the adhesion of

the Israelitish people, Moses and Aaron sought

UL interview with the Egyptian monarch who

wafl now in possession of the throne According

to the bulk of modem autliorities, and accord-

ing to our own views of Efr^'ptian history, this

was Menephthah, the son and successorof Rame-

sea U. Mencphthuh was a weak prince, whom
events hud favoured, and who had boon ilius

led to have an exalted opinion of himself. A
great invasion of Egypt had occurred at the

beginning of his reign, which had been met
and completely repulsed, not by his own skill

or valour, but by the skill and valour of his

generals. Menephthah hunself had pointedly

avoided mcurrmg any danger He claimed to

be in direct coimnunication with the Egyptian

gods, who revealed themselves to him in vi-

sions, and pleaded a distinct command of

Phthah a-; preventing hmi from puftmg him-

self at the head of his army. Still, lie counted

as his own all the successes gained by his

generals, and was as vainglorious and arro-

gant as if he had hhuself performed prodigisi
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of Talooc Snch was the temper of the king

before whom we believe that Moses and Aarou

appeared. There would be no difficulty in

any Egyptian subject, who had a prayer to

make or a petition to present, obtaining an

audience of the monarch, for it was an ac-

cepted principle of the administration that

the kings were to hear all complaints, and

admit to their presence all classes of the

eommnnity.

Ver. 1.—And afterward. The interposition

of some not inconsiderable space of time seems

to be implied. Menephthah resided partly

at Memphis, partly at Zoan (Tanis). Moses
and Aaron may have had to wait until he re-

turned from his southern to his northern

capital Moses and Aaron went in, and told

Pharaoh. Aaron was, no doubt, the sole

spokesman, but as he spoke for both, the plural

is used. Thus saith the Lord God of IsraeL

Literally, " Thus saith Jehovah, God of Israel."

Pharaoh would understand Jehovah to be a

proper name, parallel to his own Phthah, Ea,

Anunon, etc. Let my people go. The ratio-

nale of the demand is given in ch. viii. 26.

The Israelites could not offer their proper

sacrificial animals in the presence of the

Egyptians without the risk of provoking a burst

oJ religious animosity, since among the animals

would necessarily be some which all, or many,
of the Egyptians regarded as sacred, and under

no circtmistances to be killed. The fanaticism

of the Egyptians on such occasions led to wars,

tumults, and"massacres. (See Plutarch, ' De
Isid. et Osir.,' § 44.) To avoid this danger

the " feast " must be held beyond the bounds

of Egypt—in the adjacent " wilderness."

Ver. 2.—And Pharaoh said. Who is tlie

Lord 1 Eather, " Who is Jehovah ? " Either

Pharaoh is actually ignorant, or he pretends to

be. The former is possible, since Jehovah was

a name but little employed, until the return

of Moses to Egypt. The latter, however, is

more probable. That I should obey his voice.

Why am I to obey his voice ? "^Tiat is your

Jehc rah to me ? What authority has he over

me? He is,.at best, your god, not mine. I

know not Jehovah. I acknowledge him not.

He is not within the range of my Pantheon.

Neither will I let Israel go, i.e. " nor even, ft

he w eii'. \s ould I consent to such a request ai

this from him." The Pharaohs assumed to be
themselves gods, on a par with the national

gods, and not bound to obey them.
Ver. 3.—And they said. Moses and Aaron

are not abashed by a single refusal. They ex-
postulate, and urge fresh reasons why Pharaoh
should accede to their request. But first they
explain that Jehovah is the God of the He-
brews, by which name the Israelites seem to

have been generaUv known to the Egyptians
,(See ch. i. 15, 16, 'l9 ; u. 6, 7.) Their God,
they say, has met with them—made, that is,

a special revelation of himself to them—an
idea quite familiar to the king, and which he
could not pretend to misunderstand and he has

laid on them an express command. They aro

to go a three days' journey into the desert

—to be quite clear of interruption from the

Egyptians. Will not Pharaoh allow them to

obey the order ? If they do not obey it, their

God will be angry, and will punish them,

either by sending a pestilence among them,
or causing an invader to fall upon them with
the sword. The eastern frontier of Egypt was
at this time very open to 'invasion, and was
actually threatened by a vast army some ten

or fifteen years later (Brugsch, ' History of

Egypt,' vol ii., pp. 147—9).
Ver. 4.—The king makes no direct reply to

this appeal, but turns upon his petitioners, and
charges them with an offence against the

crown. Why do they, Moses and Aaron, by
sxmimoning the people to meet together, and
exciting their minds with vague hopes, "let

the people from their works." This is damage
to the crown, whose labourers the people are,

and he, the Pharaoh, will not have it. " Get

you—all of you, people and leaders together^

to your appointed tasks—^yonr burdens."

Ver. 5.—The people are many. This ii

added as an aggravation of the offence charged

in the last verse. The people are numerous.

Therefore the greater damage is done to the

crown by putting a stop to their labours.

With these words the first interview between

the Israelite leaders and the Egyptian monarch

ends. Moses and Aaron, we must suppose^

retired discomfited from the royal preseaccb

HOMlLETIOa

VeTB.-l—5w—GW» irCZ often opposed by the great of tJie earth, and hia »«y»«'«

rebuffed. Encouraged by their success with the elders and with the people (ch. IT.

29-^li, Moses and Aaron would step boldly into the presence of Pharaoh. It was,

no doubt, known that they represented the feeUngs of au entire nation, a nation

morecver of whom the Egyptians had begun to be afraid (ch. i. 9, 10). The courtiers

would treat them, at any rate, with outward politeness and respect. They knew also

that God was on their side, and would ultimately, if not at the first, give them success.

Uhder these circumstauces they made their request boldly and with much pkinnesji

(ver?. I and 3). But they were met with the most comi.lete anta^omsm. Pharaoh

wai in Ml own eves not onlv the greatest king upon the face of the earth, but an actual
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god. If we are right in supposing him to be Menephthah, he was the son of a king

who had set up his own image to be worshipped side by side wiLh those of Ammon,
Phthah, and Horus, three of the greatest Egyptian deities. He viewed the demand

made of him as preposterous, and had probably not the slightest belief in the power of

Jehovah to do him harm. Who was Jehovah ? and what had he to fear from him ?

^ god if he was a pod—who had not been able to prevent his people from becoming

a nation of slaves. He therefore treated the petition of Moses \s'ith absolute contempt.

And so it has ever been, and will ever be, with the great of the earth. They are so

exalted above their fellows, that they think " no harm can happen unto them." They

do not set themselves to inquire w hat is really God's will, but determinately carry out

their own will in their own way. Even when they do not openly blaspheme, like this

Pharaoh, and Sennacherib (2 Kings xviii. 29—35), and Herod Antipas (Luke xxiii. 11),

they i<^nore Gud, reject the just demands of his ministers, refuse to be guided by their

advice? Thus his servants are ever being rebuflfed. They ask that slavery should

everywhere cease, and are told that in some places it is a necessity. They plead

against the licensing of vice, and are bidden not to interfere with sanitary arrangements.

They ask for laws to restrain intoxication, and are denounced as seeking to lessen the

national revenue. They cry for the abolition of vivisection, and are held up to ridicule

as sicklv sentimentalists. AU this is to be expected, and should not discourage them.

Let them, like Moses and Aaron, continually repeat their demands ; urge them, in

season and out of season. They may be sure that they will triumph at last. " The

Loid ia on their side
; " they need not fear what flesh can do against ^em.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—21.

—

Failure. " I know not Jehovah," etc. : Exod. v. 2. Wa now come

face to face with the king. As the king here becomes very prominent, we will keep

him conspicuous in the outlining of this address.

I. AxjDiESCE WITH THE KING. This is a convenient moment for introducing Pharaoh

as the terrestrial representative of the Sun, as the vicegerent of Deity upon earth. Does

it seem wonderful that men should receive a man in this capacity ? But milhons of

professed Christians in this nineteenth century so receive the Pope. We will take the

suggestions of the story in the time-order of the narrative. We have—1. A lesson in

courage. The two went to their audience with the king at the peril of their lives.

Some might have remembered Moses. Their demand touched the honour and revenues

of the king. (Courage in facing responsibility is the lesson ; leave consequences to our

poor selves to God. 2. A suggestion as to the method of evangelic grace, Jehovah here

calls himself for the first time in relation to the nation, as distinguished from the man
Jacob, " the God of Israel." A crowd was just becoming a State and a Church, when
Jehovah calls himself their God. First he is their God : then all jxDssibilities are before

them. Their history begins well. So now: first adopted children, and then the

obedience of children. 3. A uarning against want of catholicity. The tone of

Pharaoh is that of the vicegerent of Deity, as against a tutelary god* he deigned not to

acknowledge. But he was wrong even on the principles of enlightened pagandom,

which was forward to acknowledge the gods of all nations. Compare the pohcy of

imperial Home. 4. Teaching as to gradation in God's demands. Here may be dis-

cussed the nature and proidety of the first demand for three days' absence. Looking

at tilings after the events, it may appear to some that here was a demand which
cf)ncpaled the real intention, viz. to return no more. But this would be to impeach

the veracity of God ! The demand really was for " a whole day's prayer-meeting," with

a day to go, a day to return. In the desert, as in consideration of Egyptian feeling

;

but probably within the firontier, for there were Egyptian garrisons in parts of the

de;^rt of Sinai. A moderate demand ! One that Pharaoh might well have complied

with. Comphance might have led to fiirther negotiation ; and this Pharaoh might
have stood out in history as co-operating in the deliverance and formation of the Church
of God. Instead of that he set himself against the small demand, and was unready for

the f:rf^•lt^r (Ex(xl. vi. 11) when it came. And so we see him through the mist of

»:e8, " riiovinf: ghost-like to his doom." It is a picture of the method of God. Hs
anks first for tlie simple, reasonable, easv etc. etc.
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n. Obders from the king. " The very same day !

" Such is the restlessness of

the tyrant-spirit. The orders were addressed to the " drivers," E.;yptians, and to the
" clerks " of the works, Hehrews. Kote the large employment of " clerks," as evidenced

by the monuments. The appointment of these " clerks " would contribute much to the

organisation of Israel, and so prepare for the Exodus. As to the orders—explain them.
Bricks a government monopoly ; witness the lOyal mark on many to tins day.

Same number of bricks as before, but people to gather in the corn-fields the straw (in

harvest only the ear cut off) previously allowed by the government, chop it, and mix it

with the clay. Terrible cruelty of these orders-in-council in such a climate.

III. Obediknce to the king. For the sake of vividly and pictorially bringing up
tbo condition of the people, note the time of straw-collecting : time of harvest—end of

April ; then a hot pestilential sand-wind often blows over the land of Egypt for fifty

days ; the effects on health, tone, skin, eyes (in the land of ophthalmia), of so working
in blazing sun, in clouds of dust, in hopeless slavery. They retm-n to the horrid

brickfields ; fail ; fierce punishments, as to this day in the same land.

IV. Expostulation with the king. The " clerks " of the works constitute a depu-
tation to the king, perhaps by virtue of a " right of petition." The king accuses them
of being "idle." To understand this, think of the gigantic public works, the terrific

labour, the perishing of thousands, the likelihood that such a taunt would spring to

tyrannical lips. The king refuses, perhaps threatens the lives of the " clerks." See

ver. 21—" to put a sword," etc. Here again, that which seemed most against the people

made for them. The treatment of the " clerks " brought them into sympathy with

their enslaved brethren. Israel closed its ranks. The fellowship of suffering prepared

for the companionship of pilgrimage. There was, too, a present blessing. Spiritual

feelings were quickened, heaven came nearer, the pitying love of God became more
precious. One can imagine such scenes as those in which the slaves of the Southern
States, through horrid swamps and over mighty rivers, in the dead of night "stol*

Away to Jesua,"

* In that honr, when night is calmest,

Sing they from some Sacred Psahnistj

In a voice so sweet and clear

That I cannot choose but hear.

• And the voice of their devotion

Fills my soul with strange emotion |

For its tones by turns are glad,

Sweetly solemn, wildly sad."

[Adaptedfrom LoNGFEtLOW.J

. Consequences to the ambassadors of the King op kings. Moses and Aaron,

Bomewhere near the palace, were waiting to know the result of the audience of the
" clerks " with the king. The " clerks," irritated and angry, turned on the God-given
leaders : ver. 21. [Note in the Heb. the expression " to stink in the eyes," and the fact

that pungent odours do aflect the eyes.] A dreadful trouble to Moses and Aaron 1

In conclusion, observe—1. 77<e cruelty that is ever incident to sin. " Man's inhumanity
to man " a universal fact. " The dark places of the earth are full," etc. ; so places alight

with modem civilisation. The incidents of any gin-palace ! There is, too, a cruelty of

word and manner. Soul-woimds deeper than sword-gashes. Ko cure save under the

sanctifying power of the Cross of self-abnegating love. 2. The puin that attends all

emancipations. The first efforts of Moses and Aaron led to nothing but disaster.

See vi. 9. So with the agony of emancipation in America. So always and everywhere.

So with reforms within the Church. So with crises of soul-history. 3. The discourage-

ment that may fill to leaders. 4. The encouragement we all have. Note here—(1) The
appointment of the " clerks

;

" (2) The personal danger into which they came
; (3) The

uniting all Israel into a fellowship of grief that they might dare the desert. All this

camo out of the oppression ; but tended to salvation. Our darkest experiences may he

•ur l-est friends. 5. Through what sorrow all come to the final emancipation.—R.

Chap. v.—The people of Jehovah detained and oppressed by the representative of tlM
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prince of this world ; no doubt as'to the strength of the latter—is it possible for his

ejwils to be wrested from him? The strong man armed has thus far kept his palace

CLake xi. 21), and his goods (cf. Rev. xviii. 13) have been in peace, so far as outward

disturbance is conceraei Now comes one who claims to be the stronger. What may
be expected to happen?

I. The chaluenoe delivered. 1. The tyrant. Picture the king. Wholly self-

Gstisfiei, worshipped as a god, absolute ruler over the lives of thousands. Surrounded

by obsequious servants—none to contradict him, none to disobey. Enthroned in palace.

Enter—2. The envoys. Two men—one grown old in slavery, one for forty years a

shepherd, looking now at all this pomp as a man who dimly recalls some dream. Does

he think of what might have been, perhaps he himself seated upon the throne

(cf. Heb. xi. 24) ? Greater honour to be the unknown envoy of Jehovah than to be the

Pharaoh who receives his message. 3. The message. Strange words for such a king to

hear (1) a command, not a request. The sender of the message speaks as to a servant.

(2) The slaves of Pharaoh claimed as the people of Jehovah ; his right denied to the

possession of his goods. 4. The reply. The demand met by a contemptuous refucal.

Who is Jehovah ? I know not Jehovah 1 " If the message is authoritative, yet the

envoys. are sufficiently hvunble—they even plead with him that, for the sake of the

people, he will grant them permission and opportunity to sacrifice (ver. 3). AH to no
purpose ; the strong man is secure in his possessions and means to keep them in his

grasp.

II. Hostilities COJIMEN'CED. Pharaoh was not quite so indifferent as he seemed. If

there is to be war, he will gain such advantage as may be gained by making the first

hostile movement. His slaves at any rate shall be taught that rebellion is not likely to

be successful. Effect of his policy :—1. On people. So long as he had been undisturbed

his goods were in peace ; now that he is disturbed the miserable peace of his chattels is

disturbed too. [Man in prison, treated with greater rigour on the rumour of an

attempted rescue.] Early spring, just after the corn has been cut ; chopped straw needed

to mix with the clay in brickmaking ; let these discontented rebels gather their own.

Israelites obliged to scatter themselves over the country; all complaints stifled with

blows. Result, vers. 20, 21, great discouragement and distrust of Moses and Aaron.
" This comes of interfering." Six months' worse tyranny than ever. 2. On himself.

Six months to realise the success of his policy ; feels more secure than ever ; heart ' is

harder
;
pride greater (cf. Rom. ii. 4, 5). 3. On Moses. Vers. 22, 23. Disheartened,

but only for a little ; repulsed by Pharaoh, suspected by the people, he is driven back

on God ; like the giant who gained strength each time he clasped the ground, so

becoming more invincible with each new overthrow, finds God his refuge and his

ttrength also. God is pledged to secure final victory. The slaves must be freed ; not

because they can win freedom, but because Ood has promised to free them. Apply,

from our Lord's parable, Luke xL 21, 22. Satan the strong man who has many slaves.

His power seems at first to increase when moved by the rumour of redemption we
attempt to follow the dictates of our Deliverer (cf. Rom. vii. 9—11). Content with

slavery, there is quietude ; trying after freedom we find trouble and affliction, flllustr.

A habit, not hard to endure, but hard to break. The chain of sin is easy to wear ; they

only know how fast it holds who try to struggle free of it.] Cf. again Rom. vii. with

St. Paul as with Israel ; the bondage seemed worse than ever when the hope of freedom

was the most alluring. In either case the ground of hope, not in the sufferer, but away
outside him. Gud prompts to the struggle against the oppressor, but he does ncit let

victory dupend on ua ; that rests with Mm. The promise to deliver is contained in the

call to frecd(jm. It is not, " I will help you when you are strong," nothing said about

cur strength at all ; confidence rests on the fact that God is Jehovali, the c/iatigclest

One (cf. Ex. vi. 2 ; MaL iii. 6). Let Israel obey Moses, and God must redeem them
from Pharaoh- Let us obey Christ, and God must redeem us from the power of

Satan.—G.

Vers. 1—4.

—

A first interview. Accompanied by Aaron, IiToses passes again -through
the halls of tlie Pharaohs from which he has been so long a stranger. Kings, ccurtiera,

and jiciiple are (bfibrent; but nil else—gates and pillars, courts, cuni<lois, and reception-

room*—how unchanged since first ho knew them 1 The feelings of tlie (juoiulatn prinoa
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must ha'-e been strangely mingled, as, after forty years of exile, he trod the familiar

pavements, and looked upon the old splendours. But the narrative, absorbed in ita

mightier theme, has no word to spare for the emotions of a Lloses. The long contest

between Pharaoh and Jehovah is on the eve of its commencement, and the interest

centres in its opening scene. It is this which occupies the verses before us.

I. The request (vers. 1, 3). Behold Pharaoh on his throne of state, while the

brothers stand before him delivering Jehovah's message. The request preferred to him
was—1. Eminently righteous and reasonable. No monarch has a right to deprive a

people of the opportunity of worshipping God according to their consciences. If he
aoes, the people have a right to protest against it. Pharaoh could not be expect«d to

understand the modern views of rights of conscience, but even by the light of his own
time people were entitled to be permitted to worship their own gods, and to honour them
by appropriate festivals. But not only had Pharaoh deprived the Hebrews of their

liberty, and ground them to the earth by cruel oppression—both offences against

righteousness, but he had taken from them, we may be certain, the opportunity of

observing in a proper manner the festivals of their God. Moses and Aaron would have

been within their rights, even vdthout Divine command, had they demanded that the

whole nation be set at hberty. Much more when they only asked that they be allow ed for

a brief space to retire into the wilderness, there, unmolested by the Egyptians, to sacrifice

to the Lord. 2. bujpported by Divine command. " Thus saith the Lord God of Israel."

Pharaoh, it is true, could plead that he did not know Jehovah ; but when he saw these

men's suicerity, and how they dreaded incurring their God's anger (ver. 3), it was his

duty to have inquired further. The evil was that he did not care to know. He treated

the whole matter with impious and disdainful contempt. 3. Unaccomjpanitd by signs.

Moses and A.aron had no occasion to exhibit signs. Pharaoh was not in a mood to pay
the slightest attention to them. He did not even dispute that this was a bond fide

message from Jehovah, but took the ground of simple refusal to obey it. Yet there may
have been a reason for working no miracles at the opening of the conflict. God proceeds

with men step by step. The first appeal is to be made, not to the king's fears, but to

his sense of fauness, his humanity, and feeUng of religion. He must be cuuvicted on this

lower ground before sterner measures are used to coerce him to submission. It might

be true that purely moral considerations would have httle effect upon him ; but if so,

this had to be made manifest. God deals with men first of all in the open cotirt of

conscience, and it is there—in the region of ordinary morals—that hardening usually

begins.

II. Pharaoh's reply (ver. 2). It was, as already stated, a haughty and acgry

refusal, showing total disregard of the rights and wishes of the Hebrews, and setting

Jehovah at defiance. The king's disposition, as brought to light in it, is seen to hi;—
1. Proud. He probably regarded the request of the brothers as an instance of astounding

audacity. Who were they, two slave-born men, that they should presume to ask from

him, the lord of mighty Egypt, that the people be allowed to rest from their labours ?

His pride may have bhnded him to the righteousness of their demand ; but it could not

lessen his responsibility. We are judged, not according to the impression which

righteous and merciful appeals make upon us—that may be nil—but by the inherent

righteousness of the appeals, and by the effects which they ought to have produced.

2. Headstrong. Before venturing so defiantly to scout Jehovah and his message, it wouin

surely have been well for Pharaoh to have inquired a little further into the character and

powers of this Being of whom the Hebrew's stood so much in awe. He had not the

excuse which many moderns would plead, that he did not beUeve in gods or in the

supernatural in any shape. Pharaoh had no right, from his own point of view, to scout

the possilihty of " the God of the Hebrews " having met with them ; and neither, so

far as appears from the narrative, did he, though he chose to regard the story as a

fiction. Many reject the Gospel, never having given its claims their serious attention

;

butjthis will not excuse them. They cannot plead that, had they beheved it to

be true, they would have acted otherwise. Their sin is that m their headstrongness

they wiU not trouble themselves to inquire whether it is true. 3. Profane. After

all, what Pharaoh's reply amounted to was this, that, let Jehovah be who or what

he might, he (Pharaoh) set him at naught—would not obey him. The message might

or miiiht not come from a God, he did not care. Thus he "set his mouth against

the hliavens" (Ps. Ixxiii. 9), and "exalted himself above all that is called God"
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(2 Thess. ii. 4)—^not an uncommon phase of pride. But the presumptuously mcked
will do well to remember that, if Pharaoh thus exalted himself, it was to his owp
destruction. His very pride was a challenge to Jehovah to destroy him.—J. 0.

Vers. 1—5.— Oods demand and Pharaoh's answer.— I. The demand. 1. Tta

modesty. They merely ask liberty to depart on a three days' journey into tlie

wilderness. 2. It was asked in good faith ; it was not a cover for escape. God would

give dehverauce ; but that was left in God's hand ; and meanwhile they asked only

for liberty to wonship him. 3. Its reasonableness : they could not sacrifice the sacred

animals of the Egyptians before their faces. 4. Its necessity. Pharaoh might not

know Jehovah, but they knew him, and must serve him, " lest he fall upon us with

the pestilence or the sword." The demand of the Church still is Uberty to serve God
in his own appointed way. It must be had. Luther's " God help me ; I can do no

other !
" " We uught to obey God rather than men " (Acts v. 29).

II. The refusal. 1. Its pret^umption. He did not know Jehovah, and therefore

the message was a lie I Unbehef makes the bounds of its knowledge the bounds of

truth and possibility. The pretensions of modern agnosticism. 2. It was a refusal of

justice ; it was a resolve to continue oppression. Unbelief is the brother and helper

of wrong-doing. 3. It was made with reproach and insult. They were encouraging

idleness and sedition :
" Get ye to your hurdens." " These that have turned the world

upside dovm are come hither also." 4. The rage of the wicked is often the best

commendation of God's servants. It is a testimony to their faithfulness.—U.

Ver. 2.

—

PharaoJis first response: his answer in word. Moses and Aaron, somehow
or other, have found their way into Pharaoh's presence. All things, so far, have hap-

pened as God said they would happen. The very brevity and compactness of the record

at the end of ch. iv. is an instructive comment on the way in which Moses had mistaken

comparative shadows for substantial difBculties. The actual meeting of Moses with

Israel is dismissed in a few satisfactory and sip:inficant words; as much as to say that

enough space had already been occupied in detailing the difficulties started by Mose:> iii

his ignorance and alarm. It is when Moses and Pharaoh meet that the tug of war really

begins. Moses addresses to Pharaoh the commanded request, and is met, as was to be

expected, with a prompt and contemptuous defiance. Observe

—

I. Pharaoh, kj his rejoikder to Moses, puts a question which God alone cak
PROPERLY ANSWER. " Who is the Lord that I should obey his voice to let Israel go ?"

This was evidently in Pharaoh^s opinion a question which needed no answer at all. It

had nothing interrogative about it, except the form. Taking the form of a question, it

sc.ved to exj)ress more forcibly Pharaoh's defiant spirit. There was, in his opinion,

really no need to consider or confer at alL " Am I not the great Pharaoh, successor to

many great Pharaohs before me ? Is not my power accepted and undisputed far and
wide? " He could not so much as comjirehend any danger unless it took the form of

physical force ; and not only so, but a form plainly visible—near, threatening, over-

whelming. If only some great king had been approaching—strong with the strength

of a large and victorious army—to demand the liberation of Israel, Pharaoh would not

so have spK^ken. To him the invisible was as the unreal. Pharaoh listens to Moses,

and wlint does he hear?—a claim that seems to dispute his supremacy, from this new
deity, whose image he has never seen, whose name mayhap his priests have told him is

not tliat of any deity worshipped in Canaan of which they have ever heard. Certainly

it lofiks a large claim upon the first presentation of it, small as it is in comparison with
wliat is to fullow. This, then, is what he hears, and the audacity and presumption of it

are nut dimiiushed by what he sees. There stand Moses and Aaron, completely devoid

in jiersou and surroundings of anything to impress the king with the peril of refusing

their request. Surely if the men who say they are sent look so contemptible, the unseen
being from whom they say they come may be safely neglected. Such is the reasoning,

silently jKJwerful, if not openly expressed, of those who despise and reject the claims of

God. Clirist is judged of, not as he is in himself, but by the superficial aspect of

Christians. Because they are often low in station, or inconsistent in life, or lacking in

disj^j-sition and abihty to make much outward shuw, the world thinks thnt there is little

or P')thin^ l)eliind them. It is the fully of only too many to take Pharaoh's stand.

For be right reception of the things of God we need all possible humility and open-
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mindedness ; what then is to be done, if upon the very first approach of reli^on we
pooh-pooh it as mere superstition, folly, and delusion ? 2. This luas a question 'to which
Moses could have given a very effective and alarming answer if only he had been allowed
opi:>iirtunity. Moses, fresh from the revelations and sanctities of Horeb, could have
told Pharaoh such a story of the workings of Jehovah as would have been enouo-h, and
more than enough, to guide the steps of a right-minded Ustener. 2^ot only lus own
personal experience ; not only the sight of the burning bush, the rod transformed, the
leprous hand, the blood where water ought to be ; but also the fulness, the terrible
fulness of Jehovah's power in the earlier days of the world, were within his reach to
speak about. He could have told Pharaoh very admonitory things concernin<T Sodom
and the Deluge if only he had been willing to listen. We may well beUeve °that the
effect of Pharaoh's defiant attitude would be to send Moses away striving to refresh and
sustain his mind with the evidences, so available and so abundant, that in spite of tiiis

proud king's contempt, Jehovah, in his vast power and resources, was indeed no vain
imagination. When the proud and self-sufficient ask this Pharaoh-question, it is for uc
to make such answer as may be reassuring to ourselves ; not to doubt our own eyesight
because others are blind, our own hearing because others are deaf.

How few sometimes may know, when thousands err

The truth which we may not be able to make even probable to others, we must strive

60 to grasp and penetrate, that more and more it may be felt as certain and satisfying to

ourselves.

3. Thus we see how the Lord himself needed to deal with this question. Knowledge
of God is of many kinds, according to the disposition of the person who is to be taught,
and according to the use which God purposes to make oi him. Pharaoh was evidently
not going to be a docile scholar in God's school—one who comes to it willing and eager,

thirsting for a refreshing knowledge of the Uving God. But still he had to be a scholar,

willingly or not. He had to learn this much at least, that he was transgressing on the
peculiar possessions of God when he sported "tvith Israel in his despotic caprice. It is

for no man to say that his present real ignorance gives assurance that he will never
come to some knowledge of God. It may be as pitifully true of the atheist as it is

encouragingly true of the godly, that what he knows not now, he will know hereafter.

Now he knows not God, but in due time he will know him ; not dubiously, not distantly,

but in the most practical and it may be most painful and humiliating manner. Pharaoh
•ays, with a sneer on his face, and derision in his voice, " Who is Jehovah ? " That
question is duly answered by Jehovah in signs and plagues, and the last answer we hear
anything about on earth comes unmistakable and sublime, amid the roll of the Eed Sea's

returning waters.

II. But Pharaoh not only puts this defiant question ; He utters a most determined
BESOLUTION WHICH GoD ALONE CAN ALTER. " Neitiier will I let Israel go." What then
are Israel's chances for the future ? There was every certainty that, if left to himself,

Pharaoh would go on, tyrannous and oppressive as ever. From a human point of view
he had everything to help him in sticking to his resolution. His fears, if he had any

—

the wealth which he and his people had gained from the incessant toils of Israel—the

great dislocations and changes which would have been produced by even a temporary
withdrawal of Israel—all these things helped to a firm maintenance of the resolution.

It was a resolution which had strong and active support in aU the baser feeUngs of

his own breast. It is just in the firmness and haughtiness of such a resolution, reveahng

as it does the spirit of the man, that we get the reason for such an accumulation of

calamities as came upon his land. Here is another significant illustration of the

manifold power of God, that he could break down so much proud determination. There
was no change in Pharaoh's feeUng ; no conversion to an equitable and compassionate

mind ;» he simply yielded, because he could not help himself, to continuous and increasing

pressure, and God alone was able to exert that pressure. Pharaoh here is but the visible

and unconscious exponent of that dark Power which is behind ail evil men and cruel

and selfish policies. That Power, holding men in all sorts ui bitter disappointments and
degrading miseries, virtually says, " I will not let them go." ( )ur confidence ought ever

to be, that though we can do nothing to break tliis bitter bondage, God, who forced the

foe of Israel to relax his voracious grasp, will by his own means force freedom for u«
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from every iutcrfercnce of our spiritual foe. It was Pharaoh's sad prerogative to shut

his own heart, to shut it persisteutly, to shut it for ever, against the authority and

benedictions of Jehovah. But no one, though he be as mighty and arrogant as a

thousand Pharaohs, can fasten us up from GlkI, if so be we are willmg to go to him,

from whom alone we can gain a pure and eternal life.—Y.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 6—9.—Rulere are not always content

»unpiy to refuse inconvenient demands. Some-

times they set to work with much ingenuity

and worldly wisdom to prevent their repeti-

tion. This is especially the case where they

entertain a fear of their petitioners. The

Spartans removed Helots, who had earned their

freedom, by the Crypteia. The massacre of

St. Bartholomew was caused by the Huguenot

demand for freedom of worship and the diffi-

culty of repressing it. The Pharaoh now ip

not content to let things take their course, but

devises a plan by which he hopes to crush

altogether the aspirations of the Hebrew

people, and secure himself against the recur-

rence of any such appeal as that which had

been made to him by Moses and Aaron. The

Israelites had recently been employed chiefly

in brickmaking. They had had to dig the

clay and temper it, to mix it with straw, and

mould it into the form of bricks ; but the

traw had been supplied to them. The king

determined that this should be no longer done

;

the Israelites should find the straw for them-

Belves. It has been estimated that by this

change their labour was " more than doubled."

(Canon Cook.) it was a not unreasonable ex-

pectation that under this system popular

meetings would cease (ver. 9) ; and that Moses

and Aaron, not being backed up by the voice of

the ppople, would discontinue their agitation.

Ver. 6.—The same day. Pharaoh lost no
time. Having conceived his idea, he issued

hiB order at once—on the very day of the in-

terview with the two leaders. It would be well

if the children of light were as " wise " and
u energetic on all occasions as the children of

darkness. Taskmasters and officers. Thj
•word translated "taskmaster" here is not the
same as the expression similarly rendered in

ch. i. 11 ; and it is thought not to designate
the same class. The mirri/ mamim of the for-

mer passage are thought t > be genera! superin-
tendents of works, few n nuii'ber and of high
rank, the rwijnthim of the present place to be
Bubordinutps. nuiiierotf! and inferior in position.

Both of these cla.sse8 wcr.> probably Epr])fians.
The " oflicers " (gJioterim) were imdoubtedlv
Hebrews. They were especially employed in

keeping the tale of the bricks, and seeing that

they reached the proper amoimt. Literally,

the word ghoterim means ' scribes," and is bo

rendered in most passages.

Ver. 7.—Straw to make brick. Straw waa
used in Egypt to bind together the clay, or

mud, which was, of course, the main mate-
rial of the bricks. (See Wilkinson, in the

author's ' HercAiotus,' vol. ii. p. 213.) It is

usually chopped into smaU pieces. Let them
go and gather straw. This would involve the

leaving of the bricktields, and the scattering

of the people over the harvest-grounds, where
alone they would be able to iiuJ .straw in any
quantity. There are so man}- harvests in

Egypt, that straw would perhaps be obtainable

somewhere during the greater part of the year.

Ver. 8.—The tale of the bricks

—

i.e. the

number of the bricks. Exactly as many were
to be required of each batch of workmen under
the new regulation as previously. The demand
was one with which, as the king well knew,
it would be impossible to comply. For
they be idle. There was so much ground for

th3 charge as this—that hitherto their forced

labours had not occupied the whole of theii

time. They had been able, apparently, to

cultivate their own plots of ground (Dent. xL
10), to raise crops of cucumbers, m-clons, leeks,

onions, and garlic (Nujn. xi. 5). to catch fiSh

(i'jid.), and attend public m-etings (Ex. iv.

30, 31). They had, in fact, had time which
they could call their own. Now this was to

be so no more. The Pharaoh, however, mis-

represents and exaggerates, speaking as if

their forced labours had been a mere nothing,

and mere want of occupation had led them to

raise the cry—" Let us go and sacrifice." It

woidd have been far nearer the truth to say,

Ihat the severity and continuousncss of their

labours had made the notion of festival time,

during which they would cease from their

toils, generally popular.

Ver. 9.—Let there more work be laid

upon the men. Rather, as in the margin,
" Let the work be heavy upon the men." Let
Ihe tasks set them be such as to occupy all

their time, and not leave them any spare rao-

luents in which they may be tempted to listen

to mischievous talkers, like Mo^es and Aaron)
who flatter them with vain (literally, lying,

words. Pharaoh, no doubt, imagined thai the

hopes raised by the two brothers were foia

and illusive. iHe was utterly blind aa to the

course which events were about to take
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HOMILETICS.

Vera. 6—9.

—

The picture of a tyrant—crafty, energetic, and unsparing. Scripture
contains abundant portraitures, not only of good, but also of bad men, the Holy Spirit
seeming to be as desirous of arousing our indignation against vice as our sympathy with
virtue. Portraits are given us, as more effectual than precepts or general descriptions,
appealing as they do to our feehngs and imagination rather than to our intellect. The
diamatic exhibition of a Pharaoh, an Ahab, a Sennacherib, a Judas Iscariot, is calculated
at once to strike the soul and to remain indelibly impressed upon it. Here we have the
portrait of a tyrant, characterised especially by three qualities—1. Craft or cleverness

;

2. Energy ; and 3. Mercilessness. (1.) Pharaoh's craft is shown, first in the skilful way
in which he " turns the tables " upon Moses and Aaron, stopping their mouths \vith the
charge that they are " letting the people from their labours," and " endamaging the
king." (See Ezra iv. 13.) Secondly, it is shown in the rapidity and ingenuity of his
thought—" More work must be laid upon the Israelites—let them be given no straw."
Thirdly, it is shown further on in his attempts to secure the return of the Israelites by
the detention of their children (ch. x. 10) or of their cattle {ibid. 24). (2.) Pharaoh's
energy appears in the immediate steps that he took to carry his plan out by giving
orders for the withholding of the straw without any diminution in the tale of bricks,
" the same day " (verse 6). Finally, (3) his mercilessness is seen, first, in his refusin*^

a very moderate request (verses 1, 2); secondly, in his meeting the demand for a
relaxation of labour by an addition to it ; thirdly and especially, in his making such an
addition as was impossible of performance, and involved a continued series of punish-
ments (verses 14—21). Pharaoh did not perhaps know the exact amount of misery
which he was inflicting ; but he was reckless in respect to it—he did not care what it

might cost ; the sighs and the groans of a whole nation were as nothing to him ; and
he adds insult to injury by the reproach (verses 8 and 17)—" Ye are idle, ye are idle."

Ver. 7.

—

Bricks without straw. The requirement of " bricks without straw " is not
always made by a tyrannical king. All employers of labour who expect certain results

without allowing sufficient time for them, and then complain that the work is scamped,
are guilty of it. So is the father who expects his son to turn out a great scholar, without
giving him the necessary books and the necessary instnaction to make him one. So is

the mistress who scolds her cook for not sending up a first-rate dinner, yet grudges
every penny for the kitchen expenses. There are congregations which demand perpetual

sermons of a high quality, yet do not either provide their pastors with sufficient money to

buy books, or allow them sufficient leisure time for reading them. There are incumbents
who act similarly by their cm-ates, mercantile men who, mutatis mutandis, act so by
their clerks, ofliciais of all kinds who so treat their subordinates. The demand for bricks

withrut straw is, unfortunately, far too common a demand. Let this note be set against

it, thar it is Pharaonic and tyrannical.

Ver. 9.

—

Vain words. There can be no doubt that "vain words" are unworthy of

attention, deserve contempt, are foolish, unjustifiable. But what are "vain words"?
What is the test whereby we are to know whether words are vain or not ? Simply, the

issue of them. Pharaoh thought that the promises of deliverance wherewith Moses and
Aaron had excited the people were " vain words." Sennacherib described similarly the

words of trust and confidence in God uttered by Hezekiah (2 Kings xviii. 20). The
Athenians thought the same of St. Paui's words concerning the resurrection (Acts xvii. 32).

But we know that, in none of these cases, were the words uttered " vain." The event

justified or will justify them. When words then are uttered by any grave authority,

especially if they are uttered in the name of God, we should hesitate to caU them " vain."

We ajiould await the end. Full often, what the scoffer has called " vain words " turn

out " words of truth and soberness "—words which tell with terrible force against those

who have despised and rejected them—woiis whicb V) have heard and despised u
•ondemnation in the sight of the Almighty.
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 4—10.

—

Increased cruelty. View Pharaoh's conduct as illustrative

—

I. Of the view which a worldly man takes of religion. " Ye are idle " (ver. 8).

This way of putting the matter was partly a pretext—a tyrant's excuse for adding tc

burdens already sufficiently heavy ; but it had so far a ground in Pharaoh's real way ol

viewing things, that he doubtless regarded the desire to go and sacrifice as an idle,

foolish notion, one which would not have come into the people's heads had they been

worked hard enough, and which it was his interest to drive out again as soon as

possible. Observe in this—1. A total incipacity to understand the origin of religious

(ispirations. Pharaoh had no better account to give of them than that they sprang

from idleness. They were the fruit of a roving, unsettled disposition. The cure for

them was harder work. This is precisely how the world looks on religion. It is the

unpractical dream of people whose working faculties are not in sufficiently vigorous

exercise. Of a true thirsting of the soul for God the world has not the slightest compre-

hension. 2. A total W'lnt of sympathy with these aspirations. Indulgence in them
would be idling—a foolish and profitless waste of time. It is not idling to watch the

markets, to speculate on stock, to read novels, to attend the Derby, to run to theatres,

to spend evenings in the ball-room, to hunt, fish, shoot, or travel on the Continent, to

waste hours in society gossip ; but it would be idling to pray, or worship God, or engage

in Christian work, or attend to the interests of the soul. To snatch an hour from

business to attend a prayer-meeting would be reckoned egregious folly, and as little are

the hours at one's disposal when business is over to be spent in such " foolishtess."

Even the Sabbath, so far as it cannot be utilised for pleasure, is deemed a day
" waoted"—^a weariness (Amos viiL 6 ; Mai. ii. 13). 3. A total disregard of the rights

of others in connection with these aspirations. Thoroughgoing men of the world neither

take pains to conceal their own contempt for religion (" vain words," ver. 9), nor trouble

themselves with any scruples as to the rights of others. They will, without hesitation,

take from the religiously-disposed their opportunities of serving God, if these stand

in the way of their own interests. Gladly, had they the power, would they turn the

Sabbath into a work-day for the many that it might become (as on the Continent)

a play-day for the few. Their own domestics and workpeople are over-driven, and

unscrupulously deprived of Sabbath and sanctuary privileges. Where even the plea of

humanity is disregarded, the plea of religion is not Hkely to be allowed much weight.

II. Of the alarms felt bt a tyrant at the uprising of free aspirations in the
SUBJECTS OF HIS TYRANNY. Pharaoh shrewdly foresaw the consequences of a further

spread of these new-fangled ideas among the people. The request to go and sacrifice

would not be long in being followed by a demand for freedom. Despotism and the

spirit of liberty cannot coalesce. The tyrant knows that his power is put in peril the

moment people begin to think for themselves—to cherish dreams of freedom—to be

moved by religious enthusiasms. His rule can only be maintained at the cost of the

extinction in his subjects of the last vestige of mental and spiritual independence.

If a spiritual movement like this which sprang up in Israel begins to show itself,

it must be stamped out at once, and at whatever cost of suffering and bloodslied.

Whatever tends to produce such movements is looked on with hostility. This applies

to all kinds of desjiotisins—civil, ecclesiastical, industrial, social. Hence, imder desix)tic

governments, the gagging of the press, suppression of free institutions, restriction of

liberty of speech, ostracism of men of public spirit, and opposition to progress and to

liberal ideas generally. Hence the antagonism of the Roman Church to learning and
science, with the baleful effects which have followed from that antagonism in countries

where her influence is supreme (see Lavele)'e on ' Protestantism and Catholicism in

their Bearings upon the Liberty and Prosperity of Nations'; and histories of the

Reformation in Spain and Italy). " It has been wittily said, that in Madrid, provided

you avoid saying anything concerning government, or religion, or politics, or morals,

or statesmen, or b(dies of reputation, or the opera, or any other public amusement,
or any one who u engaged in any business, you may print what you j^lease, under
correction of two or three censors " (M*Crie). Hence the antipathy of the slave-drivers

of industry—those who grind the faces of the jioor, making their profit out of theil
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poverty and helplessness—to the diffusion of intelligence among the masses. Hence,
in slave-holding coimtries, the laws against teaching slaves to read, etc. The slave-

holder cannot afford to encourage the spread of intelligence, of anything which will

enable his slave to realise his manhood. But tyranny of this kind is self-condemned.

1. As unnatural. It requires the extinction and suppression of everything noble and
good in human nature. It sets itself in opposition to intelligence, freedom, progiess,

religion, and all holy and spiritual aspirations. 2. As inhuman. In consolidating its

dominion, it stoops to perpetrate the grossest cruelties. Think of the work of the

Inquisition I Think of the blood that has been shed on the shrine of civil liberty

!

Think of the George Harrises of slavery !
" What business had his slave to be marching

round the country, inventing machines, and holding up his head among gentlemen ?

He'd soon put a stop to it. He'd take him back, and put him to hoeing and digging,

and see if he'd step about so smart ? " (' Uncle Tom's Cabin.') See also, 3. Its lueakness.

Tyranny of this kind cannot endure. Under the influence of ideas from without, a
nieiital and moral awakening is certain to come some day, and the tyrant's power is

doomed.
III. Of the pitiless cruelty op which men get to be capable IK THE PURSUIT

OF INIQUITOUS ENDS : vers. 6—9. Pharaoh was determined to keep the Hebrews in

slavery ; and so, to suppress this new spirit of discontent which had broken out among
them, he must heat their furnace sevenfold, and heap cruelty on cruelty. He may
have urged the plea of state necessity, and justified himself by the reflection that less

severe measures would not have served his purpose—that he was driven to cruelty by
the logic of events. A vain plea in any case, and one which only a heart rendered

callous by a long course of inhumanity could have brought itself to entertain. Yet
Pharaoh was thus far right, that, once a career of inquity has been entered upon, events

take the matter out of the sinner's hands, and leave him no alternative but either to

abandon his evil courses, or be driven on from one cruelty to a worse. And, contem-
poraneously with the movement of events, there is going on a hardening of the heart,

which makes the cruelty possible. It is wonderi'ul what pitiless deeds men get to

be capable of, who have others in their power, and who acknowledge no higher law than
their own interests. We have only to recall the iniquities of the slave-trade, connived

at by many of our most respectable merchants ; the inhumanities attendant on the em-
ployment of women and young children' in mines and factories, as brought to light by
Parliamentary Commissions ; the former semi-brutal condition of agricultural labourers

;

the underpaying of needle-women ; the horrors of the " sweating system ;" the instances

of cruelty and rapacity exhibited in the emigration trade, which are described as

"among the most atrocious that have ever disgraced human nature" (Chambers's
' Encyc.') ; the reckless disregard of the lives of sailors in their being sent to sea in

heavily-laden and untrustworthy ships (Plimsoll)—to see how far, even in a civilised

coimtry, the thirst of gain wiU carry men, under circumstances where they can count

upon impunity, and evade the oensure of public opinion. A Pharaoh could hanlly do

worse. " Small manu£ictiu-ers, working with insufficient capital, and in times of dei les-

sion not having the wherewith to meet their engagements, are often obliged to bec( me
dependants on the wholesale houses with which they deal ; and are then cruelly taken

advantage of .... He (the manufacturer) is obliged to work at the wholesaler's terms,

and ruin almost certainly follows .... As was said to us by one of the larger silk-

hosiers, who had watched the destruction of many of his smaller brethren—' Tliey may
be spared for a while as a cat spares a mouse ; but they are sure to be eaten up in the

end . . . .* We read that in Hindostan, the ryots, when crops fall short, borrow from

the Jews to buy seed, and once in their clutches are doomed. It seems that our

commercial world can furnish parallels " (H. Spencer).

Learn : 1. To avoid the beginning of a course of injustice. 2. To guard against the

hardening of the heart by cruelty. 3. To have an open ear to the cry of the oppressed,

and % readiness to support every righteous measure for their protection and relief.

4. See in Pharaoh's tyranny an image of the pitiless tyranny of Satan. He, too, is

absolutely merciless in the power he obtains over us. His service is one which grows

increasingly more rigorous. K., too, would have us make bricks without straw, driving

us on by uur lusts and passions in pursuit of ends impossible (in his service) of attain-

ment. More acute than Pharaoh, he gets the sinner himself to beUeve that it is " idlt"
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to sacrifice to God, and by this means lures him to his service, where he soon binds him
in chains more terrible and galling than any which earthly tyrant ever put upon hig

slaves.—J. 0.

Vers. 6—14.— The increase of troublefor OocCs people no proof of thefailure of his

purpose. I. The demands of God provoke the wrath of the cngodlt. The
mad persistence of Pharaoh in his injustice is marked—1. In his haste : his commands
were issued " the same day." 2. In the severity of the decree : they should tind theii

own straw, and yet deliver the same numl)er of bricks. 3. In his deterraiuatiou to have

his commands obeyed. It is not meant to be an idle threat : the overseers are " straitly

charged." When God's word is resisted the soul is inflamed to greater evil. The
unregeuerate spirit is tlie same everywhere. God's claim has only to be pressed home
to be repelled in the same fashion.

II. 1 he way to deliverance sometimes lies throuoh deeper trouble. Israel's

case was now harder than it was before ('vers. 11—14), and solely because God had
arisen to fight for them : but it was the last struggle of a doomed foe. It is thus

—

1. In the Church's struggle with the world of uubeUef: God's message is met with

acorn, repression, and opposition of science fixlsely so called. But these shall vauish

away like smoke, and their utterances and deeds wiU at last he the monuments of their

infamy. 2. In the contest with the dominion of sin in the soul. The might of sii

is felt most when the Spirit's call is first heard ; but God has said, " Let my people go,"'

and the wrath of the enemy will soon be swallowed up in his destruction. 3. In the

breaking of the yoke of death. When God's call is heard, " Come up higher," we
wrestle in pain and mortal weakness with the dread adversary. He seems to triumph.

Bat the last tie that bound us is broken, and we bid an eternal faiewell to the bondage

and the grief.—U.

EXPOSITION

Vers. 10—14.—^The command of Pharaoh had

gone forth—no straw was to be provided for the

Israelites, they were themselves to gather straw.

The taskmasters could not soften the edict ; they

eould only promulgate it (vers. 10, 11). And
the Israelites could only choose between re-

belling and endeavouring to obey. To rebel

seemed hopeless ; Moses and Aaron did not

advise rebellion, and so the attempt was made

to carry out Pharaoh's behest (ver. 12). But

experience proved that obedience to it was

impossible. Though the people did their best^

and the native oflicers set over them did their

best, and the Egyptian taskmasters hiuried

them on as much as possible (ver. 13), the

result was that the tale of bricks fell short.

Then, according to a barbarous practice said to

be even now not unknown in Egypt (Kalisch),

the native officers who had not delivered in

the appointed "tale of bricks" were bastina-

doed, suffering agonies for no fault of their

own (ver. 16), but because the people had

been set an impossible task.

Ver. 10.—The taskmasters . . . went out,

f«. quitted tlic royal piilarc <o which they had
bofn sunmioncd (ver. 6), and prociM'dcd to the
pla(•,r^'^ where the people worh.-d. The vicinity

of Zoaa WAS probably one great brickfield.

Thus saith Pharaoh. The exact words of

Pharaoh (ver. 7) are not repeated, but modi-
fied, according to men's ordinary practice in

similar cases.

Ver. 11.—Get you straw where ye can
find it. Straw was not valued in Egypt.
Reaping was effected either by gathering the
ears, or by cutting the stalks of the corn at a

short distance below the heads ; and the straw
was then left almost entirely upon the ground.
Grass was so plentiful that it was not re-

quired for fodder, and there was no employ-
ment of it as litter in farmyards. Thus
abundance of straw could be gathered in the
cornfields after han-est; and as there were
many harvests, some sort of straw was proba-

bly obtainable in the Delta at alujost all

seasons of the year. To collect it, however,
and chop it small, as required in brickinuking,

consumed much time, and left too little for the

actual making of the bricks.

Ver. 12.—The people were scattered abroad
throughout all the land of Egypt. The ex-
pression used is hyperbolical, and not to be
understood literally. A tolerably wide disper-

sion over the central and eastern portions of

the Delta is probably intended. Stubble in-

stead of straw. Rather, "stubble for tlie

straw." Tehen, the word translated straw,

seems to be proi)crly "chopped straw" (s/txt-

nicnta niinuliin roucim. Cook;. Th Israelites,

who had been accustomed to have tliis i)rovided

for them, gathered now long stalks of stubbly
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in the fields, which they had subsequently to

make into teben by chopping it into short bits.

Vers. lA. 14.— The taskmasters hasted
them. The Egj'ptian overseers, armed with
rods, went about among the toiling Israelites

continually, and " hasted them " by dealing

out blows freely on all who made any pause
in their work. The unceasing toil lasted from
morning to night

;
yet still the required " tale

"

could not be produced ; and consequently the

native officers, whose business it was to pro-

duce the " tale," were punished by the basti-

nado at the close of the day not giving m the

proper amount. Kalisch observes—" Even now
the Arabic fellahs, whose position is very ana-
logous to that of the Israelites described in

our text, are treated by the Turks in the same
manner. Arabic overseers have to give an
account of the labours of their coimtrymen to

the Turkish taskmasters, who often chastise

them mercilessly for the real or imputed of-

fences of the Arabic workmen."

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 10—14.

—

A blind obedience to the commands of tyrants not laudable. The
Egyptian taskmasters seem to have carried out their mouarch's orders to the full, if

not with inward satisfaction, at any rate without visible repugnance. They published

abroad the orders given without in any way softening them (vers. 10, 11), harassed

the Israelite people all day long by "hasting them" (ver. 13), and bastinadoed the

Israelite officers at night (ver. 14). How different their conduct from that of the

midwives, when another Pharaoh sought to make them the instruments of his cruelty 1

Weak women defied the tyrant and disobeyed his commands. Strong sturdy men were
content to be his slavish tools and accomplices. But so it is often. " Out of weakness
God perfects strength." He " makes the weak things of the world to confound the

strong." And the consequence is, that the weak, who show themselves strong, obtain

his approval and the enduring praise of men, like the midwives ; while the strong, who
show themselves weak, are condemned by him, and covered with everlasting obloquy,

like these taskmasters.

Ver. 14.

—

Vicarious suffering. Vicarious suffering is a blessed thing only when
undergone voluntarily. In all other cases it is unjust, oppressive, cruel. At the

English court under the early Stuarts there was a boy who had to receive all the

punishments deserved by the heir-apparent. This was a piece of detestable tyranny.

The execution of children for the offences of their parents, which prevailed under the

judges (Josh. vii. 24, 25) and the kings of Israel (2 Kings ix. 26) was still worse ; and

had not even the show of justice about it, since it was not accepted in lieu of the

parents' suffering, but was additional to»it. The Oriental system of punishing " head

men " for any offence or default of those under their jurisdiction, goes on the idea that

they can and ought to prevent such sins of commission or omission. But this idea is

not in accord with facts. Frequently they cannot; sometimes they neither can nor

ought. In all such cases the punishment inHicted is an injustice ; and the system

itself must consequently be regarded as no better than an organised and liceu.sed tyranny.

Yet large tracts of Asia and Africa groan imder it. " How long, '.) Lord, how long ?
"

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 10—15.

—

Bricks without straw. Tyrants seldom lack subordin&tea, as cruel aa

themselves, to execute their hateful mandates. Not only are these subordinates gene-

rally ready to curry favour with their lord by executing his orders with punctilious

rigour, but, when they get to know that particular persons are in disfavour, they find

a ppsit^ve delight in bullying and insulting the unhappy victims, and in subjecting

thern to every species of vexatious interference. The callous taskmasters entered

heartily into Pharaoh's plans—withheld from the Israelites the straw, while requiring

of them the full tale of bricks, and then mercilessly beating the officers for f'vling to

get the people to accomplish the impossible. View in their behaviour—

I. A PICTURE OF THE NOT INFREQUENT TREATMENT OF MAN BV HIS FELLOW-MAW.

Society abounds in tyrants, who, like Pharaoh's taskmasters— 1. Demand the unreason-

EX0SXI8. ^
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able. 2. Expect the impcssible. And the unreascnable in extreme canes is one with

the imiossible. 3, Are insolent and violent in enforcing their unreasonable demands.

The workman, e.g., is scolded because he cannot, in a given time, produce work of given

quantity and quality, though production to the extent required is shown to involve a

physical impossibility. The public servant is abused because he has not wrought

miracles in his particular de^rtment, though p-erhaps he has received neither the

material nor the moral support to which he was entitled. The clergyman is blamed for

deficiency in pulpit power, while endless calls are made upon him for work of other

kinds, which dissipate Ms energies, and eat into his time for study. The wife is rated

by her husband, because comforts and luxuries are not forthcoming, which his wasteful

exi^enditure in other directions prevents her from obtaining. With like unreasonable-

ness, buyers in commercial houses are rat«d because 'they cannot buy, and sellers because

they cannot sell ; and it is broadly hinted to the latter that if means are not discovered

for "effecting sales, and disposing of perhaps worthless goods, the penalty wUl be dis-

missaL And there are worse tyrannies behind. Most iniquitous of all is the system of

exacting work from the necessitous, which imposes an unnatural and injurious strain

upon their bodUy and mental powers, while renumerating it by a pittance barely suffi-

cient to keep soul and body together. The straw of which these bricks are made ia

the flesh and blood of living human beings—the fibre of despairing hearts. In short,

bricks without straw are asked wherever work is required which overtaxes the strength

and capability of those from whom it is sought, or where the time, means, or assistance

necessary for accomplishing it is denied. To rage, scold, threaten, or punish, because

fears which border on the impossible are not accomplished, is simply to play over again

the part of Pharaoh's taskmasters.

n. A OOKTBAST TO THE TREAT1IE^T WHICH MAK BBCEIVES FBOM GoD. Unbelief and
slothfiUness, indeed, would fain persuade us of the opposite. Their voice is, •' 1 knew
thee that thou art a hard man, reaping where thou hast not sown," etc. (Matt. xxv. 24).

And it may be pleaded in support of this that Gt)d's demands in respect of obedience go
fer beyond the sinner's powers. He inherits a depraved nature, yet he is held g^uilty

for its actings, and the demand stands unchanged, " Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart," etc. (Deut. vi 5). The standard by which he is judged is that of

absolute holiness, while yet it is admitted thai he is naturally incapable of a single holy

thought or resolve. But in this way of putting matters various things are forgotten.

1. The law of duty is a fixed quantity, and even God, by an act of will, cannot

remove a sinner from under its obligations. 2. There is an obvious distinction between

natural and m^ral inability. The hardened thief cannot plead his incorrigible thievi.sh-

ness as an excuse for non-fulfilment of the du^^es of honesty. It is his sin that he it

thievish. 3. Depraved beings are condemned for being what they are (evil-disixised,

cruel, lustful, selfish, etc.). and for the bad things which they do, not for the good things

which they ought to do, but are now incapable of doing. The devil, e.g., is condemned
because he ts a devil, and acts devilishly ; not because it is stUl expected of him that

he will love God with all his heart, etc., and because he fails to do this. But the true

answer, as respects God's treatment of mankind, is a very different one. The sirmer

is not to be allowed to forget that if he has fallen and destroyed himself, God has

brought him help. The very God against whom he has sinned desires his recovery,

and has provided for it. He has made provision in Christ for the atonement (covering)

of his sina. He asks nothing from him of a spiritual nature which his grace is not

promised to enable him to accomplish. God presents himself in the Gospel, not as

the sinner's exacting taskmaster, but as his friend and Saviour, ready, however

n)ulti[>iied and aggravated his oflfences—though they be as scarlet and red lika

crim.son—to make them as the snow and wool (Is. L IS). True, the sinner cannot

renew his own heart, but surely he is answerable for the resix)t^.^e he makes to the

outward word, and to the teachings and drawings of the Spirit, who, given his sub-

mission, will willingly renew it for him. True al.Mj he cannot, even <a the gracioa.>> state,

render perfect obedience, but over and against this is to be put the truth tliat perfect

obedience is not required of any in order to ju.'^tification, and that, if only he is fixithfuJ,

his im]>erfection8 will, for Christ's sake, be graciously forgiven him. And the same

}ui4 and gracious principles rule in God's actings with his servants. Service if
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•cceiitcd "according to what a man hath, and not according to that he hath not"
(2 Cor. viii. 12;. No making bricks without straw here. The servant with the two
talents is held only responsible for the two, not for five (Matt. xxv. 23). Justie«,
tempered by grace, is the rule for all.—J. 0.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 15—19 —Smai-ting under the sense

of injustice, the Israelite officers "came
and cried to Pharaoh" (ver. 15), supposing

that he could not have intended such manifest

unfairness and cruelty. They were conscious

to themselves of having done their utmost,

uid of having failed simply because the

thing required was impossible. Surely the

king would understand this, if they pointed

it out, and would either allow straw as before,

or diminish the number of the bricks. But

the king had no desire for justice, and did

net eren pretend to it. He asked for no par-

ticulars, ordered no inquiry into the ground of

complaint ; but turned upon the complainants

with the cuckoo cry—" Idle, idle yourselves

—

else ye had no time to come here
;
go, work

—

go, work." Then the officers felt that they

were indeed " in evil case " (ver. 19)—^the

king was determined not to do justice—^no

hope remained—they must be beaten again

and again, until they died of the punishment

(ver. 21).

Ver. 15.—Came and cried. The shrill

" cry " of Orientals when making complaint
has often been noticed by travellers, and is

probably here alluded to To Pharaoh. Se«
the " Introductory paragraph " at the begin-
ning of the chapter, where it has been noticed

that complainants had free access to the pre-

sence of Egyptian kings.

Ver. 16.—They say to as. Or, " they keep
saying to us." The participle is used, which
implies continuance or repetition. Tue fault

is in thine own people. Literally, " Thine
own people is in fault," or " sins."

Ver. 17.—Ye are idle, etc. Compare ver. 8.

Pharaoh is evidently pleased with his " haj'py

thought." It seems to him clever, wiity,

humorous, to tax overworked people with
idleness ; and equally clever to say to religious

people—" Your religion is a mere pretence,

lou do not want to worship. You want a

holiday." We may remark further that idle-

ness and hypocrisy were two sius of the deep-

est dye, according to Egyptian notions.

Ver. 18.—Go therefore now and work—i.e.

" Off with you to the bnckfields at once, and get

to your own special wors of superintendence,

which you are neglecting so long as you re-

main here. It is useless to remain. I reject

both of your requests. Straw shall not be

given ; and the tale of bricks required shall

be no less."

Ver. 19.—The officers ... did see that they

were in evil case. See the " Introductory

paragraph " to this section, and comp. ver. 21

.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 15—18.

—

A wicked man's persistence in wrong-doing. Pharaoh when he first

gave the order to withhold straw (ver. 7), may not have known the amount of misery he
wa.s causing. He may have meant no more than to give the people full uccui)ation, and
80 prevent such gatherings as that from which Moses and Aaron had come (ch. iv. 29—

31), when they appeared before him with their demands. He may not have realised to

himself the idea that he was setting his bondsmen an impossible task. But now this

fact was brought home to him, and he was asked, as a matter of simple justice, either to

let straw be furnished as before, or to allow some diminution in the number of the

bricks. It can scarcely be doubted that he knew and felt the demand made to be just.

There were the officers before him with the wheals upon their backs. Would they have

incurred the severe punishment, could they by any possibility have avoided it ? Pharaoh

must have known that they would not. But he would not relent. As he had begun,

he vn)uM continue. He had been more cruel than he meant ; but he did not care—it

was only Hebrews and bondsmen who had suffered ; what mattered their agonies ? So he

dismisses the complainants with jeers and scoffs :
" Ye are idle, ye are hy|X)crites

;
go,

work." So b.ad men almost always go on from bad to worse by a " facile descent
;"

ieverity deepens into cruelty, unkindness into injustice, religious indifference into

Impiety. Stop, then, the beginnings of wrong-doing. Principiis ohsta. Crush the nascent

gemu of vice in thy heart, man 1 Master them, or they will master thee 1
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Ver. 16.

—

Sufferings, even at the hand of lawful authorities not always deserved.

** Thy servants are beaten ; but the fault is in thine own people." Punishment often

visits the wrong back. Kings commit injuries or follies, and their subjects suffer.

Employers are greedy of gain, and their "hands" must work overtime, go without sleep,

trench on the Sunday rest. Wholesale tradesmen adulterate goods, and retail traders

are blamed and lose custom. Justice itself is often at fault, and punishes the wrong

person—sometimes by a mere mistake, as when the wrong man is hanged for a murder

;

but sometimes also through a defect in the law itself which judges have to administer;

as when Christians were delivered to the wild beasts for not sacrificing to the divinity

of the emperor, or Protestants were burnt at the stake for denying transubstantiation. It

is not to be assumed that the law is always right. The law of any country at any time

is only the expression of the will of those who are in authority at the time, and has no

more divinity or sacredness about it than they have. Those who transgress the law

will, of course, be punished for it ; but that fact proves nothing as to their good- or ill-

desert. The greatest benefactors of mankind have had to set human law at detiance,

and to endure its penalties. Their answer to the authorities who persecute them might

constantly be, " Thy servants are beaten, but the fault is in thine own people."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 15—20.

—

Unheeded expostulation. Pharaoh's treatment of the officers of the

children of Israel, when they appeared before him to expostulate with him on his cruelty,

l>etrays his consciousness of the injustice of his cause.

I. An uxJfST CAUSE BETRAYS ITSELF—1. By re/usul to listen to reason. The
Hebrews had reason on their side, and Pharaoh had not. And because he had not, and

knew it, he would not hear them, would not enter into any argument with them. Tiiia

is the sure mark of a weak cause. People are usually willing enough to defend any of

their doings which they think defensible. But when causes are indefensible, and they

know this, they do not care to have the light let in upon them. " Every one that doeth

evil hateth the light, neither cometh to the light, lest his deeds should be reproved"

(Johu iii. 20). 2. By clutching at fiimsy and trumped-up pretexts. "Ye are idle; ye

are iille ; therefore ye say," etc. (ver. 17). Pharaoh knew as well as any that they were

not idle, but it served his purjinse to put forward this pretence. 3. By falling hack in

the end on the right of the st. ong hand (ver. 16). This is the tyrant's unfailing resort.

If lie cannot argue, he can compel, if he cannot justify his courses, he can fall back

u{x>n his power to enforce submission. His might is his right. Pharaoh had the power,

and he meant to use it, so the Israelites might save tliemselves the trouble of ex.postu-

latiiig. This sort of authority, resting on force, without sup^wrt in righteousness or

reason, is necessarily precarious. It can, in the nature of tilings, only last so long as the

p<jwer to compel remains with it. No throne is so insecure as that propped up on

bayonets.

II. An unjust cause adhered to and defended—1. Reacts injuriously upon the

moral nnture. The refusal to listen to expostulation was a new stage in Pharaoh's

hardening. Besides fortifying his determination to brook no interference in his courses,

and strengthening the cruelty of his disposition—anew called into action by the increased

oppression of the Hebrews—it necessarily reacted to deprive him of a fresh portion of his

mural susceptibility. This is the Nemesis of sin ; it leaves the sinner less susceptible

with each new appeal that is resisted ; it darkens while it indurates ; not "uly

strengthens him m evil courses, but increasingly disqualifies him for perceiving the truth

and reasonableness of the dissuasives that are addressed to him. Pharaoh's hardening still

moves in the region of ordinary morals (see'on vers. 1—4). The first step in it was the

recoil of his pride and wilfulness against what he knew to be the righteous demand of

Moses and Aaron. Another step is the rejection of this righteous appeal. 2. Expose*

the tyrant to the just judgment of God. The Hebrews were helpless to resist I'haraoh,

but there was Another, whose (picstion, " Wherefore dealest thou thus with thy ser-

vants?" he would not be able so easily to set aside. God was lieejiiug the account, and

lor all these things would yet call him to judgment (Eccl. xi. 9; xii. 14); while the

king's temporary suoceu in his ways, building him up in a presumptuous aalf-
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confidence, and confirming him in his boast of superiority to Jehovah, was a fmther step
in his hardening—a ripening for destruction. 3. Is a fresh call for God to interfere on
behalf of the oppressed. This new wrong, instead of leading the Israelites to despair,
should only have lent fresh vehemence to their prayers, for it gave them a new plea with
which to urge their cause. " For shall not God avenge his own elect, which cry to him
day and night, though he bear long with them '" (Luke xviii. 7).—J. 0.

Vers. 4—18.

—

Pharaoh^s first response : his answer in deed. Pharaoh has given •
proud verbal refusal to the request of Moses : but he is not contanted to stop wth words.
The first result, discouraging and discrediting of I^Ioses' application, is still further to
increase burdens and hardships already scarcely tolerable.

L CONSIDEB HOW TUI3 ADDITIONAL 8EVEHITY TO ISRAEL OEIGIKATED—that is, hoW
it originated as far as Pharaoh's part in it was concerned. It came through his utterly
mistaken notions as to Moses and Isrnel. Pharaoh, as an alert politician, was bound to
inquire how it was that Moses had been led to prefer this request; and he came to the
conclusion that the people had too much leisure time—did their work far too easily—and
thus left an opportunity for the success of any designing demagogue, such as he judged
Moses to be. And, indeed, Pharaoh's conjecture showed a very plausible appearance
of shrewd insight into human nature. AU such readers of this narrative as utterly dis-

believe the reality of Divine intervention and supremacy in human affairs, will say that
Pharaoh was not far wrong; whereas he was utterly wrong. Moses went into the
fffesence of Pharaoh because the power of God constrained him. He would have gone any-
where to escape the task, if only he could have done it with safety and self-respect.

Pharaoh little knew what a profound sense of unworthiness dwelt in the breast of Moses.
Other feelings might come and go, mount to flow and sink to ebb ; that remained, more
penetrating and subduing the more he had to do with God, and the more he had to do
with Israel. Pharaoh was also utterly mistaken as to the people. Tlie request for

liberty had not come from them. They of their own accord and carnal judgment would
never have thought of such a request. As soon might the helpless victim of a raging
beast of prey turn to it with a real expectation of mercy. The prisoner may devise
many plans of escape: but he would recl\on it a mere provocative of more painful and
stringent captivity, if he addressed to his gaoler a formal request for Uberty. Pharaoh
then, in his ignorance of God, proved ignorant and mistaken in the whole of his policy.

ICvery view is mistaken, egregiously mistaken, that leaves out the thought of God as a
'iving, intimate, ever-watchful Power.

II. Consider that all this cruel treatment did nothing at all fob
Pharaoh. If it had done anything, however little, to delay the final disaster, it would
lidve been something to say : but it did nothing at all. He treated Moses as a mere
I'olitician, and Israel as being only in a state of incipient insurrection. J f such had been
I he reality of things, then his policy, however damnable for its cruelty, would have
merited at least this admission, that there was a real adaptation of means to ends. But
Pharaoh was as yet utterly unconscious of his real enemy. His mind was in a state of

darkness, deep as that outward darkness which later overspread his land. AU his efforts,

Summed up and stated in the largest way, simply came to this—that he was making very
bitter the temporal life of a fleeting generation. But he himself had not arrested by a
single step the advance of a righteous and omnipotent God. Struggling against the
visible Moses and the visible Israel, he knew nothing of how to resist the invisible God.
A man may rage about, putting out all candles and lamps, leaving us for awhile in dark-

ness, but he has not retarded the sunrise by even the minutest fragment of time. This
is our glory and our comfort, if we have the spirit of Christ dwelling in us, that we are

contending against one who has only carnal weapons. We are not allowed to take

carnal weapons ; they are of no use to us ; and never should we forget that they are of

no iise^o those who are against us. Pharaoh did not delay God's liberating work ; that

Work went on in all the majestic ease of its divinity, amid the smitings of the

oii]>ressor and the wailings of the oppressed. Mailing bricks without straw was mere
child's-play compared with the enterprise on which Pharaoh was now embarked. He
mi^ht as well have gone out with the sword and spear against the pestilence and the

Camine, as against Israel with a mere increase of oppression and cruelty.

III. This additional cruelty siiowkd the imperative need of Divinh inteb-

TXMTION. If Pharaoh waa powerless to delay the advance of God he was very powerful
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to shut out interference from any other quarter. Help in God, sure and sufficient help,

but liulp oLly in God, was one of the great lessons %vhich all these painful years were

meaut to teach Israel. Pliaraoh had unmistakable jwwerof the human, despotic, might-

makes-iiglit sort over Israel. As the inquisitor by an easy nod signifies U) give the

thumbscniw auutlier turn, so Pharaoh had only to send out his royal wish, and all the

te.-rkmusters had Israel at once in fresh agony. And just so we have to be taught by a

bitter exi)erience that as Christ is a Saviour from sin, with all its fatal fruits, so be is the

only Saviour. The first attempt at a real protest and resistance against sin brings out

all its power. Though the sinner's miseries do not begin when Christ tlie accredited

aeliverer makes his first approach to deliver, there is nevertheless a distinct accession to

them. Christ cannot challenge the power of sin in any of us without rousing up into

intense activity the evil already working in our breasts. Pharaoh was not really a nvire

poweiful ruler after the vi.sit of Moses than he was before ; but the disposition and power

then became manifest. The hearts of the generation in the midst of which Christ lived

and died were not of exceptional malignity or obduracy. The generation immediately

before and the generation immediately after, would have treated him in exactly the

•ame way. But it was necessary for him to draw out sin into a full revelation of its

hideous jxitency, in order that it might be made perfectly clear that none but himself

could deal with it. True, Pharaoh was glorying in wliat was only a fabric of delusions

and a refuge of lies ; but, frail though it was, no breath of man had strength enough to

blow it down. None but God could make the effectual and dissipating storm to descend

upon it.—y.

Ver. 15—chap, vi ver. 1.

—

The troubled find consolation in God only. The three

cries. 1. Israel's expostulation with Pharaoh (15—19). They complain to him
of the wrongs they suffer ; but he who does not hear God will not listen to man. 1. It

was reasonable to expect that their remonstrance might lead to redress. Pharaoh's

decree might have been issued under momentary irritation. 2. They came with

humility and modesty. They brought no railing accusation. They used no threats.

They did not even make a silent show of their strength. And yet the only outcome of

their appeal is deeper grief, more utter hopelessness (19). They who have no hope but

in man wUl find httle to sustain them.
II. Their upbraidino of Moses and Aaron (20, 21). 1. They spoke truth. The

demand for liberty of worship had been seized by Pharaoh as a pretext for more

opi)ressive measures. 2. They did not speak the vvliole truth. God and his purjxise

were kejit out of sight. They were counted as nothing. How often is this done in our

despondency and murmuring I 3. Their reproaches, though met by silence and grief

equal to their own, brought no help to them. There is as little help in upbraiding

friends for failure as in spreading their injustice before foes.

III. Moses' cry to God. 1. He " retm-ned to the Lord." He did not seek to unburden
his soul even to Aaron. The first step to help is to seek Gocl's presence. 2. The holy

boldness of his prayer. The grieved spirit is poured out. There is nothing kept back.

God does not comi)lain of our boldness, but of our restraining prayer before him.

8. God's answer (vi. 1). (1) This very failure shows Goil's truth (iv. 21). (2) God
ehall fight for them :

" Now shalt thou see what / will do to Pharaoh." (3) Pharaoh's

wrath and power will serve only to make their deliverance perfect. He will " drive

them out of his land." lurael foimd no consolation ; Moses does.—U.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 20, 21.—On quitting the presence of

Pharaoh, the officers of the Israelites, burning

with the sense of the injustice done them, and

deeply apprehensive with respect to their own
future, found Moses and Aaron waiting in the

precincts of the court to know the result of

their application. It need cause no surjirise thai

thej poured out their pent-up indiguution

upon them Were not Moses and Aaron the

sole cause of the existins; state of things?

Did not the extreme allliction of the people,

did not their own sufferings in the past, did

not their apprehended sufferings in the fu-

ture, orif^inate wholly in tlie seductive words

which tlie two brothei-s had addressed to them

at the assembly of the people ? (ck iv. 29

—

31 ).
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Accordingly, they denounced, almost cursed

their officious would-be deliverers (ch. v. 21).

"The Lord look upon you, and judge" be-

tween you and us, whether the blame of this

whole matter does not lie upon you, its initia-

tors—^you have made us to be abhorred in the

sight of Pharaoh, and of the Egyptians gene-

rally—^you have brought us into danger of our

lives—the Lord judge you I

"

Ver. 20.
—

^Who stood in tho way. Rather,

"who waited to meet them." It was not

accident, but design, that had brought tho

two brothers to the spot. They were as

anxious as the officers to know what course

Pharaoh would take—whether he would relax

the burthens of the people or no—whether he
would have compassion or the contrary.

"Ver. 21.
—

^They said unto them. The oflS-

cers were too full of their wrongs to wait

until questioned. They took the word, and,

without relating the result of their interview,

implied it The Lord look upon you, and
Judge, they said, meaning " the Lord (Jehovah)

consider your conduct, and judge it"— not

exactly, "condemn it and punish it" (Kcil
and Delitzscli)—l)ut "pass sentence on it,"

"judge whether it has been right or not."

We make this appeal because ye have at any
rate done ua a great injury—ye have made
our savour to be abhorred in the eyes of

Pharaoh. (Note the mixed metaphor, which
shows perhaps rather that " in the eyes " had
lost its original meaning, and come to signify

no more than '• with " or " in respect of," than
that the literal meaning of " making a person's

savour to stink " did not occur to the writer.)

Nay, ye have done more—ye have put »
sword in the hand of his servants to slay ub.

That is to say, " ye have armed them with a
weapon wherewith we expect that they will

take our lives." Either ^ey will beat us to

death—and death is a not infrequent result of

a repeated emplojTiient of the bastinado—or

when they find that punishment unavailing
they will execute us as traitors. On the use of

the bastinado as a punishment in Egypt, see

Chabas, ' Melanges Egyptologiques,' 3"* s^ri«,

voL L pp. 100—

&

HOMILETICS.

Ver. 21.

—

The servants of Ood liable to reproach from friends no less than enemie*.

Moses and Aaron had borne the reproaches and scoffs of Pharaoh (vers. 4—8) without
flinching. It was natural that an enemy should revile them. Pharaoh might tax them
with idleness and insincerity in religion, if he pleased. The stab did not penetrate very
deep, nor cause a very grievous smart. But when their brethren turned upon them and
uttered reproaches, it was diiTerent. Then the wound went to the heart ; the pain was
bitter, scarce endurable. It made them misdoubt themselves. Had they really not

acted for the best ? Had they been self-seeking, or vainglorious, or reckless, or even
injudicious ? Such thoughts will always occur even to the best men, if on their plans

seeming to have miscarried their friends reproach them. The best men best know their

own frailty, and how easy it is for man to mar God's work by his own imperfections. It

requires a very brave soul to bear up against the reproaches of friends, especially when
there seems to be a ground for them. The more careful therefore should friends be not

to reproach.God's servants causelessly, or unless they can point out where they have
been wrong. Actions are not to be always judged by their results, or, at any rate, not

by their immediate results. Moses and Aaron had done quite right ; they had obeyed

God ; they were bound to act as they had acted. It had not pleased God to give success

to their efforts as yet. The officers should have had patience, should have prayed to

God for relief^ but should have forborne from reproaching the innocent.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 20—23.

—

Murmuring and faith. The Israelites were naturally sorely dis-

appointed at the issue of the interview with Pharaoh ; and with the unreasoiuibluness so

often seen in those whose expectations have received a check, they turned on Moses and

Aaron, and accused these innocent men of being the authors of their misfortune. Moses

and Aaron themselves were almost as dumbfounded as their accusers at the turn events

had taken; but one of them, at least, behaved with wisdom. The Israelites accused

men: Moses took his comiilaint to God, and ojieued up to him all the soreness of hia

heart. This portion of the narrative suggests the following retiections :

—

1. God's providence oktkn assumes an aspect of great mvstkrv to us. It

did so to Moses and the Israelites (\ors. 22, 23). They bad concluded that now that
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God had taken up their cause, their trials and sorrows were at au end ; but in enter-
taiuiug so comfortable a hope, they found they were deceived. The first step on the road
to the promised dehverance had plunged them into a worse plight than ever. They had
almost felt the breath of liberty on their cheeks, when suddenly their hopes are
dashed firom them, and the situation darkens till in its pitiless rigour it becomes
well-uigh unendurable. So God's providence is often to the godliest a sore and
perplexing mystery. It is not merely that things are not going as we wish, or
as fast as we expect—this need not surprise us, though oftentimes it does—but
that Jehovah seems acting contrary to his own perfections, to his character, to his
revealed pur^wse, to the promise on which he has encouraged us to trust. Iho
wicked prosper ; the righteous are afflicted (Ps, xxxvii. ; Ixxiii.). Prayers seem
unanswered, and the hopes we had begun to cherish, the expectations we had built
upoa his Word, are bitterly disapixiinted. The race seems to the swift, and the battle
to the strong of this world, while "waters of a full cup are wrung out" to the saints
whom God has pledged himself to bless and to protect. This is what distresses us, and
the distress is not sm-prising.

II. The mysteby which meets us in God's pbovidence acts as a test op
CH A 8ACTEB. It drove Moses to prayer, but the multitude to murmurings and reproaches.
As this storm burst over Israel, the thoughts of many hearts would be revealed
fLuke ii. 35). Doubters would curse themselves for trusting to one whom, they would
aeclare, they had always suspected of deceiving them ; the timid would be heard
reiterating, " We told you it would come to this ; we saw it from the first !

" while the
profane would break out into open blasphemies, and the superficial crowd— those who had
been most carried away by the enthusiasm—would groan and weep in utter discoasolate-
ness, and pour out rash accusations against Heaven and against Moses and Aaron, who
had brought them into all this trouble. Yet with foolish inconsistency they would call
on the God they were mistrusting to judge between them and the men who had brought
to them his message (ver. 21). Comp. Christian and Pliable at the Slough of Despond
In ' Pilgrim's Progress.' Llystery in God's providence, in itself a moral necessity and
Inevitable, is thus used by him for imjortant ends in the testing and disciplining of
character. It brings to light our weaknesses ; sifts the chaff from the wheat ; educates
Ub to trust ; convinces us of ignorance ; disenchants us of illusive hopes ; leads us to
prfxyer and wrestling with God, Thus it prepares us for further discoveries of the
Di\'ine wisdom when the time comes for the veil being removed, and educates us for
hi^^her service.

III. The mystery which enshrouds God's providence arises from our partial
AND imperfect COMPREHENSION OF HIS PLAN. Had God's purpose been simply to get
Israel out of Egypt in the easiest way possible, and with least cost of suffering to the
peoj)le, the jiermission of tliis new cruelty would indeed liave been inexplicable. But it
is not in this way, or for such ends, or on these terms, that God conducts the govern-
ment of his wurld. The error of Israel lay in looking on this one littl- bit of an
unfinished work, and in judging of it without reference to the whole design of wliich it

w.vs a part. For Gtxi's purpose was not merely that the people should be delivered, but
tiiat they should be delivered in such a way, and with such accompaniments of power
and judgment, as should illustriously glorify his own perfections, and jirint the memory
of his guoiiness on their hearts for ever ; while, as regards Pharaoh, his design was to
glorify his power upon him (ch. ix. 16), and make him an example to all after ages of
tlie folly of resisting the Almighty. This being the end, it was obviously indispensable
that events should not be unduly hastened, but allowed, as far as possible, to take a
natural cxjurse. Time and scope must be given to Pharaoh to develop his real disposi-
tion, and the development must not be prematurely interfered with. The people must
be led by a way they knew not, and in i^aths they had not known ; the way chosen
could not be the absolutely shortest, but must include many turnings and windings, and
even seem at times to be bending backwards ; but the end would be "to make darkness
li^'ht before them, and crooked things straight" (Is. xlii. 16). And this is truly the
explanation of all our difficulties with regard "to Divine providence. It is not God who
is at fault, but our own haste and shortsightedness, that perceive not all the ends he has
M; view, ui>r how wonderfully he is working towards those ends by the very circumstances
wl.ich ijeri lex and badle us. Wu know but " in part" (1 Cor. xiii. 12). The thought*
fli Inhuile Wisdom cannot all be made jilain to us. The little that is before us we "see,
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but how much lies beyond which is involved in the hiding of his power ! (Hab. iiL 4.^

Our walking must be " by faith," not " by sight " (2 Cor. v. 7).—J. O.

Vers. 19—21.

—

Thoughtless smiters of a brother in adversity. This whole chaptet

particxdarly abounds in illustrations of human ignorance and error. We have seen in

what dense darkness was the mind of Pharaoh ; and under what utter misapprehensions
he multiplied the sorrows of Israel. Now we are introduced to the leaders of Israel,

treating Moses with equal injustice, because they are not able to see the difl'erence

between the human instrument and the Divine hand that holds it. No more than
Pharaoh can they pierce through Moses to the mighty Grod behind him. It says in

ch. iv. 31, that when the people saw the signs they believed ; here is conduct which
shows for how little their faith counted. As soon as they were set to make bricks

without straw, their faith utterly vanished. Yet surely the truth of God remained.

Present human cruelty, let it press ever so hard, cannot alter past manifestations of

Divine power. The God who gave his Son the parable of the Sower was prepared for

Buch a lapse into imbelief on the part of liis people. His signs were like the seeds

which found no depth of earth ; when persecution arose because of the message of

Moses, the people were straightway offended. Consider

—

I. In what a state of mind Moses would be when these officebs attacked
HIM. We know from his own language (vers. 22, 23) what his state of mind was after

the attack ; but even before it he must have been a prey to deep grief and gloomy appre-

hensions. We may be sure that when these officers came upon him, they did not find

proofs of indifference and carelessness in his face. He must have been very popular ju^t

after he had wrought the signs ; as popular as Jesus was after he had fed the five thou-

sand. Aaron, doubtless, had been instructed by him to enlarge on the history of

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, and bring out into the boldest rehef the terms of the Divine
promises. Thus the confidence and expectation of the people—a reception altogether

beyond his hopes—would lift him also into a confidence and expectation all the more
precious because of his previous despondency. And now, as he sees the condition of his

brethren, that despondency is more painful than ever. No imagination of ours can
exaggerate the perplexity and sadness into which Moses would be thrown.

II. Thus we are called to notice the indifference of Moses' brethren to
HIS painful position. He thought a great deal more upon their sorrows than they
did upon his. The grief of selfish people, in the reckless abandonment with which it

speaks and acts, furnishes as painful evidence as we can find of the extent to which
huanan nature has fallen from its first estate. It is a greedy, insatiable feeling. It is an
awful thing to consider that the very concentration of our thoughts on our own suffer-

ings makes us to increase the suflerings of others. Why, even when others are to

blame, we might safely leave them to the observant, imforgetting God, to their own
consciences, and to the ultimate harvest which every doer of wrong must reap ; and very

often they are not to blame at all. If only these smarting Israelites had been able

in a right spirit, to look at the heart of Moses, they would have seen occasion for

supporting him with the greatest tenderness, gratitude, and patient endui-ance. What
right had they to complain of Moses V He had told them a coherent, straightforward

story, given them the signs ; and they, in return, had believed him for the very works'

sake. If there is any time when we should be slow to speak, it is in our sorrow. We
do well then to be silent, imtil such times as God has purged out of our minds all selfish

desires and groundless expectations. When all these are gone, and the truth which he
alone can plant is also ripened, then we shall be able to say, " It was good for us to be

afflicted
;
" at present Israel said that it was bad—as bad as bad could be—and Moses

was the convenient person on whom they could lay the blame.

III. These officers had not insight enough to look beyond first conse-

quences. They could not look through the pain of the present to a future which was
only Attainable through that present. Thus the disciples spoke in deep perjilexity and
disappointment concerning their missing Master as if he had vanished like a dream of

the night. " We trusted that it had been he which should have redeemed Israel." So
they spoke, not having appreciated his recent word, " Except a corn of wheat fall into

the ground and die, it abideth alone." We shall do well to consider in every enter-

onae, that^r.s^ eoni^e/juences are very deceptive. When they bring hardship we must
Boi, therefore, turn back ; when they bring pleasure, we must not therefore conclude
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that still greater pleasures lie beyond. Israel had no right to make any assumptions

whatever as to the first consequences of Moses' visit to Pharaoh. The true and only

safe position for Israel to take up was this : " Uere are these signs ; they are signs that

Jehovah has sent Moses, and is with him ; let us accept them in full and patient

reliance." A man dues not dispute the truth of the finger-post which points him into

the right road, because soon after he has passed it he comes to a worse bit of travelling

than any he has had before. There is a profound and admonitory generalisation in that

way of indicating Christian experience which puts the Slough of Despond so early in the

pilgrim's journey ; and if first consequences that bring hardship are to be mistrusted,

surely we must be even more cautious when the first consequences are full of pleasure.

Though we be told to remember our Creator in the days of our youth—his claims, his

expectations, and his judgment-day—the danger is that we shall only too easily forget

all this, and remember only that we are strong, ambitious, able to enjoy, and with
abundant opportunities for enjoyment. We must always mistrust the mere pleasure of

our senses ; the pleasure of tastes and likings. Liking a thing is never a suflicient

reason for doing it; disliking never a sufficient reason for refusing to do it'. God
appeals to our prudence, to our conscience, to our pity, to our fears, but never to our

tastes. And be it ever remembered that there is one first consequence which never

deceives nor disappoints those who put themselves in the way of it. Do that which ih

right in the sight of God, and there is an immediate and pure pleasure at the heart,

which all the waves and billows of adversity cannot wash away. For instance, we
cannot believe for a moment that Moses regretted his compliance with the commands of

Jehovah. They had been clear and imperative, steady and unrelaxing in their pressure

on his conscience. The pain from the reproach-es of Israel was bad enough ; but

it would have been a far worse pain, if he had sought to flee from the test of the

burning bush, and, Jonah-like, bury himself with his sheep in the very depths of the

. wilderness.—Y.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 22, 23.—The twobrothersmade no reply

to the words of the officers. Perhaps their hearts

were too full for speech
;
perhaps they knew

uot what to say. Whatever faith they had, it

did no doubt seem a hard thing that their

interference, Divinely ordered as it was, should

have produced as yet nothing but an aggrava-

tion of their misery to the Israelite people.

They could not understand the course of the

Divine action. God had warned them not to

e.\pect success at once (ch. iii. 19 ; iv. 21)

;

but he had said nothing of evil consequences

following upon their first efforts. Thus we
can well understand that the two brothers

(and especially Moses, the more impetuous of

them) were bitterly grieved and disappointed.

They felt their cup of sorrow to be full—the

reproaches of the officers made it overflow.

Hence the bitterness of the complaint with

which this chapter terminates, and which

introduces the long series of precious promise,

contained in the opening section of ch. vL

Ver. 22.—Moses returned unto the Lord.

We are not to understand that Moses liad

forsaken fjod and now "returned" to him
but sunply lliat in his trouble he had recourse

to God, took his sorrow to the Thrcme of

Grace, and poured it out before the Almighty
A good example truly, and one which Chris-

tians in all their trials would do well to follow.

Lord, wherefore, etc. The words, no doubt,
are bold. They have been said to " approach
to irreverence." But there are parallels to

them, which have never been regarded as

irreverent, in the Psahns : e.g. " God, why
hast thou cast us off for ever? Why does
thine anger smoke against the sheep of thy
pasture?" (Ps. Ixxiv. 1.) "How long wilt

thou hide thyself ? Where are thy former
lovingkindnesses ? Wherefore hast thou made
all men for nought?" (Ps. Ixjixix. 46-9), and
the like. Kalisch seems right in saying that
" the desponding complaint of Moses was not
the result of disbelief or doubt, but the effort

of a pious soul struggling after a deeper pene-
tration into the mysteries of the Almighty."

Ver. 23.—He hath done evil to this people.
See above, vers. 7—9, and ver. 14. Pharaoh
had increased the burdens of the whole nation,

and in tliis way " done evil " to them. He
had also brought the punishment of scourging
on a number of the chiefs. Neither hast thou
delivered thy people at all. The promised
deliverance (ch. iii. 8, 20; had not come

—

tliere was no sign of it—the people was suffer

iug under a more cruel bondage iian ever.
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HOMTLETICS.

Vers. 22, 23.

—

7%e religious soul takes its griefs straight to Ood. When our hopes
are disappointed, wlien matters fall out otherwise than as we wish, when our enemies
resist us, and our friends load us with reproach, how sweet to have a safe refuge whitler
we may betake ourselves, even the bosom of our most loving God !

" Truly God is

loving unto Israel." His hand may be slack, "as men count slackness;" but it is not
crippled or paralysed—it is always "mighty to save." Worldlings take their difficulties

and their troubles to counsellors whom they deem wise, or to friends whom they regaid

as powerful, or to subordinates whom they think to be crafty, but never to God. The
religious soul's first instinct in deep trouble is to seek solitude, to fly from man, and to

pom- out all its grief before the Lord. It will even venture, like Moses, to expostulate

—

to ask to be shown the reason why God has disappointed it and troubled it—to demand
" Why is thy wrath so hot ? " and " When wilt thou comfort me ? " It does not doubt
but that in the end all will be right, that God wiU do as he has promised ; but it wants
to be sustained, upheld, comforted as to the intermediate time—to be assured that God
" has not forgotten to be gracious," that he is still nigh at hand, that he " will not

leave it nor forsake it."

SECTION IV.—CHAPTER VI. 1—27.

Depbessioih or Mosbs, AiirD oonfibmation of his mission.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER VL

Vers. 1—8.—The expostulation of Mose«

did not offend God. God gave him, in reply

to it, a most gracious series of promises and

assuraaces, well calculated to cahn his fears,

assuage his griefs, and comfort his heart ; and

he confirmed the whole to him by his name

JEHOVAH, « the Only Existent," and there-

fore " the Eternal and Immutable." This name

he had previously revealed to Moses at Mount

Sinai, as his peculiar name, and the one by

which he would choose to be called (ch. iii.

13—15). He had also told him to proclaim

this name to the people. This command is

now repeated (ver. 6) very solemnly ; and with

it are coupled the promises above alluded to.

1. That God would certainly bring the Israel-

ites out of Egypt, despite the unwillingneai

of Pharaoh (vers. 1 and 6) , 2. That he would

do this " with a stretched-out arm," and by

means of " great judgments " (ver. 6) ; 3. That

he would keep tlie covenant which he had

made with the patriarchs to give their descen-

dants the land of Canaan (ver. 4) and would

a.ssuicdly " bring in " the Israelites to that

land, and " give it them for an heritage
''

(ver. 8).

Ver. 1.—Now shalt thou. see. There wh
encouragement in the very word "Now."
Moses' complaint was, that God delayed hit

coming, would not show himself, was " slack

concerning his promise." In reply he is told

that there is to be no longer any delay—the

work is just about to conunence. " Now shalt

thou see." With a strong hand shall he lei

them go. The " strong hand " is not Pharaoh's,

but God's. " By means of my strong hand "

(or •' overpowering might ") " laid upon him
shall he be induced to let them go," and simi-

larly with the other clause. Drive them out.

This phrase well expresses the final anxiety of

Pharaoh to be rid of the Israelites. (See

ch. xii. 31, 22.)

Ver. 2.—And God spake. The promise of

the first verse was, apparently, given first, and

was quite distinct from all the others—perhaps

separated from them by an interval of hours,

or days. It was especially addressed to Moses.

The rest was in the main (ver. 6—8) a mes-

sage to the people. I am the Lord. Or, " I

am JEHOVAH." Cc-.npare iii. 15, and note

ad he.

Ver. 3.—^I appeared unto Abraham, unto
Isaac, and unto Jacob, by the name of God
Almighty. See Gen. xvii. 1 for the revela-

tion of this name to Abraham, and Gen.
xxxv. 11 for its repetition to Jacob. We do

not find the full name used bv God in any
appearance to Isaac ; but Isaac himself uses it

iu Gen. xxviii. 3. By my name Jehovah wai
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I not known onto them. The explanation of

thi^ passage is by no means easy. God him-
81-lf, according to Gen. xv. 7, revealed himself

to Abraham as Jehovah before declaring his

name to be El-Shaddai (God Almighty) ; and

attain revealed himself to Jacob as Jehovah-

Clohim (i6. xxxvilL 13). Abraham named
the place where he had been about to sacrifice

Isaac, " Jchovah-jireh" (i5. xxii. 14). That
Moses regarded the name as known even

earliet, appears from Gen. iv. 1. It was pro-

bably as old as language. The apparent mean-

ing of the present passage cannot therefore be

its true meaning. No writer would so contra-

dict himself. Perhaps the true sense is, " I

was known to them as a Being of might and
power, not as mere absolute (and so eternal

and immutable) existence." This meaning of

the word, though its etymological and original

meaning, may have been unknown to the

Satriarchs, who were not etymologists. It was

rst distinctlv declared to Moses at Sinai

(ch. iiL 14, 15).

Ver. 4.—I have established my covenant

with them. Compare Gen. xv. 18—21 : xvii.

7, 8 ; xx^-i. 3 ; xxviii. 13. The land of Canaan,

in a narrow acceptation, reached " from Sidon

onto Gaza " (Gen. x. 19) ; in a wider sense it

included the whole tract between " the river

of Egypt ( Wady-d-Arish) and the great river,

the river Euphrates " (»6. xv. 18). It was this

larger tract which was promised by God to

Abraham. The land of their pilgrimage,

wherein they were strangers. Literally, " the

land of their sojourns wherein they sojourned."

(So Kalisch.) It was by permission of the

lords of the soil—the Canaanites, Perizzites,

Hittites, and others, that Abraham and his

descendants dwelt in Canaan to the time of

Jacob's descent into Egvpt. (See Gen. xii. 6

;

xiii. 7 ; xxiii. 7 ; xxvil. 46, etc.)

Ver. 5.—I have also heard the groaning.

Compare ch. ii, 24 and iii. 9. The repetition

is in consequence of Moses' expostulation (ch.

V. 22. 23), and is to assure the Israelites that

God has not forgotten them, but will sustain

them under their affictions, and will shortly

deliver them.
Ver. 6.—Say unto the children of Israel.

God felt for the disappointment which the
people had suffered in finding no alleviation of

their toils, but the reverse, after their hopes had
been raised high by the words of Moses (ch. iv.

81 ). lie therefore sent them an inspiriting

and gracious message. " They thould be rid

of their bondage ; they sJiouldhe brought out
j

they should be redeemed and delivcreii by his

mighty arm and miraculous interventiim. lie.

Jehovah, had said it." Faith would lay hold
on this assurance and cling to it, even though
God stiU delayed his coming, and did not pre-

cipitate matters. A stretched-ont arm. Arnu
are stretched out by men to help and save. An
outstretched arm in the Egyptian writing meant
" action." The phrase, elsewhere so common,
is here used for the first time. (Compare,
however, ch. iii. 20.) It was si;inificant of

active, energetic help. Great judgments.
These had been previously hinted at (ch. iii.

20 and ch. iv. 22) but had not been previously

called " judgments." Compare Gen. xv. 14 :

" Also that nation whom they serve will I

judge." The plagues of Egypt were not merely
"wonders," but punishments inflicted on a
proud and cruel nation by a Judge.

Vers. 7, 8.—The promises are continued,

heaped one upon another. 1. God will take

them for his own people. 2. He will be, in

a special sense, their God. 3. They shall

clearly know that it is he who brings them
forth out of Egypt. 4. They shall be brought
into the promised land. 5. The land shall be
made over to them, and become their own in-

"heritance. The Israelites were formally taken
to be God's people at Sinai (ch. xix. 5, 6)

;

where, at the same time, he became (specially

but not exclusively) their G^ (ch. xx. 1

;

xxix. 45, 46). They had evidence that it was
he who brought them forth in the pillar of

fire and of a cloud (ch. xiii. 21 ; xiv. 19, 20,

etc.). They were brought into the promised
land by Joshua (Josh. iv. 1), and given the
full possession of it by him and his successors

—the various judges and kings, until at last,

under David and Solomon, they held the en-

tire tract that had been promised to Abraham
(see 1 Kings iv. 21 ; 2 Chron. ix. 26).

Ver. 8.—The land which I did swear to

give it to Abraham, etc. See Gen. xxii.

16—18; xxvi. 3, etc. The only formal oath

is recorded in Gen. xxii. 16 ; but an oath is

perhaps implied in every covenant between
God and man. God's faithfulness is pledged
to the performance of the terms of the cove-

nant on his part. I will give it you for an
heritage: I am the Lord. Rather, " I will

give it you for anheritape. I tl^e Lord" (or "I
Jehovah," or " I the Eternal One "). " You
have the pledge of my Eternity and Immuta-
bility that it shall be yours.''

HOMILETICS.

Ver. 1.

—

OocTs condescenaion to a weak faith. As the Lord Jesus condescended to

Thoma.s, and l»aile him " reach hither his finger and behold his hands, and reach hitJiei

his liiiiid and tliru.st it into liis .side," so that he might be no lunger " faithless, lut

believing" (Johu xx. 27), so Jehovah now declared to Moses that, if he could not waJi
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by faith, sight should he vouchsafed to him. "Now shalt thou see," etc. Human
iulirmity is so great, man's faith is so weak, the best are so liable to accesses of distrust

and despondency, that, if God were extreme to mark what is in this way done amiss,

few indeed would be those who could " abide it." Therefore, in his mercy, he con-
descends. Well for man could he breatlie continually the higher, rarer, atmosphere of

faith. But, if he caimot, yet has Godward aspirations, so that he takes his distrust and
his despondency to God, as Moses did, God will in no wise cast him out. He will not
"break the bruised reed, nor quench the smoking flax." He will accept the imperfect

service that is still service, and allow his servant to work in a lower sphere. Henceforth
the faith of Moses was not much tried—he had soon sight to walk by. When once the
series of plagues began, he could no longer ask, "Why is it that thou hast sent me?"
He could see that the end was being advanced—the deliverance being extorted from the
king—and that the day of final triumph was fast coming.

Vers. 2, 3.

—

God's names and their importance. With men a name is simply a " mark of

difference"—a modeof distinguishing one individual fi-om another ; and the particular name
that a man bears is, generally speaking, a matter of the very slightest importance. But
with (rod the case is otherwise. The names of God have always been among all men
significant names. If their signification is clear, or generally known, then men's views
of the Supreme Being are vitally affected by the names under which they know him.
Persons whose only name for God is Dyaus or Tien—" the heaven "—are not likely to

be strongly apprehensive of the personality and spirituality of the Creator. If God is

known as Ammon, the main idea of him will be, that he is a riddle and a mystery ; if

as Shaddai, that he is powerful ; if as Mazda, that he is wise or bounteous. When
monotheism is fimdy estalilished, it is well that God should be known by many names,
as El, Elohim, Adonai, Eliun, Shaddai, Jehovah, because then his many and various

attributes are better apprehended. If, however, God is to be known by one name only,

or by one special name, while there is none more pure or lofty than Jehovah—" tlie

Self-Existent "—there is none more tender and loving than our own English name, G'-\d

—4.e. " the Good."

Vers. 4—8.

—

Ood a keeper of covenants, God is declared in Scripture to be one who
" keepetC covenant and mercy, yea, to a thousand generations " (Deut. vii. 9). He
is ever faithful. He cannot lie. He is not a man that he should repent. The how
which he set in the cloud, when he covenanted with Noah that the waters should no
more become a flood to destroy all flesh, is still there, and the promise of which it was
the sign has been kept—there has come no repetition of the Flood, no second destruction

of mankind by water. God has kept the covenant which he made with Israel at Sinai

—

first, on the side of promise, in giving them all the good things which he said he would
give them ; and then, on the side of threatening, in bringing upon them aU the calami-

ties which he said he would bring. With Christians, too, God enters into covenant at

their baptism, promising them protection, spiritual aid, and eternal life in heaven, on
their maintaining faith and repentance. This covenant, Uke his others, he will assuredly

keep. Let them be but true to him, and they need have no fear but that he will be
true to them. The Promised Land will be theirs—he will give it to them for an
heritage—he, Jehovah I

HOMn^IES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—9.

—

A Divine commentary on a Divine name. The antiquity of the name
Jehovah, setting aside direct testimonies to its occurrence in earlier scriptures, ia

sufficiently proved by its etymology (from havah, an old—and, in the days of Moses,

wjs^ete—form of the verb " to be "), and from its presence (in composition) in pre-

Mosaic proper names {e.g. ver. 20). It is absurd to press this passage in proof of the

ignorance of the patriarchs of this name of God, when one observes—1. That the

context plainly relates to a commentary which God was about to give on this name in

deeds. L'. 'J'hat the name is not here announced, but is presupposed as known—" My
name Jehovah." 3. That in ch. iii. 14—16, where it is announced, it is expressly

referred to as a name of 'Ider date—God styling himself repeatedly, " Jehovah God of
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your fathers." The knowledge of God by this name in the present passaj^e has obvioui

reference to a knowledge derived from manifestation of the attributes implied in th«

meaning of the name.

I. "Jehovah" is contrast with " El-Shaddai" (ver. 3). 1. El-Shaddai means,

as translated, "Grod Almighty." It denotes in jf>d the simple attribute of power

—

All-Mightiness—power exerted chiefly in the region of the natural life. 2. Jehovah,

on the other hand, has a deeper and wider, an infinitely fuller and richer meaning. It

denotes Grod as possessed of the perfections of the Absolute—self-identical and change-

less because self-existent and eternal. God is eternally what he is (ch. iii. 14)—the

Bein<^ who is and remai is cme with himself in all he thinks, purposes, and does. This

implies, together with immutability, the attribute of self-determining fteedom, and

that unlimited rule (dominion, sovereignty) in the worlds of matter and mind, which is

of the essence of the conception of the Absolute. Hence such passages as these :
—" I

am Jehovah, I change not " (^lal. iii. 6); " Whatsoever Jehovah pleased, that did he in

heaven, and in earth, in the seas, and in all deep places " (Ps. cxxx. 6) ;
" Jehovah, he

is <iod in heaven above, and upon the earth beneath ; there is none else" (Deut. iv. 39).

Jehuvah is, moreover, the God of gracious purpose. It is this which gave the name its

depth of interest to the Hebrew bondsmen, who were not likely to be greatly influenced

by purely ontological conceptions. The chosen sphere for the manifestation of the

attrih lies denoted by these names of God was that marked out by the promises of the

Covenant. El-Shaddai, e.g., while declaring the possession by God of the attribute of

power in general, had immediate reference to the manifestations of power which God
would give in the birth of Isaac, and in the fulfilment of the promise to Abraham of a

mmierous posterity (Gen. xvi. 1—7). It was power working in the interests of grace,

in subserviency to love. The same is true of the name Jehovah. A view of God
in his bare absoluteness would awaken only a speculative interest ; but it is difi'erent

when this self-exibteut, eternal Being is seen entering into history, and revealing

tiimself as the i iod of compassionating love. Grace and mercy are felt to be no

longer foreign to the meaning of the name, but to be as much a part of it as

changelessness and freedom. This, accordingly, was what the name told to Israel ; not

ff.mply that there was an Absolute, or even that he who had entered into covenant with

the Fathers, and was now about to undertake their deliverance, was this absolute Gixi

;

but rather, that it was in the work of their salvation that his perfections as Absolute

were to be surprisingly and surpassingly exhibited. Their redemption was to be a

chosen field for the manifestation of his Jehovah attributes. There would be given in

it a discovery and demonstration of these surpassing everything that had hitherto been

known. And was not this glorious comfort to a nation lying in darkness and the

shadow of death !

II. The historical EXHremoN of this contbast. 1. Ood revealed as El-Shaddai

(ver. 3). Ciod was made known as El-Shaddai in the birth of Isaac (Rom. iv. 17—22),

in the care exercised over the patriarchs in their wanderings (Gen. xxviii. 15), in

the provision made for their temporal necessities (Gen. xlv. &—9), in tlie increase

and preservation of the chosen race in Egypt (Ex. i. 7, 12, 2o ; iii. 2). This name,

however, was inadequate to express the richer aspects and relations of the Divine

character brought to light in the Exodius, and in the subsequent experiences of the

people. 2. The transition from El-Sha/ldai to Jehovah. Vers. 4—6 narrate the steps

by which the way was prepared for the new and higher manifestation. The preparation

involved—(1) The establishment of a covenant of promise (ver. 4). If God is revealed

as Jehovah when seen acting with unbounded freedom in fulfilment of a purpose, then

it was necessary, in order that the freedom and sovereignty of the worker might be

rendered completely manifest, that the purpose should be previously declared. Only on

the basis of a previously declared purpose could the Jehovah attributes be conspicuously

•nd conclusively displayed. (See interesting remarks on this in Bruce's ' Chief End of

Revelation,' ch. iv.). (2) The develojiment of a crisis in the situation of Israel (ver. 5).

Tliis crisis was niail<ed on the human side by the sufl'erings of Israel reaching a pilch

of intensity which irnj^ratively called for a Divine interposition; and on the Dimne
side, by God arousing himself, and determining himself to interiere on their behall

(ch. ii. 23 —25). We have already seen that the bondage was not without Divine j>ernii«-

ikm. We have traced it in—(1)' A punishment for sins, (2) A trial of faith, and (3) 4
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moral preparation. We have now to view in it a situation providentially prepared
with the design of affording the fullest possible scope for the display of the truth, grace,
power, and all-embracing sovereignty of the great Being who was revealing himself in
Israel's history. 3. Qod revealed as Jehovah (vers. 6^9). This revelation would
embrace—(1) The dehverance of the people from the bondage and misery of Egypt, and
thi» with great accompaniments of power and judgment (ver. 6). (2) Their adoptior
by God as a people to himself (ver. 7). (3) Their final settlement in Canaan, in

fulfilment of promise (ver. 8). By such deeds would God make it manifest that he was
indeed Jehovah, their God. He would display his might ; would demonstrate his

supremacy as Moral Ruler; would magnify his covenant-keeping faithfulness; would
reveal himself as the Living Personal God, working freely in history in pursxiance of
gracious purposes, and, in spite of all himian opposition, bringing them to pass.

Lessons

:

—1. How wonderful to contemplate God in the majesty of his perfections as the
Great 1 Am—the absolute and unconditioned Being 1 But what language will express
the condescension and grace displayed in the stooping down of this absolute Being to

enter into covenant engagements with man, even to the extent of binding himself with
oaths to fulfil the promises given by his own free goodness. 2. The manifestation of the
Jehovah attributes in the deliverance of Israel from Egypt has its higher counterpart in

the discovery of them since made in the redemption of men from sin and Satan through
Christ. Christ redeems us from sin's burden and from Satan's tyranny. He does this

in virtue of the " stretched-out arm " and " mighty judgments " with which, while on
earth, he overcame the Prince of the power of this world ; himself also enduiing the
judgment of God in being " made sin for us," " that we might be made the righteous-
ness of God in him." By this atonement and victory, in the might of which he has
now ascended on high, leading captivity captive, we, being reconciled to God, are formed
into a people for his praise, and he becomes our God ; the same power that redeemed us
working in us to deliver us from sin in our members, and to prepare lis for a heavenly
inheritance ; to which, as the goal of all God's leading of us, the promises immovably
point forward (Rom. viii. 1, 2 ; 2 Cor. v. 21 ; Eph. iv. 8 ; CoL L 12—15 ; ii. 15

;

1 Pet. L 3—10; iL 9, 10).—J. 0.

Ver. 7.

—

A rich promise. The promise is as rich as it is wonderful, and as wonderful
•8 it is rich—" I will take you to me for a people, and I will be to you a God." It

includes— 1. The highest honour. Who speaks? The absolute God. To whom? A
nation of bondsmen. Yet he says—" I will take you," etc. And he did it, even as he
still takes sinners in Christ into union and fellowship with himself—adopting them as

sons, admitting them to covenant, making them heirs, etc. 2. The highest privilege.

All promise and all blessing, for time and for eternity, are wrapped up in this single but
most comprehensive word—" I will be to you a God." 3. The mnst indissoluble of
relations. It lasts through time, and extends into eternity, enduring as long as God
•nd the soul and Christ endure, and that is for ever (cf. Matt. xxii. 31, 32).—J. 0.

Ver. 8.

—

God encourages Moses in his despondency. We have here

—

L Mores questioning the procedure of Jehovah. Observe—1. Moses in all his

perplexity still acts upon the firm assurance that there is a Jehovah to resort to. " He
returned unto the Lord." Neither the reproaches of the people nor his own disappoint-

ment made him at all to doubt that he was dealing with a glorious, awful, and Divine
existence outside of himself. It seems just as much a matter of course for Moses to meet
with Jehovah, as it had been for the Israelite officers to meet with Moses. This is one
good result of all the discussion (for hardly any other term will sufficiently indicate it)

which Moses has had with Jehovah concerning his own fitness. Every time God spoke
he stood out before the mind of his servant more distinctly and impressively as a real

existence. The troubled heart of Moses leads him here into a set of very ignorant
ques!ions ; but these were a small evil compared with what might have hapjieued, viz.

a lapse into utter atheism. 2. Moses, like the Israelite officers, makes the vu'stake

of going by first consequences. He does not rebuke the officers for wrong exjiectations

•nd hasty conclusions. By his language in approaching (iod, he admits to the full tijat

these officers have reaoon for their rei>roaches. They have a])pealed to Jehcvah aa

agaiiui Moses; Moses in turn can only appeal to Jehovah, not against them, I'Ut— (c
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justify himself. How easy it is for a man, even though fully persiiaded of O'vi'f

existence, to have utterly eiToneous thoughts of his purposes and of his ways of working.

E/idently it will need a gradual process—and not without temporary retrogressions—in

order to lift Moses above such conceptions of deity as he had gained in Egypt and
Midian, and by all his act[uaintance with current idolat '.es. it is easier to rememljer

the name I Am than to understand the thing signified by the name. 3. In particular,

Moses blundered in thinking of deliverance^ not as a process, but as an act—something
to be achieved by a miracle as instantaneous and complete as those which he had

wrought before Israel. One of the most pernicious misapprehensions of the Gospel ia

that which looks on salvation as an instantaneous thing—which speaks of the saved,

instead of using the more exact description, " those who are being saved " (Rom. v. 10

;

1 Cor. i. 18 ; Piiilipp. ii. 12 ; 1 Pet. i. 9). First of all, we put our shallow, unspiritual

notions into the Word of God, and then turn round in amazement, because his actions

do not correspond with our ideas of what they should be. 4. We see from this utter-

ance of Moses, how a man may make the first s^ep towards freedom and Divine fulfil-

ments of gracious purposes to him,and yet net know it. Moses having gone to Pharaoh,

had met with nothmg but rebuff; and was further compelled to see his brethreri treated

more cruelly than ever. He thinks nothing has been done, because he can see nothing,

but he is utterly mistaken. The Israelites, had they only known it, were nearer

salvation—a great deal nearer—than when they first believed. " Wherefore hast thou

so evil entreated this people ?" says Moses to Jehovah. Wherefore ? indeed!—only we
should ever ask all-i nportant questions ia their proper order. First, " Is it sof" and
then, " Why is it so ? " It was not true that Jehovah was evilly entreating the people.

The liberating work was really begim, even though Moses could see no sign of it.

When, from the point of view given by the catastrophe of the Red Sea, we look back on
this first interview, then we see that it was also the first step in a solemn gradation

—

for Moses and Israel, the first step upwards ; and just as surely for Pharaoh, the first

step downwards.
II. God gives an answer full ok encouragement. 1. Notice the absence of

anything in the shape of rebuke. These words of Moses had a very ofl'ensive and
dishonouring sound, but we do not read that Jehovah's anger was kindled against Mosei
(ch. iv, 14), or that he sought to kill him (ch. iv. 24). When there is a want of due
and prompt submission to the commandments of God, especially when they are plain

and decisive ones, then God begins to threaten. But when the thing lacking is a want
of understanding as to God's way, then he patiently extends sympathy, and endeavoura

to give light and truth. A commander severely punishes a subordinate when he

neglects plain orders at a critical juncture ; but he would be very unreasonable if he

expected him all at once to appreciate the plan of a campaign. Moses would have been

very differently treated, if, after the reproaches of the officers, he had shown a spirit of

disobedience towards Jehovah. 2. As to the substance of God's reply, what can be

said that he has not said already; save that he puts the old truths arul promises luor*

emphatically, more comprehensively than ever f The first appeal to ]Moses is, to rest at

far as he can in an undisturbed sense of the power of Ood. That power belongs to

Jehovah is the one thing which Moses has seen most clearly, f It most deeply; and God
began by assuring him that he will yet be convinced how strong the Divine hand is.

The strong man, violently and wastcfuUy laying hold of Jehovah's possessions, will be

utterly subdued by a far stronger than himself The next point to be noticed is that

though, as we have said, there was no expressed rebuke, yet there are elements in this

reply of Ghxi, out of which Moses, reflecting on what was expressed, could construct a
rd)uke for himself. Moses is not showing a faith equal to that of Abraham. Isaac, and
Jacob ; and yet they were without the revelation of this name Jehovah. Moses, who
had been told more of the Divine nature than Abraham was told, ought to have
believed not less readily and steadily than Abraham. Rest if you can, Moses, "a all

the comforts that flow from a due consideration of this great and exhaustless Name!
Then God goes on to speak of his own faithfulness, of the covenant which u>as constantly

in the IHvine mind. Was it for Moses to speak as if God was unmindful of that

cover.ant ; he to s])cak, who but lately had shown his own want of regard to the human
aide of it, and been in deadly peril because of liis uncircumcised son! The God of

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, is Jehovah, the great I Am. If, then, he made a coveoiuit
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with all its promi'^es ypsterday, be sure that to-day he is doing somnthinc; tn carry that

covenant out. If, yesterday, he ex[)iessed compassion for the oppressed, and wrath with

the oppressor, be sure that he has not relapsed into cold indifference to-day. These
capricious sympathies are reserved for men and women who will weep over the mimic
and exaggerated sorrows of the stage, and then go home to harden their hearts against

the terrible sorrows of real life. Wlien we read over the words of Moses here, an(i

compare them with the wurds of God, we see how contracted were the views of Moses,

and huw gloriously enlarged were the views of God. Moses is thinking simply of

deliverance—how to get tue present generation from under the yoke of the oppressor

;

but God has in his mind a great plan, of which the deliverance from Pharaoh is but one

stage in the development, and that a very brief stage. To the completion of this plan

the liberation of Israel was necessary, and therefore this liberation would assuredly be

achieved. Moses, so to speak, was low down in a hollow ; he could get no proper view

of the distances ; he could not get a due impression of all this tract of time, from God's

first appearing to Abraham down to the securing of the inheritance ; and therefore he

may well be excused if he speaks hastily. But God looks down from his throne in

eternity. The whole stretch of t he work lies before him, and thus beholding it, he can

but reiterate his promises, exhibit the great features of his plan, and counsel Moses and
Israel to do the one thing needful, i.e. continue obediently waiting upon him in the

generation in which they five. Let us do what God tells us, being perfectly sure that he
Bees what we cannot see, and that, because he is the God who cannot lie, he sets all

things before us just as they are. 3. Another thing is to be considered here, which,

though omitted from Jehovah's answer to Moses, ought not to be neglected by us. For

typical purposes, the welfare and future of Israel is the great thing spoken of; Pharaoh

is looked at simply as the cruel adversary and oppressor of Israel. Hence just those

things are stated which most effectively show his complete downfall. But we must
remember that the things which are stated at any particular time are only a small part

of what are in the mind of God. He states not all the considerations wluch inspire his

acts, but only such as it may be well for us to know. Pharaoh had to be dealt with as

a man, even though the record is emphatically constructed so as to set him forth

merely as a type. It would have been manifestly unjust to bring upon him sudden and

terrible destruction of all his power, without an appearance of appeal to his voluntary

action.—Y.

Vers. 2—8.

—

The message to afflicted Israel. I. The wobd to the leader : vers. 2—5.

The message must be from faith to faith. The heart of Goil's servant must first be

revived ere he can impart strength to the people. 1. He is reminded of God's faithful-

ness: "I am Jehovah." We cannot grasp this truth without deliverance firom fear.

2. The darkness wUl only make God's glory shine out the more resplendently. Their

present sufferings will mark a new era in God's revelation of himself. Known before as

the Almighty, he \vill now reveal himself as Jehovah, " the faithful One," who remembers

and fulfils his promises. 3. Having grasped the truth regarding God's faithfulness he is

led back to the promises by which the Lord has bound himself. 4. The assurance of

present sympathy and speedy deliverance. He has heard their groaning and called to

remembrance his pledged word. To dwell in these truths is to possess light and power.

God's word will then be a joy to our hearts, and will be in our lips consolation and

strength for the fainting ones aroimd us,

II. The word to the people : vers. 6—8. 1. It is shut in between the reiterated

assurance, " / am Jehovah,'' vers. 6—9. For them, too, the truth to rest in is God's faith-

fulness. 2. The deliverance will be accompanied by the revelation of God's terribleness

(ver. 6). Israel never forgot those days, and never will. 3. God wUl wed them to him-

self. He does not deliver us and then leave us : "I will take you to me for a people and

I will be to you a God." 4. He will fulfil all the promises and give them the land for

a hefttage. This is the Gospel message : Our bonds will be broken—God will bind us to

himself and give us his people's heritage. Have we received it? Is it a living hope, an

abiding joy to us ?—U.

Vers. 2—3.

—

The Li/rd fhy Ood is me Qod. God appeared to the fathen? of the race

under one name ; to their successors under another. Name is more than title ; it is the

KX0DU8. 1,
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character, or aspect of character, denoted by the title. Jehovah would seem to have beep
a title of God before the time of Moses ; but to him, and to the Israelites through Hirn

,

was Erst revealed that aspect of the Divine character which explained and j'jstified tha
title Notice

—

I. OxE iiAY KKOw God without ksowtso all APorr him. Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacub certainly knew God- They believed in him as an Almighty Ruler—oue who was
rulj.i^ ihem, and who would fulfil his promise to them. His power and his trustworthi-

ness were the characteristics they most relied on. Their faith centred in his name El-

Shaddai, and as a living practical faith it tended to secure the righteousness for which
—as seed for fruit—it was reckoned- \_lllustration

:

—Certain medicines, in earlier years,

were trusted and used successfully to produce certain effects ; yet other uses remained
unknown until long afterwards.] God was tm^ted by the {latriarcbs to the extent ol

their then knowledge, though they knew nothing of other characteristics which were to

be afterwards revealed.

II. We mat kkow God rxDEB diffebekt aspects, akd yet ksow the same God.
Ko doubt the revelation of a new name, the fixing of the attention upon a new aspect of

the Divine character, must have been, at first, somewhat startling to those who held by
the old traditions. Those taught to believe in El-Shaddai may have held the new
believers in Jehovah unorthodox- Yet both, in so fer as their belief was genuine, knew
and trusted the same God, Jehovah was tl-Shaddai only viewed from a new standpoint.

There was no contradiction between the two names—one God owned both.

III. We mat expect as the old op.deb changes to view God rh"DKB other thas
THE OLD coN'omoys. The new revelation resulted from new conditions. The old order

having changed, a new standpoint was necessitated, whence Gc«i mu.st be viewed under
a new aspect. [^ITltxstration :—The properties of a medicine are discovered little by little,

as new diseases cause it to be applied in different ways.] New conditions must result

In new discoveries as to the " properties " of God.
Applirntion

:

—God is one, Truth is one
;
yet God and Truth are many-sided—we see

them differently according to the position which we occupy. Some people are in a great

hurry to denounce all novelty as heresy ; but novelty may mean nothing more than a
new point of view, whereas heresy results from distorted vision ; it sees wrongly, through

personal idiosyncrasy, that which, from the same standpoint, is seen clearly by the clear-

eyed. We do well to suspect ourselves when our conclusions differ from tho>e of others.

We may test such conclusions in two ways :—1. What are the conditions vmder which
they have been arrived at ? If the conditions have changed, we may expect the conclu-

BJons to be different. 2. Do they contradict old beliefs ? If so, they should be suspected

—or. Do they merely embrace them within a wider faith ? If so, they may sufficiently

justify themselves. We m.\y expect new reveL-itions, but we must not hurriedly accept

novelties. New names will be inade known, but they are never really inconsiitent with

the old-—Q.

E-XP'jSITION.

Ver. 9.—Hope deferred maketh the heart

Bck. The Israelites, who had expected a

speedy deliverance, and found themselves only

the more down-trodden for Moses' interfer-

ence, were too much dispirited to be cheered

even by the giacioas promises and assurances

which Moses was commissioned to give. They

bad no longer any tnst in one who they

thought had deceived them. He was a

dreamer, a vL-ionarr, ii no worse. Thej did

not intend hearkening tobim any more. " An-
guish of spirit " possessed their souk, and

"crael bondage" claimed their hcA'ies, day

aft«r day. They had not eren the time, had

Uiey hid tne will, to hearken.

Ver. 9. — Anguish of spirit Literally,
" sbortn'??:'.'* C ..r,ip:ire Job xxi. 4. Their
spirit was shonen' d—they had lost all heart,

as we say. so cruel had been their disappoint-

ment. The contrast between their fe^Iingi

now, and when Moses first addressed them
(ch. iv. 31), is strong, but " fully accounted
for by the change of circumstances " (Cook).

Cruel bondage. Bondage, ».«., far more op-

pressive and continuous than it had been
(ch. V. 9—14). The Samaritan version adds:
" And they said to him. Let us alone, and let

us serve the Egyptians : for it is better for oi

to serve the Egvptians than die in a wilder-

ness," an addition which rsceivei some wip*

port from ch. xiv. 12.
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HOMILETICS

Ver. 9.

—

Spiritual deadness prodiiced by extreme physical need. It is the worst result

of long-continued oppression that it brings its victims into a state of apathy. Servile

insurrections are rare—servile wars all but unknown. Slavery so crushes men, so

brutalises, so deadens them, that they lose all heart, all spirit, all hope, almost all feeling.

Defenders of slavery call the proper objects of the " institution " Zive machines; and
" live machines " is exactly what it tends to make them. What is to stir a mass so

sluggish and inert that it vegetates rather than lives ? Not the name of God (ver. 3).

It falls on closed ears—it has no meaning to them, conveys no idea, arouses no thought.

Kot the mention of a covenant (vers. 4, 5). They cannot realise so complex a notion

—

cannot vrnderstand what the word means. Not promises (vers. 6—8). A promise has

no power unless embraced by faith ; and the down-trodden have no faith, either in them-
selves or in others. iSo the most stirring appeals are made in vain—the brightest hopes

and prospects presented to no purpose. And as with oppression, so with all extreme
depression and destitution. Hopeless poverty, constant battle with the wolf at the door,

continual striving to keep off starvation from themselves, their wives, and children,

reduces a population to a condition in which it becomes dead to spiritual things, and not

only appears to be, but is, unimpressible. It is so occupied with the cares of this life

tbat it has no thought for another. It has bid farewell to hope, and with hope to fear.

It is reckless. The preacher can do nothing with it until he has changed the physical

conditions of its existence. He must first address himself to the people's physical wants.

Let these be provided for, let the struggle for existence slacken, let hope dawn on the

despairing souls, and ail wiU at once be different. As the unbound earth opens to receive

seed at the genial breath of spring, so these torpid souls may be brought to take in th«

seed of life, by having their bodies warmed and clothed and cared for.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 11, vi. 13.

—

The new commission. And Moses spoke so, etc. : Exod. vl 9.

I. The audacity of faith. Describe the treatment of Moses and Aaron. They
acted under Divine direction, did their very best, but just because everything did not go
well instantly, and that through the frowardness and waywardness of others, the people

tvimed upon them, and upbraided them as accessories to their slavery. [See Matt. Henry for

some valuable practical notes on this and other parts of this passage from ch. v. 22—^vi 13.]

Moses felt this keenly, and in a moral sense retreated upon his base—that is, upon God.

Compare Hezekiah and the letter. Alone with God, Moses complained. Moses is very

bold—tells God to his face that he has not delivered Israel at all ; that he has brought

evil upon the nation, already oppressed to the border of despair ; and challenges the

Eternal as to his own commission. All this is high tragedy in the realms of spiritual

life, and may well demand consideration. Consider—1. The audacity of Moses. See

chap. V. 22, 23. Is this the language of enquiry or entreaty ? Not at all. Of impetuosity,

of remonstrance ; it borders on the irreverent ; the tone is angiy, and nearly rebeUioua.

[Note—Such a speech as this would never have been put into the mouth of Moses by
any later writer—sure mark this, that we have the Mstory imder the hand of Moses.]

Such expressions are not uncommon with Old Testament saints. See especially Jer. xx.

7, et seq. We learn that believers do not stand related to God as stones lying under •
cast-iron canopy of destiny. They are quivering sensibilities in the presence of the

Father of spirits. What they feel, they may say ; better to say it. And if an earthly

parent will make allowances for an angry, misapprehending child, shall not our Father

in heaven ? " Let us therefore come boldly" etc. 2. The error of Moses. God was all the

timeV-rking in the direction of salvation for the people and of extraordinary eminence

for Moses ; but he thouglit everything looked the other way. A similar error may be

ours. 3. 'ITie accomplishment of the Divine purpose in Moses. To draw him away
from all secondary causes, to dependence on and communion with God.

II. The cokdescendinq forbearance of God. In answer to the cry of Mosei^

Qod made five announcements of the very first importance. They were made witk
fc 2
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distinctness, fonnality, and solemnity. Note—^There may have been an mtorval of

months between the cry and these announcements. Note also, that this is not h second
account of the revelation of the Burning Bush. The true explanation of the li'i-onesa

between the two revelations is, that Moses having fallen into a desponding state of niiMd,

God recalled to him first principles. So now, one cure at least for discouragement is

to fall back on elemental Gk>spel truths. God annoimced—1. Uis resolve : ver. 1, aea

Hebrew ; and expound the true meaning. Pharaoh would be forced, not only to " seud "

Israel out, but to " drive " them out. 2. His name. First, God gave again his proper

name, " Jehovah ;" and then we have a positive and a negative declaration—(1) Positive.

To the fathers God had been known as El-Shaddai—God all-sufficient—that is, to and
for them in their moving tents. (2) Negative. This may not mean that " Jehovah "

had never fallen on their ear ; but this, that all in that name had not dawned on their

intelligence. G^'s revelation of himself is always graduaL So it is iu the gradual
unfolding of the successive Bible economies. And so it is still. Modern science

csnnot give us a difi'erent idea of God ; but an enlarged idea, and one vastly

illuminated. Dr. Chalmers when delivering his " Astronomical Discourses '' had a
grander idea of God than John Milton. Geology tells us of the seons through which
he works. Microscopical revelations tell of the infinitude of his condescensions. Ai
Diderot said :

" Elargissez Dieu"—Enlarge your idea of God. 3. His covenant : ver. 4.

4. Bis sympathy : ver. 5. With new sorrows. 5. / is salvation : vers. 6, 7, 8. It

is impossible to read these verses without noting the parallel ^\-ith a still greater

salvation. God promised—(1) Deliverance. Note the " burden-bearing " (see the Heb.)
of sin—its essential servitude—the redemption price—the power, the outstretched

arm, with which salvation is wrought—the judgment on powers of darkness. Col. iL

16. (2) Adoption. (3) The land of rest. These blessings for us, as for them, on
the condition of implicit trust.

HI. The deafemxg poweb of sobbow: ver. 9. The contrast now and ch. iv. 31.
** On a former occasion the i^eople were comparatively at ease, accustomed to their lot,

guflBciently afflicted to long for deliverance, and sufficiently free in spirit to hope for it."

]fow 1—ver. 9. Observe the Heb., " shortness of breath,' i.e. such as comes with
•nguish ; or may not the meaning be, " shortness of spirit,'' as we say " shortness of

temper"? This verse is against the theory that Israel, by sheer force of religious

enthusiasm, emancipated itself. For them, as for us, no salvation save in Jehovah their

God. Sorrow may shut out comfort. How many mistakenly stay away from the

sanctuary because of their grief I

IV. The persistence of the DELrvEBrso GrOD. In this extremity of woe, God
appears. The demand once was for a three days' absence ; now God imcovers all his

ptxrpose. Ver. 11 is the ultimatum of God. This new commissitin overwhelms Moses
with a deeper sense of incompetence. He pleads—1. The aversioii. of his own people.

ElTective homiletic use may here be made of the fact, that much of the strength of

ministers, which might be used against the enemies of God, is used in dealing with the

fn.'wardness.of his professed friends. 2. His own injirmity. There may be here a sense

cf moral unfitness—" uncircumcised lips "—and a latent reference to the disobedience,

ch. iv. 24—26. Grod did not allow these pleas ; but put the two leaders forward once
mi«re into the position of responsibility, peril, and honour (ver. 13).—R.

Ver. 9.

—

The pains of the lower life shutting out the blessings of the higher one.
" They hearkentd not unto Moses for anguish of spirit, and for cruel bondage." Notice

that this reason, and not some other, is stated for the indifi'erence of Israel to the
glorious words which Moses was commanded to repeat to them. We might fairly have
expected some other reason to be stated ; as, for instance, " Wc have been deceived
once, and are not again to be put off with fair words;" or, "This array of promises is

very grand and imiosing, but there is nutliing in them." But they are emphatically
reprLsented as not even attending to what Closes had to say. Their mind-s were
eff'-ctually closed by preoccupation with something else. They were so much harassed

in body and mind as to lack not only the incUnation, but even the ability, to give Moses
a jirojier hearin". And so Pharaoh's policy had tliis eOect at least, that Jt prevented the
pe<ii)le,/or a wfuh-, from considering tilings l>eloiigiiig to their highest welfare. Only w«
miist bear in mind that as the liberating advance of God was not in the least hinderc'l

by the cruelty of Pharaoh, «o neither was it hindered by the negligence of Israel. ^
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Pharaoh could not hinder, so the people could neither help nor hinder. When they
were yet without strength, utterly without strength, in due tinae God intervened te

deliver them.
I. There is thus suggested to us how we should keep in mind one great cause or

HINDRANCE TO THE GosPEL, A message like that of the Gospel of Christ finds great
difficulty in its way from preoccupation of any kind, seeing that the mind of man
cannot properly entertain two great topics of thought at the same time. Some one
thing must hold a first place in thought ; and when the heart is occupied with the
presence of worldly cares, whatever form they take, then it must be peculiarly hard for

the Gospel to find a foothold. God, when he seeks love and service from us, looks to

find his rivals in ambition, in pleasure, in riches ; and we are used to hear frequent

warnings against these rivals. But what rival is more dangerous than (sa,j)povtrti/, that
cleaving, biting, pinching spirit, which, when once it gets hold of a man, never lets him
forget that it is near. What chance is there then to bring out of the heart a deep con-
viction of sin and spiritual need ? The difficulties of getting the natural man to attend

to spiritual concerns are immensely increased by poverty as well as by riches. If, upon
some considerations, it is seen to be hard for the rich to enter the kingdom of heaven,

upon other considerations it is seen to be equally hard for the poor. The poor have the
Gospel presented to them, but alas 1 it is often hard work to persuade them that it is »
Gospel. Go to them, and how are you often met ? It may be that your very exemp-
tion from a hfe-long struggle for daily bread blinds you to their pecuUar difficulties.

You are not able to see that grim wolf which is incessantly at the door, and never out of

their thoughts. What wonder if at first—and indeed habitually—the poor should think

that there is Httle or nothing in religion ! Often they show their feeling very plainly by
bitter and savage words. They want a gospel ; but not your gospel. They do not care

for a gospel which, while it makes large oflers, miakes also large demands. They do not

care to be asked for self-denial, self-respect, contentment, and patient submission to

hard conditions which cannot be easily or immediately altered. They want a gospel

which will give, and give just what they choose to ask. The privations, the struggles,

the agonies of the poor reduce them often nearer to the spirit of wild beasts than of

human beings. Give them what indulges their appetites, and they will welcome you-

Minister to the cravings of the flesh, and they will wait as long as you are disposed to

supply. But proclaim unpalatable truths, and you might as well speak in a wilder-

ness. We might pursue a similar line of thought in considering the anguish of spirit

and cruel bondage of heatliandom. The missionary often has to speak to those whose
minds are oppressed with terrible visions of deities who can only be propitiated by
laborious and agonising penances. Read what is said concerning the life-long austerities

of some Hindoo devotees, and then consider whether you have not in them a bondage
of spirit which may only too effectually shut out even the most attractive truths of

the Gospel. We might speak also of the cruel bondage of worldly convnitions ; the

incessant and weary struggle to keep up social position—a struggle which, however
ridiculous it may be made to look, is, in the eyes of multitudes, a great necessity.

And if a man feels a thing a necessity, then you must, at least in your first approaches

to him, treat it as a necessity. And last, but not least, there is the anguish and
bondage of disease, physical pain, perhaps approaching d<ath. The sick send, or are

supposed to send, for ministers of religion, but how plain it is in the great bulk

of instances that such resorts are utterly ineffectual to bring the sick person to God 1

There may be an appearance of repentance, a pretence of understanding the way of

salvation ; but when we know that the actual motive is the fear of death, and not

the bitter consciousness of sin, then we cannot but di;<trust all the action following

upon the motive. When a human being, in youth, in health, and with the prospect

of a long hfe, professes to be smitten with convictions of sin, and begins to seek

for a Saviour, we know where we are in considering his position. His apparent

'lu(Jtive has everything in the circumstances to approve itself as a real one. But
when the appearance of interest in Divine things only comes consequent on the

alarms of a dangerous, perhaps a fatal illness, then we suspect that the cry for salvation

is a selfish and ignorant one; and how can we be sure that it will be anything but a

vain one ? A courteous pretence of listening to the message of God wliun there is no
real appi ehension of it is practically the same thing as not listening it all.

U. JiOTK THE OBJECTION WHICH IS BROUGHT AGAINST THE G08PEL FROM ITB INABIIiITT
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TO PKAL nOTEDIATELT WITH ALL THIS ANGUISH AND BONDAGE OF MEN. There is •
plmisible argument—one very frequently urged, and alas! very easily deceiving—that
till- Gospel of Christ does nothing immediately for the social improvement of the world.
What is more common than the cry, when some hideous blot and ulcer of society ia

81 uidenly revealed, " Here we stand, having only got so far, after more than eighteen
centuries of Christianity I " And in hearing talk of this kind, which is sometimes
sincere, but oftener is mere cant, we have not so much to reply to others as to
enlighten and reassure ourselves. How easily it might have been said with respect
to these Israelites, " Qod is no deliverer, else he would at once take these people

—

this living, suffering generation—out of all their pains." What God might have don©
we cannot tell ; we only know what he actually did. The light of the whole
t ransaction shows that Jehovah was unquestionably a deliverer ; that however a
sinp:le generation might suffer, the whole nation was in due time, and at the best
time, fully redeemed. And in like manner, by the consideration of ultimate results

as well as present experiences, we gain the assurance that God is truly the deliverer

of men from all spiritual bondage, all spiritual pain. Our frequent folly as defenders
of tbe faith is in saying more than there is any need to say. Let us keep within safe,

I>rnctical, provable assertions, and these will give an answer enough for the present
need. The Gospel of Christ, we know, does something, immediately, for every one who,
in response to its great invitation, believes in the Lord Jesus Christ as his Saviour.
Kcal belief in him will at once irradiate the meanest hovel, the most squalid circum-
stances, with a light which may most truly be described as

The light that never was on sea or land.

Nu combination of favourable social surroundings will ever bring that light ; nothing
will bring it but the soul's own free and intelligent admission of Jesus as Saviour and
Lord. His presence thus obtained gives joy in the midst of the bitterest anguish,
liberty in the midst of the most grinding bondage. The more that people believe in

Christ, the more we shall have of his eflectual presence in the world ; and the more we
have of his effectual presence, the nearer we shall come to that perpetual summer when
the ice that now wraps so many human hearts will be utterly and lastingly melted away.
Social reformers who are not also humble Christians, with all their pretensions and all

their zeal, are only touching secondary causes ; relieving symptoms without cutting at
the root of disease. No htmaan being ever did or ever will get clear of anguish and
bondage except by submitting to Christ. And no one ever submitted to Christ without
having the certain assurance given, that in due time all sorrow and sighing would for

ever flee away.—Y.

EXPOSITION

Vers. 10—12.—The Israelites having shown

themselves, for the time, unimpressible, God
commands Moses to make his next e£Fort

upon the Pharaoh. He is to enter into his

presence once more, and demand, without cir-

cumlocution or obscurity, that the Israelites

be allowed to quit the land (ver. 11). Moses,

however, demurs. He had done God's will

with respect to the people readily and at

once, expect'mg that, as he had persuaded

them before, so he would a second time But

previouslv had " believed " his report (ch. ir

81)?

Ver. 11.—Out of his land. Note the ad-
vance in the demand. No longer is there any
limitation to a three days' journey, as at first

(ch. iii. 18 ; v. 3). The children of Israel are

to be let go altogether " out of the land." So
generally, if God lays a light burthen upon us

and we refuse it, we may expect him to ex-
change our light burthen for a heavier on«.

We had better accept the first cross he offers.

Ver. 12. — Uncircumcised lips, i.e. "lips

k« v-j V. J- • i o XL 1 1- ji
inefficient for the purpose for which lips are

he had been disappomted; the people had given ;" as " uncircmncised ears " are ea4 that
refused to listen to him. Lnmediately all his cannot hearken (Jer. vi. 10), and an " uncir-
original self-distru-st and difiidence recurred

—

cumcised heart " a heart that cannot under-
even the old form of diffidence, distrust of his stand (th. ix. 26). The meaning is the same

ability to persuade men (ch. iv. 10). How i

^ '° '^^- '^- ^0' ^'^'^^^ ^^°^*^^ ^'^-^^ ^h"* ^® ^
•haJl he expect to per.n.ide Pharaoh, who had r,''"^

"^ speech and of a slow tongue.-' No-

1 J • i J L • , L « .
thing can be determmed from the expression

already rejected him (ch. v. 2-5), when he as to the exact cause of the imperfectioa o|
had jout failed with his own countrymen, who which complaint it made.
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HOMILETICS.

Ver. 11.

—

The servant of Ood must labour unceasingly. Scarcely has Moses made one
attempt at service and failed than God requires of him another service. " Go in, siieak
unto Pharaoh." In the career of God's servants there is " no rest, no pause." Failure
here must be redeemed by effort there. And in this unceasing continuance of service
one thing is especially remarkable. After failure, not a lighter but a heavier duty is

commonly imposed on men. If they prove unable to convince their kindred, they are
given a mission to strangers ; if they fail with men of low degree, they are appointed to
preach to princes. God will have them redeem failure by fresh effort. God knows the
causes of their failure, and introduces them to new spheres, where those causes will not
operate, or operate less, A man who has failed in a humble sphere not unfrequently
succeeds in a higher one. The servant of God must not care greatly about the sphere
to which he is called, but seek to do his best in each while he remains in it. He will
thus—1. Be always labouring for God ; 2. Be always exercising and so improving Ins
own mental and spiritual gifts ; and 3. Be of far more benefit to others than if he sat

idle half his time waiting for such a call as seemed to him altogether fitting and suitahle.
" The time is short." We must " work while it is day—the night cometh when no
man can work."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa

Vers. 9—14, 28—30.

—

Shaken faith, and an unshaken purpose. In these verses we
have

—

I. A PAINFUL RESULT OF AFFLICTIVE PROVIDENCE. The children of Israel, hard-
driven by their taskmasters, and sunk in misery, were so stuiiefied with sorrow, as to

have no longer any heart for their cheering tidings brought to them by Moses. Their
despair had its ground in unbelief. They judged Moses a deceiver. They had trusted hini

before, and they reflected that the only outcome of it had been this unprecedented
aggravation of their wretchedness. His fine promises must now go for what they were
worth ; they were past deriving comfort from them 1 Yet observe how in all this—
1. They wronged Qod. God had not deserted them as they thought. He was on the

very eve of fulfilling every promise he had made them. We see the error in their case;

it would be well if we could always see it as clearly in our owti. 2. Made their trials

harder. For if trials are hard enough to bear even with faith in the goodness and help

of God, how much harder are they to bear untliout it ! 3. Shut themselves out from
Divinely-sent consoation. Their despondency led them to refuse the very message

which would have given them relief. How often is the same thing witnessed under

severe affliction ! There is a kind of perversity in grief, which leads it to " refuse to be

comforted." God is mistrusted. The heart abandons itself to its despair. It sinks in

gloom and wretchedness. It turns the very truth of God into a lie, and refuses Scrip-

ture and Gospel consolations. Unhappy condition ! And as foolish as unhappy—for

God is never nearer to the suffering spirit, never more ready to hear its cry, probably

never nearer bringing it deliverance, than just when it is thus shutting out his con-

solations, and refusing him its confidence.

II. Typical discouragements in spiritual service (vers. 9, 13, 30). Moses wa«
sorely discouraged—1. At the unbelieving despair of the people. He could make no
impression on them. They seemed hardened in their misery. So swallowed up were

they in their grief, so crushed with sorrow, that their minds seemed to have lost all

elasticity, all power of responding to the gladdest of tidings. This is a difficulty one

has often to contend with in spiritual work—the spiritless, despairing condition induced

by teng experience of misfortune. The city missionary, e.g., has frequently to encounter

it in going among the dwellings of the very poor. His heart sickens as he realises how
little chance his Gospel has of finding acceptance in homes where all the surroundings are

wretched, and where from year's end to year's end, there is being carried on the same
heiirtless, monotonous " struggle for existence." But this insensibility to religion induced

by .suffering is not peculiar to the poor. Far from it. You will find it wherever men are

•ore Deset with trouble, and have no firm, rooted faith in God to support them under it.
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Absoroed in " the sorrow of the world," they have no ear for spiritual comfort, and almost
spurn i t as a mockery. 2. At the prospect of having to go again hefore Pharaoh. Having
foiled with the people, how should he hope to prevail with Pharaoh, emboldened as tJiat

moiiarch would be with the success of a previous refusal ? The element of discouragement
hero is the depressing sense oifailure. Moses had failed in the part of the work which
seemed easiest, and in which on the former occasion he had succeeded ; how, then, should
ho look for success in the more difficult part of it, where previously he had sustained
defeat ? Observe carefully that on this point Muses' plea was not admitted. (1) We are

bad judges of what is failure. What Moses comited defeats were not defeats at all, but
at most delays. The history of missions furnishes striking illustrations of the danger of

too hastily concluding that a work has failed because no immediate fruits are visible.

Nothing has been more common in missionary experience (Soutl; Seas, Madagascar,
Tinnivelly, the Kohls, etc.) than times of extraordinary fruitfulness following upon long
periods of seem ing failure—ten, twenty, thirty years often passing without a single

convert. These were seasons of trial of faith, and had the missions been abandoned, as
timid TOunsellors advised, the whole blessing would have been lost. (2) It is the doing
of our duty we are held responsible for, not the failure or success which may attend it.

That remains with God. The lesson is that in spiritual work there must be no talk of
abandonment ; no putting of the hand to the plough and then looking back ; no flinging

away of our weaix)ns because the outlook is discouraging. Our part is to labour on,
beheving that " in due season we shall reap if we faint not " (Gral. vi. 9). 3. By the

reinved sunsc of jursonal ilrficitncies. "How then shall Pharaoh hear me, who am of

uncircumcised lij^s ! " Moses had Aaron, it was true, to speak for him, but there was a
certain clumsiness in this method of two men going in, the one to speak for the
other, and Moses felt his deficiency only the more keenly on account of it. He
Been IS to have despaired of having any influence with Pharaoh, who would look on
bi:n with contempt. Moses forgot that in work of this kind no man "goeth a warfare
any time at his own charges" (1 Cor. ix. 7), and that, if God sent him, fiod would
qualify and sui^port him, would give him strength for every duty he had to perform
{vi. .;h. vii. 1—7).

III. God's uxsuaken purpose asserting itself m the midst of HtrMAN unbelief
AND I.VFIRMITY Tvers. ] 1, 13, 29). This is a most remarkable feature in the narrative

—

how, high and clear above all notes of doubt and hesitancy on the side of man, and at
tlie very time when things are wearing their most untoward aspect, ^iod expresses him-
eelf with perfect decision as to the deliverance of the people. Hope in the hearts
of the j>eople seemed extinct ; even the faith of a Moses was staggering at the obstaclee

to be encountered. Tliese fears and tremblings, however, are all on the human side ; he
who names himself Jehovah is raised infinitely above them, and has clearly in his

view not only the certainty of his jiurpose being fulfilled, but all the steps by which
the fulfilment is to be brought about. How should this give us confidence when
we are trembling for the cause of Truth ! We cannot see the end from the beginning,
but Jehovah can, and we can stay ourselves on his knowledge of wiiat is dark to m«.

It is enough for us to know that no contingency can arise which he is not aware of and
has not prepared hiniself to cui)e with ; that no opposition can erect itself against his

counsel, which it is not within his power to overthrow. The counsel of the Lord
Btands for ever—the one stable fact in the midst of earthly vicissitude and change, of

all ebb and flow of human hopes and fears. That surely is enough to lean upon,
in the dark and troubled hours of our own and of the world's existence.

IV. FuF.su EVIDENCE OF THE SUPKllNATURAL CHARACTER OF THE DELFVERANrB.
Albision has already been made to the theory that the Exodus had its origin, not in a
•upei natural interposition of fJod, but iu some gigantic spiritual movement springing up
among the people themselves. The f icts iu this chapter, if anything of the character

of hisiijry belongs to them, conclusively dispose of that theory. So far from the peoi'le

of iKraf'l being in a state of hopeful enthusiasm, ready to make great efforts for their

own deliverance, they ajjpear as utterly crushed and broken-spirited—totally "without
•treiigth." Tliflre was doubtless a jjrof(jund purpose in clod's permitting them to he
brought into this condition. 1. It made more manifest the feet that their deUveranee
did tut originate with themselves. And 2. It furnishes a strikiug iumge of G<>,-.ficl

truth. We too were " without strength " when, " in due time, Christ died for th«

I
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ungodly " (Horn. v. 6). There was the want of will as well as of power to do anything
of ourselves. God has interposed, and done all for us.—J. O.

Ver. 10—chap. vii. 7.

—

The uncircumcised lips. L " Uxcircumcised lips." Enquire
vliat the significance of this stranye expression may he, as comingfrom Manes. It can

hardly have been a current proverbial phrase adopted for the occasion by Moses, as a
ytill more forcible statement of what he had said before on his felt inability as a speaker.

There is no reason to suppose that up to this time there was any such feeling among
the Israelites as would originate the expression "uncircumcised lips." They had,

indeed, in one instance professed themselves very tenacious of the outward form

(Gun. xxxiv. 15), but a general appreciation of the uiward and spiritual meaning of this

foim was not to be expected. Hence we may take these words of Moses as giving a

fresh, original and emphatic expression of how deeply Moses felt himself lacking in

qualification for this serious enterprise. And evidently also, Moses was doing more
than give a forcible variation of the old tale. The new expression goes deeper in its

significance than " slow of speech and slow of tongue." It indicates that Moses had
been pondering, as indeed he had reason to ponder, the meaning of circumcision. Cir-

cumcision was a separating sign, the sign of a peculiar destiny and inheritance,

of peculiar duties and privileges. But so far it seemed only to have produced

outward separation without inward differences, differences of feeling and disposition.

Moses could not see that circumcision had done anything to give him ability for his

peculiar task. His way of speaking may therefore be taken as a sign of advance in

his appreciation of what was necessary to do Jehovah's work. Hitherto his great

concern had been because of natural defects in mere organs of action. He had not

thought so much of what was lacking in the life that lay behind the organ*?, and acted

through them. But now we gain some hint that Moses sees what is really wanted.

The thing wanted is not simply to be lifted up to the level of men who have all

natural quaUfications for effective speech, but to be lifted altogether above the ordinary

level. Though Moses was " slow of speech, and of a slow tongue," others were not

;

but they were all of " uncircumcised lips." Moses, we may take it, has now get beyond
the personal reluctance which actuated him in his pleas at II oreb. The avengers of the

slain Egyptian no longer fi-own upon him from the horizon of memory. But now comes
in this new plea, urged in a worthier spirit, and with a mournful consciousness of its

permanent force. It is a plea which is not a mere excuse, but possesses more of the

dignity of a reason.

II. Jehovah in his reply makes kg direct reference to this circumcision op
THE LIPS. When Moses aforetime had spoken of his vocal defects, God at once reminded

him that defects of this sort were beyond human responsibility, and he also indicated

the clear provision through Aaron for tho supply of them. Here, indeed, he again takes

the opportunity of repeating to Moses that so far as vocal defects are concerned, Aaron will

amply compensate for them. But as to the lips being uncircumcised, while this is indeed

true, it is a state of things v;hich does not har upon the pnsent need. Suppose the lips

are circumcised—that is, suppose that !Moses in his words is brought into ftiU sympathy
with the piirposes of God—it will make no difi'erence in the immediate results. Pharaoh's

heart is being hardened ; his ears are being closed. It matters not with what purity,

simplicity, devotion, and faithfulness we speak, if we speak to that which is insensible.

Let us by aU means blame ourselves for the faulty way in which we speak and live the

message of God, but our faults do not account for the indifference and the rejections <f
other men^ These faults bring us under censure for our unfaithfulness, but they do not

excuse the unbeliever for his neglect. If but one clear word concerning Jesus be

spoken—spoken only once—it is enough to fix responsibility on the auditor. " He
that hath ears' to hear, let him hear." If ever being on earth spoke with circumcised

Iip§, it^was Jesus himself, yet how idly fell all his solemn, weighty, truthful words upon
the ear of Pharisee and Sadducee. Moses will have blame enough by-and-by, first,

cruel and undeserved blame from Israel ; and next, the censure and penalty from

Jehovah for the lapse at Meribah. At present, though he is speaking of an imquestion-

able defect, he is sjieaking of it in a premature and inappUcable way. lie must indeed

know the ciicunici^ion of the lip and of all other natmal faculties ; fur this is consequent

on the circumcision of the heart. But the great object of all this circumcision is not tc
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secTire his acceptance with Pharaoh or with any other sinful or rebellious man. It is

rather to secure his acceptance with God, and especially his full enjoyment of all that

comes through this acceptance.

III. Jehovah points out the way in which Pharaoh sbaix be effectually
BROUGHT TO SUBMISSION. 1. In the sight of Fharaoh, Moses is to bcome a God. In

effect Pharaoh has said that Jehovah is no God, and in his heart he thinks Moses a pre-

sumptuous impostor. Pharaoh is therefore in a state of mind in which it is imjx)ssible

to reveal Jehovah to him, but ]Moses in his own person shall set forth—shall incarnate,

so to speak—all that Pharaoh can understand or needs to understand of the Divine

ix)wer. He shall be compelled to respect the ever-increasing power of Moses. He may
hate it, he may make some attempts to resist it, but at the same time the very force of

circumstances will bear it in on his miud as a tremendous reality. He shall see how all

these successive devastations of his land are connected in some inscrutable v>ay with
the presence of Moses and the waving of his rod. Whatever the bUndness of his heart

60 tuat seeing he does not perceive, he will be obliged to perceive that the strength of

Moses does not lie in any visible, terrestrial forces. With all his obduracy, Pharaoh has

a certain sense of awe before Moses, and doubtless this is the reason why no attempt is

made to treat the person of Moses with violence. 2. Notice the way in which God here

applies the method of mediation. IMoses was not a mediator as from Pharaoh upwards
to Jehovah, but he was a mediator from Jehovah downwards to Pharaoh. God thu?

seizes upon the disposition among the ignorant to venerate inscrutable power. Pharaob
will not listen to Moses speaking, but when the signs begin, and especially when they

advance far beyond an3-thing which his own magicians can simulate, he is ready to look

on Moses as having something of a Divine nature. God looked for the impressible part

in Pharaoh's mind and found it here. The way in which Pharaoh evidently came to

regard Jloses (God's word in ver. 1 being the voucher for the feeling) is illustrated by
the attitude towards Paul and Barnabas of the Lystrans (Acts xiv. 8—13) and towards
Paul of the Melitans (Acts xxviii. (j). 3. Notice how (iod lays emphasis on l'har<ioKt

continued indifference to any verbal message. " Pharaoh sliall not hearken unto you."

The thoughts of Moses are to be turned away more and more from his own lips or from
any other faculty. He is to see that the great antagonists in this contest—even though
he is made as a God to Pharaoh—are Jehovah and Pharaoh themselves. It is necessary

that Pharaoh should have ample opportunity to show the extent of his passive strength,

how long and how stiffly he can resist the constraints of Divine omnipotence. God
stoops to a patient struggle with this obdurate monarch that he may thereby present, to

aU who read the Scriptures, an illustration of the complete way in which his power deals

viith the most stubborn assertions of human power. The Israelites, even >vith all their

sufferings, had as yet seen only a part of what Pharaoh could do. They had seea him
in cruel action ; they had also to see him in stolid endurance. So Moses had seen signs

of Divine power ; but he had yet to see that power itself in extensive and awful operation.

On the one hand Pliaraoh is to be revealed, bringing out all his resources again and
again, until at last they are swallowed in the catastrophe of the Red Sea. Then, he is

done with, but the operations of Divine power are only as it were beginning. It is a
great matter that we should thus see the powers arrayed against God, working at

the utmost of their strength ; that we may feel how immeasurably the power of God
transcends them.—Y.

Vers. 9—12.

—

The contagion of despair. T. Israel's rejection of the proffered
CONSOLATION. '1 hcy hearkened not " for anguish of spirit and for cruel Iwndage."
1. The sympathy of the Word of God. Their case stated not only fairly but with
infinite comjiassion. 2. Israel's folly. Their anguish is permitted to stand between
them and God their only heli)er—their sickness between them and the great Physician

;

multitudes will not hear because they have no sense of need, and multitudes again
because their need is so very great. Israel in their foll\ typical : (1) The poor

—

"the lapsed masses." (2) 'I iiose passing through heavy trial. (3) The bereaved.

(4) Those battling dcs))airingly with besetting sin. Uow often have these no ear fof

the ri<;li consolations of the promises of God!
II. Thk wkakness of Moses. 1. Failure among his own people crushes utterly

hope of success among straugers and foes. If Israel will not hear, who have everythiup
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to gain, will Pharaoh, who haa everything to lose? 2. The old sense of his insuf-

fcieucy again overpowers him. Deaf ears, unmoved hearts, vmconsecrated lives in the
Church, paralyse the preacher in his appeals to those that are without.—

U

EXPOSITION.

Vers. IS—27.—At this point the narrative

is interrupted The author, or (it may be)

the final compiler—^perhaps Joshua—^thought

it desirable to insert here a genealogical sec-

tion, taking up the family history of Israel

from the point at which it was left in ch. i. 5,

where the sons of Jacob were enumerated.

The whole political system of Israel was based

upon the tribal relation; and it was of the

last importance, politically, to hand down the

divisions and subdivisions of families. The

lists here given, probably prepared by Moses

in a separate document, had to be inserted

somewhere. The present seemed a fitting

place. The narrative had reached a turning-

point. All the preliminaries were over—^the

action of the Exodus itself was about to begin.

A dramatist would have made Act i. end and

Act n. commence A poet would have begun

a new canto. In the imperfect bibliography

of the time, it was thought best to make a

division by a parenthetic insertion.

Ver. 13 seems to belong to what follows

rather than to what precedes. There is no
emphasis on the word^ and to Aaron, as if

God, having found Moses singly to be irre-

sponsive, had now given a charge to both the

brothers conjointly (Eashi). Eather the verse

is a concise summary of chs. iii.—v., prefixed

to the genealogy when it was a separate docu-

ment, and preserved when the compiler placed

the document in the text

Ver. 14.— These be the heads of their

fathers' honses. By " fathers' houses " are

meant " families " (see 1 Chr. iv. 38 ; v. 13

;

vii. 40 ; ix. 9, etc.) ; and " the heads of fathers'

houses " are simply the acknowledged chiefs

and founders of families. The main families

of the tribe of Reuben were those of Hanoch,

Pallu, Hezron, and Carmi, actual sons of the

patriarch (See Geu. xlvi. 9; and compare

1 Chr. V. 3.)

Ver. 15.—The sons of Simeon. The list

corresponds exactly, both in the names and in

the order, with that given in Gen. xhi. 10,

but diffelh considerably from 1 Chr. iv. 24, and

Num. xxvi. 12. In both the latter places

Jemuel appears as Nemuel, and Zohar as Zerah,

while Obad Ls omitted. In 1 Chr. iv. 24, Jachin

appears as Jarib. It would seem that the

famdv of Obad died out and disappeared soon

after the Israelites quitted Egypt. The family

of Shaul, on the other hand, increased and
multiplied (1 Chr. iv. 25—27).

Ver. 16.—The sons of Levi. The same
three sons are given in Gen. xlvi. 11 ; Num.
iii. 17 ; and 1 Chr. vi. 2. According to their
generations. This phrase is introduced be-
cause the writer does not here, stop at the sons,
but proceeds on to the grandsons, great-graud-
sons, and other descendants. (See vers. 17

—

25.) He is concerned especially in this place
with the descent of Moses, and therefore with
the genealogy of the tribe of Levi, and luis

only inserted any account of the families de-
scended from Reuben and Simeon, that he
might not seem to disregard the claims of pri-

mogeniture. The years of the life of Levi.
These began about forty or fifty years before

the descent into Egypt, which took place after

the birth of all his three sons, as appears from
Gen. xlvi. 8—11. The length of Levi's life is

recorded, not from any chronological conside-

rations, but to show God's blessing upon the
family of Moses, which gave such length of

days to so many of his ancestors.

Ver. 17.—The sons of Gershon. The line

of Gershon, as the eldest, is taken first. Moses
and Aaron are descended from the second son.

Shimi is called " Shimei " in 1 Chr. vi. 17

;

but there is no difference in the original.

Ver. 18.—The sons of Kohath. The same
names are given in 1 Chr. vi. 2 and 18. The
years of the life of Zohath. Kohath, who
was probably about twenty at the time of the

descent into Egypt, must have considerably

outlived Joseph, who died about seventy years

after the descent. His eldest son, Amram. is

not hkely to have been born much later than iis

father's thirtieth year. (See Gen. xi. 12—24.)
Amram would thus have been contemporary
with Joseph for above fifty years.

Ver. 19.—The sons of Merari. The same
names occur in 1 Chr. vi. 19 and xxiii. 21,
Mahali, by a difference of pointing, becoming
Mahli. The Mahlites and Mushites were
among the most important of the LeviticaJ

famihes (Num. iii. 33 ; xxvi. 58).

Ver. 20.—Amram. That this Amram is

the " man of the house of Levi " mentioned in

ch. ii. 1, cannot be doubted ; but it is scarcely

possible that he should be the Amram of

ver. 18, the actual son of Kohath and contem-
porary of Joseph. He is probably a descen-

dant of the sixth or smenth generation, who
bore the same name, and was the head of the

Amramite house. That house, at the time of

the Exitlus, numbered above two thousand
males (Num. iii. 27, 28). See the excellent
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remarks of Keil and Delitzsrh, ' Biblical Com-
mentary,' vol. i. p. 470, E. T. ; and compare
Kurtz, 'History of Old Covenant,' vol. ii. p. 144,

and Cook, in ' Speaker's Commentary,' vol. L
p. 274. Jocliebed his father's sister. Mar-
riages with aunts and nieces have been com-
mon in many comitries, and are not forbidden

by any natural instinct. They first became
unlawful by the positive command recorded

in Lev. xviii. 12 The name Jochebed is

the earliest known compounded with Jah, or

Jehovah. It means " the glory of Jehovah."

She bare him Aaron and Moses. Aaron is

placed iirst, as being older than Moses (ch. vii.

7). Miriam is omitted, since the objeit of the

writer is confined to tracing destcut in the

male line.

Ver. 21.—The sons of Izhar. Korah is

mentioned as a " son (descendant) of Izhar " in

Num. xvi. 1 and 1 Chr. vi. 38. The other
" sons " are not elsewhere mentioned. Zithri

in this verse should be Zichri.

Ver. 22.
—

^The sons of Uzziel. Mishael

and Elzaphan are again mentioned as "sons

of Uzziel " in Lev. x. 4. They were employed
by Moses to carry the bodies of Nadab and
Abihu out of the camp. El/aphan, called

Elizaphan, is mentioned as head of the Ko-
hatbites in Num. iii. 30.

Ver. 23. — Elisheba, daughter of Ammi-
Badab. Amminadab had not been previously

mentioned. He was a descendant of Judah,

through Pharez and Hezron, and held a place

in the liue of our Lord's ancestry. (Sec 1 Chr.

iL 3—10 - Matt. i. 5.} Kaashoa was at this

time " prince of the tribe of Judah " (Nura
ii. 3). Nadab and Abihu. On their fate, se«

Lev. X. I, 2. Eleazar became high-priest

upon the death of Aaron (Num. xx. 23—28).
His death is related in Josh. xxiv. 33.

Ver. 24.—The sons of Korah. All Korah's
sons were not cut off with him (Nimi. xxvL
11). Three at least survived, and became the
heads of " families of the Korhites."

Ver. 25.—Eleazar. . .took him one of the
daughters of Putiel to wife. Putiel is not
elsewhere mentioned. The name is thought
to be half Egyptian (compare Poti-phar) and
to mean " dedicated to God." She bare him
Phinehas. This Phinehas became high priest

on the death of Eleazar (Judg. xx. 28). The
heads of the fathers. I.e. " the patriarchal

chiefs."

Vers. 26, 27.—The genealogy being concluded
as a separate document, its author appends a
notice that the Aaron and Moses mentioned in

it (ver. 20) are the very Aaron and Moses who
received the Divine command to lead the chil-

dren of Israel out of Egypt, and who appeared
before Pharaoh, and " sj)o!;e to him " on their

behalf. As the heading of tlie document was
kept upon its insertion into the narrative of

the Exodus (see the comment on ver. 13), so

its concluding sentences were kept, though
(according to modem ideas) superfluous.

Ver. 26.—According to their armies. The
tenn " armies " had not been previously ured of

the Israelitisli people ; but it occurs in ch. vii. 4,

which was probably in the mind of the writer

who drew up the genealogy

H0MILETIC8.

Vers. 13—27.

—

The historical character of real revelation. Among the religions of

the world which are based on the contents of a written volume, none has such an

historical character as the religion of Christians. Most nations have evolved their

religion out of their internal consciousness, and have then, after a certain lapse of time,

thrown into a narrative form the supposed revelations made to this or that individual

secretly, and by him committed to writing. These revelations—to give them the name
—are not connected with any series of eveut.s, are not, properly speaking, hi.storical at

all, but belong to the domain of thought, contemplation, philosophy. It is quite other-

wise with the religion of the Bible. Both in the ( 'Id Testament and in the New our
attention is directed primarily and mainly to a series of facts. Religion is not put
before us in an abstract, but in a concrete form. The Bible represents to us " God in

liistory." We learn the nature and the will of God from his dealings with nations and
individuals at definite times and in definite places. It is a necessary consequence of

such a mode of inculcating religious truth, that very dry and muiiJaiie details must
from time to time be obtruded upon the reader, in order that the narrative may be c) 'ar.

*nd tliat he may uuderatand the circumstances of time and place with which each

writer in his turn has to deal. In this way ;:enealogics come in. Ili.'<tory cannot b»

understood without them. Wc want to know who the individuals are who are intro-

duced afresh at each new stage in the narrative, and in what relation they stind to

those other individuals with whom the narrative is concerned before and after. Oenea-
lofti'w convey this knowledge. Many tliink them uninteresting; but they are iK^t s<i tc

any timnghtf'il person. For(l) they raise the ssilutary thought of the rapid flight of

time and the 8i)ee<iy passing away of one generation after another. 0'?; n*p cbvXXwn
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^nwij, To(i]ii Koi avipmv. (2) They show us how good men and bad, great men and
ttle, are intermixed in the world, arise under the same conditions, seem produced by

the same circumatances : and thus they force us to see what a vast power the human
will has in shaping human character, and even in determining the couise of earthly event*.

Hence they remind us ofour responfiihilitica. (3) They hold up to us warnings and examplea
—warnings in the names to which there is attached the savour of evil deeds never to b«
forgotten bo long as the world endxirea—Nadabs, Abihus, Korahs ; examples in those,

familiar to us as household words, which we no sooner hear or see than there rush to our
thought a crowd of glorious and heroic actiooB. Being dead, these men still speak to

us—theirs is a death " full of immortality."

EXPOSITION.

Vets. 28 — 90 — TTie remainder of this

chapter is scarcely more than a recapitu-

lation. The author, or compiler, having in-

terposed his genealogical section, has to take

up the narrative from verse 12, where he

broke off, and does so by almost repeating

the words of verses 10—12. The only im-

portant addition is the insertion of the words

—"I am the Lord" (ver. 29), and the only

important variation, the substitution of " Speak

thou unto Pharaoh aU that I say unto thee
"

(ibid.), for " Speak onto Pharaoh . . . that h»

let the children of Israel go ont of his land*

(ver. 11).

Ver. 29.—^I am the Lord. It is not im-
probable that every revelation made to Moses
was authenticated by these initial words

—

which have the force of that initial phrase, s«

constant in the later prophets—" Thus saith

the Lord."
Ver. 80.—All that I aay nnto thee. To

the general command thus expressed, was
probably appended the particulmr injunction

of verse 11, not here repeated—" Speak thon
onto Pharaoh, that he let the childiea of Israel

go out of his land." The sacred historiaa*

continually abbreviate

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ten. 14—28.

—

The genealogy of Moses and Aaron. Beside its direct interest m
Betting in an exact light the descent and relationship of the two piiucii nl figures in the

succeeding history—Moses, the Lawgiver of Israel, and Aaron, the head of the priesthood

—this genealogical register presents us with several points deserving of attention. \V^e

•re taught by it

—

I. To BECOGinSB THE DlVINB SOVEBEIOHTY IN THE SELECTION OF ITS IN8TBTTMENT8.

1. The men selected—Mosea and Aaron (vers. 26, 27). Selection, as implying the pre-

vious or foreseen existence of variously qualified objects from which the selection is

made is scarcely the fitting term to express the fact we have in view, viz. the preparing

and raising up at this particular time and place, and from this particular stock, of a man
of the special mould of Moses, with an eye to the accomplishment by him of a certain

work. The appearance of great men at particular junctures of history is assuredly not

to be attributed to chance. It is a shallow view of the Divine election which regards

it as simply availing itself of happy varieties of character spontaneously presenting

themselves in the course of natiural development ; as a workman might choose from a

•et of ready-made tools those best suited for his purpose. Election, if one may so speak,

presides at the making of its object (Isaac, Jacob, David, etc.) as well as uses it when
made (see Lange's * Dogmatics '). Tke question is not simply how, a man of Moses'

gifts and qualifications being given, Gk)d should use him in the way he did, but

rather, how a man of this spiritual build came at that precise juncture to be there at

all—broke out at that point in the genealogical tree and not at another. This

is tiietrue problem, and the solution can only be found in the Divine arrangements.

2, The sovereignty of the selection. We cannot but be struck by the almost studious

departure in this list from the lines of descent which would imply natural pre-eminence.

(1) Moses is not descended from Reuben and Simeon, the eldest sons of Jacob (vera.

14, lo). The only purpose, apparently, served by the introduction of these two names

m the genealogy is to show that Mose& did not spring from them- (2) 2s either did h«
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pring from Judah or Joseph—the sons of Jacob who fell heirs to the birthright for-

feited by the sin of Reuben (1 Chron. v. 1, 2). The genealogy stops, as having attained

its end, before it gets their length. (3) He sprang from Levi—a tribe originally

\mited with Simeon under a curse (Gen. xlix. 7)—yet not from the oldest branch of it,

but from Kohath, the second son (vers. 16—19). (4) Moses himself waa not the

eldest son of Amrara, but stood by descent in a secondary relation to Aaron, who was
afterwards to occupy so secondary a position in relation to him. What are we taught

by these facts, if not the lesson so strongly emphasised in Kom. ix., that mere natural

advantages constitute no ground of pre-eminence in the kingdom of God; that the

spiritual everywhere rules and controls the natural. Examples may be drawn from
every part of Scripture history. Isaac, not Ishmael; Jacob, not Esau; Ephraim, not
Manasseh ; David, not his elder brothers ; etc. The Jehovah attributes of freedom and
sovereignty, to which this chapter introduces us, find not their least conspicuous illus-

tration in this section of it.

II. To TRACE, NOTWITHSTANDING, IN THE EXERCISE OF THE DiVINE SOVEREIGNTY,
VARIOUS SPIRITUAL LAWS. The Sovereignty of God is degraded whenever it is viewed
as mere arbitrariness or caprice, as a hberty of indiSerence, or as anything else than the
perfectly free'and self-determined action of an all-wise, all-holy, all-good Will, working
at every moment for the accomplishment of wise and good ends. Studied in this light,

it will be recognised that it has not only (1) its inherent laws of operation, but (2) its

self-imposed limitations. Partial glimpses of some of these laws are here afforded us.

1. The natural, while subordinate to the spiritual, is taken as the basis of it. There is

to be recognised a congruity between the instrimient and the use to which it is to be
put ; between the man, in respect of his physical, mental, and moral endowments, and
the work for which he is designed. Election works in the natural sphere prior to its

being revealed in the spiritual. Moses, for example, was, on his natural side, the pro-

duct of a long line of causes operating through successive generations for the production
of just such a man as he was. He was a descendant of Levi, as truly as any other.

Inherited organisation was a fact of quite as capital importance in his case as in the
case of any of his contemporaries. It had as much to do with the kind and
quality of his manhood. Compare also Paul, separated from his mother's womb (GaL
i. 15), and essentially the same man after his conversion as before it. The mould in

which he was cast by nature was that which specially fitted him for the work he had to
do as an apostle. 2. The purpose of Ood is tmrought out not fatalistically, but in
harmony with the laws of human freedom, and through man's moral self-dderminationt.
This principle also receives striking illustration in the names of this Ust. The deriva-
tion of Moses from Levi, and not from Reuben or Simeon, has a connection with facts in
the moral history of the respective tribes. Reuben, Simeon, and Levi, the progenitors, were
all three originally of so wicked a disposition as virtually to undergo their father's curse.

Reuben lost the birthright, a-^d Simeon and Levi were denied an inheritance with their

brethren (Gen. xlix. 3—8). The descendants of the two former followed closely in the
footsteps of their ancestors, and consequently never recovered themselves. It was
different with the tribe of Levi, which by earnest piety and zeal seems to have risen to

the rank of moral leadership even in Egypt, and was honoured to give birth to Moses
and Aaron. And greater honour still was in reserve for it ; for while in its letter

—

" I will divide them in Jacob, and scatter them in Israel"—the curse was not repealed, an
entirely new turn was given to it by the election of the tribe to the priesthood and
service of the sanctuary. The curse was changed into a blessing. Had Reuben and
Simeon foUowed in Levi's footsteps, who can doubt but that mercy would have l">een

shown to them also? 3. Eh ction flows by preference in the lines of pious descent.
Closes and Aaron were the children of pious parents. The names of Moses' father

—

Amrara, "the kindred of the lofty one"—and of his mother—she "whose glory is

Jehovah " (ver. 20), testify to the piety of his ancestry. The instruction he received
from them in early life, and during the visits he paid to their home, would not be
witliout an imp(jrtant influence upon his character, and he had the benefit of their un-
ceasiiicj prayers. Aaron had even greater home advantages, in being with his parents
till I liiiracter was fully formed. This also is an important fact in its bearing on God's
election of them to 8i)ecial service. The faith and prayers of parents have an important
tafiuuuce on the salvation of their children- By ian the larger uumlwr of pious men and
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women in tbe world hav» come from pious homes. (See numerous illustrations of this

in Dr. Norman MacLeod's ' Home School.') The Church historian, Neander, has
noticed in how many cases " pious mothers" had to do with the planting of the seeds of

Christianity in the so\ils of those who afterwards pi'oduced great eflects as teachers of

the Church. He instances Nonna, the mother of Gregory of Nazianzum ; Arethusa of

Antioch, the mother of Chrysostom ; the mother of Theodoret ; and Monica, the mother
of Augustine. (See the whole passage in ' Church History,' vol. iii. sect. 2, l)

III. That honour in God's sight is determined by spiritual consideratioks,
1. As regards position. The true centre point of honour in this genealogy is ver. 20

—

that which includes the names of Moses and Aaron. It was the spiritual greatness of

these men which secured- for them this honour. 2. As regards rise atid fall, Keuben
was "the firstborn of Israel" (ver. 14), but he lost through sin the prerogatives of

birth. He is eclipsed by Levi, who, through piety, rose from a degraded position to one
of honour. Korah, whose name, from considerations of relationship, is honourably
prominent in this select list (vers. 21—24), subsequently destroyed himself by hia

rebellion (Num. xvi.). His posterity, however (another illustration of the same law),

rose to high spiritual honour in the minstrelsy of the temple. 3. As regards relation-

ihipt The families of the tribe of Levi, grouped around the names of Moses and Aaron,
some in nearer, some in more distant relations, draw honour from the association. The
chief prominence is given to the Kohathites, as most nearly related to the sons of

Amram. This distinction was subsequently confirmed by the appointment of this

family to the charge of the sacred Ark, and of the vessels of the sanctuary (Num. iv.

4—16). Relationship with the good thus confers honour, and secures privilege. The
highest of all examples of this is the honour and privilege conferred through relationship

to Christ.—J. O.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER VTL

Vers. 1—9.—Once more God made allow-

ance for the weakness and self-distrust of

Moses, severely tried as he had been by his

former failure to persuade Pharaoh (ch. v.

1—5) and his recent rejection by the people

of Israel (ch. vi. 9). He made allowance, and

raised his courage and his spirits by fresh

promises, and by a call upon him for imme-

diate action. The process of deliverance, God
assured him, was just about to begin. Mira-

cles would be wrought until Pharaoh's stub-

bornness was overcome. He was himself to

begin the series at once by casting his rod

upon the ground, that it might become a

serpent (ver. 9). From this point Moses'

diffidence wholly disappears. Once launched

upon his Heaven-directed course, assiured of his

miraculoiu; powers, committed to a struggle

with the powerful Egyptian king, he per-

severed without blenching or wavering until

success crowned his efforts.

Ver. J.—I have made thee a god to

Pharaoh. Moses was diffident of appearing a

second tiuie before Pharaoh, who was so much
his worldly superior. God reminds him that

he is in truth very much Pharaoh's superior.

If Pharaoh has earthly, he has unearthly

power He is to Pharaoh " as a god," with a

right to command his obedience, and with
strength to enforce his commands. Aaron
shall be thy prophet, i.e. " thy spokesm.in "

—

the interpreter of thy will to others. Com-
pare ch. iv. 16.

Ver. 2.—Thou shalt speak. The Septuagint

and the Vulgate have, " Thou shalt speak to

him" which undoubtedly gives the true sense.

Moses was to speak to Aaron, Aaron to

Pharaoh. (See ch. iv. l.i, 16.)

Ver. 3.—I will harden Pharaoh's heart.

See the comment on ch. iv. 21. And multiply
my signs and my wcnders. The idea of a

long series of miracles is here, for the first

time, distinctly introduced. Three signs had
been given (ch. iv. 3—9) ; one further miracle

had been mentioned {ib. 23). Now a multi-

plication of signs and wonders is promised.

Compare ch. iii. 20, and ch. vi. 6, which,

however, are not so explicit as the present

passage.

Ver. 4.—That I may lay my hand on
Egypt. Pharaoh's obstinacy was foreseen and
foreknown. He was allowed to set his will

against God's, in order that there might be a

great display of Almighty power, such as

woidd attract the attention both of the Egjrp-

tians generally and of all the surrounding

nations. God's glory would be thereby pro-

moted, and there would be a general 6read of

interfering with his people. (See ch. xv.

14—16; Deut. ii. 25; xi. 2.i, etc.) Bring
forth my armies. See the comment on ch. vL

26. Great judgment*. See above, ch. vi. &
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Vpr 5.—The Egyptians shall know that I
%m iLe Lord. Rather, • tint I am Jehovah "

—i.f. that I answer to my Name—that I am
the only God who is truly existent, other so-

c.dled gods being noueutities. They will

know this and feel this when I stretch forth

mine hand npon Egypt, as I am about to

stretch it forth.

Ver. 6.—Moses and Aaron did as the Lord
•ommanded them. This statement is general,

and anticipative of the entire series of inter-

views beginning here (verse 10), and termi-

nating (ch. X. 2y) with the words, " I will see

tliy face no more." The obedience of Moses
and Aaron was perfect and continuous from
this time forward until Egypt was quitted.

Ver. 7.—Fourscore years old. This age is

confiiTnod by the statement (in Deut. xxxi. 2;
xxxiv. 7) that Moses was a hundred and
twenty at his death. It is also accepted as

«uct bj St. Stephen (Acts vii. 23, 30).

Modems are surprised thai at such an ajre •
man could undertake and carry thron/h m
difficult and dangerous enterprise ; but m
Egypt one himdred and ten years was not
considered a very exceptionally long life, aud
men frequently retained iheir full vigour till

seventy or eighty

Ver. 9.—When Pharaoh shall speak to

yon, saying, Shew a miiacle. It is ob\ loua

that there would have been an impropriety

in Moses and Aaron offering a sign to Phariyjh

until he asked for one. They claimed to l>e

ambassadors of Jehovah, and to speak in his

name (ch. v. 1). Unless they were mis-
doubted, it was not for them to produce theii

credentials. Hence they worked no miracle
at their former interview. Now, however,
the time was come when their credentials

would be demanded, and an express com-
mand was given them to exhibit the first

" sign."

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

Ood assigns to each man his intellectual grade. Three different intel-

lectual grades are here set before us—tliat of the thinker, that of the exponndcr, and
that of the mere recipient, l^haraoh, notwith&tauding his exalted earthly rauk,occuj.i*'s

tho lowest position. He is to hang on the words of Aaron, who is to be to him as a

prophet of the Most High. Aaron himself is to hang on the words of Closes, and to be
simply his mouthpiece. Moses is to stand to both (compare ch. iv. 16) as God. And
here note, that the positions are not self-assumed—God assigns them. So there are

leaders of thought in all ages, to whom (iod has given their intellectual gifts, whom he
has marked out for intellectual pre-emiuency, and whom he makes to stand to the rest

of men as gods. Sometimes they are their own prophets—they combine, that is, the

power of utterance with the power of thought. But very often they need an interpreter.

Their lips are uucircumcised. They lack eloquence ; or they even lack the power of

putting their thoughts into words, and require a " prophet," to publish their views to

the world. The " prophet-interpreter " occupies a position very much below theirs, but
still one requiring imix)rtant and peculiar gifts, such as God alone can give. He must
have the intelligence to catch the true bearing, connection, and force of the iiicas pre-

sented to him, often in rude and uncouth language, like statues rough-hewn. He must
be able to work up the rough material into presentable form. He must have a gift

of langirage, if not a gift of speech. The great mass of men occujiy a lower rank than
either of those ; they can neither originate, nor skilfully interpret ; it remains that they
be content to receive. God has given to them their humble jxjsition, as he has given to

the others their loftier ones. They should cultivate their receptivity. Tlicy should be
•atisfied to Usten and learn. They should remember that if, on the one hand, ovroe

fUv iravapiaros, or avros iravra voxictq—on the Other, icrSXhs 6' av KCLKtlvos ot tv *ln6vTt

KiOrfTOX,

Vers. 3—5.— The fierceness of man turns to God's praise. The most signal triumph*
of Divine power are those in which the resistance to it is the most determined. The
gr'Mtest of all victories was probably that which was gained when—after "war ia

heaven"—Satan was seen, like liglitning, falling from heaven to earth. Since then,

gicnt triumphs, tending to God's praise, occur whenever the riglit and the truth succeed
against seemingly in.sujjerablo oi)iiosition. When the boy shepherd with his sling and
»l<i[io smites to the earth the gigantic I liilistine—when the proud Sennacherib after all

hii> Ixjasts has to leave Jeru.salem unhurt and fly to Nineveh—when Ejiiphanes is defied

and bafiled by a liaiidful of Jewish mountaineers—when victory is finally gained by
* Athauaiiiuii cuutra muudum," God's might is seen and recognised, as it would not have
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boon, unless overwhelming strength had seemed to be arrayed against coinpfirMtire

wenkness. When the "heathen rage," and the "kings of the earth and rulers" are oa

their side, and the cry of defiance goes forth :
" Let us break God's bands asunder, and

cast away his cords from us"—then (Jod is most ajit to show his might—to " refrain the

8^ irit of princes," and make it manifest that he " is wonderful among the kings of the

earth." The longer and fiercer the opposition, the more conspicuously is God's praise

shown forth. Blow follows blow until the o])posing power is shattered, smitten to the

giouua, laid prostrate. Then is the time for the song of triumph :
" Be wise now there-

fore, ye kings : be mst»ucted, ye judges of the earth. Se. ve the Lord with fear, and

rejoice with trembling. Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and ye perish from the right

way, when his wrath is kindled but a Uttle. Blessed aie all they that put their trust

in him 1 " (Pa. u. 10—12).

Ver. 9.

—

Miracles the credentials of an arribassador from Ood. It is not easy to see

any way in which *Tod could authenticate a message as coming from him, except by
giving the messenger supernatuial powers. Conceivably, he might proclaim his will

from heaven dhectly, in terms uf human speech. But even then doubts would be

raised as to the words uttered ; men's recollections of them would differ ; some would

question whether words were used at all, and would hold that it had "thundered"

(John xii. 29). If, to avoid such results, he speaks to man through man, how is he to

make it clear that his prophet has indeed been sent by him ? He cannot make his

messenger impeccable, if he is still to be man. He cannot give him irresistible eloquence,

for eloquence is at once suspected ; the reason rises up against it and resists it. What
other course is there, but to impart to his messenger a portion of his own command over

nature—in other words, to give him the power of working miracles? The Ught of

nature seems to have taught Pharaoh to ask for this proof. The same light taught

Nicodemus to accept it
—" No man can do these miracles that thou doest, except God be

with him" (ih. iii. 2). So it will ever be with simple men in simple times, it 'is only

when men have become sopliisticated, when they have darkened the light that is in

them by " foolish questionings " and " oppositions of science falsely so called," that they

begin to see specious objections to miracles, and regard them as " difficulties in the way
of receiving a revelation" rather than as convincing evidences of it. We may properly

call upon an opponent to tell us wliat evidence of a Divine mission he would accept, if

he rejects miracles as an evidence, and wait for his answer. We shall probably find

that 6 dvaipav ravTTjv ttjv ttIcttiv ov iravii TnoTorepa epfl (" he who destroya this basis of

belief will not discover a surer one ").—Aristotle.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1—8.

—

A god to Pharaoh. Moses was in the trying position of being sent out

anew upon a mission in which hitherto he had not had the slightest particle of success.

Eis discouragement was natural. Pharaoh, on a previous occasion, had repulsed him.

He bad lost the ear even of his own people. The situation, since his former interview

with the monarch, had altered for the worse. To proceed further was hs.e rowing

against wind and tide, with Mttle prospect of ever reaching shore. Discouragement

wrought in the tisual way. It led him to magnify difficulties. Ee brought up again

his old objection of his deficiencies of speech. Even with Aaron as an intermediary, he

felt how awkward it would be to appear in the presence of Pharaoh, and not be able to

deliver his own message. His inability of speech would certainly, he thougnt, expose

him to contempt. Yet observe, God forebore with him. His reluctance was not with-

out sin, but G'id, who knows our frame, does not expect to find in us all at once the

perfection of angels, and is compassionate of our weakness. We have liere, therefore-—

1. h DISHEARTENED SERVANT SUITABLY ENCOURAGED. God told MoSCS—1. That he

woxdd clothe him with an authority which even Pharaoh would he compelled to respect.

"See, 1 have made thee a god to Pharaoh" (ver. 1). It was not with words only that

Moses was sent to Pharaoh. Powers would be given him to enforce his words with

deeds. The judgments he would bring upon the land would clothe him with a super-

natural terror—make him a superhuman and almost a divine person—^iu the eyes ot

EXODUS. ^
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Pharaoh and his servants. (Cf. ch. xii. 3.) So God gives attestation to his servants

Btill, making it evident by the j.»ower of the Holy Ghost upon them, that they come in

his name, and speak with his authority. He accompanies their word with Divine

power, giving it efficacy to arrest, convict, and convert, and compelling the hauglitiest

of the earth to acknowledge the source of their message. So Felix trembled before Paul

(Acts xxiv. 25). Paul's Gospel came to the Thessalonians, " not in word only, but also

in power, and in the Holy Giiost, and in much assurance" (1 Thess. i. 5). 2. That the

work of deliverance would be no longer delayed. This also was impUed in what God
said to Moses : the time had come for speech to be exchanged for action. Everything

indicated that the " charge " with which Moses was now entrusted was to be the final

one. It should encourage desponding servants to reflect that God has his " set time "

for the fulfilment of every promise; and that, when this period arrives, all their

mourning will be turned into joy.

11. The course of Israel's deliverance foretold. 1. Foretold lecause foreseen.

It is God's prerogative that he knows the end from the beginning (Is. xlii. 9). Nothing

can take liim by surprise. He knows all the way his purposes are to travel. The
whole futm-e lies mapped out, as in a clear-drawn chart, before iiim. 2. Foreseen because

pre-ordained. God, like Christ in the miracle of the loaves, knew in himself what he

would do (John vi. 6). Nothing was left to chance in his arrangements. The steps

in his plan were fixed beforehand. What would be done would be according to God's

"determinate counsel and foreknowledge " (Acts ii. 23)—would be " whatsoever (his)

hand and (his) counsel determined before to be done " (Acts iv. 2?^). The deUverance

was arranged in such a way as most to glorify the power and greatness of the Deliverer,

fcnd demonstrate his superiority to heathen idols. This in no wise implies that violence

was in the very least done to human freedom, though it suggests that God^ can bo

interweave the volitions of men, in the situations in which he places them, into his

purposes, as to leave not one of them outside his settled plan. The chief difficulty is ia

the hardening of Pharaoh's heart, here (ver. 3) represented as an ordained link in the

chain of God's designs. But if this hardening simply means that God will place

Pharaoh, already a bad man, in circumstances which he knows infallibly will harden

his heart, and if this is done justly, and in punishment of former sins, the hardening

taking effect through unalterable laws of the moral nature, which also are of (iod's

ordainraent, it is difficult to see what righteous objection can be taken to it. 3. Fore-

toldfor wise ends. Similar predictions of the course of the deliverance had been made

at earlier stages (cf. ch. iii. 19—22 ; iv. 21—24 ; vi. 1—9). They are here repeated—

(1) For the instruction of Moses, that he might be prepared for all that was to happen

—

that he might understand and co-operate with God in the execution of his designs.

(2) For the re-in\igoration of Moses' faith. (3) That it miglit be evidenced by the

working-out of this fore-announced plan, that the God of Israel was indeed Jehovah, a

free, personal Being, working in history for the accomplishment of gracious purjioses.

" The secret of the Lord is with them that fear him " (Ps. xxv. 14). God takes Moses

into his counsel, and discovers to him something of his plan of operation. So he does

In the Scriptures with his Church (Rev. i. 1).

II. A glimpse of God's end in providential government (vers. 3, 4). The end

is twofold—1. The manifestation of the utterly free and unconstrained character of his

grace and mercy in the salvation of man ; and 2. What is the necessary counterpart of

this, the manifestation of his power and justice in the infliction of judgments uix)n his

enemies. Even evil is thus made to contribute indirectly to the ultimate and eternal

establishment of the righteousness of God.—J. 0.

Ver. 3.

—

Heart-hardening. On this subject, see above, and on ch. iv. 21. The pre-

sent seems an appropriate place for a somewhat fuller treatment.

I. Hardening as proceeding from God. " I will harden Pharaoh's heart." This,

assuredly, is more than simple permission. God hardens the heart—1. Through the

operation of the lams of our moral constitution. These laws, of which God ia the

author, and through which he operates in the soul, ordain hardening as the penalty of

evil conduct, of resistance to truth, and of all misiraprovemcnt and abuse of privilege.

2. Through ht^ providence—as when God, in the execution of his judgments, places a
wicked man in futuatiooB which he knows can only have a hardening effect upon him.

(
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He does this in righteousness. "God, having permitted evil to exist, must thereafter

of necessity permit it also to run its whole course in the way of showing itself to be

what it really is, as that which aims at the defeat of the Divine purpose, and tho

consequent dissolution of the universe." This involves hardening. 3. Through a

direct judgment in the soul of the individual, God smiting him with a spirit of blind-

ness and infatuation in punishment of obstinate resistance to,the truth. This is the

most difficult of all aspects of hardening, but it only cuts the knot, does not untie it, to

put superficial meanings upon the scriptures which allege the reality of the judgment

(e.g. Deut. xxviii. 28 ; 2 Thess. ii. 11). It is to be viewed as connected with what may
be called the internal providence of God in the workings of the human mind; his

government of the mind in the wide and obscure regions of its involuntary activities.

The direction taken by these activities, seeing that they do not spring from man's own
will, must be as truly under the regulation of Providence, and be determined in quite as

special a manner, as are the outward circumstances of our lot, or those so-calledfortuities

concerning which we are assured :
" Are not two sparrows sold for a farthing ? and one

of them shall not fall on the ground without your Father " (Matt, x, 29). It is a signi-

ficant fact that, as sin advances, the sinner becomes less and less a free agent, falls

increasingly under the dominion of necessity. The involuntary activities of the soul

gain groimd upon the voluntary. The hardening may be conceived of, partly as the

result of a withdrawal of light and restraining grace
;

partly as a giving of the soul

up to the delusions of the adversary, " the spirit that now worketh in the children ol

disobedience" (Eph. ii. 2), whose. will gradually occupies the region in the moral life

vacated by the human will, and asserts there a correspondingly greater power of control

;

and partly as the result of a direct Divine ordering of the course of thought, feeling, and

imagination. Hengstenberg acutely remarks: "It appears to proceed from design, that

the hardening at the beginning of the plagues is attributed, in a preponderating degree,

to Pharaoh, and towards the end to God. The higher the plagues rise, so much the

more does Pharaoh's hardening assume a supernatural character, so much the mor*

obvious is it to refer it to its supernatural causality."

II. Hardening in itself considered. The heart is the centre of personalitjr, the

source of moral life, the seat of the wiU, the conscience, and the affections (Prov. ir. 23

;

Matt. XV. 18). The hardening of the heart may be viewed under two aspects : 1. More
generally as the result of growth in sin, with consequent loss of moral and religioue

susceptibility ; and 2. As hardening against God, the author of its moral life. We
have but to put these two things together—the heart, the seat of moral life,

hardening itself against the Author of its moral life—to see that such hardening is of

necessity fatal, an act of moral suicide. It may elucidate the subject to remark that

in every process of hardening there is something which the heart parts with, some-

thing which it resists, and something which it becomes. There is, in other words

—

(1) That which the heart hardens itself in, viz. some evU quality, say injustice,

cruelty, lust, hate, secret enmity to God, which quality gradually becomes a fixed

element in character
; (2) that which the heart hardens itself against, viz. the influ-

ences of truth, love, and righteousness, in whatever ways these are brought to bear

upon it, whether in the promptings of conscience, the movements of natural sensi-

bility, the remonstrances of parents and friends, the Word of God, the internal strivings

of the Spirit ; and (3) that which the heart parts with in hardening, viz. with its

oric:inal susceptibility to truth, with its sensitiveness to moral influences, with its

religious feeling, with its natural generosity, etc. The result is blindness, callousness,

lostness to the feeling of right, to the sense of shame, to the authority of God, to the

voice of truth, even to true self-interest. All hardening is thus double-sided ; harden-

ing in hate, e.a., being at the same time hardening against love, with a loss of the

capacity of love ; hardening in injustice being a hardening agamst justice, with a loss

cf the c»i)aeity for moral discernment ; hardening in cruelty being a hardening against

kindliness, with a corresponding destruction of the benevolent sensibilities; hardening

against bod being at the same time hardening in self-hood, in egoism, with a loss of

the capacity of faith. We hence conclude : I. All evil hardens, and all hardening t»

moral evil is in principle hardening against Ood. The hardening may begin at the

circumference of the moral nature, and involve the centre, or it may begin at the centre,

and work out to the circumference. Men may be enemies to God in their mind ftj

M 2
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toieked works (CoL i. 21), they may have "the understanding darkened," and bt
" alienated from the life of God through the ignorance that is in them, because of th«
blindness (marg. hardness) of their hearts," and being " past feeling " may give " them-
selves over unto lasciviousness, to work all uncleanness with grecdi;ie«b" (Eih. iv. 17—19),
and yet be strangers to God's revealed truth. All sin, all resistance to lii^lit, all dis-
obedience to conscience, has this hardening effect (cf. Eom. i. 19—32). But it is »
will which has Viroken'from God which is thus in various ways hardening itself, and
enmity to Gud is latent in the process. The moment the truth of God is brouo^ht to
bear on such a nature, this latent enmity is made manifest, and, as m the case of
Pharaoh, further hardening is the result. Conversely, 2. L'ardeinug against God ti huf'
dening in moral evil The hardening may begin at the centre, in resistance to God's
known will, and to the strivings of his Spirit, and thence spread through the whole
moral nature. This is the deepest and fundamental hardening, and of itself gives a
character to the being. A heart hardened in its interior against its Maker would be
entitled to be called hard, no matter what superficial qualities of a pleasant kind
remained to it, and no matter how correct the moral conduct. 3. Hardening results in a
very special degreefrom resistance to th" Word of God, to Divine revelation. This is

the tyjie of hardening which is chiefly spoken of in Scripture, and which gives rise to
what it specially calls " the hard and impenitent heart " (Rom. ii. 5). All revelation

of God, especiall}' his revelation in Christ, has a testing power, and if resisted produces
a hardness which speedily becomes obduracy. God may be resisted in his Word, his
Spirit, his servants, his chastisements, and in the testimony to his existence and
authority written on the soul itself. But the highest form of resistance—the worst and
deadliest—is resistance to the Spirit drawing to Christ.

III. The hardening of Pharaoh compared with hardening under the Gospeu
Pharaoli stands out in Scriptm-e as the typical instance oi hardening of the heart.

1. He and Jehovah stood in direct opposition to each other. 2. God's will was raada
knoivn to him in a way he could not mistake. He pretended at first to doubt, but
doubt scon became impossible. 3. He resisted to the last. And the longer he resisted,

his heart j;rew harder. 4. His resistance was his ruin. In considering the case of this

monarch, however, and comparing it with our own, we have to remember—1. That
Pharaoh was a heathen king. He was naturally prejudiced in favour of the gods o(

Egypt. He had at first no knowledge of Jehovah. But we have had from infancy the

advanta:;e of a knowledge of the true God, of his existence, his attributes, and his

demands. 2. Pharaoh had a heathen upbriigi'ng. His moral training was vastly

inferior to that which most have enjoyed who hear the Gospel. 3. The influences he
resisted were outward injluences—strokes of judgment. The hardening produced by
resistance to the inward influences of Christianity, strivings of the Sjiirit, etc., is

necessarily of a deeper kind. 4. What was demanded of Pharaoh was the liberation

of a nation of slaves—in our case it is required that we part with sins, and yield up
heart and will to the Creator and Eedeemer. Outward compliance would have suflilced

in his case ; in ours, the compliance must be inward and spiritual. Here, again, inas-

much as the demand goes deeper, the hardening produced by resistance is of necessity

deeper also. There is now possible to man the unpardonable sin of blasphemy against

the Holy Ghost (Matt. xiL 32 ; Heb. vL 4—6). 5. The motives in the two cases are not

comparable. In the one case, God revealed in judgments ; in the other, in transcendent

love and mercy.
Conclusion

:

—" To-day, if ye will hear his voice, harden not your hearts " (Heb. iii. 7,

8, 13, 15, iv. 7). Beware, in connection with this hardening, of "the deccitfulness of

Bin." The heart has many ways of disguising from itself the fact that it is resisting

God, and hardening itself in opposition to him. One form is procrastination. Not yet

—a more convenient season. A second is compromise. We shall find attempts at this

with Pharaoh. By conceding part of what is asked—giving up some sin to which the

heart is less attached—we hide from ourselves the fact that we are resisting the duel
demand. Herod observed John the Baptist, and " when he heard him, he did many
things, and heard him gladly " (Mark vi. 20). The forms of godliness, as in the

Pharisees, may conceal from the heart its denial of the power thereof. Conscience '\§

q'lieted by church-membership, by a religious profession. There is disguised resistano*

li. all »n«tno0f« repentance. This is seen in Pharaoh's relentings. Even when the
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resistance becomes more avo^ved, there are ways of partially disguising the fact that it u
indeed Ood we are resisting. Possibly the heart tries to wriggle out of the duty ol
Bubmission by cavilling at the evidence of revelation. Or, objection is perhaps taken to
Bomething in the manner or foi-^m in which tne truth has been presented ; some alleged
defect of taste, or infelicity of illustration, or rashness of statement, or blunder in science,
or possibly a shp in grammar. Any straw will serve which admits of being clutched at.

So conviction is pushed off, decision is delayed, resistance is kept up, and all the while
the heart is getting harder—less sensible of the truth, more ensnared in error. It ia

well also to remember that even failure to profit by the word, without active resistance
to it (if such a thing is possible)—simple want of cure in the cherishing of good impres-
sions, and too rash an exposure to the influences which tend to dissipate and destroy
them—will result in their disappearance, and in a consequent hardening of the heart.
The impressions will not readily return with the same vividness. To-day, then, and
now, hear and obey the voice of Grod.—J. O.

Chap. vL ver. 28—chap. viL ver. 7.

—

Ood still glorified amid human weakness and
tin. 1. Moses' weakness (chap, vi, vers. 28—30). 'I'he command was—" Speak thou
unto Pharaoh." Moses in his despondency is overpowered by the sense of his infirmity.

He fears the ridicule of the Egyptian court. There are times when the sense of our
imfitness for speaking God's words crushes us. Let us take heed lest lowly self-

judgment pass into unbelief and disobedience. The loss of faith in ourselves is no
reason why we should cease to trust God.

II. God's remedy (chap. vii. vers. 1, 2). Moses' slowness of speech is veiled by
xmtbDught-of glory. He that feared the derision of Pharaoh is surrounded with dreadful

majesty and made as God to him. To obedient faith, felt incompetency for the task

God calls us to, will only be the occasion of his bestowing upon us more abundant
honour. Our very defects can be transformed into power. A man's very awkwardness
often disarms criticism and appeals to the heart as the most faultless elegance can
never do.

in. Jehovah will be glorified in Pharaoh's ukbelief (vers. 3—5). 1. 1'hey are

forewarned of Pharaoh's stubborn refusal. We are not sent on God's errand with false

expectations. 2. God's purpose will be accompUshed, not defeated, by that op^wsition.

His defiance will only caU forth the revelation of God's terribleness. Where sin has
sought to dwell and to reign, the terrors of God's judgment will alone be remembered-
3. Egypt will also know that God is Jehovah—the faithful One. God's name will be
written in their punishment as well as in Israel's redemption.

IV. The very aue of God's servants will praise him (ver. 7). The cliildhood

of Samuel, the youth of Daniel, the old age of Moses and Aaron are arguments of

unconquerable strength for the feeble and despised to trust and toil. 1. There is a
place for aU. 2. No man's day is over if he wiU only yield to God. The dying thief

who beUeved in his dying agonies has been among the mightiest preachers of God'e

infinite grace.—U.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 10—13.

—

The first sign, and its

FAiiUBB to convince. Obeying the command
given them (>ers 2, 9), Moses and Aaron

went to the court a second time, and enter-

ing into the royal presence, probably repeated

their demand—as from God—that the king

would let the Children of Israel go (eh. \\. 1 1),

when Kiaraoh objected that they had no

authority to speak to him in God's name, and

required an evidence of their authority, either

in the actual words of verse 9 (" Shew a

miracle for you"), or in some equivalent

ones Aaron hereupon cast down on the

ground the rod which Moses had brought from

Midian, and it became a serpent (ver. 10).

Possibly Pharaoh may have been prepared

for this. He may have been told that this

was one among the signs which had been

done in the sight of the elders and people of

Israel when the two brothers first came back

from Midian (ch. iv. 30). If he knew of it,

no doubt the " magicians " knew of it, and

had prepared themselves. Pharaoh sum-

moned them, as was natural, to his presence,

and consulted them with respect to the

portent, whereupon they too cast down the
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rods which they were carrying in their hands,

uid they " became serpents ; but Aaron's rod

swallowed up their rods" (ver. 12). (Tor the

explanation of these facts, see the comment

below). Pharaoh was to some extent im-

prc^ed by the miracle, but not so as to yield.

His heart remained hard, and he refused to let

the people go.

Ver. 10.—Aaron oast down hii rod. The
rod is called indifferently " Aaron's rod " and
"Moses' rod," because, though properly the

rod of Moses (ch. iv. 2), yet ordinarily it was
placed in the hands of Aaron (vers. 19, 20

;

ch. viii. 5, 17, etc.) It became a serpent.

The word for " serpent " is not the same as

was used before (ch. iv. 3) ; but it is not clear

that a different species is meant. More
probably it is regarded by the writer as a

•ynonym.
Ver. 11.—Pharaoh also called the wise

men and the sorcerers. That magic was an
oi>ject of much attention and study in Egypt
is abundantly evident from " The tale of

Setnau " (' Eecords of the Past,' vol. iv. pp.
133—148), " The ilagic Papyrus " (ibid. vol. x.

pp. 137-158), and many other writings. It

consisted, to a large extent, in charms, which
were thought to have power over men and
beasts, especially over reptiles. What amount
of skill and power the Egjrptian magicians
possessed may perhaps be doubted. Many
conmientators believe them to have been in

actual communication with the unseen world,

and to Lave worked their wonders by the
assistance of evil spirits. Others, who reject

this explanation, believe that they themselves

were in possession of certain supernatural

gifts. But the commonest view at the present

day regards them as simply persons who had
a knowledge of many secrets of nature which
Vcre generally unknown, and who used this

knowledge to impress men with a belief in

their supernatural power. The words used ta

express " magicians " and " enchantments *

support this view. The magicians are called

khakamim, " wise men," " men educated in

human and divine wisdom" (Keil and Delitzsch);

miLasJisMphim, " charmers," " mutterers of

magic words " (Gesenius) ; and khartummim,
which is thought to mean either "sacred
scribes " or " bearers of sacred words " (Cook).

The word translated " enchantments " is

Uhatim, which means " secret " or " hidden
arts " (Gesenius). On the whole, we regard it

as most probable that the Egyptian " magi-
cians " of this time were jugglers of a high
class, well skilled in serpent-charming and
other kindred arts, but not possessed of any
supernatural powers. The magicians of Egypt
did in like manner with their enchantments.
The magicians, aware of the wonder which
would probably be wrought, had prepared

themselves; they had brought serpents,

charmed and stiffened so as to look like rods

(a common trick in Egypt: 'Description de
I'Egypte,' vol. i. p. 159) in their hands ; and
when Aaron's rod became a serpent, they
threw their stiffened snakes upon the ground,

and disenchanted them, so that they were
seen to be what they were—snakes, and not
really rods.

Ver. 12.—But Aaron's rod swallowed ap
their rods. Aaron's serpent turned upon its

rivals and devoured them, thus exhibiting a
marked superiority.

Ver. 13.— And he hardened Pharaoh'i
heart. Rather, " But Pharaoh's heart wa$
hard." The verb employed is not active, but
neuter ; and " his heart " is not the accusative,

but the nominative. Pharaoh's heart was too

hard for the sign to make much impression on
it. He did not see that Moses had done much
more than his own magicians could do Am
the Lord had said. See ver. i

I

H0MILBTIC8.

Vers. 10—12,

—

False imitations of things Divine not difficult of detection.—It is Satan*!

wont, in all ages and on all possible occasions, to set up counterleits of things Divine,

In order to confuse men's minds, and make them mistake the false for the true. Aaron
no sooner works a true miracle, a real iroof that he is a prophet of (Jod (verse 1), than
Satan's instruments, the magicians of Egypt, are ready with an imitation of the miracle,

on which they base a claim that Pharaoh is not to listen to Aaron, but to them.
"Curious arts" (Acts xix. 19) and "lying wonders" (2 'iliess. ii. 0) were employed to

discredit the genuine miracles of the Apostles. False Chri.sts rose up in various places,

con after the lifetime of our Lord, claiming to be the Messiah spoken of by tha
prophets, who " shuwed great signs and wonders," capable of deceiving, if it had been
possible, even " the very elect " (Matt. xxiv. 2-i). Apocryphal gospels were put out by
the side of the true ones. A new and mystic philosophy was set up as the real " know-
ledge" which the Son of (jod had come to reveal, and new reli.ions, like Gnostici^^m an4
Manichaeism, disputed with real Christianity the ri^ht to be viewed as the actual
religion of Jesus. Fanatics, at the time of the Reformation, parodied the Reformed
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religion, and established " Churches of the True Saints," which while affecting extreme
purity fell practically into fearful excesses. Even at the present day rivals are set up
to the revelation of God given us in the Bible—and the relinious books of the

Egyptians, or the Hindoos, or the Persians, or tiie Buddliists, or the Mahometans, are

declared to be just as good, just as much from God, just as deserving of our attention,

as the Old and New Testaments. But, if men are honest and do not wish to be
deceived, it is easy, with a little patience, to detect each spurious imitation. Aaron's

rod swallowed up the rods of the magicians. It remained—they ceased to exist altogether.

The " curious arts " and " lying wonders " of those who opposed the Apostles, if examined
into, would have been found either mere tricks, or weak devices of iSatan, with none of

the power, the dignity, the awfulness, of a true miracle. And time brought them to

uouglit—they built up nothing—effected nothing. So with the " false Christs," and
the apocryphal gospels, and the rehgions of Gnosticism aud JManicha^ism, and the

fanatical sects of the Reformation period : they took no hold on the world—the truth
" swallowed them up "—they vanished away. With the spurious " revelations," if the

case is not the same, it is nearly the same—if they have not, all of them, vanished, they

are all of them, vanishing. Brought into contact with the truth—placed side by side

with it—they cannot maintain themselves—they are "swallowed up" after a while.

The ancient pantheism of Egypt perished in the fourth century ; the religion of

Zoroaster is almost non-existent ; that of the Vedas is now crumbling to decay in the

schools of Calcutta and Benares. Mahometanism shows signs of breaking up. When
Thibet and China are freely opened to Christian missions, the last day of Buddhism will

not be far off. The Divine sweeps away the human—Aaron's rod swallows up ito

riTals.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 8—14.

—

The rod turned into a serpent. On this sign, notice

—

I. Its sisnificance. 1. Its distinctness from the similar sign wroughtfor the cott-

viction of the Israelites. On the meaning of the latter, see chap. iv. 1—6. There the

serpent into which the rod was turned seemed to denote the power of the monarch—the

royal and divine power of Egypt—of which the serpent was an Egyptian emblem.

However threatening the aspect of this power to Moses and the Israelites, the sign

taught them not to fear it, and promised victory over it. Here, on the contrarj', the

serpent is a menace to Pharaoh. It speaks to him in his own language, and tells him of

a royal and Divine power opposed to his which he will do well not to provoke. The
sign was harmless in itself, but menacing in its import. 2. Its relation to £gypti'in

magic. On this, see the exposition. The magicians produced an imitation of the

miracle, but this very circumstance was turned into an occasion of greater humiliation

to them, " Aaron's rod swallowed up their rods." The truth taught was the impotence

of magic arts as opposed to the power of Jehovah. Royalty, divinity, magic, all are

represented as overthrown in this significant marvel. Kote—God seldom destroys a

sinner without first warning him. The warnings are such that, if taken in time, worse

consequences may be escaped. Conscience warns, the Spirit warns, providence warns.

Red danger-signals stand at the opening of every path of crime, if the deluded trans-

gressor would but take heed to them.
II. Its evidential value. It was ordered to be wrought in answer to Pharaoh's

demand for a miracle (ver, 9). Presumably, Pharaoh made the request, then the wonder

was performed. Note here—1. The human mind naturally cravesfor miracle as an
evidence of revelation. The evidence of outward miracle is not the highest, but neither

should it be disparaged. It is the kind of evidence which minds at an inferior stage of

development are most capable of appreciating, while, in connection with other circum-

stances, it is a powerful confirmation to the faith even of those who might possibly dispense

with it. Christ's repeated refusal of a sign was not based upon the principle that signs

were unnecessary, but upon the fact that a sui)erabundance of signs had akeady been given.

A faith resting merely on miracles (John ii. 23, 24) may be destitute of moral worth, but

miracles had their value in certifying the source of the message, as well as in arousing

attention, and they were themselves vehicles of moral teaching. 2. Ood satisfies this

craving of the mind by granting the evidence required. It does not lessen, but greatly
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enhances, the value of this evidence that most of the miracles of Scripture are not merely

credentials of the revelation, but constitutive parts of it. See this truth wrought out in

the chapter on " The Function of Miracle in Revelation " in Dr. Alex. Bi uce's book,
• The Chief End of Revelation.' This able writer, however, is unnecessarily vehement
in his polemic against the view that miracles are also wrought in proof of revelation

;

especially as in the latter part of his discussion he really admits all that the advocates

of the so-called " traditional " view would think worth contending for. " Take awaj
miracle from a revelation of grace, and the revelation can hardly be known for what it is.

. . . With the miracles retained as an essential part of the story, a gracious purpose towards

a chosen people is indubitable ; without them, it is very doubtful indeed. . . . Retain th<

miracles, and the gracious purpose is stringently proved, and the contrary opinion excluded

as untenable. The miracles and the purpose thus stand or fall together. To certify,

beyond all doubt, a gracious purpose, miracle is necessary " (pp. 175—177). In the case

before us, the evidential function must be allowed to be the leading one. 3. Pharaoh's

request for the miracle. It is a significant circumstance that whereas on the previous

occasion (chap. v. 1—5) Pharaoh made no request for a sign, he asks for one at this

second interview. The unexpected reappearance of these two men, renewing their

former demand, and doing so with even more emphasis and decision than at first, must
have produced a startling effect upon him. 'i'ruth, to a certain extent, carries its own
credentials with it. I'here must have been that in the manner and speech of these

grave and aged men (ver. 7) which repelled the hypothesis that they were irupostors.

Probably Pharaoh had never been quite sure that their mission was mere pretence. A
secret fear of the God whose worshippers he knew he was maltreating may have mingled

with his thoughts, and kept him in vague uneasiness. He may thus have been more
d isturbed by the former demand than he cared to aUow, and now thought it prudent to

satisfy himself further. Professed disbelief in the Bible is in the same way often

accompanied by a lurking suspicion that there is more in its teaching than is admitted.

III. 1x8 EFFECT UPON THE MONARCH. 1. lie perm itt-d himstlf to bii itnposi d 071 by

Vie counterfeit of the magicians. Their imitation of the miracle furnished him with

a plausible excuse for ascribing the work to magic. It gave him a pretext for unbelief

Jle wished one, and he got it. He ignored the strong points in the evidence, and fixed

tm the partial resemblance to the miracle in the feats of his tricksters. There were at

K-ast three circumstances which should have made him pause, and, if not convinced, ask

for further proof. (1) The miracle of Moses and Aaron was not done by enchantments.

v2) The men who did the wonder themselves asserted that it was wrought by Divine

I»ower. (3) The superiority of their power to that of the magicians was evinced by
Aaron's rod swallowing up the roda of the others. And seeing that the miracle of God'o

messengers was real, while that of the magicians was (so far as we can judge) but a

juggler's trick, there were probably numerous other circumstances of difference between

them, on which, had Pharaoh been au.xious to ascertain the truth, his mind would

naturally have rested. But Pharaoh's mind was not houcot. He wished to disbtlie\ e,

and he did it. 2. f'e refused the request. He hardened himself, i.e, the unwilhiiguess

of his heart to look at the truth, now that it had got something to stay itself upon,

(solidified into a fixed, hard determination to resist the demand made upon him. Note

—

(I) God tries men's dispositions by furnishing them with evidence wliich, while abundantly

.sufBcient to convince minds that are honest, leaves numerous loopholes of escape to

those iudisix)sed to receive it. (2) It is the easiest thing in the world, if one wants to

do it, to find pretexts for unbelief We are far from asserting that all doubt is dishonest,

hut it is unquestionable that under tlie cloak of honest intellectual inquiry a great deal

that is not honest is frequently concealed. To a mind unwilling to be convinced, there

is nothing easier than to evade evidenc*. Specious counter-arguments are never far

to seek. Any specious reply to Christian books, any naturalistic hypothesis, any flimsy

parallel, will serve the purpose. The text directs attention to the method of false

parallels—a favourite one vnth modem sceptics. Parallels are hunted up between
Christianity and the ethnic religions. Superficial resemblances in ethics, doctrine

and ritual, are laid hold ujx)n and magnified. Christ is compared with Buddha and
Confucius, or his miracles are put in comparison with the ecclesiastical miracles of the

middle ages. And thus his religion is supposed to be reduced to the naturalistic lereL

The defeat of all such attempts is shadowed forth in the miracle before U8.—J. O.
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Vers. 8—13.

—

Tlie credentials of OocTs ambassadors to the froiuard. 1. The
DEMANDS OF GrOD, THOUGH REJECTED, CANNOT BE BANISHED. The rod which Pharaoh
refuses to be shepherded by, cast down before him, springs iuto life. To those who
refuse obedience to God's Word, that Word will cling and become a living thing. Israel

thought to have done with God and to be like the heathen : it was a vain dream. Pharaoh
would shake off care, and become like one of whom God had asked nothing : the dream
was equally vain. We may deny God, but his words will live and pursue us.

II. The rejected ouidance will be the destruction of the froward. The rod

cast from the hand becomes a serpent. The vain demand for righteousness will at last

become the sentence of condemnation, and the sin that is clung to, the sting of death.

III. The warning becomes the loudeb, the greater the effort to deaden
ITS EFFECT. The rods of the magicians were swallowed up and the rod of God left

more terrible than it was before. The Divine retribution will swallow up every comfort

and stay which the sinful may summon to sustain them.—U.

Vers. 8—13. The first sign to Pharaoh: the rod hecomea a serpent. I. Notice the
bemabkable bequest which Jehovah indicates that Pharaoh may make.
Perhaps we might even say, will make. " When Pharaoh shall speak unto you, saying,

Shew a miracle for you." This is a great change from his former attitude, that he should

be capable of stooping to such a request. But men who have despotic power sometimes

do strange and contradictory things. The freaks of tyrants in the way of a seeming

liberality and kindliness are among the cvu-iosities of history. Pharaoh may have said

to himself, " It will be rare sport to give this monomaniac full scope ; let him with

his own failure expose the delusion imder which he is suffering ; it may be the shortest

way out of the difficulty." On the other hand, it is not at all improbable that some
news of the signs wrought before Israel had percolated through all the barriers which
stand between a palace and the life of the common people ; and Pharaoh may have
wished to discover how far the rumour was founded in reality. Though when we have

said all by way of suggesting secondary causes for the request, we must come in the

end to this feeling, that the only sufficient way of accounting for it is to treat it as an

impulse from Jehovah himself. Certainly his providence must have much to do with

gaining access to Pharaoh and keeping up the communications of Lloses with him.

God can lead Pharaoh, even when he knows not that he is led. Men are walking in

the way of God's providence and serving his purposes, even when quite satisfied in the

ignorance of their hearts that they are walking in their own way.

II. Notice the miracle itself. Doubtless the rod in question was the same which
had been a serpent twice already ; so that by this time Moses must have looked upon

it with great serenity of confidence. It is now impossible for us to say why the Lord

began his manifestations of power to Pharaoh with this rather than with some other

sign. Reasons discernible at the time are not discernible now ; the light which would
have revealed them has long since died away. We can but see that there was much in

the miracle which would have taught valuable lessons to Pharaoh, if only he had

received it in the simplicity of one who is really looking for truth and guidance. He
would have learned not to despise the absence of promise in the external appearance of

things. He would have learned that a thing is not ridiculous because it is laughed at.

He would have felt, too, that as the innocent and unimposing rod became suddenly a
dangerous serpent, so tlds Moses—humble, unsustained and impotent as he seemed

—

might also become all at once a destroying force utterly beyond resistance by any Egyptian
defence. Nor must we forget that the choice of this particular sign may have been

influenced by the fact that the magicians had a favourite and imposing tri< k if their

art whch, to the uninstructtd tye, resembled it. They seemed to do, by their magic,

what Moses really did by Divine power, and so their skill, while it had for one result

a renewed defiance of Jehovah on the part of Pharaoh, had another result in this, that

it led up to a strengthening of the faith of Moses. He might not be able to explain

how the magicians did their wonders ; but he knew very ft-ell that he was no magician

himself, and that his rod had been Divimly chuhged, whatever cause had been at work
to change the others. And then, at last, whatever perplexity remained in his mind
was swept away when he saw the power of God rising supreme over mere trickery, and
the serpent from his rod swallowing up the serpents from the other rods.
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m. Notice the thorough wickedness of these iu.gici4.k8. They know that

their wonders are lying wonders. Powers great by nature, trained and increased with

the utmost in<^enuity, and which were intended to be and might have been for the good

of their fellow-men, they turn without any compunction into instruments for the

promotion of their selfish glory. They know that, whatever their pretences may be,

they are not acting in a straightforward and humble service of supernatural power.

They know that when Pharaoh puts confidence in them, he is putting confidence in a he.

Furthermore, they must have known that there was something in the transformation of

Moses' rod which wanted accounting for. Magicians understand each other's tricks quite

well and it must have been evident to them that Closes was no magician. They know in

their consciences that he is greater than themselves ; but what can they say ? Committed

to lies, they must go on with them. They must pretend to have as much power as Moses,

even if they have it not ; and thus the induced necessities of their dark and secret arts

compel them to hide the truth from Pharaoh. Nor was it any real excuse that Pharaoh

was willinof to be deceived. His destruction ultimately came from his own perversity

;

but he also presents the melancholy spectacle of being surrounded by those who, if

only they had been truthful, might have interposed some obstacles in his downward

way.
IV. Notice the state in which Pharaoh was left, even afteb the comple-

tion OF THE miracle. When Aaron's rod had swallowed up the others, he still

remained unimpressed. It seems as if he had allowed his attention to be fixed on one

part of the miracle, while another he regarded but carelessly. When his rnagiciana

seemed to produce serpents from rods, this was just according to his incUnations, and

he made much of it. Moses could do nothing more than the magicians could do. But

when their serpents were swallowed up—well, it was not a very encouraging sight—but

still it might be accounted for. And so we are in danger of depreciating the significance

of God's works by not looking at them m every part. Every part is to be regarded, if

we are to get the full impression of the whole. If the magicians did what Moses did,

it was equally evident that Moses did what the magicians did. A child could see that

his power was at least equal to theirs. If Pharaoh had not been blinded by vanity and

by traditional reliance on his magicians, he would have demanded that these magicians

should do something more than Moses had done. What an illustration we have here,

of how, when a man gets away from right thoughts of God, he soon comes to call evil

good and good evil (Lsa. v. 20). Pharaoh believes his lying magicians, though he will

not beUeve the truthful servant of a true God. He has no discriminating power to find

the difi"erence between things, which, however they may resemble each other outwardly,

are yet inwardly quite opposed. He thinks that he has power enough with his gods

to meet whatever jxiwer has yet been brought against him. It has been already made

evident that there is no sense of pity or justice in him ; and it is now made plam tiiat

he is not to be reached by the exhibition before him of a significant symbol of pain and

destruction. Pharaoh mtist be touch d more closely still—must be made to suffer, and

iuffer most dreadfully, before he will consent to let Israel go.—Y.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 14—21.—The fibot plaoce. The

first miracle had been exhibited, and had failed.

It had been a mere " sign," and in no respect

« " judgment" Now the " judgments " were

to begin. God manifests himself again to

Moses, and gives him exact directions what he

is to do. He is to meet Pharaoh on the banks

of the Nile, and to warn him mat a plague is

soming upon all Egvpt on account of his

obstinacy ; that the waters of the Nile will be

tamed to blood, lo that the fish will die, and

the river stink, and the Egyptians loathe to

drink of the water of the river (vers. 15^18).

Pharaoh not yielding, making no sign, the

threat is to be immediately followed by the

act. In the sight of Pharaoh and his court,

or at any rate of his train of attendants

(ver. 20), Aaron is to stretch his rod over

the Nile, and the water is at once to become

biooa, me fish to die, and the river in a short

time to become offensive, or, in the simple and

direct language of the Bible, to stink. The
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eominandd given by God are executed, and

the result is as declared beforehand by Moses

(vers. 20, 21).

Ver. 14.— Pharaoh's heart is hardened.

Eather, " is hard," " is duU." The adjective

\xsei is entirely unconnected with the verb of

the preceding verse.

Ver. 15.—In the morning. The expression

used both here and again in ch. viii. 20 seems

rather to imply a daily custom of the Pharaoh.

It is conjectured, not without reason, that

among the recognised duties of the monarch
at this time was the offering of a morning
sacrifice to the NUe on the banks of the river

(Keil and Delitzsch, Kalisch, etc.). Possibly,

however, this may not have been the case,

and God may have chosen for certain miracles

particular days, on which the king was about

to proceed to the river in view of some special

ceremony connected with the annual inunda-

tion. Against he come. Literally, " to meet
him." la their hand. When the time came
for smiting the waters, the rod was transferred

to Aaron's hand (ver. 19).

Ver. 16.—The Lord God . . . hath sent me
unto thee. Rather, "sent me unto thee."

The reference is to the original sending

(ch. V. 1\ Thou wooldest not hear. Literally,

" Thou nast not heard," t.e. up to this time

thou hast not obeyed the command given to

thee.

Ver. 17.—^In this thou shalt know that I

un the Lord. Pharaoh had declared on the

occasion specially referred to, " I know not

Jehovah, neither wiU I let Israel go " (ch. v. 2).

He is now told that he shall " know Jehovah "

in the coming visitation ; he shall know, i.e.,

that there is a great and truly existent God
who controls nature, does as he will even with

the Nile, which the Egyptians regarded as a

great deity ; and can turn, if he see fit, the

greatest blessings into curses. Behold, I will

smite. God here speaks of the acts of Moses
and Aaron as his own acts, and of their hands

as his hand, because they were mere instru-

ments through which he worked. The Roman
law said : " Qui facit per alium, facit per se."

The waters . . . shall be turned to blood.

Not simply, " shall be of the colour of blood,"

8B Rosenmiiller paraphrases, but shall become
and be, to all intents and purposes, blood. It

is idle to ask whether the water would have
answered to all the modem tests, microscopic

and other, by which blood is known. The
question cannot be answered. All that we are

entitled to conclude from the words of the text

is, that the water had all the physical appear-

ahcc—the look, taste, smell, texture of blood

;

and hence, that it was certainly not merely
discoloured by the red soil of Abyssinia, nor

by cryptogamic plants and infusoria. Water
thus changed would neither kill fish, nor
" stink," nor be atterly tmdrinkable.

Ver. 18.—The fish . . . shall die. This
would increase the greatness of the calamity,

for the Egyptians lived to a very large

extent upon fish (Birch, ' Egypt from the
Earliest Times,' p. 45), which was taken in

the Nile, in the canals, and the Lake Moeris

(Herod, ii. 149). The river shall stink.

As Keil and Delitzsch observe, " this seems to

indicate putrefaction." The Egyptians shall

loathe to drink. The expression is strongei

in verse 24, where we find that " they could

not drink." We may presxmie that at first,

not supposing that the fluid could really be

blood, they tried to drink it, took it into their

mouths, and possibly swallowed some, but that

very soon they found they could not continue

to do so.

Ver. 19.—Say unto Aaron. There is an

omission here (and generally throughout the

account of the plagues) of the performance by

Moses of God's behest. The Samaritan Pen-

tateuch in each case supplies the omission. It

has been argued (Kennicott) that the Hebrew
narrative has been contracted ; but most critics

agree that the incomplete form is the early

one, and that, in the Samar. version, the

original narrative has been expanded. The
waters of Egypt . . . streams . . . rirers . .

.

ponds . . . pools of water. The waters of

Lower Egypt, where this miracle was wrought,

consisted of (1) the various branches of the

Nile, natural and artificial, which were seven

when Herodotus wrote (Herod, ii. 17), whence

the Nile was called " septemfluus," or " sep-

temgeminus ;
" (2) the canals derived from

each branch to fertilise the lands along its

banks ; (3) ponds, marshes, and pools, the

results of the overflowing of the Nile, or of

its percolation through its banks on either

side; and (4) artificial reservoirs, wherein

water was stored for use after the inundation

was over. The four tenns of the text seem

applicable to this four-fold division, and

"show an accurate knowledge of Egypt"
(Cook), and of its water system. The
" streams " are the NUe branches ; the " rivers

"

correspond to the canals ; the " ponds " are

the natural accumulations of waters in per-

manent lakes or in temporary pools and

marshes ; while the " pools," or " gatherings of

waters " (margin), are the reservoirs made by

art. Aaron was to stretch out his rod over the

Nile, but with the intent to smite all the

Egyptian waters, and all the waters would at

once be smitten, the streams and the canals

and the natural lakes and the reservoirs. The

miracle would even extend to private dwell-

ings, and the change would take place through-

out all the land of Egypt, not only in respect

of the open waters spread over the country,

but even in respect of that stored, as waa

usual, in houses, and contained either in

vessels of wood or in vessels of stone. With
respect to these, it is to be observed that the
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Nile water was much improved by koopinj,

iuce the sediment suhsided ; and that tanks,

sometimes of wood, sometimes of stone, were

usual adjuncts of all th.- better class of houses.

Ver. 20.—He lifted up the rod. '_' He "

must be understood to mean " Aaron "' (see

ver. 19) ; but the writer is too much engr^ ssed

with the general run of his narrative to be
careful about minutix. All that he wants to

impress upon us is, that the rod was used as

an instrument for the working of the miracle.

He is not thinking of who it was that used it.

In the sight of Pharaoh. See the comment

on ver. 15. And of his servants. Either
" his courtiers generally," or, at any rate, a

large troop of attendants.

Ver. 21.—The fish that was in the river

died. It is most natiu-al to understand " all

the fish." There was blcod, etc. Literally,

" and the blood was tliroaghout all the land of

Egypt." The exact intention of the phrase is

doubtful, since undoubtedly " in numberless

instances, the Hebrew terms which imply
universality must be understood in a limited

sense " (Cook). " All the land " may mean no
more tmm "all the Delta."

HOMiLETICS.

Vers. 17—20.

—

OocTs punishments appropriate and terrible (vers. 17—^20). ThereWM
something peculiarly appropriate in the first judgmeat falling upon the Nile. The Nile

had been made the instrument of destruction to the Israelites by the first tyrannical

Phai-aoh (picjbably Seti I.). It had been defiled with the blood of thousands of innocent

victims. Crocodiles had in its waters crushed the tender limbs of those helpless infants,

and had stained them with a goro that in God's sight could never be forgotten. The
king, and the persons who were his instruments, had in so doing polluted their own
.holy river, transgressed their own law, ull'ered insults to one of the holiest of their own
deities. And all for the destruction of God's people. So, now that destruction was
coming upon themselves, now that the firstborn were doomed (ch. iv. 23). and the

catastrophe of the Red Sea was impending, the appropriate sign, which threatened

carnage, was given—the Nile was made to run with blood. The Egyptians had among
their traditions one which said that the Nile had once for eleven days flowed with honey
(Manetho ap. Syncell. 'Chronograph.' p. 55 a). As this supposed mhacle indicated a

tiun' of peace and prosperity, so the present actual one boded war and destruction.

Again, Pharaoh's especial crime at this time was, that he despised God. God therefore

caused his own chief deity to be despised. There are indications that, about this

iieriod, a special Nile-worship had set in. H.ipi, the Nile-god, was identified with

'hthah and Ammon—he was declared to stand "alone and self-created"—to he "the
Father of »11 the gods," " the Chief on the waters," " the Creator of all good things,"
" the Lord of terrors and of choicest joys." " Mortals " were said to " extol him, and
ihi cyde of Gods "—he stood above them all as the One Unseen and Inscrutable Being.
" He is not graven in marble," it was said ;

" he is not beheld ; he hath neither

niinistrants nor offerings ; he is not adored in sanctuaries ; his abode is not known ; no
fchrine of his is found with painted figures ; there is no building that can contain him ;"

and again, " unknown is his name in heaven ; he doth not manifest his forms ; vain are

all representations." (' Records of the Past,' vol. iv. pp. 107—113 ; vol. x. pp. 41—2.)

Jlenephthah was a special devotee of H;'\pi (ib. vol. x. p. 38). Nothing could have
seemed to him more terrible and shocking, than the conversion of his pure, clean,

refreshing, life-giving, god-hke stream, iuUi a mass of revolting putridity. And on the

people the judgment was still more tenible. Under ordinary circumstances, the whole
nation depended on the Nile for its water supply. There were no streams in the country
other than the Nile branches, no brooks, no rills, no springs or fountains. The sudden
conversion of all the readily accessible water—even such as was stored in houses—into

blood, was sickening, horrible, tremendous. Scarcely could any severer punishment of

the pe<jple have been devised. If a parti.il remedy bad not been found (\'erse 2i), It

would have been impossible for them to endure through the " seven dajB^Terso 25^
Bo fearful are the judgments of God upon those who ofi'end himl
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 14—25.

—

7%e Nile turned into hlood. The first of the series of plajrues which
fell on Egypt was of a truly terrific character. At the stretching out of ibe rod of

Aaron, the broad, swift-flowing current of the rising Nile suddenly assumed the hue and
qualities of blood. The stroke fell also on the reservoirs, canals, and ponds. What-
ever connection may be traced between this plague and natural phenomena (see Heng-
stenberg) it is plain that it stood on an entirely dift'erent footing from changes pro-

duced under purely natural conditions. 1. The water was rendered wholly unfit for use,

2. It became deadly in its properties (ver. 18). 3. The stroke was instantaneous.

4. It was pre-announced. 5. It descended on the river at the summons of Moses and
Aaron. 6. It lasted exactly seven days (ver. 25). An event of this kind was palpably

of supernatural origin. Contrast Moses with Christ, the one beginning the series of

wonders by turning the river into blood ; the other, in his first miracle, turning the

water into wine (John ii. 1—12). The contrast of judgment and mercy, of law and
Gospel. Consider

—

I. The demand renewed with the accompaniment of threat (vers. 16—19).

1. The demand was that which Pharaoh had hitherto resisted. It was a demand
righteous and reasonable in itself

—" Let my people go," etc. It had come to him, more-

over, as the command of Jehovah, and proof had been given him that such was its

character. Still he had resisted it. This, however, did not di.spose of the demand, which
now confronts him again. 2. 'llie demand which Pharaoh would not freely grant, he it

now to he compelled to grant. If he wUl not bow to reason, to persuasion, to evidence,

he must bow to power. An unprecedented calamity would overtake his laud :
" In this

shalt thou know that I am the Lord ; behold, I will smite with the rod," etc. (ver. 17).

Note—(1) Reasonable means are exhausted with the sinner before compulsion is

resorted to. God is unwilling to proceed to extremities. (2) Nevertheless, if gentler

methods fail, means will be used which will compel submission. " As I live, saith the

Lord, every knee shall bow to me, and every tongue shaU confess to God " (Rom. xiv. 11

;

PhU. ii. 10, 11). (3) Excuses are not admitted for wilful unbelief. Pharaoh would
probably have pleaded as a ground for his refusal, that he did not believe that the

command in question proceeded from Jehovah. No such plea \nll be admitted in the

court of heaveu. Every allowance will be made for involuntary ignorance, but none for

wilful unbelief. What the sinner is asked to do is righteous and reasonable in itself; is

made kuowu to him as God's will ; and is evidenced to be such by many infallible proofs.

Refusal to acknowledge the sufliciency of this evidence does not exculpate from the

guilt of disobedience. The question is not

—

Does he, or will he, admit its sufficiency,

but is it sufficient? Not, Does it convince him? but, Ought it to convince him?
Our errors, follies, and mistakes will not hinder the Almighty from executing his

purposes. If we stand in the way of them, and wUl not bend, we must be crushed.

II. The plague as a sign to Egypt. The smiting of the Is'ile was—1. A proof

of the power of Jehovah (ver. 17). It showed him to be an actually existing Being,

demonstrated his supremacy in nature, and made manifest his determination to punish

resistance to Ms will. 2. A blow at Egyptian idolatry. It turned the river Nile,

which itself was worshipped as a divinity, into an object of loathsomeness and source

of death to its worshippers. They were the chief gods of Egypt, too, who were supposed

to be embodied Lo the river. How clear the proof of the vanity of the idols, and of the

unchallengeable superiority of .Jehovah ! Yet we do not learn that one idol the less was
worshipped in Egypt as the result of it. 3. A warning of worse evil to come. The
Nile was in a sense symbohcal of Egypt, of whose prosperity it was the source. The
turning of this river into blood was in fact a pro]ihecy or threat of utter ruin to the

state. The succeeding plagues are merely the unfukling of the threat contained in this

" oite. 4. 'J he removal of the plague at the end of seven days hetvkened~the unwillingness

•f Ood to proceed to extremities. It is very noticeable that the plague was removed

unasked, and while Pharaoh was still hardening his heart. 8o long-suiTering is God
that he will try all means with sinners before finally giving them up. The lessons for

ourselves fruui this plague are these—(1) The certainty of God's threatenings being

executed. (2"^ The terrible punishments in reserve for disobedience. (3) The ease
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tdth which God can Finite a nation, and bring it to the point of ruin. The smitinoj of

the Kile meant the immediate paralysis of all industry, commerce, and agriculture

throughout the land of Egypt, while, had the plague lasted a few days longer, the result

would have been the death of the whole population. We call this "miracle," but

miracle is only the coming forth into visibility of the hand which is at all times

working in the phenomena of nature, and in the affairs of history. By famine, by

pestilence, by blight of crops, by clap of war, turning the river of a nation's life into

very literal blood (so France in 1870), by the simplest natural agencies, if so it pleas&i

him—could Jehovah speedily reduce our national pride, and smite at the fountain-heads

the sources of our national prosperity. A very sensible proof was given of this—of

the readiness with which the trade of a whole country could be paralysed, and great

cities reduced in no long period to absolute starvation, by a slight change in natural

conditions—in the great snowstorm of January ItSl. (See the Spectator of

29th January, 1881.) Had the storm lasted but a week or two longer, the effects would

have been as serious to cities like London, and to the cotmtry as a whole, as this smiting

of the Kile in Egypt. (4) God's judgments are anticipative. Judgments in this life

forewarn of judgments beyond.

III. The poeeile imitation of the magicians (ver. 22). 1. The magicians

could not remove the plague ; they could only with the few drops of water at their

command produce a feeble imitation of it. How futile is this as a disproof of God's

agency ! So it is a pitiable way of disposing of God's judgments to show that some-

thing like them can be produced by undivine means. The savant, e.g., may produce in

his laboratory an imitation of rain or thunder, and may think that he has thereby

disproved God's agency in any infliction he may send upon a land through these

instrumentalities ; but this is small comfort to the country that is being smitten by
them. 2. The attempts of the magicians to refute the pretensions of Moses only

resulted in making the supernatvu-al character of the plague more manifest. In the

same way, the efforts of sceptics to disprove, e.g., the Divine origin of the religion of the

Bible, or of the book itself, only end in making its Divinity more apparent. " The
more conclusively you demonstrate to the human reason that that which exists ought

not to exist, so much the more do you enhance the miracle of its existence. That
must be the most astounding of all facts that still exists notwithstanding the gravest

objections to its existence."

IV. The hardening of Pharaoh (vers. 22, 23). The hardening of Pharaoh here

enters on a new phase. It was—1. Hardening against conviction. Pharaoh must have

felt in this case that he was in presence of a true work of God. The puny efforts of

his magicians could not possibly impose upon him. But he would not yield. He would

not obey conviction. 2. Hardening mider punishment. Pharaoh was in the position of

one who, being often reproved, hardeneth his neck (Prov, xxix. 1). He had risked,

even after this last warning, the chances of the threatening turning out to be untrue.

Kow, to his utter discomfiture, the stroke descends, and his empire is on the point of

ruin. Yet he hardened himself in resistance. 3. Hardening which was deliberate.

" Pharaoh turned and went into his house, neither did he set his heart to this also
"

^ver. 23). He had reached a point at which he could only stiffen himself in his

aetermination to resist <iod, by refusing to think, by deliberately turning away from
the hght and resolving not to face the question of his duty. The monarch knows his

duty, and knows that he knows it, yet he will not obey. 4. Hardening obstinately

Srsevered in. He held out through all the seven days of the duration of the plague,

ardening of this kind speedily robs the soul of its few remaining sparks of suscepti-

bility to truth.—J. 0.

Vers. 14—25.

—

The first plague: the water turned to blood. L The flack whebb
MoBKB WAS TO MEET Pharaoh. Moscs was not always to be put to it to find his

entrance into the palace. God can arrange things so that Pharaoh shall come to meet
him. The instructions given to Moses at once call to our minds how Pharaoh's daugliter,

•ighty years before, had come down to the river to find and protect a helpless babe, and
how that same bab&^having passed through many chequered years, and many strange

•xj)erience8 at the hands both of God and men—has to meet with another Pharaoh.
We are not told why Pharaoh went down to the water ; it may have been to worship,
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for the Egyptians held the Nile in pious regard- But as the narrative says nothing on
this point, we had better not assume it. It is sufiBcient to observe that Pharaoh was
led down to the stream, to see it, the great benefactor of his land, turned into a curse

(that is, if it was down to the Nile that he went. M. de Lesseps maintains that the
city of the Pharaohs was not on the Nile, but on a tributary of it See Hunter's ' Life

of Lord Mayo,' vol. i. p. 132).

II. The distinct warning given to Pharaoh of what is about to happen.
This warning is not peculiar to the first plague. Warning is mentioned as having been
given along with most of the others, and possibly it was given where it is not mentioned.
But it is of course a thing to be specially noted that God did not begin this succession

of disasters without due and solemn warning. Not that there was any formal appeal to

Pharaoh. It rather seems to be taken for granted that an appeal will be of no use.

But even though Pharaoh disregarded, it was a good thing to say beforehand what was
about to happen. Moses himself, and Aaron, and all devout Israelites who had eyes to

perceive, could thus see God's plan opening out more and more. AU information is

good that makes us feel how God is working upon an ascertained and settled plan.

III. The plague itself. Water is changed to blood. Two of the great elements
that belong to life are thus put in sharp contrast. Water is an element scarcely less

distributed than the air itself. It is one of those common blessings which are so

common that we take them with no manner of doubt that we are perfectly sure of them,
come what may. The importance of water is seen by nothing more than by the
frequent references to it in Scripture as illustrative of spiritual blessings. There is water
to drink ; water to cleanse ; water to fertilise vegetation. This element God takes, and
all at once, over a wide stretch of territory, turns it to blood. Thus we see how he can
make mere natural things a blessing or a curse according to his will. Water is a
blessing, and blood a blessing, according to circumstances of time and place. There is

sufiering when blood is where water ought to be ; and equally there is suffering if water
is where blood ought to be. Here there was great sufiering because blood was where
water was meant to be. When the people came for water to di'ink, to cook, to wash, to

water plants, they found only blood ; and yet that very blood was the same in its

composition with the liquid which flowed incessantly through their own bodies. Their
health depended on its richness, its purity, and the regularity of its flow. On the other

hand, consider the poor man who came to Christ to be cured of the dropsy (Luke xiv. 2).

He had to complain, not that blood was where water ought to be, but that water was
where blood ought to be. And here we claim that this miracle is not sufficiently

explained by saying that the ivater was turned into something like blood. We must
take it that there was a conversion of the water literally into blood. We are here just

at the beginning of a critical and sublime exliibition of signs and wonders. Why, then,

needlessly make admissions which will diminish the force of these? Granting the
Bupematural at all, let us be ready to grant it to the full where the statements of the

text require it. The Being who changed a rod to a serpent could change, if need were,

the waters of the whole globe into blood. We should be careful not to admit, without
sufficient reason, anything to diminish the horrors of this plague. What a poor picture

it presents to the imagination to think of streams stained with red earth or microscopic

infiisoria ! How much more impressive in every way—how much more consistent with
high conceptions of the anger of Jehovah, and of the punitive aspect of his power—to

think of blood, real blood everywhere, " vast rolling streams, florid and high-coloured,"

and becoming after a while, a stagnating, clotting, putrescent mass. Very fitly does

Matthew Henry remark on this plague :
—

" One of the first miracles Moses wrought was
turning water into blood, but one of the first miracles our Lord Jesus wrought was
turning water into wine ; for the law was given by Moses, and it was a dispensation of

death and terror ; but grace and truth, which, like wine, make glad the heart, came by
Jesus Christ."

IV. TftE apparently successful rivalry of the magicians. They also were able,

or seemed to be able, to turn water into blood. There are, indeed, some difficulties in

understanding the nature of their action here—whether it was mere trickery and decep-
tion, or whether ' !od did allow water, as it passed through their hands, to be changed to

blood- An understanding of these points is, however, of secondary importance, 'ihe

thing of moment is to mark how unimpressed the magicians themselves seem to have
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been with the terrible spectacle presented to them. It was not for Pharaoh only to

take heed to this river of blood ; the intimation was for them also. But they clung, aa

privileged men almost always do cling, to their position and influence. Not only was

Pharaoh's kingdom in danger, but their standing as the professed agents of supernatural

powers. They went on, vainly contending against this new manifestation of po\vfer,

though stirely in their hearts they must have felt it was destined to prevaiL And their

conduct was made worse by the fact thai they were pursuing it in the midst of general

suffering.

V. The intebval to the next plaqttb. What was this interval for? Surely to

give Pharaoh time—time to consider the miracle in all its bearings, and get over the

rashness and pride which prompted his first thoughts of continued resistance. We know
not if, during these seven days, the river slowly returned to its natural state. Perhaps

there was no sharp dividing line between the plagues ; one may have come on as

another faded away. Seven days, then, were given to Pharaoh to change his mind ; but

it is very hard for a man, even in seven days, to say he has been utterly wrong. And
then there is the success of these magicians to keep him astray. Yet what was there

in them to give satisfaction ? It seemed they could do the same thing which Moses was

doing, viz. change water into blood. If only they could have changed blood into water

again, then they might have been of some use and comfort to Pharaoh-—Y.

Ver. 14—25. TJie water turned into blood. I. The punishment. There were two
elements in it. 1. The deprivation : water, one of the most essential of all God's gifts,

was suddenly made useless. 2. The horror. Had all the water of Egypt suddenly

disappeared, the punishment had been infinitely less. Instead of water, there was blood

and corruption. 3. It was a judgment on Egypt's idolatry. The things we set in

God's stead vnU. be made an abomination and a horror to us. 4. It was the revelation

of Egypt's guilt ; beneath these waters the babes of Israel had sunk in their hopeless

struggle with death. The abused gifts of God will be removed, but the horror of their

abuse will abide.

I. The attempt to discredit God's agency in thb calamity. The magicians

could increase the plague, and therefore it was not from the hand of God ! The same
argument is used still to prevent misfortune being considered as a chastisement and
warning.from God. Men can see in it chance only, or man's hand, not the Lord's.

III. Pharaoh's dogged refusal to obey. He "turned and went into his hoiise"

(ver. 23). '1 his would prolong his punishment, but could not conquer God. Instead

of bowing to God's word, we may shut ourselves in with oui sin, but we only bind

Judgment upon ub, and tempt God to inflict a heavier blow.—U.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 22, 23.—On the occurrence of the

ee*nd sign and first plague, the magicians

were apain consulted; and, by means which

it is impossible to do more than conjecture,

they produced a seeming transfonnation into

blood of a certain quantity of water. The
inquiry, whence they procured the water, is

answered by ver. 24. That they antually tiu-ned

water into blood is scarcely asserted in the

vague "did so" of ver. 22. Pcrliaps they had

recourse to sleight of hand, and made a sub-

stitution, like modern conjurors ; perhaps they

merely turned the water of a red colour. AU
that was necessary was to convince Pharaoh

that they were able to do what Moses and

Auoa had done—there was no one to watch,

and test, and examine their pretended miraelfl

which consequently passed muster, though it

may have been no more than a trick.

Pharaoh, however, suffered himself to be con-

vinced, and " turned and went into his house,'

without paying any attention to the marvel

wrought (ver. 23).

Ver. 22.—The magicians of Fgypt did bo.

They could not do what Moses and Aaron had
done—stretch out, that is, a rod over the Nile,

and turn it and all its branches, and ponds,

and pools, into blood, for this troj* atreadp
done. They could only show their skill upon
some small quantity of water in a cup or othei

vessel. No doubt they produced ?ome apparent
change, which waa accepted by Pharaoh as aa
equivalent to what had been effected by tlM
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Israelite chiefs, but which must have fallen

far short of it. Pharaoh would not be a severe

eriti£.

Ver. 23.—Pharaoh turned

—

i.e. " returned
"

—quirted the river-bank, satisfied with what
the magicians had done, and went back to the

palace. Neither did he set his heart to thi«
also. A better tisuislation is that of Booth-
royd—"Nor did he lay even this to heart."
In the expression " even this " there is an
allusion to the previous neglect of the first

sign (ver. 13).

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 22, 23.

—

The power of Satan is vnth all decfivahJeness. Satan himself, and
wicked men, his instruments, are especially strong in the power of deception. Satan
deceived Eve (1 Tim. ii. 14). The l}ing spuit deceived Ahab (1 Kings xxii. 22).
Rebekah and Jacob together deceived Isaac. Gehazi deceived Naaman. Bad men are

clever and plausible, and keensighted, and painstaking, and careful—they lay their plana
skilfully, and carry them out boldly, and are usually successful. The magicians had
not only their own credit at stake, but also that of the priests, who were in league with
them. They would not be very scrupulous what means they used, so that they could
persuade the Pharaoh that whatever Moses and Aaron could do, they could do : and they
succeeded. The " father of lies " no doubt suggested to them some clever method of

seeming to perform the same sort of miracle as the Israelitish leaders had performed

—

they adopted it, and cheated the eyes of the beholders. When men wished to nip the
religion of Christ in the bud, they called its Founder " that deceiver " (Matt, xxvii. 63).

Deceit is a device of Satan. In nothing are the powers of light and darkness more
contrasted than in the simpleness, the straightforward sincerity that characterises the

former, and the crookedness, the tortuousness, the insincerity that goes with the latter.

He who is " the Way " and " the Life," is also " the Truth." All who would have
fellowship with him must " walk in truth."

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 24—25.—Necessity is the mother of

invention. Finding the Nile water continue

utterly undrinkable, the Egyptians bethought

themselves of a means of obtaining water to

which they never had recourse in ordinary

times. This was to dig pits or wells at some

distance from the river, and so obtain the

moisture that lay in the ground, no doubt

derived from the river originally, but already

there before the change of the water into

blood took place. This, it appears, remained

water, and was drinkable, though probably

not very agreeable, since, owing to the nitrous

quality of the soil in Egvpt, well-water has

always a bitter and brackish taste. It sufficed,

however, for drinking and culinary purposes

during the " seven days " that the plague con-

tinued (ver. 25).

Ver. 24.—All the Egyptians digged. Not
the Hebrews. The water stored in the houses
of the Hebrews in reser\-oLrs, cisterns, and the
like, was (it would seem) not vitiated ; and
this would suffice for the consiunption of

seven days. "Water to drink. Blood would
not become water b percolation through
earth, as Canon Cook appears to think
(' Speaker's Commentary,' vol. i. p. 278) ; but
there might have been sufficient water in the
ground before the pligue began, to fill the
wells dug, for seven cays.

Ver. 25.—And seven days were fulfilled.

This note of time has been regarded as merely
fixing the interval between the first plague
and the second. But it is more natural to

regard it as majKing the duration of the first

plague. The intervals between one plague
and another are nowhere estimated.

HOMILETICS.

Ver. 23:.

—

God allows men to seek and oblnm alleviations of his judgments. We
are not intended to sit down under the judgments of God, and fold our hands, and
do nothing. Whether it be war, or pestilence, or f^imine, or any other Heaven-sent
calamity that comes upon us for our sins and those of our n.ation, we must beware of
sinking into apathy under the infliction, and allowing it simply to run its course. God

KXODUa. X
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does not desire that we should show our submission in this way. He gives us thought,

and ingenuity, and inventiveness, that' in every difficulty we may devise remedies, and

80 lessen our own and our neighbours' sufferings. Oriental nations view each calamity

that comes upon them as Kismet, " fate," and make no exertions to meet it. stem it,

minimise it. Christians should act otherwise. They should so far imitate the Egyptians

as to set to work actively, to do what can be done in the way of relief and alleviation.

God freely allows this. He did not punish the Egyptians for digs^ng, or frustrate their

efforts by preventing the water that was in the gi'ound from tilling the wells, or by
rendering it undriukable. And so he alluws cholera or plague, or even ordinary

sickness, which is his judgment on an individual, to be met by care, attention, cleanli-

ness, remedial measures, and is so far from interfering ag;\inst such exertions, that

he blesses them, and for the most part renders them efifectuaL

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Chaps, vii.—^x.

—

The great conflict. " For I will at this time send all my plagues,"

etc. : Ex. ix. 14. Keeping the last tremendous visitation apart, for it stands out in

lone grandeur in the story, it is well to take the other nine plagues together in any
homiletic use we make of them ; for—1. They have many features in common. '1. And
are closely connected with one another. A landscape should not be cut up, when we
can see at a sweep the whole panorama. The subject, then, is Jehovah's conflict with

this great idolatrous world-jX)wer.

I. The agent. What was Moses ? What was his Divine legation ? 1. He was a

patriot- deliverer, ranking with TeU, Bruce, etc. etc., as the saviour of his nation—but

more! 2. A sidesman—the creator (under God) of first a polity, and then a nation-

He taught free men to govern themselves, under God. But Moses was more! 3. A
prophet of the living God. Moses was intensely religious, lie ranks with the gre;itest

spiritual leaders of the world. His peer is Elijah, though Elijah was not quite equaL

So great are they both that they appear on Tabor with the transfigured Lord. God,

eternity, the soul, law, salvation, religiun are the master motives of this great spirit.

All that Moses was besides is to be traced to this deep root. The lesson is obvious

:

religion first

—

then the things that accompany salvation.

II. His deeds. 1. Their historic reality. Two facts certain—(1) Israel in Egypt.

(2) Israel in Canaan. The liistoric problem is: How was the transition made? (I)

Kings are not in the habit of emancipating races (note ! apparent exceptions—William

III. and Revolution of 1688. Emancipation of serfs by the Russian Czar. Lincoln

and the freedom of the four millions of slaves.) (2) Israel never won its own freedom.

Nor (3) was Egypt overthrown by a foreign power, and so in the confusion Israel

emerged to liberty. (4) The Deliverer was God, and the mode, that described in the

book. 2. Their ejuct nature. Exposition here of the miracles seriatim, with a careful

note of the specialities of each. This as a foundation for the discussion of the question:

Were the plagues natural or supernatural? They were either (I) natural; or (2)

supernatural ; or (3) natural in kind, but supernatural in degree, in circumstances and

in concomitants. See ch. x. 12, 19 ; xiv. 21. Our view is the last. But that the

visitations were direct from the hand of God is clear from—(1) Their colossal propor-

tions. (2) Their concentration upon one ejwch. (3) Their relation to the in" 1

cuntroversy. (-1) Their gradation. (5) Dependence on the word of Moses. [On tua

evidential value of the plagues, see ' Speaker's Commentary,' vol. i. 241.] 3. Their

objectiue. This word here used in a military sense. What was the Divine object in

these visitations ? To hurl thunderbolts against the idolatries of Egypt : Ex. xii. 12.

For detail, see Dr. Alexander's Kitto's Cyclo., p. 751, vol. i. 4. 'llieir superiority to

the acts of the magicians. Full tiiscussion of the questions—What the magicians

really did, and how they did it, will be found in the CungregatiiMial Lectures by

Ilcv. Walter Scott, of Airedale College, on "The Existence of Evil Spirits," 145—156.

The conclusion, sustained by argument, is that they were adepts in sleight of hand.

But, for homiletic purposes, show the grandeur of the scale on wliich Moses acted,

and the imjjosiiig character of his deeds as a moral demonstration to the idolaters of

Egypt. 5. Their climacteric character. When God deals with sinners, he begin"* »6ir
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off, and only very gradually draws near and close to their deepest life and acutest
feeling. So here he touches first the river—then comfort (frogs, lice, flies)—then
cattle—then the skin of the people—then food (hail and locusts)—then threatens life

by the suffocating effects of the fifty days' sand-storm darkness—^at last life itself.

" 1 will sing of mercy " as well as " of judgment," etc.

III. His words. Fine homiletic use may be made of the verbal controversy which
went on between Moses and Pharaoh all the time of these visitations, and which
increased in tragic vehemence as blow after blow descended. Note Pharaoh's waverings,

relentings, and anon persistence ; and also the occasional passionate entreaties of the
hardened sinner on behalf of the awestruck and repentant people. But " whom the
gods purpose to destroy they first of all madden."

IV. Effects. 1. On the Egyptians. Leading some finally to attach themselves to

the redeemed of the Lord. 2. On Moses. Called to a stupendous work. Timid.
Trained to confidence in God, and obedience to his slightest word. Note 1—So God ia

ever training his servaiits. 3. On Israel, through Moses.

V. Lessons. The main ones of this great controversy. 1. The object of Ood in
dealing with men. To beat down the idolatries of the human heart—to reveal himself
—his law—his salvation—to reconcile men with himself. 2. The inevitable conflict, i.e.

until God's purpose be accomplished. Show the reality of this conflict in the case of

every sinner. Message after message, mercy after mercy, judgment after judgment. If

men will not be reconciled, then there must be antagonism ; to that antagonism there

can be but one end. It is in this sense that Amos challenges Israel
—" Prepare to meet

thy God, Israel." This is the word of the Lord as "a man of war." 3. Th*- futility

of the repentance of fear. Case of Pharaoh. Case of every sinner. Fear, however, haa
its mission—to awaken to concern. But no repentance is soUd, lasting in its effect,

but that which takes place in view of the love of our Father as seen in the cross of

Jesus Christ our Lord.—R.

Chaps, vii.—x.—" The Lord, he is the Ood." Egypt was a pleasant land—" the

garden of the Lord " (Gen. xiii. 10). The river, the source of its fertility, was fenced

off from desert on either side by chff ranges—canopied from morning to evening by the

ever blue, bright sky. No wonder that the inhabitants should think much of such a
land, that they should come to say of river, land, sky, " These be thy gods, Egypt I"

The veil of nature, which should reveal—as by shadow cast on sheet—may hide, the

luiseen God : cf. Rom. i. 20. The struggle with Pharaoh shows us God asserting

himself—proving himself " God of gods " as well as " Lord of lords." Regarding

the river as the source of fertility ; the land as the sphere for fertility ; the sky as the

guardian of fertihty—see how God openly manifests the dependence of each and all

on him.

I. The kiveb. " The beneficent NUe, the very life of the state and of the people "

(Stanley). (1) Middle of June—season of annual overflow. To all appearance more
than ever divine—Pharaoh (ch. vii. 15) probably openly acknowledging its divinity.

Suddenly turned into blood—loathsome ; no longer a source of fertility, but a source of

corruption and death—at the command of Jehovah, the ujirecognised invisible Source

whence the fertilising power had been derived. (2) Later. Subsidence of the water.

The river mud seems to breed frogs. Compelled at the Divine command to fructify not

grain but reptUes. (3) Later. Even the dust of the sun-dried mud turned by Jehovah
into a tormenting pest. " The river is mine, and the soU which it deposits is mine ; even

the very dust which it leaves is mine. Have not I, the Lord, made all these things ?
"

II. The land. So far the river has been made to plague the land ; but Jehovah
needs no intermediary. He has direct power over the land also. (1) Chap. viii. 21, 22.

Swarms of flies (gnats) coming up as it were out of the ground. Yet land severed from

land—Go§hen spared, " so that thou mayestknow that I am Jehovah in the midst of the

land." (2) Chap, ix. 3. Murrain in the cattle—the creatures most nearly connected

with the land; identified with its prosperity; deified as its representatives—at a set

time, within appointed limits. (3) Chap. ix. 9. Pestilence on man and beast. The
fumace-ash strewed heavenwards. The land as modified by human agency turned into

• plague upon the men who used it. ** The laud is mine, and the cattle are mine, the

M 2
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Tety furnace-ash which ye might almost cLaim as seZ^-made is mine. Have not I, the

Lord, made all these tilings?"

III. The sky. The previous plague (chap. ix. 8) " toward the heaven," seems to chal-

lenge the sky divinities. Now they also are to be proved subject. 1. Chap. ix. 22.

Atlhe word of Jehovah the protector becomes the devastator. Clouds gather and pour

out water. Pharaoh and Egypt, too, shall know that the earth belongs to no sky

divinity, but to Jehovah : chap. v. 29. 2. Chap. x. 13. The Avinds, compelled into

Jehovah's service, become charioteers for his locust armies. 3. Chap. x. 21. The

Bun, source of light, chief of the gods—even he is draped in darkness at the word of

Jehovah. " The sky is miue with its clouds and winds, even the sun in all his glory.

Have not I, the Lord, made all these things ?
"

Application

:

—People still forget God—still, practically, deify his gifts, and so plant

them as to hide the Giver of them. The world, our respectable every-day world, uo%

imlike Hgypt. Health (life, fwi?), the river that fertilises it. Circumstances (life, 0ior),

the land fertilised. Thought, intelligence, wisdom, the sky which seems to canopy and

protect both. Deify them and forget the God above them, and Grod will yet manifest

himself by strange plagues on your divinities. Your river shall be turned into blood,

•nd your sun into darkness [cf. Termyson, " Palace of Art."] These things, too—health,

happiness, intelligence—he will surely show that he and no other has made them alL—G.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER vm.

Vers. 1

—

7.—The second plague. After an

lHter\'al which there are no means of estimating,

the second plague followed the first. Again,

while the main purpose of the plague was to

punish the nation by which Israel had been so

long oppressed, the secondary object of throw-

ing contempt upon their religion was main-

tained. Frogs were among the Egyptian

acred animals. One of their deities, Heka,

was a frog-headed goddess ; and they seem to

have regarded the frog as a sacred emblem of

creative power. The great multiplication of

frogs, whereby they became an annoyance and

a curse, was a trial and strain to the entire

Egypticti religions system. The Egyptians

might not kill them ; yet they destroyed all

their comfort, all their happiness. Their

animal-worship was thus proved absurd and

ridiculous. They were obliged to respect the

creatures which they hated—to preserve the

animals they would fain have swept from the

face of the earth. It is perhaps somewhat
difficult for modern Europeans to imagine the

plague that frogs might be. The peculiar

kind, which has the scientific name of Rana
Mosaica, resembles our toad, and is a disgust-

ing object, which crawls rather than leaps, and
croaks porpetually. To have the whole country
filled with these disgusting reptiles, to be un-
able to walk in the streets without treadmg
«n them, to find them not only occupying

one's doorstep bnt in possession of one's honae,

in one's bed-chamber, and upon one's bed, to

hear their dismal croak perpetually, to see

nothing but their loathsome forms whither-

soever one looked, to be in perpetual contact

with them and feel the repulsion of their cold,

rough, clammy skin, would be perhaps as

severe a punishment as can well be conceived.

Nations are known to have daserted their

homes, and fled to a foreign land to escape

from it " In Pasonia and Dardania," says

Phoenias, a disciple of Aristotle, '• there ap-

peared once suddenly such a niunber of frogs,

that they filled the houses and the streets.

Therefore—as killing them, or shutting the

doors, was of no avail ; as even the vessels were
full of them, the water infected, and all f >od un-

eatable
; as they could scarcely set their foot

upon the ground without treading on heaps of

them, and as they were vexed by the smell of

the great numbers which died—they fled from

that region altogether " (Eustath. ad Horn. H.

L p. 35). In Egypt, the young frogs come
out of tlie waters in the month of September,

when the inundation is beginning to subside.

Even now they sometimes amount to a severe

visitation.

Ver. L—Go unto Pharaoh. The secona
plague is given simply as a plague, not as a
sign. It is first threatened (ver. 2), and then
accomplished (ver. G). an interval being al-

lowed, that Pharaoh might change his mind,
and escape the plague, if lie chose.

Ver. 2.—Erogs. The word used for •' frog,"
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Tit tsS]^arda, is thought to be Egyptian, and
to remain (abbreviated) in the modern do/da,
which is in common use, and designates the
species known to natm-alists as "Eana
Mosaica."

Ver. 3.—The river shall hring forth frogs.
The frogs do not often come directly out of

the river. They are bred in the pools and
marshes which the Nile leaves as it is retiring.

These, however, may be viewed as detached
fragments of the river. Thine honse . . . thy
bed-chamber . , . thy bed. The extreme
cleanliness of the Egyptians (Herod, ii. 37)
rendered this visitation peculiarly disagreeable
to them- The frogs under ordinary circum-
stances do not think of entering houses. Ovens
in Egypt were probably baking-pans. These
were heated from within by a fire of wood,
which was withdrawn after a time and the

dough attached by pressure to the interior of
the vessels. Kneading-troughs were vesseJa
in which the dough was prepared. Both these
and ovens are represented in the Egyptiaa
tombs. (See Eosellini, ' Mon. Civ.' pi. 84, 86.)

Ver. 5.—Over the streams . . . rivers . .

,

ponds. See the comment on ch. vii. 19.

Ver. 6.—The frogs came up. Literally,
" The frog came up," the word being used to
designate the class or species.

Ver. 7.—The magicians did so . . . and
brought up frogs. Here again, as in their

imitation of the first plague (ch. vii. 22),
sleight of hand may have been the means
employed by the magicians ; or possibly they
may have merely claimed that their enchant-
ments " brought up " frogs, which were in
reality the consequence of Aaron's act (ver. 2).

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—8.

—

Ood can ewurge men "beyond endurance with a whip of ttraw. A frog

seems an innocent and harmless reptile enough, not pleasing nor attractive, but scarcely

calculated to cause much suffering. When the Egyptians made frogs sacred, they had
no notion of one day finding them an intolerable annoyance. But God can make, of the
least of his creatures, a weapon to woimd, a whip to scourge men. Minute microscopic

fungi and entozoa destroy crops and wither up the human frame. Huge ships are

utterly ruined by the working of the Teredo navalis. White ants bring down houses.

And so, on this occasion, poor weak frogs made the lives of the Egyptians a buithen to

them. Forced to tread on them as they walked, to feel them crawling upon their

naked feet, to see them covering the floors of their chambers and the soft cushions of

their beds, finding them in their ovens, their kneading-troughs, the culinary and other

vessels, scarcely able to keep them out of their food, always hearing their melancholy
croak, the imfortuuate wretches had not a moment's comfort or peace. Constant dropping
wears out a stone. A trivial annoyance becomes intolerable by repetition and persis-

tence. Thus, even the obdurate Pharaoh, who had borne the first plague tUl God choae

to remove it without a symptom of yielding, is cowed by the second plague, and " calla

for Moses and Aaron " (ver. 8).

HOmLIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vera. 1—39.

—

Three plagues—frogs, lice, flies. On the precise character of these

three plagues. Bee the exposition. They are to be viewed in their relation to the

Egyptians—1. As an intensification of the natural plagues of the land. 2. As a
i
roof

of the almightiness of Jehovah (see on ch. vii. 17), and of the folly of further contest

with him (vers. 10, 22). 3. As a demonstration of the vanity of the idols. The
Egyptian gods were utterly powerless to aid their worshij^pers. There was not the

shsuiow of help to be derived from them. This was the more remarkable that several of

the gods were worshipped as protectors from the very classes of plagues which were here

brought upon the country, 'ihere were fly-gods, to protect against flies, deities to pro-

tect against frogs, etc. And the defeat of the idols was remarkable from this other fact,

that 6ev§ral of the agents employed as scourges of Egypt were themselves ranked as

deities. This was the case with the river, and with many of the creatures, e.g. the

beetle, probably included under " flies." 4. The removal of the plagues when Pharaoh

showed signs of submission, was a proof of God's mercy, and a token to the monarch of

his sincerity in his dealings with him generally. Taken in connection wiin i'haraoh's

behaviour under them, the three plagues read us valuable lessons. They teach

—

L Tbx BUPBBiiACT OF Goo IN TUB KiNQDOH OF NATXJBE. All CTeatures, all ageDckiy
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are under his control. They come and go, march and countermarch, act in separation

or combination, at Lis pleasure. He sent the hornets before the Israelites to drive out

the Amorites from their strong castles (ch. xxii. 26). He frequently punished Israel by
sending armies of locusts to devour the produce of the fields (Joel i., ii. ; Amos iv.).

Jehovah was at the head of these armies (Joel ii. 11), and so was he at the head of the

armies of frogs, gnats, flies, and other noxious insects that drove the Egyptians to a

state of desperation. This is a striking thought, in as full accordance with a sound
philosophy and with the fects presented to us iu nature, as with the teaching of Christ,

who bids us see the Father's hand even in the fall of a sparrow. What account can be

flven, e.g., of the migratory instincts of birds, save that suggested by this thought of

ehevah's rule, regulating their motions, and guiding them in their long and perilous

journeys (Jer. viii. 7). He rules. He alone rules. " An idol is nothing " (1 Cor. viii. 4).

II. The impotence of man in the hands of Jehovah. 1. God's entire control of
aU things in creation gives him command of exhaustless resources for the punishment of

his enemies. When the river was healed at the end of seven days, Pharaoh may have
thought that his trouble had blown past—that the plagues were at an end. But lo ! a
new plague is brought upon him, of which he had never dreamed, a plague of " frogs,"

also from the river. Then in swift successive strokes came the plagues of gnats, of

mixed insects, of murrain of beasts, of boils, etc., each breaking out from some new and
totally unexpected quarter. If ever the Egyptians thought. Surely the arrows in the

quiver of this mighty god are at length all spent, they were speedily undeceived by the

breaking forth upon them of some fresh plague. The Almighty's quiver is not thus
easily exhausted. There la at every stage ia his chastisements an infinite reserve of

power to chastise us further, and in new forms. 2. Natural agentsare a frequent means
by which God chastises the rebellious. It is really a truer philosophy which sees God
behind all action of natural force, and all movements of the irrational creatures, than
that which sees only second causes, only laws and instincts, and refuses to recognise the

Supreme < trderer in their movements and combinations. There need be no scruple in

acknowledging second causes, or even, in a sense, a reign of unvarying law ; but the
" laws " of nature are one thing, and the " course " of nature another, and this latter the

Theist behaves to be no more ot chance than the former, while the Christian is taught

to trace a Divine purpose and end in its minutest ramifications. Hail, snow, fire, and
Tapour ; stormy wind ; rain and thunder ; insect and reptile life

;
plague and famine

;

disease in its myriad forms—aU are weapons in the hands of God by which he can fulfil

his righteous will to punish. 3. The minutest forms of life are used by God as his

sorest scourges. Thomas Scott acutely remarks that the plagues would have been easier

to bear, and would not have been felt to be so humihating, had the agents in them been
lions and tigers, or other animals of the nobler sort ; or perhaps foreign enemies. 'J here

would at least have been dignity in succumbing to the attacks of hordes of jxiwertul

foes. But how intolerably humiliating to be conquered by shoals of frogs or by insignifi-

cant and contemptilile creatures Uke Uce and flies ! Yet Pharaoh could more easily

have contended with the former classes of enemies than with these latter. One army
can charge another with at least some chance of success ; and protection ia possible

against enemies that are of a size which admits of their being shut, hunted, trapped, or

kept out by walls and defences ; but nothing of this kind is ^XissiKle with the minuter
creatures. It was impossible to erect defences against locusts ; and to this hour, man
is helpless against their ravages. A stray Colorado beetle may be put to death; but
if that form of life were developed to but a small extent among us, it would be
imixissible to shield ourselves effectually from its destructive operations, lumbers
of ihseases have now been traced to the presence of germs in the atmosphere and in our
food and drink, and it is the very minuteness of these germs—their microscujiic and
infinitesimal character—which makes them so deadly and so difiicult to coj^e with.
When the potato disease appeared in 1846, nothing could be done to check its spread,

and little can be done yet to guard against its assaults ! 'i he fungus is of a kiD<l which
eludes our efforts to deal with it. Plague and pestilence (Plague of Ixindon, Black
Death, Cholera, etc.), while depending to a very large extent on material condition*
for their development, yet seem connected in their origin with similar organic germs.
Id this whole wide region, accordingly, God has under his control potent invisible

tgencies, which ordinarily his providence keeps in check, but which at any hour might
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be converted into most terrific scourges. He has at command a literally exhaustlesa
array of weapons with which to assail us, if we provoke his chastisements ; armies
countless in numbers, invisible in form, unseen in their modes of attack, and against

which no weapons can be forged likely to secure safety. As knowledge advances,
means are discovered for partially protecting oiu"selves against this or that disorder

(sanitary science, vaccination, etc.); but just as, perhaps, we are beginning to tliiuk

with the Egyptians that the evU day is past, some new plague develops itself {e.g. the

potato murrain) of which formerly we had no conception. We are still in God's hands
and as helpless as ever. The " last days " will probably be marked by a singular

intensification of natural plagues (Luke xxi. 25 ; liev. xvi. 1—12).

ill. 'Ihe pussibilities of resistance to God that lie ik human nature. It

might have been judged impossible that, after being convinced, as Pharaoh at an early

stage in these proceedings must have been, of the reality and power of the Being with
whom he was contending—that he was indeed Jehovah, the Gud of the whole earth

—

the monarch should still have persevered in his mad resistance, 'iwice, in the course of

this chapter, he is brought to the point of acknowledging the futility of further opposi-

tion
;
yet, immediately on the pla;;ue being removed, he reverts to the pohcy of non-

submission. He mubt have known that he had nothing: to gain by it. if he was
infatuated enough at first to think that the Almighty, having removed one plague, could

not, or would not, send another, he must have been speedily disabused of that impres-

sion. It was no longer a question of self-intterest with him, for the loss and [-aia

caused by these successive plagues more than counterbalanced any gain he could hojic to

derive from the retention of the Israelites. Neither had he on his side, in opposition to

this command of the Hebrews' God, the least shadow of right or reason, with which to

sustain himself. Yet without one conceivable motive save that furnished by his own
pride and obstinacy, and by hatred of the Being who was thus coercing him, Pharaoh
continued to resist. Conquered for the moment, he returned to his defiant attitude tlie

instant pressure was removed. And this defiant attitude he maintained, mth increasing

hardness of heart till the very end. Here then we see the possibihty of a being finally

resisting grace. It appals us to think of the possibilities of resistance to the

Almighty thus lying in the constitution of our wills, but the fact is not to be ignored.

It is a proof of our original greatness. It reveals to us our immortality. It shows us

the possibility of a final loss of the soul. If it be thought that Gospel influences are

certain to accomplish that which could not be expected by terrors and judgments, and

that changes may be wrought in eternity, which cannot be wrought in time, we have to

remember that an even worse hardening is possible under the dispensation of the Son

and Spirit than was possible to Pharaoh, and that human nature in the future state is

essentially the same as human nature now. No good reason can be shown why a will

which resists all that God can do to subdue it here may not from the same motives

resist all gracious influences brought to bear on it hereafter. No one, at least,

looking to the possibilities of resistance manifested on earth, could guarantee that it

will not do so. The tendency to a fixed state of the will in evil as in good, renders the

possibility of an ultimate recovery of those who habitually resist light here extremely

problematical, even on the grounds of philosophy. If we turn to Scripture, it is difficult

to see what warrant we have to expect it. The dream of a future dispensation of grace,

and of universal restoration, must find support somewhere else than in its statements.

If we accept the plain teaching of Christ and the Apostles, there are those who will

finally resist, and their number will not be few. The gift of will is a great, but it is

also an infinitely perilous one. Even Dr. Farrar says, " I cannot tell whether '^ome

souls may not resist God for ever, and therefore may not be for ever shut out from his

presence" {Mercy and Judgment, p. 485).

IV. God's readiness to be entreated of the sinner. Though Pharaoh had

hardene4 himself so obstinately, yet, on the first signs of his relenting, mercy was showu

to him (ver. 9). There was on God's part, even a hastening to be gracious. Pharnuh

was taken at his word. He was trusted. No guarantees were taken from him tliat he

would fulfil his word, save his simple promise. God might have delayed the renio\al of

the plague till the actual order for Israel's departure from the land had been given.

But the plague was removed at once, that Pharaoh might be left to his freedom, and

that his heart might be won '^^ the exhibition of the divine gooilness to him. And thii
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was done, not merely on the first, but on the second occasion of hit entreaty, and aftar

his fijbt prumise had been broken (ver. 29). So willing is God to do the sinner every

justice, and to grant him every opportunity, which may result in his salvation. Ha
does not wait for complete conversion, but welcomes in man the first signs of a disposi-

tion to return to Him. He is as plenteous in mercy as He is severe in judgment, ii

mercy is de-pised.

V. The effect of coktinued impenitence in producing increased hardness

OF HEART.. It is obvious from this chapter that Pharaoh was making rapid progress in

hardening himself. Going back a stage or two, we can trace that progress in very

marked degrees. We find him hardening himself—1. Against a miracle which was

plainly from God, but which he tried to persuade himself was only a work of magic

—

the conversion of the rod into a serpent. 2. Against a miracle which he knew to be

from God, but against the influence of which his obstinacy enabled him to hold out

—

the turning of the Kile into blood. 3. Against a miracle which he not only knew to

be from God, but which convinced him of the hopelessness of further resistance, and

which was removed from him at his own request—the plague of frogs. 4. Against

his own ijromise to release the Israelites. 5. Against a miracle which even his

Diagicians failed to imitate, and declared to be the finger of God, (ver. 19)—the plague

of lice. Having broken his promise, Pharaoh now felt, probably, that he must brave it

cut. 6. Against a miracle which showed yet more distinctly that the work was God's

by the difference which was put between the Egyptians and the IsraeUtes dwelling in

Goshen—the plague of flies (vers. 22, 23). This seems to have produced a powerful

impression upon the king, and he again besought the removal of the plague. 7. Against

a second solemn pronii.se, and after being expressly warned against deceitful dealing

(ver. 29). As the result of all, Pharaoh was acquiring facility in hardening himself,

was rapidly losing his susceptibility to truth, was becoming infatuated in his obstinacy,

and was strengthening his will in the habit of resistance. Thus fatally does hardening

make progress !—J. U.

Vers. 1—16.

—

ThepJagrie offrogs. Observe on this plague, in addition to what has

been said above.

i. Pharaoh's hardness under the first plague wtiought no escape, En'HER

FROM the divine COMMAND OR FROM THE DIVINE POWER (ver. 1). He probably

thought, now that the river was healed, that he had done with Jehovah's demand,

and perhaps congratulated himself that he had succeeded in hokling out. But divine

commands are not thus to be got rid of They are not to be got rid of by resistance.

They are not to be got rid of even by braving out the penalty. They come back and
lack to us, and always with the old alternative, obey, or incur new punishment. Our
most furious opposition cannot rid us of the obligation of rendering to Jesus in the Gospel
•' t,he obedience of faith," nor shall we escape ju(i<:nieut if we refuse.

II. The second plague induced a submission which the first failed to
LXTOKT (ver. 8). It was submission under comjiulsion, but it testified to a remarkable

change in the king's views alx)ut Moses and Jehovah. It was not long since he had
Iceii erecting himself in his pride in supreme defiance of both. Moses and Aaron he
liad treated as base-born slaves, and had ordered them back to their burdens (ch. v. 4).

lie bad scorned the message of their God, and had sliown his contempt for it by heaping
Le\s insults on Jehovah's worshippers. So impressed was even Moses by his lordly

|:ieatnesb, that he had shrunk from exposing himself to the proud king's desjnte. He
thought it was useless for him to attempt to go to Pharaoh. Very ilifl'erent were

I'haraoh's ideas aUiut Moses and Jehovah now he had been smitten by the invisible

1 ai.d (jf this <jod w ith tbese two reeUng blows, and already he was on his knees asking for

dohverance. The vaunting sinner will change his views of the living God when once
he falls into His hands.

HI. The second tlague reversed the relations of Moses and Pharaoh, making
PuARAOH thk suitor, AND Mu.^Ks THE I'EKsoN SUED TO (vcr. 8). What a huniiha-
tion to this ha\igbty ujunarch 1 liow much better for Idmsclf had he yielded at fust, and
with a gmxi grace, to the righteous demand made uix)d lum I Kothing is gained by
resistance to (iud, but ultiumie pain and huiixihation. As Phaiuoh was humbled, at

Hoses was exalte*!. He began to be " a gr<l " to Pharaoh. Like reveisals of tha
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positions of the great ones of the world and despised servants of God have frequently
been witnessed. Compare Paul and Felix (Acts xxiv. '-'5)

; Paul and the centurinn, in

the shipwTeck at Malta (Acts xxviii.).

IV. The second plague raised Moses to new honours uy making his inteb-
CESSiON THE MEDIUM OF DELIVERANCE (vers. 9—12). God might have removed the
plague at Pharaoh's simple request, conveyed to him by Moses. In point of lact, be
made the intercession of Moses the condition and medium of it. The same thing is teea
in the history of Elijah (1 Kings xviii. 41—lli). This, 1. Put honour upon Moses.
2. Taught the value of "the eli'ectual fervent prayer of a righteous man " (Gen. xviii.

23—33 ; Jas. i. 15—18). 3. Gave Moses himself a deeper interest in the event.

4. Trained him for the higher function of mediation on behalf of Israel. It would
give him confidence in intercession, would enable him to realise the reality of hiS power
with God, would help in developing the faculty of earnest and sustained prayer. 5. It

shadowed forth the higher mediation. Pharaoh was so abandoned in evil, so insincere

even in his repentance, that his request, as it were, could only become prevailing when
taken up by a holier nature and presented as its own. This is the key to all spiritual

intercession, and involves the principle which reaches its full expression in the mediation
of our Saviour.

V. The REMOVAL of the plague resulted IN Pharaoh's breakikg of his
PROMISE, AND IN HIS FURTHER HARDENING. The Severity of the plague had for the
moment unmanned him. His power of further resistance had broken down. But the
will to resist was not in the least altered, and when the plague was removed, his

obstinate disposition reasserted itself, and produced new rebellion, llage and pride

must at this crisis have overpowered reason, as weU as conscience, for Pharaoh could

hardly doubt but that his breach of promise woidd bring new trouble upon him. He
did, however, return to his contumacy, and by the act cut down another of the bridges

which might have conducted him Ijack to peace with God, and to safety and Lonour in

his kingdom. Terror of any kind, the approach, perhaps, of death, or of what seems to

threaten death, often produces quakings of soul, and transient repentances. If these are

not followed up on recovery—if recovery or escape is granted—they react to induce a

very special hardening. A heart seldom gets the better of vows made in a season of

deep sorrow, and afterwards, with the return of health and prosperity, renounced.

VI. Minor lessons. 1. God's visitations are not vague and general. They wiU find

us out in every sphere and department of om- lives. His stroke will be felt in everything

(vers. 3, 4). 2. The power of God's servants (vers. 5, 6 : 12, 13). The stretching out

of the rod brought frogs on Egypt. The intercession of Moses removed them. The
prayers of a good man are both to be feared and to be desired. Feared, if they are

against us; desired, if they are for us. It is lawful to pray, not for the ruin of our

enemies' souls, but for the discomfitm'e of their projects, and the overthrow of their un-

godly schemes (Rev. xi. 5, (J). 3. The duty of courtesy, and of returning good for evil

(vers. 9, 10). Moses, at the very time of his triumph over Pharaoh, treated him with

studious respect, and was ready to pray, at his request, for the removal of the plague.

4. The power of hfe and death as vested in God (vers. 13, 14). 5. Man's abuse of

God's kindness (ver. 15). A respite granted ; therefore Pharaoh hardened himself (cf.

Rom. ii. 4).—J. 0.

Vers. 1—15. The second plague : the frogc. In intimating the first plague, Moses
made no formal demand upon Pharaoh to liberate Israel, though of course the demand
was really contained in the intimation. But now as the second plague approaches, the

formal demand once again is heard. Pharaoh is left for no long time without a distinct

api^eal which he must face either with consent or refusal. And so now Moses addresses

him in the same words as on his first visit :
" Let my people go." It is a challenge to

the man who holds by violence and brute force that which is not his own. It is not a

mere combat between potentate and ]X)tentate. " That they may serve me,"—awful is

tiie wickedness of hindering Gk)d's people from serving him.

I. Notice the characteristics of this second plague. Hitherto there has been

•omething evidently sublime in God's treatment of Pharaoh. God's treatment is of

course always sublime ; but up to this point even 1 haraoh must have felt that h"} waa
being treated as a king ought to be treated. The messengers of Jehovah were only
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mean mea in appearance, but the first plague itself was certainly an impressive one.

We may imagine tliat Pharaoh would even say to himself with a sort of proud satisfac-

tion, " How great my jwwer must be when all the waters of my land are turned to

blood in order to coerce me." He would feel flattered by what we may call the dignity

of the attack upon him. But now observe how God changes his mode of working, and
proceeds to use little things to humiliate Pharaoh. As he uses those who are reckoned the

feeble and contemptible among men, so he uses the feeble and contemptible among the

lower creation. He sends out frogs all over the land of Egypt. If only it had been
an incursion of lions from the desert, roaring through the streets of the city and tearing

down the people, or if it had been a host of miglity beasts trampling down his fields,

then Pharaoh would have felt there was dignity in such a mode of attack ;—but frogs I

frogs followed by gnats, and gnats by flies ! A plague to be made out of frogs seems
almost too absurd to think of; and yet we see from the event that these despised little

creatures forced Pharaoh to an appeal which not all the evident rablimity of the first

plague could extort. More curses could come out of the river tliar the conversion of it

into blood. This plague of the frogs we may judge to have been felt as inconvenient

and irritating rather than dangerous. How ridiculous it must have been to

have these agile little animals, millions of them, finding their way everywhere. No
place safe from them, not even the well-guarded chambers of Pharaoh himself. Here
was a plagiie that did not wait for the people to make acquaintance with it, as when
they went to the streams and pools and found them blood. It forced itself upon them
by day and by night, as they sat at their meals and as they lay in their beds. The
thing that is constantly inconvenient and troublesome, may bring a man to his knees
sooner even than a peril which more closely concerns his life.

II. Thus we come to observe 1'haraoh's first sign of yielding. Notice that

as to what will actually have power to produce n certain result, God is a far better fudge
than we can be. We should have said, " put the frogs first and the blood afterwards

;

Pharaoh will yield to the blood what he will not yield to the frogs." But when it

comes to a trial, it is quite the contrary. The frogs are so tormenting that they
must be gut rid of, even at a cost of a numiliating promise. Not even the success of

the magicians in bringing up frogs, makes the torment more endurable ; and so,

perhaps somewhat to tlie astonishment of Moses, who might hardly expect such a
sudden change, Pharaoli makes a promise in the most general terms to let the people

forth for sacrifice. But mark, the moment Moses begins to press him and fix for a
day, he procrastinates. The moment there is any relaxation of pressure upon him,
he takes advantage of it. Already he begins to show that he will yield as little as

he can. Give him a chance of fixing his time, and he naturally says " to-morrow."

Unpleasant things are always put off until to-morrow, either on a supposition that the

unijleasantness maj' be diminished, or on a chance that it may be escaped altogether.

And then when to-morrow comes, "to-morrow" is again the cry. Notice that Moses
complies with Fharaoh's wish for this slight delay. One day is nothing so far as Israel

is c<incerncd. They can easily wait, if only the granting of this one day will make
Pharaoh's yielding more agreeable to himself. God never humiliates for the sake of

humiliating. He chooses the humiliation of his enemies—as when he sends a plague of

frogs,—because it is the most efl'ectual means to his own ends. But the moment there

is a profession of repentance, the humiliation stops, and opportimity ia given to make
tlie profession a reality.—Y.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 8—15.—How long the plague of frogs

endured, we are not told. Probably every

• ffort was made, sliort of intentionally killing

them, to get rid of them. Snakes, and chame-

leons, and ibises would dostroy many—others

would be crushed beneath wheels, trampled on

by animals, squeexed to death by the opening

of doors, unintentionally killed by men. But

the vacancies made were constantly filled

;

and there seemed no prospect of the inflirlion

passing away. The influence of his counsel-

lors would under these circumstances be

brought to bear upon the mind of the Pharaoh

—he would be warned that his subjects were
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attributing their sufferings to his obstinacy-
he would be recommended—perhaps pressed

—

to yield, and would find in the annoyance
which he individually endured a strong motive
for compliance. Accordingly, he after a while

sent for the two Israelite chiefs, and made the

request recorded in the text

Ver. 8.—Intreat the Lord

—

i.e., "Intreat
your God, Jehovah, who has sent this plague.
And can doubtless take it away." An acknow-
ledgment of Jehovah's power is now for the
first time forced from the reluctant king, who
has hitherto boasted that "he knew not
Jehovah " (ch. v. 2). I will let the people go.
The royal word is passed. A positive promise
is made. If the Pharaoh does not keep his

word, he wLU outrage even Egyptian morality
—he will be without excuse.

Ver. 9.—Moses said unto Pharaoh, Glory
over me. Probably a phrase of ordinary cour-
tesy, meaning—" I submit to thy will—have
the honour of my submission." When shall I

intreat 1 Literally " Fur when "

—

i.e., " for

what date shall I make my prayer to God ?
"

And so Pharaoh's answer is not " To-morrow,"
as in the Authorised Version, but " For to-

morrow." Thy houses. It would seem that
the frogs had invaded more than one palace of

the Pharaoh. He had perhaps quitted Tanis,
and gone to Memphis, •i\ heu the plague came

;

but the frogs pursued him there.

Ver. 10.—To-morrow. See the comment on
Ter. 9. That thou mayest know. Moses
accepts the date fixed by the Pharaoh, and
makes an appeal to him to recognise the un-
mpproachable power and gloiy of Jehovah, if

the event corresponds with the time agreed
upon.

Ver. 12.—Moses cried unto the Lord. The
expression used is a strong one, and seems to
imply special earnestness in the prayer. Moses
had ventured to fix a definite time for the
removal of the plague, without (so far as
appears) any special command of God Hence
earnest prayer (as Kalisch notes) was doubly
necessary. (Compare 1 Kings xviii. 36, 37.)

Ver. 13.—The villages. The translation
"courts" or " court -yards," is preferred by
some. Houses in Egypt had generally a
court-yard attached to them.

Ver. 14.—They gathered them together
upon heaps. Literally '• heaps upon heaps."
And the land stank. Even when the relief

came, it was not entire relief. The putrefac-
tion of the dead bodies filled the whole land
with a fetid odour.

Ver. 15.—When Pharaoh saw that there
was respite. Literally, " a taking of breath,"
I.e., " a breathing-space." He hardened his
heart. He became hard and merciless once
more, believing that the danger was past, and
not expecting any fresh visitation. As
Isaiah says—"Let favour be shewed to the
wicked, yet will he not learn righteousness

"

(xxvi. 10). Bad men " despise the riches of
God's goodness and forbearance, and long-
suffering, not knowing that the goodness of

God leadeth them to repentance." In this

way, they " treasure up to themselves wrath
against the day of wrath and revelation of the
righteous judgment of God " (Eom. ii. 4, 5),
either in this world or in the world to come.
As the Lord had said. See ch. iii. 19 ; iv. 21

;

viL 4.

HOMILETICS.

Vera, 8—13.

—

OocTs mercy when men repent ever so little. The object of the judg-
ments, as well as of the goodness of God is " to lead men to repentance " (Rom. ii. 4).

He "wouldeth not the death of a sinner, but rather that he should be converted and
live " (Ezek. xxxiii. 11). His cry is ever, " Why will ye die, house of Israel ? " And
sometimes His judgments have their proper effect on men, partially at any rate. Ahab
repented to some extent when woe was denounced upon his house by Elijah—he " rent

his clothes, and put sackcloth upon his flesh, and fasted, and lay in sackcloth, and went
softly " (1 Kings xxi. 27). The Ninevites " repented at tlie preaching of Jonah "—the
king " proclaimed a fast," and " rose from his throne, and put his robe from him, and
covered him with sackcloth, and lay in ashes "—the people moreover, " put on sackcloth

from the greatest to the least of them " (Jon. iii. 5—7). And so Pharaoh seems to have
repented, in a certain sense, at this time. He abated his pride, and came down from the
high position which he had assumed, sent for God's ministers, begged their prayers, and
promised compliance with the Divine commands. Probably he was not conscious to

himself "of insincerity. His spirit was humbled—he was convinced of the power of

Jehovah—he believed in the Divine mission of Moses and Aaron—he promised, intend-

ing to perform ; and God, though knowing well how short-lived his repentance would be,

sndffered himself to be intreated, took away His heavy hand, and gave to Pharaoh, as H«
gave to Ahab and to the Ninevites, " a breathing s])ace." We see by this, that such is

the meroj of God, such His love for sinners who aie not yet wholly hardened, that Hs
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looks with favour on the sUgbest relenting, the least indication of a desire to turn away
from sin, forsake it, and turn to righteousness. And this divine pattern must be followed

by His ministers. They must not assume that any professed repentance is insincere.

They may have their own private belief, as Moses doubtless had; but it is their business

to welcome the first show of penitence ; to come when the sinner asks their aid, to give

him the benefit of their prayers, to seek to obtain for hira a remission or alleviation ot

God's judgments. And further, they will do well to imitate the humility and courtesy

of Moses. " A proud look and high stomach" on their part are unsuitable when the

sinner abases himself. It is their duty, and their highest wisdom, to be " all things to

all men "—to meet repentance half-way—to assist it, forward it, encourage it. No
doubt, repeatance under the pressure of judgment—such, e.g., as sickness—is in itself

auspicious and doubtful ; but the wise minister will keep his doubts to himself, and bend
his whole mind to the fixing, furthering, and deepening of the repentance, so that (if

possible) it may iscue in a real conversion of the soul to God.

Ver. 15.

—

Double-minded men, unstable in all their ways. An Egyptian king was
not likely, unlr^ss exceptionally gifted by nature, to be firm, fixed, and stable in his con-

duct. Flatteretl :iiid indulged from infancy, no sooner did he obtain the crown, than he
found himself recognised as a divinity by the great mass of his subjects, and regarded as

one who " could do no wrong." Occasionally, he may have been so fortunate as to fall

under the influence of a wise counsellor, but in general he would have been surrounded
Vi}' advisers only anxious to please by echoing to him his own wishes and ideas. Thia
Pharaoh—whether he was ilenephthah, or any one else—was evidently a weak,
impulsive, double-minded monarch. He wavered between good and bad impulses, now
inclining one way, now another. He was sure therefore to be unstable in his ways.

Similar, though (it may be) less pronovmced, instability attaches to all those whose
Bouls are not anchored upon the firm and unchangeable basis of fixed principles. It is

fatal to the consistency of a career that a man should be double-minded. No man can

nerve God and Mammon. '1 here is no fellowship between light and darkness, or between
(Jbrist and Belial. A man should make his choice, and not " halt between two
opinions." If Jehovah be God, follow Him ; but if Baal, then follow him. Shifting,

un^table, imcertain, variable souls earn imiversal contempt, and are powerleaa to effect

anything but their own ruin.

EXPOSITION.

Vers, le—19.—The Third Plaock. Tke
breach of promise on the part of Pharaoh

(ver. 15), was punished by the third plague,

which was inflicted without being announced.

It Is disputed among the best critics whether

the plague waa really one of " lice " (as given

in the Authorised Version) or of mosquitoes

To thf present writer the arguments in favour

wl mosquitoes seem to preponderate ; and he

I Jieves the kinnim to represent those subtle

pests. Such is the view of the LXX. trans-

lators, of Philo, Artapanus, Origen, Rosen-

liiller, Gesenius, Geddes, Boothroyd, Keil,

and Kalisch. Mosquitoes are, under ordinary

circmiistances, a terrible annoyance in Egypt,

when the inundation is going off, especially

about October. Their power to annoy is

witnefucd to in ancient times by Herodotus

(ii. it:.). Philo {Vit. Mo*, ii. p. 97), and

8t. AugUAtine; in modem by Wilkinson and

vtbers. That Aaron was oidered to prodace

them oat of *« the dost of the land," whereas

mosquitoes come from larvae deposited in

stagnant waters (Cook), is only a proof that

God can transform any kind of matter into

any other. He who made man of the dust »>f

the ground (Gen. ii. 7) coiUd with still greater

ease have transformed that dust into gnats.

It is undoubtedly remarkable that the magi-

cians could not produce the hiiniiiu ; but this

disability does not help us to dctmnine what

exactly the kinnim were. Coucc.vably, the

magicians were tired of the contest, and fer'ling

that they would ultimately be worsted in it,

withdrew before the circumstaQces compelled

them to withdraw.

Ver. 16.—Lice. Kinnim—the word is only

found here and in the Psaliiii which celebrat*

the Exodus (Ps. Ixxviit. 40 ; cv. 81 It wa«

anderstood as " lice " by Josepliua, the T«J-

mudjcal writers, Bochart, Pool, and our trans-

Utora in the reign of James I But the preat
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weight of authority is in favour of the render-

ing " gnats " or " mosquitoes." See the pre-

ceding paragi'aph. It must also be borne in

mind that the nearest Egyptian equivalent,

hheiinema, has the signification of " mosquito "

(Speaker's Commentary, vol. i. p. 490).

Ver. 17.—And in beast. Kalisch notes that

mosquitoes " molest especially beasts, as oxen
and horses, flying into their eyes and nostrils,

driving them to madness and fuiy, and some-
times even torturing them to death." He
quotes Theodoret, Hist. Eccles. viii. 26.

Ver. 18.—The magicians did so with their

enchantments. The magicians stretched out

their rods over certain collections of dust, but

no gnats were produced ; which would be the

natural result, if they had made no secret

arrangements. No reason can be assigned

why they should not have seemed to produce

gnats, as easily as frogs, if they had employed
all the arts of which they were masters in so

doing. But events had convinced them that

they could not cope with Moses and Aaron

;

and it would seem that they therefore declined

farther contest

Ver. 19. — The magicians said unt«
Pharaoh, This is the finger of God. Oi
"of a God." It is not probable that tha
magicians believed in a single God, or intended
in what they said to express any monotheistic
idea. All that they meant to say was—" Thia
is beyond the power of man—it is supernatural
—some god must be helping the Israelites

"

No doubt they had come to this conclusion by
a careful scrutiny of all the mh-acles hitherto
wrought by Aaron. He hearkened not unto
them. The magicians were minded to resist

no longer ; but Pharaoh was otherwise minded.
It is quite possible that the mosquito plague
did not greatly annoy him. He would proba-
bly possess lofty apai-tments above the height
to which the mosquito ascends (Herod, ii. 95) ;

or he may have guarded himself by mosquito
curtains of the finest Egyptian muslin. His
subjects would naturally suffer from such a
plague far more than he. As the Lord had
said. See the comment on the same phrase in

ver. 11

HOMILETICS.

Ver. 19.

—

Moral avalanches not easily arrested when once set in motion. The
magiciaiis had begun by exciting Pharaoh to obstinate unbelief and resistance to the
Divine Will. They had, by artifice or otherwise, persuaded him that there was nothing
so very marvellous in the wonders wrought by Moses and Aaron, nothing that indicated a
Divine author of the wonders. They had thus encouraged and stimulated him to embark
upon a fatal coxxrse. Now, they would fain have stopped him, but they could not. His
ptide and self-conceit—his honom-, as no doubt he thought it, were concerned in the
struggle upon which he had entered—to give way would be to acknowledge himself
worsted in a contest with two contemptible Hebrews. In vain did the magicians change
their tone, and make the acknowledgment—" This is the finger of God "—their altered
spirit had no efi'ect upon him. No—whoever changed or blenched—he would persevere
-his heart had become hardened—if now and then he quailed, and seemed on the verge

of yielding, yet after a time he drew back—always provoking God more and more by
his continual perverseness, until at last all Egypt was involved in destruction (ch. xii.

29, 30 ; xiv. 27-30). The magicians, who had had a large share in causing his entrance
upon an evil com-se, found themselves unable to arrest his steps, and must be regarded
as in part responsible for the final catastrophe. So nations are often urged by evil

counsellors into wars or rebellions, which thej soon bitterly regret ; but it is too late to

stop the evil. Men in business are recommended to adopt questionable means of

pushing or retrieving their fortunes, and embark on courses from which their advisers

would fain withdraw them ; but it is impossible. Advisers should recognise the great-
ness of their responsibility from the first, and set themselves against the very beginning
of evil, else they will find the course of aflairs soon get beyond their control—they
will be utterly powerless to stop the avalanche which they have set in motion.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
i. *

Vem. 16—19.

—

TTie plague of lice. The precise nature of the visitation is matter of
dispute. The word "Kinnim" seems to include various kinds of poisonous flies and
insects (Geikie ; and see Exposition). Some take it to denoto mosquitoes. The plague
stands at any rate in immediate relation to the natural troubles of the country. Travel-
kiK tell how, as the NUe waters spread over the surface of the land, ana moisten its iot
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dust, gnats and flies burst from their pupae, and spring into perfect existence. They
" vivify instantaneously on the dust absorbing moisture enough to discolour it. As the

flood advances slowly onwards, a black line of moving insects on the extreme verge

moves with it
" (Osbum). There is a terrible " tick" described by Sir Samuel Baker,

which lives in hot sand and dust, and preys on the blood of animals. " From the size

of a grain of sand, in its natm-al state, it swells to the size of a hazel nut," and is " the

greatest enemy to man and beast." Here, then, was a new horror, the intolerableness ol

the plague being increased by the insignificance of the enemy, and the hopelessness of

fighting it down. Note

—

I. This plague came from the land, as the two former from the biveb.

Aaron " smote the dust of the earth, and it became hce (Kinnim) in man, and in beast

"

(ver. 17). This was a new blow at Egyptian idolatry, the earth being worshipped as

well as the river. The suddenness, extent, and fearfully aggravated character of the

plague, and its appearance in immediate connection with Aaron's act in smiting the

earth, proved it to be of supernatural origin, while cognate with the phenomena of the

country. 1. At the stroke of God's anger, trouble may be made to break forth upon
us from any quarter of our existence. Now, the river; again, the dust. The quarter

it comes from is not likely to be that from which we are expecting it. 2. Troubles

spring not from the dust (Job v. 6) ; but they may be made to rise so thickly around us

that it may almost seem as if they did spring from it. 3. The most insignificant

agencies (and circumstances) may be made the means of severe retribution. It is

intensely painful to be made to sufler through things which we despise. 4. God's

retributions are often such as strike home to our tenderest points. The Egyptians^
especially the priestly classes—were extremely cleanly, and this plague, if it was one ol

vermin, must have been a grievous infliction to them.

II. The third plague came unannounced. We forfeit our claim to warnings by
acting presumptuously (Prov. xxix. 1).

III. It led the magicians to give up the contest (ver. 19). We find them
still standing before Pharaoh (ch. ix. 11), but from this point we hear of no more
attempts at imitation. They may have abandoned the contest—1. From a sense of
sh'ime. The paltriness of their attempts at imitating the miracles of Moses and Aaron
was so apparent, that the magicians must almost have blushed at them. They would
rather give up the attempt than expose themselves to more humihations. Z. From
astonishment. As experts in m^ical arts, they knew very well the difference between
false miracles and real ones. They are confounded to find men who can work woiiders

of so stupendous a character, and this, manifestly, by the real assistance of Deity.

3. From fear and pain. They had no interest in courting a continuance of these

terrible plagues, which they recognised as true works of God. They were as painful to

them as to others, and they dreaded the consequences of perseverance in so unequal a
conflict. \\'e see from this (1) That involuntary testimony to the truth is often

extracted from those whose inchnations would lead them to oppose it. There are

remarkable examples in the life of Christ, e.g. " Then gathered the chief priests and the
Pharisees a coimcil, and said. What do we? for this man doeth many miracles. If we
let him thus alone, aU men will believe on him," etc. (John xi. 47, 48) ; and in the lives

of the Apostles, e.g. Acts iv. 16; xvL 17. The confessions of the demons in Christ's

history are of the same order. IMauy testimonies of an extraordinary kind have come
from unbelievers. (2) That there are great dill'erences in degree of moral hardihood.
Pharaoh held out, but the magicians gave in. They were not converted to the truth, in

the sense of becoming servants of Jehovah, but they thought it prudent not to go further
in ojien opposition. Even this degree of submission saved them from being hardened as
Pharaoh was subsequently.

IV. The plaque had no good effect on Pharaoh (ver. 19). In itself, it was m
likely to have produced submission as the previous one, and Pharaoh had now, in addition,
the testimony of his own magicians to the reaUty of the wonder. IJut to place against
this, there was the fact that he had already submitted, aud had broken his promise. It

was doubly hard to submit again, and stronger means would be required to bring him to
the point uf a second entreaty. Thus do the influences that work for our good 'gradually
lose their i»owor over us, because so frequently resisted. Every time a vcw is made and
broken, a good resolution formed, and not kept, it is rendered oamer to repeat the sci.—I. Oi
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Vers. 16—19.

—

The third plague—the gnats : the finger of God. I. Consider imi
PLAGUE ITSELF. From the water (iod comes to the laud. He who has power over every
drop ofwater has power over every grain of dust. Everywhere at his touch the inorganic
becomes the organic. And he still keeps in the same line of action which has been begun
with the frogs. He produces small creatures in immense numbers, rather than larger

creatures in fewer numbers ; that thus he may the more irritate and humiliate Pharaoh.
Individually, the gnats are nothing ; their delicate little bodies may be crushed out of
existence bet^aen thumb and finger. Collectively, they amount to the dimensions cf a
plague.

11. CONSIDEK THB VERDICT OF THE MAGICIANS UPON THIS PLAGUE. The noticeable

thing in the plague of the gnats is not so much the new agents of chastisement
as the discomfiture of the magicians. Not that they had been really successful before.

On any view of their proceedings they were deceivers, for what they did was done either

by trickery or by the power of God working through them ; whereas they took it all to

their own credit and the credit of Egypt's deities. This was not success. No man can
be called successful when he has the daily fear that his resources are coming to an end.

Much that is reckoned success is only failure after all, ingeniously and impudently
delayed. The venlict of the magicians was worthless so far as it seemed to indicate the

real state of affairs. They say, " This is the finger of Ciod," but we see only too clearly

the motive of their admission. When an admission is extorted, as theirs was, it is

deprived of all virtue and grace. That the magicians talked of the finger of God was no
proof that the finger of God was present. They talked thus because they had no other

way of cloaking their own shame, and accounting for their failure. The finger of God
was not more evident in the gnats than in the frogs or in the bloody streams, or in the
converted rod. He who could really see the finger of God in one of these, could see it in

fcll the rest. That finger had been pointing all the time just as it pointed now. It was
a question of hand rather than finger ; and the hand was certainly pressing more heavily.

Still, though the m.agicians took up this way of speaking merely for excuse, we have to

thank lhe>n for an expressive and appropriate phrase. They, in their blind selfishness,

speak of the finger of God, not knowing all they say ; but the finger of God is a great

and helpful reality to those who will look for it and be guided by it. It should ever be
our business to look for this great finger. In a world of weathercocks, blown about with
changing and conflicting opinions, that finger ever points in one direction ; and yet while

it teaches us to maintain a rigorous adhesion to Christian principles, teaches us at

the same time to maintain them in a spirit of wise expediency. He has no true eye for

the finger of God who knows not when to bend that he may not break. I'liaraoh would
not recognise the finger even when his own magicians were compelled to make a show of

recognition. When they were defeated he seemed to think they were no longer of any
account among his advisers. Thus we have to notice again what poor judges we are of

the relative severity of the plagues. Pharaoh was more aft'ected by the frogs than by the

gnats. Perhaps he was so disgusted with the failure of the magicians as to be filled with

a more rebellious spirit than ever. They said they saw the finger of God ; he stubbornly

refused to see it. Whether a man will really see this finger depends on what he is looking

for. Equally pernicious is it to see Divine power where it is not, and to fail in seeing it

where it is.—Y.

Vers. 16—19.—I, There is a limit to the Divine mercy. This, like every third

plague, came without warning. Opportunity was given twice to avert coming judgment.
None is given now. Unannounced it startles them in the midst of their fancied security.

1. When men have baffled the servants of (iod by unrepentant stubbornness and broken
TOWS the matter is not ended. God who has spoken will also act. 2. God will not

always strive. Tliose who resist mercy pass on to meet sudden destruction.

II. The judgment upon the idolatry of Edypt. In the two first plagues God's

hand was laid upon the river which the Egyptians worshipped as the giver oi life. la
this it was laid upon the land—also an Egyptian god and the giver of their food, etc.

God proves that these are his servants, and that they will bless or harm according t»

his word. The works of God s iMuds^-earth, sea, etc.—are still regarded as bestowing

goov.: independently of his will. Let us not need Egypt's chastisements to teach us that

all are seiviug him, both in blessing and in judgment.
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IIT. The world's wisnoM ti'rned ixto foot.trhxess. They who have hitherto con-
tended so proutUy with God are confounded Icfore the basest of all the miracles. 1. The
wisdom that seeks to rob man's heart of God is brought to nothing before the gnspeL
With all its vaunted power it could not bring peace to a sinner's heart nor change to hig

life. 2. Atheistic science, that can see God nowhere, will yet be confounded before hia
judgments.—U.

EXPOSITION.

THEFontTHPLAOtrB. Vers. 20—24.

—

^Ithas

been noticed that—selling apart the last and

most terrible of the plagues, which stands as it

were bv itself—the remainder divide themselves

into three groups of three each—two in each

group coming with a warning, and the third

without. (See ch. viii. 16 ; ix. 8 ; x. 21.) In

other respects, no great regularity is observable.

There is a general principle of increasing

severity in the afflictions, but it does not ob-

tain throughout the entire series. The first

three caused annoyance, rather than actual

injury, either to persons or property. Of the

ext three, two were upon property, one upon

both property and person (ch. ix. 10). Of the

remaining three, two again inflicted injury on
property, while one (the plague of darkness)

was a mere personal annoyance. The exact

«ikt>ractor of the fourth plague depends on the

proper translation of the word 'arob. The
Jewish commentators connected this word with

'Ereb and 'Arab, words meaning "mingled"
or " mixed ;" and supposed a mixed multitude

of animals—beasts, reptiles, and insects—to be

meant But the expression used throughout,

which is ha-'arob, "the ^ardb," marks very

clearly a single definite species. So much was
clear to the LXX., who rendered the word by
KwSfxvia, "the dofr-fly," which is not the

common house-fly (^Mugca domestica), but a

distinct species (^^[usc^l canind). Flies of this

kind are said to constitute a terrible affliction

in Egypt (Philo, De vit. Mos. ii. p. 101 ; Munk,
Palestine, p. 120; etc.); but they attack men
chiefly, and do no harm to houses or to the

fruits of the field, whereas the 'arob is spoken

of as a pest in the houses, and as " destroying

the land " (verse 21). It has been, therefore,

suggested that the Jilatta orienUilU, or kaker-

laquc, a kind of beetle, is really intended.

These creatures suddenly appear upon the
Nile in great ninnhers ; they " inflict very
painful bites with thf>ir jaws

;
gnaw and

destroy cloth'-s. household furniture, leather,

and arlJclet of every kind, and either consume
ar iBoder unavailable all eaUbles" (Kalibch).

They sometimes drive persons out of their

houses ; and they abo devastate the fields.

Vcr. 20.—Lo, he Cometh forth to the water.
See ch. vii. 15, and comment. It is suspected
that on this occasion Fharaoh " went to the
Nile with a procession to open the solemn
festival " held in the autumn when the inun-
dation was beg-nning to abate (Cook). Say
unto him. Repeat, i.e., the Divine command
so often given (ch. v. 1 ; vii. 16 ; viii. 1).

Ver. 21.—Swarms of flies is an unfortunate
translation of a single sub>tautive in the
singular number, accompanied by the article.

A mixture, etc., is nearly as bad. The writer
must mean some one definite species of animal,
which he called "the 'arob." On the probable
identification of the animn.l, see the lutro-
durtory paragraph to this Chapter. And also

the ground. The 'arob, like the frogs, was to
phigue them both inside their houses and out-
side, but especially inside.

Ver. 22.—I will sever in that day th*
land of Goshen. On the position of thw
land of Goshen, see the Excursus on the
Gecigraphy. The "severance" is a new
feature, and one distinguishing the later

from the earlier plagues. It was an additional

mark of the miraculous character of the visita-

tions, well calculated to impress all thouglitful

and honest minds. By all such it would be
seen that the God who could make this sever-

ance was no local God of the Hebrews only,

but one whose power extended over the whole
earlh.

Ver. 23.—A division. Literally " a redemp-
tion." i.e., a sigu that tliey are redeemed
fr( m bondage, and are " Ky people," not lliine

any Idiiger. To-morrow. Pailiculars of time
and place are fixed beforehand, to mark clearly

that the visitation does not take place br
chance, or by mere natural law, but by Gods
positive decree and by his agency.

Ver. 24.—A grievoiis swarm of flies.

Rather " a multitude of beetles." As with the
frogs, so with the beetles, it aggravated the
infliction, that, being sacred animals, they
might not be destroyed or injured. Beetles

were sacred to Ra, the sun-god ; and one form
of Ra, Chepra, was ordinarily rejiresented

under the furm of a beetle, or as a man with a
beetle for his head. The land was con-upted.
Rather " destroyed ;'"

i.e. grievously injured, ar
" devastated " (as Kalisch renders). lot
beetles seriously damaged the growing crops.
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HOMILETICS.

Vera. 22, 23.

—

God puts division letween the good and had, both here and hereafter.—
In some respects the good and the bad appear to be treated alike in this life, and
no difl'erence to be made between them. " God maketh his sun to rise on the evil and
on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust " (Matt. v. 45). The
Preacher's experience was that " all things come alike to all ; there is one event to the
righteous and to the wicked ; to the clean and to the unclean ; to him that sacrificeth

and to him that sacrificeth not ; as is the good, so is the sinner ; and he that sweareth
as he that feareth an oath " (Eccles. ix. 2). if God sends a pestilence upon a land, or a
drought, or an excess of rain, or any other calamity, the good and the bad seem to suffer

equallj' ; no difterence to be put between them. This is the first impression of the con-
templative philosopher when he looks upon human life ; and it is a true impression to a
great extent. But there are limitations, which, though easily overlooked at the first

glance, become apparent upon more careful examination. God does not treat all nations

alike—he favours those which observe his laws
;
punishes those who disobey them. He

eeems sometimes especially to bless certain faithful famihes, as that of David, and to

rain plagues upon others, as those of Saul, Herod the Great, and Napoleon. He gives,

on the whole, to good men certain temjwral advantages over bad men, as those which
flow natm-aUy (i.e. by his appointment) from industry, honesty, prudence, sobriety, and
other virtues. The result is that " godliness " is said in Scripture to " have the promise
of this life" (1 Tim. iv. 8). And if we take into consideration the satisfaction of a good
conscience, the confidence towards God, the calm trust, and the certain hope which
sustain the good, and set in the opposite scale the doubts and fears and horrors of an evil

conscience which afflict the bad, we shall have little doubt that the balance of happiness,

even in this hfe, is with the servants of God. Still, no doubt the grtat " division " is put
hereafter. " When the Son of Man shall come in his glory, and all the holy angels with
him, before him shall be gathered all nations ; and he shall separate them one from
another, as a shepherd divideth his sheep from the goats—and he shall set the sheep on
his right hand, but the goats on the left " (Matt, xxv, 31—3). Awful the separation,

where between the two "there is a great guK fixed" (Luke xvi. 26)—on the one side

heavenly joy and perfect felicity—on the other, " the blackness of darkness for ever

"

(Jude 13>

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa

Vers, 20—32.

—

77ie plague of flies. This torment is thought by manj to have
embraced winged pests of all kinds. In this case, it would include the mosquito,

cattle-fly, beetles, dog-flies, and nmnbers of others. But see the exposition. We have
to note regarding it

—

I. Pharaoh finds as befobb that there is no escaping from the hands of
Gk)D. He is met at the brink of the river, and confronted with the old alternative

—

"Let my, people go . . . else," etc. (vers. 20, 21). The king, wher. he saw Moses, would
have no difliculty in anticipating what was coming. The bitter greeting he would give

bim would be akin to that of Ahab to Elijah—" Hast thou found me, O mine enemy ?
"

^1 Kings xxi. 20) ; nor would Moses' reply be very different from that given by the

prophet—" I have found thee ; because thou hast sold thyself to work evil in the sight

of the Lord." What madness in the king to keep up this foolish, this suicidal contest 1

But the conflict of every sinner with Jehovah is of the same infatuated character. Stroke

after stroke descends, yet impenitence is persevered in. Well may God say, " Why
should ye be stricken any more ? " (Is. L 5.) His demand, through aU, abides un-

changed, h

II. The fourth plague spiunms from the aib. The sphere of judgment is

widening and extending, taking in constantly new regions—^water, earth, air. The
voices that summon to repentance are heard from every side. A new demonstration ol

the universality of Jehovali's rule—of the unlimited sweep of his dominion (ver. 22).

Ffies are agents which God can employ as a scourge of nations still. We read of

singular feats in the way of insect-taming ; of flies, bees, and even lice being trained to

BXODUS. O
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obey orders, and go tkrough wonderful evolutions. Man's power of control over these

minute creatures is but a feeble image of the power exercised over them by God. H»
enrols ihem among his battalions, and uses them to execute. his commissions.

m. A K£W SIGN IS THIS TIME GIVEK—THE ggvEBANCE OF THE LAND OF GoSHEU

FBOH THE REST OF EoYPT (vers. 22^ 23). The Israelites had probably been made
fellow-sufferers with the Egyptians, at least in part, in the inconvenience experienced

from the first three plagues. This was permitted, at once as a chastisement for their

unbelief and murmurings, and as a purifying discipUne. Nothing has been said as to

the etiect produced upon their minds by the outbreak of these terrific plagues ; but they

must have shown the Israehtes the folly of their recent conduct, and wrought them up

to a hi^^h pitch of expectation m the confidence that the day of their redemption was

drawing near. With the production of this change of mind in the dwellers in Goshen,

the need for further inflictions upon them ceased, and a difference was thereafter pat

between them and the Egyptians. This astonishing separation was as clear a proof as

could have been given of Jehovah's absoluteness in the government of the creatures, of

the extent of his rule, and of the care he exercised over his chosen people. Possibly,

Pharaoh had hitherto been taking encouragement from the fact that Israel was involved

in the calamities. He may have been led to question : 1. God's power, seeing that he

could not protect his own worshippers. It may have suggested itself to him that

Jehovah's power was limited, and therefore might successfully be braved. 2. God's love

for Israel. For if he loved them so much, why did he allow them to suffer ? And if

his interest in them was as weak as facts seemed to show, it was not impossible, if resist-

ance was continued, that he might abandon them altogether. 3. The likelihood of God's

proceeding to extremities. God, Pharaoh may have thought, must stop somewhere, else

his ovm people wiU be destroyed together with mine. The need of protecting them is a

safetniard at^ainst his proceeding to extremes with me. The severance now effected

between Goshen and the rest of Egypt was a cruel blow to all such hopes. Thence-

forward it was plain that God did care for Israel, that his power was as great as his love^

and that whatever happened to Egypt, Israel was as safe as the pavilion of the Divine

protection could make it. The fact is not without significance to ourselves. It teaches

us that a deep and broad line of demarcation is reaUy being put in God's thoughts

beween his own people and the rest of mankind, and that, whatever be the nature of his

outward providence, he has their interests and well-being continually at heart. Those

who encourage themselves in sin because they see that the righteous suffer with the

wicked, and judge that this proves an absence of interest or care on the part of God,

must submit to a great undeceiving. The last judgment will make a final Reparation

(Matt. XXV. 31—35).
IV. The fourth plague brought Pharaoh a second time to thi? point of

SUBMISSION TO God's C05IMAND8. The separation of the territory of Israel seems greatly

to have startled him, and he sent anew for Pluses. The unwillingness of his mind to

grant the required consent to the departure of the people is apparent from the interview.

1. Pharaoh proposes a compromise (v. 25). This is a common expedient with those who
are hard pushed with questions of religion. It is, however, only a veil for the spirit of

disobedience working underneath. The compromise proposed was unhesitatingly

rejected by Moses. He had no authority to accept it. It was in its own nature an

untenable one (ver. 26). Nothing was to be gained by accepting it. By standing firm

to his demand, he was certain to get the whole of what he wanted (ver. 28), why then

take a part ? Had he accepted the compromise, it would probably only have emboldened

Pharaoh to further resistance. God's servants will do well to imitate Moses in this

distrust of compromises. Little good ever comes of them. Principle, not expediency,

Bhtiiild rule the Christian's conduct. The intrusion of expediency into matters

ecclesiastical has been a grievous source of weakness, of scandal, and of loss of spiritual

power. 2. He ultim<ttely yields. He concedes the whole demand; qualified only by

the injunction not to go far away (ver. 28). The interview leaves on one's mind the

imjiression of sincerity—of a real relenting, of however short a duration, on the part of

Pharaoh. Just so much the more fatal to his spiritual hfe was the subsequent hardening.

V. Thouou warned nv Moses of the i'kkil of acting deceitfully, Phakaoh
ANEW HAiiUKNED HIS HEART (vef. 32). Hardening, after the experience just de-

ichbed, nuKy be regarded as almost setiliug Pharaoh's doom. He would moou be, if h*
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was not already, irrecoverable. God had trusted him a second time, and this was th«»

result. Obstinacy was passing into obduracy.—J, O.

Vers. 20—32.

—

The fourth piagrie—the flies: the immunities of Goshen. The mer*
change from one chastising agent to another is not a matter to be dwelt on in consider-
ing this plague. We note that God makes the change from gnats to flies, and that
Pharaoh, who was obdurate before the gnats, is so far affected before the flies as to make
an offer of submission ; but it is obviously impossible for us to see why the flies should
be more efficacious than the gnats. The important thing is, not the gradation from
gnats to flies, but the way in which Goshen was protected by Jehovah, and thereby pro-
claimed as under his favour. As in the third plague we are to notice the discomfiture of
the magicians, rather than the gnats themselves, so in the fourth plague we are to notice
the immunities that were secured to Goshen, rather than the flies. Thus we mark how
majestically and how worthily of himself Jehovah moves on from point to point towards
the climax of his visitations on Pharaoh. To say that these plagues increased in severity
is not to say much. Their succession in this respect is not so traceable as the succession
of the events which happened in connection with them. In considering these events iu
their succession, we see more clearly how far this narrative of the plagues is from being
the construction of a mere story-teller. There is a certain Divine art as to what is

inserted and what omitted ; but of this we may be sure, that nothing is invented. Under-
neath the condensed and pregnant record there is a tremendous and bitter reality. Con-
sider then

—

I. This protection of Goshen. 1. Note what this protection did for the Israelite$.

Had they then up to this time been sharers in the inconveniences and perils of the first

three plagues ? We must conclude that they had been ; and that Jehovah only now
deemed it fitting to extend special exemption to them. It was well foz them to share
somewhat of the sufferings of the Egyptians. (And we must bear in miiid that however
much they shared of these sufferings, yet afterwards, in the mlderness, the recollectioa

of the comforts and delicacies of Egypt rose above all the recollection of the sufierings.

Ch. xvi. 3 ; Niun. xi. 4—6.) But now, with the fourth plague, the time has come to make
a perceptible difference between Israelite and Egyptian. True, the contest is advancing,
but there is still much to be done ; and it is well to give Israel timely encouragements.
They must wait a while to be liberated from Pharaoh's thraldom, yet sui-ely it must
rejoice and comfort their hearts to see themselves, even though in bondage, free from the
afflictions which are coming ever more thickly upon Egypt. Though they have not all

they want, it is something to have such a clear sign that God has marked them for his own.
Even in this world, with all his sufferings, temporal disadvantages, and opportunities of
gain missed, because he is a Christian, the Christian has that which makes the world to

envy and to fear. For a while we must share in the world's sufferings, but the world cannot
share in our joys. Israel has to suffer with Pharaoh in the beginning, but presently it

escapes ; whereas Pharaoh cannot by any plan extend Goshen among the habitations of

his own people. If we would have the comforts of Goshen we must go there, fraternise

with them that dwell there, and join ourselves on to them. 2. Note what this protection

may have donefor the Egyptians. It may have done much in the way of revelation as

to the cause of their troubles. Up to this point, most of them, even while they
experienced great sufferings, had no knowledge of what caused the sufferings. It is very
improbable that the demands of Moses had become known to the great bulk of tha
people. To national troubles they were doubtless used at times—such troubles as had
come to their ancestors in the seven years of famine—but these plagues were altogether

beyond precedent, and must have provoked much active enquiry as to what possible

cause could produce them. And now when this sharp division is made betvv-een Egypt
and Goshen, this line evidently not of man's making, the Egyptian people cannot but
feel at onc^ that there must be some connection between tneir sufferings and the state of
the Israelites. Hence—3. It is possible that here we have the renl reason why Phardoh
is now driven again into a sort of submission. What if he were more concerned at the
ftbocnce of the flies from Goshen than at the presence of them among his o^vn peojilel

lii^lit not this extraordinary exemption set his o-wn people thinking too much, and caua*
hiacouse to be divided against itsell

?

XL His fbofositions to Mosbs of oompbokisb. Pharaoh, on the occasion of his fionxMC

o2
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yielding (ver. 10), proposed to let the pcoi'le go " to-morrow.^ Now he varies the termi
of compromise. The people shall offer their sacrifices in the land. Tliis offer he seem*
to have made in complete ignorance of the difficulties which lay in the way from the
feelings of his own peojile. A fine man this, to be the ruler of a great kingdom ! One
who had to be taught the feelings of his own people by a stranger. Like most despots,
he did not understand how vain it was to contend against the strength of custom and
popular sentiment, paiticularly in matters of religion. Not only were the rites of

Israelitish worship diffbieot from those of Egyptian worship, but one of the animals
most frequently used for Israelitish sacrifice, would if so used before the Egyptians, have
been viewed by them w?th the utmost repugnance, it was no visionary peril which
Mosea indicated. Whate.y, in his annotated edition of Bacon's Essays (p. 126), speaking
on this very subject of th>! strength of popular custom, illustrates it, curiously enough,
from the conduct of the Alexandrian pojjulace at a much later time. " ^Vhen the
Romans took possession of Egypt, the peoj^le submitted without the least resistance to

have their lives and property at the mercy of a foreign nation : but one of the Roman
soldiers happening to kiU a cat in the streets of Alexandiia, they rose on him and tore

him limb from limb , and the excitement was so violent, that the generals overlooked
the outrage for fear of insuneclion."—In the land of Egypt then, says Moses, the sacr -

fices of Israel cannot be ; and of course beyond the sufficient reason stated by Moses, there

were others which there wafi no need to state, and which Pharaoh could not have undet-
stood, even if they had been t^tated.—But Bharaoh is driven from one proviso only to seek
refuge in another. J/ the ptople go out, they are not to go ve^y far. And yet this offer,

conditional as it seemed, was not conditional in reality. It was enough to serve the
purjx)se of Moses, and he could readily accept it. Once a bird is outside of the cage, a
very few minutes will take it clear away from the risk of re-capture. If Pharaoh only
lets Israel out of his hands, it matters not how far, the rest will settle itself. This pro-

mise was eno\igh to justify Moses, in interceding for a withdrawal of the heavy hand of

Jehovah; and Jehovah, in granting the request. Thus a second time was Pharaoh taken
at his word- God, we see, takes men at their word when they make right resolutions.

]f they Make wrung, selfish resolutions, he would have them alter them. But once they
have restlved rightly, he holds them to the resolution, and gives opportunity to carry it

out. God withdiew the flies, as he had withdrawn the frogs. There seems even some-
thing as n iraculous about the withdrawal as about the original inffiction. It might
have been ixpected that a few of the flies would remain, just one here and there, but
there rerun \ed not one. Lastly, notice what is now coming to be the regular result

of Pharaoh't teni,porary yitldings. He gives way a little to pressure, but as soon as the

pressure is removed, he returns to his original position. All these yieldings of his aie

but as the sli,^ht appearance of thaw when the sun is at his best on a keen winter's day.

Pharaoh was thawed just a little on the svuface of his nature. As soon as the heat of

the present plague departed, the frost in his proud heart set in with more severity than
ever.—Y.

Vers. 20

—

Z2.— The Fourth Plague.—I. Thb superstition of Egypt ib made it»

SCOURGE. 1. The land was covered with the sacred beetle. It swarmed upon the

ground and in their homes. No movement was possible without crushing or treading

under foot the insect they adored. When God overthrows idolatries the very reveroncrt

with which the idols have been regarded deepens the chastisement. When the covetous

sink under the loss of wealth, they themselves have given its weight to the blow wliicQ

crushes them. 2. The land was destroyed by it. No i)rayer or propitiation served to

avert the judgment. A land is ever corrupted liy its idolatry. With the knowledge
and worship of the true God, purity and righteousness and truth are put far from it.

The soul is marred and wasted by covetousuess.

II. The sepakation' between Goshen and Euyft. 1. Hitherto there had been
no separation. Up •" a certain point the just and the unjust suffer in common.
2. Beyond this, Gou shields his loved ones. They are alike vis'ted by sorrow, &c

;

but while there is darkness and the ministration of deiith in the abodes of the un*

reiK;ntant, there is light and the ministration of life in the (iwelliugs uf tLe righleouu.

III. TuK rkjected coiii'ROMiSE. Nothing less than God's demand can be accepted

If w* are to ^o free and to obtain the inheritance, we must make no compromise
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with the world or with sin; we must offer to God the full unfettered ^vorship he
demf.nds. There must be full and complete separation between Kgj-pt and Israel,

the Church and the world, else it wiU be impossible to present before God the sacrifice*

he asks for. A Church unseparated from the world will be a worldly Church.
IV. Phabaoh's bkokek faith. We have no reason to doubt that he was sincere

when he made the promise (ver. 28). How many vows sincerely made in trouble
•re forgotten in the ease they sought to purchase 1 Under the pressure of affliction men
are ready to sacrifice much to which, when Gt)d's hand is removed, they cling as to their

life.—U.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 25—32.—The fourth plague moves the

Pharaoh more than any preceding one. He
still cannot bring himself to grant the demand

of Moses ; but he offers a compromise. The

Israelites shall have a respite from their toils,

and be permitted to hold their festival, and

offer the needful sacrifices «t» Egypt (ver. 25).

When this offer is for good reasons not ac-

cepted, he yields even further—he will let the

people go and sacrifice in the wilderness—only

they must not " go far away " (ver. 28). Hav-

ing made this promise, he obtains for the

second time the intercession of Moses and the

discontinuance of the plague in consequence

•f it But then, as before, when he saw that

there was respite (ver. 15), he retracted his

promise, hardened himself, and refused to

allow the people to quit Egypt (ver. 32).

Ver. 25.—In the land—i.e., in Egypt with-

in the limits of my dominions, so that I may
not lose sight of you—far less run the risk of

losing you altogether.

Ver. 26.—It is not meet so to do. So many
animals were held sacred by the Eeypiians,
some universally, some partially, that, if they
held a great festival anywhere in Egypt, the

Israelites could not avoid offending the re-

bgious feelings of their neighboiu-s. Some
anim Is would be sure to be sacrificed—white
cows, or heifers, for instance—by some of the

people, which the Egyptians regarded it as

sacrilegious to put to death. A bloody con-

flict, or even a civil war, might be the conse-

quence. By the abomination of the Egyp-
tians seems to be meant animals of which the

Egyptians would abominate the killing. It

has generally been supposed that either cows
alone, or " cows, bulls and oxen " are meant

;

hut recent researches seem to show that it was
only white cows which it was absolutely im-
lawful to sacrifice. (See ' Records of the Past,'

vol. ii. pp. 90. 96, 99 ; vol. x. pp. 44, 62, etc.)

Will they not stone us f Death was the legal

feoalty for wilfully killing any sacred animal

in Egypt (Herod, ii. 65). On one occasion
even a Roman ambassador was put to death
for accidentally killing a cat (Diod. Sic. i. 83).
Stoning does not appear to have been a legal
punishment in Eg)-pt, so that we must suppose
Moses to have feared the people present taking
the law into their ot\ti hand;, seizing the sacri-

ficers, and kiUiug them by this ready method.
_Ver. 27.—Three days' journey 'into the

wilderness. This was the demand made from
the first (ch. v. 3) by Di\-ine direction (ch. iiL

18). Its object was to secure the absence of
Egyptians as witnesses. As he shall command
us. Compare ch. x. 26. where Moses observes—" We know not with what we must serve
the Lord until we come thither." Divine
directions were expected as to the number and
the selection of the victims.

Ver. 28.—Only ye shall not go very fer
away. Here for the first time Pharaoh shows
his real objection to letting the Israelites go^
he is afraid that they will escape him. So he
suggests the compromise, that they shaU just

enter the wUdeniess on his eastern border, re-

maining near the frontier, and therefore with-
in his reach. Moses seems to have made no
objection to this proviso. As Kaliscb says,
" he committed himself entirely to the guid-
ance and direction of God." The three days'

journey which he had requested by Divine
command (ch. iii. 18) would not taki? him fax

beyond the Egyptian frontier. Entreat for

me. Compare ver. 8. An abhreviated form
is now used, as sufficiently intelligible.

Ver. 29.—To-morrow. As Pharaoh had
fixed the " morrow " for the departine of the

second plague (ver. 10), so Moses now an-

nounces a similar date for the departure of the

fourth. He adds a remonstrauce against any
further deceit or tergiversation, which Pharaoh
must have felt to be well deser^-ed.

Ver. 31.—There remained not one. The
hand of God was shewn in the removal no less

than in the infliction of the plagues. The
complete disappearance was as abnormal ai

the sudden coming.
Ver. 32.—At this time also. Compare elk

vii. 13, 22 ; cL viiL 16.
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HOMILETICS.

Vers. 25, 26.

—

Compromise not allowable in religious matters. The stniggles >f

political and social life, the conflicting claims of races, nations, states, classes, parties,

are usually terminated, and perhaps, tmder the existing condition of things, are best

terminated, by compromise. Let neither side get all it wants—let both yield some-

thing to the other—let the prudent and the moderate on each side seek an intermediate

course between the two extremes advocated—and the result is often peace and some-

thing approaching to contentment. Compromise is the soul of diplomacy—the idol

of clever Parliamentary leaders and party managers—the oil, as has been said, whereby

the wheels of the world are made to run smoothly. But in religion, compromise is out

of place. (1) There must be no compromise on any question of morality. If a thing

is wrong, it must be got rid of, not tolerated imder certain restrictions ; e.g., slavery,

prostitution, vivisection, intemperance. A compromise between vice and virtue is an

insult to virtue. (2) There must be no compromise with respect to doctrine. Doctrine

is either false or true ; and between truth and falsity there is no half-way house. Half

a truth is a lie. To compromise the truth, is to give place to a he. (3) There must be

no compromise \vith respect to any Christian duty. The laws of God are plain and

must be obeyed. Not to obey them is to disobey them. Moses was ordered to lead

his people out of Egypt. To have accepted Pharaoh's offer would have been a flagrant

breach of the command given to him. It was not necessary for him to see any ill

consequences, in order that he should feel bound to reject it. Ill consequences—even

could none have been foreseen—would have been sure to follow. For he woidu Lave

forfeited God's blessing—he would have entered on the path of disobedience—to curry

&vour with an earthly monarch he would have offended against the King of Heaven.

Vers. 29.

—

The duty of God's servants to rebuke the great of the earth. " Let not

Pharaoh deal deceitfully any more." Deceit is despicable in the meanest of men. How
much more in a king ! Subterfuge, tricks, Ues, are said to be the refuge of the weak,

the only resource whereby they can meet and defend themselves against the violence

and oppressiveness of the strong. What need has a king of them? A king drags

his honour in the dust when he forfeits his word, and does more to lower the dignity of

kings in general than fifty rebels or revolutionists. Our own " King Charles the Martyr
"

has lost half the sympathy which he would otherwise have obtained, by his lamentaVile

want of straightforwardness and steadfastness. And when kings err, in this or any other

way, it is the duty of those who have the opix>rtuuity, to rebuke them. Elijah

rebuked Ahab; Azariah, son of Oded, rebuked Asa; Ehezer, Jehoshaphat; Azariah the

high priest, Uzziah; John Baptist, Herod Antipas. Jesus himself spoke of Herod

as "that fox." The great are very apt to urge that whoever says a word in their

dispraise is "speaking evil of dignities" (Jude 8), and so offending against the law

of God. But the examples cited show that " dignities " have no claim to exemittion

from the rebukes and reproofs of God's servants. Dignities ought to be above needing

rebuke. They ought to set an example of virtue and highmindedncss, and, above all,

of regard for their word, when once they have pledged it. What might be forgiven

In inferior men, cannot be pardoned in them. " Be wise, ye kings ; be instructed, ye

judges of the earth." "A city set on a hill cannot be hid."

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER IX.

The Fifth Plagck. Vers. 1—7.—Hitherto

the pla;^ues hud been directed rather against

the persons of the Egyptians than against

their property. Property had perhaps suffered

•omewhat in the preceding plague, if it was

really ona of the BlaUa ori«ntalU ; but other-

wise the varions afflictions had caused nothing

but pain and annoyance to the person. Now
this was to be changed. Property was to be

made to suffer. It remained to be seen

whether the Pharaoh would be impressed more

deeply by calamities which impoverished hii

subjects than by those which merely caused

their personal annoyance and suffering. Tb4
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banii of God was first laid upon the cattle, or

rather upon the domesticated animals in

general (ver. 3). These were made lo suffer

from a " murrain " or epidemic pestilence,

which carried off vast numbers. Such visita-

tions are not uncommon in Egypt, and gener-

ally fall with especial force on the Delta,

where the existing Pharaoh and the Hebrew
people resided. The miraculous character of

the visitation at this time was indicated, 1. By
its announcement, and appearance on the day

appointed (vers. 3—6) ; 2. By its severity (ver.

G) ; and 3. By its attacking the Egyptian

cattle only (ver. 7). Pharaoh seems, however,

to have been almost less moved by this plague

than by any other.

Ver. 1.—Excepting in the designation of

Jehovah as " the Lord God of the Hebrews,"
this verse is an almost exact repetition of

the first verse of ch. viii. Such repetitions

are very characteristic of the most ancient

writings.

Ver. 3.—Thy cattle which is in the field.

The word " cattle " here is to be taken gener-

ally, as including under it the various kinds

particularised. The cattle are mentioned as

being at this time "in the field," because

during the inundation all of them were
brought in and housed, while, after the waters

had retii-ed, and the land had dried, most of

them were turned out to graze. This is always
the time at which epidemics break out. The
horses, the asses, etc. Horses, which had
been imknown prior to the Hyksos invasion,

and which consequently do not appear in the

list of animals presented to Abraham (Gen.
xii. 16), first became common under the
eighteenth dynasty, when they seem to have
been employed exclusively in war. Their use

for agricultural purposes, which is perhaps
here indicated, was not till later. (See
Chabas, Mitde$ aur VAntiquity Hiatorique, p.

421.) The ass was employed in great niunben
at all times in Egypt. Women and children

rode on them, men sometimes in a sort of litte»

between two of them. They were chiefly

used for carrying burthens, which were some-
times of enormous size (Lepsius, Denkmaler,
Part ii. pis. 42 a, 47, 56, 80 c, etc.). The
camels. Camels are not represented on any
Egyptian monument ; but they are occasion-

ally mentioned in the inscriptions (Chabas,
Etudes, pp. 400—13). They are caileikauii
or hamaru. There is no doubt of their em-
ployment by the Egyptians as beasts of

burthen in the traffic with Syria and with the
Sinaitic peninsula.

Ver. 4.—The Lord shall 80V3r. Compare
ch. viii. 22. There shall nothing die, etc

The original is more emphatic, and might be
rendered literally—" There shall not die of all

that is the children's of Israel a thing."

Ver. 5.—To-morrow. God may have inter-

posed the interval in order that such as be-

lieved the announcement might save their

animals by bringing them in out of the fields.

All the cattle died—».«. all that were " in the

field " (ver. 3).

Ver. 7.—And Pharaoh ssnt. This time the

king had the curiosity to send out and see

whether the Israelites had been spared.

Though he found the fact correspond to the
announcement, he was not seriously impressed.

Perhaps he thought the Israelites took better

care of their cattle and were better cattle

doctors than his own people. (Tlie doctoring

of cattle is represented on the monuments.
Rosellini, Mon. Civ. pi. 31.) Or he may have
attributed the escape of their animals to

the more healthy air of Goshen. Iharcoh's
heart was hardened. The plague afiected him
less than others had done, rather than more.
He was so rich that an affliction which touched
nothing but property seemed a trivial matter
What cared he for the sufferings of the poor

beasts, or the ruin of those who depended
upon the breeding and feeding of cattle i

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1

—

7.—The burthen of man^s sin presses on the brute creation, as well as on man
himself. "The whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now''
(Rom. viii. 22). Brutes are to a large extent co-partners with man in his sorrows

and his wretchedness. But brute suffering is the product of man's sin. Mostly it

is directly caused by man. Man not only kills animals for his food, but he chases

tliem for his diversion, mutilates them for his convenience, vivisects th^^-for his

supposed benefit. In chasing them, he wounds more than he kills; in mutilating

them, he often removes parts necessary for their comfort; in vivisecting them, he
knowin^y makes them sutler excruciating pain. His use of them as beasts of draught
and burden is a lighter form of evil than any of these ; but in the aggregate it causes,

perhaps, as much suffering. Again, man makes the horse his companion in war,

and exposes him to the most hideous wounds, the most horrid deatlis. Nor does

the list of his misdoings as respects the animal world end here. To children the

wanton torture of insects seems to be a chief delight. For the production of certaia
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delicacies of the tal)le, turkeys and other animals are made to undergo untold agonies.

Slow death is inflicted on calves, to make the veal wliite. Finally, animals are often

involved in the I )iviue judgments by which nations are visited for their sins. " Much
cattle " would have perished miserably, if Nineveh had not repented at Jonab'a

preaching. The beasts endure as much as the men when cities are blockaded.

Occasionally, as in this plague, the beasts themselves are the direct sufferers, and
Qod punishes man through them. No doubt there is a mystery in this. The suffering

of innocent dumb animals is hard to reconcile with the goodness of God. His causing

pain to them for man's fault is even more strange. How persons who have a fixed

behef that the brute creation enjoys no future Hfe, overcome the difficulty, we k ti w
not. But the solution of it may, we think, be found in the Scripture which tells

of "the spirit of the beast which goeth downward" (Eccles. iii. 21). If the spirit

of a beast survives, it may find compensation in another Bfe for what it has suffered

here. Man's coldness and deadness with respect to animal suffering is as marvellous a::;

anything in his nature and history. " Pharaoh's heart" was utterly hard to it. He did

not even ask that the plague should be removed. The sufferings and miserable death of

thousands of beasts made not the slightest impression upon him. Probably he did oot

give their sufferings a thought. And even among Christians, is it not much the same ?

How few protest against even such enormities as promiscuous vivisection I How few, in

grieving over the horrors of war, think of the pain which is borne by the animals

•ngaged in it I How few give so much as a sigh to the labour, the weariness, tlie

Buffering of millions of poor dumb brute beasts engaged in ministering to their pleasures,

amusements, convenience I We grieve bitterly for our own troubles. We have a tear of

sympathy, perhaps, for the griefs of humanity generally. But for the rest of creation,

"groaning and travailing in pain together until now," we have scarcely a thought.

How different from him who was led to spare Kineveh (Jonah iv. 11) because therein

were " more than six score thousand persons that could not discern between their right

hand and their left hand, and alto much cattie I

"

HOMBLIES BY VAEIOUS AUTHOES.

Vers. 1—8.

—

TJie plague of murrain of beasts. L The alternative again (vers.

1,2). Surely Pharaoh was well warned. The analogy of the third pla:;ae would have led

us to expect that on this occasion—after a second and glaring breach i f faith—there would

have been no warning. Yet mercy waits upon him. Faithless thuugh he had been, if

even yet he will let the people go, all will be forgiven. If not—then judgments. Slark

how sacredly, in all this, the freedi^m of Pharaoh is respected. " He was not put on the

actual rack or held over a slow fire till his cruel hand relaxed, and let the Hebrew
bondmen go. The appeal was loud, and each time it was rej^eatwi he and his people

were shaken more severely than before ; but after every demand there was a respite, a
jiause, an opportunity to ponder, and either yield the point or recall a jjast concession."

(Hamilton.)

II. A MUKBAiN OF CATTLE (vcrs. 3—7). This was the form assumed by the fifth

plague. It is to be viewed, 1. As a new blow at Egyptian idolatry. The sacredness of

the cow and ox are hinted at in ch. viii. 26. It may well have bejn that the sacied

beasts themselves, the bull Apis, the calf Mnevis, and the rest, were smitten by the

pestilence. 2. As a fresh illustration of the manifold resources of Jehovah. The
mortality which came upon the cattle was universal in its sweep, carrying off, not only

sheep «md oxen, but horses, asses, ar.d camels ; destructive in its effects, the greater

proportion of the cattle of each class falling victims to it
;
yet carefully discriminative,

attacking the cattle of the Egyptians, but leaving unharmed those of the IsraeHtes (ver.

6). 3. As & plaguf- of increased severity. The loss sustained liy the Egyj)tians in this

mowing down of their cattle was th^ greatest they had yet experienced. Cattle consti-

tute a large part of the wealth of every nation. They are of importance for food, ior

burden, and for the produce of the dairy. What a loss it would be to our own uation

were our sheep, cows, oxen, hoiaes, and asses, all suddenly destroyed 1 In the East the
oxen vere employed for draught, and in the operations of agriculture. Yet the plague
was but the mtensification of a natural calnmity—one with the effects of which we
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•re not wholly unfamiliar. It may seem " advanced " to scofif at the ngency of Grod in
cattle-plague visrations, but the truer philosophy will reverently recognise the fact of

such agency, and will not regard it as in the least incompatible with any secondary
causes which may be shown to be involved in the production and spread of the disorder,

God has this weapon equally with others at his command for chastening a disobedient
people. Our wisdom, surely, is to be at peace with him. 4. As a forewarning of
greater judgment. As yet the persons of the Egyptians had escaped. The plagues,
however, were coming nearer and nearer them. Their cuttle had been smitten, an('

what could the next stroke be, but an infliction upon themselves ?

111. This plague also ineffectual (ver. 7). Pliaraoh sent to see if any of the
cattle of the children of Israel had died. The connection seems to indicate that his

hardening was partly the result of the news that they had all escaped. This, instead

of softening, maddened and embittered him. Hitherto Pharaoh has been seen
hardening himself in spite of the influences brought to bear on him. 'I'he fact is to

be noted that the plagues here begin to produce a positively evil efl'ect. That which
ought to have softened and converted, now only enrages, and confirms in the bad
resolution.—J. 0.

Vers. 1—7.

—

The fifth plague—the murrain among the leasts. I. The use which
God here makes of the lower creation. In the three plagues immediately preceding

God made the lower creation his scourges. He took little creatm-es, the bare existence

of which many, not perceiving the wisdom of God, think to be unnecessary ; and these

he increased into a vast and most vexatious multitude. The killing of a frog, a gnat, a
fly, we are accustomed in our heedlessness to make nothing of; such killing is but sport

to thoughtless lads. But we think very difl"erently of such animals as are spoken of in
this fifth plague ; horses, oxen, asses, sheep, all animals comprehended here under the
general term cattle. We shotdd feel it hardly possible to have too many of them. This
certainly was the view in ancient times in Scriptural countries, for we read of the wealth
of men as being generally measured by the number of animals they possessed. Thus
we are led to notice in the course of these plagues, how God, in his view of -the lower
creation, risen high above our view. We look at the lower animals according to their use
to us, and thus classify them as helpful or hurtful; God looks at them according

to their use to him, and in his hands they all become abundantly helpful to further his

ends. He uses the frogs, gnats, and flies (or beetles) to inconvenience Pharaoh and
his people, if thereby a change of mind may be wrought, and when this fails he takes
the cattle and causes them to be destroyed in order to bring about, if possible, the same
result. Thus creation serves Jehovah ; whether living or dying, destroying or destroyed.

II. A melancholy illustration of the unity in which all creation is bound.
A question may be raised as to the goodness of God in thus destroying those creatures

because of the wickedness of man. Why should they suffer because of Pharaoh's
obdiuacy? The answer is that the whole creation of God is bound up in a marvellous
unity, from the lowest thing that has life, right up to man himself. It is for man
himself to help in settling how far the lower creation shall suffer for his sake. It is no
more jxissible for man to do wrong and the rest of sentient creatures to escape the

consequences of his wrong-doing, than it is for man to live recklessly in his own
person and expect the organs and limbs of his body to escape suffering. Animals
are not to be looked at in themselves, but as being created for the comfort and service

of man, and especially that in his use of them it may be shown what his ov.ti notions of
a right use are. Let man do right, and all living creatures within the circle of his

influence share in the blessed consequences; let Mm do wrong, and their lives must also

be disan'anged.

III. Observe in this plaque how forcible the illustration is of Israel's

exemption from the murrain. The wealth of Israel was peculiarly pastoral wealth;
of the vwy kind, therefore, which was smitten in this plague. Hence all the more
noticeable is the exemption of the Israelites and all the more impressive. If it had been
a pestilence coming down upon the country generally, irrespective of territory and of

special Divine control, it would have injured Israel a great deal more than Egypt.
IV. What a clear manifestation there is in this plague of how KEASONLESa

AMD INFATUATED THE OBDURACY OF Phabaoh IB BEOOMIKO. He is inflexible, not only
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without reason, but against reason. Not content with dismissing the rumours that come

to his ears concerning the exemption of Israel's cattle from the pestilence, he sends to

certify himself of the fact, which makes his continued obduracy all the more evidently

imreasonable. What excuse was there for a man who asked in the way Pharaoh asked,

even after it had beeu made clear to him that of the cattle of the children of Israel not

one had died? It is sad when a man dismisses in this way even the appearance of

having reason for what he does, when he says, " 1 will not, because I will not, and there

is an end of it."—Y.

Vers. 1—7.—Gron's mebct is temporal jtjdgmentb. Hitherto no great loss had

been inflicted ; now their cattle is taken. In God's mercy the afflictions deepen that

Egypt may forsake the path of death. "When the Lord's hand falls in heavier blows it

is to save from something worse which lies beyond. Israel's calamities preceded her

captivity. God's chastisements fall that we may not be condemned with the world

(1 Cor. xi. 32).

II. CosviCTiON DOES NOT ALWAYS COMPEL OBEDIENCE. Pharaoh had already two

proofs that the mmrain was from the hand of God, He had foretold it, and it came at

the time he said it would come. He himself seeks a third proof; he sends to Gx)shen,

and finds that there was " not one of the cattle of the Israelites dead." Yet he does not

bow under the hand of God. Conviction may co-exist with impenitence and stubborn

persistence in sin, but, when it does, it is the mark of a soul given over to destruction.

The devils believe and tiemble.—U.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 8—12.—The Sexth Plaque. The

ixth plagTie was sent, like the third, without

notice given. It was also, like the third, a

plague which inflicted direct injury upon the

person. There was a very solemn warning in

it ; for the same power that could afflict the

body with " boils and blains," i.e., with a

severe cutaneous disease accompanied by pus-

tulous ulcers—could also (it must have been

felt) smite it with death. It is uncertain what

exactly the malady was. Some have supposed

elephantiasis, some " black leprosy," some

merely an eruptive disease such as is even now

common m Egypt during the autumn. But it

is, at any rate, evident that the malady was

exceedingly severe—" the magicians could not

stand before Moses" because of it (ver. 11).

If it was " the botch of Egypt " (Deut xxviii.

27), as seems probable, since the name in the

Hebrew is the same, it was incurable. Pharaoh

and his people were warned by it that God's

power would be shown on themselves, not in

the way of mere annoyance—as with the

earUcr plagues—but of serious injury—and if

80, why not of death ? Thus, the sixth plague

hendded the tenth, and, except the tenth, was

the niwt severe of all

Ver. 8.—Ashes of the famace. Rather
*• Hihd I'roin ihi- furnace." The word commonly
used in Hebrew for "ashes" is different.

lian; rocuudite reMons have been brought

forward for the directions here giiven. But
perhaps the object was simply to show that as

water, and earth (ch. viii. 13) and air Cch. x.

13) could be turned into plagues, so firo could

be. The " soot of the furnace " might well

represent fire, and was peculiarly appropriate

for the production of a disease which was in

the main an " inflammation." It is not likely

that Moses imitated any superstitious practice

of the priests of Egypt. Toward the heaveiL.

The act indicated that the plague would come
from heaven

—

i.e. from God. In the sight of

Pharaoh. Compare ch. vii. 20 It is probaljle

that the s^Tnbolic act which brought the

plague was performed " in the sight of

rharaoh " in every case, except where the

plague was unannounced, though the fact is

not always recorded.

Ver. 9.—It shall become small dust.

Rather, " It shall be as dust." No physical

change is intended by the expression used,

but simply that the "soot" or "ash" should

be spread by the air throughout all Egypt, as

dust was wout to be spread. And shall be a

boil breaking forth with blains. Literally,

" an inflanuiiation, begetting pustules." The
description would apply to almost any eruptive

disease. The attempts definitely to determine
what exactly the malady was, seem to bo

futile—more especially as diseases are con-

tinually changing their forms, and a malady
which belongs to the fourteentn or fifteenth

century before our era is almost eenam tc

have been different from any now pievaleni

The word " blains
"—now obsolete ua a sepa-

rate word—appears in " chilblains."

i

I
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Ver 10.—^The famace. It is perhaps not
ery important what kind of " furnace " is

meant. But the point has been seriously

debated Some suppose a furnace for the
consumption of victims, human or other ; some
a baking oven, or cooking stove ; others a
furnace for smelting metal ; others again a
limekiln. The ordinary meaning of the word
used, kibshon, is a " brick-kiln ;" but bricks

were not often baked in Egypt. Nor is it at

all clear that any victims were ever consumed
in furnaces. Probably either a brick-kiln or a

furnace for the smelting of metals is meant.
. Ver. 11.—The magicians could not stand.

It is gathered from this that the magicians
had, up to this time, been always in attendance
when the miracles were wrought, though they

had now for some time failed to produce any
counterfeits of them. On this occasion theil
persistency was punished by the sudden falling

of the pestilence upon themselves with such
severity that they were forced to quit the
royal presence and hasten to their homes to be
nursed.

Ver. 12.—And the Lord hardened Pharaoh'i
heart. Up to this time the hardenmg oi
Pharaoh's heart has been ascribed to himself,
or expressed indefinitely as a process that was
continually going on—now for the first time
it is positively stated that God hardened his
heart, as he had threatened that he would (ch.
iv. 21). On the general law of God's dealings
with wicked men, see the comment on the
above passage

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 8—12.

—

Sin punished hy physical suffering, hut such suffering not always a
punishment for sin. God has many weapons in his quiver wherewith to chastise sin.

One of them is physical pain. He can a ise the limbs to ache, the temples to throb,
the blood to be inflamed, the breathing to labour, the head to be racked, the nerves to
thrill and tingle—the whole body, from the sole of the foot to the crown of the head, to

be nothing but a mass of " wounds and bruises, and putrifying sores." There is no part
of our frame, no process, no function, but can be made the seat of an intolerable agony.
God, for the most part, spares us, in the hope that his goodness and long-suffering will

lead us to repentance. He had long spared Pharaoh and the Egyptians—had shown
them his power in ways that annoyed and harassed, but did not seriously hurt. Now
he must adopt severer measures. So his hand is laid upon their bodies, which are
smitten with disease, disfigured, made loathsome to the eye, and racked with physical
suffering. Here we may note three things :

—

I. God punishes sin to a large extent in this wat. Many sins have physical
consequences attached to them by a natural law, which are in the highest degree
painful, which injure the health, destroy the tissues, produce disease, madness, idiocy.

Meu know these consequences, but hope that they may individually escape them. As
Moses and Aaron warned in vain, so now vain too often are the uplifted voices of God's
ministers. Nine-tenths, probably, of the physical suffering in England at the present

day is caused by those sins of intemperance and imcleanness which are the crying

evils of our age and country, and which nothing seems able to uproot or even seriously to

diminish. Children are bom now for the most part with the seeds of disease in them,
which are the consequence of their parents' vices. They lack the physical stamina and
the moral vigour which they would have possessed, had their parents led good, pious,

consistent, religious lives. They have unhealthy appetites, desires, cravings, which they

would not have had but for their parents' sins. Too often, to all this is added the force

of bad example. Intemperance and uncleanness foUow, and the inborn germs of disease

are stimulated into activity
;
pain follows pain, agony follows agony. A wretched life

is terminated by an early death. If they leave children behind them, their case is even

more hopeless. The physical taint is deepened. The moral strength to resist is

weaker. Happy is it if Gfod takes the little ones away from the evil to come.

II. God does not exempt from this punishment either the wealthy or the
HIGHLY EDUCATED. " The boil was on the magicians." The taint of uncleanness, the

mental weakness which results from habits of intemperance afflict the great, the

rich, the " upper ten thousand," as surely as their humbler fellow-subjects who herd in

courts and alleys. There are great families in which it is a well-known fact tliat

intemperance has become hereditary. There are others where the heir never lives to the

«ge of thirty. No rank—not even royal rank—exempts from subjection to hygienic laws=

Neither does intellect nor education. It may be that the intellectual and highly

educate-d are less likely than others to plunge into dissipation and sensual vices. But if^
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in spHe of their higher nature, they give the reins to their lower, the same results

follow as in the case of the least gifted of their fellow-men. Retribution reaches them.

They "receive withiu themselves the reward of their iniquity." Their physical naturo,

no less than their moral, is tainted ; and pain, suffering, often agony, are their portion.

111. Those who receive the puxishment often harden themselves. The buil

was on the magicians ; but we do noi hear that the magicians submitted themselves, or

owned the supremacy of Jehovah. Uo now, those whose sin draws do^vn upon them
suffering rarely repent, rarely forsake their sin, rarely humble themselves beneath the

chastening rod of the Almighty. No doubt drunkards are occasionally refomied and
profligates reclaimed. But for one lost sheep thus recovered, how many scores perish in

their evil courses, and descend the rapid incline which conducts to the gulf of

destruction ? We are amazed at the obstinacy of Pharaoh ; but we are most of us just

as obstinate. Nothing will induce us to give up our pet vices. We cling to them,
even when the boil is upon us. If we give them up for a time, we recur to them. If

we leave them off in act, we dn-ell fondly upon them in thought and imagination.

hard human hearts, that will not yield to God's discipline of pain, when sent as

cha.stisement 1 What can ye expect, but that chastisement will give place to vengeance ?

Physical suffering is sometimes sent, not to punish, but to refine and purify. Job's

comforters supposed that one so afflicted must have committed some great crime, or be

concealing some habitual vice of a grave character. But it was not so. The sufferings

of saints are blessings. They give a fellowship with Christ, which nothing else can give.

They make the saint rehearse in thought, over and over again, each step of that

grievous, yet blessed via dolorosa, along which he went upon his way to the Cross

of Calvary. They intensify faith and love—they give assurance of acceptance (Heb.
xii. 6)—they elevate, purify, sanctify. Earth has no lovelier sight than that not

imcommon one of a crippled sufferer, stretched day after day and year after year upon a
"t)ed of pain, yet always cheerful, always thoughtful for others, always helpful by advice,

kind word, even (if their strength allows) kind acts. Such blessed ones live with
Christ, suffer with Christ, feel themselves to be in Christ; as St. I'aul says, they "fill

up that which is behind of the afliictions of Christ in their flesh" (CoL L 24), and "are
joyfiil in their tribulation " (2 Cor. vii. 4).

HOMIIJES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 8—13.

—

The plague of boils and hlaina. This plague, like the third, was
unannounced. God varies his methods. There was need for some token being given
of God's severe displeasure at Pharaoh's gross abuse of his goodness and forbearance.
This plague is distinguished from the rest by being introduced with a siguificaui action.

I. The action introducixg the plague (vers. 8—10). Hitherto the only actions
employed had been the stretching out of Aaron's rod, and in the case of the third
plague, the smiting of the dust with it. Now, I»Ioses is instructed to take handfuls of
the a-slicb from the furnace and sprinkle them towards heaven in the sight of Pharaoh
»nd his servants. The performance of so solemn an act implied that a new stage
was being reached in Pharaoh's hardening, as also in God's punitive deidings with him.
From this point onwards matters are rapidly developed to a crisis. '1 he act was
symbolical, and may be variously interpreted. 1. As a chuUenge to the Egyptian Deities,

specially Neit, " who bore the designation of ' The Great Mother of the highest heaven,'
and was worshipped as the tutelary goddess of Lower Egypt" (Canon Cook). 2. As
connected loith the scattering of the ashes of human victims to avert evilfrom the land.
This was done, or had been done, in the days of the Shepherds, in the worship of
Sutech or Typhon. The victims were usually foreigners, perhaps often Hebrews.
"After being burnt alive on a high altar, their ashes were scattered in the air by
the priests, in the belief that they would avert evil from all parts whither they
were blown" (Geikie). The sprinkling of ashes by Moses, and their descent, not m
blessing, but in boils and blains, would thus have a terrible sign ficance. 3. As
Bvmbohcal of the laying of a curse upon the people. It is, at least in some parts of
the East, a practice to take a^hes and throw them into the air, in token of giving
effect to an imprecation. Most probable of all,—4. As a symbol <(f retribution for tin
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sufferings of Israel. The "fiu-nace" is a common Scripture emblem for the bitter

slavery of the Hebrews (Gen. xv. 17 ; Deut. iv. 20 ; 1 Kings viii. 57 ; Is. xlviii. 10

;

Jer. xi. 4). Ashes taken from the furnace and sprinkled towards heaven, whence
they descended in a plague, would thus naturally symbolise the return upon Pharaoh
and his servants of the cruelties with which they had afflicted Israel. The cry of

the sufferers in the furnace had entered into the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth. The
evil deeds of the afflicters were now to come back upon them in retribution. It was aa

though the ashes of the victims sacrificed in the long tyranny were rising in vengeance
against the oppressor.

II. The peculiarity op the plague in the smiting of the persons (ver. 10).

The disease with which the Egyptians were smitten was painful, loathsome, and
excruciatingly severe as compared with ordinary inflictions of a similar nature. Tortured

in their bodies, they were " receiving in themselves that recompense of their error whict
was meet " (Rom. 1. 27). This experience of sore personal suffering ought surely to

have arrested their foUy. It showed them how absolutely helpless they were in the

hands of God. The plague was universal (ver. 11). Not one could boast against

another. The plague was peculiarly afflictive to a people which prided itself on its

cleanliness. It smote beasts as well as men. What a terrible calamity ! The whole
head was sick, and the whole heart faint. From the sole of the foot even to the crown
of the head there was no soundness in it ; but wounds, and bruises, and putrifying sores

(Is. i. 6). Yet, instead of repenting, the people appear only to have been stung to

further revolt. So it was, at least, with their king. 1. An image of the condition

of the sinner. 2. A new proof of the power of God. The hand of God is to be

seen in the infliction of diseases. God threatens, in Deuteronomy, to lay the evil

diseases of Egypt upon the Israelites if they should prove disobedient (Deut. xxix. 60).

3. An instance of the inefficacy of bodily sufferings to produce repentance. Cf. Rev. xvi.

10, 11, "They gnawed their tongues for pain, and blasphemed the God of heaven

because of their pains and their sores, and repented not of their deeds."

III. The defeat of the magicians (ver. 11). They could not now even stand

before Moses. Pharaoh is being left more and more alone in his resistance.

IV. Pharaoh still hardened (ver. 12). Before, one plague was the utmost he

could hold out against. He yielded under the second and the fourth. Now he main-

tains his attitude of resistance under two plagues in succession.—-J. 0.

Vers. 8—12.

—

The sixth plague—the boils and blains. Only the barest conjectures

are possible as to why these ashes of tlie furnace were taken as materials whence to

draw this sixth plague. If we look at the first two plagues we see that they come
out of the water. 'J he next plague, that of the gnats, comes out of the dust of the

earth, and the flies may be taken as having the same origin. The miurain probably

arose through a vitiating change in the food of the animals; and here again we are

directed to look downwards to the eaith, out of which comes the food both for man and

beast. Next comes this sixth plague, and by the mention of ashes of the furnace it

would almost seem as if God meant his people to understand that aU the useful

elements in nature were to do their part in plaguing Pharaoh. Water has had its share,

the earth its share, fire now gets its share; and there only remains the air above

and around, and out of this, sure enough, there presently came the hail, the locusts,

Warping on the Eastern wind,

and the thick darkness, llius, m all visible directions where man looks for blessmg,

God meets him with a stern intimation that he can turn the blessing into a curse.

So much for the origin of this plague ; now with regard to its form.

—

N(»te,

L T*iAT God's punishments now advance to take up their abode in thb

BODIES OF Pharaoh and his people. As God can take the lower animals, which

he has made for our use, and turn them at his pleasure into a blessing or a curse,

so he can come nearer still, and make our bodies, which are agents of the most

exquisite pleasures, into agents of pain just as exquisite. Notice that in the very

mode of infliction there was a ml/ture of severity and mercy. Severity, becaus*

undoubtedly there would be terrible pain; mercy, because probably the pain w«*
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confined to the 8urfa(;e of the "body ; none the easier to bear, certainly ; and yet easier

is this, that it did not belong to an affliction of the great vital organs. Severity
again, on the other hand, just because it affected the sensitive surface of the body.
It is through our sensations that God has caused so much both of pleasure and informa-
tion to come. Thus God, who had given so much delight to Pharaoh and his people,

through making them so sensitive to the outward world, now deranges all the minute
nerves and vessels, and by spreading boils and blains over the surface of the body
he effectually stops all enjoyment of life. We know that it is possible for a person to

be seriously ill—even fatally so, perhaps confined as a hopeless invalid for years

—

and yet to get considerable enjoyment out of life, as in reading and in light occupations
for the mind. But what pleasure can be got when, from head to foot, the body is

covered with boils and blains? As long as this sort of pain lasts, httle else can be
thought of than how to get rid of it.

II. As in the plague of the gnats, so here in the plague of the boils and blains,

OUR ATTEKTiox IS SPECIALLY DIRECTED TO THE MAGICIANS. On the former occasiou,

with or without sincerity, they had said, "This is the finger of God;" now they
are in themselves, so to speak, the finger of God. They can neither avert nor dis-

semble their subjection to the power that works through Moses. At first, doulstless,

hey had looked upon him with haughtiness, audacity, and scorn, as being hardly worth
a moment's attention. Very likely it was counted a great condescension to turn the

rods into serpents. But now, whatever feeling be in their hearts, the hold that Jehovah
has on their bodies is only too evident. Silence and outward serenity are impossible

under such suffering as this. The twitchings of the face cannot be concealed, the groan
cannot be suppressed, the unquaihng attitude cannot .be maintained- Who shaU tell

what individual humihations and defeats he behind this brief expression :
" The magi-

cians could not stand before Moses because of the boils." Became of the boils ! It was
not a very diguified sort of disaster; not very pleasant to recall in after times. These
magicians, we may imagine, had scorned the very name of Jehovah, worse, mayhap,
than Pharaoh himself. And now in these boils and blains there is, suppressed as it

were, scorn and mockery from Jehovah in return. Opposers of God may not only have
to be brought down from their pride, but in such a way as will involve them in ridicule

and shame. The exposure of falsehood is only a work of time, and as we see here,

it can be accomplished in a comparatively short time. Pain effectually di-ives away
all dissembling, and nature proves too much even for the man to whom art has become
second nature.—Y.

Vers. 8—12.—I. TJie Sixth Plague. The means used. Ashes were taken from the
brick-kiln in which the Israelites toiled, and in Pharaoh's presence sprinkled in mute
appeal toward heaven. The memorials of oppression lifted up before God will fall

in anguish upon the oppressors (James v. 1—5). The French Revolution and the ages

of giant wrong that had gone before. American slavery and its punishment.
II. The suddennkss of the infliction. 'Ihere was no warning. The dust was

cast up, and immediately the plague was upon man and beast. The judgment of

wickedjiess will come as in a moment. Sodom. The flood.

III. The shame of the magicians. 1. Upon them the plague seems to have been
more severe than ujwn others. Upon the abettors of other men's tyranny and wrong,
Gk)d's judgment wiU fall heaviest. The deep responsibility of Christian teachers and
men of influence and talent. Let them see to it that they are on the side of righteous-

ness, and not of the world's class—selfishness and manifold wrong. 2. They were
brought to shame in the presence of those who trusted in them. The falseliood cf

their i^reteusions was exposed by their inability to defend themselves. When God
visits for the world's sin, there will be everlasting confusion and shame for its apologists

and abettors.—U.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 18—26.—The Seventh PLAorB. The
nzth plague hai had no effect at all upon the

hard heart of tlie Pharaoh, who cared nothing

for the physical sufferin§B of his subjects, and

apparently was not himself afflicted by the

malady. Moees was therefore ordered tu ap«
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pear before him once more, and warn him of

farther and yet more terrible visitations which

were impending. The long message (vers.

13—19) is without any previous parallel, and

coutains matter calculated to make an impres-

sion even upon the most calloiis of moiials.

First there is an annoimcement that God is

about to send '^all his plagues" upon king and

people (ver. 14) ; then a solemn warning that

a pestilence might have been sent which would

have swept both king and people from the

face of the earth (ver. 15) ; and finally (ver.

18) an announcement of the actual ^dgment
immediately impending, which is to be a hail-

stonn of a severity never previously known in

Egypt, and but rarely experienced elsewhere.

Pharaoh is moreover told that the whole ob-

ject of his having been allowed by God to con-

tinue in existence is the glory about to accrue

to his name from the exhibition of his power

in the deliverance of his people (ver. 16). A
peculiar feature of the plague is the warning

(ver. 19) whereby those who believed the words

of Moses, were enabled to escape a great part

of the ill effects of the storm. It is a remark-

able indication of the impression made by the

previous plagues, that the warning was taken

by a considerable number of the Egyptians,

who by this means saved their cattle and their

slaves (ver. 20). The injury caused by

the plague was very great. The flax and

barley crops, which were the most advanced,

suffered complete destruction. Men and beasts

were wounded by the hail-stones, which might

have been—as hail-stones sometimes are

—

jagged pieces of ice; and some were even

killed, either by the hail (see Josh. x. 11;, or

by the lightning which accompanied it. Even

trees were damaged by the force of the storm,

which destroyed the foliage and broke the

branches.

Ver. 13.—Else up early. Compare ch. vii.

15, and viii. 20. The practice of the Egyptian
kings to rise farly and proceed at once to the

dispatch of business is noted by Herodotus
(ii. 173). It is a common practice of oriental

monarchs. And say nnto him. The same
message is colistantly repeated in the .same

words as a token of Gods unchangingness.

See ch. viii. 1—20; ix. 1 ; x. 3; etc.

Ver. \i.—I will at this time send all my
plagues upon thine heart. A very emphatic
announcement. At this time contrasts the

immediate future with the past, and tells

Pharaoh that the hour of mild warnings and
•light plagues is gone by. Now he is to ex-

pect something far more terrible God will
send all his plagues—every worst form of evQ—in rapid succession; and will send th'-m
against his heart. Each will strike a blow
on that perverse and obdurate heart—each
will stir his nature to its inmost depths. Con-
science will wake up and insist on being heard.
All the numerous brood of selfish fears and
alarms will bestir themselves. He will tremble,
and be amazed and perplexed. He will forego
his pride and humble himself, and beg the fs-
raelites to be gone, and even intreat that, ere
they depart, the leaders whom he has so long
opposed, will give him their blessing (ch. x d.

32). That thou mayert know. Pharaoh was
himself to be convinced that the Lord God of
Israel was, at any rate, the greatest of all gods.
He was not likely to desert at once and alto-
gether the religion in which he had been
brought up, or to regard its gods as non-
existent. But he might be persuaded of one
thing— that Jehovah was far above then).
And this he practically acknowledges in vers.
27 and 28.

Ver. 15.—For now I will stretch out my
hand. It is generally agreed by modem
writers that this translation fails to give the
true sense of the original God does not here
announce what he is going to do, but what
he might have done, and woiud have done, but
for certain considerations. Translate, "For
now might I have stretched out my hand, and
smitten thee and thy people with pestilence

;

and then thou hadst been cut off from the
earth." Scripture shows that pestilence ia

always in God's power, and may at any time
be let loose to scourge his foes, and sweep
them into the pit of destruction. (See Lev.
xxvi. 25; Num. xi. 33; xiv. 12; xvi. 46;
2 Sam. xxiv. 13—15, etc.) He had not done
now what he might have done, and what
Pharaoh's obstinacy might well have pro-
voked him to do ; and why ? On account of
the considerations contained in the next
verse.

Ver. 16.—And in very deed, etc. Rather,
" But truly for this cause have I caused thee to
stand," i.e., " kept thee alive and sustained thee
in the position thou occupiest," for to shew
to thee my power

—

i.e., to impiess thee, i^ it

is possible that thou canst be impressed, with
the greatness of my power, and the fooli.^hness

of any attempt to resist it, and also that my
name may be declared throughout all the
earth — i.e., that attention may be called
widely among the neighbouring nations to
the great truth that there is really but one
God, who alone can deliver, and whom it is

impossible to resist.

Ver. 17.—As yet. Rather "still." And
the whole verse should be rendered—"Dost
thou still oppose thyself against my people, so
as not to let them go." The verb translated
" oppose "—(» exalt " in the A.V >—w strictly
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"to raise a mound, or l/anfc," thence " to ob-

Btrnct," '* oppose."

Ver. 18.—To-morrow about this time. As
it might have been thought that Moses had
done nothing very extraordinary in predicting

a storm for the next day, a more ex;ict note of

time than usual was here given. Compare
ch viii. 23 ; ix. 5. I will cause it to rain a

very grievous hail. R;iin, and, still more,

hail are cumparatively rare in Egypt, though

not so rare a« stated by some ancient authors

(Herod, iii. 10; Pomp.' Mela, De Silu Orhis,

i. 9). A good deal o! rain falls in the Lower
Country, where the north wind brings air

loaded witli vapour from the Mediterranean;

particuhirly in the winter months from Decem-
ber to March. Snow, and hail, and thunder

are during those months not very uncommon,
having been witnessed by muny modern tra-

vellers, as Pococke, Wansleben, Seetzen, Perry,

Tooke, and others. They are seldom, how-
ever, of any great severity. Such a storm as

here described (see especially vers. 23, 24)
would be quite strange and abnormal ; no
Egyptian would have experienced anything

ai>proachiug to it, and hence the deep impres-

sion that it made (ver. 27). Since the foun-

dation thereof. Not " since the original for-

mation of the country " at the Creation, or by
Bubscquent alluvial deposits, as Herodotus

thought ("ii. 5—11), but " since Egypt became
a nation (see ver. 24). Modem Egyptolo-
gi>t-i. or at any rate a large nimiber of them,

carry back this event to a date completely

irreconcilable with the Biblical chronology

—

Bockh to B.C. 5702, Unger to b.c. 5613, lila-

riette and Lenormant to B.C. 5004, Brugsch
to B.C. 4455. Lepsius to B.C. 3852, and Bunsen
(in one place) to B.C. 3023. The early Egyp-
tian chronology is, however, altogether uncer-

tain, as the variety in these dates sufficiently

intimates. Of the dynasties before the (so-

called) eighteenth, only seven are proved to

be historical, and the time that the Old and
Middle Empires lasted is exceedingly doubt-

ful All the known facts are sufficiently met
by such a date as B.C. 2500—2400 for the

Pyramid Kings, before whose time we have
nothing authentic. This is a date which comes
well within the period allowed for the forma-
tion of nations by the chrunulogy of the Sep-
tuaglnt and Samaritan versions.

Ver. 19.—Thy cattle, and all that thou hast

in the field. During winter and early spring,

the Egyptians kept their cattle " in the field,"

as other nations commonly do. Wlien the
inundation began (June or July), they were
obliged to bring them into the cities and en-
closed villages, and house them. The time of

the " Plague of Hail" apjjcars by all the indi-

cations CO have been the middle of February.
They shall die. Human life was now fur the
firbt time threatened. Any herdsmen that

remained with the cattle in the open field and

did not seek the shelter of houses or sheds

would be smitten by the huge jagged hail-

stones with such force that they would b«
killed outright, or else die of their wounds.

Ver. 20 —He that feared the word of the
Lord among the servants of FharaoL It is a
new fact that any of the Egyptians had been
brought to ' fear the word of Jehovah." Pro-
bably, the effect of the plagues had been gra-

dually to convince a considerable number, not
so much that Jehovah was the one True God
as that he was a great and powerful god,
whose chastisements were to be feared. Con-
sequently there were now a certain number
among the " servants of Pharaoh " who pro-

fited by the warning given (ver. 19), and
housed their cattle and herdsmen, in anticipa-

tion of the coming storm.

Ver. 21 —He that regarded not. If there
were men who believed in the power and truth-

fulness of Jehovah, there were probably more
who did not believe. As Lot " seemed as one
that mocked unto his sons-in-law " (Gen. xix

14), so Moses and Aaron appeared to the great

mass of the Egyptians. As observed above, a
hail -storm that could endanger life, either of

man or beast, was beyond all Egyptian expe-
rience, and must have seemed almost impos-
sible.

Ver. 22.—Stretch forth thine hand toward
heaven. The action was appropriate, as the
plague was to come from the heaven. Simi-
larly, in the first and second plagues, Aaron'i
hand had been stretched out upon the waters
(ch. vii. 19, 20 ;

viii. 6) ; and in the third upon
" the dust of the ground " (ch. viii. 17). And
upon every herb of the field

—

i.e., upon all

forms of vegetable life. (Compare Gen. i. 30

;

ix. 3.)

Ver. 23.—Uoses stretched forth his rod.

In the last set of three plagues, the earthly

agent was Moses (ch. ix. 10 ; ch. x. 13, 22),
whose diffidence seems to have worn off as time
went on, and he became accustomed to put
himself forward. Thunder and hail. Thun-
der had not been predicted ; but it is a common
accompaniment of a haU-storm, the change
of temperature produced by the discharge of

electricity no doubt conducing to the forma-
tion of hailstones. The fire ran along upon
the ground. Some very peculiar electrical

display seems to be intended—something cor-

resiionding to the phenomena called " lire-

balls," w here the electric fluid does not merely
flash momentarily, but remains for sever^
seconds, or even minutes, before it disappears.

Ver. 24. — Fire mingled with the haiL
Rather, '• There Wiis hail, and in the midst (rf

the hail a fire infolding itself." The expres-
sion used is the same which occurs in Ezek. L
4. It seems to mean a fire that was not •
mere flash, but collected itself into a mass and
was seen for some considerable time.

Ver. 25.—The hail smote. It is to the hail
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and not to the lightning that the great destruc-

tion of men and beasts is attributed. Such light-

ning, however, as is spoken of, would probably

kill some. All that was in the field. According

to the warning given (ver. 19), the herdsmen
and cattle left in the open air and not brought

into the sheds were kUled. The hail smote

every herb of the field. Even in our own
temperate climate, which is free from all at-

mospheric extremes, hailstorms occasionally do
so much damage to crops that it has been

found desirable to organise a special insurance

against loss from this cause. Such hail aa

that described in the text would greatly injure

every crop that was many inches above the

soil, and entirely destroy such as had gone to

ear. (See below, ver. 31.) Broke every tree

—

i.e., dionaged the smaller branches and twigs,

thus destroying the prospect of fruit.

Ver. 26.—Only in the land of Goshen, etc.

Compare eh. viiL 22; is. 4; x. 23.

HOMILETICa

Vers. 13—19.

—

The method iff the Divine Side over lad men {tlwtrated by GMPs
message to Pharaoh. The message illustrates,

I. Ihe long-suffering of God towards sinners. " For now might I have stretched

out my hand and smitten thee and thy people with pestilence " (ver. 15). Pharaoh had
opposed himself to God so long, had shown himself in various ways so wicked, that

he well deserved to have been stricken with plague and made to perish miserably. H«
had been insolent and bbsphemous, when first appealed to in the name of Jehovah
(ch. v. 2) ; cruel and vindictive, when he increased the IsraeUtes' burdens (ih. 7—y)

;

hard-hearted, when the taskmasters complained to him (ib. 15—18); obdurate and
perverse, in resisting so many signs and wonders wrought for the purpose of movinof

him (ch. vu. 10—13, 20—23 ; viii. 5, 6, 16—19, 20—24 ; ix. 6, 7, 10—12) ;
pitiless

and false, in twice breaking his promises (ch. viii. 8—15, 28—32). Yet God haa
spared him. He had "made him to stand" (ver. 16)

—

i.e., preserved him in hems
—and had retained him in his high station, when he might readily have caused his

overthrow by conspiracy or otherwise. So long-suffering was he, that he even c^w
addressed to him fresh warnings, and gave him fresh signs of his power, thus h^
his goodness striving to lead him to repentance.

II. The power of God to break thb will even of the most determined
sinner. God can so multiply, and vary, and prolong his judgments, that at last

the power of endurance, .even in the case of the most obdurate sinner, is worn out.

First he sends comparatively slight afflictions, then more serious ones ; finally, if the

stubborn will still refuses to bend, he visits the offender with " all his plagues " (ver. 14).

Man cannot triumph over God. Kings may oppose their wills to his, but they canDot

make him succumb. He " refrains the spirit of princes," and shows himself " wonderful

among the kings of the earth" (Ps. Ixxvi. 12). Even the greatest monarchs—ting

present Pharaoh, Sennacherib, Nebuchadnezzar— are powerless against him. He
"refrains" them, breaks them, humbles them, works his will in spite of them. And
at what a cost to themselves I Unfortunately kings, and even less exalted sini.ers,

wiU rarely learn wisdom till too late. He has to send "all his plagues" upon them;

whereas, if they had been wise, they might have escaped with a hght chastisement.

III. The fact that all resistance of God's will by sinners tends to increase,

and is designed to increase, ma glory. " The fierceness of man turns to God's

praise." He has endowed men with free wUl, and allows them the free exercise of

tiieir free will, because, do as they like, they cannot thwart his purposes. Beine,

as he is, the God of order, and not of confusion or anarchy, he could not have allowed

free iviU at all to his creatures, if their employment of it prevented the accompUshment
of his own designs and intentions. But it does not ; it is foreseen, taken into account,

provided for. And the only result of men's opposition to his will is the increase of

his glory and of his praise. Great kings are seen arraying themselves against God,

determining to take Jerusalem, like Sennacherib (2 Kings xviii. 35), or to destroy

the infant Church, like Herod Agrippa (Acts xii. 1—3), or to rebvdld Jerusalem, lilid

the apostate Julian, or to crush the Reformation, like Philip U. of Spain—and they

di.1 their utmost; they levy armies, or man fleets, or collect materials and engage

thousands of workmen, or murder and imprison at their pleasure—but nothing comes of

it. Their efforts ful utterly. And the bole result of all their exertions is, that men see

EXODUB. ?
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and recognise God's hand in their overthrow, and that his glory is therehy increased.

All this is commonly declared in Scripture, and especially in the Psalms (Ps. ii. 4;

T. 10 • vii. 11—17 ; ix. 15—20, &c.). The message sent by God to Pharaoh tlirough

iloses' adds, that the result is designed. "For this cause have I made thee stand

(marg.), for to show to thee my power ; and that my name may be declared throughout

all the earth " (ver. 16). Compare ch. xiv. 17, 18 ; xv. 14—16 ; Josh. iL 9—IL

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 13—35.

—

The plague of hail. This plague was introduced with ampler

remonstrance. Moses was commanded to proceed to Pharaoh, and to warn him in

stronger and more decisive language than he had yet employed of the folly of this insane

resistance. Ver. 15 should probably be translated, " For now indeed had J stretched

forth my hand, and smitten thee and thy people with the pestilence, thou hadst then

been cut off from the earth
;
" and then ver. 16 will give the reason why God had not

cut Pharaoh off, but had " made him stand " (marg.), viz. : that he miglit show forth in

him his power. It does not follow that God would not have preferred to use Pharaoh

for his glory in another way than that of destroying him. This strong representation

of God's purpose was itself designed to influence the king for good, and had a spark of

sense remained to him, it would have wrought an immediate change in his volitions. In

that case God's procedure would have undergone a corresponding alteration. For God

wills not the death of any sinner (Ez. xviii. 23—32), and threatenings of this kind, as

shown by the case of the Ninevites, are always conditional (Jonah iv.). At the same

time, God's sovereignty is seen in the way in which he utilizes the wicked man whose

persistence in his wickedness is foreseen by him. " God might have caused I'haraoh to

be bom in a cabin, where his proud obstinacy would have been displayed with no less

self-will, but without any historical consequence ; on the other hand, he mi<iht have

placed on the tlirone of Egypt at that time a weak, easy-going man, who wuold have

yielded at the first shock. What would have happened? Pharaoh in his obscure

position would not have been less arrogant and perverse, but Israel would have gone

forth from Egypt without eclat .... God did not therefore create the indomitable pride

of I'haraoh as it were to ^'ain a point of resistance, and reflect his glory ; he was content

to use it for this purpose" (Godet on Rom. iv. 17, 18). Notice

—

I. The terrible raising up (ver. 16). We are taught, 1. That God can find a use

even for the wicked (Prov. xvi. 4). 2. That God places wicked men ui positions in

which their true character is manifested, and his own power and righteousness- are

glorified in their judgment. 3. That this is not the primary desire of God in relation

to any wicked man. He would prefer his conversion. If it be urged that the situations

in wliich men are placed are not always those most favourable to their conversion, this

may be conceded. But they are not placed in these positions arbitrarily, but \mder

a system of administration which regards each individual, not simply as an end in him-

self, but as a means to a yet higher end, the carrying forward of the world purpose as

a whole. God cannot deal with the individual as if there were no such thing as history,

or as if that individual constituted the sum-total of humanity, or as if his salvation

were the only an<l the all-ruling consideration in the arrangement of the world. God
disposes of the evil of the world, decrees the lines and directions of its developments, the

persons in whom, and the situations under which, it will be permitted to reveal and

concentrate itself'; but he neither creates the evil, nor delights in it, and is all the while

working for its final and efifectual overthrow. No situation in which God places man
necessit'ites him to be eviL 4. 'I'hat the sinner's evil, accordingly, is his own, and his

ruin self-wrought. 'J'his is shown—and notably in the case of I'haraoh—by the

fact that God's deahngs with him are fitted to change him if he will be changed

(Matt, xxiii. 37).

II. A PLAGUE WITH APPALLING ATTENDANT CIRCUMSTANCES (verSe XViii. 23—26\

Tliis plague, Hke many of its predecessors, was, 1. Severe in its character (ver. 24).

2. DeHtnictive in its effects (ver. 25). 3. Distinguishing in its range. It spare 1 the

land of GcbLcj (ver. 26). But the peculiar circumstance connected with it—tliat which
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marked it as the first of a new order of plagues—^was, 4. Its combination of terror xvith

tublimity, its power to appal as well as to punish. A last attempt was to be made to

break down the opposition of the monarch by displays of God's majesty and omnipotence
which should shake his very heart (ver. 14). Instead of frogs, lice, files, pestilence, and
boils on man and beast, Pharaoh was now to be made to hear " voices of God " in the

thunder (ver. 28, Heb.) ; was to see dreadful lightnings, masses of fire, descending from
the sky, and rolling in balls of fire along the ground (ver. 23) ; was to witness his land

smitten with terrific hail "very grievous," fche like of which had never been seen in

Egypt " since it became a nation " (ver. 24). A thunderstorm is at all times terrible, and
when very severe, inspires an awe which few natures can resist. Accompanied by
preternatural terrors, its effect would be simply overwhelming. This was the intention

here. The strokes of God were to go to the king's heart. They were to convince him that

there was " none like Jehovah in all the earth " (ver. 14). They were to be plagues, as

Calvin says, " that would not only strike the head and arms, but penetrate the very

heart, and inflict a mortal wound." The thunder is introduced as being " the mightiest

manifestation of the omnipotence of God, which speaks therein to men (Rev. x. 3, 4),

and warns them of the terrors of judgment " (Keil). On the peculiar effect of the

thunderstorm in awakening the religious nature, see a paper on "God in Nature and
History," Expositor, March, 1881. To the superstitious minds of the heathen these

unexampled terrors would seem of awful significance.

III. Twofold effects of warnings (vers. 20, 21). 1. God's judgments, like hia

overtures of grace, are seldom wholly inefi"ectual. If the king was hardensd, there wera

at least some in Egypt who had become alive to the gravity of the situation, " who
feared the word of the Lord." Such were to be found even among the servants of Pharaoh,

in the palace itself. The preaching of the Gospel, even under the most unpropitioua

circimistances, wiU seldom fail of some fruit. There were " certain men " which " clave
"

to Paul, " and believed " at Athens ; " among the which was Dionysius, the Areopagit*,

and a woman named Damaris, and others with them" (Acts xvii. 34). There wer«
"saints"

—

mirahile didu—even in Nero's palace (Phil. iv. 22). 2. The division of

men, in their relation to the Word of God, is a very simple one. There are those wh©
fear and regard it, and there are those who disregard and disobey it. Paul speaks of

those to whom Gospel-preaching is a savour of death imto death, and of those to whom
it is a savour of life unto life (2 Cor. ii. 16). Between the two classes there is no
third. The effects of his own preaching are thus summed up, " And some believed th»

things which were spoken, and some believed not " (Acts xxviii. 24). 3. Faith revealt

itself in obedience. He that feared Gt)d's word brought in his cattle ; he that disregarded

it left them in the fields. 4. The wisdom of regarding God, and the foUy of disregarding

him, were made manifest by the result.

IV. Pharaoh's capitulation (vers. 27, 28). The supernatural concomitants of thi«

appalling visitation so unnerved the king that he was induced again to send for Moses,

He did not yield till the plague was actually on the land, and only then, because he
could not help it. The terms in which he makes his submission show, 1. His

undisguised terror. 2. His thorough conviction that he was in the hands of the God
of the whole earth. Pharaoh had by this time had a course of instruction in the
" evidences," which left no room for further doubt. The most striking featm-e in his

submission, however, is, 3. His confession of sin. " I have sinned this time ; the Lord is

righteous, and I and my people are wicked" (ver. 27). It was good that Pharaoh should

be brought to see that it was a righteous demand he was resisting, and that he was
inexcusable m resisting it. This much at least the plagues had forced him to

acknowledge, and it gave his hardening a yet graver character when subsequently

he retracted his word given. But the superficiality of the repentance is very obvious.
" I have sinned this time ; " there is here no adequate sense of the sin he had been guilty

of. FaL«e repentances have theis root in superficial views of sin. They may be produced

by terro:, under compulsion ; but they are accompanied by no real change of heart ; and
renewed hardening is the only possible outcome of them. " As for thee and thy servants,

I know that ye will not yet fear the Lord God " (ver. 30).

V. JuDGJBENT TEMPERED WITH MERCY. God's mercy in connection with this plague

is conspicuous—1. In giving the warning, so that those who regarded his word had the

opportunity of removing their servants and cattle (vers. 20, 21). 2. In sparijig the

V 2
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wheat and rye (vera. 31, 32). 3. In removing the plague at the request of Pharaoh,

presented through Moses (vers. 28, 29).

VI. Hardeniso kotwithstakdixo. 1. Pharaoh hardened himself (vers. 34, 35).

Wc ask, in surprise, how was such a thing possible? Pride, hate, anger, obstinacy

furnish the explanation, though it is truly difficult to conceive how they could so

madden a mind as to make it capable of persevering in a course of resistance. There is

the fact, however, and it is full of terrible warning to us. The hardening was obviously

now of the most serious possible kind. Pharaoh's nature had been thorouglily awakened.

He was no longer sinning in ignorance, but against clear light and conviction. He had

confessed his sin, and promised to obey. Hardening, under tlicse circumstauces, was as

nearly " sin against the Holy Ghost " as was then possible (John ix. 41). 2. IJis servanta
,;

hardened themselves (vers. 34). This is a fact which should be weU pondered. It
|i

might have been thought that only a Pharaoh was capable of such fiituousness. We
[i

learn here that there were natures among his servants as susceptible of hardening
j

as his own. We do not need to be Pharaohs to be cajiable of hardening our hearts

against God. Persons in obscure positions can do it as readily as those on the pinnacles
j

of greatness. The king's influence, however, had doubtless much to do with his

servants' conduct. They took their cue from their lord. Had he submitted himself,

they would have done so also. Because he hardened himself, they must follow suit.

What folly ! to destroy themselves for the sake of being like a king—of being in the

fa.shion. Learn also the potency of example. Those in high positions have a powerful

influence over those dependent upon them- Well for them if they use that influence

for God's glory, and not to ruin souls 1—J. 0.

Ver. 16.

—

The road to ruin. ** And in very deed for this cause," &c. (Ex. ix. 16). The
character and conduct of Pharaoh as a probationer under the moral government of the

Ever Living God is worthy of special and separate consideration. That he was such a
probationer should not be simply assumed, but made clearly manifest. All the great

light of natural religion shone upon his path (Rom. i. 19—25), like stars in heaven upon
the path of every soul. Then there is the inward witness that speaks of the soul, of

God, of duty, of immortality (Rom. ii. 14, 15). Within the confines of his empire
existed a nation of no less than two millions, to whom had already been confided a \axi,

at least, of the " oracles of God." They were the recipients of such revelations as God
had already vouchsafed. Their beliefs ought not to have been unknown to him. Two
missionaries, direct from God, Moses and Aaron, were hid teachers. I'huy came with full

credentials. Providential judgments, not untempered with mercy (for warning after

warning came), spake with trumpet tongue. Some of his own people, convinced,

pruljably penitent, pleaded for the right. And yet this soul went from bad to worse.

We indicate the stages on the road to ruin. It is only necessary to premise that though
the stages are broadly manifest enough, they, in ao complicated a character, occasionally

overlaj), and are blended with each other,

I. Unkklief. Pharaoh's of the blankest kind (ver. 2). [Read correctly, "Who la

Jehovah"^'] The man a God unto himself, as all infidels practically are. The
representative of the Sun-God. Note the independent stand lie takes all through this

controversy, as against Jehovah. [• 'n this see Kurtz, Hist, of ( ild Gov. ii. 292.]

II. Superstition. So does the penduhim ever swing back from the extremes of belief

or uon-belief. No soul can rest in that infidelity which virtually deifies self. Hence
Pharaoh played oft" against the representatives of Jehovah, the representatives of the

I«lytheism of Egypt—the magicians. So in modern times. 'J'here are the credulities

of atheism. Men who wiU not believe in the sublime truths of revelation fall to

intellectual drivelling. Notable instance, Comte's " Religion of Humanity." After all,

this is a witness that man cannot live without religion. [In this connection note the
connection between magic and idolatry, and of that, possibly, with demons, Kurtz, IL

246—259.]
III. Alarm. In Pharaoh's case this was especially manifest after the secona (viii.

6), fourth (viii. 25), seventh (ix. 27), and eighth (x. 16) visitations.

IV. C0NKE88ION. After the seventh (ix. 21). i\o wonder, for God had .said before this

Judgment, " I will at this time send all my plagues upon thy heart." Coming calamity
WM to be of a deeper and mure searching kind. 1 he man seema to have had an nccesa < i
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real and honest feeling. Sees the sin of the people as well as his own. Confesses. But

the confession was not followed up.

V. Peomise—VIOLATION. After second (viii. 8—15), fourth (viii. 28—32), and seventh

(ix. 28—35) plagues. A very common thing with sinners under Divine discipline

—

promises of amendment—but the sweep onward of the bias toward iniquity is like that

of a mighty river, and carries the most earnest vows into the gulf of oblivion.

VI. Disposition to compromise. See viii. 25—28, x. 8—11, x. 24. Such penitence

as Pharaoh had was one of conditions and compromise. Israel's festival must be " in

the land
;
" then not " far away ;

" then only the men should go ; then all might go, but

the cattle must stay behind. So " We will give up sin, but only part of it. We will

yield ninety-nine points, not the hundredth. We will give up what we do not care for

so much, but keep what we pecvdiarly like. We Avili keep all the commandments,
but not give up our money. * * We will gain the credit and reputation of religion, but

shun the pain and denial of it." (See on " Pharaoh," in Munro's " Sermons on
Characters of the Old Testament," vol. i. ser. xj^

VII. Indifference. Stolidity in matters oi such high import as religion is a very

dangerous condition. Pharaoh assumed after fifth and sixth visitations an attitude of

hardened indifference (ix. 7—12).

VIII. Hardness of heart. Except in the objective announcement made to Moses
at the first, there is no statement that God hardened Pharaoh's heart till after the sixth

plague (ix. 12). Up to that time Pharaoh hardened his own heart, or the fact simply is

stated, that his heart was hardened. In this matter man acts first sinfully, then God
judicially.

IX. Resistance to appeal of others. See ix. 20, and x. 7.

X. Ruin.—R.

Vera. 13—16.

—

The earth is the Lord's and thefulness of it. In this comprehensive
message from Jehovah, standing as it does about midway in the course of his judgments
upon Pharaoh, we have a peculiar and impressive application of the foregoing word
of the Psalmist (Ps. xxiv. 1). The word " earth," it will be noticed, stands in a very

prominent position in each of the verses 14, 15, 16. Evidently, then, we should give

the word an equally prominent position in our thoughts, and connect with it the

truths to be drawn out of this message. It will then be seen that Jehovah has many
ways of showing that the earth is his and the fulness of it. It is all his ; not Pharaoh's,

not any other potentate's, not even Israel's—except as Israel is chosen by Jehovah,
duly trained and prepared by him, subjected and obedient to him. We have to consider

this message, then, under three heads, as suggested by the occurrence of the word
" earth " in these three verses. Note, however, first, the tvay in which Moses approachea

Pharaoh on this occasion. In ch. vii. 15, he is told to get to Pharaoh in the morniog
and meet him by the river's brink; thus there is a general indication of time and
a particular indication of place. In ch. viii. 20, he is told to go early in the morning,
as Pharaoh comes forth to the water; thus there is a more particular indication of time.

Now, in ch. ix. 13, there is the same particular indication of time, but no reference

to place. Thus it seems as if we gut a gradation, a sign of increasing pressure and
urgency upon Pharaoh. Moses has to be ready for Pharaoh at the very beginning

of the day, and then, whenever and wherever he may meet with him, he can deliver his

message at once. Pharaoh had the whole day to consider as to the things which
were about to happen on the morrow. And now

—

I. There is no one like Jehovah in the whole earth, and Pharaoh is to
BE MADE TO KNOW THIS. Such is the Statement of ver. 14 ; and of course the whole
gist of it lies in the bringing of Pharaoh to a clear and unmistakable knowledge
of the supremacy of God over all terrestrial powers. That there is none like God
in all tke earth may be true, but the thing wanted is to bring that ti-uth distinctly

and practically before our minds, and if prc^tably for us also, then so much the better.

This end had to be achieved in the instance of Pharaoh by persistent attacks of Jehovah
upon him, attacks ever increasing in effective force, till at last they proved irresistible.

It was not enough for others to be assured by Pharaoh's doom that there was none
like God in all the earth. Pharaoh must know it for himself, and confess it, not
by the ambiguous chaimel of speech, but by a most decisive act, the cumciittal ol
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which he cannot avoid (ch- xii. 31—33). And that he may be brought to such a

knowledge is the reason of the severe plagues that remain. We might, indeed, couur it

enough to be told that Jehovah had sent all his plagues. We might rest upon Jehovah's
character, and say that whatever he does is right, even though there be much that
at first staggers us, and that continues to perplex. But the reason for all these phi/jues

is plainly stated, and if it be looked into 'it will be seen an ample, cheering, and
encouraging reason. 'J'hough Jehovah is Sovereign of the universe, he does not treat

Pharaoh in an arbitrary way ; he acts, not as one who says that might makes right, but
as using his might in order to secure the attainment of right. Pharaoh's way, on
the contrary, is an arbitrary one, without the slightest mitigation or concealment.
Everything rests simply on his will; and yet will is too dignified a word—whim would
be nearer the mark. And now that proud will is to be subdued and dissolved, so

far, at least, as to flow forth in the liberation of Israel, even though immedintely
they be liberated it hardens again to its former rigidity. The announcement Jtloses

was now to make to Pharaoh we may fairly say would have been inappropriate at

an earlier time. It becomes God, in his first approaches to men, to draw them, if

perchance for their own sakes they may willingly submit ; afterwards, when they will

not be drawn, then for the sake of others they have to be driven. It is not until

Pharaoh fully manifests his selfishness, his malignity, and the reasonless persistency

of his refusal, that God indicates the approach of all his playues. Tlie man has been
humbled in his circumstances, but his pride of heart remains as erect as ever; and
•0 the full force of Jehovah has to be brought upon it in order to lay it low. He
is at last to feel in himself, whatever he may say, that the true question is not
" Who is Jehovah, that Pharaoh should let Israel go ? " but, " Who is Pharaoh, that he
should keep Israel back?" He has gotten some rudiments and beginnings of this

knowledge already, even though they have made no difi'erence in his practice. Every
time he has opened his eyes he has seen something fresh, which, however quickly
be might close his eyes again, he could not unsee. And now he is on the very point of

getting more knowledge, and that in a way very disagreeable to a despot. With
alarning rapidity, his people are about to be impressed with the supremncy of Jehovah
(oh. ix. 20 ; X. 7).

II. Notice the peculiar reference in ver. 15 to the destruction of Phabaoh. It

is spoken of as a being cut oS" from the earth. It seems that our English version

does not give the right tense-rendering in this verse, and that the reference is not
to what will happen in the future, but to what might have already hap)x;ned in the
pofit. If Pharaoh was not already a dead man, and Israel a fi-ee people, there was
nothing in this delay for Pharaoh to plume himself upon. Jehovah might have smitteu
him with pestilence, and slain the strong, proud man on his bed, amid humiliations and
pains which would have been aggravated by the vanity of the regal splendours around
him. He might have made Egypt one great expanse of the dead, a land which the

Israelites could have spoiled at their leisure, and then gone forth at any time most
convenient to themselves. And if Jehovah did not thus slay I'haraoh and liberate

Israel, it was because he had purposes of his own to accomplish by the lengthened
life of the one and the intensified suflerings of the other. But apart from the question

of time, what awful significance there is in the expression, " cut off from the earth 1

"

To this separation, made most effectual, Pharaoh came at last. In considering this

expression, notice first of all the suggestion of our connection with the earth. A thing
cannot be cut ofl' from the earth unless first of all it is connected with it. In respect of
many things the connection may seem very shght and unimiwrtant ; but in the instance

of a human being, the connection is evidently intimate and important; and, until

our connection with heaven is established, not only important, but all-important. We
are cunnected with the earth by what we get from it. The very limitations of our
bodily constitution remind us of our dependence uiK)n the earth. We are not like

the birds with wings to soar away from it, nor like fishes who can breathe vital

air under water; we are emphatically of the solid earth. To its kindly fruits we look
for our sustenance, and out of it also comes our clothing and shelter. And then from
the earth in its still larger sense, " the great globe itself," consider what conies to us io

the way of occupation, instruction, interest, pleasure, op^xirtunities of getting and giving

in all sorts of waya. From all this Pharaoh was at last cut off; and from all this
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we also must one day be cut off. Cut off from the earth, as the tree, at the loots

of which the axe has long lain. When the tree has fallen it is still near the earth,

but it gets nothing from it. The question for us to ask is, whether, while the tree

of our natural earthly life still stands, we are having the roots of a nobler, richer life,

even a Divine one, striking down into the heavenly places? The cutting off from earth

will matter Uttle, if the vanished life is found elsewhere, more flourishing and fruitful

than ever it was here.

III. Notice from ver. 16 that the vebt putipose of Phabaoh's eminence is to
MAKE A UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF THE POWER AND ©LORY OF GoD. God did not

treat Pharaoh differently from thousands of others, as far as the essence of his dealing

with him is concerned. AH who act as Pharaoh acted will suffer as Pharaoh suffered.

He was not a throned puppet, a mere machine in the hands of Divine power ; if he had

been, no instruction and no warning could be got from him for the guidance of voluntary

beings like ourselves. But being a downright selfish, proud, malignant man, God
put him in this high position that he might effectually publish both his folly and
his doom, and the power and name of that great Being whom he had so pertinaciously

defied. He was born a Pharaoh, put in royal prerogative and possessions by no choice

of his own, but we may most truly say, by the sovereign disposal of Jehovah. Thousands
have been as stubborn against chastisement as he, and have gone down to a destruction

as real, even though its circumstances have not been miraculous, imposing and memo-
rable. The difference is that Pharaoh's career was to be known ; and not only known,
but known as is the course of the sun and the moon, all round the earth. One such

career is enough to be recorded in a way so prominent ; one capital instance of human
folly and weakness and Divine wisdom and power, blazing up Uke a beacon-fire out

of the darkness of that distant past. Little did Pharaoh dream that, by his very

perversity and humiliation, he was making a name for himself such as none made
who went before or followed him, either in peace or in war. His memory is dragged in

ft perpetual procession of triumph at Jehovah's chariot-wheels. And as it is with

evil men, so it is with good. As there have been many of the Pharaoh stubborn-

ness, though only one of the Pharaoh notoriety, so there have been many meek and
gentle as Moses, though only Moses has been set for the whole world to gaze upon.

It is more important to have Abraham's faith than it is to have Abraham's fame

;

more important to have the spiritual susceptibilities, experiences and aspirations of

David, than the power which could put them into immortal l^salms. A man is not to

be reckoned more wicked because the story of his execrable deeds is borne on every

wind. A man is not better because he is better known. A few are taken for examples

and located in history, as only GJod in his wisdom is able to locate them. He is a God
who presides not only over life, but over biography as weU.—Y.

Ver. 13.

—

Harden not your hearts. Our position in considering the dealings of

God with men, resembles the position of scholars in some school observing and criticizing

the conduct of the master. Certain inferences cannot be diawn from partial know-
ledge. Moreover, Gx)d'3 dealings with us resemble, to some extent, the dealings of

a tutor with his scholars. Where intelligent appreciation is impossible through im-
maturity of intelligence, then action must seem arbitrary, however perfect may be
the justification. Consider

—

I, God's dealings with Pharaoh. We cannot, in this view, separate Pharaoh
from the social conditions which shaped his life. Great king as he was, yet, in God's

Bight, he was but a man with great influence—a man intimately connected with other

men whose training and destiny were as important as his own. [^Illustration : In school

—one boy specially influential. The conduct of the master towards him must be regu-

lated by considerations as to what is due to the whole body of scholars. The master

must ect for the general welfare, without partiality towards any,] Had Pharaoh been

the sole occupant of Egypt, he might have been treated differently. As one amongst
many, the treatment he received is justified, if it can be shown to have tended to

the benefit of the coDomunity of which he formed a part. [Illustration : Suppose boy
in school, bigger and stronger than other scholars, exerting a bad influence, buUying,
Teacher will speak to him. Knowing, however, his cliaracter, may foresee that speech

will irritate, make him more obstinate. Still, speech ignored, must go on to enforce
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U by ptmuhment, well knowing, all the while, that punishment will increase the

obstinacy of the individual recipient. Finally, may have to expel; yet, in justic*

to the rest, only finally, seeing that premature expulsion would but weaken his

•uthority.] So God (1) spoke to Pharaoh by IMoses (v. 1), then (2) punished bim

again and again (ix. 14), only (3) finally expelled him ; foreseeing all the while that

his treatment would but harden the offender, yet persisting in it for the good of others,

to strengthen and maintain his o\vn authority (ix. IG).

II. Effect on Phaeaoh of GtOd's deaungs with him. Keeping to illustration,

the effect on Pharaoh was iust what might have been, and was, anticipated. 1. Effect

0/ speech. Warnings and threats alike disregarded. The man so full of his own
importance that he would not listen ; would not allow the existence of a superior

;

only irritated ; made more obstinate (cf. chapter v.). 2. Effect of punishment. Pain

inflicted proves power to inflict pain. Pain felt prompts to any action which may
bring relief. Hence we find :—(1) Verbal confession, " 1 have sinned " [just hke boy,

feding punishment, ready to say anything which may remit the pain]. (2) A hardened

heart. The disposition was not altered by the infliction. " I have sinned " only meant
"

I have suffered." Once remove the sufferiog, and the sufferer showed himself more

obdurate than ever, it would have been easy to remove Pharaoh at once ; but he

occupied an exemplary position, and must, for the sake of others, be treated in an

exemplary manner. Expulsion came at last, but Gud retained him in his position

80 long as it was needful thereby to teach others his jjower (ix. 16). Perfectly just

to all; for even Pharaoh, though his conduct was foreseen, yet had it in his own
power to alter it. Hardened like clay beneath the sun's heat, his own self-determination

made him like the clay ; it might have made him like the snow, in which case his

obduracy would have melted.

Apply. Many like Pharaoh, yet aU do not act as he did under like treatment.

(Cf. Jonah iiL ; Daniel iv. 31—34.) The same treatment may soften as well as harden.

The heart, the self-will, the seat of the mischief—and there is a remedy for that

(cf. Ezek. xxxvi.), but not whether we will or no (Heb. iii. 7, 8). Other ways in which

hearts are hardened—Pharaoh's by active resistance, others by persistent inattention.

[Illustration—the disregarded alarum.] So Israel got used to God's dealing with them

:

•0, too often we do (cf. Horn. ii. 4, 6 ; Ps. xcv. 8).—G.

Yers. 17—35.

—

The seventh plagtie—the Jiail mingled ufith fire. I. CJonsedeb thb
PLAQUE ITSELF. L Qod h<i% his " to-morrotv" (vBT. 18) as well as Pharaoh (ch. viii. 10).

Only when Pharaoh's " to-morrow " comes, there comes with it the evidence that he
means not what he says. But when God's " to-morrow " comes there is the evidence of his

perfect stability, how he settles everything beforehand, even to the very hour. " To-
morrow, about this time." A whole twenty-four hours then Pharaoh gets for considera-

tioD, although really he needs it not, and cannot be expected to profit by it. But as we
aee presently, it is serviceable to protect the right-minded among his people. Perhaps

the very period of consideration would make Pharaoh even to despise the prediction. He
would say to himself that a hailstorm, however severe, could be lived through, and the

damage from it soon made right again. 2. This plague comes from a new direction.

The heavens join the earth in serving God against Pharaoh. Uur minda are at once
directed to the opening of the windows of heaven (Gen. vii. 11), and the raining upon
Sodom and Gomorrah of brimstone and fiie from the Lord out of heaven. But we see

at once the great difference between these two visitations and this one. Terrible as it

was, it was not destructive as they, nor was it meant to be. God never acts so that

obliteration comes instead of chastisement, or chastisement instead of obliteration. He
nicely graduates his agencies so as to attain the desired results. And yet, though thi*

plague was not a Sodom experience, it was a sufficiently dreadful one. There was
nothing in Egyptian annals to dwarf it. All the power which God has stored up in the
atmosphere, and which, by its wide and minute diffusion, he makes such a blessing, is

now concntrated so as to become correspuudingly destructive. When man will not
obey, God can show the rest of his creation in remarkable obedience. Man is seen
becoming more and mure repugnant to Divine control, while over against him other
things are scon becoming more and more amenable. What an impressive reminder \M

thtu given to us, concerning our departure from uod, and the discord that departu/e baf

I
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produced. God sent thunder, and hail, and lightning. Even a slight thunder-Btorm
disturbs the mind, and what a profound commotion of the soul this unequalled storm
must have produced. The soimd of that thunder, one vsrould think, remained in the ears

of those who heard it down to their latest hour. As to the lightning, we know more of

its causes than did the Egyptians ; but all our science will never rob it of its wonder
and terror. Franklin has taken away the mystery of it to our intellects, but God has

taken care that its power over our hearts should remain. When flash after flash fills tha

heaver.?, the most vulgar and sensual of men is awed out of his sordid composure, at

least, for the time.

II. COXSIDER THB REMARKABLE DISCRIMINATION OF GOD IN THIS PliAOTTB. 1. Thi
exemption of Goshen from the storm. " Where the children of Israel were, there was no
hail." This exemption now comes almost as a matter of course. (For thou,gh Goshea
is not mentioned as exempted from the ravages of the locusts, we may fairly conchide

. that it was exempted.) How clear it thus becomes to those who receive this miracle

of the hail in spirit and in truth, that God has complete power over all the order of the

sky, sending rain, snow, hail, as it pleases him, gathering the most dreadful of tempests

over one district, and leaving another district that skirted it—perhaps even lay inside of

it as an inner circle—perfectly secure. In Goshen they heard the thunder, saw the

lightning, marked the fall of the bruising hail-stones, but these things touched them
not. Here is the oft quoted suave mari maguo of Lucretius to perfection. God having

tlius shi'wu here, as elsewhere, his control of the heavens, it is a rational thing enough
to suiijilicate changes of the weather. We are then supplicating for what is quite

possiljle of attainment, even though it might possibly be better in such things

to take humbly and trustfully what God may send. 2. But much more notable here

tliau the exemption of Goshen, is the discriminating tnay in which Ood treats the

E'jijjiti m j^eople. More and more have they been getting the opportunity to discover

wlieuce and wherefore these visitations have come on their land. A certain preparation

was necessary to give them the power fairly and fully to appreciate the appeal of

Jehovah in ver. 19. The very exemptions of Goshen ah-eady would have done much to

lead tiiem to some percejition of the real state of aflairs, and all along indeed eacli

woudei liad said, " He that hath ears to hear, let him hear." There are some who are

deaf, even to thunder, and others to whom the still, small voice speaks in the clearest of

tones and the plainest of words concerning all truth and duty. Kotice with what
wisdom Gud acted in taking a plague of this sort to discriminate among the Egyptians.

They had tlie chance of sheltering themselves from its worst consequences by a timely

attf utioii to his warning. The test was effectual as to wlio feared the word of Jehovah.

All that he wanted was that the fear should lead to belief in the prediction, and action

cfinc>pc)udiug with the belief. When it becomes needful to exempt Goshen, then

a.ssurcdiy it is also just to give right-minded, open-minded, and prudent Egyptians the

ch.ince, if not of exemption, at aU events, of relief. They are not all Egypt who are of

Egyi't, as they are not all Israel who are of Israel. Among the nominal believers there

ire tlie worst of infidels ; and among the nominal infidels there may be, not, of coiui-e,

:i)e liest of believers, but those whose germinant faith may grow up into the most
abundant and glorious fruit-bearing. Kotice how this was the experience of the

A|)u.stlcs; they constantly found faith and unbelief side by side (Acts xiii. 42—45;
XIV. 1—4 ; xvii. 4, 12, 34; xix. 8, 9). Nowhere is this stated more impressively and
antithetically than at the very close of the apostolic story; "Some believed the things

which were spoken, and some believed not" (Acts xxviii. 24). Men themselves are

continually making preliminary and unconscious separation between the sheep and the

goats.

HI. Consider the fbebh confession and promise which this plague at last
EXTORTS FROM PnARAOH. This coufessiou has a very hopeful appearance upon th»

surface ; but then we suddenly remember how hopeless God liimself is of any permanent

yielding firom I'haraoh, any surrender of his entire nature. Nothing is easier than to

ny, "
I have sinned

;
" nothing is harder than to say it with right knowledge of what

aln is, and deep contrition and humiliation, because of its all-dominating presence in tha

lift. 1 'haracjli uses strong words here, and there is a great appearance of spontaneity and

•incerity, but God is not deceived ; and we only need to look into the words to be very

quickly undeceived ourselves. Indeed, as we examine Pharaoh's utterance, we find thsU
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by a most effective contrast it shows us how to discern the elements of an adequate and

acceptable confession of sin. 1. Such a confession must have reference to a permanent

ttate of the chfiracter. Sin is not a mere outward act, so that a man may sometimes be

Binning, and sometimes not sinning. " 1 have sinned this time." This time! There

you have the mark of a mere lip acknowledgment ; of one who confounds the mere

selfish dangers and discomforts that grow out of sin with sin itself. The right confession

therefore, is the word of one who has come to a knowledge of the deep and accursed

fountain within, of thoee reservoirs in the thoughts and intents of the heart whence all

particular actions flow. He who rightly confesses knows that it is a life that needs

to be cleansed, and not a mere limb that needs to be amputated. 2. It must be

absorbingly personal. It must occupy in the most imperative fashion all the individual

consciousness. If there is any time when, as one may say, it is a man's duty to look

on his own things, and not the things of others, it is when he is labouring to get the

proper conviction of sin. He is not to lose himself in the crowd ; he is to stand out

before his own mind's eye—self so imsparingly revealed to self—that nothing less will

do to say than, " 1 am the chief of sinners." For not till a man knows what it is to be

the chief of sinners is he in the way of discovering what it is to be the chief of saints

"
1 and my people are wicked," says Pharaoh. It was a false imity ; a claim of imity

dictated even by pride, for he had become incapable of thinking of his people apart

from himself. He calls them one in wickedness, when they were not one ; for some

had this possibiHty of goodness at least, that they feared Jehovah enough to

follow his counsels (ver. 20). And later, when the mixed multitude went out with

Israel (ch. xii. 3b), what then became of the boast, " I and my people " ? 3. It must

desire the removal of sin itself; of the guilty conscience, the depraved imagination, the

unbrotherly and unneighbourly feelings, the intellect darkened with ignorance and error.

Above all, it wiU desire to have the life reconciled, filial, and serviceable towards God.

What is the avoidance of physical suflering and loss, compared with the sweeping away

of far more intimate elements of misery ? Only when there are such desires in the heart

will the word " 1 have sinned " operate to secure an immediate reversal of the life. Israel

said "we have sinned," when they had rebelled against Jehovah because of the

distasteful report of the spies. What their confession was worth is seen in the

immediate sequel (Num. xiv, 40—45). Balaam said to the angel in the way, " I have

sinned," but for all that he did not turn back ; he was only too glad to go forward and

work for the wages of unrighteousness (Num. xxii. 34). 4. It must be a corfessiun to God

himself and not a mere talk to others about God being righteous. All that Tharaoh

wanted was to have Moses entreat for the withdrawal of present suflering. The

acknowledgment, such as it was, was to Moses and not to Jehovah. Now confessions

of this sort are useless. The thing wanted is, not a supplication to possible intercessors,

but to the Holy One on high, seen through and above the mediating agent. It is not

enough to be brought to a knowledge of Jesus as saving from sin ; indeed we may only

be deluding ourselves with mere words, except as we gain that glorious part of the

salvation which consists in the knowledge of him whom Jesus himself knew so well, and

desired, with such earnest desire, to reveal to his disciples also.—Y.

Vers. 13—^21. Mercy in Judgment.—^I. God's purpose in dealiko with the

WICKED BY CHASTISEMENT AND NOT BY JUDGMENT (13—16). God might have desolated

the land, and let Israel pass unquestioned through the midst of it. But in I'haraoh and

his people the Lord would, by foretold, continued, deepening chastisements, reveal the

terror and resistlessness of his power. He would make the heart of the oppressor quail

in every age and nation, and stir up the oppressed to hope and prayer. But for tliLi

prolonged contest with Pharaoh we should have lacked much that has gone to deepen

holy fear of God and trust in him.

II. How God leads up the weakest faith into strength (20, 21). 1. Warning
was given, and those who had merely faith enough to believe that God's word might be

kej't, ha<l time to save their servants and tlieir cattle. 2. In tlic after contrast between

themselves aud those who had despised tlie warning, faith would spring up into full

•Bsurarjce. The trust we give to God, like the seed we cast into the soil, is given hack

to u» an hundredfold- How God answers the prayer, " Lord increase our faith."—U.
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EXPOSITION.

Yen. 27—85.—^The plague of hail impressed

the Pharaoh more than anj prerions one. It

was the first which had inflicted death on men.

It was a most striking and terrible manifes-

tation. It was quite nnlike anything which the

Egyptians had ever experienced before (vers.

18, 24). It was, by manifest miracle, made

to fall on the Egyptians only (ver. 26).

Pharaoh was therefore more humbled than

ever previously. He acknowledged that he
** had sinned " (ver. 27) ; he added a confession

that " Jehovah [alone] was righteous, he and

his people wicked" (ibid.). And, as twice

before, he expressed his willingness to let the

Israelites take their departure if the plague

were removed (ver. 28). The ultimate results,

however, were not any better than before.

No sooner had Moses prayed to God, and pro-

enred the cessation of the plague, than the

king repented of his repentance, " hardened

his heart
;
" and, once more casting his promise

to the winds, refused to permit the Israelites

to depart (vers. S3—35). His people joined

him in this act of obduracy (ver. 34), perhaps

thinking that they had now suffered the worst

that could befaU them.

Ver. 27.—And Pharaoh sent. Compare
eh. viii. 8, and 25—28. Pharaoh had been

driven to entreat only twice before. I have
sinned this time. The meaning is, "I ac-

knowledge this time that I have sinned
"

(Kalisch, Cook). " I do not any longer main-
tain that my conduct has been right." The
confession is made for the first time, and seems

to have been extorted by the terrible nature

of the plague, which, instead of passing off,

like most storms, continued. The Lord is

righteous, etc. Literally, "Jehovah is the

Just One; and I and my people are the

sinners." The confession seems, at first sight,

ample and satisfactory; but there is perhaps

some shifting of sin, that was all his own,
upon the Eg3rptian " people," which indicates

disingenuousness

Ver. 28.—Mighty thunderings. Literally,

M in the margin, " voices of God." Thunder
was regarded by many nations of antiquity

as the actual voice of a god. In the Vedic
theology, Indra spoke in thunder. The Egyp-
tian vtew on the subject has not been ascer-

tained.

Ver. 29.—^As soon as I am gone out of the

city. " The city " is probably Tanis (Zoan).

We may gather from the expressiun of this

vene, and again of verse 33, that Moses and
Aaron did not live in the city, but in the

coimtry with the other Israebtes. When it

was necessary for them to have an interview

with the king, they sought the city : when
their interview was over they quitted it. To
obtain for Pharaoh a speedy accomplishment

of his wish, Moses undertakes to pray for

the removal of the plague as soon as he if

outside the city walk. That thou mayesi
know that the earth is the Lord's. The
phrase used is ambiguous. It may mean
either " that the eartk is Jehovah's," or " that

the land (of Egypt) is his." On the whole,

perhaps the former rendering is the best

The other plagues sufficiently showed that

Egjrpt was Jehovah's ; this, which came from

the open heaven that surrounds and embraces

the whole world, indicated that the entire

earth was his. (Comp. Ps. xxiv. 1 : " The
earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof : the

world, and they that dwell therein.")

Ver. 30.—I know that ye will not yet fear

the Lord. True fear of God is shown by
obedience to his commands. Pharaoh and his

servants had the sort of fear which devils

have—"they believed and trembled." But
they had not yet that real reverential fear

which is joined with love, and has, as its

fruit, obedience. So the event showed (See

verses 34, 35.)

Vers. 31, 32.—These verses seem out of

place, containing, as they do, an account of

the damage done by the hail, and being thus

exegetical of verse 25. They are a sort of

afterthought, inserted parenthetically, and pre-

pare the way for the understanding of the

next plague ; since, if the damage done by the

hail had extended to all the crops, there would
have been nothing left for the locusts to

devour.

Ver. 31.—The flax and the barley was
smitten. Flax was largely cultivated by the

Egyptians, who preferred linen garments to

any other (Herod, ii. 37), and allowed the

priests to wear nothing but linen. Several

kinds of flax are mentioned as grown in

Egypt (PUn. H. N. xix. 1) ; and the neigh-

bourhood of Tanis is expressly said to have

been one of the places where the flax was
produced. The flax is boiled, i.e. blossoms

towards the end of January or beginning of

February, and the barley comes into ear about

the same time, being commonly cut in March.

Barley was employed largely as the food of

horses, and was used also for the manufacture

of beer, which was a common Egyptian
beverage. A certain quantity was made by
the poorer classes into bread.

Ver. 32.—The wheat and the rie were
not smitten, for they were not grown up.

In Egypt the wheat harvest is at least a

month later than the barley harvest, coming
' in April, whereas the barley harvest is finished
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by the end of March. Eye waa not grown in

Egypt ; and it is generally agreed that the

Hebrew word here translated " rie " means the

Eoleus torghum. or doora, which is the only

grain besides wheat and barley represented

on the Egypti.in monuments. The do-^a is

now raised cummouly as an after-crop ; b -t, if

sown late in the autumn, it would ripen about

the same time as the wheat.

Ver. 33.—The rain was not poured upon
the earth. Rain had not been previously

mentioned, as it was no part of the plague,

that is, it caused no damage. But Moses,

recording the cessation as an eye-witness,

recollects that rain was mingled with the hail,

and that, at his prayer, the thunder, the hail,

and the rain all ceased. The touch is one
which no later writer would have introduced.

Ver. 34.—He sinned yet more, and har-

dened his heart. Altogether there are three

different Hebrew verbs, which our translators

hare rendered bj " haiden," or " haidened "

—

ItahaiJ, qa-^hah, and Tihaznq. The first o(
these, which occurs in ch. vii. 14: viii. 15, 82;
ix. 7 and 34, is the weakest of the thr^e. and
means to be " dull " or " heavy." rather than
" to be hard." The second, which appears in

ch. vii. 3, and xiii. 15, is a stronger term, and
m.-aus "to be hard," or, in the Hiphil, "'to

make hard." But the third has the most in-

tensive sense, implying fixed and stubborn
resolution. It occurs in ch. iv. 21; vii. 22;
viii. 19 ; ix. 35 ; and elsewhere. He and his

servants. Pharaoh's " servants," i.e. the
officers of his couii;, still, it would seem,
upheld the king in his impious and mad
course, either out of complaisance, or becau.se

they were really not yet convinced of the
resistless mi^ht of Jehovah. After the eighth
plague, we shall find their tone change
(ch. X. 7).

Ver 35.—As the Lord had spoken by
Moses. Compare ch. iii. 19 ; iv 21 ; and vii

3,4

H01\ITLETICS.

Vers. 27—30. The mock repentance of a half-awakened sinner counterfeits the tru%
hut has feature!^ by which it may he knovni. It is not always e:'..n- to distinguish

between a true and a mock repentance. Here was the Pharaoh at this time very visibly

—

k might have seeine4 dee; ly—impressed. He was disnuieted—he was alarmed—he was
ready to humble himself—to make confe:-sion—to pronii.se obedience in the future, in
what did his rejientance differ from true, godly penitence? What points did it possess

in common with such penitence? What points did it lack?
I. It possessed the fkatube of self-humili.\tion. " I have sinned this time—

I

and my people are wicked." Confession of sin is a very important point in true

penitence. There can be no true penitence without it. " I said, 1 will confess my sin

unto tlie Lord, awl so thou forgavest the wickedness of luy sin " (Ps. xxxii. 5). But it

may be made, under a sort of compulsion, as a necessity, without the rightful feeling of

contiitiuu, or sorrow for sin, out of which it should spring, and apart from which it is

valueless. We may doubt whether Pliaraoh's confession sprang from a true, contrita

heart. There was a ring of insincerity in it. "1, and my people," ha said, "are
wicked." True penitence leads us to confess our own sins, not those of others. There
was no ucca ion for introducing the mention of his people's sins, and, as it were,

merging bis own in theirs. The people had not been appealed to, in order that tliey

might say wbr-tlicr the Israelites should be allowed to depart or not. They had no
doubt many sins of their own to answer for; but they had had no part in this particular

sin. There is a covert self-justification in the introduction of the words " and my
people," as if ths national sentiment had been too strong for him, and he had only
" refused to let Israel go " in consequence of it.

II. It rossKssED the feature of vlndicatixo Gon's hoxour. "The Lord is

righteous," or "Jehovah is the righteous one," was such a full and frank acknow-
ledgment of the perfect justice and righteousness of God as the heart of man does

not very readily make, unless in moments of exaltation. We need not suppose that

the monarch was insincere in his utterance. He was temporarily lifted up out of

himself—so impressed with the power and greatness of Jehovah, that he had for the

time true thoughts and high thoughts concerning him. He had doubtless a very
insufficient feehng or appreciation of the awful purity and holiness of God; but he
did feel his justice. He knew in his inmost heart that he had deserved the judgment*
sent upon him, and meant to acknowledge thlo. He was willing that God should

be "justified in his sayings, and overcome when He was judged "(Rom. iii. 4^. He
ra»y not have bad an adequate sense of the full meaning of his own words. Out he
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had some sense of their meaning, and did not merely repeat, parrot-like, phrases from
ritual.

III. It possessed the FEATUBES of self-distrust and of appeal to the MINISTEKS

OF God for aid. Pharaoh " sent and called for Moses and Aaron." Not very long

before, he had dismissed them from his presence as impertinent intruders, with the

words, " Get you to your burdens " (ch. v. 4). Now he appeals to them for succour.

He asks their prayers—" Intieat for me." ISuch appeals are constantlj^ made, both

by the true and by the mock penitent. Eeliance on self disappears. God's ministers

take their due place as ambassadors for him and stewards of his mysteries. I'hey

are asked to intercede for the sinner, to frame a prayer for him, and ofter it on his

behalf. All this is fitting mider the circumstances ; for lips long unaccustomed to

prayer cannot at once ofler it acceptably, and intercessory prayer is especially valuable

at the time when the half-awakened soul feels a yearning towards God, to which, if

unassisted, it is imable to give effect.

IV. It possessed the feature of making promise of amendment. "I will let

you go." Let but his prayer be granted, let but the jilague be removed, and the

king promises that all his opposition to the will of Jehovah shall cease—the childi-en of

Israel shall be " let go," they shall not be detained any longer. Amendment of life

is the crown and apex of repentance, and is rightly first resolved upon, then professed,

6nally practised by the true penitent. But profession alone is no criterion of the

nature of the reper>tance. The sole certain criterion is the result. If the resolutions

made are kept, if the profession is carried out in act, then the repentance is proved

to have been genuine; if the reverse is the case, then it was spurious. The event,

however, can alone show how the case stands. Meanwhile, as we must "judge nothing

before the time," it would seem to be best that in every case a professed repentance

should be treated as real when it is put forward, whatever suspicions may be enter-

tained respecting it. No harm is done by treating a mock penitent as if he were
a real one. Great harm might be done by a mistaken rejection of a true penitent.

V. It lacked, however, the feature of intense hatred of srs. The sinner

who truly repents desires above all things the pardon and removal of his sin. He
cares little, comparatively, for the removal of its chastisement. Sin, which separates

him from God, is the great object of his abhorrence; and when he asks the prayers

of ministers or other pious persons, he requests them to intercede for him, that he
may find pardon and cleansing, may liave his past sins forgiven, and strength granted

him to forsake sin in the future. When Pharaoh, instead of such t, prayer as this,

asked for nothing but the removal of the temporal evil which had been sent upon
him as a punishment, it was easy for one experienced in tlie words of man to see

that his was not a real, genuine repentance. And this Moses seems to have perceived.

"As for thee and thy servants," he said to the king, " I know that ye will not yet fear

the Lord God." I know that the fear which now fills your hearts is not the true

fear of God—not a dread of his displeasm-e, but of the pains and sufferings that he can

inflict. I know that what you seek is not reconcilement with God, but exemption
from calamity. You are diiven upon your coiu'se by alarm and terror, not drawn
by love. I know that when the affliction is removed ycu will relapse into your former

condition. Some more terrible judgment will be needed to make you really yield.

Note, then, that the minister, if he possesses spiritual discernment, may generally

detect an imreal repentance, and, however closely it apes the true, may escape being

deceived by it.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 22—35.—L The terrors of God's might. In that awful war of elements

any moment might have been his last, and Pharaoh trembled. This plague evoked
ftonJ him the first confession of sin. Hitherto he had reluctantly granted the request of

Moses: now he casts himself as a sinner (27, 28) on God's mercy, and entreats the

prayers of God's servant for himself and his people. There is a point at which the

stoutest heart will be broken, and the cry be wrimg from the lips, " 1 have sinned."
" Can thine heart endure," etc. (Ezek. xxii. 14).

II. The valuelessness of repentance born only of terror. God might thui

V>w all men imder him, but the conquest would be wortn nothing : men's hearts would
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not be won. When the terror is gone, Pharaoh's confession fails (30, 34, 35), for it haa

no root in any true knowledge of himself. He sees the darkness of God's frown, not

the vrleness of his transgressions. God is met with, not in the tempest and the fire,

but in the still small voice which speaks within the breast. Many pass through gates

of terror to hear this ; but till God's voice is heard there, speaking of sin and righteous-

ness and judgment, there is no true return of the soul to him.

III. The fulness of God's mercy. God knows the worthlessness of the confession,

yet he is entreated for Pharaoh and the Egyptians. God's pity rests where men will

have none upon themselves. Though they believe not, he cannot deny himself.—U.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER X.

Vers. 1—20.—The Eighth Plaque. Not-

withstanding his self-condemnation and ac-

knowledgment of the righteousness of God in

all the judgments that had been sent upon

him (eh. ix. 27), Pharaoh no sooner found

that the seventh plague had ceased than he

reverted to his old obstinacy. He both wil-

fully hardened his own heart (ch. ix. 34) ;

and God, by the unfailing operation of his

moral laws, further blunted or hardened it

(ch. X. I). Accordingly, it became necessary

that his stubbornness should be punished by

<me other severe infliction. Locusts, God's

" great army," as they are elsewhere called

(Joel ii. 25), were the instrument chosen, so

that once more the judgment should seem to

come from heaven, and that it should be

exactly fitted to complete the destruction

which the hail had left unaccomplished (ver.

6). Locusts, when they come in fuU force,

are among the most terrible of all the judg-

ments that can befall a country. " A fire

devom-eth before them ; and behind them a

flume burneth : the land is as the garden of

Eden before them, and behind them a desolate

wilderness " (Joel ii. 3). They destroy every

•torn of fohage—crops, vegetables, shrubs,

trees—even the bark of the fruit-trees suffers

—the stems are injured, the smaller branches

completely peeled and " made white " {ibid. i.

7). When Moses threatened this infliction,

bis words produced at once a great effect.

The officers of the court—" Pharaoh's ser-

vants," as they are called—for the first time

endeavoured to exert an influence over the

king—" Lot the men go," they said ;
" know-

est thou not yet that Egypt is destroyed ?"

(ver. 1). And the king so far yielded that

—

also for the first time—he let himself be in-

fluenced by the mere threat of a judgment.

Be would have let the IsraeUtet depart, before

the locusts came, if only they wonld have left

their "httle ones" behind them (vers. 8—11).

Moses, however, could not consent to this

limitation; and so the plague came in full

severity—the locusts covered the whole face

of the earth, so that the land was darkened

with them (ver. 15) ; and all that the hail had

left, including the whole of the wheat and

doora harvests, was destroyed. Then Pharaoh

made fresh acknowledgment of his sin, and

fresh appeals for intercession—with the old

result that the plague was removed, and that

he remained as obdurate as ever (vers. 16

—

20).

Ver 1.—Go in nnto Pharaoh, for I have
hardened his heart. The word " I " is ex-
pressed in the original and is emphatic. It is

not merely that Pharaoh has hardened himself

(ch. ix. 34) ; but I have " dulled " or " har-

dened " him. Therefore condescend to see

him once more, and to bear my message to

him. The heart of his servants. Compare
ch. ix. 34. As Pharaoh's determination

began to waver the influence of the court

officers increased. Hence the frequ-^nt men-
tion of them in this part of the narrative.

That I might shew them my signs. The
" fierceness of man " was being " turn >d to

God's praise." It resulted from the obstinacy

of Pharaoh that more and greater miracles

were wrought, more wonderful signs shown,

and that by these means both the Israelites

themselves, and the heathen nations in contact

with them, were the more deeply impressed.

Ver. 2.—That thon mayest tell in the ear«

of thy son, and of thy son's eon. The Psalms

show how after generations dwelt in th>,ught

upon the memory of the great deeds done in

Egypt and the deliverance wTOught there.

(See especially Ps. Ixxviii. cv. and cvi ; but

compare also Ps. Ixviii. 6, 7; Lxxvii. 14—
20; Ixxxi. 5, 6; cxiv. 1—3; cxxxv. 8, 9;
cxxxvi. 10— 15.)

Ver. 3.—How long wilt thon refuse to

humble thyself 1 The confession recorded in

ch. ix. 27 had been a distinct act of solf-

humiliation ; but it had been cancelled bv

aubieqaent •eli-tusertioo (jib. S4, SS}, Aali
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moreover, humility of speech was not what
God had been for months requiring of Pharaoh,
but submission in act. He would not really
" humble himself " until he gave the oft-

demanded permission to the Israelites, that
they might depart from Egypt,

Ver. 4. —To-morrow. Again a warning is

given, and a space of time interposed, during
which the king may repent and submit him-
self, if he chooses. The loctists. The species

intended is probably either the Acridium
veregrinum or the CEdipoda migratoria.
Both are common in Arabia and Syria, and
both are known in Egypt. They are said to

be equally destructive. The Hebrew name,
arbeh, points to the " multitudinotis " character

of the visitation. A traveller in Syria says

—

" It is difficult to express the effect produced
on us by the sight of the whole atmosphere
tilled on all sides and to a great height by
an innumerable quantity of these insects,

whose flight was slow and uniform, and whose
noise resembled that of rain ; the sky was
darkened, and the light of the sun consider-

ably weakened. In a. moment the terraces of

the hoases, the streets, and aU the fields were
covered by these insects." (^OUivier, Voyage
dans r Empire Ottoman, vol. ii. p. 424.) Into

thy coast

—

i.e. ' across thy border, into thy

territories." The locust is only an occasional

visitant in Egvpt, and seems always to arrive

from some foreign country.

Ver. 5.—They shall cover the fe.ce of the
earth, that one cannot be able to see the

earth. This is one of the points most fre-

quently noticed by travellers. " The ground
is covered with them for several leagues," says

Vcdney. " The steppes," says Clarke, " were
entirely covered by their bodies." " Over an
area of 1600 or 1800 square miles," observes

Barrow, " the whole surface might literally be

said to be covered with them." They shall

eat the residue of that which escaped.

Locusts eat every atom of verdure in the

district attacked by them. " In a.d. 1004,"

says Barhebrseus, " a large swarm of locusts

appeared in the land of Mosul and Baghdad,
and it was very grievous in Shiraz. It left

no herb nor even leaf on the trees." " When
their swarms appear," writes Volney, " every-

thing green vanishes instantaneously from the

fields, as if a curtain were rolled up ; the trees

fmd plants stand leafless, and nothing is seen

but naked boughs and stalks." And shall eat

every tree. The damage done by locusts to

trees is very great. " He (the locust) has laid

my vine waste, and barked my fig-tree ; he hath

made it clean bare and east it away ; the

branchet thereof are made white " (Joel i. 7).

Travellers constantly notice this fact. " When
they have devoured aU other vegetables," says

one, " they attack the trees, consuming first

the leaves, then the bark." " After having
Roosomed herbage, fruit, leaves of trees," says

another, " they attacked even their young shoota
and their bark." " They are particularly in-

jurious to the palm-trees," writes a third;
" these they strip of every leaf and green
particle, the trees remaining like skeletons
with bare branches." A fourth notes that
" the bushes were eaten quite bare, though the
animals could not have been long on the spot
They sat by hundreds on a bush, gnawing the
rind and the woody fibres." (See Plisey's

Minor Prophets, p. 106.)

Ver. 6.—They shall fill thy houses. Com-
pare Joel ii. 9. The witness of modem
fravellers is to the same effect. Morier says—
" They entered the inmost recesses of the
houses, were found in every corner, stuck to
our clothes, and infested our food '" (Second
Journey, p. 100). Burckhardt observes—
" They overwhelia the province of Nedjd
sometimes to such a degree that, having
destroyed the harvest, they penetrate by
thousands into the private dwellings, and
devour whatsoever they can find, even the
leather of the water vessels" (Notes, vol. ii.

p. 90). An older traveller, Beauplan, writes

as follows :
—" In June 1646, at Novgorod, it

was prodigious to behold them, because they
were hatched there that spring, and being as

yet scarce able to fly, the ground was all

covered, and the air so full of them that I

could not eat in my chamber without a candle,

all the houses being full of them, even the
stables, bams, chambers, garrets, and ceUais.

I caused cannon-powder and sulphur to be
burnt to expel them, but all to no purpose

;

for when the door was opened, an infinite

number came in, and the others went flutter-

ing about ; and it was a troublesome thing,

when a man went abroad, to be hit on the face

by those creatures, on the nose, eyes, or cheeks,

so that there was no opening one's mouth but

some would get in. Yet aU this was nothing

;

for when we were to eat they gave us no
respite ; and when we went to cut a piece of

meat, we cut a locust with it, and when a
man opened his mouth to put in a morsel, he
was sure to chew one of them." Oriental

houses, it is to be borne in mind, have no
better protection than lattice-work in the

windows, so that locusts have free access to

the apartments, even when the doors are shut.

Which neither thy fathers, nor thy fathers'

fathers have seen. Inroads of locusts are not

common in Egypt. Only one reference has

been found to them in the native records.

When they occur, they are as destructive an

elsewhere. Denon witnessed one in the early

part of the present century. Two others were
witnessed by Carsten Niebuhr and Forsk^ in

1761 and 1762 (Description de VArable, p.

148) ; and another by Tischendorf compara-
tively recently. The meaning in the tent is

probably that no gach visitation as that now
sent had been seen previously, not that £g7pt
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had been hitherto free from the scourge. He
turned himself and went oat. Moses did not

wait to learn what effect his announcement
would have. He " knew " that Pharaoh would

not fear the Lord. (See ch. ix. 30.)

Ver. 7.—And Pharaoh's servants said unto
him. This marks quite a new phase in the

proceedings. Hitherto the courtiers generally

had been dmnb. Once the magicians had
ventured to say—" This is the finger of God "

(ch. viii. 19); but otherwise the entire court

had been passive, and left the king to himself.

They are even said to have " hardened their

hearts" like him (ch. ix. 34). But now at

List they break their silence and interfere.

Having lost most of their cattle, and a large

part of the year's crops, the great men became
alarmed—^they were large landed' projjrietors,

and the destruction of the wheat and doora

crops would seriously unpoverish, if not

actually ruin them. Moreover, it is to be

noted that they interfere before the plague

has begun, when it is simply threatened,

which shows that they had come to believe in

the power of Moses. Such a belief on the

port of some had s.ppiajcd, when the plague

<rf hail was threatened (ch. ix. 20) ; now it

would seem to have become general. A snare

tons

—

i.e. "a peril"—"a source of danger,"

the species being put for the genus.

Ver. 8.—Moses and Aaron were brought
again unto Pharach. Pharaoh did not con-

descend so far as to send for them, but he
allowed his courtiers to bring them to him.

And he so for took the advice of his courtiers,

that he began by a general permission to the

Israelites to take their departure. This con-
cession, however, he almost immediately re-

tracted by a question, which implied that all

were not to depart. Who are they that shall

go 1 It seems somewhat strange that the king
liad not yet clearly understood what the

demand inade of him was. But perhaps he
had not cared to know, since he had had no
intention of granting it.

Ver. 9.—And Moses said, 'We will go with
our young, and with our old. This state-

ment was at any rate unambiguous, and no
doubt could henceforth be even pretended as

to what the demand was. The whole nation,

with its flocks and herds, was to take its

de]iarture, since a feast was to be held in

which all the nation ought to participate.

The Egyptians were accusUjmed to the atten-

dance of children at national festivals (Herod.
ii. GO).

Ver. 10.—And he said, etc. Pharaoh's
reply to the plain statement of Moses is full of

8C'>rn and anger, as if he would say—" WTien
was ever so extravagant and outrageous a
demand mode ? How can it be supposed that
I would listen to it? So may Jehovah help
you, us I will help you in this—to let you go,

with jour families." {Taph is " family," or

household, not " little ones." See Ex. L 1.)

Look to it ; for evil is before you. Or, " Lock
to it ; for you have evil in view." Beware,

i.e., of what you are about. You entertain

the evil design of robbing me of my slaves

—

a design which I shall not allow yon to carry

out. Tliere is no direct threat, only an in-

direct one, implied in " Look to it."

Ver. 11.—Go now ye that are men. Or,

"ye that are adult males." The word is

different from that used in ver. 7, which in-

cludes women and children. And serve the
Lord ; for that ye did desire. Pharaoh seems
to argue that the request to " serve the Lord "

implied the departure of the men only, as if

women and children could not offer an accep-

table service. But he must have known that

women and children attended his own national

festivals. (See the comment on ver. 9.)

Probably, he knew that his argmnent was
sophistical. And they were driven out.

Literally, "One drove them out." Pharaoh's

manifest displeasure was an indication to the

court officials that he wished the interview

ended, and as the brothers did not at once
voluntarily quit the presence, an officer thrust

them out. This was an inralt not previously

offered them, and shows how Pharaoh's ragf

increased as he saw more and more clearly

that he would have to yield and allow the

departure of the entire nation.

Ver. 13.—The Lord brought an east wind.
Locusts generally come with a wind ; and,

indeed, cannot fly far without one. An east

wind would in this case have brought them
from northern Arabia, which is a tract where
they are often bred in large numbers. Deuon,
the French traveller, notes that an enormous
cloud of locusts which invaded Egypt during

his stay, came from the east. All that day.

The rest of the day on which Moses and Aaroa
had had their interview with the Pharaoh.

Ver. 14.—The locusts went up over all the
land of Egypt, and rested in all the coasts of

Egypt. This statement is very emphatic, and
seems to imply that the plague was more
widely extended than any that had preceded

it. Egypt extends about 520 miles from north

to south, but except in the Delta is not more
than about 20 miles wide. Columns of locusts

of the length of 500 miles have been noticed

by travellers (Moor in Kirby on Entomoloijy,

letter vi.), and 20 miles is not an unusual

width for them. But such a length and such

a breadth are not elsewhere recorded in cora-

u;-ation. 2hus the visitation was, in its

extent as weU as in its circumstances, plainly

abnonual.
Ver. 15.—The land was darkened. It ia

not quite ^lear whether the darkness here

spoken of wa* caused by the locusts when
they were still ou the wing or afier they had

settled. It is a fact that the insects come in

such dense clouds that while on the wing tbej
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obscure the light of the sun, and tara. noonday
into t^vilight. And it is also a fact that with
their dull brownish bodies and wings they
darken the groond after they have settled.

Perhaps it is most probable that this last is

the fact noticed. (Compare ver. 5.) AH
the trait of the trees which the hail had left.

Injury to fruit by the hail had not been ex-
pressly mentioned ia the account of that

plague, though perhaps it may be regarded as

implied in the expression—that the hail

"brake every tree of the field " (ver. 25).

The damage which locusts do to fruit is well

known. They devour it vrith the green
crops, the herbage, and the foliage, before

setting to work upon the harder materials, as

reeds, twigs, and the bark of trees. In Egypt
the principal fruits would be figs, pomegran-
ates, mulberries, grapes, olives, peaches, pears,

plums, and apples ; together with dates, and
the produce of thepersea, and the nebk or sidr.

The friit of the nebk is ripe in March. There
temained not any green thing. *• It is suffi-

cient,' observes one ^vri+^r, " if these terrible

columns stop half an hour on a spot, for every-

thing growing on it, vines, olive-trees, and
corn, to be entirely destroyed. After they
have passed, nothing remains but the large

branches and the roots, which, being under-
ground, have escaped their voracity." " Where-
ever they settle," says another, " it looks as if

fire had burnt up everything." " The country
did not seem to be burnt," declares a third,

"but to be covered with snow, through the
whiteness of the trees and the dryness of the
herbs." A fourth sums up his account of the
ravages committed by locnsts thus—" Accord-
ing to all accounts, wherever the swarms of

locusts arrive, the vegetables are entirely con-

sumed and destroyed, appearing as if they had
been burnt by fire."

Ver. 16.—Then Pharaoh called for Moses
and Aaron in haste. Literally, as in the
margiu, " hasted to call for M. and A." He
had made similar appeals before (ch. viii. 8,

25 ; ix. 27;, but never with such haste and
urgency. Evidently, the locusts were felt as

a severer infliction than any previous one. I

have Binned. So, after the plague of hail (ix.

27) ; but here we have the further acknow-
ledgment, against the Lord your God and
against you ; " against the Lord," in disobey-

ing his commands ;
" against you," in making

you promises and then refusing to keep them
(ch. viii. 15, 32 ; ch. ix. 3i, 35;.

Ver. 17.—Only this once. Compare Gen.
xriii. 32. Pharaoh kept this promise. He

did not ask any more for the removal of a
plague. This death only

—

f..e. "this fatal

visitation "—this visitation, which, by produc-
ing famine, causes numerous deaths in a nation
Pharaoh feels now, as his courtiers had felt

when the plague was first threatened, that
" Egypt is destroyed " (ver. 7).

Ver. 18.—He . . . intreated the Lord. Moses
complied, though Pharaoh had this time made
no distinct promise of releasing the people.

He had learnt that no dependence was to be
placed on such promises, and that it was idle to

exact them. If anything could have touched the
dull and hard heart of the king, it would have
been the gentleness and magnanimity shown
by Moses in uttering no word of reproach,

making no conditions, but simply granting his

request as soon as it was made, and obtaining
the removal of the plague.

Ver. 19.—And the iord tnmed a mighty
strong west wind. Literally, " a very strong
«ca-wind "

—

i.e. one which blew from the
Mediterranean, and which might, therefore,

so far, be north, north-west, or north-east.

As it blew the locusts into the " Sea of

Weeds," i.e. the Bed Sea, it must have been
actually a north-west wind, and so passing
obliqudy over Egypt, have carried the locusts

in a south-easterly direction. Cast them into

the Eed Sea. Literally, " the Sea of Weeds."
No commentator doubts that the Bed Sea is

here meant. It seems to have received its

Hebrew appellation, Tam Siiph, " Sea of

Weeds," either from the quantity of sea-weed
which it throws up, or, more probably, from
the fact that anciently its north-western recess

was connected with a marshy tract extending
from the present head of the Gulf of Suea
nearly to the Bitter Lakes, in whien grew
abundant weeds and water-plants. There
remained not one locust. The sudden and
entire departure of locusts is as remarkable as

their coming. " At the nour of priaue," says

one writer, "they began to depart, and at

midday there was not one remaining." "A
wind from the south-west," says another,
" which had brought them, so completely

drove them forwards that not a vestige of

them was to be seen two hours afterwards
"

(Morier, ' Second Journey,' p. 98).

Ver. 20.—But the Lord hardened Pharaoh's
heart. The word used here is the intensive

one, khazoq, instead of the milder kabod of

ver. 1. Pharaoh's prolonged obstinacy and
impenitence was receiving aggravation by the
working of the just laws of God. (See the

comment on ck. iv. 21.)

HOMELETICS.

Vers. 1, 2.

—

QocTs mercies and wondrous works to be kept tn perpetval rememoranet.
Man's forgetfulness of God's benefits is one of the saddest features of his existing con-
dition and character. He needs continiial urging and exhortation to tho duty of reniem'
bering them.

Kxorrs. Q
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I. Hb forgets especially those benefits which are constant and C0NTINTJ0U8.

(a) 'l emporal benefits. Life, strength, health, intellect, the power to act, the capacity to

enjoy, the ability to think, speak, write, are God's gifts, bestowed lavishly on the

human race, and in civilised countries possessed in some measure by almost every

meml)er of the community. And, for the most part, they are possessed continuously.

At any moment any one of them might be withdrawn; but, as it pleases God to

make them constant, they are scarcely viewed as gifts at all. The Church would

have men thank God, at least twice a day, for their " creation, preservation, and all

the blessings of this life." But how few perform this duty !
Creation, preaervatiou,

daily sustenance, even health, are taken as matters of course, which come to us natu-

rally; not considered to be, as they are, precious gifts bestowed upon us by God-

(b) Spiritual benefits. Atonement, redemption, reconciliation, eflfected for us once for

all by our Lord's death upon the Cross ; and pardon, assisting grace, spiritual strength,

given us continually, are equally ignored and forgotten. At any rate, the lively sense

of them is wanting. Few say, with David, constantly, "Bless the Lord, my soul,

and all that is within me bless his holy name. Bless the Lord, my soul, and forget

not all his benefits ; who forgiveth all thine iniquities ; who healeth all thy diseases

;

who redeemeth thy life from destruction; who crowneth thee with loving-kindness

and tender mercies ; who satisfieth thy mouth with good thmgs ; so that thy youth

ie renewed like the eagle's " (Ps. ciii. 1—5).

II. He forgets even bxtbaordinart mercies. A man escapes with life from an

accident that might have been fatal ; recovers from an illness in which his life was

despaired of ; is awakened suddenly to a sense of religion when he had long gone on

in coldness and utter deadness ; and he thinks at first that nothing can ever take

the thought of the blessing which he has received out of his remembrance. He is

ready to exclaim, ten times a day, " Come and hear, all ye that fear God, and I will tell

you what he hath done for my soul 1 " But soon all fades away and grows dim ; the

vivid remembrance passes from him ; he thinks less and less of what seems now a

distant tune ; he neglects to speak of it, even to his children. Instead of " telling

in the ears of his son, and of his son's son, what things God wrought for him
in the old time," he does not so much as think of them. Very offensive to God
must be this forgetfulness. He works his works of mercy and of power for the

very purpose " that men may teU of them and have them in remembrance," may
" teach them to their sons and their sons' sons," may keep them " as tokens upon

their hands, and as frontlets between their eyes," may " tell them to the following

generation."

IIL Perpetual remembrance of extraordinary mercies is best secured by

THE OBSEKVANCE OF ANNIVERSARIES. God instituted the Passover, and other Jewish

feasts, that the memory of his great mercies to his people in Egypt and the wilderness

should not pass away (Ex. xii. 24—27). So the Christian Church has observed Christ-

mas Day, Good Friday, Ascension Day. Such occasions are properly called " com-

memorations." And individuals may well follow the Church, by commemorating

important events in their own lives, so they do it—(1) Gratefully
; (2) Prayerfully

;

and (3) Unostentatiously.

Vers. 3—6.

—

OocTs long-suffering towards the wicked has a limit. " How long wilt

thou refuse to humble thyself ? " (ver. 3). " The goodness of God endureth yet daily."

His forbearance and long-suffering are wonderfuL Yet they have a limit. God will

not proceed to judgment

—

L Until the sinner hab had full opportunity for repentance. Pharaoh

had been first warned (ch. v. 3), then shown a sign (ch. vii. 10—12) ; after this,

punished by seven distinct plagues, each of which was well calculated to strike terror

mto the soul, and thereby to stir it to repentance. He had been told by his own
magicians that one of them, at any rate, could be ascribed to nothing but " the finger

of God " (ch. viii. 1 91 He had been impressed, alarmed, humbled so far as to make
confession of sin (en. ix. 27), and to promise three several times that he would let

the Israelites depart from Egypt (ch. viii. 8, 28 ; ch. ix. 2>s). But all had been of

«o avaiL No sooner was a plague removed at his humble entreaty than he resumed all

bu Old pride -xnd arrogance, retracted his promise, and showed himself as stiff-nef'ked ae
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•t tbn first. The time during which his trial had lasted, and God's patience endured,

must have been more than a year—surely ample opportvmity !

II. Until it is manifest that there is no hope that he will repent. " What
could have been done more in my vineyard, that I have not done to it ? " God asks

in Isaiah (v. 4). And what more could he have done to turn Pharaoh from his evil

ways, that he had not done on this occasion ? Exhortations, warnings, miracles, light

plagues, heavy plagues, had all been tried, and no real, permanent impression made
The worst of aU was, that when some kind of impression was made, no good result ensued.

Fear—abject, servile, cowardly fear—^was the dominant feeling aroused ; and even this

did not last, but disappeared the moment that the plague was removed. Pharaoh
was thus constantly " sinning yet more " (ch. ix. 34). Instead of improving under

the chastening hand of God, he was continually growing worse. His heart was becoming
harder. His reformation was more hopeless.

III. Until God's pxtrposes in allowing the resistance of his will by thk
BINNEB ARK ACCOMPLISHED. God intended that through Pharaoh's resistance to his

will, and the final failure of his resistance, his own name should be glorified and
" declared throughout all the earth " (ch. ix. 16). It required a period of some length

—

a tolerably prolonged contest—to rivet the attention both of the Egyptians generally,

and of the surrounding nations. After somewhat more than a year tliis result had been
attained. There was, consequently, no need of further delay ; and the last three

plagues, which followed rapidly the one upon the other, were of the nature of judgments.

Ver. 7—11.

—

MarCs interposition with good advice may come too late. It is im-
possible to say what efi'ect the opposition and remonstrances of his nobles and chief

officers might not have had upon Pharaoh, if they had been persistently offered from
the first. But his magicians had for some time aided and abetted his resistance to

God's will, as declared by Moses ; and had even used the arts whereof they were
masters to make; the miracles which Moses wrought seem trifles. And the rest of
the Court ofiicials had held their peace, neither actively supporting the monarch,
nor opposing him. It was only when the land had been aflflicted by seven plagues,

and an eighth was impending, that they summoned courage to express disapproval

of the king's past conduct, and to recommend a different course. " How long shall thia

man be a snare unto us ? Let the men go" they said. But the advice came too late.

Pharaoh had, so to speak, committed himself. He had engaged in ,a contest from
which he could not retire without disgrace. He had become heated and hardened;
and, the more the conviction came home to him that he must yield the main demand,
the more did it seem to him a point of honour not to grant the whole of what had been
asked. But practically, this was the same thing as granting nothing, since Moses
would not be content with less than the whole. The interposition of the Court
officials was therefore futile. Let those whose position entitles them to ofier advice

to men in power bear in mind four things—(I) The importance of promptness in

bringing their influence to bear
; (2) the advantage of taking a consistent line from

first to last
; (3) the danger of inaction and neutrality ; and (4) the necessity of

pressing their advice when it has been once given, and of not allowing it to be set

aside. If the " servants of Pharaoh " had followed up the interposition recorded in

verse 7 by further representations and remonstrances, they would have had some slight

chance of producing an effect. But a single isolated remonstrance was valueless.

Vers. 12—15.

—

The terribleness of Ood^s severer judgments. "It is a fearful thing to
fidl into the hands of the living God." " Our God is a consuming fire." " If the
wicked turn not, God will whet his sword ; he hath bent his bow and made it ready.
He hath also prepared for him the instruments of death ; he ordaineth his arrows
against th^ persecutors " (Ps. vii. 11—13). Every calamity which can visit man is at

his disposal. God's punishments are terrible

—

I. Because he is omnipotent. He can smite with a thousand weapons—with all the
varieties of physical paia—aches, sores, wounds, boils, nerve affections, inflammation, short
breath, imperfect heart action, faintings, palpitations, weakness, cramps, chiUs,
shiverings—with mental sufferings, bad spirits, depression, despondency, grief, anguish,
fear, want of brain power, loss of self-control, distaste for exertion, &c. ; with
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misfortunes—sickness, mutilation, loss of friends, ill-health, bereavement, death. Tie

can accumulate sorrows, reiterate blows, allow no respite, proceed from bad to worse,

utterly crush, and destroy those who have offended him and made themselves hi«

enemies.

n. Becattse he is absolutely just. God's judgments are the outcome of his justice,

and therefore most terrible. What have we not deserved at his hands ? If, after aU his

gentle teachings, all his mild persuadings, the preaching of his ministers, the promptings

of his Holy Spirit, the warnings furnished by the circumstances of life, the special

chastisements sent to evoke repentance, men continue obdurate—what remains but a
" fearful looking for of judgment and of fiery indignation, which shall devour the

adversaries " ? (Heb. x. 27.) If each sin committed is to receive its full, due, and
appropriate penalty, what suffering can be sufficient ? Even in this life, the vengeances

that have overtaken the impenitent, have sometimes been most fearful ; what must the

full tale be if we take in the consideration of another ?

III. Because he is faithful, akd cannot lie or repent. God in his Word has

plainly, clearly, unmistakably, over and over again, declared tliat the impenitent sinner

ehaU be punished everlat^tin^ly. In vain men attempt to escape the manifest force of the

words and to turn them to another meaning. As surely as the life of the blessed is never-

ending, so is the " death " of the wicked. Vainly says one, that he would willingly give

op his hope of everlasting life, if so be that by such sacrifice he could end the eternal

Bufferings of the lost ones. It is not wliat man feels, what he thinks he would do, or even
what he would actually do, were it in his power, that proves anything ; the question is

one of fact. God tells us what he is about to do, and he will assuredly do it, whatever
we may think or feel. " These (the wicked) shall go into everlasting punishment ; but

the righteous into life everlasting " (Matt. xxv. 46). Oh ! terrible voice of most just

judgment which shall be pronounced on those to whom it shall be said, " Depart from
me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels " (^latt. xxv.

41) ! The cro^vning terror of the judgment of God is the perpetuity which he has
declared attaches to it.

Vers. 16—20.

—

The agency of nature used "by God hoth in inflicting and removing
judgments. God's footsteps are not known. Since Eden was lost to us it has pleased him,

for inscrutable reasons, to withdraw himself behind the screen of nature, and to work
out his purposes—in the main, through natural agencies. He punishes idleness and
Imprudence by poverty and contempt ; intemperance and uncleanness, by disease

;

Inordinate ambition, by collapse of schemes, loss of battles, deposition, exile, early death.

Civil government is one of the agencies which he uses for punishing a whole class of

offences ; hygienic laws are another. It is comparatively seldom that he descentls visibly

to judgment, as when he burnt up the cities of the plains. So, even when he was
miraculously punishing Egypt and Pharaoh, he used, as far as was possible, the agency

of nature. Frogs, mosquitoes, beetles, thunder, hail, locusts, worked his will—natural

agents, suited to the season and the countiy—only known by faith to have come at his

bidding, and departed when he gave the order. And he brought the locusts and took

them away, by a wind. So the temporal punishments of the wicked came constantly

along the ordinary channels of life, rash speculation producing bankruptcy
;
profligacy,

disea-se ; dishonesty, distrust ; ill-temper, general aversion. Men curse their ill-luck when
calamity comes ou them, and attribute to chance what is really the doing of God's

retributive hand. The east wind, they say, brought the locusts on them ; but they do
not ask who brouglit the east wind out of his tre;vsury. God uses natural means also to

remove judgments. " A wind takes the locusts away." A severe winter stops a

pestilence. An invasion of their own territory recalls devastating hordes to its defenot

and frees the land which tlicy were ravaging. Reaction sets in when revolution goes too

far, and the guillotine makes short work of the revolutionists. Want stimulates

industry, and industry removes the pressure of want. Even when men's prayers are

manifestly answered by the cessation of diought, or rain, or the recovery from sickness

of one given over by the ])hysicians, the change comes about in a natural way. A little

eloud rises up out of tlie deep, and overspreads the heavens, and the drought is gone.

The wind shifts a few jKiiuts, and the " plague of rain " ceases. The fever aoates.Tit tie

ky little, the patient tiuds that he can take nourishment; so the crisLi is past, and
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nature, or " the strength of his constitution," as men say, has saved him. The changes
are natiu-al ones ; but God, who is behind nature, has caused the changes, and, as much
u miracles, they are his work.

HOMILIES BY VAKTOUS ATJTHOES.

Vers. 1—7.

—

A new Message. Even yet God had not done with the King Of

Egj'3)t. He sends Moses again to ply him with reproof and threatening. The final

stroke is put off as long as possible. If" by all means " (1 (Jor. ix. 22) Pharaoh can be
saved, he will not be lost for want of the opportunity. God tells Moses his design in

dealing with the monarch as he did, and gives him a new message to carry to the royal

presence.

I. God's design (vers. 1, 2). He had hardened Pharaoh's heart and the heart of his

servants, that he might show these his signs before him, and that he might secm-e their

being had in remembrance through all succeeding generations in Israel. This bespeaks,
on God's part—1. Definite purpose in the shaping of the events which culminated in the

Exodus. As Jehovah, the all-ruling one, it lay with him to determine what shape
these events would assimae, so as best, to accomplish the end he had in view in the
deliverance. It was of his ordering that a ruler of Pharaoh's stamp occupied the throne
of Egypt at that particular time ; that the king was able to hold out as he did against
his often reiterated, and powerfully enforced, command ; that the monarch's life was
spared, when he might have been smitten and destroyed (ch. ix. 15, 16); that the
Exodus was of so glorious and memorable a character. 2. It indicates the nature of the

design. " That ye may know how that I am the Lord " (ver. 2). We have alreatly

seen (ch. vi.) that the central motive in this wliole series of events was the manifestation
of God in his character of Jehovah—the absolute, aU-ruling, omnipotent Lord, who
works in history, in mercy, and judgment, for the accomplishment of gracious ends.

The design was (1) To demonstrate the fact that such a Being as is denoted by the
name Jehovah, existed ; that there is an absolute, aU-ruling, omnipotent, gracious God

;

(2) to raise the mind to a proper conception of his greatness, by giving an exhibition,

on a scale of impressive magnitude, of his actual working in mercy and judgment for the
salvation of his people ; and (3) to make thereby a revelation of himself wliich would
lay the foundation of future covenant relations with Israel, and ultimately of an
universal religion reposing on the truths of his imity, spirituality, sanctity, omni-
potence, and love. Subordinate objects were the making known of his power and
gi'eatness to Pharaoh himself (ch. vii. 17 ; viii. 22 ; ix. 13, 29), and to the surrounding
nations (ch. ix. 16). The design thus indicated required that the facts should be of a kind
which admitted of no dispute ; that they should palpably and conclusively demonstrate
the character of God to be as asserted ; and that they should be of so striking and awful a
description, as to print themselves indelibly upon the memory of the nation. These
conditions were fulfilled in the events of the Exodus. (3) It shoivs how God intended hia

mighty uorks to he kept in remembrance. "That thou mayest tell in the ears of thy
son, and of thy son's son," &c. (ver. 2). God provided for the handing down of a
knowledge of these wonders (1) By giving them a character which secured that they
should not be forgotten. '1 he memory of these " wonders in the land of Ham

"

(Ps. cv. 27) rings down in Israel to the latest generations (see Ps. Ixxviii. ; cv. ; cvi.;

cxxxv. ; cxxvi., &c.)
; (2) by embodying them in a written record

; (3) by enjoining
on parents the duty of faithfully narrating them to their children (ch. xiii. 14 ; Deut.
iv. 9 ; V. 7, 20—23 ; xi. 19 ; Ps. Ixxviii. 3—7). Bible history will soon get to be
forgotten if the story is not taken up and diligently taught by loving parental lips.

II. God's kequieement—humility. " How long wilt thou refuse to humble thyself
before me ? " (ver. 3.) This lays the finger on the root principle of Pharaoh's opposition,
prid^. ^ Pride, the undue exaltation of the ego, is a hateful quality of character, even as
between man and man. How much more, as between man and God ! It is described
as " the condemnation of the devil " (1 Tim. iv. 6). Pride puffs the soul up in undue
conceit of itself, and leads it to spurn at God's dictation and control. It aims at a false

independence. It would wish to be as God. In the worldly spirit it manifests itself a«
"the pride of life" (1 John ii. 16). In the self-righteous spirit it manifests itself a«
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spiritual pride. It excludes every quality wluch ought to exist in a soul rightly

exercised towards its Creator. Faith, love, humility, the feeling of dependence,

gratitude for benefits, regard for the Creator's glory—it shuts out all. It is incompatible

With the sense of sin, with the spirit of contrition, with humble acceptance of salvation

through aLuther. It is the great barrier to the submission of the litart to God and
Christ, inciting instead to naked and impious rebellion. The degree and persistency of

the opposition to Grod which pride is able to inspire may be well studied in the case of

Pharaoh.

III. God's thbbat (vers. 4-»-7). He would bring upon the land a plague of locusts.

The magnitude of the visitation would place it beyond comparison with anything that

had ever been known. See below.

IV. Moses going out fbom Phabaoh. " And he turned himself, and went out from
Pharaoh " (ver. 6). fie delivered his message, and did not wait for an answer. This

should have told Pharaoh that the bow was now stretched to its utmost, and that to

strain it further by continued resistance would be to break it. His courtiers seem to

have perceived this Tver. 7). Lloses' going out was a prelude to the final breaking off of

negotiations (ver. 29). View it also as a studied intimation—1. ' tf his indignation at the

past conduct of the king (cf. ch- xL 8). 2. Of his conviction of the hopelessness of

producing any good impression on his hardened nature. 3. Of the certainty of Gc-d's

purpose being fulfilled, whether Pharaoh willed it or no. It was for Pharaoh's interest to

attend to the warning which had now again been given him, but his refusal to attend to

it would only injure himself and his people ; it would not prevent God's will from being

accomplished.—J. 0.

Vers. 7—21.

—

The plague of locusts. Of the two principal terms used to denote
" hardening," one means " to strengthen, or make firm," the other, " to make heavy, or

obtuse." It is the latter of these (used also in ch. viii. 15, 3? ; ix. 7) which is used in

ch. ix. 34, and ch. x. 1. The growing obtuseness of I'haraoh's mind is very apparent
from the narrative. He is losing the power of right judgment. He began by hardening
himself (making his heart strong and firm) against Jehovah, and he is reaping the

penalty in a blinded understanding. This obtuseness shows itself in various ways,
notably in the want of imity in his conduct. He is like a man at bay, who feels that

he is powerless to resist, but cannot bring himself to yield. His power of self-control is

leaving him, and his action, in consequence, consists of a succession of mad nishes, now
in one direction, now in another. External influences—the remonstrance of coiutiers,

the terrors occasioned by the j lagues—produce immediate effects upon him ; but the
recoil of pride and rage, which speedily supervenes, carries him further from reason than
ever. Now he is suing in pitiable self-humiliation for forgiveness ; again he is furious

and unrestrained in his defiance. Passion is usurping the place of reason, and drives

him to and fro with ungovernable violence. We are reminded of the heathen saying,
" Whom the gods wish to destroy, they first madden ;

" but it is not God who is

destroying Pharaoh ; it is Pharaoh who is destroying himself. If God maddens him, it

is by plying him with the influences which ought to have had a directly opposite effect.

Pharaoh, like every other sinner, must bear the resi^nsibility of his own ruin.

L The intebvention of Pharaoh's servants (ver. 7). These may be the same
servants who up to this time had hardened themselves (ch. ix. 34). If so, they now
see the folly of further contest. More and more Pharaoh is being left to stand alone.

First, his magicians gave in (ch. viii. 19), then a portion of his servants (ch. ix. 20)

;

now, apparently, his courtiers are deserting him in a body. It shows the indomitable
stubbornness of the king, that imder these circumstances he should still hold out.
< »bserve, 1. The subjects of a government have often a truer perception of wliat is needed
for the safety of a country than their rulers and leaders. Pharaoh's servants {?aw the
fiill eravity of the situation, to which the monarch was so blind. " Knowest thou not
yet that Egypt is destroyed?" Rulers are frequently blinded by their pride, passion,

erejudices, and private wishes, to the real necessities of a political situation. 2.

[ardcriing against God makes the heart indifferent to the interests of others. 'I'he

ungodly mind is at bottom selfish. We have seen already (ch. v.) to what lengths in
cruelty ungodly men will go in pursuit of their personal ends. We have also seen
that hardening at the centre of the nature is bound to sjiread till it embraces the whole
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man (on ch. vii. 3). Pharaoh is an illustratiuu of this. He was unboundedly proud;
aud " pride," says iliiller, " is the basest and most glaring form that selfishness can
assume," It is an egoistic sin ; a sin of the will more than of the aflections ; a sin

rooted in the centre of the personality. But Pharaoh was more than proud ; he was
God-defying. He had consciously and wilfully hardened himself against the Ahnighty,
under most terrible displays of his omnipotence. Driven to bay in such a contest, it

was not to be expected that he would be much influenced by the thought of the
suffering he was bringing upon others. Egypt miglit be destroyed, but Pharaoh recked
little of that, or, possibly, still tried to persuade himself that the worst might be averted.

The remonstrance of his courtiers produced a momentary wavering, but defiance breaks

out again in ver. 10 in stronger terms than ever.

n. A RENEWED ATTEMPT AT COMPROMISE (vcrs. 8—12). Pharaoh sends for Moses
and Aaron, and asks who they are that are to go to sacrifice (ver. 8) : the reply was
decisive ;

" we will go with our young and with our old," etc. (ver. 9). At this Pharaoh
is transported with ungovernable rage. He accuses the Hebrew brothers of desiring to

take an evU advantage of his permission, and practically challenges Jehovah to do his

worst against him (ver. 10). He will consent to the men going to serve the Lord, but
to nothing more (ver. 11). Moses and Aaron were then " driven " from his presence. We
are reminded here of the transports of Saul, and his malicious rage at David (1 Sam. xix.).

Notice on this, 1. Wicked men distrust God. Pharaoh had no reason to question Jehovah's
sir.3erity. God had proved his sincerity by his previous dealings with him. And had God
actually demanded—what ultimately would have been required—the entire departure of

the people from the land, what right had he, their oppressor, to object ? 2. Wicked
men would fain compound with God. They will give up something, if God will let

them retain the rest. There is a sweetness to a proud nature in being able to get even
part of its own way. 3. The thing wicked men will not do is to concede the whole

demand which God makes on them. What God requires supremely is the surrender of

the will, and this the recalcitrant heart will not stoop to yield. Part it will surrender,

but not the whole. Outward vices, pleasures, worldly possessions, friendships, these, at

a pinch, may be given up ; but not the heart's love and obedience, which is the thing

chiefly asked for ; not the " little ones " of the heart's secret sins, or the " flocks and
herds " for the pure inward sacrifice (see Pusey on Micah vi. 6—9).

III. The locust judgment (ver. 12— 16). The predicted plague was accordingly

brought upon the land. It was the second of what we may call the greater plagues

—

the plagues that were to be laid upon the king's " heart " (ch. ix. 14). They were
plagues of a character to appal and overichelm ; to lay hold of the nature on the side on
which it is susceptible of impressions from the aw ful and terrific ; to awaken into intense

activity its slumbering sense of the infinite ; to rouse in the soul the apprehension of

present Deity. The fii-st was the plague of hail, thunderings, and lightnings ; the second
was this plague of locusts. The points on which stress is laid in this second plague are

—

1. The supernatural character of the visitation. 2. The appalling numbers of the

enemy. 3. 'I'he havoc wrought by them. We may compare the language here with
the description of the locusts in Joel ii., and it may be concluded that the effects

described as following from the latter visitation were more than paralleled by the terror

and anguish created by the descent of this scourge on Egypt. " Before their face the
people would be much pained ; all faces would gather blackness " (Joel ii. 6). It would
seem as if the earth quaked before them ; as if the heavens trembled ; as if sun and
moon had become dark, and the stars had withdrawn their shining (ver. 10) I The
devastation was rapid and complete. " 'I'he land is as the garden of Eden before

the;u, and behind them a desolate wilderness" (ver. 3). Had the plague not
speedily been removed Egypt verily uouhl have been destroyed. How mighty is

Jehovah ! How universal his empire 1 These locusts were brought from afar (ver. 13).

AlLag^ts in nature serve him ; winds (east and west), locusts (cf. Joel ii. 11), as well
as hail and thunder. He has but to speak the word, and all we have will be taken
from us (ver. 15).

IV. Pharaoh's pitiable plight and further hardening (vers. 16—21). What wa
have here is a specimen of one of those violent contrasts in Pharaoh's later moods ta

which reference has been made above. Nothing could be more humiliating, more abject,

Bftore truly painful, in its self-efi'acement than this new appeal of the king to Mose*
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He had sinned, sinned both against God, and against Moses and Aaron ; would they forgive

him this once, only this once, and entreat God that he would take away from him this

death only ? (vers. 16, 17.) Contrast this with ver. 10, or with ver. 28, and it can hardly
be believed that we are looking on the same man. Pharaoh had never humbled
himself so far before. He beseeches for mercy ; almost cringes before Moses and Aaron
in his anxiety to have this dreadful plague removed. Yet there is no real change of

heart. The moment the locusts are gone pride reasserts its sway, and he hai-dens

himself as formerly. Learn—1. Thatfahe repentance may be connected with other than
Buperfidal states of feeling. Pharaoh was here in real terror, in mortal anguish of

spirit. The pains of hell had truly got hold on him (Ps. cxvi. 3). Yet his repentance was
a false one. 2. That false repentance may ape every outward symptom of real

repentance. Who that saw Pharaoh in that bath of anguish, and heard him pouring
out those impassioned entreaties and confessions, but would have supposed that the
hard heart had at length been subdued ? The confession of sin is unreserved and
unqualified. The submission is absolute. Pharaoh was aware of how little he desei-ved

to be fiu-ther trusted, and pled to be tried again, " only this once." Yet the repentance
was through and through a false one—the product of mere natural terror—the

repentance of a heart, not one fibre of which was altered in its moral quality. 3. That
false repentance may not be consciously insincere. There is no reason to question that

Pharaoh was for the time sincere enough in the promises he made. They were wrung
from him, but he meant to give efi'ect to them. But the momentary willingness he
felt to purchase exemption from trouble by granting Jehovah's demand had quite

disappeared by the time the plague was removed. The repentance was false. 4. The
test of a repentance being false or true is the fruits yi:l>ied by it. The test is not the

depth of our convictions, the anguish of our minds, the profuseness of our confessions,

the apparent sincerity of our vows, it is the kind of deeds which follow (Matt. iii. 8).

"We have need in this matter of repentance to distrust ourselves, to beware of being

imposed on by others, and to be careful in public instruction that the real nature of

repentance is lucidly expoimded.—J. 0.

Vers. 1—19.

—

The Eighth Plague: the locusts. I. Consider the emphatic state-
ment WITH KESPKCT TO THE HARDENING OF THE HEART. In ch. ix. 34 we are told

that when the hail and the thunder ceased, Pharaoh hardened his heart, he and Ins

servcmts. Note here two things : 1. How Pharaoh's heart was hardened just after

he had made a confession of sin ; from which we see how little he understood by
the word " sin," and how little he meant by the confession. 2. The combination of

his servants with him in this hardening ; from which we may judge that just as some
among his servants had been taken further away from him bj' their prudent and
believing action when the hail was threatened (ch. ix. 'M), so others had been drawn
still nearer to their master, and made larger sharers in his obstinacy and pride. The
unbelieving, who left their servants and their cattle in the fields, not only lost their

property when the hail descended, but afterwards they became worse men. And now
in en. X. 1, not only is there a statement that the hearts of Phanu)h and his servants

were hardened, but God in his own person says, "
1 have hardened his heart," &c.

Then after this statement, so emphatic in the expression of it, however difficult to

understand in the meaning of it, God goes on to explain why he has thus hardened the

heart of Pharaoh and his servants. In the first place, it gives an op/ioH/n/ity for show-
ing God's si'jiis bifore Pharaoh—" all my plagues " (ch. ix. 14). Thus Grod would turn

our attention here to the thing of chief im|X)rtance, namely, uhat he uus doing himself.

Important it certainly is to notice what Pharaoli is diiing, but far more important

to notice what Jihovah is doing. We may easily give too much time to thinking

of Pharaoh, and too little to thinking of Jehovah. Thus God would ever direct us

into the steps of practical wisdom. We are constantly tempted to ask questions which
cannot be answered, while we as constantly neglect to ask questions which both can

be answered and ought to be answered. The conduct of Pharaoh is mdeed a fascinating

problem for those wlio love to consider the play of motives in the human lieart. In

eonsidering him there is ample room for the imagination to work out the conception of

i very impressive character. Thus, we might come to many conclusions with resp'ct

to Pharaoh, snme of them right, but in all likelihood most of them wrong, perha^
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egregioiisly wrong' These are matters in which God has not given opportunity for

knowledge ; the depths of Pharaoh's personality are concealed from us. There is tru*

and important ktuAvIedge to be gained, but it is in another direction. The marvellous,

exhaustless power of God is to be more prominent in our thoughts than the en-atic

and violent plunging of Pharaoh from one extreme to another. Amid all that is dark,

densely dark, one thing is clear—and clear because God meant it to be clear, and took
care to make it so—namely, that all this conduct of Pharaoh was the occasion for

unmistakable and multiplied signs of the power of God. One is here reminded of

the question of the disciples to .Jesus (John ix. 2), " Who did sin, this man, or his

parents, that he was born blind ? " To this question more answers than one were
possible ; but Jesus gave the answer that was appropriate to the occasion. The man
was born blind, that the works of God should be made manifest in him. So not

only was Pharaoh's heart hardened, but God himself hardened that heart, in order

that these signs might be shown before him. Then, in the second place, t/tese signs

being tvrought be/ore Pharaoh, became also matters for consideration, recollection, and
tradition to the Israelites themselves. Moses, taken as the representative of Israel,

is to tell to his son, and to his son's son, what things God had done in Egypt.
Here is ample occasion given for the observant and devout in Israel to note the doings

ot Jehovah and commuuicate them with all earnestness and reverence from age to age.

Surely it was worth a little waiting, a little temporal suffering, to have such chapters

written as these which record Israel's experiences in Egypt ! What are the sufferings,

merely in body and in circumstances, of one generation, compared with the ennobling

thoughts of God, and the consequent inspiration and comfort which may through
these very sufferings be transmitted to many generations following! Why it is even a
great privilege for one generation to be poor, that thi-ough its poverty many generations

may become rich.

U. Consider how the terrible magnitude of the locust-plague is shown by
THE EFFECTS FOLLOWING ON THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF IT. 1. There are the expostido-

tions (/Pharaoh's servants with him (ver. 7). They, at all events, are not disposed to

wait for the coming of the locusts. That the locust-plague was a very dreadful one,

we may partly gather from other intimations in the Scriptures with respect to these

voracious insects, advancing in their innumerable hosts (Deut. xxviii. 38, 42 ; 1 Kings
viii. 37 ; 2 Chron. vii. 13 ; Joel i. 4 ; Nah. iii. 15). The experiences of modern travellers

in the East are also such as to assure us that the expectation of a visit from the locust

is enough to excite the most alarming thoughts (see in particular Dr. Thomson's obser-

vations on the locust in The Land and the Book). But in truth we hardly need to go
beyond the conduct of Pharaoh's servants themselves. The very name locust was
enough to startle them into precautionary activity ; they did not wait for the reality.

Some of them, indeed, had anticipated the destructive effect of the hail, and nkea
suitable precautions ; but others felt there was room for question whether, after all,

the hail would be so pernicious. In their presumption they guessed that a hailstorm

could inflict only a slight and reparable damage. But what coidd ef^cape the locusts f

Every green thing was well known to perish before their voracity. Even what might
be called an ordinary visitation from them would be no trifle ; how much mere such a
visitation as Pharaoh's servants had now every reason to believe would come vqion

them ! For the time was long past when they doubted concerning the power of Moses
to bring what he threatened. It is no longer a question of the power of Moses, but of

the endurance of Egypt. In aU likelihood the thought now prevailing in the minds of

Pharaoh's servants—possib'y in Pharaoh's own mind—was that this run of calamity

would presently come to an end, if only it was patiently endured. For in ancient

Egypt there was douljtless some such proverb as might be Englished into our common
saying, " It is a long lane that has no turning." Egypt has known the long lane

of seven plagues ; surely it cannot be much longer. And yet it may easily be long
enough* to destroy them before they get out of it. Locusts to come, when Moses
speaks about them, may be reckoned as good as come, if something be not done promptly
to avert their approach ; and once come, then how long will the food of Egypt remain,

either for man or befist ! Ko wonder, then, that Pharaoh's servants turned upon him
with such warm—one may almost say threatening—expostulations. The })rospect of

an immediate and almost instantaneous stoppage of supplies was enough to bring them
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hasteaing, as with one consent, to beg a timely submission from their master. 2. Titer*

is the extraordinary yielding of Pharaoh to these expostulations. Nothing less than

extraordinary can it be called. His yieldings hitherto have been under actual chastise-

ment. He has waited for the blow to be struck before he begged for mercy. But now,

ufiun the mere thraittning of the blow, he is moved to make overtures of submission.

We shall have to notice of what a partial and worthless sort this submission was;

at prcseut, the main thing to mark is that there was a submission at all. He could not

afford to trifle with the warnings of his servants. Hitherto, in all probability, they

had been largely flatterers, men who fooled Pharaoh to the top of his bent with compli-

ments as to his absolute power ; but now they are turned into speakers of plain and
bitter truth; and though Pharaoh may not like it, the very fact that he is thus

addressed is enough to show him that he must arrange terms of surrender before

anuther battle has even begun. Thus, by merely studying the conduct of Pharaoh and

his servants before the locusts came, we see very clearly what a terrible plague they

were. The plague of the locusts was a great deal more than a variation from the

plagues of the frogs, the gnats and the flies.

III. Consider how, in spite of all the dread inspired by the thought of these locusts,

Pharaoh's pbide still hinders complete submission. It was in an emergency of

his government, and under pressure from his panic-stricken servants, that he consented

to treat with Moses. Moses comes, and Pharaoh makes him an offer, which Moses
of course cannot accept, seeing that he really has no power to treat ; he has but the

one unchangeable demand ; it is a righteous demand, and therefore the righteous

Jehovah cannot permit it to be diminished. But the rejection of Pharaoh's ofl'er gives

him a convenient loophole of escape into his former stubbornness. He can turn to his

servants and say, " See what an unreasonable man this is. He comes expecting that in

the terms of peace I am to yield all, and he is to yield nothing. Better to risk the

locusts, and if need be, perish in the midst of our desolated fields, than live dishonoured

by yielding up all Israel at his inexorable request." Speaking in some such spirit

as this, we may well believe that Pharaoh stirred up his servants, and won them to

support him in continuing his dogged resistance. It is a noble principle to die with

honour rather than live with shame ; it is the very principle that in its holiest illustra-

tion has crowded the ranks of Christian martyrdom. But when a principle of this sort

gets into the mouth of a I^haraoh, he may so pervert it as to bring about the worst

results. There is no manlier way of closing life than to die for truth and Christ;

but it is a poor thing to become, as Pharaoh evidently would have his servants become,

the victims of a degraded patriotism. It was all very well to talk loud and drive Moses

and Aaron from his presence ; but what was the good ? the locusts were coming none

the less. The fact is, tbat all suggestions of prudent and timely surrender were cast to

the winds. The pride of the tyrant is touched, and it makes him blind to everything

else. He rushes ahead, reckless of what may come on the morrow, if only he can gain

the passionate satisfaction of driving Moses out of his presence to-day. There is no

reasoning with a man in a passion ; aU arguments are alike to him.

IV. Consider Pharaoh's ultimate submission and the con8EQUEN(3B of it. He
drove Moses and Aaron out of his presence, but nevertheless he had to yield, and that

in a peculiarly humiliating way. When he saw the locusts actually at work, then he

came face to face with reality ; and reality sobers a man. He had to send in haste for

the men whom he had driven away, for the locusts were in haste. Every minute he

delayed brought Et^ypt nearer and nearer to starvation. Uh, foolish Pharaoh 1 just for

the pleasure, the sweet, momentary pleasure of driving Moses out of yoiu- presence,

to risk the horrors (»f this ravaging host. Notice further, for it is a remarkable thing,

that while Pharaoh Legs most httmbly for mercy, he makes 7ioformal promise of libera-

tion. The promise, we feel, was really there, all the more emphatic and more evidently

unconditional, just because unspoken. Any way, the time had come when formal

promises from Pharaoh mattered little, seeing they were never kept. The great thing

was that he should be maile to feel the pressure of God's hand upon him, so that he

c<juld not but cry ta escape from it. Every time he thus cried and begged, as he here so

piteouhly does—:ill his stubbornness for the time melted away into invisibility—he showed

in the clearest miuiier the power of Jehovah. Jehovah's end, in this particular plagu*

of the locusts, was gained when Pharaoh begged that they might be driven away—¥
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Ver. 2.

—

The tales of a grandfather.—Jehovah tells Moses, as the representative

of Israel, that these glorious Divine actions in Egypt are to be matters of careiul instruc-

tion in after ages. Each parent is to speak of them to his children, and each grand-
parent to his grandchildren. And is there not something particularly suggestive in

this expression, " thy son's son " ? It brings before us the aged Israelite, his own part

in the toil and strife of the world accomplished, his strength exhausted, the scene

of his occupations left to a younger generation, and he himself quietly waiting for

the close. How is he to occupy his time ? Not in utter idleness, for that is good
for no man, however long and hard he may have worked. Some part of his thoughts,

it may be hoped, goes out in anticipations of the full and unmixed eternity now so

near ; but some part also will go backward into time, not without pensive and painful

interest. He looks from the eminence he has attained, and two generations are behind
him, his children and his children's children. His own children are busy. The world
is with them constantly, and its demands are very pressing. They hardly see their

otfspring from Monday morning till Saturday night. It is only too easy for a man
to get so absorbed in seeking the good of strangers, as to have no time for his own
household. The following extract from the biography of Wilberforce bears in a very

instructive way on this point. " It is said that his children seldom got a quiet minute
with him during the sitting of Parliament. So long as they were infants he had not

time to seek amusement from them. Even whilst they were of this age, it made a

deep impression on his mind when, one of them beginning to cry as he took him up,

the mu-se said naturally, by way of explanation, * He always is afraid of strangers.'
"

And if this danger of distance between him and his children came to a man like

Wilberforce, we may be sure that it comes to thousands who are less sensitive and
conscientious than he was. What a field of usefulness, then, is here indicated for a

grandfather ! In his retirement, and out of his long experience, he may speak of

principles the soundness of which he has amply established, and errors which he has

had painfully to correct ; he may point to a rich harvest gathered from good seed he

has been able to sow. Thus the grandfather finds opportunities for useful instruction

which the father, alas ! may not even seek. Of such it may be truly said, " They shall

bring forth fruit in old age " (Ps. xcii. 14). Notice here two points:

—

I. It is well for the VOtrNGER TO LOOK FORWARD WITH CONCERN TO THE OCCU-

PATIONS OF A POSSIBLE OLD AGE. The very fact that life is imcertain dictates the

prudence of a consideration like this. Life may be shorter than we expect it to be, but

it may also be longer. We must not reckon on old age, but that is no reason why we
should not prepare for it. Boys and girls can hardly be expected to look so far ahead;

but those who have come to manhood and womanhood and some exercise of reflective

power, may well ask the question, " How shall 1 occupy old age if it comes ? " And
smely it is much to remember that if each stage in life is occupied as it ought

to be, then this very fidelity and carefulness will help to provide congenial occupation

for the last stage of all. Who would wish to spend the closing years of life in such

stupor and lethargy as come over only too many, when there are sources of interest and

usefulness such as Jehovah indicates to Moses here ? Old age might be a brighter and

more profitable scene than it usually is. Who can tell, indeed, whether much of the

physical prostration, pain, and sensitive decay, which belong to the aged and tend

to shut them out from the world, might not be spared, if there were but a wiser life

in earlier years, a life spent in obedience to the laws which God has given for life

^Nlauy of the most important of these laws we either misunderstand or ignore altogether.

Old age is a season into which we should not drift, but advance with a calm considera-

tion of what we may be able to do in it, for the glory of God and the good of men. 1/

we Hue fo he old, what are our remhtisancts tobef You who are on the climbing side

of life, ask yourselves what sort of life you are making, what chapters of autobiography

you may hereafter be able to write. Can anything be sadder than some autobiographies

»nd-refainiscences y There are such lr>oks, sad with expressed sadness, where the

vanity of life is confessed and bewailed on every page. But there are other books,

far sadder even than the former sort, just because of the very satisfaction with life

which they contain. The men who have written them seem to look back in mi'oli the

same spirit as once they looked forward. They looked forward with all the eaiierness

and enjoying power of youth, and they look back without having discovered how seltish.
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frivolous and unworthy their lives have heen. At eighty they are as well pleased

with their notion that man has come into this world to enjoy himself as they were

at eighteen. Whether we shall live into old age is not for us to settle, nor what
our state of body and circumstances may be if we do so live. But one thing at all

events we may seek to avoid, namely, a state of mind in old age such as that in wlxich

"Wesley tells us he found a certain old man at Okehampton. " Uur landlord here

informed us that he was upwards of niaety, yet had not lost either his sight, hearing, or

teeth. Nor had he found that for which he was bom. Indeed he did not seem to have
any more thought about it than a child of six years old."

II. Observe, concebntsg what thixgs in PABTictrLAB GrOD wotiLD have the old
8PEAK TO THE TOUKO. Not SO much concerning what th<-y have done, but concerning

what God has done for them. Every old man, however foolish, blundering and wasted

his own career may have been, has this resort—that he can look back on the dealings

of God. It may be that he has to think of a late repentance on his own part ; it

may be that he has to think a great deal more of God's mercy to him after years

of utter negligence, than God's help to him through years of struggling obedience.

Even so, he can magnify God most abundantly and instructively. Magnifying God
is the thing which all Christians should aim at when they look back on the time
covered by their own individual life, or over that long, large tract through which
authentic history extends. " Tell what things I have wrought in Egypt, and my signs

which I have dune among them." There will never be lack of voices to celebrate

the achievements of men. But what a grand occupation for the aged Christian to

turn the thoughts of children to the achievements of God, such works as the overthrow

of I'haraoh and the guiding into Canaan, ajid, above all, the work which he does in the

hearts of those who believe in his Son. To look on the works of men, on all their

selfishness and rivalry, to see how the success of the few involves the faUure of the

many—all this is very humiliating. But how glorious to speak of the works of God,
to point him out in Creation, in Providence, in Redemption ; and then to call on the

young, all their life through, to be feliuw-labourers together with him—what an occu-

pation is here suggested fur old age ! The " grey-headed and very aged men " (Job xv. 10)

may thus do much fur us. When Boaz became the nourisher of Naomi's grey hairs,

Kaomi took the child of Boaz and Ruth, laid it in her bosom, and became nurse unto it.

And surely her nursing would include instruction, the telling of her own personal expe-

riences to the growing Obed, full as these experiences were of thiugs fitted to guide the

youth to a goud and noble manhood. A friend who called on C. M. Young, the cele-

brated actor, a few months before his death, reported that he gave a miserable acojimt

of himself, and wuuud up by saying, " Seventy-nine is telling its tale." True ! Seveuty-

nine must tell a tale of exhausted physical energy, but the tale need not thertfore

be altogether doleful. Serious it must be, and not without touches of shame ; but it

will be the fault of the teller if it does not contain much to guide, inspire, and invigorate

the young. (Job xxxii. 9 ; Ps. xxxviL 25 ; Titus ii. 2—6 ; 1 Kings xii. 6—8).— Y.

Vers. 1—11.

—

OocCs JwlgmenU on tin and their results for the righteous and the

uncled. I. The fruits fob God's people of his jttdqments upok his enemies.

1. The plagues of Egypt were to be an example to all the generations of Israel (ver. 2).

(1) It drew them nearer G.jd. They were his: he gave Egypt for them. (2) It

deepened their trust and fear. 2. It was the prophecy of how God will sanctify his

pe<^)ple in the latter days. 3. How Gt)d sanctifies his people now. Their prolonged

waiting and suffering is storing up power for the future. The night of trial makes
the day of deliverance brighter and more fruitful.

II. The WAT OF the unrepentant is one of deepenino loss. Pharaoh will not
retain what God's mercy has left him. The locusts eat what the hail has spared. The
path darkens evermore till the night falls to which no day succeeds.

III. God's judgments awaken feab in the hearts of the unbiohteoub, but
HO REPENTANCE. The advice of Pharaoh's counsellors. 1. Its selfishness. It wm
inspired not by love of righteousness, but by self interest. If it does not answer to

enslave and perseeute God's people; the world will desist; and if there is wealth anl
honour ta be gut by it, they will even favour them and desire to be numbered wub
them. 2. lu iusumciency. " Let the men go." They will not yield the whole at
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what Grod demands. They will not give up sin or resign the heart,

the selfish is as deficient in full obedience, as it is hateful in motive.
The service of

Vers. 12—20.

—

The plague of locusts. I. God's judgment. 1. Though re.^rained

for a time, it will surely fall. It is no argument that the thi'eatening is vain, cecanse,

while the servants of God try to persuade, there is no token of the coming judgment.
2. When it does come, it is not less than was foretold (14, 15). God's deed is his

comment on his Word, and reveals the terror whose shadow lay in it. The flood was
not less than Noah's warnings painted it, nor Jerusalem's judgment than the prophecies
which predicted it. Nor shall the woes coming upon the nations, nor the end of sin,

be less than God's Word has said.

n. Pharaoh's cby. It was sincere, both in confession and entreaty. He saw his

folly, he desired relief, he p'orposed amendment. Good visits him, but it will not abide
with him. The self-delusion of repentance bom of the visitation of God and the need
of heart-searching.

III. Pharaoh's heart hardened through deijterakce. With the outward blessing
we need inward grace. If we wait upon the Lord he will increase fear, and zeal, and
tenderness of heart, but if we still keep far from him we are reserved only for heavier
punishment. Instead of forsaking evil we shall build upon God's readiness to forgive,

j»nd repentance itself will become impossible through the soul's deep insincerity. Have
Vfe received no warnings which have been forgotten ? Have we made no vows as yet
unfulfilled ? God's word says, " Flee from the wrath to come." Sin cries, " Tarry,
there is no danger ; wait for a more convenient season."—U.

EXPOSITION

Vera. 21—29—The Ninth Plagtjb. The
nmth plague, like the third and the sixth,

was inflicted without special warning. God
had amiouDced, after the plague of boils, that

he was about to " send all his plagues upon

the heart " of the king ; and so a succession of

inflictions was to be expected. The ninth

plague probably followed the eighth after a

very short intervaL It is rightly regarded as

an ip-:;ravation of a well-known natural pheno-

menon — the Khiimsin, or " Wind of the

Desert," which commonly visits Egypt about

the time cf the vernal equinox, and is accom-

panied by an awful and weird darkness. This

IS caused by the dense clouds of fine sand

which the wind brings with it, which inter-

cept the sun's light, and produce a darkness

beyond that of our worst fogs, and compared
by some travellers to " the most gloomy
night." The wind is depressing and annoy-

ing to an extreme degree. " While it lasts

no man rises from his place ; men and beasts

hide themselves ; the inhabitants of tOT\Tis and
villag* shut themselves up in their houses, in

underground apartments, or vaults." It

usually blows for a space of two, or at most
three, days, and sometimes with great violence,

though more often with only moderate force.

The Tisitatiou here record/»d was peculiar, 1. In

its extent, covering as it did *• all the land of

Egypt :

" 2. In its intensity— " they saw not

one another " (ver. 23)—" darkness which may
be felt " (ver. 21) ; 3. In its circumscription,

extending, as it did, to all Egypt except only
the land of Goshen (ver. 23). These circum-

stances made Pharaoh at once recognise its

heaven-sent character, and request its removal

of Moses, whom he sought to persuade by con-

ceding the departure of the Israelites with

their families. He marred, however, the

whole grace of this concession by a proviso

that they should leave behind them their flocks

and herds, viewing these as, equally with their

families, a security for then: return. Moses
therefore indignantly rejected his offer—the

flocks and the herds should go with them

—

he would not have a hoof left behind—they

did not know what sacrifices would be required

at the feast which they w ere about to keep,

or how many (ver. 25, 26) —therefore they

must take aU. Pharaoh, greatly angered,

forthwith broke up the conference (ver 28),

but not, as it would seem, before Moses,

equally displeased, had announced the. tenth

plagne. and the results which would follow it

(ch. xL 4—8).

Ver. 21.—Darkness which may be felt

Literally, " and one shall feel, or grasp, dark-
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ess." The hyperbole is ao donbt extreme;
but the general sentiment of mankind has

approved the phrase, which exactly expresses

what men feel in absolute and complete dark-

ness. Kalisch renders, " a darkness in which
men grope." But the grammatical construc-

tion does not allow of this.

Ver. 22.—A thick darkness.— Literally,

" An obscurity of darkness." The phrase is

intensitive.

Ver. 23.—They saw not one another. Or,
" Man did not see his brother." The descrip-

tive phrases previously used are poetic, and
might imply many different degrees of ob-

scurity. This seems distinctly to shew that

pitch darkness is meant. Such absolute

obscurity is far beyond anything which the

khamsin produces, even when it is most
sevcro, and indicates the miraculous character

of the visitation. Neither rose any from his

place for three days. It is not meant that no
one moved about his house, but that no one

quitted it. (Compare ch. xvi. 29, where the

phrase a<;ed is similar.) No one went out

mto the unnatural darkness out of doors, which
he dreaded. All stayed at home, and did

what they had to do by the artificial light of

lamps or torches. All the children of Israel

had light in their dwellings. It is not ex-

plained bow this was effected. Some suppose

that the sand-storm did not extend to the

land of Goshen. But in that case, such
Egyptians as lived among the Israelites—their

neighbours (ch. xi. 2)—would have shared the

benefit, which seems not to have been the

case. I should rather suppose that the storm
was general, and that the Israelites were sup-

plied with a light, not that of the sim, by
miracle.

Ver. 24.—Only let your flocks and your
herds be stayed. The pitch darkness is more
than Pharaoh can boar. On the third day of

its duration probably, he sends a messenger
who succeeds in finding Moses, and conducting
him t<; the momirch's presence. He has made
up his mind to yield another point—that on
which he insi ted so strongly at the la.st inter-

view (vers. 10. II)—he will let the Israelites

go tDilk their families—only, tlioir flocks and
herds mast remain behind. This will be, he
considers, a sufficient security for their return

;

since without cattle they would be unable to

support life fi-T many days in the wilderness.

Tour little ones. Rather, "your families."

Ver. 25, 26.—Moses absolutely refuses th«

suggested compromise. He had already de-

clared on a former occasion, " With our young
and with our old we will go; with our sons

and with our daughters, icith our flocks and
tnith our herds we will go " (ver. i)). He is

not inclmed to retract now, after two addi-

tional plagues, what he had demanded before
them. He does not refuse, however, to set

forth his reasons. The cattle must go because
the feast which they are about to keep requires

sacrifices — they must aU go, because the
Israelites do not as yet know what animals, or

how many of each, will be required of them.
The feast was a new thing, without precedent

;

its ritual was not yet laid down. No exact
directions were to be expected, until the place

was reached wheie God intended that it

should be celebrated.

Ver. 27.—Hardened. — Again the strong

expression, yekhazak, is used, as in ver. 20.

Ver. 2S.—And Pharaoh said, etc. The
reply of Pharaoh indicates violent anger. No
doubt he thought that now the intention of

Moses to deprive him altogether of the ser-

vices of so many himdred thousand slaves was
palpable, and scarcely concealed. Greatly
enraged, he gives vent to his rage, with the
want of self-control common among Oriental

monarchs—rudely bids Moses be gone (Get
thee from me), threatens him (take heed to

thyself), and bids hims never more seek his

presence, under the penalty of instant death,

if he makes his appearance. Considering the

degree of civilization, refinement, and polite-

ness to which the Egyptians had attained

under the eighteenth and nineteenth dynas-

ties, such an outbreak must be regarded as

abnormal, and as implying violent excitement.
Ver. 29.—And Moses said, etc. The reply

of Moses, so far, is simple and dignified. Thou
hast spoken well, he says—" thou hast made
a right decision—further interviews between
me and thee are useless, can lead to no result,

only waste time. This shall be our last inter-

view—I will see thy face no more." It is

generally agreed however that Moses did not
quit the presence with these words ; but con-

tinued to address Pharaoh for some little time,

making hisparting speech in the tenns which
arc recorded in vers. 4—8 of the next chapter.

Having announced the Tenth Plague, the
coining destruction of th ' first-born, he turned

and " went out from Pharaoh in a gre^tt

anger " (ch. xL 8)

H0MILETIC8.

Vers. 21—2.3.

—

Hie childnv of darkntat have darkvesB, and the chiJtfren of light ha^tt

Uf/ht as their prrtion. From the beginning of the creation God " divided tlic light from
the darkness " (Gen. i. 4) ; and ever since the two have lieen antagonistic the one to the
other. Angels a.s well as men are divided into two cla.sse.s— briglit and glmioufl spiritj^

that dwell in the light of God's presence, and are called " angels ol light " (2 (Jor. xi. 14),
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and gloomy spirits of evil, whom God has reserved in everlasting chains under darkness
for final judgment (Jude 6). So Scripture speaks of man as divided into those who are
" of the uight and of darkness," and those who are " children of light and of the day "

(1 TLess. V. 5).

I. The children of darkness, those who love darkness bather than light, have
DARKNESS ASSIGNED TO THEM. 1. tSpiritual darkness. " Because they do not like to
retain God in their knowledge, God gives them over to a reprobate mind " (Rom. i. 28),
Their " fuohsh heart is darkened " (ib. ver. 21). They grow continually more blind
and more ignorant, more incapable of seeing and imderstanding the things of the Spirit,

since these are " spiritually discerned." Their senses not being " exercised by reason of
use to discern both good and evU," they lose the power of discernment, and " put bitter

for sweet, and sweet for bitter." " The light that is within them "

—

i. e., the conscience
—having " become darkness, how great is that darkness "

! 2. Mental darkness. They
" grope as the blind in darkness " (Deut. xxviii. 29). They have no clue to the real

nature of the universe of which they are a part, or of the world in which they live.

They are mentally sightless, xmable to perceive the force of arguments and evidences
which would convince any one whose mental vision God had not judicially blinded.

They sometimes in these days call themselves " Agnostics," implying thereby that they
know nothing, see nothing, have no convictions. Not imfrequently they allow them-
selves to be imposed upon by the most gross illusions, giving that faith to the ravings
of Spiritualists which they refuse to the Word of God. Ur they accept as certain truth
the unverified speculations and hypotheses of so-called scientific men, and consider
Revelation to be overruled and set aside by the guesses of a few physiologists. 3.

Ultimately, as it would seem, they receive as their portion, physical darkness. " Cast
ye the unprofitable servant into outer darkness " (Matt. xxv. 30). " The children of the
kingdom shall be cast into outer darkness " (ib. viii. 12). " Woe unto them 1 for they
have gone in the way of Caio. .... to whom is reserved the blackness of darkness for

ever" (Jude 13).

n. The children of light, those who love light, have light for their portion.
"Awake, thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee hght."
Christ gives his followers, 1. Spiritval light. " The commandment is a lamp, the law
is light " (Prov. vi. 23). " By doing the wiU of God, men come to know of the doctrine,

whether it is of God" (John vii. 17). Their spiritual discernment is continually
increased. Whatever the amount of spiritual darkness around them—in the midst of

the clouds of Deism, Pantheism, Agnosticism, scientific materialism, and Atheism, they
" have light in their dwellings." Theirs is the true enhghtenment. The Lord their

God enlightens their darkness (Ps. xviii. 28) ; opens the eyes of their understanding
(Eph. i. 18) ; fills them with knowledge of his will in all wisdom and spiritual under-
standing (Col. L 9). 2. Mental light. The true Christian " has a right judgment in

aU things." God gives to those who are his " the spirit of a sound mind " (2 Tim. i, 7).

Not that Christians are always clever—they may be slow, duU, devoid of all quickness
or mental brightness. But they will be soberniinded, not easily misled ; they will see

through sophisms, even if they cannot expose them ; they wiU not be imposed upon by
charlatans or soi-disant " philosophers." They will " try the spirits " that seek to

lead them astray, and not very often be deceived by them. 3. A final reward
of heavenly, ineffuble, soul-satisfying light. After the resurrection of the dead,
" they that be wise shall shine as the brightness of the firmament " (Dan. xii. 3). They
shall dwell where there is light, and " no darkness at all." " The nations of them which
are saved shaU walk in the light " of that city which shall have " no need of the sun,

neither of the moon to shine in it ; for the glory of God will lighten it, and the Lamb
is the light thereof " (Rev. xxi. 23, 24). " There shall be no night there ; and they
need no candle, neither light of the sun, for the Lord God giveth them light, and they
shall reign for ever and ever " (ib. xxii. 5).

»

"Vers. 24r—2Q.—Compromise the favourite resort of the worldly-minded, the abomi-
nation of the spiritually-minded. Pharaoh had tried compromise more than once and
failed (ch. viii. 25—28 ; x. 8—11) ; but he must needs try it again. This marks the
tenacity with which the worldly-minded cling to what they think the height of policy,

but what is, in reality, a weak and unworthy subterfuge. Pharaoh did not wish to grant
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any part of the request of Moses ; but, if he must yield to some extent, he would sav«

his dignity and his interest, he thought, by yielding less than what "vas demanded. On
four occasions he makes four different offers.

I. They mat wokship God wherever they please within the limits of Egtp^
(ch. viii. 25). A foolish offer, which, if accepted, would certainly have led to a riot and
possibly to a civU war (^ib. 26). But Pharaoh had only thought of his own dignity, not

of the consequences. So civil rulers frequently ask the Church of Christ to concede this

or that fur the honour of the State, when the concession would do the State the greatest

possible injury. In their short-sightedness they do not see that in striking at the

Church they will wound themselves. In their zeal for their own honour, they do not

care how much the Church, or even how much the State suffers.

II. They may worship God in the wilderness, only they must not go very fab
AWAY (ch. viii. 28). This offer was an improvement ; it did not require a plain violation

of the express command of God. But it was insidious. It was made with the view of

compelling a return. Pharaoh suspected from the first that the message, " Let my
people go," meant " let them go altogether.'" This, until stunned by the dread infliction

of the last plague, he was f'xlly resolved not to do. He would let them go as a cat lets

a mouse go, so far but not further—not out of his reach. So kings wiU give their people

liberty, or the Church liberty, but only within narrow limits—in seeming rather than

in reality—to such an extent as will not interfere with their being the real master,

and re-asserting their absolute power at their pleasure. Once more Pharaoh was
short-sighted. Had his offer been accepted, and had he then attempted to compel a

return, he would only have precipitated some such catastrophe as befel his aimy at the

Red Sea.

in. They may go the three days' journey into the wilderness,-only they must
leave theib famtlieb behind (ch. X. 8—11). The rejection of his first and second

offers left Pharaoh no choice but to allow of the Israelites departing beyond his reach.

So he devises a compromise, by which he thinks to lure them back. They shall leave

their families behind. But God had said, " Let iny people go," and childi"en are as

essential an element in the composition of a nation as either women or men. This oifier

was therefore more contrary to the Divine message which he had received than his

second one. Worldly-minded men will frequently, while pretending to offer a better

compromise, offer a worse ; and, both in private and public dealings, it behoves prudent
persons to be on their guard, and not imagine that every fresh bid that is made must be
an advance. The law of auction does not hold good either in private or in parliamentary

bargaining.

IV. They mat go the three days' journey into the wildernebs, and take theib
families, if they will only leave theib cattle behind (ch. X. 24). This was the

most crafty suggestion of all. The cattle had not been mentioned in the Divine
message, nor could it be said that they were part of the nation. The king could require

the detention of the cattle without infringing the letter of the Divine command. But
he secured the return of the nation to Egypt as certainly by this plan as by the

retention of the families. A nomadic people could not subsist for many weeks—scarcely

for many days, without its flocks and herds. The Israelites would have been starved

into surrender. Moses, however, without taking this objection, was able to point out
that the terms of the message, rightly weighed with reference to all the circumstances,
embraced the cattle, since sacrifice was spoken of, unaccompanied by any limitation.

Once more, therefore, he was enabled to decline the compromise suggested as an
infraction of the command which he had received, when its terms were rightly under-
stood. Worldly men are continually placing their own construction on the words of

God's messages, and saying that this or that should be given up as not plainly contained
in them. 'I'he example of iloses justifies Christians in scanning narrowly the whole
bearing and intention of each message, and insisting on what it implies as much as upon
what it expresses. True wisdom will teach them not to be driven to a compromise by
worldly men's explanations of the Divine Word. They will study it for themselves,
and guide their conduct by their own reatling (under God's guidance) of the commands
given them. Further, the example of Moses in rejecting all the four offeis of Pharaoh,
may teach us to suspect, misdoubt, and carefully examine every proposed compromis*;
the euuence of oompromise in religion being the surrender of something Divinely ordered
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or instituted for the sake of some supposed temporal convenience or advantage. It can
really never be right to give up the smallest fragment of revealed truth, or to allow the
infraction of the least of God's commandments for even the greatest conceivable amount
of temporal benefit either to ourselves or others.

Ver. 25.

—

Bad men, when unable to overcome good men's scruples, throw off the mask
offriendliness, and show themselves in their true colours. The circumstances of human
life are continually bringing good men and bad men into contact and intercourse.

Three results may follow :—^1. The had may corrupt the good. This is the result too
often. " Evil commimications corrupt good manners." Few can touch pitch and not
be defiled. 2. The good may convert the had. The first Christians converted a world
that lay in wickedness. Esther softened the heart of Ahasuerus. St. Ambrose, by long
withstanding his will, converted Theodosius. 3. Neither may make any i7?ipression

upon the other. In this case, while the good man merely regrets his inability to turn
the bad man to righteousness, the bad man, baffled in his attempts to overcome the
scruples of the good man and lead him astray, is apt to be greatly provoked, and to

threaten, or even proceed to violence. "Take heed to thyself—in the day thou
seest my face thou shalt die." What a spring of bitterness wells up from the evil heart

of the sinner who feels himself opposed successfully, thwarted in his schemes, and
baffled 1 While he still hopes to succeed all is smooth speaking. "I have sinned."
" Forgive my sin this once only." " Go ye, serve the Lord." When he finds that he
cannot prevail, there is a sudden and complete change. Benefits are forgotten;

friendliness is a thing of the past ; even the prescribed forms of politeness are set aside.

The wild beast that lies hid in each unregenerate man shows itself, and the friendly

acquaintance of months or years is ready to tear his opposer to pieces.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 21—^29.

—

The plague of darkness. This was the third of the great plagues, and
U came, as in certain previous instances, unannoimced.

I. The last of the admonitory plagues (vers. 21—24). The plagues, viewed as

trials of Pharaoh's character, end with this one. The death of the first-born was a
judgment, and gave Pharaoh no further space for repentance. We may view this last

of the nine plagues : 1. As awful in itself. Whatever its natural basis, the preter-

natural intensity of the darkness now brought upon the land told plainly enough
that it was one of the wonders of Jehovah. For three whole days no one human being

in Egypt saw another, even artificial light, it would appear, failing them in their

necessity. The fearfulness of the plague was heightened to those stricken by it by the

fact that the Israelites " had light in their dwellings " ; also by the fact that the sun

in his different phases was the chief object of their worship. When one reflects on the

terrors which accompany darkness in any case ; on the singular efi"ect it has in working

on the imagination, and in intensifying its alanns, it will be felt how truly this was a

plague laid upon the heart (ch. ix. 14). Darkness suddenly descending on a land in-

variably awakens superstitious fears, fills multitudes with forebodings of calamity, creates

apprehensions of the near approach of the day ofjudgment ; what, then, would be the efi'ect

on the Egyptians when they "saw their crystal atmosphere and resplendent heavens

suddenly compelled to wear an aspect of indescribable terror and appalling gloom " ?

We may gather how great was the distress from the fact of the king being compelled,

after all that had happened, again to send for Moses (ver. 24). 2. As symbolic of a
spiritual condition. Egypt was enveloped in the wrath of God. The stroke of that

wrath, which might have been averted by timely repentance, was about to descena

in the destruction of the first-born. Darkness was in the king's soul. The darkness of

doom' was weaving itself around his fortunes. Of all this, surely the physical darkness,

which, like a dread funeral pall, descended on the land, must be taken as a symboi.

When Christ, the sin-bearer, hung on Calvary, a great darkness, in like manner, covered

the whole land (Matt, xxvii. 45). The darkness without was but the symbol of a

deeper darkness in which Christ's spirit was enveloped. The sinner's condition is one of

darkness altogether. He is dark spiritually (2 Cor. iv. 4, 6). He is dark, as under the

BXODUB ii
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wrath of Grod (Eph. ii. 3). God's people are " children of light," but the transgressor's

Boul is buried in deadliest gloom (Eph. v. 8). The place of woe is described as " the

outer darkness " (Matt. xxv. 30).

II. Pharaoh's last attempt (vers. 24—27). 1. It was mnde under dire ccmpuhion.

The darkness had shaken his heart to its foundations. It is noteworthy that each of

these three last plagues extorted from him a full or partial consent. The lesser plagues,

severe though they were, had not had this effect. He could hold out under two, and in

one case under three of them. 2. It was, like the former, an attempt at compromise.

He would let the " little ones " go, but the flocks and herds were to be left ; an absurd

prohibition, when the object was to sacrifice. It is made painfully evident that Pharaoh's

judgment has left him ; that he has become absolutely reckless ; that he is no longer

his°own master; that he is being driven by his passions in opposition to aU right

reason and prudence; that the end, accordingly, is very near. 3. It testifies to his

increasing hardnes*. (1) There is on this occasion no confession of sin. (2) Neither

does Pharaoh concede the whole demand. (3) He ends the scene with violence, order-

ing Moses never to appear again before him, under penalty of death.

III. Pharaoh's reprobation (ver. 29). Moses took Pharaoh at his word. " Thou hast

spoken well ; I will see thy face no more." God's work with this great, bad man waa

ended, save as the judgment for which he had prepared himself was now to be inflicted

upon him. He had not been given up till every conceivable means had been exhausted

to bring him to repentance. He had been tried with reason and with threatening;

with gentleness and with severity ; with mercy and with judgments. He had been

reproved, expostulated with, warned, and frequently chastised. His prayers for respite

had in every case been heard. He had been trusted in his promises to let Israel go,

and when he had broken them was still forlxjrne with and trusted again. Plagues of

every kind had been sent upon him. He had suffered incalculable loss, had endured

Bore bodily pain, had been shaken in his soul with supernatural terrors. His first plea,

of ignorance, and his second, of want of evidence, had been completely shattered. He
had been made to confess that he had sinned, and that Jehovah was righteous. Yet

under aU and through all he had gone on hardening himself, till, finally, even God
could wring no confession of sin from him, and his mind had become utterly fatuous,

and regardless of consequences. What more was to be done with Pharaoh ? Even

that which must be done with ourselves under like circumstances—he was rejected,

reprobated, given over to destruction. " Cut it down ; why cumbereth it the ground?"

(Luke xiii. 7). It was the same fate which overtook Israel when the nation became

finally corrupt and hardened.—J. 0.

Vers. 20—29.

—

The Ninth Plague—the darJcness. I. Consideb the plaoue itselp.

As with the piques of the gnats and of the boils and blains, so with this plague

—

there is no record of any formal intimation of its coming. If such an intimation

was absent, we feel that there was good reason for the absence. Though Pharaoh

had abased himself in great fear and consternation, so that he might get rid of the

locusts, yet the moment they were gone all his stubbornness returned in full force.

Wliat use was it, then, any longer to hold threatenings over a man of this sort?

Indeed, the proper way of considering this ninth plague seems to be to regard it chiefly

a.s a stepping-stone to the last and decisive visitation. An announcement beforeb<ind

would not have been wanting, if at all likely to make any serious diflerence in Pharaoh's

conduct. With respect to the plague itself, four points are noticeable—the kind of it,

the degree, the duration, and the customary exemption of the Israelites. 1. Tht kind

of it. It was a plague of darkness. God is liglit, and in him is no darkness at all. He
is light, and light continually streams forth from him ; and without him the minds of

men are in dense darkness as to all that is best in knowledge and most substantial in

hope for the time to come. When we consider how much is said about spiritual light

and spiritual <larknes8 in the Scriptures, it will be seen how appropriate it was tliat

before -Jehovaii closed his earthly dealings with Pharaoh he should bring his land under

this impenetrable cloud. It was a fitting scourge to come ufjon a king and people whose

minds were so darkened to the perception of God. The light and truth which break

forth from God vainly struggled to shine through into Pliaraoh's heart. This plague

WW a sort of approach to the primal chaos, a movement towards dissolving the cosmos
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into the formless, unillumined mass from which it sprang. God's first great Word
in making order was to say, " Let there be light " ; now we almost imagine a corre-

sponding word, " Let there be darkness." The sun, though it may pass over Egypt as

usual, no longer rules the day ; not a ray penetrates to accommodate and cheer the

bewildered land. 2. The degree of this darkness. Jehovah tells Moses it will be a
darkness which may be felt. Not that it was literally palpable, but rather that the

darkness was so dense, so utterly beyond all experience, that it could not possibly be

described by language taken from the use of the sense of vision. It was not enough to

say, as with respect to the hail and the locusts, that there had been no "uch experience

in Egypt since it became a nation. A new sort of darkness required a new mode
of expression to indicate it ; and thus by a bold figure the darkness is introduced as

affecting not only the usual sense of sight, but the sense of touch as well. The priva-

tion of light was in the highest conceivable degree. And here it is surely well to

dismiss from our minds all attempts, however well intended, to find a natural basis for

this plague. That Jehovah might have made a darkness, and a very terrible one, by
increasing and intensifying natiual elements and causes is quite true ; but somehow,
such a view of this plague does not satisfy the demands of the strong terms which are

used. Far better is it to suppose that in some mysterious way light lost its radiating

power when it came into the Egyptian atmosphere. Doubtless even artificial lights

proved useless. K the sun could not pierce into Egypt, little lamps and earth-lights

were not likely to succeed. 3. The duration of it. It lasted for three days. In this

duration lay its peculiar severity. Even a darkness that might be felt would not be
much if it was a momentary visitation. But when it extended for three days, dis-

arranging and paralyzing all work, then the magnitude of the visitation would fully

appear. It was indeed a plague more terrible in reality than in threatening, and in

continuance than in its first embrace. In itself it was not a painful thing ; it did not
irritate like the frogs, the gnats, and the flies ; it did not destroy like the murrain, the
hail, and the locusts. It simply settled down on the land, and while it lasted made
one of the most informing and gladdening of the senses utterly useless. Even those
who loved the darkness because their deeds were evil, would feel, after three days of it,

that they were having too much of a good thing. It was just the kind of plague that
hy the very continuance of it would grow in horror, and at last precipitate a panic.

Darkness is the time favourable to all terrifying imaginations. 4. 1 he exemption of the

Israelites. The district where they dwelt had light in their dwellings. Here was,
indeed, a more impressive and significant separation than any Jehovah had yet made

;

and that he should thus separate between Israel and Egypt, as between light and the
deepest darkness, was a thing to be expected, considering how soon the Israelites were
to go out of the land altogether.

II. CIONSrDEB THE CONSEQUENT PROPOSITION BY PhARAOH AND THE RECEPTION OF IT
BY MosES. After three days of the darkness that might be felt, Pharaoh is again
brought to his knees, suing for mercy, and, as usual, he oflers something which formerly
he had refused. Only a little while ago he had set his face against liberating the little

ones of Israel. Now he has got so far as to say all the peojile may depart—all the
human beings—but the flocks and herds must stay behind ; and these, of coiu-se, wei e

the very substance of Israel's wealth (Gen. xlvi. 31 ; xlvii. 6). And not only so, but
at present they would look all the more considerable in comparison with the murrain-
swept flocks and herds of Egypt. If Pharaoh can only get this request, he thinks he
will both serve his dignity and do something to retrieve his fortunes. What a difierence

between this last interview with Moses and the first ! I'haraoh, who began with refusing
to yield anything, nay, who by way of answer made the existing bondage even more
oppressive, is now, after a course of nine plagues, willing to yield everything—every-
thing hut the property of Israel. This, indeed, has been a great way to bring him, but
it has all been done by a kind of main force. Pharaoh's ignorance of Jehovah's character
and demafids remains unabated, amid all his experience of Jehovah's power. He cannot
yet imderstand that Jehovah is not to be bargained with. He wants the flocks and
herds, as if it were a small matter to keep them back, whereas just one reason why the
flocks and herds are so abundant is that there may be enough for sacrifice. Jehovah
had a use and place for every Israelite, the oldest and the youngest, and all their

belongings. It was an answer of Moses, profoundly suitable to the occasion, whea ha
s 2
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nid, " We know not with what we must serve the Lord, until we come thither. ' He
had been sent tc> I'liaraoh to demand all, and he could take nothing less. Interesting

q\iestioDs arise liere, but there is no information by which we can answer them
Phiiraoh called to Moses (ver. 24)—but how came they together in this dense darkness ?

•r waa it that Mc-ses waited there in the darkness these three days ? Then when

Pnaraoh spoke, did the daikness at once begin to pass away ? We must almost assume

tiiai it did, the purpose of its coming having been served the moment i'haraoh is gut

Miuiher step onward in his yielding. But on all these points we have no direct infor-

m.^i.on. Jehovah now hastens the readers of the narrative to the final catastrophe.

"Where we, in our curiosity, desire particulars, he omits, in order that he may be

particular and exact in matters if abiding imjwrtance. He is presently to speak of the

Pas^^cver with great minuteness. Details of future and continuous duty are of more

moment than mere picturesque embellishments of a passing judgment on l^g>"pt. Thus
we are left to infer that the darkness had vanished when for the last time Pharaoh

refused to let Israel go. And it must be admitted that there was everything in the

Inliexible answer of Moses to make Pha:-aoh, being such a man as he uus, equally

Inflexible. " There shall not a hoof be left behind." Israel moves altogether, if it

moves at all. This was a very exasperating way for a despot to be spoken to, especially

one who felt that he had yielded so much. Indeed, it must have been very astonishing

to iiim to reject how far he had gone in a path where once it would have seemed

nd.culous to suppose that he coidd take a single step. But now once again ha says

—

in the same reasonless, passionate way that has marked him all along—" Nut a step

farther." After nine plagues he is stiU the same man at heart. The slightest provoca-

tion, and his pride is all aflame, more sensitive than gunpowder to the spark. Nay,

most marvellous of aU, from the depth of nine successive humiliations he begins to

threaten Moses with death. Surely this was the very quintessence of passion and blind

rage. The only parallel we can find for it is in the furious, final rush of some great,

savage brute, maddened by the shots of the hunter, and making recklessly towards him.

What gains he by this advance ? He simply comes within easy reach, and another

shot from the same weaix)n, held with perfect coolness and control, lays him dead in

the dust. The saddest part of the reflection on Piiaraoh's career is, that it gives the

essence of so many human lives beside. The hand with which God wuold clear our

corruption away—were we only wUiing for it to be cleared—stirs it up into a more
•elf-destroying energy and efficacy, if we in our perversity and ignorance determine

that the corruption should remain.—Y.

Ver. 21.—A darkness which might be felt suggests the existence of a darkness which
Is not felt. Consider :

—

I. The mfTELT nAEKXKsa. [Illustration. Stream in summer on simny day reflects

•un, sky, &c. Contrast with condition in winter, hard, dull, icebound ; it has hardened
and no longer rejects. If it could be conscious, still flowing on, it might not /eel

much difi"erence, scarcely aware of the strange casing shutting it out from warmth and
beauty.] Pharaoh and his people, like the stream, once had light (cf. John i. 9 ; Rom.
i. 19, 20). Then " hardened their hearts." So self-conditioned them that beneath God's
influence they could not but harden (x. 1). The hard heart, like the hard ice-coating,

shuts out the light and ensures darkness (Rom. i. 21), none the less such darkness not
felt (cf. Eph- iv. 17, 13). A terrible judgment, moral darkness, usually resulting from
a man's own fault ; little by little it grows and dec/eas until it shuts out not merely
light, but even the memory of vanished light (cf. John ix. 39—il). The immediate
precursor of ruin, that "quenching of the Spirit," which paves the way for
•* blasphemy."

II. Thb DABKKE88 THAT WAS FELT. Pharaoh would not recognise Jehovah. He
abut out the light from him and gloried in his moral darkness. Again and again did
Jehovah flash home the truth of his existence to hearts which seemed almost judgment
proof. Each new judgment was but followed by deeper darkness, the crack through
which light seemed to pierce being deliberately blocked up when the fright was over.

Self-chosen moral darkness is met by God-sent physical darkness ; the darkness of the
temj«i»t, the darkness of the locust clouds, lastly, the concentrated darkness of this

Sictb plague. Through all, the object is to pierce and, if it may be, dispel the moral
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darkness; a kind of homceopathic treatment, which, if it do not cure, may kilL
[Jllustration. The frozen stream. Light fire upon the surface. Clouds and flame shut
out the simlight more than ever, yet heat may melt the ice covering, and, if so, then
light can enter. If not, when fire is extinguished, the ash-strewn surface mure
impervious to light than ever.] Pharaoh at first seemed to be thawing (x. 24), but he
only felt the heut, he did not recognise the liyhf. When the heat passed, darker than
ever (27—29). The last chance gone, what left ? (Jude 13), God still meets this self-

chosen moral darkness by similar methods. Judgments which may be felt flash

momentary light upon the self-inflicted darkness which is not felt. He wills that all

men should come to repentance ; if we shut our hearts to the inner voice, he summons
us by outer voices, which cannot but attract attention. They may, however, be
disregarded ; the power of man's self-will in this world seems strong enough to retist

anything.

HI. Light in the dwellings. 1. Physical. Egyptians naa made a difference

between themselves and Israel, a difference which had driven Israel to seek help from
God. Now God confirms that difference. The light, perhaps, not i^erfect. [If darkness
caused by sand-storm from S.W. may have been such light as was obtainable at the
fringe of the storm cloud.] Still it was sufiicient, a sign of God's care and watchfulness
for those who were prepared to receive and recognise it. And this the Israelites were
prepared to do, for the light in the dwelling was the type of light in the heart. 2.

Moral. They had been " in darkness," the darkness of slavery and idolatry (cf. Josh,
xxiv. 14) ; but the light had dawned upon them, and, however imperfectly, they had
recognised and welcomed it. The cry in the darkness (Ps. cxxx. 6) had been heard and
answered. By God's help the inner light had been quickened and fostered ; and to
those who have the inner light, however feeble, he gives help that it may grow brighter.

He will not quench the smoking flax, but fan it to a flame (cf. Ps. xviii. 27—28).
Apjilication. There is one who is the Light of the World. The great thing for us is

to walk in the light (1 John i. 5—7). If we do not, darkness can but deepen till the
night come (John ix. 4 ; cf. Job xviii. 18). Yet even those in darkness of their own
making, God, in his love, still tries to lighten (cf. his dealings with the Egyptians ; also

our Lord's with the Jews, John ix. 39). If the light is still resisted, then cf. Matt. xxv»
30. If we do walk in the light so far as we know it, then cf. Prov. iv. 18. Even when
dark for others, still light for us, Is. Ix. 1, 2 ; and if the darkness does, as it sometimes
will, overshadow us even so Ps. cxii. 4 ; Is. L 10.—G.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XI

Vers. 1—3.—We have here a parenthetic

•tatement of something that had previously

happened. Before Moses was summoned to

appear in the presence of Pharaoh as related

in ch. X. 24, it had been expressly revealed to

him by God, 1. That one more plague, and
one only, was impending ; 2. That this inflic-

tion would be effectual, and be foUewed by
the departure of the Israelites ; and, 3. That
instead of reluctantly allowing them to with-
draw from his kingdom, the monarch would
be eager for their departure and would actually

hasten it. Hfe had also been told that the
time was now come when the promise made
to him in Mount Horeb, that his people should
"spoil the Egyptians" (ch. ill. 22), would
receive its accomplishment The Israelites,

before departing, wure to ask their Egyptian

neighbours for any articles of gold and silver

that they possessed, and would receive them

(ver. 2). The reasons for this extraordinary

generosity on the part of the Egyptians are

then mentioned, in prolongation of the paren-

thesis. 1. God " gave the people favour in

the sight of the Egyptians " ; and 2. The cir-

cumstances of the time had exalted Moses,

and made him be looked upon as " very great

"

(ver. 3), so that there was a general inclina-

tion to carry out his wishes.

Ver. 1.—And the Lord spake unto Mose«.
Rather, " Now the Lord had said unto Moses."
The Hebrew has no form for the pluperfect

tense, and is consequently obliged to make up
for the grammatical deficiency by using the
simple preterite in a pluperfect sense. We
cannot definitely fix the time when Moses had
received this revelation ; hut the expression,

one plague more, shows that it was after the
commencement of the " plague of darkness."
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When he ihall let you go, lie shall surely

thrust yon out altogether. The Hebrew will

not bear this rendering. It mns distinctly

thus—" When he shall let you go altogether,

he will assuredly thrust yon out hence. " As
Canon Cook notes, " the meaning is—when at

last he lets you depart, with children, flocks,

herds, and all your possessions, he will compel

you to depart in haste " (Speaker'$ Commen-
tary, voL i. p. 290). It has been well noticed

by the same writer that both this announce-

ment, and the previous relentings of Pharaoh,

would have caused Moses to have preparations

made, and to hold the Israelites in readiness

for a start upon their journey almost at any

moment No doubt a most careful and elabo-

rate organization of the people must have been

necessary ; but there had been abundant time

for such arrangements during the twelvemonth

that had elapsed since the return of Moses

from Midian.

Ver. 2.—Every man . . . every woman. In

ch. iiL 22 only women had been mentioned.

Now the terms of the direction were enlarged.

It is worthy of notice that gold and silver

ornaments—ear-rings, collars, armlets, brace-

lets, and anklets, were worn almost as much
by the Egyptian men of the Rameside period

as by the women. Borrow. On this faulty

translation, see the comment on ch. iii. 22.

Jewels. Literally, "articles." The word is

one of a very wide meaning, and might in-

clude drinking-cups and other vessels ; but

from the statement in ch. iiL 22, that they

were to " put them on their sons and on theii

daughters, ' it is clear that personal omamenti
are especially meant.

Ver. 3.—And the Lord gave the people
favour—I.e. When the time came. See below,
ch. xii. 36. Moreover the mau Moses, etc
It has been supposed that this is an interpo) i-

tion, and argued that Moses, being so "meek"'
as he was (Num. xii. 3), wooid not have
spoken of himself in the terms here used. But
very great here only means " very influen-

tial ;
" and the fact is stated, not to glorify

Moses, but to account for the ornaments being
so generally given. Moreover, it is bighly
improbable that any other writer than bimseU
would have so baldly and bluntly designated
Moses as the man Moses. (Compare Deut
xxxiii. 1 ; xxxiv. 5 ; Josh. i. 1, 13, 15 ; xiv.

6, 7; xxii. 2, 4; etc.) The "greatness"
which Moses had now attained was due to the
powers which he had shown. Firet of all, he
had confounded the magicians (ch. viii. 18,

19) ; then he had so far impressed the cour-

tiers that a number of them took advantage of

one of his warnings and thereby saved their

cattle and slaves (ch. ix. 20). Finally, he had
forced the entire Court to acknowledge that it

lay in his power to destroy or save Egypt
(ch. X. 7). He had after that parleyed with
the king very much as an equal (ib. 8—11

;

16 -18). It is no wonder that the Egyptians,
who regarded their king as a "great god*"
were deeply impressed.

HOMILETICS

Vers. 1—3.

—

Crises bring out men's characters, and cause them to he properly

appreciated. It is evident that, as the crisis approached, Pharaoh sank in the estimation

of his subjects, while ^Moses rose. Pharaoh showed himself changeable, faithless, careless of

his subjects' good, rude, violent. He was about to show himself ready to rush from one
extreme into the other (ver. 1), and to " thrust out " the people whom he had so long

detained. The conduct of Moses had been consistent, dignified, patriotic, bold, and
courageous. He had come to be regarded by the Egyptians as " very great," and the

conduct of the Israelite people had also obtained apjjroval. Their p.itieuce, fortitude,

submission to their leaders, and quiet endurance of suffering, had won upon the

Egyptians, and caused them to be regarded with favour. So it is generally in crimes.

I. GbISES BRINQ ODT the characters of the bad, 1^•TE^•8IFYI^'0 THEIR DEFECTS.

Under the pressure of circumstances obstinacy becomes infatuation, indifference to

human suffering develops into active cruelty, self-conceit into overbearing presumption,

ill-temper into violence. At the near approach of danger the rash grow reckless, the

timid cowardly, the hesitating wholly unstable, the selfish utterly egoist. In quiet times

defects escape notice, which become palpable when a man is in difficulties. Many a

king has reigned with credit till a crisis came, and then lost all his reputation, because

his character could not bear the strain put upon it. Such times are like bursts of hot

weather, under which " ill weeds grow apace."

II. '1 HE CHABACTER8 OF THE BETTER SORT OF MEN ABE ELEVATED AND mFttOVKD
UNDER GBISES. All the higher powers of the mind, all the nobler elements of the moral

character, are brought into play by crises, and through their exercise strengthened and

developed. Promptitude, resolution, boldness, trust in God, come with the call for

them ; and the discioline of a vear under such circumstances does the work of twenty.
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The Moses of chs. x. xi. is a very diflferent man from the Moses of ch. iii. He is firm,
resolute, self-reliant, may we not add, eloquent ? No wonder that he was " very great " in
the eyes both of the great officers of Pharaoh's court and of the people. He had with*
stood and baffled the magicians ; he had withstood Pharaoh ; he had never blenched
nor wavered; he had never lost his temper. With a calm, equable, unfailing
persistence, he had gone on preferring the same demand, threatening punishments if it
were not granted, inflicting them, removing them on the slightest show of repentance
and relenting. He had thus won the respect both of the Court and of the commoa
people, as much as Pharaoh had lost it, and was now generally looked up to and regarded
irith feelings of admiration and approval. So the true character of the Christian
minister is often brought out, tested, and recognised in times of severe trial and
calamity, in a siege, a famine, a pestilence, a strike ; and a respect is won, which twenty
years of ordinary quiet work would not have elicited. Let ministers see to it, that they
make the most of such occasions, not for their own honour, but for Qod's.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vera. 1—4.— TTie beginning of the end. I. The stroke still in beservb (ver. 1).

God would bring on Pharaoh " one plague more." This would be effectual. It would
lead him to let the people go from Egypt. So eager would he be for their departure,
that he would even thrmt them out in haste. The nature of this final stroke is

described in vers. 4—7. It would be the death in one night of the first-born of man
and beast throughout all the land of Egypt. This stroke might have been delivered

earlier, but, 1. It might not at an earlier stage have had the same effect. 2. There was
mercy to Pharaoh in giving him the opportunity of yielding under less severe inflictions

before visiting him with this last and decisive one. 3. The previous plagues gave
Pharaoh, moreover, an opportunity of doing freely what he now was driven to do under
irresistible compulsion. 4. The final stroke was delayed that by the succession of

plagues which were brought on Egypt, the deliverance might be rendered more
imposing, and made more memorable. The object was not simply to get Israel out of

Egypt in the easiest way possible, but to bring them forth in the way most glorifying

to God's justice, holiness, and power. This has been already shown (ch. vi. ; vii. 3, 5

;

ix. 15, 16 ; X. 1, 2).

n. The command to ask fbom the Eqyptiaks (vers. 2, 3). 1. The request. The
Israelites were to borrow, or ask, from the Egyptians "jewels of silver, and jewels of

gold
;

" " raiment " also, and whatever else they required (ch. iii. 22 ; xii. 35, 36). (1)
The people were entitled to these gifts in repayment for past unrequited services ; as

compensation for losses and suflerings during the century of slavery. The principle of
" compensation " is a prominent one in modem legislation. Governments have been
mindful, in decreeing slave-emancipation, of compensation to the (nuntrs ; God
bethought himself of compensation to the slaves. Which is the more reasonable ? (2)
God authoristd the people to demand these gifts. A demand, coming under the
circumstances from Jehovah, was equivalent to a command. And after what had
happened, it was impossible for any reasonable mind to doubt that the demand had
come from God. This was sanction sufficient. The Lord gives, and the Lord is eu titled

to take away (Job i. 21). " The Lord hath need of it " is sufficient reason for giving up
anythinij (Luke xix. 34). 2. The response. The plague would be influential in

leading the Egyptians to give of their wealth to the Israelites (cf. ch. xii. 36). God
would so incline their hearts. This willingness to part with their valuables arose not so

much (1) From gratitude for past benefits, as (2) From a desire to stand well with a people

who were so eminently favoured of God, and (3) From /ear of God, and a desire to get rid

of this people, who had proved so terrible a snare to them, as quickly and as peaceably

as possible. Suggestions of the passage : (1) 'I'he hearts of men are in God's hands
(Prov. xxi. 1). He rules in hearts as well as in the midst of worlds. Without
interfering with freedom, or employing other than natural motives, he can secretly

incline the heart in the direction he desires. (2) The time will come when the world

will be glad to stand well with the Church. (3.) There is much in the world that the

Church may legitmaately c\^vet to possess. The " world " is a much abu^ied term. " A»
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the Church in its collective capacity is the region of holiness, so the world is that of sin.

But it must be carefully observed, that the view is taken of it in its totality, not of each

of the parts. As a whole, moral corruption was (in New Testament times) so inter-

woven with its entire civilisation that it imparted to it the general aspect of evil. Ai
the teaching of the New Testament by no means asserts that all the various element*
which meet in the kingdom of God are good, so it is equally far from intending to affirm

that every portion of human civilisation, as it then existed, was the contrary. Many
things were only rendered evQ by their connection with the prevailiug moral corruption."

(Rev. C. A. Row.) 4. 'J'he Church will ultimately be enriched with tlie spoils of the
world (Re-v. xxi. 24—26). 5. Whatever service God requires of his people, ho will see

that tliey are suitably equipped for it, and that their needs are, bi his providence,

abundantly supplied (Phil. iv. 18). 6. The people of God will not ultimately sufiFer

loss from adherence to him. 7. God can make even the enemy a means of benefit to

his cause.

III. The gbbatness of Moses. " Moreover, the man Moses was very great," Sco.

fver. 3). The promise was thus fulfilled. " See, I have made thee a god to Pharaoh "

(ch. vii. 1). This greatness of Moses was, 1. Got without his seeking for it. Like
Jesus, he came not doing his own will, but the will of him that sent him (John v. 38).
2. Got without his expecting it. Moses looked for anything but honour in the service

to which he had been called. Remember his deep despondency at the entrance on his

task, and for long after (ch. iii. 11 ; iv. 10—13 ; v. 22, 23 ; vi. 12, 30). 3. Got in

doing God's work. 4. Got by Ood's power resting on him (cf. Deut. xxxiv. 10—12).

The service of God is the path of true greatness, and leads to imdying honour (Rom. ii.

7, 10).^J. 0.

How Ood justifies the trust of all who hope in his mercy. I. The certaikty of the
DELiVEBANCE OF God's PEOPLE. 1. The preceding plagues had terrified for a moment

;

this will crush resistance. The stroke long delayed was now at length to fall. The last

awful pause had come, during which Egypt waited in dread, and Israel in hope mingled
with awe. 2. The like moment will come in God's contest with sin. There will be a
last awful pause, and then the trump of God shaU sound. 3. The last hour of this

earthly life of ours will also come, and the soul be freed from the grasp of sorrow, and
pass up through the pearly gates into the father's home.

II. Its C0MPLETEKE88. " He shall surely thrust you out hence altogether." Every
bond will be broken. 1. The churches of God shall no more feel the world's afflicting

hand. 2. Sin shall have no more dominion over God's redeemed. God's deliverance
comes slowly, but when it does come it is full and lasting.

III. It will be ATTEiJDED WITH GREAT ENRICHMENT. It will not be an cscape with
mere life. To their own shall be added the wealth of their foes. 1. The riches of the
nations will yet be the possession of the people of Gt)d. 2. This will be only the type
of the true riches with which the redeemed shall be endowed.

IV. And with great honoub. The despised bondsmen were girt with reverence
and awe, such as had never encircled the throne of the Pharaohs. The true kings of
the earth for whose manifestation the world waits are the sons of GkxL They will be,

too, the princes of heaven, oo-heirs with Christ, sharers of the throne of the Son of
God.—U.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 4—8.—The writer retnnu here to his

account of the last interview between Moses
and Pharaoh, repeating the introductory words
of ch X 29—"and Moses said." Having
accepted his dismissal, and declared that he
would not see the face of Pharaoh any more
(ibid.), Moses, before quitting the presence,

proceeded to announce the last plague, pre-

liicmg the announcement, as usual (ch. vii.

17 i rilL a ; =z. 1, 18 ; x. 3), with the solemn

declaration, which showed that he acted in the

matter merely as God's instrument— " That
saith Jehovah." He makes the announcement

with the utmost plainness, noting the exact

time of the visitation (ver. 4)— its extent

(ver. 5)—the terrible " cry " that would follow

Cver. 6) — the complete exemption of the

laraelites (ver. 7)—the message which Pharaoh

would send him by his servants, to depart at

once—and his own mtentioa of acting on it
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(ver. 8). Then, without waiting for a reply,

in hot anger at the prolonged obstinacj of the

monarch, he went out

Ver. 4.—About midnight.— Compare ch.

xii. 29. It would add to the horror of the

infliction that it should come in the depth of

the night. Probably the night intended was
not the next night, but one left purposely
indefinite, that terror and suspense might work
upon the mind of Pharaoh. Shall I go out.

Tlie word " I " is repressed in the original,

and is emphatic. This crowning plague Jeho-
vah inflicts by no instrumentality, but takes

wholly upon himself. (See ch. xiL 12, 13,

23, 27, 29.)

Ver. 5.—All the flrst-bom. The law of

primogeniture prevailed in Egypt, as among
most of the nations of antiquity. The mon-
archy (under the New Empire, at any rate)

was hereditary, and the eldest son was known
as erpa tiUen sa, or " hereditary Crown Prince."

Estates descended to the eldest son, and in

many cases high dignities also. No severer

blow could have been sent on the nation, if it

were not to be annihilated, than the loss in

each house of the hope of the family—^the

parents' stay, the other children's guardian and
protector. Who sitteth. " Sitteth " refers to
'• Pharaoh," not to " first-bom." The meaning
is, " from the first-born of the king who occu-
pies the throne to the first-born of the humblest
slave or servant." This last is represented by
the handmaid who ia behind the mill, since

grinding at a mill was regarded as one of the
severest and most irksome forms of labour.

The work was commonly assigned to captives

(Is. xlvii. 1, 2 ; Judg. xvi. 21). It was done
by either one or two persons sitting, and con-
sisted in rotating rapidly the upper millstone
upon the lower by means of a handle. All the
flrst-bom of beasts. Not the first-born of

cattle only, but of all beasts. The Egyptians
had pet animals in most houses, dogs, apes,

monkeys, perhaps cats and ichneumons. Most
temples had sacred animals, and in most dis-

tricts of Eg3rpt, some beasts were regarded as

•acred, and might not be killed, their death
being viewed as a calamity. The loss of so
many aninuils would consequently be felt by

the Egyptians as a sensible aggravation of the
infliction. It would wound them both in their

domestic and in their religious sensibilities.

Ver. 6.—There shall be a great cry. The
Tiolence of Oriental emotions, and the freedom
with which they are vented are well known.
Herodotus relates that the Egyptians stript

themselves and beat their breasts at funerals

(ii. 85) No doubt they also uttered shrill

lamentations, as did the Greeks (Lucian, De
Luctu, § 12) and the Persians (Herod, ix. 24).

With bitter mourning in every house, the
" cry " might well be one, such as there had
been none like before, neither would there be
any like again.

Ver. 7.—Shall not a dog move his tongue.

So far from a sudden destruction coming upon
them, there shall not so much as a dog bark at

them. They shall incur no hurt—no danger.

(Compare Josh. x. 21.) That ye may know
how that the Lord doth put a diJBference

—

i.e.,

" that both ye couitiers and all Egypt may
know how great a difference God puts between
us—his peculiar people—and you wretched
idolaters."

Ver. 8.—All these thy servants

—

i.e., all

these courtiers here present. Shall come.
Literally, "shall descend." Kalisch obsei-ves

that by the Hebrew idiom "going from a
nobler place to one of less distinction is called

descending" {Comment, p. 133). And bow
down. Make obeisance to me, as if I were a
king. The last of the plagues would cause

the courtiers to look on Moses as the real king
of the land, and pay him royal honours. All

the people that follow thee. Literally, as in

the margin, " that is at thy feet
;

" i.e., that

follows and obeys thee." The Egyptians
looked on Moses as king, or at any rate prince

of his nation. In a great anger. Literally,

"in heat of anger." The abrupt dismissal

(ch. X. 28), the threat against his life (ibid.)

and the announcement that no more inter-

views would be granted him moved the indig-

nation of Moses, who was not conscious to him-
self of having done anything to deserve such
treatment. He had answered the king calmly

and temperately (ch. x. 29 ; xi. 4—8) ; but

knew what his feelings had been, and here

records them.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 6—7.

—

The issues of life and death are in the hand of God. For the most part
there is, or there seems to be, one event to the righteous and to the wicked (Eccles. ix.

Z). Death happens alike to all, and does not appear to choose his victims on any
principl*of sparing good and punishing ill desert. War, famine, pestilence, sweep away
equally the good and the bad. This is the general law of God's providence ; but he
makes occasional exceptions. The issues of life and death are really his. Not a sparrow
falls to the ground without our Father. If he see fit, he can " put a difference " between
his own people and others. He can strike with death whomsoever he pleases ; he can
spare those whom he chooses to spare. We see him here :

—
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L Makt^'O death ah iksteukhjt of vekgeaxce, hot oh those who die, but 0>
THOSE WHO scBVivE. I'haraoh is punished, and the Egyptians generally are punished,

by the sudden death of the first-born, They had deserved this retribution by their

cruelty to the Hebrews, and especially by the drowning of the Hebrew male cmidren

(ch. L 22). It afflicted all, however, alike, whether they had taken part in the above-

mentiv^ned cruelties or not. This was because it was a national chastisement ; and the

case had been the same with almost all the other plagues.

IL Steikxkg tebeob rsro a whole coiiirryiTT bt vlsitixg with death a certaot

KUMBEB. Death is the main fear of worldly men. Anything else may h^ endured,

made up for, made the best of. But for death there is no help, no remedy. The awful

phantom is, as far as possible, kept out of sight, unthought of, unprepared for, thrust

into the background. Men live as if they had a freehold of life, not a leasehold- When
the gaunt spectre draws near ; when, in the shape of cholera or fever, he makes hi*

entrance upon the scene and challenges attention, the result is, for the most part, s
panic. So it waa in Egypt. The Egyptians wrote much of death, reminded each other

of death (Herod- ii. 78), prepared tombs for themselves with great care speculated largely

upon the condition of souls in another world ; but it would seem that they shrank, as

much as ordinary men, from near contact with the grisly phantom. It was now about

to be suddenly brought home to them how thin a barrier sej^arates between the two
worlds. In the presence of death they would wake up to the realities of life. They
would be conquered, submissive, ready to do whatever was G'jd's wilL Some such

results are traceable whenever and wherever imminent death threatens a large number,

and are to be watched for by the minister, who will find his opportunity at such seasons,

and should take advantage of it.

III. Showing his favoub to his own pbofle bt exemptikg theh wholly fbom the
VI6ITATI0X. Against the Israelites not even a dog would move his tongue (ver. 7).

"With mortality all around them, with a corp^se in each Egyptian house, with animals

lying dead on all sides, in the oj/en country as well as in the towns and houses, they

would be completely free from the visitation ; a special providence would save and

protect them. Such an exemption was, of course, miraculous, and is well nigh

unparalleled. Bat still there have been cases where God's people have suCfered

marvellously little in a time of pestilence, when it has seemetl to strike almost none but

reckless and vicious lives, when an arm has appeared to be extended over the righteous.

At such times what praise and gratitude are not due to God for " putting a difference

between the Egyptians and Israel 1 " He spares when we deserve punishment, and

in his wrath thinks upon mercy. He gives a token of his approval to men of regular

lives and temperate habits, by " passing them over " when he walks through the land

dealing out destruction.

Ver. 8.

—

Riglteoxu anger. It seems to be supposed by some that the true Christian

ought never to be angry. St. Paul certainly says in one place, " Let all bitterness,

and wrath, and auger, and clamour be put away from you " (Eph. iv. 31) ; and in

another, "Put ye off all these, anger, wrath, malice" (loL iiL e). But he guards

himself fix)m being misunderstood by giving a command in one of these very cliapters

(E{.h. iv. 26), " Be ye angry, and sin not." He was himself angry wlien he said to the

High I'riest, " God shall smite thee, thou whited wall " (Acts xxiii. 3), and to the jailer

at I'hilippi, " They have beaten us openly, uncondemned, being Piomans, and have cast

OS into prison ; and now do they thrust tis out privily ? Kay, verily : but let them

come themselves and fetch us out" (tb. xvL 37). There is auch a thing as " righteous

anger;" and it waa righteous anger which Moses felt at this time. He was

indigTiant

—

I. BccAcsE God was bpubned ahd his oommakdmexts made of ho accod>"t.

Pharaoh, after temporising, and professing contrition, and jgesting a variety of

eompronii-es, had declared himself finally against God—cast his \vords behind his back

—

and resolved on following out his own \^^ll, and defying the Almighty. Bold, unblush-

ing wickedness may well make the minister of God angry, it ia an insult to God's

majesty, it is a contradiction of man's moral nature. It ia an open enlisting in the

•er\ ice of Satan.

Il« BbCAUBS KU OOUHTBTlfKH WEBB WBONOKD, BT BEDi'G DUAPPOIHTED OF TKKD
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JUST HOPES. Pharaoh's professions, his promises, his attempts at compromise had
given the Israelites a right to expect that he would yield in the end. His sudden
stiffness was an injury to them, with which Moses did well to sympatliise. How
should he not be indignant, when the just rights of his nation were wholly igr.ored,
their patience despised, and their legitimate expectations baulked ? His angei° so fax
as it arose out of sympathy for them, was justified~(a) by the bitterness of their
feelings; (b) by the heartiness in which he had thrown himself into their cause;
(c) by the apparent hopelessness of their case, if the king now di-ew back.

ni. Because he had been himself rNSULTKO and ill-used. The anger which
springs from a sense of wrong done to oneself is less noble than that which anses from
a sense of wrong done to our fellows, and still less noble than that which has its origin
in zeal for the honour of God ; but still it is not illegitimate. "Wrong done to oneself
is nevertheless wrong, and, as wrong, properly stirs up anger within us. Moses had
been ill-used by Pharaoh from first to last, derided (ch. v. 4), trifled with (ch. viii.

26—32; X. 16—20), driven from his presence (ch. x. 11); and now at last had been
deprived of his right to make personal representations to the monarch, and even
threatened with death (ih. ver, 28). And why? What evil had he done? He had
simply delivered God's messages to Pharaoh, and inflicted the plagues at God's com-
mand. Of his own mere notion he had done nothing but shorten the duration of the
plagues by entreating God from time to time at Pharaoh's request. Even, therefore, if

his " heat of anger " had been caused solely by the wronjr done to himself, it would
have been justified.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 4—10.—^A finaU. These verses end the story of how God wrought with
Pharaoh to subdue him to his will. They prepare us for the catastrophe which brought
the long conflict to a termination, and forced a way of egress for two millions of
Hebrews through the barred gates of Egypt.

I. Last words to Pharaoh (vers. 4—9). Vers. 1—3 of this chapter are obviously
parenthetical. They relate to a communication made to Moses prior to the visit to
Pharaoh recorded in ch. x. 24—29, and in anticipation of it. The substance of that

communication is now conveyed to the king. Having delivered his message as God had
directed, Moses finally leaves the royal presence (ver. 9). The present passage is there-

fore to be read in immediate connection with ch. x. 29. Pharaoh would see the face of

Moses no more

—

i.e., as a commissioner from Jehovah—but before leaving, Moses
has words to speak which are to Pharaoh the knell of doom. The judgment he
announces is the death of the first-bom. On this observe—1. It was a judymm t-^troke

more terrible than any which had preceded. This is plain from the nature of it. What,
put one with the other in the balance, was the discomfort, pain, loss, terror, devastation

of crops, and darkening of the earth, caused by the previous plagues, to this tremendous
horror of finding in one night, in each home throughout the land, a dead first-born ?

The wound here was truly mortal. The first-born is the special joy of parents. He is

loved, fondled, tended, admired, as few of the children are which come after him. The
pride of the parents centres in him. Their hopes are largely built up on what he may
become. He has draAvn to himself, and embodies, a larger share of their thought,

interest, sympathy, and affection than perhaps they are well aware of. He is the pillar

of their household. They look to him to bear up its honour when their own heads are

laid in the dust. To touch him is to touch the apple of their eye, to quench the

central illumination of their home. They are proud of him as a babe, the first occupant
of the cradle ; they are proud of him as a boy, imfolding his mental and physical

powers in rivalry with his youthful peers ; they are proud of him as a young man,
when thought and decision begin to stamp their lines upon his brow, and manly dignity

gives^a new grace to his deportment. With the help of such considerations, try to

estimate the wrench to the heart's tenderest afifection'^, in the million homes of Egypt,

by the simultaneous discovery that in each there is a ghastly corpse, and thut the

corpse of the first-bom. No wonder there was " a great cry throughout all the land of

Egypt, such as there was none like it, nor shall be like it nny more" (ver. 6). Natural

affection retains a mighty hold of natures often otherwise very depraved. And there it
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no reason to suppose that, taken in the mass, the people of Egypt were characterised

by a greater want of it than others. Even the tiger has a tigerish love of his cubs,

and, wicked man though he was, the pride of l^haraoh in his firbt-bom may have been

of no ordinary intensity. Note then the following circumstances as indicative of the

especial horror of this judgment. (1) It would be sujiernatural. Natural causes

were more or less involved in thi other plagues, but t/iis judgment was to be
inflicted by the direct stroke of the Aunighty. (2) Itwouldhe fiudien. There would
be no preliminary symptoms, no warning of approaching death. (3) It would be at

midnight. The darkest and " eeriest " hour of the whole twenty-four, the hour specially

associated with the gasping out of the spirit in death. (4) It would be universal.

There would not be a house in which there was not one dead (ch. xii. 30). Not one
left to comfort another. All alike swallowed up in indescribable sorrow, in blackest

grief and bitterest lamentation—the woe of each intensifying the woe of all the rest.

What a horror was this ! Death in a house is always oppressive to the spirit. The
muffled steps and woe-disfigured faces tell the melancholy tale to every visitor. When
the death is of one high in rank, the mourning is proi^rtionately deep and widely

spread. But death in every city, in every street, in every house, among high and low
alike, who will unfold the misery which this implied, or do justice to the ghastly

sense of mortality with which it would fill the breasts of the survivors 1 The
nearest image we can form of it is the state of a town or district where a pestilence

is raging, and corpses are being hurried to the dead-house in hundieds. And even this

falls immeasurably short of the reality. (5) It would embrace nil ranks and ages.

Palace and hovel would have its dead son. The first-bom of beasts would be added to the

slain. But in the general mourning over dead mtn this would be but little regarded.

2. It was a jitdgment-stroke bearing reference to God's relation to Israel. The key
to the form which it assumed is furnished in ch. iv. 22, 23. " Thus saith the Lord,

Israel is my son, even my first-bom ; and I say unto thee, i.et my son go that he may
servo me ; and if thou refuse to let him go, behold, I will slay thy son, even thy first-

born." See Homily on ch. xii. 29—31. Israel was God's first-born in relation to the
" many nations " of the redeemed world, which in its fulness was to embrace " all

kindreds, peoples, and tongues" (Gen. xvii. 5; Rom. iv. 16—19; Hev. vii. 9). "As
the first-bom in God's elect is to be spared and rescued, so the first-born in the house
of the enemy, the beginning of his increase and the heir of his subotance, must be
destroyed—the one a proof that the whule family were appointed to life and blessing,

the other, in like manner, a proof that all who were aliens from God's covenant of

grace equally deserved, and should certainly in due time inherit, the evils of penUtion"
(Fairbairn). We may connect the judgment more simply with that law of symmetry
which appears in so many of God's judgments, the retribution being modelled after the

I)attera of the crime to which it is related. Examples : Haman hanged on his own
gallows (Esther v. 14) ; Adoni-bezek mutilated in his thumbs and great toes (Jud. i. 6, 7)

;

l)avid punished for adultery by dishonour done to his own concubines (2 Sam. xvi.

20—23), &c. So Pharaoh, the would-be destroyer of God's first-born, is punished in

the destruction of his own first-born. 'Yhajiis tdl'onis has a startling field of operations

in the Divine judgments. 3. It was a judgment involving the whole of Egypt in suffer-

ing for the sin of the ruler. This was the case in all the plagues ; but it is specially

noticeable in this, where the judgment strikes a direct blow at every hearth. It may
be said, doubtless with truth, that Egypt, in this severe judgment, was punished also for

itsoiwi wickedness, the people, in the matter of the oppression of the Israelites, having been
active partners in the guilt of the monarch. It is obvious, however, that the immediate
occasion of this terrible blow falling on the land was the continued hardness of heait of

I'haraoh. Had he relented, the judgment would not have fallen ; it was because he did

not relent that it actually fell. We come back here to that principle of solidarity

which rules so widely in God's moral administration. The many rise or fall with the

one; the rewards of righteousness and the penalties of transgres.siou alike overllow

upon those related to the immediate agent. The widest applications of tliis principle

are those stated in Rom. v. 12—21—the ruin of the race in Adam ; the redemption of

the race in Christ. 4. It was a jn'/ginent in which a marked distinction ufus to be put
bftween the Egyptians and t/ie Ikbrews (ver. 7). Israel, however, was only exempt^id

from like doom by resort to the blood of atonement—a les.son as to their natural state
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of coiifiemnatioii, and as to the channel through which alone redeeming grace could
flow to them.

II. The withdrawal of Moses. " Moses went out from Pharaoh in a great anger
"

(ver. 8). 1. There are occasions on which it is lawful to he angry. This was one
of them. He would have been a man utterly without soul who would not have been
roused to indignation by the towering pride and extraordinary ingratitude and faitliless-

ness of Pharaoh, not to speak of the insults he was heaping on Jehovah, and the

violence threatened against Moses himself. 2. The meekest nature is that which, on
proper occasions, is capable of the most burning and vehement onyer. On the relation .

of the anger of Moses to his meekness, see Homily on ch. ii. 12. Another example is

found in the apostle John—the apostle of love. The highest example of all is the

Son of Man, " meek and lowly in heart," yet capable of terrible and scathing wrath—" the wrath of the Lamb" (Matt. xi. 29 ; Mark iii. 5 ; Kev. vi. 16, 17).

ni. A 8UMMIKG UP (vers. 9, 10). The conclusion of the series of plagues having
been reached, and negotiations with Pharaoh having been finally broken off, Lloses

sums up the results. The notable point is, that it was all as the Lord had said. It

had been foretold that Phaiaoh would not hearken, and neither had he hearkened ; but
his hardening had been the occasion of God's multiplying his wonders in the land

of Egypt. The climax of the hardening was reached under this last warning. Infuriated

by his passion, Pharaoh appears to have paid no heed to it. Yet the fact that he
did not, illustrates a point already dwelt upon—the tendency of hardening against God
to involve the whole moral nature, extending at last to the destruction even of the

natural affections. We have seen how reckless Pharaoh had become of the well-being

of his subjects (ch. x. 7). See him now perilling the life of his own son, not to speak
of the lives of the first-bom throughout the whole land, that he may be spared the

humiliation of submitting to Jehovah ! Perilling, even, is too weak a word, for expe-
rience had taught him that God's threatenings in no case went unfulfilled. " Sacrificing

"

would be the more proper teim. Even to this length was Pharaoh ultimately driven

by his enmity against God, and his example remains as a melancholy warning to

ourselves.—J. 0.

Chap. xi. vers. 4—10 ; chap. xii. vers. 29—36.

—

The tenth plague and its decisive

result—the destruction of the first-lom. In ch. x. 29, Moses says to Pharaoh, " I will

see thy face again no more," while in ch. xi. 4—8, he is represented as making to

Pharaoh an announcement of the last plague. Perhaps the best way of clearmg this

apparent contradiction is to suppose that in the narrative as it originally stood there

was really no break between ch. x. 29 and ch. xi. 4, and that the three intervening verses

were afterwards introduced in some way which we cannot now explain. So taking the

narrative, all is made straightforward and additionally impressive. Moses followed up
his intimation that Pharaoh should see his face no more, with a statement which
plainly showed the reason why. No more would he come into Pharaoh's presence

uninvited by Pharaoh, simply because there would no more be need to do so. Jehovah
was about to deal the last blow without any human instrumentality whatever.

I. Tby to estimate somewhat of the combination of fokces in this last
PLAQUE, which MADE IT 80 EFFECTIVE FOR ITS PURPOSE. 1. There was the hour chosen—midnight. It was not like the rest of the plagues, which extended over a more
or less period of time ; but, being a momentary blow, the most impressive moment could

be chosen for striking it. This was midnight, the time of security, repose, and deep
silence. Each family was gathered together under its own roof; not separated, as

might have been the case during the day, each one at his appointed work. There was
no bustle of business, as there might have been at noon, to help in drowning and quali-

fying the horror of the transaction. 2. There was an element ofpeculiar force in the

very class of persons who were umitten. Not only had Jehovah advanced to take away
the l^es of human beings, but he had directed his destructions, with evident and
unen-ing purpose, upon one particular class. The destruction was not as a mere deci-

mation, the taking of one out of so many, it mattered not who, so long as one was
taken. In every household it was the first-born who lay dead. No regard was shown
to personal character or special circumstances. All the first-born were stricken, the
yirtuouA as well as the viciouB ; the amiable, promising youth from whom much wac
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expected, and the scapegrace who was bringing a father's grey hairs with sorrow to the
grave ; the young man who might he the only son of his mother and she a widow, ahke
with him who was the first-born among many brethren. The first-bom is the centre
of so many hopes and calculations, that when he is stricken there may be the in

stantaneous reaction of an irretrievable despair. Zechariah speaks very emphatically of
those who are in bitterness for their first-bom (ch. xii. 10). In many cases the first-

bom would also be the just-bom. 3. 2%ere ivcu an dement that helped to bring decision

in the very greatness of the cry that toas elicited. How far the announcement made to

Pharaoh had travelled we know not; but it must have gone far enough to produce
a consentaneous cry of recognition when the blow was struck. Pharaoh would know,
and also his courtiers, and many at different points through the city, even before they
came out of their houses, that it was by no ordinary death the first-bom had died.

Each one, thus already informed, would suspect the whole terrible truth with respect

to all the first-bom of the land. In this way certainty would come that the prediction

was fulfilled, even before information on the point was actually obtained. Bad news
travels quickly, and all the quicker when special facilities have been prepared by
Jehovah himself, as they evidently were in this instance. Remember, also, the demon-
strative, vociferous mode of expressing sorrow in bereavement which prevails among
Eastem nations. There was hardly an hour of the day or night but from some home
in Egypt there went up the wail of the bereaved ; but here was a simultaneous wail
from every home, and that not over the aged or the sick whose death was expected,
but over those the great majority of whom would be yoimg, strong, and vivacious.

Thus the very emotions which produced this extraordinary cry, the cry itself served in

tum to intensify, and thus to exalt into complete mastery. What wonder, then, that

from the king downward the people were swept away by their emotions, and, without
thought of past gaits or future losses, hurried Israel out of their land in the precipitate

way here recorded ! Avarice, pride, worldly consequence—all the motives which hold
dominion in selfish human breasts—lost their seats for the moment. It was only
for a moment, but that moment was time long enough efi'ectually to serve the
purposes of God. 4. There was the fact that with all these elements of force and
terror in the tenth plague itself, there had been nine such serious visitations he/ore

it. It was like the last blow of the battering-ram, which, though it may have in

itself more force than preceding blows, yet gains not the least part of its efficiency

from the shaking which these preceding blows have produced. It is by no means
certain that if this destmction of the first-born had come at first it would have had tlie

same efi'ect.

II. Notice, as illustrated by this announcement to Pharaoh, how differently the
SAME FACTS ARE STATED TO DIFFERENT PEOPLE. Pharaoh is plainly told, that amid
all this great smiting of Egypt's first-born, Israel will continue perfectly secure. The
impression we get is, that not only will there be freedom for Israel from the specific

efl'ects of this plague, but even an unusual exemption from ordinary mischances. Not
a dog is to move his tongue against any living creature in Israel. The protection would
be complete ; the favour and discrimination of Jehovah most manifest. But whence
all this came, and in what it consisted, Pharaoh cannot be informed. The difi"erence

between Israel and Egypt will be plain enough ; but the virtue of the slain lamb and
the sprinkled blood are hidden from his eyes—all this could not be explained to /dm.
If it could have been explained to him, it would never have needed to be explained.

In other words, Pharaoh would never have come into such an extremity as that where
the death of the first-bom landed him. Thus we are helped to see the reason why to

some there come revelations producing security and gladness of heart, and to others

nothing but tidings of disaster and disappointment. Every great fact of God's dealings

has a bright side and a dark side ; and if we will not live so that the bright side may
be revealed to us, then inevitably we must come face to face with the dark one. Moses
told I'haraoh that the death of the first-born was coming, but he only turned away
more scornful, stubborn, and infatuated than ever; he told the children of Israel to

make the Paschal preparations, and, minute and exact as these preparations were, they
at once went away and made them. God might have told I'haraoh all about how Israel

was protected, but what would have been the use ? If we would discover why ^real

Divine revelatioas are hidden from ub, we must look in our own hearts. A mao can
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never know the comforts and beauties that belong to the temperate zone as Ion'' as he
stubbornly abides in tne frigid one.

in. Consider this last plaque in the actual effects of it. 1. It produced
immediate action on the part of Pharaoh, and, what is very noticeable, on the jmrt oj

the people also. Pharaoh called for Moses and Aaron by night. He had sent them
away with a menace of death, if they ventured again into his presence ; but ouly a few
short hours pass and he has to beg them to hurry and save him. We should never
threaten and bluster, for we know not how soon we may have to swallow our words
again. He did not wait till morning, even tiU the early morning. Every moment
would bring to him news from a widening circle, and quicken him into the promptest
iction possible. And yet, immediate as this action appears, we know that it had been
led up to very gradually. Jehovah had been for a long time imdermining the strenoth
of Pharaoh ; and if it now collapsed in a moment instead of crumbling away, it was
because the massive fabric had lost, bit by bit, the foundation on which it had been
raised- And in the same way we may be sure that everything in the world which is

unjust, imgodly, and tyrannical, is being vmdermined. There is no proud and stubborn
soul but God is working upon it by something substantially the same as tlie nine
plagues ; and the tenth plague wiU come in due time to produce its immediate and
decisive efifect. 2. The action took the shape of complete and cger liberation. Egypt
was fiUed with panic and terror to the exclusion of every other motive. The full signi-

ficance of Pharaoh's words La vers. 31, 32, can only be seen by comparing thera., first,

with his contemptuous treatment of Moses in the beginning (ch. v. 2) ; and next, with his

procrastinating, half-giving, half-grasping attitude during the com-se of the plagues
(ch. viii. 10, 25 ; x. 8—11, 24). Pharaoh began as one whose foot was on the rock

—

he was sure he could not be shaken ; then he was made to feel himself as more and
more in a state of unstable equihbrium; and now at last he is utterly prostrate at

Moses' feet. He who said he would grant nothing, now grants everything. He who,
in response to the first request of Moses, added to the severities of the bondage already
existing, now, when aU requests have ceased, not only undoes the fetters, but hurries

the captives out of his realm, as if each of them was a mass of fatal infection.—Y.

EXPOSITION.

en. 9—^10.—^Before proceeding to relate

the last and greatest of the plagues, the

author allows himself a momentary pause

while he casts his eye back on the whole series

of miracles hitherto wrought in Egypt, on the

circumstances under which thev had been

wrought, their failure to move the stubborn

will of Pharaoh, and the cause of that failure,

the hardening of his heart, which hardening

the author once more ascribes to Jehovah.

With this summary he terminates the second

great division of his work, that which began

with ch. ii., and which traces the history of

Moses from his birth to the close of his direct

dealings with Pharaoh.

Ver. 9.—And the Lord said. Rather, " had

oaid." God had forewarned Moses that

Pharaoh'% heart would be hardened (ch. iv.

21 ; vii. 3), and that, in spite of aU the

miracles which he was empowered to perform

before him, he would not let the people go
(ch. iii. 19; iv. 21). It was not until God
took Pharaoh's punishment altogether into his

own hands, and him-gf^U came down and

smote all the first-bom, that the king's obsti-

nacy was overcome, and he proceeded to
" thrust the people out."' That my wonders
may be multiplied. Compare ch. iii. 20

;

vii. 3. If Pharaoh had yielded at the first,

or even after two or three miracles, God's
greatness and power would not have been
shown forth very remarkably. Neither the
Egyptians nor the neighbouring nations would
have been much impressed. The circum-
stances would soon have been forgotten. As
it was, the hardness of Pharaoh "s heart, while
it delayed the departure of the Israehtes for a
year, and so added to their sufferings, was of

advantage to them in various ways :—1. It

gave them time to organise them elves, and
make all necessary preparations for a sudden
departure. 2. It deeply impressed the Egyp-
tians, and led them to abstain from all inter-

ference with the Israelites for above three

centuries. 3. It impressed the neighbouring
nations also to some extent, and either pre-

vented them from offering opposition to the

Israehtes, or made them contend with less

heart, and so with less success against them.
Ver. 10.—Moses and Aaron did all these

plagues before Pharaoh. Aaron's ageitcy is
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not always mentioned, and seems to have been

less m;irked in the later than in the earlier

miracles, Moses gradually gaining self-reliance.

In piissing from the subject of the plagues

wrought by the two brothers, it may be useful

to give a synopsis of them, distinguishing

those which came without warning from those

which were announced beforehand, and noting,

where possible, their actual worker, their

duration, their physical source, and the hurt

which they did.

PUgnet.
Annonnced
or Not.

Actual
Worker. Duration.

Physical
Source. Hurt which they did.

1. River turned^

into blood
;

announced Aaron 7 days water annoyance to man and bemt

2. Frogs dc. do. unknown do. annoyance to man.

3. MoaqoitoM not do. do.
rduBt of the^

\ earth /
annoyance to man and beast.

4. Beetles announced God do. air(?) annoyance and loss to maa.

5. Murrain do. do. do. do. loss to man.

6. Boili not Moses do.
rashesofthel

\ furnace /
suffering to man and beati.

7. HaU announced do. do. air loss to man.

&. Locusta do. do. do. east wind do.

ll Darkneu not do. 3 days air(?) annoyance and horror to maa.

HOMILETICS.

Man^a {U-doing hut causes Ood'a wonders to be multiplied (ver. 9). God's wonders

are either such as occur in the general course of his providence, or such as are abuornial

and extraordinary. It is these last of which Moses especially speaks to us in the Book
of Exodus. But the same law which applies to the abnormal wonders, aj^plies also to

those which are constant and ordinary. Men's perverseness leads to their multiplication.

I. Pardon of sdj is multiplied through human transgression. Nothing is a

greater marvel than God's pardon of sin. How " riie High and Holy One who inhabiteth

eternity "—he who " is of purer eyes than to behold iniquity "—can pardon sin, is one

of those mysteries which must ever remain—in this life, at any rate—unfathomable.

Man pardons his fellow-sinner without much difficulty, because he is his fellow-sinne*-

—because he feels that he is himself so much in need of forgiveness. But for a perfect

Being to pardon what is utterly alien to his own nature, what he must despise and
abhor, what in his eyes is vile, base, mean, wicked, despicable, detestable—is a truth

which faith may accept, but which reason is quite incompetent to understand. Yet

God does pardon. St. Paul must have been pardoned his persecution of the saints,

ijefore he was called to be " a chosen vessel." God bids us ask for paidon, and he

would not bid us ask for that which he could not or would not give. And the marvel

of pardon is being daily augmented, heaped up, multiplied, by the ever-increasing sum
of human transgression.

II. GoD THE Spirit's condescension growb and increases through the bamk.
God the Father declared once upon a time, "My Sjiirit shall not always strive with

luan" (Gen. vi. 3). Yet near five thousand years have elapsed, and his Spirit strives

BtilL Man turns away from his Spirit, " grieves " him, vexes him, is deaf to h's plead-

lugii, setii at uou<;ht hu counsel, wills none of his repi of (I'rov. i. 25)—yet he does not
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withdraw himself. He " gives us the comfort of his help again "—he " will not leave

us, nor forsake us." We may, no doubt, if we persist in evil courses, and set to work
determinedly to di-ive him from us, in course of time cause him to withdraw, alienate

him wholly, " quench " him. But, short of such ahenation, our sins do but cause him
to multiply the wonders of his love and his long-suflfering, to be ever more gracious and
more merciful, to plead with us more persuasively, more constantly, and save us, as

it were, in spite of ourselves.

III. Christ's protection of his Church is shown more and more mabvellously
AS ITS assailants INCREASE IN POWER AND BOLDNESS. In prosperous times God seems
to do little for his Church.; but let danger come, let men rise up against it, let Gebal
and Ammon and Amalek be confederate together, and raise the cry, " Down with it,

down with it, even to the ground," and the wonders which he proceeds to work on
its behalf are simply astounding. Arius would corrupt its doctrine with the Court
at his back, and Arius is smitten in the dead of the night by a death as silent, sudden,
and inscrutable as that wliich came in the time of Lloses on all the first-born of the

Egyptians. Juliim would crush it by depriving its ministers of support and its members
of education, and Julian is cut ofi' in the flower of his age by the javelin of an unknown
enemy. Atheism, Agnosticism, Rationalism, Materialism, and open immorality league

themselves against it at the present day, and lo ! from without evidences are made to

rise up out of crumbling heaps of rubbish in Assyria, Babylonia, and Egypt ; while
from within is developed a new life, a new zeal, a new vigour and activity, which give

sure promise of triumph over the coalition. Iiian's opposition to God provokes God to

arise and show forth his might, to confound and scatter his foes. So men may be led

at last to know that he, whose name is Jehovah, is truly " the Most High over all the
earth''(P8.1xxxuL18).

SECTION VL
Fjbss Ikstittjtion of the Pabsovki.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER xn.

Ttai Institution of the Passoyeb and
THB Reasons fob it,— In the inten'al

allowed by God, according to the precedent

of former aonounced plagues, between the

warning concenung the first-bom and the

execution, Moses received instructions for the

institution of a new religious rite, founded

possibly upon some previous national usage,

but 80 re-shaped, re-cast, and remodelled as to

nave an entirely new and fresh character. In
•U Eastern nations, the coming in of spring

was observed as a jocund and festive time,

with offerings, processions, and songs of re-

joicings. When the date of the vernal equi-

nox was known, it was naturally made the

aiartmg-point for these festivities. Early

iiowejs anl fruits, the fresh ears of the most
forward kinds of grain, or the grain itself ex-

tracted from the ears, were presented as

thank-offerings in the temples ; hymns were
•nng, and acknowledgments made of God's

goodness. Sach a festival was celebrated

TtXODOtL

each year in Egypt ; and it is so eonaonantto

man's natural feelings, that, if the fanuly of

Jacob did not bring the observance with them
from Palestine, they are likely to have

adopted it, when they became to some extent

agriculturists (Deut. xi. 10) under the

Pharaohs. It is, however, a piue conjecture

(Ewald) that the name given to this festival

was Pesach, from the sun's " passing over " at

this time into the sign of Aries. The real

name is unknown, and there is every reason

to believe that the term Pesach was now for

the first time given a religious sense (upon

the ground noticed in verses 11, 12) to what

was in reahty a new rite. God, being about

to smite with death the first-bom in each

Egyptian house, required the Israelites to

save themselves by means of a sacrifice. Each

IsraeUte householder was to select a lamb (or

a kid) on the tenth day of the current month
(ver. 3), and to keep it separate from the

flock until the fourteenth day at even, when
he was to kill it, to dip some hyssop in the

blood (ver. 22) and to strike with the hys*
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—

4k

•op on the two posts and lintel of his door>

way (ver. 7), so leaving the mark of the

^lood on it. He was then the same night to

roast the lamb whole, and eat it with un-

leavened bread and bitter herbs (vers. 8—10).

He was to have his dress close girt about him,

his sandals on his feet, and his staff in his

hand ; to be prepared, that is, for a joumej.

If he did all this, God, when he went through

the land to smite and destroy, would " pass

over " the house upon which there was the

blood, and spare all that dwelt in it. Other-

wise the plague would be upon them to

destroy them (vers. 11, 13). Such were the

directions given for immediate observance,

and such was the Passover proper. The lamb
itself was primarily the Pesach (ver. 11), the

* pass," which secured safety. From this the

mame spread to the entire festivaL Having,

by the directions recorded in verses 3—13

instituted the festival, God proceeded, in

verses 14—20, to require its continued celebra-

tion year after year, and to give additional

rules as to the mode of its annual observance.

1. The festival was to last seven days. 2.

No leavened bread was to be eaten during

that space, and leaven was even to be put

•way altogether out of all houses, 3. On the

first day of the seven and on the last, there

was to be " a holy convocation " or gathering

for worship. 4. No work not strictly neces-

sary was to be done on these days. Other

directions were given at a later date. 1. Be-

sides the Paschal lamb, with which the festi-

val commenced, and which was to be a

domestic rite, public sacrifices were appointed

for each day of the seven—to consist of two
young bullocks, one ram, seven lambs, and

one goat, with appropriate " meat-offerings "

(Num. xxviii. 19-24). 2. On the second day

of the feast, " the morrow after the sabbath,"

the first fruits of the harvest were to be pre-

sented in the shape of a ripe sheaf (of barley)

which was to be a wave-offering, and to be

accompanied by the sacrifice of a lamb with

meat and drink offerings (Lev. xxiii. 10-14).

By this regulation the festival was made to

embody the old spring feast, and to have thai

ft double aspect.

Ver. 1.—The Lord spake.—According to

the Biblical record, neitlier Moses nor Aaron
introduced any legislation of their own,
either at this time or later. The whole sys-

tem, religions, political, and ecclesiastical,

was received by Divine Revelation, eom>
manded by God, aud merely established by
the agency of the two brothers. In the land
of Egypt. The introduction of these words
seems to show that we have here a separate
document on the subject of the Passover,

written independently of what has preceded,
some time after the exodus, and placed here
without alteration, when Moses gathered
together his various writings into a single

work.
Ver. 2.—This month shall be unto yon cfae

beginning of months. The Israelite year
would seem to have hitherto commenced with
the autumnal equinox (Ex. xxiii. 16), or at
any rate with the month Tisn (or Ethanira),

which corresponded to our October. Hence-
forth two reckonings were employed, one for

sacred, the other for civil purposes, the first

month of each year, sacred or civU, being the
seventh month of the other. Abib, "the
month of ears "—our April, nearly—became
now the first month of the ecclesiastical year,

while Tisri became its seventh or sabbatical

month. It is remarkable that neither the
Egyptians nor the Babjlonians agreed with
the original Israelite practice, the Egv])tians

commencing their year with Thoth, or July;
and the Babylonians and Assyrians theirs with
Nisannu, or April.

Ver. 3.—Speak ye unto all the congrega-
tion. Under the existing circumstauces
Moses could only venture to sxmimon the

elders of Israel to a meeting. He necessarily

left it to them to signify his wishes to the
people. (See ver. 21.) A lamb. The He-
brew word is one of much wider meaning
than our " lamb." It is applicable to both
sheep and goats, and to either animal without
limit of age. In the present case the age
was fixed at a year by subsequent enactment
(ver. 5) ; but the offerer was left free with
respect to the species. It is curious that, such

being the case, the lamb alone should, so far

as appears, ever have been offered. Accord-
ing to the house of their fathers. Literally,
" for a father's house," i. e. for a family.

Ver. 4.—If the household be too little for

the lamb— /. c, " too few to consume it at •
sitting." Usage in course of time fixed the

minimum number at ten. (Joseph. Bell. Jud
vi. 9, § 3.) The whole family, men, women
and children participated. The lamb was
generally slain between the ninth hoin (3
p.m.) and the eleventh (5 p.m.). Let him
and his neighbour take it according to the

number of the souls. If there were a house-

hold of only five, which could not possibly con-

sume the lamb, any large neighbouring family

was to send five or six of its number, to make up

the deficiency. Every man according to hia

eating, etc. It is difticidt to see what sense

our translators intended. The real directioo

is that, in providing • proper number «f
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gnests, coiisideration should be had of the

amount which they would be likely to eat.

Children and the very aged were not to be
reckoned as if they were men in the vigour of

life. Translate—" Each man according to

his eating shall ye count towards the lamb."
Ver 5—^Your lamb shall be without

blemish. Natural piety would teach that
" the blind, the lame, and the sick " should

not be selected for sacrifice ^al. L 8).

The Law afterwards expressly lorbade any
blemished animals—"blind, or broken, or

maimed, or having a wen, or scurvy, or

scabbed "—to be offered for any of the stated

sacrifices, though they might be given as

free-will offerings (Lev. xxii. 20—25). The
absence of blemish was especially important
in a victim which was to typify One " holy,

harmless, undefiled, separate from sinners."

A male. As standing in place of and redeem-
ing the first-bom of the males in each famUy.
Of the first year. Perhaps as then more
approaching to the ideal of perfect innocence.

The requirement was not a usual one. Or
from the goats, Theodoret says the proviso

was made for the relief of the poorer class of

persons ; but practically it seems not to have
taken effect. When people were poor, their

richer neighbours supplied them with lambs
(Kalisch).

Ver. 6.
—

^Ye shall keep it up until the
fourteenth day. The interval of four days
(see ver. 8) was probably intended to give

ample time for the thorough inspection of the

lamb, and for obtaining another, if any defect

was discovered. The precept is not observed

by the modem Jews ; and the later Targum
(which belongs to the sixth century aiter

Christ) teaches that it was only intended to

apply to the first institution ; but the text

of Exodus is wholly against this. The whole
assembly of the congregation of Israel shall

kill it. One of the main peculiarities of the

Paschal sacrifice was this—^that the head of

each family was entitled—in the early times

was required—^to offer the sacrifice for him-
self. In it no one intervened between the indi-

vidual and God. Thus it was recognised that

the whole nation was a nation of priests, as are

Christians also, according to St. John (Rev. i. 6)
and St. Peter (1 Pet. ii. 5). The interven-

tion of Levites at a late date (2 Chron. xxx.
17 ; XXXV, 5, &c.) was contrary to the original

institution. In the evening. Literally, " be-

tween the two evenings." This phrase has
been explaiued in two ways. Some regard

the first evening as commencing when the
sun begins visibly to decline from the zenith,

i.e. about tw» or three o'clock ; and the second
as following the sunset. Others say, that the
sunset introduces the first evening, and that

the second begins when the twilight ends,

which they consider to have been " an hour
and twenty minutes later " (£bn Ezra, quotea

by Kalisch). The use of the phrase in ch.

xvi, 12, and the command in Deut. xvi. 6—
" Thou shalt sacrifice the passover at even, at

the going doum of the sun," seem to be deci-

sive in favom: of the second explanation. The
first arose out of the later practice. When
the lambs were sacrificed in the temple by a
continual succession of offerers, it became
impossible to complete the sacrifices in the
short time originally allowed. Of necessity

the work of killing the victims was com-
menced pretty early in the afternoon, and
continued till after sunset. The interpreta-

tion of the direction was then altered, to bring

it into accord with the altered practice,

Ver, 7,—They shall take of the blood. The
blood, which, according to Hebrew ideas, " is

the life," and so the very essence of the sacri-

fice, was always regarded as the special

symbol of that expiation and atonement, with
a view to which sacrifice was instituted. As
by the Paschal sacrifice atonement was made
for the house, which was therefore to escape

unscathed, the sign of atonement was to be con-

spicuously placed upon it. And strike. The
" striking " was to be by means of a bunch of

hyssop dipped in the blood (ver. 22), The
selection of the doorway as the part of the

house to receive the stains of blood is pro-

bably to be connected with the idea that the
secondary agency producing death, whatever
it was, would enter by the door—and if the
door showed the house to have been atoned

for, would not enter. The upper door-post

The word used is elsewhere translated
" lintel " (ch. xii. 22, 23) ; but it seems pro-

perly to mean the latticed window which
was commonly placed over a doorway in

Egyptian houses, and which is often repre-

sented in the facades of tombs. (See Lepsius,

Derikmaler, pt, ii. pis. 16, 17, 147, etc.) It is

derived from a root signifying " to look out."

Ver, 8.—Eoast with fire. The meat of

sacrificial meals was commonly boiled by the

Hebrews (1 Sam. ii, 14, 15), The command
to roast the Paschal lamb is accounted for

:

1, By its being a simpler and quicker process

than boiling ; 2, By a special sanctity being

regarded as attaching to fire ; 8, By the diffi-

culty of cooking the animal whole unless it

were roasted, Justin Martyr's statement

that for roasting two wooden spits were

required, placed at right angles the one to

the other, and thus extending the victim on

a cross, will seem to many a better grovmd

for the direction than any of these. And
unleavened bread. See below, ver. 18

With bitter herbs. Literally, " with bitter-

nesses," That herbs, or vegetables of some
kind, are intended, there is no reasonable

doubt. The Mishna enumerates endive,

chicory, wild lettuce, and nettles among the

herbs that might be eaten It is a strange
I notion of Kurtz's, that the bitter herbs were

B 2
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a condiment, and "communicated a more
agreeable flavour to the food." Undoubtedly
they were a disagreeable accompaniment, and
re] 'resented at ouce the bitterness of the

EiTNTitian bondage (ch. i. 14) and the need of

kif-denial, if we would faed on Christ.

Ver. 9.—Eat not of it raw. The injunc-

tion appears to modems superfluous ; but an

ifjuxpayla, or eating of the raw flesh of

rictims sacrificed, seems to have been prac-

tised by several heathen nations in ancient

times, more especially in the worship of

Dionysus or Bacchus. Its head with its legs.

The lamb was to be roasted whole—according

to some, as a symbol of the miity of Israel,

and especially of the political unit which they

were to become so soon as they quitted

Egypt ; but, as we learn from St. John (xix.

S6), still more to prefigure the unbroken body
of Him whom the lamb especially repre-

sented, the true propitiation and atonement
and deliverer of His people from the de-

stroyer, our Lord Jesus Christ. The porte-

nanoe thereof. Rather, "the intestines

thereof." The Jewish commentators say that

the intestines were first taken out, washed,

and cleansed, after which they were replaced,

and the lamb roasted in a sort of oven.

Ver. lO.^Ye shall let nothing of it re-

main till the morning. The whole of the

flesh was to be consumed by the guests, and
at one sitting, lest there should be any even

accidental profanation of the food by man or

animal, if part were put away. The English
Church, acting on the same principle of care-

ful reverence, declines to allow any reserva-

tion of the Eucharistic elements, requiring

the whole of the consecrated bread and wine
to be consumed by the Priest and communi-
cants in the Church immediately after the

service. That which remaineth —/.«., the
bones, and any small fragments of the flesh

necessarily adhering to them. Ye shall bum
with Are. Thus only could its complete dis-

appearance, and seeming annihilation be se-

cured. It does not appear that this burning

was viewed as a sacrificial act.

Ver. 11.—With your loinB girded, etc.

Completely prepared, i.e., to start on your

Journey—with the loose wrapper (fcej/e-i),

ordiaarily worn, collected together and fas-

tened bj a girdle about the waist ; with
sandals on the feet, which were not com-
monly worn in houses ; and with walking-
sticks in the hand. There were some Jews
who regarded these directions as of perpetual
obli/ lion; but the general view was that
they u[<plied to the first occasion only, when
alone they v/ould have answered any useful

Eurpose. Ton shall eat it in haste. As not
Qowiiig at what moment you may be sum-

moned to start on your joumey,and as having
to see to the burning of the bones after the
Amh was eaten, which would take some time.

It is the Lord's Passover. Very emphatic
words !

" This is no common meal, they
seem to say, " it is not even an ordinary
sacrificial repast. The lamb is Jehovah's.

It is his pass-sign—the mark of his protec-

tion, the precious means of your preservation
from death. As such view it ; and thrugh
ye eat it in haste, eat it with reverence."

Ver. 12.—For I will pass through, etc.

God now proceeds to give the reason for the
institution of the new ceremony, and to ex-
plain the new tenn pesach. "I have com-
manded this rite," He says, "because I am
about to go through the whole land of Egypt
as a destroyer, executing judgment ; I am
about to smite and kill every one of the first-

bom both of man and beast. I shall enter

into every house, and slay the first-born in it,

unless I see upon the house the token of the
blood of the lamb. In that case I sliall pam
over the house, and you will escape the
plague." It would clear the sense if the
opening words of verse 12 were translated—"For I shall go through," instead of
" pass through." The word translated " pass

through " has no connection at all with that
rendered " pass over." Against all the gods
of Egypt I will execute judgment. These
words are exegetical of the word "beast,"
which immediately precedes. Animal wor-
ship was an important part of the religion of

the Egvptians. At four great cities, Mem-
phis, Heliopulis, Hermonthis, a sort of suburb
of Thebes, and Momemphis in the Western
Delta, animals were maintained, which were
viewed as actual incarnations of deity—the
Apis Bull at Memphis, a bull called Muevis
St Heliopolis, one termed Bacis or Pacis at

Hermonthis, and at Momemphis a White
Cow. If any of these were at the time
animals that had " opened the womb," death
must have fallen upon them. Thus would
judgment have been executed, literally, upcm
Egyptian " gods." But, besides these, the
whole country was filled with sacred auiinals,

regarded as emblematic of certain particular

deities, and as belonging to them. Sheep
were sacred to Kneph, goats to Khem, cows
to Athor, cats to Pasht, dogs and jackals to

Anubis, lions to Horns, crocodiles to Set and
Sabak, hippopotami to Taouris.rynoceph.alooa

apes to Thoth, frogs to Heka. A sudden
mortality among the sacred animals woidd be
felt by the Egyptians as a blow struck against

the gods to whom they belonged, and as

a judgment upon them. It is scarcely neces-

sary to understand literally the expression
" all the gods," and to defend it by the as-

sertion that "not a single deity of Egypt
but was represented by some beast." Such
an assertion cannot be proved ; and is pro-

bably not correct. It has often been re-

marked, and is generally allowed, that Scrip-

ture uses onlversal expressions, where moiti

I
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or tnren many, of a class are meant. I am
tlie Lord. Katixer as in ch. vi. 8, " Against
all the gods of Egypt I will execute judg-
ment, I, Jehovah."

Ver. 13.—The blood shall be to you for a
token, etc. The blood was not to be a token
to the Israelites, but to God for them. Trans-
late—" and the blood shall be as a token for

you upon the houses that you are there." It

shall distinguish the houses in which you
dwell from the others. I will pass over you.
This is the emphatic clause. God would pass

by, or over the house on which the blood was,
spare it, slay none of its inmates ; and from
this action of His, the lamb itself, and the
feast whereof it was the principal part, were
to be termed "the Passover." It has been
proposed to connect the Hebrew ff«ach with
the Egyptian peak, "to stretch, or extend
(protection) "; but the name " Tiphsach,"
borne by the place of passage over the Eu-
phrates (1 Kmgs iv. 24), would seem to

indicate that "crossing," or "passing over"
is the primary meaning of the root.

Vers. 14-20.—Hitherto the directions given
have had reference, primarily and mainly, if

not wholly, to the first celebration of the
Passover on the night preceding the Exodus.
Now, it is announced, (1) That the obser-

vance is to be an annuaJ one ; and (2) That
it is to be accompanied with certain addi-

tional features in the future. These are (a)
the eating of unleavened bread for seven

days after the killing of the Passover; (6)
the putting away of leaven out of the
houses; (o) the holding of meetings for

worship on the first day and the last ; and
(d) the observance on these days of a sabba-

tical rest.

Ver. 14.—This day shall be to you for a
memorial. Annual festivals, in commemora-
tion of events believed to have happened,
were common in the religion of Egypt, and
probably not wholly strange to the religious

ideas of the Hebrews. (See the " Introduc-

tion " to this chapter.) They were now re-

quired to make the 14th of Abib such a day,

and to observe it continually year after year
"throughout their generations." There is

commendable faithfulness in the obedience

still rendered to the command at the pre-

sent day ; and it must be confessed that the

strong expression—throughout your genera-
tions and as an ordinance for oyer—excuse

to a great extent the reluctance of the Jews
to accept Christianity. They have already,

however, considerably varied from the terms
of the ofigiflal appointment. May they not

one day see that the Passover will still be
truly kept by participation in the Easter

eucharist, wherein Christians feed upon '• the

Lamb slain from the foundation of the world "

—the autiiype, of which the Paschal lamb
wu the type—the true sustenance of souls—

the centre and source of all real unity—the
one " perfect and sufficient sacrifice, and obla-
tion, and satisfaction for the sins of the
whole world"? The Church requires an
Easter communion of all her members, pro-
claims that on that day, Christ our passover
being slain, we are to keep the feast ; and
thus, so far as in her lies, maintains the festi-

val as " an ordinance for ever," to be observed
through all her generations.

Ver. 15.—Seven days There is no indi-

cation that the week of seven days was ad-
nutted by the ancient Eg}7)tian8, or even
known to them. Appaiently, the nation
which first adopted it was that of the Baby-
lonians. Abraham may have brpught it with
him from "Ur of the Chaldees;" and from
him it may have pa<«ed to Jacob, and so to
Moses. That the week was known in the
family of Abraham before the giving of the
law, appears from Gen. xxix. 27, 28. ITn-

leavened bread is typical of purity of heart,
leaven being an emblem of corruption (Matt.
xvi. G—12 ; 1 Cor. v. 7). " Leaven," says
Plutarch, "comes from corruption, and cor-

rupts the dough with which it is mixed ; and
every fermentation seems to be a putrefac-
tion." The primary command to celebrate
the first passover with unleavened instead of
leavened bread (ver. 8), must be attributed
whoUy to this symbolism. But the perma-
nent institution of a " feast of unleavened
bread," to last a week, had a double bearing.
Partly, it was designed to deepen and inten-
sify the conviction that corruption and im-
purity disqualify for religious service ; but it

was also partly intended as a commemoration
of the fact, that in their hasty flight from
Egypt the bread which they took with them
was unleavened (ver. 34), and that they were
forced to subsist on this for several days.

(Compare the double meanmg of the " bitter

herbs," noticed in the comment on verse 8, ad
fin.) The requirement to " put away leaven
out of their houses " is probably intended to

teach, that for family worship to be accept-

able, the entire household must be pure, and
that to effect this result the head of the
household must, so far as he can, eject the
leaven of sin from his establishment. Who-
soever eateth . . . shall be out off &om
Israel. Expelled, i.e., from the congregation,

or excommunicated. If a man wilfully trans-

gresses any plain precept of God, even though
it be a positive one, he should be severed from
the Church, until he confess his fault, and
repent, and do penance for it. Such was the
"godly discipline" of the primitive Church;
and it were well if the Chmches of these

modern times had more of it.

Ver. 16.—On the first day there shall be
an holy convocation. After the Paschal meal
on the evening of the itthof Abib, there was
to be a solemn assembly of the people on the
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next day for religious worship. The name
" convocation," applied to these gatherings,

seems to show that originally the people were

twmrmmed to such meetings, as they still are

by the mueztin from the minarets of mosques

iu Mahonmiedaa countries, and by bells from

the steeples of churches in Christian ones.

And on the seventh day. On the 22nd of

Abib—the seventh day after the first holy

convocation on the 15th (see Lev. xxiii.

4—8). Only two of the Jewish festivals were

of this duration— the feast of unleavened

bread, and the feast of tabernacles (ib. 89—42).

The Christian Church has adopted the usage

for Christmas, Eastei-, Ascension, and Whit-

Buutide. where the last day of the week is

known technically as " the octave." No man-
ner of work shall be done in them. Festival-

days were in all coimtries days of abstention

fiom the ordinary business of life, which could

not conveniently be carried on conjointly with

attendance at the services, meetings, proces-

sions, etc., wherein the festival cSnsisted. But

absolute cessation from all work was nowhere

strictly commanded except among the He-

brews, where it appears to have been con-

nected with the belief in God's absolute rest

after the six days of creation. The command
here given was solemnly repeated in the law

(Lev. xxiii. 6 8).

Ver. 17.—In this self-same day. The 15th

of Abib~the first day of the feast of un-

leavened bread. Have I brought your hosts

out. This expression seems to prove that we
have in the injunctions of verses 14—20, not

the exact words of the revelation on the sub-

ject made by God to Moses before the insti-

tution of the Passover, but a re-casting of the

words after the exodus had taken place.

Otherwise, the expression must have been,

" I will bring your hosts out." As an ordi-

nance for ever. Easter eve, the day on which

Satan was despoiled by the preaching of Jesus

to the spirits in prison (1 Pet. iii. 19), and on

which the Church first realises its deliverance

from the bondage of sin by the Atonement of

Good Friday, is the Cliristian continuance of

the first day of unleavened bread, and bo

answers to this text, as Good Friday to the

similar command in ver. 14.

Ver. 18.—In the first month. The word

** month" teems to have accidentally dropt

out of the Hebrew text. In the evening.

The Hebrew day commenced with the evening

(Gen. i. 5) ; but the evening here intended is

that at the close of the 14th of Abib, which
began the 15th. Similarly, the evening of

the 21st is here that whidi commenced the

22ud.
Ver. 19.—This is not a mere " vain repeti-

tion" of verse 15. It adds an important

extension of the pimitive clause—" that soul

shall be cut off from Israel "—from Israelites

proper to proselytes. We are thus reminded,

at the very time when Israel is about to

become a nation and to enter upon its inherit-

ance of exclusive privileges, that no exclusion

of the Gentiles by reason of race or descent

was ever contemplated by God, either at the

giving of the law, or at any other time. In
Abraham " all the families of them were to

be blessed " (Gen. xii. 3). It was always
open to any Gentiles to join themselves to

Israel by becoming " proselytes of justice,"

adopting circumcision and the general ob-

servance of the law, and joining the Israelite

community. The whole law is full of refer-

ences to persons of this class (Ex. xx. 10;
xxiii. 12 ; Lev. xvi. 29 ; xvii. 10 ; xviii. 26
XX. 2 ; xxiv. 16 ; Num. xxxv. 15 ; Deut. v. 14

;

xvi. 11—14 ; xxiv. 17, 19 ; xxvii. 19 ; xxix.

11, etc.). It must have been largely recruited

in the times immediately following the exodus
from the " mixed multitude " which accom-
panied the Israelites out of Egypt (Ex. xii.

38), and from the Kenites who joined them
in the wilderness (Num. x. 29--31 ; Jud. i.

16). Bom in the land

—

i.e., an Israelite by
birth—" the land " is, no doubt, Canaan,
which is regarded as the true "Land of

Israel " from the time when it was assigned

by God to the posterity of Abraham (Gen.

XY. 18).

Ver. 20.—Here again there is no repetition,

but an extension. "Ye shall eat nothing
loavened," not only no leavened bread (ver.

15), but no leavened cake of any kind. And
"in all your habitations shall ye eat un-

leavened bread," i.e., wherever ye dwell,

whether in Egypt, or in the wilderness, or in

Palestine, or in Babylonia, or in Media, thii

law shall be observed. So the Jews observe

it everywhere to this day, though they no
longer sacrifice the PaschaJ lamb.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—2.—The advantages of an ecclesiastical calendar. With their new position

u an independent nation, and their new privileges as God's redeemed people (ch. vi. 6),

the Lsraelitcs received the gift of a new ecclesiastical calendar. Their civil calendar

remaining as before, their civil year commenciug with Tisri, about the time of the

autumnal equinox, and consisting of twelve months of alternately twenty-nine and

thirty days, they were now commanded to adopt a new departure for their sacred year,

«ind to reckon its commencement from Abib or Nisan, which began about the time of

tht^ vernal equinox, or March 21. This was advantageous to them in several waya.
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I. It secttbed them a time of beuqious retrospect and ooNTEirpLATioN, so*

ALBKADY OCCUPIED BT WORLDLY OABBS. The comraencement of a civil year naturallj

brings with it various civil and worldly cares, which occupy the mind, demand th«

attention, and distract the thoughts. The worldly position has to be reviewed,

accounts made up, stock taken, debts claimed and paid, subscriptions renewed or dis-

continued, agents communicated with, orders given, arrangements made in some

instances for the whole of the coming twelvemonth ; and the result is, that the mind

of most men is then so occupied, not to say harassed, that it cannot turn itself with any

vigour or freshness to the contemplation of things heavenly and spiritual. Of great

value then, and importance, is it that religion should have a separate time to itself lor

a review of the spiritual position, for the taking of stock in a religious sense, the

balancing of the account with heaven, the forming of plans for the spiritual life before-

hand, since that life has as much need to be carefully provided for as the worldly life.

The opening of a year being the natural time for such a review, the new arrangement

made naturally suggested it, and provided a quiet time for it.

II. It GAVE THE IDEAS CONNECTED WITH THE FESTIVAL ABOUT TO BE INSTITUTED

GREATER HOLD ON MEN'S THOUGHTS THAN MIGHT OTHERWISE HAVE BEEN THE CASK.

Everyone recognises the importance of a new beginning. A religion naturally strikes

its key-note at the commencement of its round of services. As the coming of Christ

into the world is the very essence of Christianity, the ecclesiastical year of Christendom

commences with Advent. Thus Christians are taught that the foundation-stone of their

religion, the root out of which it all springs, is the Incarnation. For Mosaism the

key-note was deliverance from Egypt, and covenant relationship with God as His people

by means of sacrifice. Deliverance from Egypt was redemption from servitude, and the

commencement of a free national life. Sacrifice was the appointed means of keeping

up and renewing the covenant relationship begun in circumcision. In the Pass-

over these two thoughts were blended together, and Israel had to meditate on both.

'Hie one thought was necessary to call forth that loving trust in the favour and good-

ness of God, which lies at the root of all acceptable service ; the other was needed to give

ease to the conscience, to reassure the trembling sinner, and remove his sense of a guilt

that separated him from God, and made his circumcision unavailing. The prominence

given to these ideas by the position of the Paschal Festival, impressed them upon the

minds of the Israelites as fundamental and vital truths.

III. It gave THE RELIGION GENERALLY A STATUS AND A POSITION OF INDEPENDENCE,

WHICH INCREASED man's RESPECT FOB IT. In all times and countries the suspicion

occurs to some, that religion is but a form of statecraft, a politic invention of governors

to render government more easy. Anything that marks the co-ordinate authority of

Church and State in their separate spheres, and especially the independence of the

Church, is valuable, as an obstacle to Erastianism, and an indication of the Church's

inherent right to regulate Church afi"airs. An ecclesiastical calendar distinct from the

civil calendar is no doubt a little matter ; but it implies an important principle, and is

perhaps not without some influence over the general tone of thought and feeling in »

country.

Vers. 3—20.

—

The Passover Proper. The Passover may be viewed :

—

I. As A COMMEMORATIVE RITE. Instituted with reference to the tenth plague, and

as a means by which the first-bom of the Israelites might be saved from destruction,

but accompanied by ceremonies which were connected with the prospective departure of

the whole nation out of Egypt, the Passover feast, as established " by an ordinance for

ever," commemorated two distinct and different things. (1) The passing over of the

houses of the Israelites by Jehovah, when he went through the land in the character of

" destroyer " (ver. 23), to smite the first-bom ; and (2) the hiu-ried departure of the

nation^out of Egypt in the night, with bread for their journey, which they had not had

time to ieaven (ver. 34). It was thus intended to remind them of two great mercies

;

the lesser one being the escape of their first-born from sudden death, and the greater one

the deliverance of the whole people from the bondage and affliction of Egypt, with tne

consequence of sucn deliverance, the establishment of them as a nation under the direct

government of God, and under laws which were communicated to tnem by God himself

at Sinai. Man is so apt to forget the benefits which God conlers upon him, that it hm
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been foiind necessar/, or at least desirable, in almost all countries, to establish, by
authority, days of commemoration, when national deliverances, national triumphs,

national recoveries, shall be brought prominently before the mind of the nation, and

pressed upon its attention. The Passover must be regarded as one of the most

etfective of such commemorative ceremonies. It has continued to be celebrated for

above three thousand years. It brings vividly to the recollection of the Jew that

night of trepidation and excitement, when the lamb was first killed, the blood dashed

upon the doorposts, and the sequel waited for—that night, when "about midnight"

was heard " a great cry," and in every house the Egyptians bewailed one dead—that

night, in which, after the cry, a murmur arose, and the Egyptians became " urgent

"

(ver. 33), and insisted that the Israelites should quit the land forthwith. It has all the

political advantage of a great national celebration ; and it exalts the political idea by
uniting it with religious enthusiasm.

II. As A FEA8T OF THANKSGIVING. The sacrifices of the Paschal week, with the

exception of the Paschal lamb and the daily goat, must be viewed as thank-offerings.

They consisted of fourteen bullocks, seven rams, and forty-nine lambs of vhe first year,

provided by the priests, and offered to God in the name of the nation. They were

Dumt on the altar as holocausts, accompanied by meat-offerings of flour mingled with oiL

At the same time individuals offered their own private thank-offerings. So far, the

special object of the thanksgiving was the great deliverance, with which might be

conjoined, in thought, God's further mercies in the history of the nation. On the second

day of the feast, however, another subject of thankfulness was introduced. The season

of the year was that in which the earliest grain ripened in Palestine; according to a

ecnjecture already made, it was the time when the return of spring had been long

celebrated among the Semites by a traditional observance. As " each return of the Pass-

over festival was intended to remind the Israelites of their national regeneration*

(Kalisch), it was thought appropriate to bring the festival into connection with the

ffcgeneration of nature, and the return of vernal vegetation. On the second day, there-

fore, a sheaf of the first ripe barley was offered as the first-fruits of the coming harvest,

and thanks were rendered to God for his bounty in once more bringing to perfection the

fruits of the earth. During the remainder of the week, both subjects occupied the

thoughts of the worshippers, who passed the time in innocent festivities, as songs,

music, and dancing.

III. As A 8TMB0LI0AL CEREMONY. We have not to guess at the symbolical meaning
of the Passover, as of so much that is contained in the Jewish law. Scripture distinctly

declares it. "Christ, our Passovir, is slain," says St. Paul ;
" therefore let us keep the

feast." Christ, who was prefigured and foreshown in every sacrifice, was symbolised

etipeciallv by the Paschal victim. He was " the Lamb of God " (John i. 29), " without

spot or blemish" (1 Peter i. 19), "holy, harmless, undefiled" (Heb. vii. 20); offered

to keep off " the destroyer," saving us by His blood from death (Acts xx. 28) ; slain that

we might feed upon His flesh (John vi. 51). The Paschal lamb, when prepared for

acrifice, presented, as Justin Martyr informs us, a lively image of the Saviour

upon " the accursed tree," being extended on a cross formed of two wooden spits, one
1< mgitudinal, and one transverse, placed at right angles each to the other. " Not a bone of

it was to be broken," that it might the better typify Him whom God preserved from
this indignity (Ps. xxxiv. 20; John xix. 33). It was to be consumed entirely, as

Clirist is to be taken entire into the heart of the faithful (Gal. iv. 19). Scripture also

distinctly declares the symbolical meaning of the unleavened bread. " Let us keep the

feast," says St. Paul, "not with the leaven of malice and wickedness, but with the

unleavened bread of sincerity and truth." He who would feed on Christ must firot put
away from him all corruption and impurity, eject all leaven out of the house wherein his

spirit dwells, make himself fit to sit down at that heavenly banquet, by getting rid of all

those " evil things which cume from within, and defile the man " (Mark vii. 23). There
may be some doubt, however, as to the symbolism of the " bitter herbs," whioh Scrip-

ture leaves unexplained. The exegesis, that the bitter herbs symbolised the sufferingi

of the Israelites in Egypt, if taken as exhaustmg the meaning, is unsatisfactory. The
memory of past sufferings inflicted by others is not a necessary accompaniment of

present festal joy, though it may enhance that joy by contrast. The "bitterness"
•bould be Bnmething that is always requisite before uie soul can find in Christ res^
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peace, and enjoyment—something that must ever accompany that rest, peace, ai^d

enjoyment, and, so long as we are in the fiesh, remain inseparable from it. Two things

of this kind suggest themselves—^repentance and self-denial. The bitter herbs may
perhaps symbolise both, pointing on the one hand to the important truth, that real

repentance is a continuous act, never ceasing, while we live below, and on the other ot

the necessity of men's " taking up their cross daily," and striving towards perfectness

through suffering.

Ver. 14.

—

The Peugover continued in the Eucharist.—It was expressly declared that

the Passover was instituted to be observed as a feast " by an ordinance for ever." Jews
are justified in remaining Jews, if they cannot otherwise continue to celebrate it. But
they can. The Passover is continued in the Eucharist. Hence 8t. Paul's words at

Easter time—" Christ, our Passover, is crucified for us ; therefore let us keep the feast

"

(1. Cor. V. 7, 8).

I. The Eucharist is the after commemoration of the event, which the Pass-
over PREFIGURED AND FORESHADOWED. The reality underlying both bemg the Lord's

death upon the cross as a propitiation for the sins of man, this death was set forth in

anticipation by the Paschal sacrifice ; it is now " shown forth " after the event, in the

Eucharist, " imtil Christ come " (1 Cor. xi. 26). The bread and wine represent the

humanity of Christ as truly as the Paschal lamb represented it. The Eucharistic

ceremony is "a perpetual memory (avdnvrjan) of his precious death," and in some
respects a more lively setting forth of that central event of history than ever was
the Paschal ceremony.

n. The Eucharist sets forth the Christian's deliverance from bondage, as
THE Passover did the Jew's. The true bondage is the bondage of sin. This is the
" Egypt " from which man requires to be delivered. The death of Christ, which the

Eucharist " shews forth," is the one and only remedy for sin, the one and only means
whereby it becomes possible for man to shake off the grievous yoke from his shoulders,

and become free. By His meritorious sacrifice the guilt of sin is removed ; by His
assisting grace, given most abundantly through the Eucharist, the power of sin ia

destroyed, and its taint gradually purged out of our nature.

ni. Tbe Eucharist is a feast of thanksgiving to the Christian, as the Pass-

over festival was to the Jew. The very name of Eucharist, which became the usual

name of the Holy Communion as early as the second century, indicates how essential a

feature of it thanksgiving was felt to be. " We praise thee, we bless thee, we worsliip

thee, we glorify thee, we give thee thanks for thy great glory, Lord God "—this is the

general key-note of Eucharistic services. And naturaUy. For, if the Jew had much
to thank God for, the Ciiristian has more. Redemption,, justification, assisting giace,

sanctification, union with Christ—clear tind distinct promise of everlasting life—aie his,

and crowd upon his mind in connection with this sacrament.

IV. The Eucharist, like the Passover, is a feast upon a sacrifice. In the Pass-

over, as generally in sacrifices, the victim was first offered on behalf of the sacrificers—in

this case the household, and then the flesh of the victim furnished a solemn sacrificial

meal to the members of the household. In the Eucharist, where the true victim is Christ

himself, whose sacrifice upon the cross is alone propitiatory, a commemoration of the

death of Christ is made, and then there follows a feast of the most sacred kind. Wliat-

ever benefits may have flowed from participation in the Paschal festival are far exceeded

by those attached to the " Supper of the Lord." The Jew felt himself by participa-

tion in the Passover festival incorporated anew into the commimity of Israel ; the

Christian, by worthy participation in the Eucharist, is engrafted anew into Christ.

.. o HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver. 2.

—

IJie beginning of months. The exodus firom Egypt was the birthday of the

nation of Israel. In conunemoration of this great event, the day from which the

(religiotis) year began was changed. The month Abib was thenceforth to be " the

begiuning of months." The civil year continued to begin with Tisri (cf. ch. xxlii. lb).

L RkDEMFTION, THK TBUB STABTIHG-POIirT OF HUMAN EXISTENCE. The day wheD
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salvation comes to a man's iioase (Luke xix. 9 ; Acts xvi. 34) is the true " beginning of

days" to him. 1. It is the commencement of a new life. " Born again " (John iii. 3);
" passed from death into life " (John v. 24) ;

" a new creature " (2 Cor. v. 17). " The
years we spent before we turned to the Lord are not worth counting ; the best that can

happen to them is to be buried out of sight " (Dr. J. M. Gibson). 2. It is the day of

separation from the world. Some think that up to this time the Israelites had used

the Egyptian calendar, which began about the time of the summer solstice

* Jiom this time, however, all connection with Egypt was to be trcken off, and the

commencement of the sacred year was to commemorate the time when Jehovah led

them forth to liberty and independence " (Geikie). 3. It is the day which begins the

journey to heaven. Redemption is the beginning of the new life : it is, however, but

the beginning. The wilderness journey follows it. Conversion is not a resting-place,

but a starting-point. It begins, but does not complete, salvation.

U. Time, a memofialist of God's mighty works. Even on so immaterial a thing

as time, God has inscribed a memorial of His three greatest works. 1. Creation. He
has built into the structure of the week an imperishable record of the six days' work.

2. The Exodus. The order of the year in Israel was made to testify to the deliverance

from Egypt. 3. The Christian redemption. The advent of Christ has founded an era.

The bitterest enemy of the Gospel is compelled to do it, at least, the involuntary

homage of dating his years from the Lord's advent. By his use of the Christian

calendar, the infidel testifies unwittingly to the power of the religion which he seeks to

overthrow.

ni. The spheres of the sacred and the civil are distikct. One indication of

this, even in the polity of Israel, is seen in the fact that the sacred year began in one

month, and the civil in another.—J. 0.

Vers. 1—29.

—

The Passover. God's last and overwhelming blow was about to be

struck at Egypt. In anticipation of that blow, and in immediate connection with the

exodus, God gave directions for the observance of a Passover.

I. The Passover in its coNNECTio>f with the history. For details of the

ritual, see the verses of the chapter. 1. The de^^ign of the Passover was to make plain

to Israel the ground on which its salvation was bestowed—the ground, viz., of Atone-

ment. " The more recent plagues had fallen on Kgypt alone. The children of Israel

were saved from them. But though the salvation was obvious, the way of salvation

had not yet been indicated. But now that the last and heaviest plague is about to

fall, not only will Israel be saved from it, but the ground on which (the whole)

salvation is bestowed will be made plain." 2. The connection of the Passover with

the exodus. In this relation it is to be viewed more especially as a purijicatory

sacrifice. Such a sacrifice was peculiarly appropriate on the night of leaving Kgypt,

and one would probably have been app anted, even had no such special reason existed

for it as the judgment on the iir:Dl-bom. 3. The connection of the Passover vnth the

judgment on thf first-horn. Israel was God's Sein, His firstborn (ch. x. 22), and is in

turn represented by his first-bom ; and so with Egypt. Because Tharaoh would not let

Israel (God's first-born) go, God had declared his purjtose of smiting " all the first-born

in the laud of Egypt, both man and beast" (ver. 12); the punishment in this case, as

fre^ueutly in God's I'rovideuce (cf. Is. xxx. Iti), taking a form analogous to the sin it

is dcsigaed to chastise. " The first-born represented the family, so that judgment of the

fiist-bom stood for judgment upon all, and redemption of the first-born stood for tiie

redemption of all" (Dr. Gibson). Accordingly, not the firstborn merely, but the

entire household, as represented in him, was redeemed by the blood of the Passover, and

joined in the subsequent feast upon the lamb (ver. 8). Note, there was a peculiai fitues»

in the Passover being instituted at this particular crisis. (1) The death of the first-

bom was a judgment pure aud simple; not, like the hail, locusts, etc., an adnumitcry
plague. (2) It gave a heightened and impressive cha.acter to the salvation that

redemiition by blood, redemption by power, and the emergence of the people from
slavery iuto distinct existence as a jjuople of God, were thus seen going hand in hand.

The analoi^'y with the Christian redemption is obvious. 1. The teaching of the Pass-

over. It taught the people (1) that natu ally they were as justly exposed to wrath a*

tli4 ftupU of Egypt. " Whether viewed in their indiv.duiil or in their colleotive
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capacity, they were themselves of Egypt—collectively, a part of the nation, without

any separate and independent existence of their own, vassals of the enemy, and inhabi-

tants of tlie doomed territory—individually, also, partakers of the guilt and corruption

of Egypt " (Fairbaim). " If the test had been one of character, it is quite certain that

the line would not have been run so as to range all Egypt on the one side, and all

Israel on the other. No one can suppose that all the real worth and excellence were on

the side of the latter, and all the meanness and wickedness on the side of the

former. In fact, the children of Israel had shared only too deeply in the sins of

Egypt, and, accordingly, if they are to be saved, it must be on some other ground than

their own merits" (Gibson). (2) That tlie medium of their salvation— tht ground on

which it was bestowed—was blood of atonement. It is vain to deny that the Passover

victim was truly a propitiatory sacrifice. The use made of its blood is proof sufficient

of that. The lamb died in room of the first-bom. Sprinkled on the door-posts and

lintels, its blood sheltered the inmates of the dwelling from the stroke of the destroyer

(vers. 21—24). " A sinless victim, the household might, as it were, hide behind it,

and escape the just punishment of their sins" (Kohler in Geikie). The Passover thus

emphatically taught the necessity of atonement for the covering of guilt. No thoughtful

Israelite but must have deeply realised the truth, " Without shedding of blood is no

remission" (Heb. ix. 22). (3) The solidarity of the nation. The observance of the

Passover was to be oii act, not of individuals, but of households and groups of house-

holds, and in a wider sense, of the nation as a whole. The Israelites were thus taught

to feel their imity as before God—their oneness in guilt as in redemption, (a) In guilt.

Each was involved in guilt and doom, not only through his own sins, but through the

•ins of the nation of which he formed a part (cf. Is. vi. 5 ; Matt, xxiii. 35). (h) In

redemption. This was beautifully symbolised in the eating of the lamb. The lamb
was to be roasted entire, and placed on the table undivided (ver. 9). " By avoiding the

breaking of the bones (ver. 46), the animal was preserved in complete integrity, undis-

turbed and entire (Ps. xxxiv. 20) . . . There was no other reason for this than that all

who took part in this one animal, i.e. all who ate of it, should look upon themselves as

one whole, one community, like those who eat the New Testament Passover, the body

of Christ (1 Cor. v. 7), of whom the apostle says (1 Cor. x. 17), ' We being many are

one bread, and one body ; for we are all partakers of that one bread.' " (Bahr.) (4) It

£nnted to an atonement in thefuture. For, manifestly, there lay in the blood of the

mb no real virtue to take away sin. It declared the necessity of atonement, but

could not adequately provide it. The life of a beast was no proper substitute for the

life of a first-bom son. The Passover, therefore, from its very nature, is to be viewed as

a type. It pointed on to Christ, in whom all the types of sacrifices find complete

fulfilment. (5) The various features of the ritual were symbolic. The unleavened

bread was indicative of haste (Deut. xvi. 3) ; the bitter herbs of the affliction of Egypt,

etc. These circumstances, like the blamelessness of the victim, the sprinkling of the

blood, etc., had also spiritual significance. See below. Homily on vers. 21—29. It is

to be remarked, in general, that " the earthly relations then existing, and the opera-

tions of God in connection with them, were framed on piurpose to represent and

foreshadow corresponding but immensely superior ones, connected with the work and
kingdom of Christ." (Fairbaim.)

II. The Passoveb as an oedinakoe fob lateb gekebations (vers. 14, 24—28).

In this respect, the Passover is to be viewed—1. As an historical witness to the reality

of the events of the exodus. See below ; also Homily on Deut. xvi. 1—9. The Pass-

over, like the Lord's Supper, was an institution which, in the nature of things, could

not have been set up later than the event professedly commemorated. 2. As a per-

petuation of the original sacrifice. The blood of the lambs was year by year presented

to God. This marked that the true sacrifice had not yet been offered (Heb. x. 1—3).

Now'^that Christ has died, and has " put away sin by the sacrifice of himself" (Heb. ix. 26

;

X. 12), there is no room for further sacrifice, and the Lord's Supper is to be regarded as

simply a commemorative ordinance and means of grace. The doctrine of the mass
has no foundation in true scriptural analogy. 3. As a means of grace. It was a feast,

collecting the Israelites in great numbers at the sanctuary, and reviving in their minds
the memory of the great deliverance, in which had been laid the foundation of their

DAtional existence. The lamb, slain on their behalf, roasted with fire, and set on the
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table before their eyes, to be handled and eaten by them, in solemn observance of a
Diviae command, gave them a vivid sense of the reality of the facts they v?ere com-
memorating. The Lord's Supper, in like manner, is a powerful means of impressing
mind and heart, an act of communion on the part of Christian believers, and a true
source of nourishment (through spiritual participation in Christ) to the souL 4. The
observance of the Passover ufas com 'cted with oral instruction (vers. 26, 27). This
was a further guarantee for the handing down of a faithful, ungarbled tradition of the
meaning of the ceremony ; added to the interest of the service ; took advantage of a
favourable opportimity to impress the minds of the young ; and helped to keep alive in

all classes of the community a vivid remembrance of God's mighty works,
III. The feast op ukleavened bbead (vers. 14—L'i). The ordinance for this

feast was probably given at Succoth, on the day succeeding the exodus (see ver. 17,

and ch, xiiL 5—8). It is inserted here on account of its internal connection with the
Passover. It is to be viewed—1. As a memorial (f the haste with which the Jsraelites

left Kgypt. The Israelites had evidently intended to leaven their dough on the night of

the exodus, but were prevented by the haste (ver. 34). " For thou camest out of the
land in haste" (Deut. xvi. 3). This is the historical groundwork of the institution.

2. As a eymbol of spiritual truth. (I) The feast lasted seven days, a complete circle

of time. (2) It was rounded off at the beginning and end by an holy convocation-

This marked it as a sacred period. (3) Sacrifices were offered during its course (>< um.
xiii. 16—26 ; Deut. xv. 2). (4) The bread eaten was to be unleavened. So strict was
the injunction on this point that the Israelite found eating leaven during these seven

days was t« be " cut off," i.e., excommunicated. The general idea of the feast was,

therefore, to represent what redeemed life in its entirety ought to be—a life purged
frem the leaven of " malice and wickedness," and devoted to God's service in " sincerity

and truth " (1 Cor. v. 8). " The exodus formed the groundwork of the feast, because

it was by this that Israel had been introduced into a new vital element " (Keil). The
" walk in newness of life " follows on redemption. We may apply the precept about
"cutting off firom Israel" to the exclusion of immoral and impure members from the

Church.—J. 0.

Vers. 1—28.— The institution of the Passover. Moses has now done with requesting

and threatening Pharaoh. He leaves Pharaoh to the terrible smiting hand of Jehovah,
and turns, when it is quite time to turn, to his own people. He who would not listen

had to be left for those who would listen. It is now manifest that Moses is to be pro-

fitably occuiied with matters which cannot any longer be delayed. It was needful to

give warning concerning the death of the first-bom to the Israelites quite as much as to

Pharaoh. For si me time they had been the passive, the scarcely conscious objects of

Divine mercy and power. Painfully conscious they were of the physical hardships

which Pharauh inflicted on them, but they had little or no thought of deprivations and
hindrances with respect to higher things. God had been leading them forward by a
way they knew not, and now the hour has come for them to know the way and walk in

it with understanding, choice, circumspection, and diligence. All at once, from being

passive spectators in the background, they came forward to be prime actors in the very

front ; and Gud is here telling them through Moses what to do, and how they are to dio

it. More is to be done than simply wait fur God's coming at midnight : that coming
has to be made ready for with great solemnity and minuteness of ] 'reparation.

I. Notice how Jkiiovah heke brim^s the voluntaky element into thb
DELIVERANCE OF His FEOPLE AND THEiB CONNECTION WITH lliM. They are to he

delivered, only as they are willing to he delivered. They are to signify their willing

regard to conform with the will of God. The matter is made almost a jiersonal one ; if

not brought before every Israelite, it is brought before every head of a household.

Hitherto the immunities of the people diuing the course of the plagues had been seemed
in a mere external way. The protection belonged to a certain territory, and the

Israelites had to exert no attention, take no troulile, in order to secure the protection.

God kept the flies, the hail, and the darkness out of Goshen without lequiring any
mark upon the habitations and property of His people. But now, as the last visaaiion

from God draws nigh, they have to take a part, and a very decided part, iu making
tb«ir axemptien effectual Jehovah comes, treating all who are in Egypt tui belunging
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fully to Egypt, and it is for the Israelites to show by some significant act the deep
difference which sejiarates between them and the Egy^jtians. There had been, up to

this time, certain dili'erences between the Egyptian and the Israelite which did not
depend upon the Israelite's choice. The Egyptian was master, and the Israelite s]ave;

assuredly the Israelite had not chosen that. An Egyptian might soon lose all trace of

his personal ancestry, but every Israelite could trace his ancestry back to Jacob, to

Isaac, to Abraham ; and this was a matter he had not chosen. The Egyptian belonged
to a nation which had been smitten with nine plagues, but from the later and severer of

these the Israehte dwelling in Goshen had been free
; yet this freedom had been

secured without making it to depend on the Israelite's own action. But now, as the
day of redemption draws near, Jehovah reminds every Israelite that vmdemeath all the
differences which, in carrying out His purposes. He may make to exist among men,
there is a common humanity. Before Him who comes smiting at midnight there is

neither Israelite nor Egyptian, bond nor free; everything depends on the sprinkled

blood ; and the sprinkled blood depends on whether the Israelite has put it on his door
qf his own accord. If, that night, the Israelite did not of his own accord make a
difference between himself and the Egyptian, then no natural distinction or past im-
munity was of the slightest avail. Even already it is being shown that circumcision

avaUeth nothing, but a new creature. Israel can only be truly Israel as he is Israel

inwardly. The mark upon the door without must come from the perfect lieart and
willing mind within. The only great abiding differences between man and man are

Buch as we, fidly considering our position, concur in making of our own free will. True
it is that we cannot establish and complete these differences in our own strength ; but it

is very certain that God will not do this—indeed, by the very limitations of the thing
to be done, he cannot—except as we willingly and with alacrity give him opportunity.

II. In these instructions for the Passover, God brings the fundamental element
or PCTRE FAITH INTO ACTivB EXERCISE. In Heb. xl. 28 we are told that by faith Moses
kept the passover, and the sprinkling of blood, lest he that destroyed the first-born should

touch them. And this faith extended from Moses to every head of a household in

Israel. The whole instructions imply a trustful, disciplined spirit, on the part of those

receiving them. Up to this time nothing had been required of them except to stand

still and wait while God dealt with Pharaoh. They are left on one side, treated as

helpless captives, whom it is vain to ask for what they cannot give. But now thej' are

asked for something, and they have not only to render it willingly, but ivith the

obedience of faith (Rom. xvi. 26). They are asked to slay a number of lambs, the

number being determined according to a settled proportion. When the lambs are slain,

the blood is to be sprinkled on the doors of each Israelite dwelling, and the flesh, pre-

pared in a peculiar and exact way, is to be eaten by the inhabitants. Wdl, what
should all this have to do vnth the protiction of Israel 1 How should it advance the

captives towards deliverance ? If God had told them to get ready swords and spears,

and discipline themselves for battle there would have been something intelligible in

such instructions, something according to the schemes of human wisdom. But God
does not deliver as men woidd deliver. It pleased him, in the fulness of time and by
the foolishness of a slain lamb and sprinkled blood to save Israel. And yet it was not

the slain lamb and sprinkled blood that saved by themselves. Moses and Aaron might
have slain so many lambs and sprinkled their blood, and yet there would have been no
efficacy in them. Their efficacy as protectors was not a natural efficacy. The efficacy

lay in this: that the lambs were slain and the blood sprinkled in the obedience offaith.

The thing done and the spirit in which it is done—truth and faith—go together in

resistless power. There must be truth ; faith by itself does nothing ; for a man may
believe a lie and then where is he? There must befaith ; truth by itself does nothing;

just as food does nothing unless a man takes it into his stomach. Of course it was
quite possible for a sceptical Israelite to say, " What can there be in this sprinkled

bl6o(f ? "—and the very fact that such a question was possible shows how God was
shutting his people up to pure faith. He asks them to act simply on th" word of MoS'S.

That word was now to be a sufficient reason for their conduct. Moses had done enough

to show from whom he came. It is interesting to notice how faith stands here, aslved

tor, the first thing, by Moses, even as it was afterwards by Je^us. As the Isntciiceii

believed because Moses spoke, so we must believe becau^ Jesub speaks. Jesus s^ieaiu
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truth because it is true ; but we must receive it and believe it, not because in o'lr

natural reason we can see it as true, but because of the ascertained and well-accredited

character of him who speaks it. And we must show our faith by o>ir ivorks, as these

Israelites did- It was not required of them to understand how this sprinkled blood

operated. They acted as believing that it would operate, and the indis|>utable fact is

that they were saved. It is a great deal more important to have a thing done, than to

be able to understand all the ins and outs by which it is done. A man does not refuse

to wind up his watch, because he cannot understand its intricate mechanism. His
purposes are served, if he understands enough to turn the key. And so our purposes

are served, if we have enough practical faith in Jesus to gain actual salvation through
him. Exactly how Jesus saves, is a question which we may ask again and again, and
vainly ask. Let us not, in asking it, waste time and risk eternity, when by the

prompt and full obedience of faith, we may know in our experience, that however obscure

the process may be, the result itself is a real and abiding one.

in. Looking back on this passover lamb in the light of the finished work of Jesua,

we see how ample a type it is of Hiu who was to come afteb and stand between
THE BELTEvrN-Q siXNEB AND THE AVENGING GrOD. 1. The lamb was taken so as to

hind families and neighbours together. This reminds us of Him, who gathers round
himself, in every place, those who form the true family, the new family

;
joined

together not after the temporary, dissolving order of nature, but after the abiding, ever-

consolidating order of grace. WTieresoever two or three are gathered together in the

name of Jesus, there the true Lamb of Grod is present in all those relations of which the

passover lamb gave but a foreshadowing. The true families are made by the coalescence

of those who, living in one neighbourhood, have one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one
Grod and Father of aU. 2. The passover lamb vxts without blemish. Consider what is

said in this respect of Jesus (Matt. iii. 17 ; Mark L 11; Luke iii. 22; xxiii. 4—14;
John xix. 4^-6 ; 2 Cor. v. 21 ; Eph. iv. I3 ; Col. i. 19 ; Heb. ix. 14 ; 1 Pet. ii. 22).

8. Jt was a male of the first year. So Jesus was taken in the freshness and strength ol

his manhood (Luke iii. 23). 4, The flesh of the lamb was eaten in the company for
which it had been slain. It is only when we bear in mind the first passover in Egypt,
that we reach the significance of all that was said and done on the night when Jesua
•at down for the laat passover feast with his disciples. Jesus took the bread and said

:

" Take, eat ; this is my body." There was to be no more killing of the lamb ; the
bread, easily made and easily portioned out, took its place. But still the Lord had to

say " this is my body." A body had to be thought of as eaten, and not mere bread.

Really, when we look into the matter, we find that the sprinkling of the blood was only
part of the protection ; the eating was protective also. Assiiredly the sprinkling by
Itself would have counted for nothing, if the eating had been omitted. When the blood
was sprinkled, it illustrated faith in him who comes between God and the siimer.

When the flesh was eaten, it illustrated faith in him whose life becomes our life. Being
unblemished, he makes ua unblemished, and being acceptable to God, he makes us
acceptable also.

IV. We observe that even before the e'wnt to be commemorated was accomplished
Jehovah made cabeful fbovision fob a memobial obsebvance. Thus another
indication is given to us, as to the completeness and order with which his plans were
laid. Directions are given for the present need, and along with them are combined
directions by which the record of this great liberating event may be transmitted to the
remotest generations. Henceforth, the beginning of the year is to date from the month
of these dealings with the first-bom. Then there was also the appointment of the feast

of unleavened bread. So crushing was the blow of Jehovah, and so precipitate the
consequent action of Pharaoh and the Egyptians, that the Israelites were hurried
out of the land with their dough before it was leaveuctl. Here then in this domestic
operation of preparing the daily bread was an opportunity given of setting forth once
a year the complete separation which God had effected between the Israelites and the
Egyptians. When for seven days no leaven was put in the bread, the great fact to be
calleii up was this : that the Egyptians had hastened the Israelites out of the land-

This memorial act J?lled up at once the great change which God had produced, and in

a conndratively short t'.™^ B^t * little while before and the Egyptians were spoiling

the Israelite*, demanding fro^a them bricks without straw ; now the Israelites an
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epoiling the Ec,yptians, getting gold and silver and raiment from them in profusion, and
with the utmost gooa-wiil.

V. All thr other preparations fob Jehovah's visit were to be crowned bi
MAKING FULL PREPARATIONS FOR DEPARTURE. Jehovah was coming to Open the prison-

doors and strike off the fetters ; and he would have the captives ready to march on the

iustant. He is the God who makes all things to work together for good to them who
are called according to his purpose. To him who is truly and devoutly obeying

God, nothing comes but he is able to meet it. The obedient is never taken at a dis-

advantage ; he is never defrauded of a great opportunity. The children of Israel were

to eat the lamb in full readiness for the journey ; even though it might plausibly

be said that it was a making ready before the time. The lesson is, obey God in every-

thing where as here the terms of his requirement are plain to the understarding and
imperative to the conscience. Reasons are not for you, who know only in pait, but for

him to whom the darkness and the light are both alike.—Y.

I. The day of deliverance the beginning of a new era in the history of God's

PEOPLE (vers. 1, 2). 1. It was then only that the history of the nation as the people of

God began. Before they had been told of God's favour towards them ; thuy now kiuw it.

" Now we believe, not because of thy saying, for we have heard him ourselves " (John iv.

42). 2. God's final deUverance begins a new era for his people. " l^ehold I make all

things new." 3. This has its correlative type in Christian experience now. The true

life of the servant of God dates from the hour of his deliverance from the bondage of sin.

" If any man be in Christ Jesus he is a new creature : old things are passed away

:

behold all things are become new." Before Israel lay the experience of God's care and
love, Sinai, the giving of the law, etc. Before us lies the deepening knowledge of his

love, and of his will, the priestly service, etc.

II. The command to make it the beginning of months. 1. The remembrance of

God's grace makes the sotd the dwelling-place of humbleness and trust. 2. It is joy

and strength for service. 3. It is consecration ; in the brightness of that unmerited

grace the Ufe is claimed for God ; the ear is opened, the heart is touched and changed

;

we forget things that are behind, and reach forth to things that are before.—U.

Vers. 3—6.

—

The Passover lamb a prophetic picture of Christ and his salvation. I.

For whom the sacrifice avails. 1. The families of Israel, the household of faith.

There is no other bulwark against the visitation of the angel of death, and it shields

these only. 2. Those who feed upon him. Saving faith must be a real, appropriating

faith. Mere assent to a form of words avails nothing, neither can a mere intellectual

conviction of the truth of Christianity or apprehension of the plan of salvation ; it

must be the soul's food.

II. The character of the sacrifice. A lamb without blemish; gentleness and
blaraelessness. He who dies for us is accepted, because he is faultless. The sin-bearer

must be sinJcujs. This is redemption's great central mystery. But though the eternal

reason of it may not be understood, the wisdom of it is shown in our experience. The
power which changes us hes in this, that Christ died not for sins of his own, but solely

for ours. " He bore our sins, In his own body on the tree."

III. His STORY. 1. The lamb kept for four days within the house foretold that

God's accepted sacriiice should come forth from the homes of Israel. The four days

may symboUse the nearly four years of our Lord's ministry. 2. The day and hour of the

Saviour's death (ver. 6). 3. His death was to be Israel's act ;
" the whole assembly "

were to slay it. (1) Our sins naUed him to the tree. He was slain by our iniquities.

(2) Israel's act in the murder of the holy and just one was the expression of the sin

which is in us all. None are free from this awful blood guiltiness, save the repentant

and pardoned.—U.

Vers. 7—13.

—

Christ his peoplit aalvation and strength. I. Thk means of safett
(vers. 7—13). 1. They took the blood and struck it on the door posts and the lintel

Wo must appropriate Christ's atonement. We must say by faith, " he died for me.'

2. Tliey passed within the blood-stained portals. C'hrist's blood must stand between
OS and condemnation, between us and sin. Our safety lies in setting that between our

soul and them. The realising of Christ's death /cir our- sins is- salvation.
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n. The means of strekoth for the onward way. Feeding upon Christ. While
Egypt was slumbering Israel was feasting. While the world is busy with its dreams
we must feast upon the joy of eternity, and, comprehending with all saints the infinite

love of Christ, be filled with all the fulness of Grod. " Except ye eat the flesh of the

Son of Man, and drink his blood, ye have no life in you."

III. Eow Christ must be partaken of. 1. With unleavened bread and bitter herbs.

The old leaven of malice and wickedness must be put away, and the feasting on Christ's

love must be accompanied with repentance and self denial. There may be now and
again a momentary glimpse of Christ's love where sin is not parted with, but there can

be no communion, no enduring vision. 2. Christ must be taken as God has set him
before us, in the simplicity of the Gospel, with nothing of man's invention, addition, or

diminution. The Gospel remedy avails only when taken in the Gospel way (vers. 9,

10). 3. He must be partaken of in the union of love. The Passover is a social, a
family feast. Those who refuse to seek church-fellowship are desi)ising God's
arrangements for their own salvation, and proving themselves devoid of the spirit which,

loving him that begat, loveth him also that is begotten of him. 4. He must be
partaken of with the pilgrim spirit and preparedness (ver. 11). They who will be
saved by Jesus must take up their cross and follow him.—U.

Vera. 14—20.

—

The Passover feast the type of the Christian life. I. The Christian's

LIFE IS AH UNCEASING FESTIVAL. 1. It is Unending, deepening joy. Other joys fade, this

brightens. 2. It is a growing appropriation of the Lamb of God. Our union with him
grows ever closer, fuller. Is this our experience ? A nominal Christianity will never

save us. Are we feeding on Jesus ? Are we in him and he in us ?

n. It 18 the KEEPING IN REMEMBRANCE OF A PAST DELIVERANCE, AND THE ANTICIPA-

TION OF GREATER. 1. There was present safety from the destroyer. 2. On the

morrow there was to be the passing out from amidst the broken bonds of Egypt to the

promised inheritance. The feast pointed backward, the types onward. We have
forgiveness through the blood of Jesus, and the expectation of his coming the second

time without sin imto salvation. Faith, and love, and hope the threefold glory of

Christ's people.

III. It IS A LIFE OF HOLINESS. From the beginning to the end of the feast the old

leaven was not to be foimd in the dwellings of Israel. The soul that turns back to sin

is cut off (vers. 15, 18—20). What was a mere accompaniment in the type, is a fruit

of life in Christ.

IV. It IS A FELLOWSHIP OF ALL BELIEVERS. It was not Only a family feast. It began
and it closed with an assembly of the whole congregation. There are separate churches

still, as there were families then. But the union of all believers must be recognised

and rejoiced in.—U.

Vers. 1—28; 43—51.—T^ Pauover. "It is the Lord's Passover" (Ex. xii. 11).

After Pharaoh's refusal to see Moses again, Jehovah comes more manifestly into the

history, in the last judgnieut and deliverance of his people. Three great events crowd
DOW into a single nigblf the Passover, the slaying of the first-born, the march out.

Consider now the Passover.

I. Its necessity. 1. Israel must he sejKiratedfrom Egypt. This idea of se|iaratioa

nms through all Hebrew history from the time of Abraham to this hour. But to a
large extent Israel had now become merged into the Egyptian race, catching the plagues

f its idolatry and sins. Great separating acts necessary

—

e. g., as in some of the

tMrlier visitations, in the tenth, in the passover, in the exodus, in the Red iSea. 2. To
this ena Israel must fee atoned qfresh with God. The tenth plague was a miracle of

pure judgment: for Israel to escape the penalty of its sin, an atonement necessary.

That atonement was the passover.

II. Its designations. They were these: "A pass-over unto Jthovah:" "a san-ijt-

cial-slaying of jiass-over unto Jehovah:" "The sacrifice of the fast of the pass-

over," x«. 11, 27 ; xxxiv. 25. Here we have four distinctive ideas. 1. The 0bjecliv9

of the Jiass-over was God. " Unto Jehovah." Like prayer intended to benefit man,
but its objective ilod- Herein lies the distinction between Scriptural and unscriptural

deas of atonement. 2. The i>ass-ovcr was a Sacrifice. [For the argument, so*
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Kartz, vol. ii. 297, 298, Eng, ed.] 3. The result was a Paif^infj-over. The stained
lintel a bridge over which Jehovah was to pass in dread judicial progress through the
land. 4. And a more remote result, the ushering in of a Festal Life for lerael. The
festival of the passover foreshadowed the coming life of liberty.

III. The lamb. After expository development of the leading incidents, the
following truths will emerge in relation to the antitype. 1. The objective of the death

of Christ is God. The Socinian formula runs :
" The death of Christ was not to

reconcile Gtod to man, but man to God." The scriptural doctrine is that the atonement
does both : but reconciles man to God, by first atoning God with man. 2. Christ is
*' without blemish and without spot." 3. The atoning Christ was deliberately selected,

and fore-appointed. 4. Kept in view of the world, that His worth, beauty and destiny
might suitably afifect men ; as the lamb went in and out, for four days, the homes of
Israel. 5. Slain. 6. The death was Sacrificial. 7. The result a Passing-over of
judicial wrath. 8. But the sacrifice must be appropriaUd. The blood on the posts of
the door a sign of the appropriating faith of the people. Here may be brought out the
idea, that the door was the only possible altar at that moment of history. The idea
of sacrifice had come down from patriarchal times ; but there was no law of sacrifice, for

as yet there was no nation to which to give it, and therefore there was no temple, and so

no altar. Every family must be atoned for apart ; every house was then a temple, and
every door an altar. 9. Then, faith in Christ's atonement begins for us hiiih Festival.

IV. The meal. Show that the meal was much more than a mere supper to prepare
for a journey. It had in it spiritual significance, in relation to the Christ. 1. The
Atoning Christ is the Food of the Soid (John vi. 51). This for the very simple reason,

that the truth of the atonement is central, supreme, and comprehensive. 2. An
uncorrupted Christ. The lamb was roasted, i.e., was pure flesh acted on by fire ; not
sodden, diluted with water, or any way corrupted. 3. A perfect Christ, no bone broken.
So on the cross a Christ divided is not sufficient for the nourishment of the soul, e.g.p

Christ as an " elect spirit of the race
;

" or as one in whom the " God-consciousness "

received high development ; or as example ; Teacher, etc. Christ in his whole nature,

character and office. 4. The enjoyment of Christ and of his salvation will depend on
the memory of the slavery of sin. " Bitter herbs." 5. The christian life is to be
characterised by simplicity and sincerity. Note that unleavened bread is simply pure
meal, all water parched out by the action of fire. For the significance see the Christian

Eabbi, Paul, 1 Cor. i. 6-8. 6. The end of soul nutriment is the Pilgrim-Life. Each
with stafl' in hand that night. 7. To the banquet, to the Exodus, to the Pilgrim-Life,

all are welcome,on conditions, xii. 43-45. In that case, first circumcision ; then comiug
unrler the s^ rinkled bltod, were needftd. The analogy is clear. Note ! at the moment,
when the distinction between Israel and Egypt was most marked, then did the
catholicity of true Judaism most appear. In Abraham all mankind was to be
blessed.—R.

Vers. 3—11. If one died for all then all died. Pharaoh's heart still hardened.
The crowning judgment needs no intermediary ; Jehovah will reveal His own right arm.
Ex. xi. 4. "Who shall live when God doeth this?" He who obeying His word
shelters himself beneath His shadow. See:

—

I. The preparation. 1. A canfully selected victim. Ver. 5, deliberately set apart
four days beforehand. Pure within ; innocence typified by inexperience, " the fii'st year."
Pure without, " no blemish." 2. A carefully conducti^d purification. The partaker of
the sacrificial feast must endeavour after a purity resembling that of the victim.
Leaven, evil, must be purged out that he may ofi'er and receive worthily.

II. The Passover. A sacrifice to save from death, v. 6, 7. Notice (1) Obedience
ensured safety. The judgment was to go forth against the first-bom; but the lamb
slain—fhisftblood duly sprinkled—would be accepted as a substitute. Obedience all that
was demanded. (2) The meaning of the command. Few types are arbitrary ; almost
always some ground of relation between them and the thing typified, even though we
may not see it. Here the pure lamb represents the offerer as he ought to he ; it says
in his name " I would be pure ; I would dedicate myself wholly to thy service ; accept
me, not for what I am but for what Thou canst make me. Take this lamb for me

;

loake me as this lamb I " Obedience saves, but that which is oomTnanded shadows forth

Bxomm. .
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the final result to be achieved by obedience. 2. Sustenance to nerve for duty. Lamb
not merely to be killed but eaten. The people saved from the destroyer are to be

released also from the oppressor; to commence at once the life of liberty. Strength

needed for the march. That which saves is that which supp^irts. If the lamb
represents the offerer as he ought to he, feeding upon the lamb will represent feeding

by fai th upon the ideal thus figured. To become righteous we must hunger and thirst

after righteousness, Matt. v. 6. Dedication is the starting-point, but the road is

persisten t obedience, and they only can walk that road who feed upon the ideal first set

before them (Phil. iii. 12—14).
III. Christ our Passover. The type leads naturally to the great antitype. 1. Our

sacrifice. (1) Pure, perfect. Slain for us. By faith accepting his work, j)eace with

God ; shelter from the avenging angel. This is what we mean by suhstitmion—'hrist

died for me. Notice however :—(2) Accepting this sacrifice we must still regard ic as

representative. Pleading its efScacy, we not merely mean " Forgive me for Christ's

sake," but also, " I would be like Christ, I would give myself up wholly to Thy will

even as he has done—Accept me in him, make me like him !

" The doctrine of

substitution is only explained by this imderlying doctrine of identity, it could not other-

wise be a doctrine of salvation. 2. Our sustenance. We too, saved in Christ, have to

march on along the road which leads from slavery to freedom. To do tins we must
feed upon our ideal, " inwardly digest " it. What we ought to be ; what we hcpe to be

;

what Christ is. Our great advantage over the Jew is that our ideal is realised in a

person. To feed upon it is to feed upon Christ. To attain it is to be like Christ, to be

one with him.
Application. Christ died for us. True, but Christ dying for us implies that we also

die with him. Dedication of a substitute not enough unless self is dedicated in the

substitute. Very well wishing to be happy, and the hope of many is little more than

this. God, however, means us to be holy, and there is no easy road to holiness.

Accept the ideal, accept Christ out and out, we shall find him more than an ideal : he

will strengthen and sustain us till we attain it. Forget what the ideal is ; forget what
dedication means ; we may yet find that it is possible for those who are saved from

bondage to perish in the wilderness.—

G

EXPOSITION.

Ver. 21—M.

—

The First Passover. Hav-

ing received the Divine directions as to the

new rite, if not with all the fulness ultimately

given them, yet with sufficient fulness for the

immediate purpose, Moses proceeded to com-

municate the Divine Will to the people under

his protection. Having already aroused the

jealousy and hatred of Pharaoh, he could not

summon a general assembly of the people, but

he ventured to call a meeting of the elders, or

heads of principal families, and through them
communicated the orders which he had re-

ceived to the entire nation. We find, in the

directions which he gave, two small points

which are not comprised in the record of

God's words to him. 1. The designation of

the " hyssop," as the instrument by which the

blood was to be placed on the side-posts and
lintel (ver. 22) ; and, 2. The injunction not

to quit the house " until the morning." These
peints may ha^e beenc-outained in the original

iirectiouB, though omitted from th* record for

brevity; or they may have been added by
Moses of his own authority. On the other

hand, several very main points vi the original

directions are not repeated in tlie injunctions

given to the elders, though there can be no
doubt that tliey were communicated

Ver. 21.—Draw out

—

i.e., "Withdraw
from the flock." (See ver. 3.) A lamb. The
word used is generic, and would not exclude
the offering of a goat.

Ver. 22.—A bunch of hyssop. The hyssop
was regarded as having purging or pmifying
qualities, and was used in the cleaasiug of the
leper (Lev. xiv. 4j, and of the leprous house
{ibid. 51—52j, and also fonncd an element in

the " water of separation " (Num. xix. 6).

It was a species of plant which grew on
walls, and was generally low and insignificaiit

(1 Kings iv. 33), yet which could furnish a
stick or stalk of some length (John xix. 29).
It must also have been a common plant in

Egypt, the wilderness, and I'nlaotiue. Two
suggestions are made with respe 'tto it. On«^
that it was a species of marjonua {Origarum
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JEgyptiacum, or 0. Syriacuni) common in both
Egypt and Syria ; the other that it was the

eaper plant {Capparii epinosa), which abounds
especially in the Desert. (Stanley, Sinai and
Palestine, p. 21.) It is in favour of this

latter identification, that the modem Arabic
name for the caper plant is asaf or osu/,

which excellently represents the Hebrew ezo6,

the word uniformly rendered in our version

by " hyssop." The blood that is in the basin.

The Septuagint and Vulgate render—"that
is on the threshold.'" Saph—the word trans-

lated " basin " has the double meaning. None
of yon shall go out. Moses may well have
given this advice on his own authority, with-

out any Divine conamanfl. (See introductory

paragraph.) He woul-. feel that beyond the

protection of the blood of the lamb, there was
no assiu-ance of safety.

Ver. 23.—Compare verses 12, 13 which
•re closely followed. The only important

difference is, the new expression, " The Lord
will not suffer the destroyer to come in,"

which has generally been regarded as imply-

ing, that the actual agent in the killing of the

firet-bom was a " destroying angel." But it

is to be noted that elsewhere Jehovah himself

is everywhere spoken of as the sole agent

;

and that in the present passage the word used

has the meaning of " destruction " no less than
that of " destroyer." Bishop Lowth's idea of

•n opposition between God and the destroying

«ngel (^Comment on Isaiah xxxi. 5) is scarcely

tenable.

Ver. 2i.—To thee and to thy children.

The change from the plural to the singular if

curious. Perhaps, we are to understand that
Moses insisted on the perpetuity of the ordi-

nance to each of the elders severally.

Ver. 25.—The land which the Lord will
give you, according as he hath promised.
See above, ch. iii. 8—17 ; vi. 4 ; and compare
Gen. xvii. 8 ; xxviii. 4, etc.

Ver. 26.—When your children shall say
unto you, what mean ye by this service.

Apparently, Moses adds these injunctions by
his own sole authority. He assumes that
curiosity will be aroused by the strange and
peculiar features of the Paschal ceremony,
and that each generation in succession wUl
wish to know its meaning and origin.

Ver. 27.—It is the sacrifice. It has been
denied that the Paschal lamb was, in the true

sense of the word, a sacrifice (Cai-pzov and
others). But this passage alone is decisive on
the question, and proves that it was. More-
over, it was offered in the holy place (Deut.
xvi. 5, 6 ) ; the blood of it was sprinkled

upon the altar, and the fat was burnt (2 Chr.
XXX. 16 ; XXXV. 11). Compare also Ex. xxiii.

18 ; Num. ix. 7 ; Deut. xvi. 2. The people
bowed the head and worshipped. Bather,
" and made obeisance." Compare ch. iv. 31.

By " the people " seems to be meant " the
elders of the people." (See ver. 21.)

Ver. 28.—So did they. The long series of

miracles wrought by Moses and Aaron had so

impressed the people, that they yielded •
nndoubting and ready obedience

HOmLETICS.

Ter. 22.

—

No sa/eti/for man "beyond the limits protected hy the LamVs atoning Hood,

No Israelite was to pass beyond the door of his house until the morning, lest he should

be destroyed by the destroyer. Within the precincts, protected by the blood of the

luub, he was safe. Let Christians beware of stepping beyond the limits whereto

the atoning blood extends. Those step beyond the limits

—

I. Who tempt (jOD by dallying with sin. Atonement has been made for us,

we feel. We have had moments of assurance that atonement and forgiveness are ours.

We have had an impression that we were safe. At once the Evil One begins to whisper

to our hefi'ts that there is no longer any need of our walking warily, of our being afraid

to put ourselves in temptation's way, of our flying all contact with evU ; and we are too

apt to listen to his suggestions, to regard the danger of falling from grace as past, and to

allow ourselves a liberty in which there is too often awful peril. We draw near the

confines of sin, confident that we shall sin no more ; and lo ! we are entangled in the

meshes. And why ? Because we have gone beyond the limits protected by the atoning

Hood. We have opened the door and stepped out. We have turned our backs upon the

redeeming marks and put them behind us. We have been over-trustful in our

own strefigth.

n. Who aee puffed up by the thought of theib spiritual attainments an©
PBTViLEGES. " Pride goeth before a fall." Pride was the great temptation of the Jew,

who felt himself one of God's peculiar people, to whom pertained " the adoption, and the

glory, and the covenants, and the giving of the law, and the service of God, and the

promises" (llom. ix. 4). And pride often tempts the Christian, who has realised the

work of Christ on his behalf, and the greatness of the salvation wi'ought for him. But
T 2
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pride 18 one of the deadly sins, and at once severs the soul from Christ. The blood of

the covenant does not extend its protection over the paths which are trodden by the foot

•f pride. He who enters on them has wandered beyond the door which bears tli»

redemption-marks, and is open to the assa'xlts of the destroyer.

in. Who fold theib hakds and cease to be zealous of good wobks, as

THOUGH THEY HAD ALREADY ATTAiSBD. Though we canuut, by anything that we can

do, merit our own salvation, or redeem ourselves or others (Ps. xlix. 7), yet God will

have us "work while it is day," and the atoning blood of Christ atones for those only

who are " careful to maintain good works " (Tit. iii. 8). Idleness, apathy, sloth, are

contrary to his will and his word ; and the man who indulges in them has strayed

beyond the prescribed limits and lost the needful protection. Well for him if he

discovers his mistake in time to return, and " do again the first works " (Rev. ii. 5), and

•0 regain the lost shelter ! It is needless to say that the atoning blood can avail none

who (1) reject the atonement ; or, (2) despise it, by giving it no thought ; or, (3) trample

it under foot by leading an immoral and ungodly life. These are as far removed from

its protection as were the Egyptians,

Vers. 26, 27.— The obligation of men to tectck the true meaning of rites and cere-

monies to their children. The rites and ceremonies of a religion are liable to be

misunderstood in two ways. 1. They may be regarded as vinimportant, trifling, nay,

even as superstitious—a weight and an encumbrance on true vital religion. Or,

2. They may be assigned more importance than is their due ; considered to be that in

which religion mainly consists, believed to have an inherent power and efficacy which i»

fitf from belonging to them. Men are prone to extremes ; and most persons are naturally

inclined either unduly tu exalt, or unduly to depreciate religious ceremonies. Of the

two evils, undue depreciation would seem to be the worse, for the following reason :

—

1. Dndue depreciation of ceremonies (o) tends to make them of little service to

men when they actually take part in them, since they neither prepare themselves

projierly beforehand, so as to derive from them the benefit they might, nor enter into

tiiem with much heart at the time of their occurrence, nor help their effect by devout

meditation upon them afterwards, (h) It causes an infrequent participation in the

ceremonies by the depreciators, who, expecting but little benefit in the future, and

being conscious of but little benefit in the past, allow small obstacles to prevent their

attendance at services which they do not value, (c) In extreme cases, it produces

either complete abstention from, or sometimes actual abrogation of the rite, whereby

advantages are forfeited on the part of whole soctions of believers which would other-

wise have been enjoyed by them. Thus the Society of Friends loses the benefit of both

sacraments, with sad results to the spiritual life of numbers.

n. Undue exaltation of ceremonies has the advantage of at any rate retaining

them in use, so that their benefit is not wholly lost. It often, however, greatly lessens

the benefit (a) by exaggerated and superstitious views of its nature, and (h) by the

attribuiion of the benctit to the mere formal participation in the rite irrespective of the

participator's preparation, attention, and dcvoutness at the time. Further, it is apt to

produce such a reliance on the ceremonies as is unfavourable to practical efforts at

improving the moral character and making advances towards Christian perfection.

Careful instruction in the true nature and value of ceremonial observances is thus

of the highest importance ; and parents should i)erhaps scarcely wait till their children

*ask the meaning" of public worship, baptism, confirmation, the Lord's supper, etc.,

before enlightening them on the true nature and value of each. In so doing, it will

always be of use to set forth the historical origin of each usage, to show when and how
it arose, and to draw attention to what Scrijiture says on the subject. Men's private

views are various, and may be mistaken, but the Scriptures cannot but be true ; and a

knowledge of what is contained in the Bible with respect to each Christian rite or

ceremony will be an excellent basis for the formation of a sound and healthy opinica

OD the subject when, in the course of time, the different views of different section* of

believers come to be known
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 21—^29.

—

** Christ our Passover." The Passover was an eminent type of Christ.
It was probably to it the Baptist referred when he said, " Behold the Lamb of God,
which taketh away the sia of the world " (John i. 29). Paul gives a decisive utterance
CD the question in the words :

" Christ our passover is sacrificed for us " (1 Cor. v. 7).

L Point:s of analogy bet\veen the true passo\t;b and its type. 1. In both
ihe death of a blameless victim. The lamb, physically blameless (ver. 5); Christ,
morally faiiltless. A sinful world needs a sinless Saviour. It has one in Christ. The
Binlessness of Christ, a moral miracle. Proofs of this sinlessness. (1) Christ asserts his
own freedom from sin (John viii. 29—46 ; xiv. 30). (2) In no part of his conduct does
he betray the least consciousness of guilt. "Set it is admitted that Jesus possessed the
finest moral insight of any man who has ever lived. (3) His apostles, coe and all,

believed him to be sinless (2 Cor. v. 21; Hel S. 15; 1 Pet. liT 22; 1 John iii. 5).

(4) His enemies could find no fault in him (IMati;. xxvi. 60 ; xxvii. 23, 24). (5) The
Tery traitor confessed the innocence of Christ (Matt, xxvii. 4). (6) The delineation of
his character in the gospels bears out the averment of his moral blamelessness. (7) The
captious efibrta which have been made, by fixing on a few paltry points in the gospel
narratives to impeach Christ's sinlessness, indirectly prove it. " As if sin could ever
need to be made out against a real sinner in this smaU way of special pleadinof ; or as if

it were ever the way of sin to err in single particles, or homoeopathic quantities of
wrong" (Bushnell). 2. In both, the design is to secure redemptionfrom a dreadful evil.

In the one case, from the wrath of God revealed against Egypt in the smiting of its

first-bom. In the other, from the yet more terrible wrath of God revealed against all

ungodliness and imrighteousness of men (Rom. i. 18). " Jesus, which delivered us from
the wrath to come" (1 Thess. i. 10). " Saved from wrath through him" (Hom. v. 9).

8. In both, the principle of the deliverance is that of vicarious sacrifice. The lamb was
substituted for the first-bom. It protected the house, on whose door-posts the bit od
was sprinkled, from the stroke of the avenger. The substitutionary character of the
death of Christ is, in like manner, afiirmed rn innumerable Scriptures. Jesus " died for

the imgodly " (Rom. v. 6). He " suflered for sins, the just for the unjust " (1 Pet. iii. 18).
He gave "his life a ransom for many" (Matt. xix. 28). His blood is a propitiation
(Rom. iii. 25). There is just ground for the remark of Coleridge (we quote from
memory) that a man who would deal with the language of his fathers will, as
Unitarians on this and other points do with the language of the New Testament, would
be liable to an action at law. 4. In both, there was needfor an act of personal, appro-
priatingfaith. " The people bowed the head, and worshipped- And the children of

Israel went away, and did as the Lord had commanded " (vers. 27, 28). " Through faith

(they) kept the passover, and the sprinkling of blood," etc. (Heb. xi. 28). Their faith

showed itself in sprinkling the blood on their door-posts and lintels, and in sheltering

themselves under it. Nothing short of this would have availed to save them. So it is

not knowledge about Christ, but faith in him
;
personal application to his blood, and

trust in it as the means of salvation, which secures our safety. Faith is the bimch of

hyssop. 5. In both, the slain lamb becomes thefood of the new life. There was, on th«
part of the Israelites, a sacrificial feast upon the flesh of the lamb. This denoted,
indeed, peace and fellowship with God, but it was also an act of nourishment. Simi-
larly, under the Gospel, the new life is nourished by feeding upon Christ. We make
him ours by inward appropriation and assimilation, and so are spiritually nomished for

all holy service (cf. John vi.). Minor typical features might be insisted upon (male of
the first year, roast with fire, not a bone broken, unleavened bread, bitter herbs of con-
trition, etc.), but tae above are the broad and outstanding ones.

n. The subpassing excellence of the true passover. It belongs to the natiue
of a type that it should be surpassed by the antitype. The type is taken from a
lower sphere than the thing which it represents. So com])leteIy, in the case of the pass-
over, does the reality rise above the type, that when we begin to reflect on it the sense
of likeness is all but swallowed up in the sense of disproportion. How great, 1. The
contrast in the redemptions. The redemption from Egypt, though spiritual elements
were involved in it, was ]rimarily a redemption from the power of Pharaoh, and froDi •
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temporal judgment about to fall on Egypt . Tnderlying it, there was the need for a yet

peater redemption—a redemption from the curse of a broken law, and from the tyranny

of Bin and Satan ; from death spiritual, temporal, and eternal. It is this higher redemp-
tion which Christ has achieved, altering, through his death, the whole relation of God to

maD, and of (believing) man to Goi 2. The contrast in the victims. That, an
irrational lamb ; this, the Eternal Son of God in human nature, the Lord's own Christ.

3. The contrast in the efficacy of the blood. The hlood of the passover lamb had no
inherent virtue to take away sin. Whatever virtue it possessed arose from God'g
appointment, or from its typical relation to the sacrifice of Christ. Its imperfection aa

a sacrifice was seen (1) In the multitude of the victims. (2) In the npetition of the

service (Heb. x. 1—3). But what the flowing of the blood of millions of lambs, year

by year slain in atonement for sin could not acliieve, Christ has achieved once for all by
the offering up of his holy body and soul. The dignity of his person, the greatness of

his love, his holy will, the spirit of perfect self-sacrifice in which he, himself sinless,

offered himself up to bear the curse of sin for the unholy, confers upon his oblation an
exhaustless meritoriousness. Its worth and sufficiency are infinite (Heb. x. 10—15

;

1 Pet. i. 19 ; 1 John ii. 2). 4. The contrast in the specific blessings obtained. The
difference in these springs from the contrast in the redemptions. Israel obtained (1)
Escape from judgment. (2) Outward Uberty. (3) Guidance, care, and instruction in

the desert. (4) Ultimately, an earthly inheritance. Ife receive, through Christ,

(1) Pardon of all sins. (2) A complete justifj'ing righteousness, carrying with it the

title to eternal life. (3) Renewal and sanctification by the Spirit. (4) Every needed
temporal and spiritual blessing in life. (5) Heaven at the close, with triumph ovar

death, the hope of a resurrection, and of final perfecting in glory.—J. 0.

Ver. 26, 27.—" What mean ye by this service?" Apply to the Lord's Supper.

L A QUESTION TO BE PUT BY THE COMMUNICANT TO HIMSELF. Qualification for the

Lord's table includes " knowledge to discern the Lord's body," as well as " faith to feed

upon him."
II. A QUESTIOK LIKELY TO BE PUT TO THE COMMUNICANT BY HIS CHILDREN. 1.

The children are presumed to be spectators of the ordinance. It is well that children

should be present during the administration of the sacraments. It awakens their

interest. It leads them to inquire. 2. The ordinance hfitt&l to attract attention. An
external interest attaches to it. It appeals to the senses. The symlx)Uc acts and
movements prompt to inquiry. 3. It furnishes an excellent opportunity for imparting

instruction. Children will attend to Jin explanation of the sacraments, who will pay
little attention to a book or a sermon. The symbolism of the ordinance aids instruc-

tion ; makes it vivid and impressive.

III. A QUESTION WHICH THE CHRISTIAN PARENT SHOULD BE ABLE TO ANSWER TO
HIS CHiLDRKN. It is a sad matter when a parent is incapable of sitting down, and
instructing his children in the meaning of the sacramental symbol. It betrays some-
thing worse than ignorance ; not improbably, a total want of spiritual religion.

IV. The answer to this question involves a statement of the greatest
TKBiTiEs OF OUR FAITH. The Jew had to answer to his child—" It is the sacrifice of

the Lord's passover," etc. (ver. 27). The Christian has to answer, " It is the memorial
of our Lord's death, in atonement for our sins." He has to tell—1. How we were in

guilt and danger. 2. How, for the love wherewith he loved us, Christ gave himself up
to the death for our redemption. 3. How, for his sake, we are forgiven and acccjited.

4. How the ungodly world has still God's wTath resting upon it. It is wonderful to

reflect how simply, yet how perfectly, God has provided for the handing do\^Ti of a

testimony to these great truths in the ordinance of the Lord's Supper. The pulpit

may fail to preach the doctrine of atonement ; Rationahstic and Unitarian teachers may
deny it ; but as often as the Lord's Supper is observed, on the model of the New Testa-

m'jnt, the truth is anew proclaimed in uumistakalile symbols. To give a child a satis-

factory explanation of the Lord's Supper, embodying the words of institution, would be

alm'/St of necessity, to preach a sermon on the atonement.—J. 0.

V'Tti. 26—27.

—

The children's question in Canaan. 1. It was a question to bi

mcTKD. The service was one to provoke curiosity. It was not some dai\\ action of
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the household, of which the children learned the meaning and purpose almost uncon-
Bciously. The grinding of the com, the kneading of the dough, in a very short tima
explained themselves. But when as the beginning of the year drew round, it brought
with it these special observances, the slaying and eating of the lamb and the seven days
of unleavened bread, there was everything to make a child ask, " What is this being
done for ? " God makes one thing to fit into another. He institutes services of such a
kind, with such elements of novelty and impressiveness in them, that the ch Idrenmaks
it easier for them to be instructed in the things that belong to his will. And what wa»
true concerning this passover service, is also true, more or less, concerning all that is

revealed in the Scriptures. The great facts of Divine revelation are such as to provoka
curiosity, even in a child's mind. If it be true that the Scriptiu"es are given to guide

us all the way through life, then what is more reasonable to expect than that God will

have placed much in them to stir up attention and inquiry from those who are just at

the beginning of life ?

n. Hence this was a question to be encoubaged. Every advantage was to b«
taken of childish curiosity. Inquisitive children are often reckoned a nuisance, and told

to be quiet
;
yet such a policy as this, though it may save trouble in the present, may

lead to a great deal mure trouble in the future. A stupid child who never asks ques-

tions, is to be reckuuL'd an object of pity and a source of periL God has always in mind
how to make each generation better instructed than the one going before ; more obedient

to him, and more serviceable for his purposes. The temptation of the grown people iu

Israel was to undervalue what was going on in the minds of their children. Remember
how Mary and Joseph suffered through their want of forethought on this point. The
Qod who watches human beings all the way from the cradle to the grave knows well

how children, even very little children, have their own thoughts about things ; and he
wanted the people to give them every encouragement and information. One questioa

wisely answered leads to the asking of other questions. Thus, by the continuance of aa
inquiring mood in the mind, and thus only, is profitable information to be given. Infor-

mation is not to be poured into the mind as into a bucket ; it must be taken as food,

with appetite, and digestive and assimilating power. Thus if the question were not

asked, if, while the passover preparations were being made, a child stood by in stoUd

unconcern, or ran away heedlessly to play, such conduct would fill a wise parent with

solicitude. He would look upon it as being even more serious than a failure of physical

health. He would do all he could by timely suggestions to bring the question forth.

Ingenuity and patience may do much to bring curiosity into action, and if the question

were not asked it would have to be assumed. The narrative of the passover was a most
important one for every Israelite child to hear and remember ; and if only the narrative

was begun, it might soon excite the requisite and much desired interest.

III. It was a question which gave great scope for usefulness to the childreh

IN THE ANS^VERiNG OF IT. God, indeed, directs how it is to be answered ; but vi course,

it is not meant that there was to be a formal, parrot-like confinement to these words.

What, for instance, could be more gratifying to the children, who in after times asked

this question, than to begin by pointing out to them, how God himself expected them
to ask this question ? Then the words he had directed Moses to provide for an answer,

might be repeated. But it would have been a poor spiritless answer, impleasing to God,

and profitless to the children, if it had stopj^ed with the bare utterance of the words ia

ver. 27. There was room for much to be said, that would very peculiarly impress the

mind of a thoughtful child. It might be reminded that whereas, now, little children

were bom in the freedom of Can;mn, some among their forefathers had been Ixnn in the

bondage of Egypt. It might be told of that Pharaoh who had threatened the men-

children with destruction. In particular, the story of the infant Moses might be told.

So now, in those parts of the world where the idols are abolished, and fomicr idolaters

are gathered round the throne of grace for Christian worship, an opportunity is giveo

for explaining to the children, in how much better a state, and with how much better

gurrovmdings they are brought up. " What mean ye by this service ? " was a question

whioh could be answered in form, and yet with such absence of heart, as utterly to chill

and thwart the eager inquirer. Whereas, if it were only answered with evident care,

with amplitude of detail, with loving desire to interest and satisfy, then the child thus

fitTOured, would be laid under great obligations to be thanicful in feeling, aiid derotfld
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in service. A question of this sort gave great opportunity. Happy those who could
seize the opportunity at once, and use it to the full.

IV. It was a question which came to call every Israelite, at the annual
OBSERVANCE OF THE PaSSOVER. TO A CAREFUL CONSIDERATION OF HIS OWN FEELINGS WITH
KESPECT TO IT. It was a question which helped to guard against formality. A little

childmay render a great service, without knowing it. eveti to a grown man. God can
send tlie little ones, to test, to rebuke, to warn, to stir out of lethargy. " What mean
ye by this service ?" How is the Israelite of the grown generation to answer this

question ? He may tell the child what the service is intended for, the historical facts

out of which it arose, and the Divine appoiutments concerning it: but after all, this is

no real answer to the question. It may be an answer to satisfy the inquiring child, and
yet leave the person wno lias to give it, with a barbed arrow in his memory and cou-

Bcience. Notice the precise terms of the question. Wliat mean ye by this service ? How
should the child ask in any other terms ? It looks and sees the parents doing some-
thing new and strange ; and to them it naturally looks for explanation and guidance.

The question is not simply, " Why ia this thing being done ? " but " Why are you
doing it, and what do you mean by it ? " It became only too possible in the lapse of

ages, to go through this service in a cold, mechanical, utterly unprofitable way. Not
so, we may be sure, was it observed the first time in Egypt, on the night of deliverance.

Then all was excitement, novelty, and overflowing emotion. Be it ours, in considering

all outward and visible acts in connection with religion, all symbolic and commemorative
institutions, to ask ourselves in great closeness and candour of jiersonal self-a^jplication,

" What mean we by this service ? " Do we mean anything at all, and if so, what is it

that we mean ? To answer this is not easy : it is not meant to be easy. Perhaps one

great reason why there are such marked and unabated differences of opinion with

res|ject to Baptism and the Lord's Supper is, that we have never sufficiently considered

the question, " What mean ye by these services ? " It is hard work to be quit of mere
BUi>erstition, mere clinging to outward observances as matters of custom, tradition, and
respectability. It is very certain that to this question of the childien, put in all its

particular emphasis, only too many fathers in Israel would have been forced to reply, " Wo
do this thing because our fathers did it." Remember that forms are, in themselves,

nothing to the invisible, spiritual God. Their value is as coutaiLing, protecting and
expressing what we have to present. That which pleased Jehovah and profited Israel

was not the outward passover service, but the intelligence, the perceptions, the gratitude,

the aspirations, and the hopes that lay behind it.—Y.

Vers. 21—28.

—

Israd and the sacrifice for sin. I. Christ slain by us. The
lamb's blood was not only shed for them, but also by them. The crucifying of Jesua

by the Jews, the revelation of what lies in every unrenewed heart. " They shall look

upon him whom they have pierced."

II. What is NEEOFtiL fob salvation. 1. Appropriating faith. It was the blood

•pplied with their own hunds to the door of the dwelling that slaved those within. It

is not enough that the blood be shed. Is it upon our gates * Have we set it by faith

between us and destruction? 2. It must be ajjilied as God directs us. It was
sprinkled on the lintel and doorposts—not w^ithin, but without. It is not enough that

we believe. We must make open profession of our faith. 3. We must abide within

until the day dawn and salvation come. To put that blood (which should be between
ug and the world) behind us, no longer to hide within it but to forget it, is to renounce
salvation. Are we without or within tlie blood-stained gateway ? We are saved if we
hold the beginning of our confidence steadfast unto the end.

III. God's covenant oiveb perfect security (ver. 25). The shed blood stands

between us and death. The awe and joy of redeemed Israel, a faint emblem of the awe
nd joy which we shall feel, who shall see the judgment of sin but only from afar.

IV. The duty of the redeemed. 1. Perj^tuai remembrance (ver. 23). We mu.st,

In the ordinance of Christ's own ap]X)intment, shew his death liU he come. 2. The
banding down tlie knowledge of salvation (vers. 26, 27). Christiana should glory in the
8t0(7 of the Crotxi.
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EXPOSITION.

Vera. 29, 30.—The Tenth Plague. At last

the time had come for the dealing of the final

blow. Nine plagues had been sent, nine in-

flictions endured, and no serious effect had

been produced. Once or twice Pharaoh had

wavered, had made profession of submitting

himself, had even acknowledged his sin. But

each time he had relapsed into obstinacy.

Now at length the fiat had gone forth for that

last plague which had been aimounced the

first (ch. iv. 23). Pharaoh's own son, his

firstborn, the heir to his throne, was smitten

•with death, in common with all the other

male Egyptians who had " opened the womb."

What the effect on the king would have been,

had he alone suffered, we cannot certainly say.

As it was, the whole population of the country,

nobles, tradesmen, peasants, suffered with

him ; and the feeling aroused was so intense

that the popular movement left him no

choice. The Egyptians everywhere " rose up

in the night" (ver 30), and raised "a great

cry," and insisted that the Israelites should

depart at once (ver. 33). Each man feared

for himself, and felt his life insecure, so long

u a single Israelite remained in the land.

Ver. 29.—At midnight. As prophesied by
Moses (ch. xi. 4). The day had not been
fixed, and this uncertainty must have added
to the horror of the situation. The first-bom
of Pharaoh. We have no proof that the
eldest son of Menephthah died before his

father, unless we take this passage as proving

it. He left a son, called Seti-Menephthah, or

Seti II., who either succeeded him, or reigned
after a short interval, during which the throne

was held by Ammonmes, a usurper. The
first-bom of the captive who was in the dun-
geon. This phrase takes the place of

another expression, viz. " the first-bom of the
maid-servant that is behind the mill " (ch. xi

5). In both cases, the general meaning is,

" all, from the highest to the lowest." This
is perhaps the whole that is in the writer's

thought ; but it is also true that captives m
dungeons were in some cases employed in

turning hand-mills (Judg. xvi. 21). And all

the first-bom of cattle. Rather, " of beasts."

There is no limitation of the plague t4

domesticated animals.

Ver. 30.—And Pharaoh rose up in the
night, and all Ms servants. This general
disturbance differentiates the present visita-

tions from that which came upon the host of

Sennacherib (2 Kings xix. 35). Then, the
calamity came with such silence and secrecy,

that the deaths were not suspected until men
rose to go about their various tasks in the
morning Now, every household seems to

have been aroused from its sleep in the night.

We must suppose sharp and painful illness,

terminating after a few hours in death. The
disaster itself may have been one from which
Egypt often suffers in the spring of the year
(Kalisch) : but its attacking all the firstborn

and no others, and no Israelites, as well as iti

announcement, plainly showed it to be miracu-
lous. There was a great cry. See the com-
ment on ch. xi. 6. For there was not a house
where there was not one dead. This is per-

haps a slight hyperbole. There would be
many families in which there was no son

;

and some houses might contain no male who
had opened the womb. It is always to be
borne in mind, that the language of Scripture

—especially where exciting and tragical events

are narrated—is poetical, or at the least highly
rhetorical

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 29, 30.

—

The death of the first-born. From the death of the first-bom we
may learn :

—

I. The 8EVEBITT OF GtOd's long deferred judgments. That punishment will over-

take the wicked sooner or later was the conviction of heathendom no less than of the
Jewish and Christian worlds. Horace says—" Judgment may halt, but yet it rarely

fails to overtake the guilty one at last." TibuUus—" Wretch, though at first thy sin

no judgment meet, vengeance will come at length with silent feet." But the greater

beaviness of the punishment that is long deferred does not appear to have attracted

their notice. Yet experience might have taught it them. Who has not seen the long
triumphant career of a thoroughly bad man, crowned with success for years, seeming to

turn ^ he touched to gold, " flourishing," as the Psalmist has it, '* like a green bay
tree," yet ending in calamities and misfortunes so striking, and so heaped one upon,

another, as to draw general attention? It is invidious, perhaps, to note instances ; but
the present generation has seen at least one example among the crowned b«ads ol
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Europe. And Scripture is full of examples. How long God's Spirit strove with men in

the antediluvian world, as they proceeded from one wickedness to another, heaping up

to themselves wrath against the day of wrath, till the flood came and swept away the

ungodly ! For what a prolonged term of years must the long-suffering of God have

borne with the cities of the plain, as they more and more corrupted themselves, till in

all Sodom there were not ten godly men left! And then, how signal the punishment!

Again, what an instance is Ahab of the operation of the law I Flourishing in every

way, in spite of his numerous sins—his idolatries, cruelties, selfishness, meanness,

hatred of &od's servants—victorious over Benhadad, supported by all the forces of

Jehoshaphat, encouraged by his successes to undertake an aggressive war against Syria

—and then struck down in a moment, slain by an arrow shot at a venture (1 Kings xxii.

34)—his blood licked up by dogs—his wife and seventy sons murdered ! The Pharaohs

and the Egyptians had now worked their wicked will on Israel for a century or more,

since the king arose "who knew not Joseph"—all this time they had been treasuring

up to themselves wrath (Rom. ii. 5) —and now it had fallen upon them in full force.

Let sinners beware of trying the forbearance and long-suffering of God too far—let

them tremble when all goes well with them, and no punishment comes. Let them be

assured that the account of their offences is strictly kept, and that for each they will

have to suffer. Delay does but mean accumulation. However long suspended, the

bolt will fall at last, and it will be proportioned in its severity to the length of the

delay, and the amount of the wrath stored up.

IL The suddenness with which they come upon men. It was night—it was the

hour of repose, of peace, silence, tranquillity. All had gone to rest unsuspectingly.

No one anticipated evil. Each said to himself, as he lay down, " To-morrow shall be

as this day, and much ra<.re abundant," when suddenly, without warning, there was

death everywhere. Fathers saw the light of their eyes snatched from them—mothers

beheld their darlings struggling in the agonies of dissolution. A shrill, prolonged cry

sounded throughout the land. So the flood came upon man unawares (Luke xvii, 27)

—and a sudden de>truction overthrew the cities of the plain (ib. 28, 29)—and Ahab
found himself mortally wounded when he was thinking of nothing but victory—and in

the height of his pride Herod Agrippa was seized with a fearful malady—and Uzziah's

leprosy smote him in a moment—and in the night of his feast was Belshazzar slain.

Wicked men are for the most part thinking of nothing less when the judgments of God
fall upon them. They have said to their soul

—" Soul, thou hast much goods laid up
for many years ; take thine ease, eat, drink, and be merry," when the dread sentence

goes forth
—" Thou fool, this night thy soul shall be required of thee." God's judg-

ments often come in the night. We know not what a day, nor what a night may
biiug forth. Let us commend our souls to God when we Ue down to rest, and repeat

the prayer of the Litany against sudden death.

IIL The impautiamty with which they are dealt out upon all conditions of

MKN. "Pale death soiites equally the poor man's hut and the king's palace," says a

heathen moralist. And so it is with all God's judgments. He is no respecter of persona.
" Without respect of persons he judgeth according to every man's work" (1 Pet. i. 17).

Greatness fur.iishes no security against him. His messengers can enter the palace,

elude the sentinels, pass the locked doors, make their way into the secret chamber,

smite the monarch, sleeping or waking, with disease, or death, or frenzy. Nor can

obscurity escape him; "All things are naked and open unto the eyes of him with

wliom we have to do." The lowest dungeon, the most wretched garret, the obscurest

cellars are within his ken, their inmates known, the moral condition of each and all of

them noted. His judgments find men out as easily in the darkest haunts of vice, or

the must wretched abodes of poverty, as in royal mansions. And as greatness will not

prevent him from chastising, so neither will meanness. The "woman behind the

mill," the "captive in the dungeon" are his creatures and his servants, no less than

the great, and mu^t be either his true servants, or rebels against his authority. If

they are the latter, their obscurity and insignificance will not save them from his

judgments, any more than the great man's greatness will save him. Vice must not

look for uapunity because U is low-p'aced, and h:d?s itself in \ corner.
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 29—31.

—

The death of the first-born. On this see ch. xi. 4—7. Obaerv*
here

—

I. This judgment is based on the principle of representation. Hitherto, the
plagues had fallen on the Egyptians indiscriminately. Now, a change is made to the
principle of representation. Egypt, Israel also, is represented in its first-born. When
a death-penalty was to be inflicted, the lines had to be drawn more sharp and clear.

We are reminded that this principle of representation holds a vitally important place
in God's moral government. The illustrations which more immediately ali'ect ourselves
are, first, the representation of the race in Adam, and second, its representation in

Christ (Rom. v. 12—21). Hence it is not altogether fanciful to trace a relation to

Christ even in this judgment on the first-born. 1. Christ is the great first-born of tht

race. We catch some glimpse of this by looking at the matter from the side of Israel.

Israel, as God's son, his first-bom, is admitted to have been a type of Christ (cf. Matt,
ii. 15). Much more were the first-born in Israel—the special representatives of this
peculiar feature in the calling of the nation—types of Christ. They resembled him in
that they bore the guilt of the rest of the people. But Christ, as the Son of mart,
sustained a relation to more than Israel. He is, we may say, the great First-born of the
race. Egypt as well as Israel was represented in him. 2. The death of Christ is not
only God's great means of saving the worlds but it is dod^s great judgment upon the sin

of the world. It is indeed the one, because it is the other. There is thus in the death
of Christ, both the Israel side and the Egypt side. There is some shadow of vicarious
endurance of penalty—of the one suffering for, and bearing the guilt of, the many

—

even in the destruction of Egypt's first-born. 3. The death of Christ, which brings
salvation to the believing, is the earnest of final doom to the unbelieving portion of the

race. This also is exhibited in principle in the history of the exodus. In strictness,

the first-bom were viewed as having died, both in Israel and Egypt. The Egyptian
first-bom died in person ; the Israelitish first-born in the substituted lamb. The death
of a first-born in person could typify judgment in the room, or in the name, of others;

but the first-born being himself one of the guilty, his death could not (even in type)
properly redeem. Hence the substitution of the lamb, which held forth in prophecy
the coming of the true and sinless fii'st-bom, whose death would redeem. But Christ's

death, to the unbelieving part of mankind—the wilfully and obstinately unbelieving

—

is a prophecy, not of salvation, but of judgment. God's judgment on sin in the person
of Christ, the first-bom, is the earnest of the doom which will descend on all who refuse

him as a Saviour. And this was the meaning of the death of the first-born in Egypt.
That death did not redeem, but forewarned Egypt of yet worse doom in store for it if it

continued in its sins. The first-bom endured, passed under, God's judgment, for the
sin of the nation ; and so has Christ passed under, endured God's judgment, for the sin

even of the unbelieving. Egypt, not less than Israel, was represented in him ; but to

the one (Egypt as representative of hostility to the kingdom of God) his death means
doom ; to the other (Israel as representative of the people of God) it means salvation.

XL This judgment compelled Pharaoh to relax his hold on Israel. It waa
the consummating blow. Imagination fails in the attempt to realise it. As we write,

accounts come to hand of the terrific storm of Oct. 14 (1881), attended by a lamentable
loss of life on the lierwickshire coast of ^Scotland. The storm was sudden, and preluded

by an awful and ominous darkness. Cf. with remarks on ninth plague the following

:

—** I noticed a black-looking cloud over by the school, which shortly spread over all

the sky out by the Head. Sea, sky and ground all seemed to be turning one vmiversnl

grey-blue tint, and a horrible sort of stillness fell over everything. The women were
all gathering at their doors, feeling that something awful was coming. No fewer than
200 fishermen and others are believed to have perished, the village of l^^yemouth alone
losing 129. So connected by intermarriage is the population of the villages and
hamlets, that there is scarcely a family in any of them which is not called to mourn its

dead. The scenes are heart-rending. Business in every shape and form is paralysed."

An image this, and yet how faint, of the cry that went up in Egypt that night, when
tn erery house there was found one dead. Yet no stroke less severe would have serred
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the purpose, and this one is to be studied in view of the fact that it did prove tHectual

for its end. Observe, L It was a death-stroke. Death has a singular power in sub-

duing and melting the heart. It is the most powerful solvent God can apply to »

rebellious nature. It is sometimes tried when gentler means have failed. God remove*

your idoL He lays your dear one in the dust. You have resisted milder influences,

will you yield to this ? Your heart is for the moment bowed and broken, will the

repentance prove lasting, or will it be, like Pharaoh's, only for a time ? 2. It is a
death-(jrip upon the soul which is needed to make sin relax its hold upon it. "The
sorrows of death compassed me, and the pains of hell gat hold upon me; I found

trouble and sorrow. Then called I ujx^n the name of the Lord: Lord, I beseech thee,

deliver my soul " (Ps. cxvi. 3, 4). GxkI comes in the preaching of his law, and lays

his hand, a hand carrying death in it, upon the soul of the trembling transgressor, who
then for tiie first time realises the fatal and unspeakably awful position \n which he ha»

placed himself by sin. It is a death-sentence which is written in his conscience.

3. That which completes the liberation of the soul is a view of the meaning of the death

of Christ, Terror alone will not melt the heart. There is needed to efi'ect this the

influence of love. And where is love to be seen in such wonderful manifestation as at

the Cross of Christ ? What see we there ? The first-bom of the race expiring in awful

agony vmder the judgment of God for our sins. Is not this a spectacle to melt the

heart ? It is powerful enough, if earnestly contemplated, to make the Pharaoh that is

within us all relinquish his grip upon the captive spirit. What read we of the pro

spective conversion of Israel ?—" They shall look on Me whom they have pierced, a'jd

they shall mourn for him, as one moumeth for his only son ; and shall be in bitterness

for hirn, as one t?iat is in bitterness for his first-born" (Zech. xii. 10). See again. Acts

ii. 36, 37, " Let all the house of Israel know assuredly, that God hath made that same
Jesus whom ye have crucified, both Lord and Christ. Now when they heard this, they

were pricked in their hearts," etc. Cf. also Rev. L 7. 'ihe Cross inspires mourning

—

(1) By the spectacle it presents of holy suffering. (2) By the recollection of who it is

that there suffers. (3) By the thought that it is our own sins wluch are the cause of

this suffering. (4) By the thought that it is the judgment of God in the infliction of

the curse of sin which the Holy one is thus enduring. (5) By the conviction of sin,

and the dread of Divine justice, thus awakened. (Gj Above ail, by tae luiiuite love

shown in tuis gift of the >on, and in the Son's willingness to endure this awful agony
and shame for our 6alvation.^-J.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 31—36.—Thb Dismissal. The first

action seems to have been taken by Pharaoh.

The " cry " of the people had no doubt been

heard in the palace, and he was aware that

the blow had not fallen on himself alone, and

may have anticipated what the people's feel-

ings would be ; but he did not wait for any

direct pressure to be put upon him before

yielding. He sent his chief officers (ch. xi.

8) while it was still night (ch. xii. 31), to in-

form Moses and Aaron, not only that they

might, but that they munt take their depar-

ture immediately, with all the people, and

added that they might take with them their

flocks and herd* The surrender was thus

complete ; and it was accompanied by a
reqiiobt wliich we should scarcely have

txpccted. Pharafjh craved at the hands

of tJM two brothers a blessing I We are

not told how his request wa& received;

but that it should have been made is a

striking indication of how his pride was

humbled- The overture from Ph4raoh was
followed rapidly by a popular movement,

which was universal and irresistible The
Egyptians " rose up " everywhere, and "were

urgeut upon the people," to "send them out

of the land in haste " (ver. 33) ; and to expe-

dite their departure readily supplied them at

their request with gold and silver and rai-

ment (ver. 35), thus voluntarily spoiluij;

themselves for the benefit of the foreigners.

The Israelites, long previously prepared for

the moment which had now arrived, made
their final arrangements, and before the day

was over a lengthy column was set in motion

and procpcded from Rameses, which seems t<

have been a saburb of Tanis (Brugsch, BiM.
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§f Egypt, vol. ii. pp. 96—99), to an unknown
place called Succoth, which must have lain

towards the south-east, aiid was probably not

very remote from the capital.

Ver. 31.—And he called for Moses and
Aaron. Kalisch understands this as a sum-
mons to the King's presence (^Commentary, p.

130), and even supposes that the two br.jthcrs

complied, notwithstanding what Moses had
said (ch. x. 29). Bat perhaps no more is

meant than at Pharaoh's instance Moses and
Aaron were smnmoned to an interview with
some of the Court officials (see ch. xi. 8).

Aa ye have said. Literally, "according to

your words " The reference is to such pas-

sages as ch. viii. 1, 20 ; ix. 1, 13.

Ver. 32.—Aho take your flocks and your
herds. Pharaoh thus retracted the prohibi-

tion of ch. X. 21, and "gave the sacrifices and
burnt-offerings " which Moses had required

{ih. ver. 25^. Bless me also. Pharaoh was
probably accustomed to receive blessings from
bis own priests, and had thus been led to

value them, llis desire for a blessing from

Moses and Aaron, ere they departed, probably

sprang from a conviction—based on the

miracles which he had witnessed—that their

intercession would avail more with God than

that of his own hierarchy.

Ver. 33.—The Egyptians were urgent upon
the people. The Egyptians feared that, if

any further delay took place, the God of the

Hebrews might not be content with slaying

all the first-born, but might punish with death

the whole nation, or at any rate aU the males.

It is easy to see how their desire to get rid of

the Israelites would expedite matters, and
enable all to set out upon the journey on the
same day.

Ver. 31.—The people took their dough.

They probably regarded dough is more con-
venient for a journey than flour, and so made
their flour into dough before starting ; but
they had no time to add leaven. Their
kneading-troughs. This rendering is correct,

both here and in the two other places where
the word occurs (ch. viii. 3, and Deut. xxviii.

5). Kneading-troughs would be a necessity

in the desert, and, if like those of the modem
Arabs, which are merely small wooden bowls,

would be light and portable. The dough and
kneading-troughs, with perhaps other neces-

saries, were carried, as the Arabs still carry

many small objects, bound up in their clothes

{i.e., in the heged or ample shawl) upon their

shoulders.
Ver. 35.—The children ofIsrael did accord-

ing to the word of Moses. See above, ch.

xi. 2. They borrowed. On this mistrans-

lation, see the comment upon ch. iii. 22. It

is plain that the gold and silver articles and
the rauuent, were free-will gifts, which the

Egyptians never expected to see again, and
which the Hebrews asked and took, but in no
sense " borrowed." Hengstenberg and Kurta
have shown clearly that the primary meaning
of the words translated " borrowed " and
" lent," is " asked " and " granted," and that

the sense of " borrowing " and " lending " is

only to be assigned them when it is required

by the context.

Ver. 36.—So that they lent unto them
such things as they required. Bather, " So
that they granted them what they asked."

They spoiled the Egyptians. See the com-
ment on ch. iii. 22, ad Jin. The result was
that the Israelites went forth, not as slaves,

but as conquerors, decked with the jewels of

the Egyptians, as though they had conquered

and despoiled them.

HOMILETICS.

Vera, 81—36.

—

IsraeTs going forth from Egypt a pattern to oppressed Ohurthet.

Churclies are sometimes enslaved and oppressed by the civil power. In unsuspecting

confidence they have accepted the State's protection, and entered into certain relations

with it, supposed to be mutuall)' advantageous. But, as time has gone on, the terms

of the original arrangement have been disregarded ; the civil power has made encroach-

ments, has narrowed the Church's liberties, has behaved oppressively towards it, has

reduced it to actual slavery. A time comes at last when the bondage is felt to bo

intolerable; and the Church demands its liberty, claims to go out from under the

yoke of the oppressor. Under such circumstances the following analogies are noticeable

:

I. The oppressed Church, long refused the liberty which it has beeit

DRIVEN TO CLAIM, 18 APT AT LAST TO BE "THRUST OUT " BY ITS OPPRESSOR. The
early efforts of a do^vn-trodden church after freedom are strenuously opposed, denounced

as at once wrongful, foolish, and futile, sometimes punished by an increase in the

oppression. The Church is set to " make bricks without straw." If this process fails,

and the demand for freedom continues, the claims made are perhaps at the next stag*

derided. (See ch. v. 2.) They are then for a long time determinedly and persistently

refused. If occasionally a seeming concession ib made, it \» scarcely made before it ia
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retracted. If still the Church will not give way, but continues the struggle, a crisii

arrives. The State finds itself in difficulties. Une inconvenience after another befall

it in consequence of the prolonged conflict. At length it comes to be felt that th«

inconveniences of the struggle exceed the benefits of the connection; and a sudden

change of policy takes place. The Church is sent adrift ; cut away like an encumber-

ing mass of wreck ; bidden to shift for itself, and trouble the State no more. The State

is glad to be rid of it.

II. The emancipated Chubch fvsds itself, on emancipation, sukroukded bt
DIFFICULTIES AND PEBPLEXiTiES. In the first place, the attitude of the iState towards

it is apt to be hostile ; and an attempt may even be made to coerce it and force it to

resume its old position. Apart from this, it labours under many disadvantages. It has

recollections of the " flesh-pots of Egypt," which ofi'er a strong contrast to the fare

•whereto it is reduced. It has to enter on a dull and wearisome course ; to plod fn ward

toilsomely, painfully. It finds its movements hampered by encumbrances. All these

things are against it. But if the nerves be braced to bear, if the will be resolute to

turn away from all thought of the " flesh-pots," if the fact of freedom be kept before

the mind's eye and the old ills of slavery held in recollection, the difficulties of the early

Journey will pass away, the presence of God wiU be revealed, and after (it may be) forty

years of trial, the wilderness will have been passed through, and there will be •
triumphant entrance into Canaan.

III. The EMANCIPATED Church has a right to take with it all its ow»
PEOPERTT, AND IS ENTITLED, IF OCCASION ARISE, TO " SPOIL THE EgTPTIANS." MoSCS
and Aaron would not stir without their flocks and herds—the main wealth of a pastoral

nation. " Not a hoof," they said, " should be left behind " (ch. x. 26). So the eman-

cipated Church should take with her whatever is her own into the wilderness. Sh«
must not relinquish her property to the oppressor. It is really not hers, but Grod's

:

she is trustee to God for it. She is entitled to say that she " knows nut with what
she must serve the Lord till she is come out." And she is entitled to ask for jarting

gifts when she is about to quit a known shelter and to confront the perils and dangers

of an unknown future. If God gives her favour in the eyes of those whom she la

leaving, she will do well to require of them their silver and their gold and their raiment
— all that they have most precious— and take it with her, not as "borrowed"

wealth, but as endowment freely " given," intentionally made over for a permanence^

out of goodwill and afl'ection, or out of compassion and pity. She will find a proper UM
for all that is most rich and most rare in the service of the sanctuary.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

7er. 32.

—

Pharaoh's prayer. It has come then to this, that Pharaoh is glad to beg

a blessing from the man whom at first he had so contemptuously spumed. " And bless

me also."

I. The WICKED man is often made painfully aware of THE misf.rableness of

HIS OWN PORTION, AS COMPARED WITH THAT OF THE GoDLY. He may be, oftCU iS,

even when he refuses to acknowledge it, secretly conscious of the superior happiness of

the good man. There come times, however, when severe affliction, the seuse of a

gnawing inward dissatisfaction, or special contact of some kind with a man of genuine

piety, extorts the confession from him. He owns that the good man has a standing in

the Divine favour ; enjoys an invisible Divine protection; and is the possessor of a peace,

happiness, and inward support, to which his own wretched life is utterly a stranger.

II. The wicKF.D man has sometimes desires after a share in the good of
God's people. He envies them. He feels in his heart tliat he is wretched and

miserable beside them, and that it would be happiness to be like them. He says with

Balaam, " Let me die the death of the righteous, and let my last end be like his"

(Num. xxiii. 10).

III. The wicked man, in his time of trouble, will often humble himself

TO beo the prayers of the Godi.y. And this, though but a little before, he has

been persecuting them. He feels that the good man lias ix)wer with God-

lY. TUKbK rSKLINOS OF TUJt WIOKED MAN ABE USUALLY TBANSIBHT.—J. 0.
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Vers, 31—37.

—

The diamhscd. The blow had been so measured by infinite wisdom
M to produce precisely the desired effect. Pharaoh " called for Moses and Aaron by
night," etc. Observe

—

I. Phabaoh is now as anxious to get rid of the Isbaelites as formerly
HB WAS TO KEEP THEM. It had been predicted at the beginning that this would be
the issue of God's dealings with him (ch. vi. 1). Note, 1. Fharaoh's folly in resisting

the demand of God so long. He has to concede everything at last. Had he yielded at
the beginning, he could have done so with honour, and with the happiest results to his
dynasty and kingdom. As it is, he has gained nothing, and has lost much, nearly all.

He has ruined Egypt, suffered severely in his own person, lost his first-bom, and irre-

trievably forfeited his prestige in the eyes of liis subjects. Foolish king ! and yet the
Burne unequal and profitless contest is being repeated in the history of every sinner!
2. The dismissal is unconditional. No more talk of leaving the little ones, or the
flocks and herds ; or even of retiuTiing after the three days' journey. Pharaoh wants
no more to do with this fatal people. No one could any longer dream of the Israelites

returning, or expect them to do so. They were " tlirust out altogether " (ch. xi. 1).

8. Be seeks a blessing (ver. 32). He wished Moses to leave a blessing behind him. He
wouli be blessed, and still continue in his sins. Beyond letting Israel go, he had no
intention of renouncing his idols, and becoming a worshipper of the God he had so long
defied. Many would like to be blessed, while cleaving to their sins.

n. The Egtptians abb as eager as theib monarch to see the Israelites
8AFELT out of Egypt. 1. They were affrighted. *' They said, we be all dead men "

(ver. 33). They were perfectly right. Had Israel been detained longer, their nation
would have been destroyed. It would be well if every sinner had as clear a perception
of the effects of persistence in his evU. 2. 'Ihey were urgent to send the people away.
Not simply because this was what Jehovah had commanded, but because tiiey wert
terrified to have them in their midst any longer. The Israelites were a iieople of lU»

omen to them. They wished to get rid of the nation at once and for ever. This is

not without significance. We remember how the Gadarenes besought Jesus that he
would depart out of their coasts (Matt. viii. 34). Worldly people have no liking for th«
comiany of the converted. Society bustles them out of its midst. Their old com-
panions betray a singular uncomfortableness in their presence. They would rather
have done with them. " Therefore they say unto God, Depart from us ; for we desire

not the knowledge of thy ways" (Job. xxi, 14). Alas! the world that desires to be
rid of the society of God's people wiU one day get its wish. The separation they would
fain hasten will take place, andfor ever (Matt. xxv. 46). 3. They were willing to buy
the departure of Israel (ver. 35, 3t5). The Israelites asked, and the Egyptians freely
gaffi, of jewels of gold, of jewels of silver, and of raiment. Thus, singularly did
Provilence provide for the enriching of the people in the hour of their exodus. They
went forth, not in squalor and disorder, but as a triumphant host, laden with the
spoils of the enemy. The spoils of the world wUl yet turn to the enrichment of the
Church.

III. The Israelites make no delay in availing themselves op the oppor-
tunity OF FREEDOM (vcr. 34). Phajaoh did not need to teU them twice to leave the
land. Their dough was unleavened, but, binding up their kneading-troughs in their

clothes uix)n their shoulders, they prepared at once for departure. There are supreme
moments in every man's history, the improvement or non-improvement of which will
decide his salvation. Many other things at such a moment may need to be left undone

;

but the man is insane who does not postpone everything to the making sure of his
deliverance. Such times are not indolently to be waited for. The Lord is to be
sought at once. But God's ways of saving are varied. The seeking, as in Augustine'i
OMe, may go on a long time before Ck>d is found.—J. 0.
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EXPOSITION.

Vers. 87—39.—The DEPAR'niRK. There

are. no doub ,
great difficulties in conceiving

the departure on one day, from one place, of

•' six hundred thousand that weio men, beside

children." The difficulty is increased when

we find (from Num. i. 3—43) that by " men "

is meant males above twenty years of age.

The entire body of Israelites is thus raised

from over half a million to over two millions.

The whole narrative, however, supposes some

such number ; and it is accepted by the best

critics, as Ewald, Kalisch, Kurtz, Canon Cook,

and others. As these two millions must have

lived dispersed over a considerable space, and

there could have been no advantage in their

all assembling at Ra:neses (Tanis), we are

probably to suppose the main body with

Moses and Aaron to have started from that

place, while the others, obeying orders pre-

viously given, started from all parts of

Goshen, and converged upon Succoth, which

was the first rendezvous. Each body of

travellers was accompanied by its flocks and

herds, and followed by a number of slaves,

dependants, and sympathisers not of Hebrew

birth (ver. 38), which still further enlarged

their numbers. The extremely open charac-

ter of the country, and the firmness of the

soil at the time of year, would facilitate the

journey. There was no marching along roads,

which indeed did not exist. Each company

could spread itself out at its pleasure, and go

its own pace. AU knew the point of meeting,

and marched towards it, in converging lines,

there being no obstacle to hinder thejn.

Arrived in the vicinity of Succoth, they could

bivouac without hurt, in that fine climate, in

the open air.

Ver. 37.—From Bameses. It haa been
doubted whether this " Rameses" is the same
place as the " Raamses " of ch. i. 11. But tie

doubt scarcely seems to be reasonable. The
two words differ only in the pointing. Bragsrh
has clearly shown that Rameses (Pa-Ban iisu)

was a town newly bu It in the reign of

Rameses XL, partly erected by himself, in the
immediate vicinity of the old city of Tanis r

Zoao. It was the favourite capital of both

Rameses 11. and Menephthah. (See Brugsch,
Hist, of Egypt, vol. ii. pp. 96 and 128.)

Succoth. The meanmg of the word " Suc-
coth " is "booths." Mr. Greville Chester
tells us that " huts made of reeds " are com-
mon at the present day in the tract south-east

of Tanis, and suggests that the Succoth here
mentioned may have been at Salahiyeh, fifteen

miles due south of Tanis. Tel-Defneh, at

the same distance to the south-east, is perhaps

a more probable site. Six hundred thousand.

See the Introductory paragraph. At the
time of the numbering recurded in Num. i.,

the males above twenty years of age were
625,550. Beside children. Rather, " beside

families." The word used includes all the
women, and the children under twenty.

Ver. 38.—^A mixed multitude went up also

with them. Kalisch supposes that these

strangers were native Egyptians, anxious to

escape the tyranny of the kings. Canon
Cook suggests that they were " remains of

the old Semitic population" of the Eastern
provinces. Perhaps it is more probable that

they consisted of fugitives from other subject

races (as the Shartana) oppressed by the
Pharaohs. We have again mention of this
" mixed multitude " in Num. xi. 4, where we
find that they were the first to regret the

"flesh and the fish, the cucmiibers, the

melons, the leeks, the onions, and the gar-

lick " which they had eaten in Egypt freely

(ib. 5). They thus set a bad example, which
the Israelites followed. And flocks, and
herds, even very much cattle. Compare
ch. X. 26. It has been noticed that this is

important, as lessening the difficulties con-

nected with the sustentation of the Israelites

in the wilderness. But it increases, on the

other hand, the difficulties connected with the

march, and (^.with the possibility of finding

pasture for such large flocks and herds in the

Sinaitic peninsula.

Ver. 3D. Unleavened oakes. Some of the

modem Arabs make such cakes by simply
mixing flour with water, and attaching flat

circular pieces of the dough thus formed to

the sides of their ovens after they have heat«d

them. (Niebuhr, Detcription de I'Arahie,

p. 45, and pi. 1, F.) Others put a lump of

dough into the ashes of a wood fire, and cover

it over with the embers for a short time
(Layard, Nineveh and Bnhyhm, p. 288) All
Arab bread is unleavened. They were throit

out of Egypt Compare ver. S3
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HOMTLETICS.

Vers. 37—38. In the departure of the Israelites from Egypt, after they had receiveo

permission to set out, two things are principally remarkable : 1. Ail were of oue mind

—

none hung back ; 2. A mixed multitude cast in their lot with them, elected to accom-
pany them, and resolved to share their fortunes. The first of these two facts shows

—

I. That in times of excitement, under divine gdidancb, a whole nation wn.L
ACT A3 ONE MAN. Critical times are favourable to the formation of a national spirit.

Let a powerful invader threaten a people, and differences are at once forgotten, quarrels

made up, party spirit held in abeyance. All unite with equal zeal against the common
enemy. Or again, let any wave of strong feeling come upon a people, desire of unity,

or of freedom, or of taking part in a great enterprise, like the crusades, and much the

same unanimity prevails. Such a spirit is found among the Jews who returned from
tae captivity with Zerubbabel, when in the seventh month they " gathered themselves

together to Jerusalem as one man " (Ezr. iii. 1), to set up the altar of burnt offerings.

Such a spirit appears again in the time of Nehemiah, when all the people with one
accord kept a solemn fast on the 2-ith of Tisri (Nehem. is. 1), and then " sealed to the

covenant " (iiid x. 1—29). Bat it was not very frequently exhibited. When proclama-

tion was made by Cyrus the Great that all Israelites who chose might quit hii

dominions and "go up to Jerusalem and build the house of the Lord" (Ezr. i. 3), it

was only a portion of the nation, " whose spirit God had raised," that went forth. But
now the whole people "was of one mind. Braced by the severe discipline of suffering,

their spirits raised—their whole moral tone exalted—by the long series of signs and
•wonders which they had witnessed, encouraged by the Divine promise of a " land

flowing with milk and honey," and confident in the leadership of Moses, they all arose
" as one man," left their abodes, their lands, their farming implements, their utensils,

their furniture, and started for the rendezvous of Succoth. Such waves of popular

feeling have been known from time to time, but scarcely to this extent. When Oubacha
started on Jan. 5, 1771, with 70,000 families of Calmucks (420,000 persons) from the

banks of the Volga for China, 15,000 families remained behind (De Hell, Travels in the

Sieppes, p. 227). But God now inspired the whole Israelite nation with one unanimous
feeling ; and all left Egypt together. The other fact shows

—

II. That the enthusiasm of a united nation is contagious, akd excites othsbs
BEYOND ITS LIMITS TO FOLLOW ITS EXAMPLE. The coutagious character of a revolu-

tionary spirit has often been noticed. Even the war spirit, when strongly felt, is apt to be
contagious, and to overleap national boundaries. Here we see that a righteous enthu-

siasm wiU also, on some occasions, catch hold of those seemingly beyond its range, who
are in contact with it, and sweep such alien elements into its vortex. The " mixed
multitude " who joined the Israelites had none of the reasonable grounds for hoping to

better their condition that the Israelites had; but they entertained nevertheless

expectations of, somehow or other, sharing in their advantages. They may have
contained, 1. Some native Egyptians, connected with the Hebrews by marriage, for the

example of Joseph is likely to have been followed ; 2. Some slaves anxious for

freedom ; 3. Some members of oppressed races, held to labour in Egypt, as the

Israelites had been. The later facts of the history show

—

III. That neither of these two forms of enthusiasm is to be belied upon as
PERMANENT. The enthusiasm of Israel cooled wonderfully when they found themselves

shut in between the host of Pharaoh and the Red Sea (ch. xiv. 10— 12). It was revived

by the safe passage through the sea, but faded again rapidly under the toils and the

monotony of the wilderness. Nor was that of the " mixed multitude " more lasting. They
appear to have been the first to grow sick of the continual manna, and to have " lusted

"

after the rich and varied diet of Egypt (Num. xi. 4). The Israelites were seduced by
them into similar misconduct ; and the quails, and the plague which followed the quails

(ib. 31—-^3), were the consequence. Enthusiasm is a thing with which we carmot

dispense ; as a motive force for initiating a great moTement, it is invaluable ; but we
must not trust to it for the accomplishment of anything which requires long and
Busuined effort. It is an abnormal and excessive stir of feeling, which must be followed

by re-action. As it dies away, we must seek to supply its place by the ever increasing

force of habit, which may be depended on fur continuance.

Exonns. V
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS

Vers. 37—40.— The exodus as a fact in history. The exodus from Egypt lay at

the foundation of the national life of Israel. It appears in the history as a super-

natural work of God. The subsequent legislation assumes it to have possessed this

character. The bond of covenant declared to exist between the people and Jehovah had

its ground in the same transaction. They were God's people, and were bound to adhere

to him, and to obey his laws, because he had so marvellously redeemed them. Every

motive and appeal in the later books is drawn from the assumed truth of the events

related here, and of those which happened afterwards in the wilderness. Obviously,

therefore, the history of Israel presupposes the truth of this history ; while if the

narrative of the exodus, as here recorded, is admitted to be true, we are in immediate

contact with supernatural facts of the most stupendous order. We do not mean to

discuss the question in detail, but the following points may be Indicated as suitable for

popular treatment.

L Objections. We touch anly on that which relates to the number of the people

(ver. 37). The difficulty here is two-fold. 1. To accoimt for the growth of the nation

of Israel from seventy persons to over 2,000,000 in the space of time allowed for that

increase. On this see the exposition. The difficulty is not serious (1) if we take the

plain wording of the history, and admit that the sojourn in Egypt lasted 430 years

(ver. 40) ; (2) if we do the narrative the justice of allowing it to remain consistent

with itself, the increase, on its own showing, being exceptional and marvellous

(ch. i. 7, 14, 20). (3) If we admit that the descendants of the households which

Qoubtless accompanied Jacob into Egypt, are included in the numbers. But this

supposition, however probable in itself, is really not necessary to vindicate the numbers.

The truth is, that granting a highly exceptional rate of increase, with 430 years to

increase in, the numbers, as will be seen on calculation, appear small, rather than too

great. They certainly could not have been much less than the history makes them.

The problem is quite soluble even on the hy^iothesis of the shorter reckoning, in favour

of which there is not a little to be said (see Birk's " Exodus of Israel "). 2. To account

for the possibility of so vast a multitude, including women and children, with flocks

and herds, effecting an exodus in a single night (and day). The feat in question is

certainly \mparalleled in history. Even granting what the narrative (as against

Colenso) makes perfectly clear, that the Israelites were in a state of tolerably complete

organisation, had ample warning to prepare for starting on that particular night, and had

for months been on the tip-toe of expectation, as plague after pl^ue descended on

Egypt, it is still an event so stupendous as to be difficult of realisation. The narrative

itself, however, does not fail to represent it as very extraordinary. And in pronouncing

on its possibility, there are several circumstances not always, perhaps, sufficiently taken

into account. Justice is not always done (1) to the perfectly superhimian efforts a nation

can sometimes make in a great crisis of its history. Even an individual, at a time when
feeling is highly strained, is capable of efforts and achievements, which, to read of them in

cold blood, we might judge to be impossible. (2) To the order and discipline of which

masses of people become capable when called to face an emergency on which they feci

that existence itself depends. The picture sometimes drawn of a disorderly rabble

pouring out of Egypt has no foimdation in the history, and is false to psychology and

experience. The narratives of shipwrecks (the Kent, the London, etc.), show us what

crowds are capable of in the way of order and discipline, even with certain death

staring them in the face. When a people, under the influence of one groat over-

mastering idea, are called upon to execute difficult movements, or to unite their efforts

towards one great end, it is incredible what they can accomplish. The feeling of

solidarity takes possession of them. They are of one heart and soul. The mass moves
and works as if one mind possessed it, as if it were a machine. Orders are obeyed with

promptitude ; movements are executed with rapidity and regularity ; men are lifted for

the time out of their littlenesses, and display a spirit of willingness, of helpfulness, and

of self-sacrifice truly wonderful. All these conditions were present on the night of the

exodus: the result was what might have been anticipated—the people were brought out

with wonderful rapidity, and in regular order ;
" they went up harnessed"—"five in a
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rank " (ch. xiii. IS). (3) We must add to these considerations, the singularly exalted

state of the religious consciousness in the companies of the Israelites. Everything in

their position combined to awe and solemnize them ; to fill them with an over-

mastering consciousness of the Divine presence ; to inspire them with boimdless and
grateful joy, yet a joy tempered with the a^vful sense of death, as forced upon them by
the destruction of the first-born, and the lamentations of the bereaved Egyptians. This
also would exercise a powerful and steadying influence upon their thoughts and beha-
viour, and would aid them in taking their measures with decision and speed.

II. PR00F3. Those who pile up the difficulties of the Bible seldom do justice to the diffi-

culties on the other side. We have to ask—1. Is it not absurd to say that so extra-

ordinary an event as, in any case, this exodus of Israel from Egypt must be admitted to

have been, happened in the full light of the most powerful civilisation of ancient times,

while yet the people who came out did not know, or could not remember, or could ever

possibly forget how it happened ? (Cf. ver. 42.) The IsraeUtes themselves did not believe

that they did not know. They had but one story to give of it—the story that rings

do\vn in their psalms to latest generations—the same story which, with minute circum-
stantial detail, is embodied in these chapters. 2. If this is not how the children of Israel

got out of Egypt, will the critic show us how they did get out ? It is admitted on all

hands that they were once in ; that they were in bondage ; that Egypt was at that time
ruled by one or other of its most powerful monarchs ; that they came out

;
yet did not

come out by war, but peaceably. How then did they make their way out ? If the
whole history was different from that of which we have a record, how came it that no
•cho of it was preserved in Israel, and that this sober and matter-of-fact relation has
come to take its place ? 3. There is the institution of the Passover—^a contemporary
memorial. We have already expressed our belief that this ordinance was of a kind
which could not have been set up at a time later than the events professedly conmie-
morated by it. Grlance at the alternative hypothesis. The basis of the institution, we
are asked to believe, was an ancient spring festival, on which were grafted by degrees,

as the tradition formed, the rites and ideas of a later age. This hypothesis, however,
is not only unproved, but violates every law of historical probability. It must in

any case be admitted (1) that the exodus took place at the time of the alleged agricul-

tural festival. (2) That the festival thereafter assumed a new character^ and was
observed, in addition to its agricultural reference, as a memorial of the escape from
Egypt. (3) That the use of unleavened bread in connection with it had reference to

the haste of the flight. (4) Further, that an essential part of this festival was the offer-

ing of a sacrifice. (5) That, being at bottom a spring festival, it must have been
observed, with but tew interruptions, all down the later history of Israel. But if so

much is admitted, we seem driven to admit more. For it is undeniable that the festival,

as observed among the Jews, was connected rnost especially of all with the fact of a
great judgment, which was believed to have fallen on Egypt on the night of the
exodus, and from which the Israelites had been mercifully delivered by the sprinkling

of the lamb's blood upon the door-posts ; a memorial of which was preserved in the
name (Pass-over). " The relation to the natural year expressed in the Passover, was
less marked than that in Pentecost or Tabernacles, while its historical import is

deeper and more pointed. That part of its ceremonies which has a direct agricultural

reference—the offering of the omer—holds a very subordinate place." (Diet, of the Bible.)

It is for the sceptic, therefore, to explain how that which enters into the inmost meaning
and heart of the observance, could possibly have been engrafted on it as an accident at

a later period—yet a period not later than accords with the ritual prescribed in these

very ancient written laws : how, moreover, the people could not only be persuaded to

accept this new reading of an old familiar ordinance, hut to believe that they had never

known any other : that this had been the meaning and ritual of the ordinance from the
beginning. 4. We have not as yet alluded to the Pentateuch, but of course the fact is

not to I* overlooked that the work before us claims to be historical ; that it waa
probably written wholly or in large part by Moses himself; and that in style, circura-

tantiallj", vividness of narration, and minute accuracy of reference, it bears all the
marks of a true and contemporary history.—.1. 0.

y<r. 38.

—

Th« mixed multitude. The mass of this mixed multitude which left

V 2
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Egypt with Moses, would consist of foreign settlers in the Delta, victims, like tha

Hebrews, of the tyranny of the Pharaohs, and, like them, glad to take this opportunity of

making their escape (cf. ch. i. 10). The enthusiasm of a great body of people is con-

tagious. When the Israelites left Egypt, numbers would be moved to leave with them.

Recent events, too, had doubtless produced a powerful impression on these mixed popu-
lations ; and knowing that God was with Israel, they naturally expected great benefits

from joining the departing nation. They had not calculated on the trials of the desert,

and afterwards " fell a-lusting " (Num. xi. 4), provoking Israel to sin, and bringing

wrath upon the camp.

L Multitudes join the banks op the CHtnicH who have littlb in cosoion with
HER SPIRIT AND AIMS. They are like the mixed crowd of hangers-on, which left Egypt
with Israel. Their ideas, traditions, customs, maxims of life, habits of thought and
feeling generally, are foreign to those of the true Israel of God. Yet they are moved
to join the Church—1. From motives of self-interest. 2. Under transient convictioas.

3. Caught by a wave of religious enthusiasm. 4. Under partial apprehensions of the

importance of religion. 5. Because others are doing it. They hang of necessity on the

outskirts of the Church, taking little interest in her work, and acting as a drag upon
her progress.

II. There are many by whom the Church will not be benefited, whosk
adherence she is yet not entitled to refuse. The "mixed multitude" were not

forbidden to go with Israel. Because, perhaps, they could not altogether be prevented.

It is kindlier, however, to believe that Israel allowed the mixed crowd to accompany it,

in the hope of ultimately incorporating them with the people of Jehovah. The Church
is certainly not at liberty to encourage nominal adi erence. She must do her very utmost
to dissuade men from mere empty profession. Kelt aer to swell her numbers, nor to add to

her wealth, nor to increase her respectability in the eyes of the world, nor under a mis-

taken idea of "comprehension," must she open her doors to those who are known to be

ungodly, or who give no evidence of serious religious intentions. Yet neither must she

draw her lines too stringently. She must not presume to judge the heart, or to deal with

men otherwise than on the ground of their professed motives and beliefs. She must
teach, exhort, warn, and rigorously exclude all whose lives are openly inconsistent

witli the Gospel ; but she m'lst at the same time exercise great charity, and rather

include ten who may possibly prove unworthy, than mistakenly exclude one whom
Christ would be willing to receive. The responsibility in the matter of religious pro-

fession must, in great measure, be allowed to rest with the individual who professes.

The Church is to consider, not only what is best for her, but the duty she owes to the

world, in laying hold of those who are yet very imperfect, and training them for Christ.

III. Nominal adherents, however, are no source of strength, but a great
weakness to the Church. It may be the Church's duty to bear with them, but

she can never derive benefit from them. She may benefit thtm, and in that hoj^e

should treat them tenderly, but they will never benefit her. They will be a drag upon
her activity. In pro^wrtion to their numbers they will exert a chilling and detrimental

influence. They will stand in the way of good schemes. They will " fall a-lusting,"

and provoke discontent. The morale of a Clmrch can scarcely avoid being lowered by
them. What then? Put them out? Not so. We shall work in vain to separate

tares and wheat, and we are forbidden to act on this principle (Matt. xiii. 24.—31). But,

1. Let us do what we can to keep do\vn their number. Many churches and church

office-bearers are greatly to blame for the indiscriminate way in which they receive

persons to communion. We are bound to abide by the principles above laid down ; but
consistently with these principles it should be our care to keep down nominal adherence

as far as that is possible. Many of the character of the " mixed multitude " will find

their way into the Church without our seeking for them, or giving them any encourage-

ment. 2. Let us do what we can to change their nominal adherence into real

adherence. Seek their good. Be not overcome by their evil, hut try to overcome it by
superior goodness. 3. Beware of their infiuence, and seek to keep it in check.—J. 0.

Vera. 29—42.

—

Egypfs sorrow: ^sracPs joy. I. The judgment of Egypt th»
KBLKM and peohise OF THE world's JUDGMENT. 1. The time of visitation ; midaight,

when all were wrapt in deepest slumber and, notwithstanding the warning which had
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beea given, busy only with dreams. The world will be surprised in the midst of ita

false security. " As it was in the days of Noe," etc. 2. Its universality. There were
none so high that God's hand did not reach them, and none so low that they were over-

looked. 3. The after anguish. The whole nation, steeped the one moment in deceitful

slumber, the next torn with the most heartrending and hopeless grief. Their sin had
slain their dearest and best. 4. It is a hopeless sorrow. Their grief cannot bring back
their dead. The anguish of the wicked, like Esau's, will find no place for reijentance.

II. The deliverance of Israel the emblem and promise of the full enfranchise-
ment OF THE people OF GrOD. 1. All that God had ever asked for them is granted.

The demand for freedom to the people of God, and the breaking of the yoke laid upon
the poor, will yet be obeyed in fear by the persecutor and the oppressor. 2. It is pressed

upon them with all the eagerness of deadly fear. Israel never so desired the boon as the

Egyptians that they should now accept it. The persecutors will come and worship at th ^

Church's feet. 3. They go forth laden with the treasures of Egypt (Isaiah Ix. 5—17)
4. They go forth awed by the proof of God's faithfulness. To a day had he kept the

promise given to the fathers (ver. 41). The prophecies, now dim and misunderstood,

will then be read in the light of God's deeds, and like Israel of old, we shall know that

God has kept the appointed time.—^U.

Vers. 29—42.

—

March at midnight. " This is that night of Jehovah " (Ex. xii.

42). Observe the striking words of the text !
" The night of Jehovah," a night in

which he specially appeared and acted on behalf of Israel. For a description of the

scenery of this eventful night see Dr. W. M. Taylor's " Moses," 99—KU. In the treat-

ment of this subject considerable exposition will be necessary. For material, see

expository section of this commentary. It may, in order to include all important

points, be marshalled thus (imder each head we give suggestive hints) :

—

I. The hand that smote. Most, ifnot all the nine earlier plagues, had a natural basis,

the tenth had none. It was piurely supernatural. They blended mercy (first warning

and then withdrawal) with judgment. This was pure judgment. In them there was
indeed a call to faith, but also room for unbelief. The demonstrations of God are

seldom absolute. But the tenth judgment was awfully impressive. There is very little

evidence of any secondary instrumentality, angelic, or any other ; but see in the Heb.

xii. 13, 23. Jehovah this time smote with his own hand.

n. The victims. First-boms. Of all beasts. Of men. But here distinguish

between the first-borns of fathers and of mothers. In the tenth plague it was so,

that the first-boms of mothers were the destroyed (xiii. 2). Now, these were the

"sanctified" imto the Lord, first, as "living sacrifices," and as representing the

consecration of each family, and then of the entire nation. But failing this consecration,

their lives were forfeited. This was the case at that moment with the Israelites and
Egyptians alike. In the case of the Egyptians the life of the fir.st-born was taken, in

that of the Israelites atoned for. Hence emerges a law of the Kingdom of God, that

every soul that will not voluntarily consecrate himself to the Lord, must involuntarily

come under the cloud of condemnation.

in. The objective. The gods of Egypt (Ex. xii. 12). This was so with the nine

plagues, it was especially so with the tenth. The heir to the throne was regarded as an

incarnation of the Deity ; by this plague God pronounced him common clay with the

rest. But the first-bom ofanimals also fell. This was a blow against the animal worship

of the land.

IV. Completeness of the victory. Here discuss whether Pharaoh's permission was

conditioned or unconditioned ; and show that with Pharaoh's resistance God's demands
increased, and that the king's surrender must have been absolute, in spite of xiv. 8, 9.

Note the pathos of the prayer of the now broken-hearted, " Bless me also" xii. 32.

V. The battle array. See xiii. 18. Perhaps a good translation, instead ol

" harnessed," would be " militant," as including the outer armeduess, and the inner

valorous and jubilant spirit ; both which ideas are in the original. Observe ; the nine

or ten months of preparation, the organisation in which the "elders" and Hebrew
" clerks" of the works may have taken part, the arms they surely possessed, as witness

the battle at Kephidim—how probably they had become marshalled into detachment*—
uxd places of rendezvous been appointed.
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VI. The festal baiment. Israel " asked," Egypt " gave," under Divine influence

(xii. 36), gold, silver, and raiment ; these might be regarded as the " spoils " of Israel's

Tictory, under Grod. These spoils were such as women might ask of women (see iii.

22—" neighbour " is Feminine in the Hebrew), and such as women value. They were

to be put not only on themselves, but on sons and daughters. The contributions of

the Egyptian women must have been immense in quantity and value. Now then,

why this spoiling ? That Israel might march, not like a horde of dirty, ragged slaves,

but in festal array. Compared with the slavery of Egypt the future might have been

one long holiday, one holy day unto the Lord.

VII. Partakers of the joy (xii. 38). Low caste people probably ; even as it is at

this day in the mission field of India. But the lesson is obvious—the Lord's salvations

are for the sinful, the outcast, and the miserable.

VIII. Truths sugoested. 1. The moment of salvation is the beginning of a ntw
time. Israel's history as a nation dates from that night (xii. 2). So the history of a

Boul dates from its conversion to God. 2. The new time is a festal time. 3. Tb"
redeemed should assume festal attire (Luke xv. 22), a bright eye, a cheerful

countenance, etc. 4. Still he must don armour, and the Church must be militant. 5.

The Church should welcome all comers ; for the miserable need salvation, and the most
rude are capable of some service. Comp. Deut. xxix. 11, with Ex. xii. 38. 6. The
salvations of God are full-orbed in their completeness. From the months of prepara-

tion till Israel went out in festal array, all was complete. 7. The moment of yalvation

IB to be held in everlasting remembrance (see Ex. xii. 42). So of the still greater

salvation.—B.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 40—42.—The narrative of the depar-

ture from Egypt is followed, not unnaturally,

by a notification of the length of the sojourn,

which is declared to have been a space of

four hundred and thirty years. In the
* Introduction" to the Book, we have exa-

mined the question, which here arises, 1. As
to the soundness ; and 2. As to the true mean>

ing, of the Hebrew text, and have arrived at

the conclusion that it is sound, and that it

means what it says, viz., that 430 years elapsed

between the arrival of Jacob in Egypt, with

liis sons, and sons' sons, and their families, as

related in Gen, xlvi. 1—27, and the com-

mencement of the exodus. The time is

required by the genealogy of Joshua (1 Chr.

Tii. 22—27). It is La remarkable accordance

with the traditions that Joseph was the

minister of Apepi, and that the Jews went
out under Meneplithah. If not absolutely

required for the multiplication of the race

from " seventy souls " to above two millions,

it ia at any rate more in accord with that

fact than the alternative number, 215. It if

twice repeated, so that "the mistake of a

copyist " is almost impossible.

Ver. 40.
—

^The sojourning of the children

of Israel, which dwelt in Egypt. Rather,
" Which they sojourned in Egypt." (Compare
the Septuagiat—^ KurolKriffis 5)v KarcfiKTiffay.)

Tour hundred and thirty years. Literally
" thirty years and four hundred years."

Ver. 41.—The self-same day . . . all tiie

hosts went out. The setting forth upon the
journey is regarded as the " going out "—not
the actual exit, which was only effected by
the passage of the Bed Sea.

Ver. 42.—It is a night to be much ob-

served. We must suppose that some of the
Israelites actually commenced their march
before the night was over, being " hastened "

by the Egyptians (ver. 33), and having all

things in readiness ; but the bulk of the

Eeople can scarcely have started before day-
reak. This is that night of the Lord—i.e.,

the night concerning which directions had
been already given (vers. 6—11)—the only
'* night " for which any observances were
appointed. In their generations. To all

time—so long as they continue to be a people.

On the bindinguess of this commandment,
see the comment on ver. 14 of this chapter.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 40—42.

—

God's discipline of his chosen ones. I. The trials of God's peopli
ABK SEVERE, BUT HAVE A JOYFUL END AT LAST. The sojoiun in Egypt was from first

to last an affiiction (Qen. xv. 13). It was only on account of the famine in Canaas
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that Jacob consented to change his aboJe and his condition. In Canaan he and his bad
been free ; had " served " no one ; had lived like the sons of the desert. But in Egypt,
even during the lifetime of Joseph, they entered on a species of servitude. Not only
were they Pharaoh's subjects, but to some extent his servants (Gen. xlvii. 6). They
were no longer free to come and go as they chose. They had a certain province
assigned to them. They had, it is probable, to pay rent for their lands (Gen. xlvii. 26).
After a certain time, during which they suffered only this " Mght affliction," the severe
oppression began. Their lives were " made bitter with hard bondage, in mortar and
in brick, and in all manner of service in the field " (Ex. i. 14) ; then their children

were massacred (ib. ver. 22) ; lastly, they were required to " make bricks without straw "

(ch. V. 7—19). So with God's people generally. They are given a time of suffering.

They have to learn to " endure hardness." But God afflicts them as a discipline, and
makes even their worst afflictions tend to their growth in grace. At last their trial

time is over. Sometimes in this world, oftener in another, they find their Canaan, and
" enter into rest."

II. The tbial-time seems lonq ; but God detebmhtes its length, and apportions
rr TO THE NEEDS OF THE PARTictrLAB CASE. FouT hundred and thirty years is a lon^
space, even in the Ufe of a nation. It is about the period of time which separates us
firom the rebellion of Jack Cade and the commencement of the " Wars of the Roses."
The severe oppression of Israel was not, however, nearly so long as this. Perhaps it

lasted only about a century. In any case, times and seasons are in God's hands, aud
as he fixed four centuries for the entire servitude many years before it began (Gen. xv.

13), so, we may be sure, he fixed the term in his own counsels for the severe oppres-

ion. And it is doubtless the same with individuals. God knows what kind and length
of chastisement they need, and assigns to each of his chosen ones the term of suffering

that is needful for him.

m. If THE TEIAL-TIMB ENDS HERB, AND A SEASON OF HAPPINESS SUPERVENES, IT IS

WELL TO OBSERVE YEARLY THE DAY OF THE CHANGE AS A DAY OF THANKSGIVING TO
GOD. As national mercies are rightfully commemorated by national " days of thanks-
giving," so the special blessings vouchsafed to individuals should receive private cuiu-

memoration. The day, or night, that brought us out of the Egypt of sin, is especially

worthy <rf such honour. Wherever known, it should be " observed unto the Lord."

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa

Vers. 40

—

i3.—The Exodus. View it in three lights.

I. As AN EMANCIPATION OF SLAVES. God is the swom foe of the slave-holder. Only
in a very modified sense was slavery tolerated in Israel ; and the laws were such as

gradually to undermine the system. Historically, God's religion has proved itself the

great slave-liberator. 1. In Egypt. Here were two millions of a slave population set

free in a single night. 2. In Israel. Consider the effect on the abolition of the slave

system of the single precept in ver. 44 of this chapter. The slave sat down with his

master on equal terms at the board of the passover. The same thing happened in the

Christian Church. When the Lord's Supper was dispensed, the Christian slave

remained ; the master, if he was only a catechumen or a penitent, retired. 3. In
Christian countries. Christianity, it is true, did not preach a crusade against slavery

—

a course which would only have led to a slave-revolt—but it inculcated truths and
principles which undermined the system. Slavery was the corner-stone of the ancient

civilisations. Philosophers defended it. The pagan religions did nothing to overthrow

it. But the Christian Church took up from the very first the cause of the slave. The
master who ill-treated his slave was excommunicated. He was compelled to marry the

female^slave whom he had seduced. He sat with his slave at the Lord's table. The
slave might hold office in the church, and thus become, in a spiritual point of view, the

superior of his master. The influence of the Church was used to secure the liberation

of the slave. Under Domitian, a prefect of Rome, named Chromatins, freed one thousand
four hundred slaves who had become Christians, saying, " Those who have become the

children of God ought to be no longer slaves of men." Says J. S. Llill, " In an age

when the weak were prostrate at the feet of the strong, who was there but the Chur'.i
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to plead to the strong for the weak ?" (Dissert, ii. 155). The emancipation of four

millions of American slaves—so long a blot on a so-called Christian civilisation—has Uea
accomplitthed in our sight, a second exodus. " We can say to-day that, with soma
trifling exceptions, the soil of Cliristian nations is free from the disgrace of slavery.

Under what influences have the efforts been produced which have brought about such a
result ? We have only to look at recent facts, and we see the whole clearly. What
men, in the middle of last century, were the first to advocate and emancipate slaves ?

The Quakers of America, who held that bondage was contrary to the Gospel. What
men have pleaded the cause of the negroes in the English Parliament with the most
power and perseverance ? Decided Christians—Wilberforce and Buxton. What spirit

animated the book called Uncle Tom, which acted so powerfully upon opinion in favour

of the negroes ? A spirit steadfastly Christian. To what sentiment did the Czar of

Russia appeal, when he gave liberty to twenty millions of men ? Read his proclamation

of Feb. I9th, 1864." (Kmest Naville.) Revealed religion—the religion of the Bible, ia

thus the great liberator of the slave.

U. As A TEMPORAL DELivERAKCE OF THE Chubch. Many such deliverances has the

Church, both in Old and in New Testament times, experienced since. Deliverances

under the Judges; destruction of Sennacherib; edict of Cyrus, and return from
captivity ; Maccabaean Era. Read Christian Church history. See the Church emerging
triumphant, laden with the spoils of the foe, from the days of persecution under the

Roman Emperors. Later instances in the Albigenses, in the Lollards of England, in the

Hugueaots of France, in the Covenanters of Scotland, etc.

III. As A TYPE OF A QBEATEB DELIVERANCE THAN ITSELT. Redemption from Slnuul
wrath through Christ See previous Homilies.—J. 0.

EXPOSITION.

V«n. 43—51. — SUPPLEMENTABY ORDI-

SANOE WITH BESPECT TO THE PaSSOVEB. The
position of these verses is curious. We should

have expected them to have followed imme-

diately on ver. 20, or else to have been reserved

for the further consideration of the subject in

eh. xxiii. It is suggested, in order to account

for their place, that they formed the matter of

a special revelation made to Moses at Succoth.

They comprise three main points :—1. The
absolute exclusion of all uncircumcised per-

sons from participation in the passover rite
;

2. The extension of the rite (implied in

ver. 19) to all full proselytes; and, 3. The
injunction that not a bone of the lamb should

be broken. (This last is repeated in Num.
ix. 12.)

Vers. 43.—This is the ordinance of the
passover

—

i.e., " This is the law. in respect
of the persons who are to partiike of it"

—

there shall no stranger eat thereof, or lite-

ral! v, "No son of a stranger shall eat thereof."
By a " stranger " here is meant one of a
foreiga race who wishes to retain his foreign
character and to remain uncircumcised. Com-
pare ver. 48.

Ver. 44.—Every man's servant that is

bought for money. Or " every mau's slave."
The Mosaic Law found servitude existing.
asd left it exuting, only guarding against its

extreme abuses (ch. xxi. 20—27). It put no
check on the traffic in slaves. When thou hast
circumcised him. The Jewish c^mmeututois
say, that the desire of the slave to receive the
rite and become a Jew is here implied. But it

would seem rather, that ojiposition and refusal

is not thought of as possible (see Gen. xvii

13, 17). The case is like that of baptism
among the barbarous nations, where no sooner
was the king converted than a general order
went forth for the baptism of his subjects,

which no one thought of resisting. Then
shall he eat thereof. It was a principle of

the Jewish law that the slaves should be
admitted to complete religious equality with
the native Israelites. (Compare Lev. xxii.

11.)

Ver. 45.—A foreigner. Literally "a so-

journer "—t.c., a foreigner who is merely pass-

ing through the land, or staying for a time,
without intending to become a permanent resi-

dent. The Septuagint trdpoiKos well ex-
presses the meaning. An hired servant. It

is assumed that the " hired ser\-ant " will be
a foreigner ; and intended to guard against

anv comitulsion being put ujiou him.
Ver. 46.—In one house shall it he eaten.

Conijiare the ^rections iu vers. 3 -10, which
imply this, ana see the comment on ver. 10.

Neither shall ye break a bone of it. Ealisch
thinks that the lamb was a symbol of the
unity of the nation, and was therefore not to

have any of it* bones broken. This view may
be a true one, without being exhaustive, u
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xoAj hare been to mark the nnitj of the

Church in Christ that his bones were not
broken, and m view especially of that unity,

that the type was made to correspond in this

particular with the antitype. (See John xix.

33—36.)
Ver. 47.—All the congregation . . . shall

keep it. Rather " shall tacrifiee it." (Com-
pare ver. 6.)

Vers. 48, 49.—And when a stranger, etc.

Here we have the positive ordinance corre-

sponding to the implied permission in ver. 19,

and modifying in the most important and
striking way the prohibitive enactment of

ver. 43. The "stranger,"' even if he only
" sojourned " in the land, was to be put on
exactly the same spiritual footing as the
Israelite (" One law shall be," etc.) if only he
and his would be circumcised, and so enter

into covenant

Ver. 50.—Thns did all the children o!

Israel — i. e., the Israelites, at theu- first

passover, acted in accordaace with these pre-

cepts, especially in admitting to the feast all

circumcised persons, whether natives or

foreigners, and rejecting all the uncircum-
cised.

Ver. 51.—This verse should be transferred

to the commencement of the next chapter,

which should nm as follows :
—'• And it oame

to pass—on the self-same day that the Lord
brought the children of Israel out of the land

of Egypt by their armies—that the Lord spake

unto Moses, saying," etc. The word " amies,"
which at first sight may seem inappropriate,

occurs also in ch. vi. 26. It is probably in-

tended to mark that the people were tho-

roughly organised, and marshalled in divisioni

resembling those of an army.

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 41—60.

—

Passover precepts *'edlised in Christian praetiee. The precepto

were :

—

I. That no uncibcumcised steanqer, not even though a hired servant in a
HEBREW FAMILT, SHOULD EAT OF IT. Formally, baptism corresponds to circumcision,

both of them admitting into covenant with God ; and thus the rule of Christian com-
munities generally, that the reception of baptism must precede that of the Lord's

Supper, is a carrying out of this precept. But it is also carried out in another way.

Spiritually, the correspondent to the circumcision of the flesh is the circumcision of tlie

spirit ; and thus all Churches which warn the wicked from approaching the Lord's table,

do their best to enforce the precept, " No uncircumcised person shall eat thereof."

Hired servants of the Church, unless circumcised in heart, are as unfit to communicate
as those who have no external connection with Divine things. Nay, may we not say

more unfit ?

n. That all the congregation of Israel, freemen and slaves alike, should
EAT of it. The frequent exhortation of all Christian Churches to all their members to

receive the Communion, especially at Easter-time, and the general allowance of the duty
by those who have any real sense ot religion constitute a realisation, to a considerable

extent, of this precept in Christian practice. It is to be wished that the realisation were

complete. The joint participation of freemen with slaves has always characterised the

Christian Church ; and though there have been Christian communities which have acted

differently, the cases are too exceptional to deserve much notice, and are disappearing

as slavery disappears.

HI. That it should be eaten in one place, and none or it carried forth.

Churches which allow not only reservation, but the carrying forth of the holy elements

to the bedsides of the sick, break at any rate the letter of this precept. But the

Reformed Churches, which disallow even reservation, keep close to it.

IV. That not a bone of it should be broken. This precept can only be spiritually

observed, for in the Christian passover, the " flesh " to be eaten has no " bones." But
it is spiritually kept wherever communicants are warned against dividing Christ in their

thoughts, against separating his humanity from his Divinity, or against practising

special ^evotion to any separate portion of his person, as to his " Sacred Heart " or his
" Five wounus." It was the essence of one of the early forms of heresy to " divide

Christ ;" and on this accoimt the Church of England protests in her second article of

religion, that in him " two whole and perfect natures are joined together in one person,

neuer to be divided, whereof is One GhrisL"
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HOMELEES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 43—51.

—

Tiie spirit of the Fassover ordinance. The features to be specified

reappear in the Lord's Supper. The ordinance was

—

I. Exclusive. (Vers. 43, 45, 48.) A stranger, an uncircumcised person, and a hired

servant, were not to be permitted to eat of it. Their relation to Israel was wholly
external. In like manner, the Lord's Supper is exclusive. It excludes the stranger

to the death of Christ, the uncircumcis^ in heart, and those who susuin a merely
legal and hireling relation to the Church. These have " neither part nor lot " in th«
matter.

II. Yet Catholic. (Vers. 48, 49.) The sojourning stranger who wished to keep
the passover had only to be circumcised—he and his males—to be admitted to the
ordinance. He was then to be as one bom in the land. 'Ihis catholicity of spirit, aud
kindliness to foreigners, blending with a stem exclusiveness in religion, is characteristic

of the whole Mosaic code. Cf. Vinet on the tolerance and intolerance of the Christian

religion (" Vital Christianity "). The Lord's Supper is the most catholic of ordinances.

It overleaps all barriers of race, nationality, clime, and religion. At the Lord's table

there is neither Greek, nor Jew, barbarian, Scythian, bond nor free.

III. Equalising. (Ver. 44.) The master and slave sat down at the same board.

See last homily. Christianity is the great social equaliser.

IV. Ukiftikg. (Vers. 46, 47.) It taught the congregation to feel its unity.

1. The lamb was to be eaten in one house. 2. Not a bone of it was to be broken.
"Through the unity and integrity of the lamb given them to eat, the participants

were to be joined into an undivided unity and fellowship with the Lord, who had
provided them with the meal " (Keil). 3. All the congregation were to eat it. The
Lord's Supper, in like manner, is a social meal, in which the Church, eating " one
bread," and drinking " one cup," declares itself to be " one body " (cf. 1 Cor. x, 16, 17).
" The preservation of Christ, so that not a bone was broken, had the same signifi-

cation ; and God ordained this that he might appear as the true Paschal Lamb, that
was slain for the sins of the world."—J. O.

Vers. 43—51.

—

The Law of the Passover. I. What God reqihees in its obseb-
VAKCE. 1. God demands purity of communion. No stranger is to eat of it. (1) Our
holy things are not to be profaned. The life of Christ is lowered and endangered by
indiscriminate admission to the Lord's table. (2) They are not to be degraded into

superstitious rites. When they are given as if salvation resided in them, we are

substituting idols for the unseen Saviour. The only safeguard for purity of worship
is purity of communion. 2. it is not to be carried out from the midst of the house-
hold of faith. The peace and fellowship of the Gospel are only for the circumcised in

heart. 3. Communion with Christ to be characterised by reverence and holy awe : not
a bone of him is to be broken. 4, Every wall of partition is removed. All who believe

have a right to join in the feast (vers. 41—49) ; but they must come with the maik of

God's people,—a circumcised heart.

II. The obedience of faith is blessed not only with safety but also with
DEi.ivEEANCE. " Thus did all the children of Israel . . . and on the self-same day

"

they passed out of Egypt (50, 51). Fellowship with Christ is deliverance from ih»
bondage of eviL—U.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER xm.
Vera. 1-16.

—

SaNCTIFICATION 0» THB FIRST-

BORN. In connection with the deliverance from

death of the Israelite first-bom by the blood of

the lamb, and still further to fix the remem-
brance of the historical facts in the mind of

the nation, Moees was commissioDed to de-

clare all the firstborn of Israel for all fntnre

time, and all the firstborn of their domesti-

cated animals "holy to the Lord." There

was, perhaps, already in the minds of men
a feeling that peculiar dignity attached to

the first-bom in each family; and this feel-

ing was now strengthened by the assignment

to them of a sacred character. God claimed
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them, and alio the first-born cf beasts, as His

own. The dean beasts became his bj sacri-

fice; but the unclean ones could not ht

similarly treated, and therefore had to be

"redeemed" (verse 13) by the sacrifice of

clean animals in their place. The first-born

of men became at the first institution of the

new ordinance God's ministers ; but as this

system was not intended to continue, it was

announced that they too would have to be

• redeemed " (verses 13, 15). The exact

mode of redeeming them was left to be

settled afterwards, and will be found in

Num. iii. 40-51 ; xviii. 16.

Ver. 1.—On the true grammatical nexus of

this verse, see note on ch. xii. 51. The in-

junctions of verse 2, and probably those of

8-15—were given to Moses on the very day
of the setting-forth, most likely, at Succoth

in the evening.

Ver. 2.— Sanctify unto me. Not by any
positive ceremony, but by regarding it as

"set apart rmto the Lord (verse 12j^made
over to him, that is, as his own. All the

ftrst-bom. The Hebrew word used is mas-
culine, and by its proper force limits the

command to the first-bom males, who alone

had been in danger from the tenth plague.

Whatever openeth the womb. This clause

added definiteness, showing that " first-born
"

did not contain any reference to any later

birth, and that it applied to every case

where a woman's fijrst child was a male.

It is alne. Or, " it shall be mine." I

claim it.

Ver. 8.—And Moses said. Without relat-

ing the directions given to Moses any fur-

ther, the author passes to the directions given

by him. He thus, here and elsewhere, avoids

unnecessary repetition. Eemember this day.

The injunction came with great force at the

close of the first day's journey, when the

good-will of the Egyptians had been shown,

and the people had been helped and speeded

on their way, and felt that they were actually

quitting the house of their bondage, and
setting out for Canaan. By strength of hand
the Lord brought you out

—

i.e., "by His
po^verful protection has Grod brought you on
your way thus far." Therefore, " Remember
this day, and remember that nothing leavened

is to be eaten on it " (see ch. xii. 15-20).

Ver 4 —In the month Abib. The name
of the month had not been previously men-
tioned.. Some have derived it fiom the
Egyptian Epiphi. As, however, ab means
" greenness " in Hebrew, and abib " green
ears of corn," while ibba meant "fruit" in

Chaldee (Dan. iv. 12, 14), and dbbon means
" green herbs " in Arabic, there is no need of

a foreign derivation for the word. The month

of "greenness," or of "green ears of com,"
would be both appropriate and intelligible.

Ver. 5.—The land of the Canaanites, etc.
Compare ch. iii. 8, 17. The six nations of

these passages ar6 reduced here to five by the
omission of the Perizzites, one of the less

important tribes. Which he sware unto thy
fathers to give thee. See Geu. xv. 18;
xxiv. 7 ; and compare the comment on ch.
vi. 8. That thou shalt keep this service.
This injunction had been already given
(ch. xii. 25) almost in the same words ; but
on the former occasion it was delivered to the
elders only; now it is laid upon the whole
people.

Ver. 6.—Seven days. Compare ch. xii. 15.
In the seventh day shall be a feast to the
Lord. The feast lasted during the whole of
the seven days, but the first day ^Dd the last
were to be kept especially hoiy. (See ch.
xii. 16 ; Lev. xxiii. 6-8.)

Ver. 7.—Here again the injunctions are
mere repetitions of commands already given
in ch. xii. (See verses 15 and 19.) Repeti-
tion was no doubt had recourse to in order to
deepen the impression.

Ver. 8.—And thou shalt shew thy son.
Repeated from ch. xii. 26, 27.

Ver. 9.—And it shall be for a sign unto
thee upon thy hand, and for a memorial
between thine eyes. There can be no douht
that the Jewish system of tephilUn, or "phy-
lacteries," grew mainly out of this passage,
and was intended as a fulfilment of the com-
mands contained in it. The tephillin were
strips of parchment with passages of Scrip-
ture written upon them and deposited in
small boxes, which were fastened by a strap
either to the left arm, or across the forehead.
The modern Jews argue that they were what
Moses here intended, and that their employ-
ment began from this tLme- Some Christian
commentators agree with them. But the
great majority argue, from supposed proba-
bility and from the entire absence of any
reference to the actual wearing of UphiUin
in the Old Testament, that the custom must
be, comparatively speaking, a modern one
It is generally supposed to have originated,

with other superstitious practices, in the time
of the Babylonish captivity Those who take
this view regard the words of Moses in the
present passage as merely metaphorical, and
compare them with Prov. iii. 3 ; vi. 21 ; vii.3.

Kalisch, however, observes with reason, that
if the injunction to write passages of the Law
on the door-posts of their houses (Deut. vi. 9

;

xi. 20) was intended to be understood lite-

rally, and was literally cairied out (Is. Ivii.

8), the commands with respect to tephillin,

which are coupled with them (Dear. vi. 8

;

xi. 18) nmst have been similai-ly intended.

And probabUity, which is said to be against
the Mosaic origin of tefkSlin, may perh&pi
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rather be urged in its favour. The Egyptian
practice of wearing as amulets "fomis of

words wTitten on folds of papyrus tightly

rolled up and sewn in linen (Wilkinson s

Ancient Egyptiaris, vol. iii. p. 364) is well

attested. Would it not be in harinouy with

the general character of his legislation, ^hat

Moses should adopt and regulate the custom,

employing it to do honour to the Law and
keep it in remembrance, without perhaps

purging it wholly from superstitious ideas?

Moses allowed the Israelites in many things
" for the hardness of their hearts," content if

he could introduce some improvement with-

out insisting at ouce on an impracticable

perfection. That the law of the Lord may
be in thy mouth. The Israelites are in-

structed from the first, that the tephillin are

to be a means to an end ; and that the end

is to be the retention of God's law in their

recollection
—" in their mouth," and therefore

in their heart, since "out of the abundance

of the heart the mouth speaketh."

Ver. 10.—This ordinance. The ordinance

of unleavened bread. See ch. xii. 14, 24.

Ver. 12.—Set apart. The expression is

especially appropriate to the case of first-born

animals, which would have to be separated

off from the rest of the flock, or of the herd,

and " put aside " for Jehovah, so as not to be

mixed up and confounded with the other

lambs, kids, and calves. The males shall be

the Lord's. This limitation, implied in verse

2, is here brought prominently into notice.

Ver. 13.—Every firstling of an ass. The
ass was the sole beast of burthen taken by
the Israelites out of Egypt. (See Ex. xx. 17.)

Neither the horse nor the camel was among
their possessions in the wilderness. This is

agreeable to the Egyptian monuments, by
which the camel appears to have been rare

in Egypt at this time, and the horse as yet
mainly used for war and by the nobles in their

chariots. With a lamb. A lamb or a kid. The
word used is the generic one. (^See the com-
ment on ch. xii. 3.) If thou wilt not redeem
it, then thou shalt break its neck. This
enactment was evidently made to prevent a
refusal to redeem. It would not require to

be put in force, since hy refusing xmder such
a penalty a man would suffer pecuniary loss.

All the first-bom of men among thy child-

ren. Rather " among thy sons." Shalt thou
redeem. Later on, the amount of the redemp-
tion money was fixed at five shekels of the
sanctuary for each. (Num. iii. 47.)

Ver. 14.—When thy son asketh thee. Com-
pare ch. xii. 26, and the comment ad foe.

Ver. 15.—When Pharaoh would hardly
let us go. Rather, " when Pharaoh hardened
himself against letting us go." At his last

interview with Moses, Pharaoh had abso-

lutely refused to let them go vnth their cattle

(ch. X. 24—27), and Moses had absolutely

refused to go without them. I sacrifice all

that openeth the womb, being males. And
bemg clean animals. The common sense of

the reader or hearer, is expected to supply the
restriction. Of my children. Rather, as in

verse 13, " of my sons."

Ver. 16.—A sign . . . frontlets. See the

cormneut on verse 9. It is the custom among
the Jews to write this entire passage—Ex.
xiii. 1-16—on two of the four strips of

parchment contained in the tephillin. The
others have inscribed on them Deut. vL 4-9,

and Deut. xL 13-21

HOMILETICS.

Vera. 1—16.

—

The Dedication and Bedemption of the First-bom. In commemoratiou
of the great mercy whereby their first-boru sons were spared, when all those of the

Efjyptians were slain, God required the Israelites to do two things :—(1) To dedicate

all their first-born sons, not only of the existing but of all future generations, to

himself; and, (2) to redeem them, or buy them back for the purposes of secular life,

by a money payment. It is analogous to this

—

I. That Christian parents are required to dedicate, not their fibst-bobn

80N8 ONLY, BUT ALL THEIR CHILDREN, TO GoD IN Baptism. All havc deserved death.

All have been in danger of it. AH have been spared by the mercy of God, on account

of the atoning bhjod of Christ. All therefore are to be dedicated by their pare; its to

God's service—bri)u^ht to the font, and presented to him to be his faithful soldiers

and servants until their life's end. All are to receive a species of consecration,

whereby they become "priests to God" (liev. i. 6), and may have boldness to approach

him without the intervention of a human mediator. But all are not to be mini.sters.

The raini.stry is for such as have a special call, which cannot be known in infancy,

or indeed until persons are well advanced toward.s manhood.
II. That Christian Parents hav3, after dedicating them, to take their

CHILDREN BACK, AS IT WERE, TO SECULAR LIFE. Hannah gave her son up to God
from the time that she weaned him, took him to the Temple, and left him with
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the priests. Christians cannot do this. Though some of their sons may ultimately
have a call to the ministry, this will not be the case with all, and they must act as
if it would not be the case with any. They must take their children back to their
houses, give them a secular education, and prepare them in most instances for secular
life. But they have not to buy them back. This arises from the difference between
the two dedications, the one having been a dedication to the ministry and the other
not. Christians do not need to retract the dedication of their children by any sub-
sequent act. They may and should maintaiu it. Laymen may lead lives as truly
sanctified as clergymen. They may serve God as well, though in a different way.
They may be, and should be "holy to the Lord." Who would not desire his children
to be such ?

Vers. 3—16.

—

The rightful use of Church ordinances. Church ordinances are—(1)
Commemorative; (2) Disciplinary; (3) Channels of supernatural grace. The benefits
derivable from them depend mainly upon their rightful use. We learn from the
instructions here given to the Israelites by Moses, that their rightful use consists
especially

—

I. In the begulab keepins of them. "Thou shalt keep this ordinance in his
season from year to year." Spasmodic observance, enthusiastic and frequent at one
time, perfunctory and infrequent at another, ten times this year, once the next, will
bring no blessing, conduct to no good result. Each ordinance has its own time or
times—baptism and confirmation once in a lifetime—the Holy Communion weekly, if

opportunity offers ; if not, monthly ; or, at the least, thrice a year—attendance at
public worship, each Sunday, twice—fasting, on Fridays and in Lent—commemoration
of chief festivals, once a year—and so on. Fitness has in every case been considered,
and set times appointed at proper intervals. Let the rule of the Chm-ch be regularly
followed, let there be no needless variation, no will-worship, no caprice, and the
greatest benefit may be confidently anticipated. But following one's own fancy in the
matter, now observing rides, now breaking them, making ourselves in fact a law to
ourselves, is a course that will assm-edly obtain no blessing upon it. " Thou shalt keep
each ordinance in his season."

II. In the stbict keeping of them. " There shall no leavened bread be seen with
thee, neither shall there be leaven seen with thee, in all thy quarters." Lukewarm-
ness, double-mindedness, half-and-half measures, are everywhere condemned in

Scripture. " K the Lord be God, follow Him ; if Baal, then follow him." " Because
thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spue thee out of my mouth."
If the ordinances of the Church are worth following at all, they are worth following
strictly. If the Church says—" Put away gaiety and amusement during this or that
season," then all gaiety and amusement should be put away—none should be seen
" in all our quarters." If she appoints two services, or (as some understand it) three
for Sundays, then men should not limit their attendance to one. If she urges frequent
communions, they should attend frequently, and not be content with the minimum ol

three times in the year.

III. In the keeping of such of them as aee commemorative with remem-
brance. " Remember this day, in the which ye came out from Egypt "—" the Lord
slew all the first-born—therefore I sacrifice to the Lord all that openeth the matrix."
A large part of the ritual of every church is commemorative. Sunday is a commemo-
ration. The Friday fast, enjoined by the Church of England and others, is a com-
memoration. Christmas, Easter, Whitsuntide, Ascension Day, are commemorations.
And the Holy Communion is in part commemorative. To observe, in a certain sense,

these da^'s and seasons and ordinances, without giving serious thought to the historical

events with which they are connected, and out of which they have arisen, is to lose

half the benefit which their observance was intended to secure to us. It is scarcely,

perhfyps, to be supposed that any one could receive the Holy Communion without
some thought of the death of Christ upon the Cross ; but it must greatly conduce to

the rite having its due and full operation on our minds and hearts, that we should
vividly present to ourselves on the occasion a mental picture of the agonies sufiered for

as, thkt we should dwell in thought upon the whole scene of the trial and the cruci-

fixion, and seek to realise its particulars. We cannot have too deeply impressed upuo
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•18 the recollection of the day on which, and the means by which, God brought th«
Church of the first-bom out of the spiritu<U bondage of Egypt, saved them from the
destroyer, sanctified them, and made them his "peculiar people."

IV. In the coxtintted keeping of them through times of pkosperitt. " When
the Lord shall bring thee into the land of the Canaanites, thou shalt keep this
service." The discipline of adversity is apt to draw men nearer to Grod than that of
prosperity. Many are very careful and regular attendants on Church ordinances when
they are afflicted, or in poor circumstances, or suffering from a bereavement ; but, if

the world smiles upon them, if they grow rich and respected, if men court and flatter

them, they grow careless and irregular in such matters. They think that they cease
to have the time for them ; but in reality they cease to relish them. " The cares of
the world and the deceitfulness of riches," choke the good seed that was in them, and
" they become unfruitful." They forget God, and the marvellous things that he hath
done for them. Hence a warning is required. We must not let the " milk and
honey " of Canaan wean our hearts from God, or make us less zealous in his service, or
less constant attendants upon his ordinances. The higher we are lifted up the more
we need his grace ; the greater attraction that the world offers to us, the more helpful
to us are those holy rites and usages, which draw our thoughts away from earthly
things, and fix them upon things Divine and heavenly.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Ver». 1—3, 11—17.

—

The sanctification of the first-horn. This command has its

L-dsis in the fact that on the night when God executed his tremendous judgment
against Egypt, the first-born of Israel was spared. Because this great mercy had been
shown to Israel, the first-born of man and beast were ever afterwards to be reckoned a.s

specially belonging to Jehovah. The first-bom of the generation then living was his

by direct purchase ; all later first-borns were to be his by grateful dedication. It was
reqiured, in addition, that the first-born of man, as well as of unclean beasts, should

be " redeemed." This may have been designed to teach that the lives of these later

first-borns were as truly forfeited by sin as were those of the original first-born, on the

night of the exodus ; and that the nearer the relation in which the individual stands

to God, the more pressing becomes the need for atonement.

I. Redemption is by substitution. This is well illustrated by the law for the

redemption of unclean animals (ver. 13 ; cf. Num. xviii. 15). The firstling of an ass,

being unclean, could not be offered on the altar. It was, therefore, to be redeemed by
the substitution of a lamb. If not thus redeemed, its neck was to be broken. This

teaches the further lesson

—

unredeemed life rmttt^ die. It was on the same principle that

the lamb was substituted for the first-bom on the night of the exodus. This law does

not specify the manner of the redemption of the first-born of male children, but it was
probably originally by a lamb also. The redemption was subsequently effected by a

money-payment of five shekels (Num. xviii. 16). This gave prominence to the ide*

of a ransom, already implied in the use of the word " redeem." The principle of the

redemption was still the substitution of life for life, the money-payment pointing

back to the lamb or other victim of which it was the price. Jesus has fulfilled the type

under both its asjiects. He has redeemed us by the substitution of his holy life for

our sinful ones (Ueb. ix. 26—28). His life has been given as a ransom for many
(Matt. XX. 28 ; 1 Tim. ii. 6).

II. Redeemed life belongs to Gt)D (vers. 1, 12, 15). As all later generations of

Israel were represented in that first one, so all later first-boms were represented in those

of the night of the exodus. Hy redeeming them from deatli, God purchased the first-

bora of Israel in a peculiar manner to himself. What held true of the first-born, held

true, in a wider sense, of the nation as a whole, and holds true now of all believers.

They are God's, because God has redeemed them. We must not seem to lessen the

natuidl claim which God has upon our service. All souls are God's; and no moral

being has a right to use his powers otherwise than for the glory of him who g»ve them.

But in a special manner Jehovah claims redeemed life for himself. "I have rede«;n.e<J
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thee, thou art mine " (Is. xliii. 1). "Ye are bought with a price ; therefore glorify God
in your body, and in your spirit, which are God's " (1 Oor. vi. 20).

III. The animal cbeation shares in hak's euin and redemption. First-born
of man and beast.—J. 0.

Vers. Z—11.—''JRememher this day.*" The exhortation in these verses may very well
be applied to Christians. They are to remember the fact and the might of their
redemption. They are to commemorate it by observance of appointed ordinances. They
are to beware of forgetting it in days of prosperity. They are to show their remem-
brance of it by a holy walk, and by due instruction of their children.

I. Remember the fact and the might of iour redemption. 1. The fact of it

(vers. 3—8). How Jesus has brought you up " out of an horrible pit, out of the miry
clay "' (Ps. xl. 1) ; has redeemed you from the law's curse, from Satan's tyranny, from a
condition of wrath, and from spiritual death ; has introduced you into the liberty of God's
children, and started you on your journey to an everlasting and glorious inheritance.
Redemption from the thraldom of Pharaoh sinks into insignificance as ctampared witli

this " so great salvation." If Israel was summoned to remember the day on which
they came out of Egypt, out of the house of bondage, much more is it the duty of
Christians to remember what great things God has done for them. 2. The migLt of it.

" By strength of hand the Lord brought you out of this place " (vers. 3, 9, 14). They
were to remember this as enhancing their sense of the greatness of their redemption,
and as affording a pledge that God was able to accomplish all else that he had promised
(ver. 5). The might expended in the Christian redemption is not less, but greater, than
in the exodus from Egypt. It does not detract from its greatness that it is chiefly

moral strength—power exerted in overcoming evil, in producing moral effects in the
minds and consciences of men, and in making them new creatures in Christ Jesus.

Eedemption has both its objective and its subjective sides, and in both is displayed
the power of God. God's might is seen in the upholding of Christ ; in the victories

which, while on earth, he was enabled to gain over the powers of evil ; in the gigantic

triumph of the Cross ; and in the spiritual effects produced since, through eighteen cen-
turies, by the preaching of his Gospel ; in the regeneration of souls, in the strength given
to his servants to do spiritual work, in the victory whereby they overcome the world.

n. Beware of forgettinq tour redemption in the pats of your PEOsPEraTY,
ver. 15. Prosperity has a subtle influence in leading away the heart from God. ^Ylleu

men have eaten, and are full (Deut. viii. 12—18), they are very apt to grow haughty
and self-sufficient. This danger is one to be jealously watched against.

III. Show that you remember tour redemption bt doing the THiNOfl that God
COMMANDS. 1. By observing his ordinances. The special ordinance here alluded to is

the feast of unleavened bread—a sequel to the passover (vers. 3—10). Christians are

to observe the Lord's Supper. 2. By a holy life. The observance of the outward
ordinance would be valueless if that which it spiritually represented was lost sight of,

viz., the need of a walk in " newness of life." We are to " keep the feast, not with old

leaven, neither with the leaven of malice and wickedness, but with the unleavened

bread of sincerity and truth " (1 Cor. v. 7). To this end has Christ redeemed us, that

we may walk in holiness (Eom. vi. 4—7 ; Eph. v. 25—28 ; Titus ii. 14 ; 1 Pet. i. 18).

3. By instruction of children. God lays stress on this (vers. 8—14 ; cf. Deut. vi. 6—9
;

xi. 18—22). It is his chief way of perpetuating a holy seed. The responsibility of

instruction rests primarily on the parent. No task should be more delightful to him,

or should be discharged more faithfully. If the parent is willing, many opportunities

will present themselves. , A child's curiosity is ever active. The ordinances of the

Church will furnish starting-points for conversation. We have in these verses, and

elswhere in the book, specimens of the instruction that is to be given.—>J. 0.

Vers* 1, 2.— The consecration of the first-born. I. The meaning of the type.
1. Man's first-bom the type of the first-born of God, in his authority and priestly
function among his brethren, and as the object of the father's love and trust. 2. In
Egypt's and Israel's first-born we find the two-fold type of Christ and his people.
Egypt's die, Israel's are saved. The death of Egypt's first-born bursts the bonds of
Israel, the death of God's first-bom, the bonds of his people.
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n. GrOD's DEMAND. 1. His claim upon the saved life :
" It is mine." (1) His rigtt to

our service. He has bought us with a great price. (2) His delight in us. We are a

treasure and a joy to liim. because he loved us he gave Christ to die for us. 2, The
life which Christ has redeemed is to be set apart for God (Horn. xii. 1). (1) With fuli

purpose of heart. (2) L'nder the power of Christ's love: "the kve of ChriBt coa-
Ptraineth us." (3) With unceasing prayer for the Spirit's indwelling.

Ver. 3—16.

—

llow to declare God's salvation. L By the remembraxce of hu
KEsciES. 1. " iiemember this day in which ye came out from Egypt." (1) Tie
Lord's Supper is an ordinance of remembrance :

" Do this in remembrance of me."
('_') The remembrance of deliverance extends over the Christian's whole hfe :

" un-
leavened bi^ead is eaten." 2. The celebration of the Passover awoke inquiry among
those who had not witnessed Gud's deeds (ver. 8).—True gratitude, heartfelt tlianks-

gi\"ing, will make the reality of God's love to be felt by those who have not knowu
him. (1) The place and use of the Lord's Supi^er in the Christian Church. ('_') The
p^uver of love in the Christian life. (3) Of true i)raise and worship in the congregation.

To make Ghxi something to others, he must first be something to ourselves,

IL Bt the doing of his wux. The Israelites, in sacrificing or redeeming the

first-born, woke again the question, " What is this ? " (vers. 14, 13). Our obedience to the

good and holy will of clod, our consecration to his service will show the reality of his

salvation and awaken in many hearts the question whence this consecration flows and
the desire to share iL " Let your light so shine " (Matt. v. 16).—U.

Ver. 10. Cf. ch. xii. 42.

—

llemember. Utmost pains taken that the day shuuld
be honoured and remembered. (1) 'Ihe month in which it occurred became the

beginning of months. (2) A speciad ordinance as to the fiiat-born pointed back con-

tinually to the event celebrated (vers. 11—13). (3) '1 he annual feast was specially

devised to keep it in memory (vers, l-i, etc.). Why all this ?

I. Reason of observaxck. It commemorated : 1. A great judgment. Nine
pla^^ues had fOased ; the members of each successive trial following one another at

shorter intervals and with increasing severity. [Illustration, siege of town. Besiegers

draw parallels closer and closer, each time soxmding summons to surrender. Every
summons disregarded ; at length word given for the assault.] God laying siege to Egypt,
now preparing for the assault (cf. generally Amos iv.). "Therefore, prepare to mett
thy God " (ch. xi. 4). " / will go out ;" the representatives stand aside that the arm
of Jehovah may be recognised. Fourteenth of month ; midnight. God accomj^anied

I y the angel of vengeance. Picture result—j»lace, dungeon, stables, fields, temples,

bueets. The judgment was upon Egypt and her gods. 2. A great deliverance. (1)
From death. God the judge is imjvartial. If I gypt has sinned, so also Israel. Three
plagues shared by both, both now threatened by self-same danger. Israel, however,
trusting Gkxi, may escape by obedience. Lamb chosen four days earlier. Slain that

afternoon at sundown. Light of full moon shows blood streaks on lintels and door-

posts of houses in Goshen; inside, people prej^ared for departure, feeding on lamb.
Midniglit : Is it imagination that rush and quiver of unseen wings? The shadow of

the wings of God shelter each blood-stained door, whilst the angel of vengeance passes

over, sjiaring those whom God protects. (2) From slavery. Wailing throughout
Esypt. Midnight message, " Go, get ye gone." At once families gather to standards
of their tribes. Soon one great army, harnessed and equipi.>ed, laden with sjwils of

Egypt, the Israelites march forth from the land of ti;eir a\ptivity. 'ihe time fulfilled

to the day (xii. 41), when their hour is come their God is ready. 3. A great exhibit

tion of Divine pouitr. Not a mere judgment or a mere deliverance, but judgment by a
per.sonal judj^e, deliverance by a personal deliverer. (1) The Egyptians needed to
learn who Jeliovah was. The Israelites had not done much to make liira resj^cted;
rather had brouglit his name into disrepute as the patron of a slavish multitude.
Must cause his own name to be hallowed (cf. Ezek. xxxvi. 20—2o). (') Israel needed
to learn that Jehovah was the deliverer—a God faithful to his promises, yet who couLi
not endure sin. Moses and Aaron his instruments, but the victory due only to kit

light hr\nd and his holy arm.
IL L'u or THE OBSEHTANcs. By communicating the judgment and the deliveranoa,
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it was calculated to keep meu mindful of the judge and the deliverer, and to prompt
respect for his law (xiii. ii). Commemoratious are an aid to memory, renviudini'- uf imst
events, and recalling associations connected with them. Mere observance as an end in
itself, bondage (cf. Gal. iv. 9, 10) ; as a means to an end, helpful and necess;iry. I he
Piiarisee makts a virtue of observance ; the right thing is to draw virtue from it. See
what this observance taught:— 1. God is long-suffering, but the day of ven^^eance
comes at length. The help to memory, as to what he Jiad done, was a help to convic-
tion as to what he might do. 'J. God will not clear the guilty, yet his mercy doth
endure for ever. Even with the help, how often were these truths forgotten (cf. Ps.
cvi. 7—13, etc.) ; would any have remembered them without it ?

Apply. Life, which forms the memory of the future, grows out of memory of the
past. A good memory is a help to good living. What lielps do you use to prompt
memory? The marked biU, the birthday text-book, the diary—all these hel[iful;

above all, the day, the anniversary, if we use it rightly. Commemorations ai-e but
sign-posts pointing to that which is commemorated; use them as such, follow out
their indications. So, remembering past mercies, faith will be strengthened and hope
•ustained.—G.

EXPOSITION.

Ver. 17-20.

—

The DiBEonoN op the joub-

EY.—The du-ectroad from Touis to Palestine

•—a road much fiequented under the nineteenth

yuasty—lay along the coast of the Mediter-

- anean, and conducted to Philistia. If we

iook at the map, and observe the position of

Vanis (now San) on the old Tauitic branch

o the NUe, now nearly diied up, we shall

6 e that the route which would natm-ally

B ggest itself to any one wishing to proceed

i the Holy Land from Tanis would be one

rumiiug almost due east, from Tanis to Pe-

lusium, and from Pelusium, south of Lake

S rboais, to Rhinocolura ; and thence, follow-

ing the course of the coast to Gaza, Ascalou,

and Ashdod, the chief towns of the Philistine

couutry. It is true that a marsh region in-

tervenes etween Tauis and Pelusium which

might seem to bar the route ; but the

Egyptian emains show that, in the times of

the eighteenth and uiueteeuth dynasties, this

obstacle was sunnounted by means of an

embankment which was carried across it, and

that a direct road thus connected the two

cities.

Moses, at this point of his narrative, be-

iDe. about to trace the onward march of the

Istaelites from Succoth to Etham, in the

direction of the Ked Sea, anticipated, it

would seem, an objection on the paii; of his

reader, who would naturally ask, Why was

not the direct route eastward taken and

0*naan entered on the south-west after some

h If-dozen marches? In verses 17, 18, he

gives the reply—1. God led them, they did

sxuoua.

not determme their own route ; and 2, God
would not lead them by the diiect route,

because it would have conducted them to the

Pliilistine couutry, and the Philistines were
strong, and would have resisted the invasion

by force of arms. Hence it was that the

southern or south-eastern route was taken in

preference to the unrthern one—and that the

second stage hi the jom-ney was from Succoth

to Etham (verse 20).

Ver. 17.—Although that was near. Ra-
ther ^'becauge it was near" (un i^^us r)V,

LXX.)

—

i.e., "Grod did not, because it was
near, lead them tliis way, but a huiger oue."

Lest peradventure the people repent when
they see war. The Philistines were a power-
ful and wai'hke race half a ceutuiy after this,

in the time of Joshua, and were masters of

the five unportaiit cities of Gaza. Ascalon,

Ashdod, Gath, and Ekron, which seem to

have formed a confederacy (Josh. xiii. 3).

It would appear that their strength was
already considerable, and that the Israelites,

though perhaps more numerous, were in

capable of copmg with them, being wholly
unaccustomed to war. The Israelites were
therefore not allowed to take this route,

which would have brought upon them at

once a severe trial, and might have led to

their voluntary return into Egypt.
Ver. IS.—God led the people about Or

"led the people a circuit," i.e., made them
take a cncuitous route to Canaau, the way
of the wilderness of the Red Sea

—

i.e., by the

southern wilderness, or what is now called

"the wilderness of Sinai." Kalisch shows
the wisdom of this course—how it gave time

for the nation to be "gradually accustomed

to fatigues and hardships by a loug and
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tiresome march in the desert"—^to leam
obedience to their chief—and finally to be

•*traia«<i to niilitarv discipline and martial

Tirme by cccasional expeditions against the

weaker iiil es of the desert." He errs, how-
CTer, in ascribing the wisdom of the course

taken to Moses, since Moses expressly de-

clares that the conception was not his, but

Gc-J's. And the children of Israel went np
harnessed. The word here translated "har-

nessed." is generally thought to mean either

" with their loins girded " (Onkelos. Kunchi,

Kalisch) or "in military order" (Gesenius, Lee,

Knobel). Ewald, who inclines to the latter

of these two senses, suggests that, strictly, it

means " in five divisions "—viz., van, centre,

two wings, and rearguard- The word is, ap-

parently, a derivative from hhanush. " five."

Ver. 19.—Moses took the bones of Joseph
—i.e., his body, which had been embalmed,

and deposited in a mummy case (Gen. L 26),

most probably at Tanis', which was the

capital of the Shepherd kings, no less than

of Menephthah. He had straitly sworn the

children of Israel. See Gen. 1. 25. Joseph,

firmly bcdieTui^ in the promise of God to

give Canaan to the descendants of Ahraham
had made them swear to take his body with

them when they left Egypt. The desire to

be laid in their native earth was common to

most of the nations of antiquity, and, in the

case of the Israelites, was intensified by
Canaan being the "land of promise." Jacob

had had the same feeling as Joseph, and had
been buried bv Joseph in the cave of Mach-
pelah (G^n. I.'l3).

Ver. 20.—And they took their jonmey
from Snccoth and encamped in Etham. On
the probable position of Etham, see the
" Introduction " to this book. The word
probably means "House of Tom," and im-

plies the existence at the place of a temple
of the Sun-God, who was commonly wor-

shipped as Turn or Atum, The name, there-

fore, is nearly equivalent to Pithom (ch. L 11),

which means " City of Turn ;
" but it is not

likely that Moses designated the same place

by two distinct appellations. The site of

Etham, moreover, does not agree with that

of the Patumos of Herodotus (ii. 158), which
is genially allowed to be Pithom

HOMILETICS.

Vera. 18—21.

—

Tt is t^e method of the Divine action to accomplish ends hy cireuitoru

means. God " led the Israelites about." Instead of conducting them btral.-ht from

Tanis to Canaan in the course of six or seven days, he carried them down nearly to the

furthest point of the Sinaitic j^ninsula, at least two hundred miles out of the direct line

of route. He afterwards made them occupy in desert wanderings the space of forty

years, and brought them into Canaan on the side furthest from Egypt—that which

fronted the east. So it is

—

I. Ix God's xatubal workts-gs. To make a planet suitable for the habitation
"

man, he does not create one fit for him straight off. He prepares an extended mass of

matter which gradually condenses, throws off an atmosphere, settles into laud and sea,

undergoes for many thousands of years a series of aqueous and igneous changes, deposits

strata, elevates them into motmtains, works out river courses, raises and submerges

continents ; and only after a number of millennia does he, by this long and tedious

process, effect the end aimed at from the first, the construction of a habitation suitable

for such a being as man. Again, he will have man live on bread ; but he does not

make bread. He makes a germ capable of developing into a plant, of throwing out

roots and leaves, deriving sustenance from air and earth and showers, increasing gradu-

ally for several months, and finally throwing up the tall spike, which after growing, and

•welling, and rij^ning, bears ultimately the golden grain that is suited to be man's

food.

II. In God's grmrruAL workings. If Gkxi has a work for a man to do, if for this a

certain character is required, God again pursues no compendious method. The man is

bom in a certain sphere, given certain powers, and then it is left for the circumstance*

of life to work out in him, under Divine superintendence, the character required, A1:i's«j

is trained for eighty years in order to qualify him for his position as deliverer of the

Israelites from the' bondage of Egypt ; and is only rendered fit to accomplish the task

by what befals him in that long period. All the saints of God, raised up to do any

great work, have had some such long training. Even Christ did not enter on his

ministry at once, but remained in obscurity for thirty years, before asserting bis

mission.
ni. EvKH IH God's xikactjloub wubkinos. Christ would assuage the pains cf
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Lunger of the five thousand. He does not simply, as lie might have done, remove them
by a word. He obtains such 'rod a^ there is at haad : he blesses and breaks ; he causes

the multitude to sit down ; he distributes the food among the apostles, and bids tLem
distribute to the multitude, K the Red Sea is to be parted, an east wind is made to

blow for some hours ; if a blind man is to be cured, clay is taken, and mixed nith

spittle, and put upon the blind man'i eyes, and by a circuitous method his cure is

effected- All this seems strange to ns because we are so impatient. Our life here

endures so short a space, and we so little realise the fact of the life to ccme, that

we are always in a hurry to oltaia results, and are annoyed at having to wait for them.
But an Eternal Being can afford to b€ paMent. " One day is with the Lord as a thousand
years, and a thousand years as one day." The question with Grod is never as to the

quickest, but always as to the best method- Haste is proverbially unsafe. " Most
.haste, worst speed," says the adage. It would bring much improvement into human
life, ijf there were less of bustle and hurry in it—if men were not in so much ha,=te to

be rich—if they did not expect to reap the harvest so soon as they have sown the

seed—if they would allow time for plans to take effect, for improvements to be brought

to perfection, for institutions to take root and grow.

Ver. 19.

—

It is a Christian duty to carry with us on the path of life the hones of omr
dead. Joseph had swem the Israelites to carry his bones with them out of Egypt at

their departure ; and tLey were thus in a sp-ecial way bound to do it. But, apan from
any such oath, or any pc'Sitive wish expressed, it would have been well for them to have
taken him with them, We are intimately bound up with the men of the generation

before our own, and caimot too carefully carry along with \is their memory. Men may
be considered to carry their dead with them on their course through life

—

I. WhEX they BEAB IK ILDvD AJST) HAVE RESPECT TO THiOK FATHEBS Ef THE FAITH,

ESPECIALLY THOSE iTEAE TO THEM rs' TorE. It is almost impo&sible to measure
adequately the amount of our debt to those who have immediately preceded us in life

—

vrho have set us an example of a consistent Christian course—and shown us its possi-

bility. What living Christian man dc-es not feel that to some other Christian man,
older than himself, still alive or else passed away, he is indebted for the impetus which
changed his path in life, tiu^ed hi-m from the dumb idols which he was following, and
led torn to the worship of the living QxA ? What gratitude is not due in each such

case ! Such memories are to be cherished, clung to—not relinquished, because he to

whom we owe so much is dead. Being dead, such an one " still speaketh
;
" and it is

well that our hearts should still hear his voice, and be thankful for it.

n. WhE2J they CHEEISH the ilEMOSY OF THE FBIEKB6 AXD BKLATIOKS WHOM THEY
HAVE LOST. It is too common a practice, with men especially, to shut out the memory
of the deceased- Bereavement is so terrible a thing, so poignant a grief, that to spare

themselves men mostly make a sort of resolve that they vnll not think upon their dead-

And it is quite possible, after a wmle, so to t^im from the thought as to make it both

transient and rare. But the better course—the true Christian coarse—is to retain our

dead in otir thoughts. The recollection can do tis nothing but good. It is sobering,

chastening, yet elevaring. It is apt to wean us from the world ; to soften us ; to draw
us into communion with the unseen ; to help our higher nature in its struggle with the

lower.

HL WhES they bear IK BEMEJOBASCB the WOEST SISS THAT THEY HAVB OOK-
MiTTED. Tne most terrible death to which we poor human creatiores are subject Is that
" body of death," which we bear about with us in our fiesh, and tmder which wa
" groan, being burthened "—viz- sin- There are persons who succeed in putting away
the memory of their past sins, and who are as gay and light-hearted as if there were

nothing against them in God's book. But it is a wiser course to bear about with

us always this " death " also, and not seek to hush it up or put it out of sight The
thought of o'lr past sins is well calculated to make us bumble, penitent, forgiving ; to

gave us from presumption, and make us throw ourselves absclu-ely f^r justiBcation «
tbe meritA a&d atoning blood of C^hriit.

X2
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vera. 17—21.—" llie way of the wUdemess hy the Bed Sea." The direct road to

Canaan lay through the land of the Philistines. God, however, did not lead the peojile

by this way, but round by the Red Sea. " For God said, Lest peradventure the people

/epent when they see war, and they return to Egypt " (vers. 17). Another reason wm
that he designed to make his covenant with them, and give them laws, in the solitude

of the "mountain of God" (ch. iii. 12).

I. Redeemed from Egypt, the people abe not permitted to linqeb on its bordebs.

What snatches of repose are granted, are only meant as a preparation for resumption of

the journey on the morrow. Their destination was Canaan. To this they must press

forward- A rest of eleven months (at Sinai) will be granted afterwards, meanwhile, on

the borders of Egypt, they must pause no longer than is absolutely necessary. At the

beginning of the Christian life, delays, pauses, lockings back, are peculiarly dangerous.

Egypt is too near. Return to it is too convenient. The pursuer will gain too easy an

advantage. There must bo no pausing tiU we are fairly out of the enemy's territory.

Succoth to Etham, Etham to Pi-hahiroth (ch. xiv, 2).

II. It rests with God to determine the way by which his people shall be led.
** When Pharaoh had let the people go, God led them not," etc. (vers. 17). 1. It was

the privilege of the Israelites that they had God as their guide. His pillar of cloud and

fire went before them (vers. 21, 22). What wiser or safer guide could any one desire ?

2. God's guidance was authoritative. Not only were the Israelites not left to pick out

the way for themselves, but whither God directed, thither they were bouud to go.

They were not permitted to take any route they pleased. They were God's people, and

must walk by his law. 3. God's guidance voas frequently mysterious. They would

often be perplexed to understand the reasons of it. A reason seems to have been given

here, but otherwise the route chosen must have seemed a very strange one. The
believer is often thus led by a way he knows not (Is. xlii. 16).

m. God consults for his people's good in the ways by which he leads thex.
" For God said, peradventure," etc. (ver. 17). Consider here, 1. God's procedure. (1)

He turned the Israelites aside from the road which naturally they would have followed.

The way of the land of the Philistines was no doubt the road by which they expected

to be led. It was the customary road. It lay straight before them. It was the shortest

and most direct. How often does God thus turn us aside in Providence from what might

seem to be the natural, as, without a thought to the contrary, it may have been the

anticipated course of our lives ? The road that lies straight before us is not the one in

which we are permitted to walk. Even in Christian work, by what zigzag ways are we
sometimes conducted to our ends ! (2) He led the Israelites by a long detour into the

wilderness. If the end was to escape the Philistines, God did not allow the Israelites

to suppose that he intended to pamper and indulge them. The Nvildemess was a worse

place to travel in than " the way of the land of the Philistines." They would have to

encounter many trials. A heavy strain would be put upon their faith. Though
exempted from war at the beginning, they had to fight enemies on the way, and

ultimately were mirched up to the borders of Canaan, to undertake, at another point,

tbe work of invasion. In like manner, the Christian curriculum is not an easy one.

Wlioever enters upon the Christian journey, expecting to find it all sunshine and roses,

is doome<i to sorrowful disappointment. The road, under God's guidance, soon takes a

turn, which leads into the wilderness of trial. 2. The reasons of God's procedure. (1)

The direct way was at that time an impassable one. The Israelites, just escaped from

Egypt, were not in a condition to force their way through the strongly defendod

territory of the Philistines. The difficulty, it is true, lay in them—in their want m
faith, courage, and power of obedience, not in God, whose help was all-sufficient. V,at

practically, the direct road was closed against them. So, in God's mercifid guidance of

nis i>e<;ple, the path is sometimes bent aside, because no other is for the time practicibla.

Obstacles Uj their progress, insurmountable by them at that st^e of their knowicdge

and exi)erience, block up the road which seems more direct, and to be allowed to advance

in it would be no kindness. (2) The direct road -kzs fraught with danger for themselves.

Their strength and failh were not equal to the opposition they would encounter. It
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would have proved too much for them. They must be allowed time to gather
experience, to throw off the habits of their servitude, to be brouatht under discipliue for

war, to acquire steadiness and courage in facing an enemy. Led up against the I'hilis-

tines m their present undisciplined condition, they would have tied at the first onset,

and would have clamoured, even more vehemently than they did in the desert (ch. xiv.

12), to be conducted back to Egypt. And does not this in large measure explain the
mysterious turnings and windings in our own lives ? God, who knows our frame,
understands perfectly what degree of severity in temptation we are able to endure, and
he mercifully orders our course, so that we may not be tempted above that we are able

(1 Cor. X. 13). We pray, "Lead us not into temptation " (Matt. vi. 13), and this is one
way in which the prayer is answered. Another way is by preventing or restraining the
temptation. But where, as in the present case, it is a temptation which, so to speak,
belongs essentially to the situation—which we must encounter, if that path is to be
travelled at all, then is there no way of avoiding it but by being led in a different road.

Especially in the beginning of a Christian course may we expect these sudden turning?
of our path. We are not then in a condition to encounter very powerful enemies, to

endure very fierce temptations, and by taking us a little way about Grod shields us from
them. (3) There was a discipline to be gained in the circuitous route by which they were
led. God's design, in sparing his people the battle with the Philistines, was not, as we
have seen, to indulge and spoil them. The place whither he conducted them was the
wilderness, and there ho purposed to subject them to a severe moral training. The end
of this training was simply to bring them up to the standard which as yet they had no<

reached, to develop in them the qualities in which they were as yet deficient, to impart
to them, in short, that hardihood and strength of character and will which would enable
them to cope with Philistines, or any other foes. The end God has in view in our own
trials is precisely the same.

IV. OUK WISDOM, UNDER ALL THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF OUR LIVES, IS TO RESIGN OTTB-

BELVE8 TO God's LEADING, BELIEVING IT TO BE ALWAYS THE BEST FOR US. We Cannot
err in resigning ourselves to the guidance of one omniscient, wise, loving, and supremely
good.—J. 0.

Ver. 19.

—

Joseph's bones. A promise, and most of all a promise to the dead, is to be
regarded as sacred. Amidst the haste of their departure the Israelites did not forget to

take with them the bones of Joseph. They probably carried away also the bones of th«
otht-r patriarchs (Acts vii. 16). In this touching incident, see

—

I. Faith's anticipations verified. Joseph had said, " God will surely visit you "

(Gen. 1. 25). He had died in faith, not having received the promises, but having seen

them afar off (Heb. xi. 13—22). At the time of Joseph's death the tokens were scant

that Israel would grow to be so great a people, and would be led forth, many
thousands strong, to go to Canaan. Joseph's faith rested on God's naked word. God
had said that this time would come, and it did. We are never wrong in de])ending on
the Divine promise. Those who trust it, however the world may ridicule tliem as

devout enthusiasts, will prove to be right in the long run. Events will verify their

confidence. Apply, e.g., to the ultimate triumph of Christianity.

II. Faith's choice given effect to. He had strictly sworn the children of Israel,

Baying, " Ye shall surely carry up my bones away hence with you." Notwithstanding

the splendour of his position in Egypt, Joseph's heart was still with his own people.

To his clear moral vision, the godless character of the Kgypfian civilisation was suffi-

ciently apparent. The Hebrews were as yet but a handful of shepherds; but he

discerned in them a spiritual greatness which was wanting to Egypt, and he had faith

in the magnificent future which God's Word pledged to them. So he was not ashamed
to call the humble settlers in Goshen his brethren, and to declare that he preferred a
grave witii them to the proudest mausoleum that Egypt could erect f ir him. He left a

charge that wiien they departed, they were to take his bones with them, and lay tiiem

in Canaan, as subsequently they did (Josh. xxiv. 22). He thus anticipated Moses in

choosing the better part, and in preferring union with God's people to all the tieasnrea

and renown of the land of liis adoption. We act in the same spirit when we set the

.things which are "unseen and eternal" before those wliicli are "seen and temporal," and
count it our highest honour to be enrolled among " God's chilien."
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III. A HIST OF THE BESUBEECTION. "WTiencc this care of Joseph for the bestowal

of bis bones? What matters it—it may be asked—where the dust is laid, if ooiy the

spirit is secure ? In one way it matters very little, though affection naturally inspires

the wish to sleep beside one's kindred. There may have been more than this. Tbo

care of the body in Egypt was, as we now know, connected with a iiope of its revival.

And there are good grounds for believing that the same hope had to do with this

command of Joseph, and with the loving care shown by the patriarchs generally in the

bestowal of their dead. (See the point discussed in Fairbairn's 'lypology, vol. i. p. 355,

et seq.). The believer's body is a sacred deposit. Destined to share with the soul in

the glorj- yet to be revealed, there is a fitness in treating it with reverence, and in laying

it in a place consecrated to the Christian dead.— J. 0.

Vera. 17—22.

—

Israel's Journey the emblem of the Christian's pihjrimage. I. God's

TENDER CARE FOB HIS PEOPLE. 1. Trials and temptations are proportioned to their

ability to bear them. '' He led them not through the way of the land of the Philis-

tines." The conflict with these was not too much for his strength, but it was too much
for Israel's faith. They would have made shipwreck at the very outset. He will not

suffer us to be tempted beyond that we are able to bear. 2. It " was near
;

" but the

shortest way to our possession may not be the surest. God's love is more fully dis-

f)layed in leading us seemingly away from what we desire than it would be in at once

eading us to it. 3. His purpose in delay. God leads us by the way of the wilderness

where, by the knowledge of ourselves and of him we may be prepared for the earthly and

the heavenly jxirtion he designs to give us.

II. They bore with tiiem a proof of God's faithfulness (ver. 19). 1. The

time might have been when the hope expressed by those unburied bones seemed vanity

and folly, but not now. These relics touched a million hearts, and reminded them how
gloriously God had redeemed his word. 2. We carry with us mementoes which till us

with strong assurance for the future. The very light we now possess tells how God
fuUils his promises. Human hearts believed God of old when he said that the Sun of

Righteousness would arise, and human lips declared the hope. The past fulfilments of

prophecy lay broad foundations for our trust that every word will in like manner be

redeemed.

III. They had God himself fob guide. 1. We have the indwelling of the Spirit

and of Christ. We cannot mistake the way if we follow him who goes before us.

2. The light of his presence is brighter in the night of trial. When all else is veiled

from sight, the light of that gracious presence beams out iu fullest splendour. 3. There

must be the following by day to have the consolation of the glory by night. Are we

following in the footsteps of Jesus ? Is he Saviour as well as sacrifice to us V—U.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 21, 22.—The pillab of thb oloxjd

AND OF FIRE. Having stated, in verse 17, that

" God led the Israelites," aud determined

their route for them, the writer here proceeds

to explain how this leading was accomplished.

With extreme simplicity and directness he

states, that the conduct was effected by

means of an appearance, which in the day-

time was like a column or pillar of smoke

ascending from earth to heaven, and in the

night was like a pillar of fire. He considers

the presence of God to have been in the pillar,

which moved in front of the host, and showed

them the way that they were to go. When
it halted, they baited- when it advanced,

they advanced. Their journeys being made

as much in the night-time as in the day,

on accomit of the intense heat, the piUar took

in the night the appearance of a column of

fire, so as to be equally visible as by day.

All attempts to give a rational explanation

of the phenomenon are misplaced, since the

writer, from whom alone we derive our infor-

mation on the subject, clearly regarded it

as miraculous ; and both here and elsewhere

(ch. xiv. 19, 20, '24 ; xxxiii. 9 ; Num. xii. 5

:

xiv. 11) speaks of it as a form under which

God was pleased to show huuself. There if

little doubt that fire aud smoke signals were

already used by commanders of arnues foi
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much the same purpose as that which God

now accomplished in this way. The Egyptian

documents of the period contain indications

of the usage ; and it is found among the

Arabians, the Greeks, and the Persians. (See

especially Q. Curt. Vit. Alex. v. 2 ; " Perticam,

qui£ uudique conspici posset, supra prsstorium

Btatuit, ex qua signum eminebat pariter omni-

bus conspicuiun : observabator ignis noctu,

fumus interdiu.") The miracle was thus, in

• certain sense, founded upon an existing

custom, with the difference that God here

gave the signals miraculously, which were

wont to be given in a natural way by the

human leaders of armies. He thus consti-

tuted himself the general of the host.

Ver. 21.—The lord went before tbem.
From Succoth at any rate ;

perhaps even on
the joiuney from Eameses to Succoth. In a
pillar of oloud. The piUar waa seen—the

presence of Jehovah, though unseen, wa«
believed to be in it, and to move it. To go by
day and night. Or, "so that they migbt
march both by day and by night." Night
marches are generally preferred by Orientals

on account of the great heat of the days.

The night-marches of the Israelites ara

again mentioned in Num. ix. 21.

Ver. 22.—He took not away. The last

distinct mention of the cloud is in Num. xvi.

42, after the destruction of Korah, Dathan,
and Abiram. There is perhaps a later

allusion to it in Num. xx. 6. In Nehemiah
it is said that " the pillar of the cloud departed
not from them," so long as they were in

the wilderness (Neh. ix. 19); and the same
is implied, though not formally stated, in

Num. ix. 15-23. There is no mention of the
pillar of the cloud as stQl with the Israelites

in the Book of Joshua. ProTiably it was last

seen on the jonmey from Beth-jesiniuth to

Abel-Shittim in the rich Jordan vaUey (Num.
xxxiii. 19).

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 21, 22.

—

OocTs guidance of his people. The Israelites had quitted Egypt, had
broken off from their old life, were about to plunge into that wild waste of sand and

reck which separates Africa from Asia by an almost impassable barrier. If they took

the northern line of march, they would come upon the sandy desert. Before them
would stretch " endless sands yielding nothing but small stunted shrubs—broad plains

—newly reared hills—valleys dug out by the last week's storm ; the hills, and the

valleys, and the plains, all sand, sand, sand, still sand, and only sand, and sand, and

saud again." (Kinglake, Eothen, p. 187.) If they turned southward, they would find

themselves in a labyrinth of twisted wadys, amid huge mountains, and in a region con-

sisting chiefly of bare granite and sandstone rocks—" the Alps unclothed." (Henneker,

Notes during a Visit to Egypt, p. 214.) In either case they would sorely need God's

guidance ; and God's guidance was vouchsafed to them. So it is with Christians.

I. Christians have the guidance of God's Spirit through all the intricacjim

AND DESERT PLAiNa OF LIFE. The Lord leads them. God himself, God the Holy

Ghost, co-equal Person with the Father and the Son in the Triuue Godhead, is their

guide and director, " a light to their feet and a lantern to their paths." Must necessary

to them such direction. Just escaped from Egypt, just freed from the bondage of siu,

how would they wander and go astray, unless his right hand were stretched out to heij;

and guide! On the weary waste, the dry, bare, monotonous plain of an eventless life,

where no sign showed the way, where hope would fail and the heart grow faint, wliat

could they do but for him? In the labyrinth of conflicting duties and uncertam

devious paths, how could they determine on their course but for him? Alike in both

he leads, directs, guides. He " will not leave them nor forsake them."

II. The GUIDANCE 18 PERPETUAL BOTH BY NIGHT AND DAY. " L<>, I am with yOU
always, even unto the end of the world " was the promise given us by our Lord. There

is no part of life from which he withdraws himself—not the darkest night of earthly

miser}' and disappointment—not the brightest day of worldly success and glory. And
in both alike he is needed—perhaps most needed in the day. Then men tliink they

can walk by themselves, choose their own course, direct their own paths. Then con-

sequently they are most apt to go wrong, and " wander out of the way in the wilder-

ness." But he is ever at hand to restrain, con-ect, recover them. By internal or

external checks, by feeling and conscience on the one hand, by his word, his ordinances,

his ministers on the other, he interposes to save men from themselves, to keep tneui in

the right way, or lead them back into the right way if they have departetl troni it,
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Darkness does not hide us from him—darkness does not separate us from him—yea,
" the darkness is no darkness with him—the night and the day with him are both
aUke."

III. The oxtidakce is varied to suit the different needs of the soul. Now
by cloud and darkness, an overshadowing of the soul by his felt but unseen presence

;

now by the flashing in of intolerable light into the secret recesses of the heart and con-
science, does the Holy Spirit of God direct and rule our lives. None can limit him as

to the means which he shall employ. Now he discomfits our foes, directing his keen
g:ize upon them "through the pillar of fire and of the cloud" (Ex. xiv. 24); now he
simply separates between our foes and us by interposing an insurmountable barrier

(ib. ver. 19) ; at one time he shines into our hearts with a mild, gentle, and steady

radiance ; at another, he gives us rest, as under the shadow of a cloudy canopy. At all

times he chooses the means most fit to accomplish his ends, shrinking from none that

are potent to effect his gracious purposes. Clouds and daikness would seem to be the

things most opposite to the ineffable brightness of his most glorious nature; but even
clouds and darkness are pressed into his service, and made his ministers, when they can
be ministers of good.

IV. The outdance oonttnues until they beach the Promised Land. " The
pillar of the cloud departed not " from the Israelites " by day, neither the pillar of fire

by nigiit," during the whole time of their long and wearj' journeying, until they
reached Canaan. God"s gifts are " without repentance." They are given for the whole
period during which we need them. As the Israelites required guidance until they
trod the soil of the Jordan vale, and Canaan's hills lay plainly in sight, so do Christians

need the Spirit's gentle leading, until the whole wilderness of this life is past, aud
the true Canaan reached. And what they need, they have. The Spirit's aid is with
them to the eod.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 21, 22.— 7%c fiery-cloudy pillar. The visible pillar is no longer beheld, but
God's fiery-cloudy presence still attends the Church in her wanderings, and confers

upon her benefits analogous to those enjoyed by the ancient people. God's presence,

as manifested in the pillar of cloud and fire, was

—

I. Holy.—1. God is holy. Holiness is the principle which guards the distinction

between the Creator and the creature. It eternally excludes everything evil and im-
pure from the Divine nature (Martensen). It is the " zeal of the Lord of Hosts " for

his own honour, and for the maintenance of the interests of truth, purity, and
righteousness. The fire in the cloud was a symbol of it. 2. It v> as the Holy One
tJiat God dvjdU in his Church. "The Holy One of Israel in the r'dst of thee"
(I.s. xii. 6). Holiness, arx;ordingly. becomes those who would serve him (Ps. xciii. S).

6. The privilege is great, hut perilous. (1) Sin leads to the withdrawal of God's
presence. When Israel sinned in the matter of the golden calf, God withdrew bej'ond

the precincts of the camp. The cloudy pillar removed to a distance (ch. xxxiii. 7—10).

(2) liebellion provokes God to anger. On more than one occasion fire came out from
tiie midst of the pillar and destroyed the rebels (Lev. x. 2 ; Nimi. xvi. 22 ; xvii. 10).
" Uur God is a consuming fire " (Heb. xiL 29). Holiness turned against sin is wrath,

(jod tempers the vision of his holiness, which otherwise would be imendurable to man,
by shrouding it in the cioud-

II. Enlightening. "A pillar of fire to give them light." God's presence in his

Church is illuminating. 1. Whence the light shines. The light shines in the Wurd, in

1 )ivine providence, and in the teaching of the Spirit which illuminates both. 2. HViaf

the light does. It shows us s)>iritual truth. It reveals duty. It guides (see below).

It cheers in the night of afiiiction. 3. Light with attendant myalery. The light is in

the cloud. At best, we know hut " in part " (1 Cor. xiii. 12). Even revealed truth has

its side of mystery.
III. Shelterino. The allusion in Isa. iv. 6 would suggest that the cloud spread

•tscll over tlie camp in the daytime, and so formed a canopy or shadow from the heat.

God'8 presence is a grateful shelter to his i)eoiile. They feel tiie need of it when temp-
t^ilions fierctdy assail, or when tribulation and persecution ai iseth because of the Word
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"* 111 the time of trouble shall he hide me in his pavilion ; in the secret of his tabemacl«
shall he hide me" (Ps. xxvii. 5).

IV. Guiding. The pillar went before the camp of Israel " to lead them the way "

(cf. Deut. i. 33). The cloud pointed the way in die daytime, the fire by night. 'I he
Church and the individual believer are similarly guided. He who seeks to know the
wUl of God will not fail of direction. Providence opens the road. The light that

streams from the Word shows the path of duty. " Thine ears shall hear a word behind
thee, saying, This is the way : walk ye in it, when ye turn to the right hand and to the
left"(Is. xsx. 21).

V. Adaptive. The pillar adapted itself to the circumstances of the people. In the

daytime, when the sky was light, it took the form of cloud ; in the niglat season, it

shone as bright fiire. ^ow it moved in front as a guiding beacon ; again, it was spread

as a grateful awning over the camp ; at another time, it went behind, intercepting the

enemy (ch. xiv. 19). Thus does Gud vary the aspects of his presence and the modes of

his help with unfailing adaptation to the special needs of his peoi^le. He is the All-

sufficient.

VI. Hostile to the enemy.—He intercepts their pursuit ; he hides his people from
their fury ; he makes their way dark to them ; he frowns upon tliem, and discomfits

them (ch. xiv. 19-26).—J. 0.

Vers. 17—22. Fire and cloud. "And the Lord went before them," etc. (Ex. xiii, 21).

Israel might have been in Canaan within ten days. Eeason why not is given xiii. 17.

This however, not a reason for the forty years wandering : but only for the circuitous

route by the desert of Sinai. The line of Israel's march for the first two days is soon
given. They start from It'ameses, capital of tioshen, a store city, recently built by the

Hebrews, the king there possibly. 1 he first stage was Sturotli ('* tents ") perhaps a
caravan station or military camp—a journey of about fifteen miles. Another fifteen

miles to Etham on the edge of the desert. There roads, canals, now all to be left behind

;

just there and then appeared the fike and clodd.

I. Its nature. Point out the three leading theories, especially as the two earlier

mentioned lead up to the third and the true. The phenomenon was : 1. Common
natural fire. Seen as fire by night, as smoke by day. Perhaps the sacrificial fire of

Israel preserved from primitive times. An ordinary caravan fire. Or such as was borne
at the head of the Persian armies. 2. The same, but glorified by association with a
religious idea ; viz., that God was in reality the Guide of his people, and that that was
well represented by the fire at the head of the hosts. 3. Altogether supernatural. Gud
saw the need of Israel at that moment, and met it in his own superb manner. [For fidl

discussion of Kitualistic explanations, see Kurtz, vol. ii. 344:—348, Eug. ed.] The
phenomenon was a trinity in imity. It was one, not two, not one kind of pillar by
night and another by day. It consisted of cloud, oifirt (electric ?) in the cloud, and of

Jehovah in both (xiii. 21 ; xiv. 24). The last doubtless a manifestation of the " Angel-
God " of the Old Testament.

II. Forms and movements. 1. Forms. (1) Usually a •pillar (xiii. 21). (2) A wall^

see xiv. 19, 20. Must have been a wall in this case, of perhaps more than a mile in

length. A wall of cloud to Egypt, hiding the moon, the sea, and the advanced move-
ments of the armies of Israel. When the cloud lifted, Israel was gone. On the other

side, a mUe or more of, as it were, electric fire, adding to the moon-illumination by which
Israel passed thi'ougli the sea. (3) A roof or an awning. See >.'um. x. 34; Ps. cv. 39;
1 Cor. X. 1, 2 ; and the very beautiful passage, Is. iv. 5, 6. 2. Movements. (1) Usually
stationary—on the tabernacle—on the mercy-seat—sometimes filhng the tabernacle, so

that none could enter to minister. (2) Li/ting, when Israel advanced. C3) descending,

when Israel was to rest.

III. SiGN^-KiCANCE. Israel could not have seen the fire-cloud for forty years without
catching mucn of the meaning ; but we more. The fire-cloud teaches tliat the Lord
Jesus is : 1. Ever in and with the Church. The glory of Jehovah appeared in the cloud.

2. In two-fold glory ; in the fire of holiness ; in the cloud of mercy that tempers the

blaze. He so appears to the individual soul—to the family—to the Church—to th«

nation—to the wider world. Note the special outbreakings from the cloud at certain

•intui cribes in Israel's history. 3. TJi« leader of our pilgrimage. See C. Wesley^l
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hymn, in Wesley's CoUedion, 326. Yet some scope, then as now, seems to have
been left for the play of intelligence (Num. x. 31). 4. Captain in our holy war. Ou
Egyptian monuuients generals are represented as flames, streaming in darkness, at th«
h^kd of armies. See the hymn begimiing :

" Forwai'd be our watchword."

•* Bams the fiery pillar

At our army's head

;

Who shall dream of shrinking,

By our Captain led ?
"

6. Our wall of defence. 6. Our canopyfor comfort. 7. Whose interpositions are ever
marked by wondrous timeliness. It was on the " edge of the wUderness " that the fire-cloud

first appeared ; and after the desertjourney, seems to have disappeared, save as it may have
been represented by the Shechinah above the mercy seat, which assumed unwonted
splendour at the dedication of the first tenrple.—B.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XIV.

Vers. 1—4-— The dibectiok of the

JouBJfEY CHANGED. Hitherto the march of

the IsraeUtes had been to the south-east.

Another day's joui-ney in this direction would

have taken them beyond the limits of

Egypt, into the desert region east of the

Bitter Lakes, which was dry, treeless, and

waterless. In this tract there would have

been but scant noiurishment for their

flocks and herds, and absolutely no water for

themselves, unless it had been obtained by

miracle. God therefore changed the direction

of their route from south-east to due south,

and made them take a course by which they

placed the Bitter Lakes on their left hand,

and so remained within the limits of Egypt,

in a district fairly well watered, but shut off

from the wilderness by the Bitter Lakes and

the northern prolongation of the Gulf of

Suez, with which they were connected. This

route suited the immediate convenience of the

host ; and, having no suspicion of any hostile

movement on the part of the Egyptians, they

—not unnaturally—made no objection to it.

It had, however, the disadvantage, in case of

a hostile movement, of shutting them in be-

tween their assailants on the one hand, and

the sea upon the other; and this chcum-

stance seems to have led Pharaoh to make his

pursuit.

Ver. 2.—Speak unto the children of Israel

that they turn. Kalisch translates "re-

turn"— i.e., "retrace their steps," and sup-

poses that Ethani lay far south of Pihahiroth,

on the west coast of the Gulf of Suez. But
tha Hebrew word means either " turn back "

or " turn aside," and is translated here dx9-
(rrp4\l/avTes and not avacrrpi^avTes by the
LXX. Dr. Brugsch supposes that the turn
made was to the north, and the " sea " reached
the Mediterranean ; but all other writers, re-

garding the sea spoken of as the Red Sea
(compare ch. xiii. 18), believe the divergence
from the previous route to have been towards
the south, and place Pihahiroth, Migdol, and
Baal-Zephon in this quarter. Pihahiroth.
The exact position is unknown. Neither the
Egyptian remains nor the -wTitings of the
Greeks or Romans present us with auy similar

geographic name. If Semitic, the word
should mean " the entrance to the caves," but

it is quite possible that it may be Egyptian.
Migdol. There was undoubtedly a famous
Migdol, or Maktal, on the eastern frontier of

Egypt, which was a strong fortified post, and
which is often mentioned. Hecatsus called it

Magdolos ; Fr. 282). In the Itinerary of Anto«
nine it is said to be twelve Roman niles from
Pelusium (p. 76). But this is too northern a
position for the Migdol of the present pas-

sage ; which must represent a " tower " or
" fortified post " not very remote from the
modern Suez. Over against Baal-Zephon.
The accmuidation of names, otherwise un-

known to the sacred writers, is a strong indi-

cation of the faiiidiaiity possessed by the

author of Exodus with the geography of

the country. No late writer could have
ventured on such local detaUs. A name re-

sembling "Baal-Zephon" is said to occur ia

the Egyptian monuments. Dr. Brugsch reads

it as " Baal-Zapuna." He regai-ds it as the
designation of a Phoenician god, and com-
pares "Baal-Zebub." Others have compared
the " Zephon " with the Graeco-Egvptiau form
" Tvphon," and have sup])oscd " Baal-Zephon "

to be equivalent to ••Baal-Set" or " Bail-

Sutech '—a personification of the princSie o<

evd.

Ver. S.—They are entangled in the land,
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Or " they are confused," " perplexed "—f e.

" they have lost their way. Pharaoh could

not couceive that they would have taken the
route to the west of the Bitter Lakes, which
conducted to no tolerable territory, unless

they were hopelessly at sea with respect to

the geography of the country. In this " per-

plexity "' of theirs he thought he saw his

own oppei tuuity. Tlie wilderness hath shut
them in. Pharaoh is thinking of his own
" wUdemess," the desert country hetween the

Nile valley and the Ecd Sea. This desert,

he says, " blocks their way, ana shuts them
in "—they cannot escape if he follows in their

steps, for they wUl have the sea on one hand,
the desert on the other, and in their front,

while he himself presses upon their rear.

Ver. 4.—I will be honoured See the
commeni on ch. ix. 16. That the Egyptian!
may know that I am tba Lord. Compare
above, ch. vii. 6

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 1—4. OotTs trials of Hisfaithful ones. All hitherto had gone well with the
departing Israelites. The Egyptians indeed had " thi-ust them out"^—had hurried
their departure—had felt insecure till they were beyond the borders. But they haa
freely given of their treasures to speed the parting guests, and had in every way facili-

tated their setting forth. The naultitude, vast as it was, had in no respect suffered aa

yet ; it had proceeded in good military order (ch. xiii. 18), had found abundant pasture

for its flocks and herds, and was now on the very verge of the desert which alone

separated it from Canaan. Egypt was behind them ; freedom and safety were in front

;

no foe forbade their entrance into the vast expanse which met their gaze as they looked

eastward, stretching away to the distant horizon of hot haze, behind which lay the

Promised Land. The question, how they were to support themselves in the desert had
not perhaps occurred to them as yet. They had come out provisioned with bread for a
certain number of days, and probably with many sacks of grain laden upon their asses.

If the spring rains had been heavy, as is likely to have been the case, since in Kgypt there

had been both rain and hail (ch. ix. 23—33), the desert itself would have been covered

at this season wth a thin coat of verdure and " thickly jewelled with bright aud
fragrant flowers " {Eothen, p. 180). The hearts of many were, no doubt, boimding at

the thought of quite quitting Egypt at last, and entering on the absolute freedom ol

the illimitable desert. But at this point God interposed. " Speak unto the children

of Israel that they turn, and encamp before Pihahiroth." Egypt is not yet to be

quitted ; they are still to skirt it—to remain among Egyptian cities—to turn away
from Palestine—to interirose a sea between themselves and Asia—to pursue a route

which leads into one of the most unproductive portions of the whole African continent.

Sore must the trial have been to those who had knowledge of the localities—dark and

inscrutable must have seemed the ways of Providence. What was tlie Almighty

intending ? How could Canaan ever be reached if they turned their backs on it ?

Whither was God taking them ? Even apart from any pursuit by Pharaoh, the situa-

tion must have been perplexing in the extreme, and must have severely exercised the

more thoughtful. What then must not the universal feeling have been, when it

appeared that the monarch, informed of their movements, had started in pursuit?

What but that they were God-forsaken—or, worse, led by God himself into a trap from

which there was no escape ? Readily intelligible is the bitterness which showed itself

in their address to Moses—" Because there were no graves in l'"gypt hast thou taken us

away to die in the wilderness? Wherefore hast thou dealt thus with us?" And so

God's people—his faithful and elect children—at all times and under all circumstances,

are subject to severe trials. These come upon them either

—

I. Fob their moral improvement. " The trial of our faith worketh patience," and

God wills that "patience should have her perfect work," that his saints may be

"perfect and entire, wanting nothing" (James i. 3, 4). "Whom the Lord lovctli he

chast«neth, and scourgeth every son whom he receiveth." Difficulties, dangers, tempta-

tions, perplexities, disappointments, constitute a moral discipline which is to most men
absolutely needful for the due training and elevation of their moral characters. By

such trials the dross is purged away from them—the pure metal remains. Their lov«

of God and trust in God are tested, and by being tested strengthened. "Tribnliition

worketh patience ; and patience experience ; and experience hope ; and hope maketl-
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not ashamed." Tlie man who is perfect in each good word and work has in almost

every case passed through a furnace of affliction to attain bis perfection.

II. Fon THE Qi>ORy OF God. Gud's glory is often sLdvvu furtli in the sight of men
most conspicuously by the trials of his faithful ones. In Israel's case this was brought

about by miracle. I5ut the rule holds good in the ordinary course of human affairs

equallv. What has so shown forth -"he glory of God in the pa^t as the endurance ot

trials, iusults, torments, death, by Lis martyra? Wiiat even now so impresses

men with the reality of religion, as suflcring on account of the truth ? Afflictions,

crosses, disapi^ointments, patiently borne, not only strengthen our own spirits, but are

a witness for God in a world that for the most part disregards him, and to a con-

sidei-able extent " get him honour."

III. From the necessity of the case, because God's ways are not as our
WATS. If the children of Israel could have foreseen that God would divide the Red
Sea for th-^m and leail them through it, the route southwards to the (wint of crossing

woild have been seen to be the fittest and best, securing as it did the continuance

of water and of forage, and avoiding one of the worst parts of the wilderness. But

it was impossible for them to surmise this ; and hence their perplexity, alarm, and
anger against Moses. In our ordinary trials it often happens that our inability to

understand how we are being dealt with lies at the root of our sufferings. The disap-

pointment which most vexes us may be a necessary preliminary to the success of which

we have no thought. The " thorn in the flesh " may bring us to a higher moral condi-

tion than we should have reached without it. " God's ways are in the deep, and his

Iiaths in the great waters, and his footstejis are not known." He deals with us as he

sees to be best, and we cannot see that so it is best. He has sur{>rises in reserve for us,

sometimes as little looked for as the division of the Red Sea by the Israelites. Hence,

if in cases of tliis kind we would suffer less, we must trust God more ; we must give

ourselves wliollv up to him, place ourselves in his hands, accept whatever he sends as

assuredly, whether we can see it or not, what is fittest for us.

HOMILIES Bf VARIOLS AUTHORS.

Vers. 1--.5.— T/ie command to encamp by th.e sea. These verses introduce the narra-

tive of what the Lord " did in the Red Sea " (Num. xxi. 14), when his people " passed

through ... as by dry land; which the Egyptians, assaying to do, were drowned"
(lieb. xi. 29). This crossing of the Red Sea was no after-thought. God had it ia

view when he turned aside the path of the children of Israel from the direct route,

and ordered them to encamp before Pi-hahiroth, near the northern end of the gulf.

His design in this event was to give a new and signal display of his Jehovah attributes,

in the destinction of Pharaoh's host (ver. 4), and in working a gre^t salvation

for his Church. By the event.s of the Ced Sea, he would be shown to be ut -"nee a God
of mercy and judgment (Is. xxx. 18); Supreme lluler in heaven and in nrth (Ps.

cxxxv. tj); disposing events, great and small, acconling to his good pleasure, »pd for

the glory of his name, making even the wrath of man instrumental to the tkC>vjm-

pli.shment of his purposes (Ps. Ixxvi. 10). Consider

—

I. The mysterious turn in the route. The command was to turn to the south,

and encamp between Migdol and the sea, over against Baal-Zephon (ver. 2). This
route was— 1. Not necessarily an arbitrary one. We need not suppose that God
brought the Israelites into this perplexity—siiutting them up between the sea and the
mountains, s'niply for the purpose of showing how easily he could again extricate

them. The choice of routes was not great. (1) The way of the Philistines was blocked

(ch. xiii. 1 7). (2) The way by the north of the led Sea—between it and the Bitter

Lakes— probably did not then exist. Tiie Red Sea seems at that time to have ex-
tended much further north than it does at present. (.">) To go round by the nppr end
of the Lakes would have been to take thi,' host far out of its way, besides ex|«)sing it to

the risk ot colli.sioa with outlying tril)cs. (I) The remaining alternative was to march
Bouthw.'^rds, and ford the lied 8ea. The route was, nevertheliss—2. A mysterious and
perplexing one. Pharaoh at once pronounced it a strategic blunder (ver. 3). Suj)-

;H)r:ing the intention to be to crom the Red Sea, no one cotild ha/.aid a conjecture as to
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how this was to be accomplished. Ordinary fords were out of the question for so vast
a multitude. Hemmed in by the mountains, with an impassable stretch of water in
front, and no way of escape from an enemy bearing down upon them from behind, the
Egyptian king might well judge their situation to be a hopeless one. Yet how
strangely like the straits of life into which Grod's people are sometimes led bv following
faithfully the guiding pillar of their duty; or into which, irrespective of their choice,

God's providence sometimes brings them! Observe, further, 3. ^'o hint was given of
how the difficulty was to be solved. This is God's way. Thus does he test his people's

faith, and form them to habits of obedience. He does not show them everything at
once. Light is given for present duty, but for nothing beyond. Fain would we know,
when difficulties crowd upon us, how our path is to be opened; but this God does not
reveal. He would have us leave the future to him, and think only of the duty of the
moment. Time enough, when the first command has been obeyed, to say what is to
be done next. " We walk by faith, not by sight " (2 Cor. v. 7).

II. God's ends in leading them bt this route. God Jiad ends. He was not
guiding the children of Israel blindly. His knowledge, his purpose, no less than his
presence, go before his saints, as guiding piUars, to prepare places for them. God had a
definite purpose, not only in leading the people by this route, but in planting them
down at this particular spot—between Migdol and the sea. His ends embraced—1. TJie
humiliation of Pharaoh. That unhappy monarch was still hard in heart. He was torn
With vain regrets at having let the people go. He had a disposition to pursue them.
God would permit him to gratify that disposition. He would so arrange his providence
as even to seem to invite him to do it. He would lure him into the snare he had prepared
for him, and so would complete the judgment which the iniquity of Pharaoh and of his
servants had moved him to visit upon Egypt. This was God's hardening of Pharaoh's heart
(ver. 4). Note (1) If God is not honoured hy men, he will be honoured upoit them (Scott).

(2) Retributive providence frequently acts by snaring men through the evil of their own
hearts. Situations are prepared for them in which they fall a prey to the evU principles

or dispositions which, in spite of warnings and of their own better knowledge, they
have persisted in cherishing. They wish for something, and the opportunity is pre-

sented to them of gratifying their wish. They harbour an evU disposition (say lust, or
dishonesty), when suddenly they find themselves in a situation in which, like a wild
beast leaping from its covert, their evil nature springs out upon them and devours them.
It was in this way that God spread his net for Pharaoh, and brought upon him " swift

destruction." 2. The education of Israel. The extremity of peril through which
Israel was permitted to pass—coupled with the sudden and marvellous deliverance

which so unexpectedly turned their " shadow of death into the morning " (Amos v. 8),
filling their mouth with laughter and their tongue with singing (Ps. cxxvi. 1)—while
their pursuers were overwhelmed in the Eed Sea, was fitted to leave a profound and
lasting impression on their minds. It taught them (1) ITiat all creatures and agencies

are at God's disjwsal, and that his resources for the help of his Church, and for the
discomfiture of his enemies, are absolutely imlimited. As said of Chi-ist, " even the
winds and the sea obey him " (Matt. viii. 27). (2) That the Lord kuuweth, not only
" how to deliver the godly out of temptations," but also how " to reserve the tmjust

unto the day of judgment to be pimished " (2 Pet. ii. 9). It was thus (3) A rebuke to

distrust, and a powerful encouragement to faith. 3. The complete separation of Israel

as a people to himself. Patil says—" all our fathers were under the cloud, and all

passed through the sea, and were baptized vmto Moses in the cluud and in the sea
"

(1 Cor. X. 2). Connect this with the spiritual significance of baptism. Baptism,
especially as administered by immersion, figures dying to sin, and rising again to

righteousness (Rom. vi. 4). It is thus the analogue of the passage through the Eed
Sea, which was a symbolic death and resurrection of the hosts of Israel. By saving the

people from the waves which engulfed their enemies, Jehovah had, as it were, purchased
the nation a second time for himself, giving them " life from the dead." '1 he baptism
of the sea was thus a sort of "outward and visible sign" of the final termination of

the connection with Egypt. Its waters were thereafter " a silver streak " between th6
Israelites and the land of their former bondage, teUing of a piursuer from whom thej
had been delivered, and of a new life on which they had entered.—J. 0.
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Vers. 1—12.

—

Israel stricken with terror by reason of a deliverance not yet completed*

It is plain that the Israelites, going out of Egypt in such circumstances as they did,

must have gone out in a state of great exhilaration, almost beside themselves with joy

at such a comj^lete reversal of all their past experiences at the hands of Pharaoh.

Moreover we are assured in ch. xiv. 8 that they went out with a high hand. The
power of God for the deliverance of Israel was manifested in great fulness. What he
had done in the past, and especially in the recent past, if only well considered and
kept in the mind, was sufficient to inspire trust, banish fear, and show the wisdom of

most diligent obedience to every direction that he gave. Nevertheless in verse 10 we
find this humiliating statement, "they were sore afraid"—sore afraid, so soon after

deliverance, and such a deliverance ! Whence could their danger have come, and what
could have made them so quickly to forget their God? These are the matters we have
now to consider.

I. Consider what there was to explain tee local position which PRODtjcED

THEIR FEAR. They were in an awkward and dangerous position from an ordinary point

of view. That position cannot be more forciby indicated than in the words of Pharaoh
himself. " They are entangled in the land, the wilderness hath shut them in." They
were going into a cul-de-sac. Before them lay the sea ; on either hand, as we imagine,

rose high ground ; it only needed that Pharaoh should come in at the rear and close them
up altogether, when they would be comj^elled to surrender. How then had they come
into this position ? It was not through any ignorance or carelessness on the part of

their leader. Any general leading an army into such a trap would have been deservedly

put to death for gross incompetency. It was God who had brought them exactly here,

and if the word " trap " is to be mentioned, it was a trap with regard to Pharaoh and
not with regard to Israel. The God who had led the Israelites out with a high hand,

led them on with the pillar of cloud, and led them into the very position which,

if they themselves had been consulted, was the last they would have chosen. It

was not the only way God could have taken them, but it was the way in which,

most effectually, speedily, and impressively, he could deliver them from Pharaoh.
For God, of course, well knew that the deliverance of his people was not accomplished,

simply because they had got out of Egypt. The exodus had been a miracle in

many ways, and not least in this, that it had compelled Pharaoh and his servants

to act in contradiction to all the most dominating elements of their character.

Just as afterwards in dealing with the waters of the Red Sea, God made the force

of the wind to overcome the force of gravity ; so he had already by another east

wind, in the shape of the death of the first-born, completely set aside for a night

all the most settled habits of Egypt. These habits had stood up on the right band
and on the left, and made a broad and open way for Israel to go out of the land. But
presently, immediately and according to the natural order, these habits resumed their

former sway. What else was to be expected ? It mattered not in what direction Israel

took their flight. Pharaoh and his hosts, smarting with injured pride, panting for

vengeance and recovery of lost treasure, would be after them. There was a void in

Egypt because of the death of the first-born, but after all the mothers would feel *b»t

void the most. There was another void by reason of the loss of all these slaves, these

useful labourers, these accumulators of Egyptian wealth, and this void, we may be sure,

was more operative in the vexation it produced than the loss of the first-born. It is a
humiliating truth, but men, as a rule, can more easily bear the loss of kindred, even
one so dear as the first-born, than the loss of fortune. A failure in business is more
discomposing and fretting than a dozen bereavements, considered simply as bereave-

ments ; and thus it is certain that Pharaoh and his generals were very speedily in council

as to the best way of securing the fugitives. While so engaged, the news comes to them
of the direction in which the Israelites had gone. This news was the very thing to

decide Pharaoh and make his preparations large and overwhelming, especially when God
came to harden his heart to a greater pitch of stubbornness than it yet had reached.

Either recapture or destruction seemed now certain. Therefore, seeing Pharaoh was now
bound by the very force of the j^ssions raging in his heart and the hearts of his pcojie

to follow Israel, it was well as soon as possible, to remove all danger to Israel consequent
on this line of action. No good purpose was to be served either towards Israel or

towards Pharaoh himself, by allowing him for any length of time, to harass their rear.
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A catastrophe of the Eed Sea magnitude had to come, and the sooner it now came, th«

better. Israel had dangers enough in front and within; from Amalekites, Amorites,

Canaanites, and all the rest of their opponents ; from their own character, their

own depravity, blindness of heart, sensuality, and idolatrous disposition. God does

not allow all possible dangers to come upon us at once. Do not let us be so occupied,

with the dangers that are present and pressing as to forget those which he has utterly

swept out of the way, overwhelmed in a Eed Sea, whence they will emerge against us

no more for ever.

II. Consider what there was to excuse and explain the fear which IsrakIj

EXPRESSED. In itself this fear was indefensible. There was no ground for it in the

nature of things. God had done nothing to produce fear ; everything indeed, if only it

could be riglitly seen, to produce the contrary ; everything to call forth the utmost

reverence and obedience from every right-minded Israelite. He was noio, even while

the Israelites were entangled in the land, Jehovah as much as ever, the great I Am,
leading Israel by a way which, though they knew it not, was the best way. But we
must also look at things from Israel's point of view ; we must really remember what
vjod really remembers, that men are dust, and that even when they have the greatest

easons for confidence, those reasons get hidden up, or even presented in such forbidding

aspects as to make them powerful in producing unbelief. Our great adversary, who can

make evil appear good also makes good appear evil. Look then at what there was iu the

state of things, tg> excuse the Israelites in being sore afraid. 1. Themagnittide ofPharaoWa
Reparations. In spite of all the crippling effects of the plague, he was able to muster a great

array. Doubtless he had a big standing army, for chariots are not got ready at a moment's
notice. We may infer that he was a man who always had on hand some scheme of

ambition and aggrandisement, and because the Israelites had long dwelt in his land,

they knew all about the skill, valour and crushing force of the charioteers. Whatever
strength there might be in the natural resources of Egypt they knew it well. When
the imknown Caanan had to be faced, they gave Moses no rest, till spies were despatched

to report on the land ; but they needed no report of Egypt. The military strength of

Pharaoh was only too deeply impressed on every mind. 2. There was the exasperation

of a great loss. The people not only knew the strength with which Pharaoh came, but

^e spirit in which he came. He had lost 600,000 men, with their flocks and herds, and
all the choice spoils of Egypt, in the way of gold, silver and raiment. Then there was
a further loss of population in the mixed multitude. There was everything to exas-

perate the despot, and not one thing to soothe his pride or lessen his calamities. If only

he had failed in trying to get hold of a new possession, it would not have been so hard.

But he had failed in keeping the old ; he had gone through ten plagues, and yet lost

his treasures after all. We may fear that only too many among the Israelites, had just

that spirit of greed and grasping in their own hearts which would enable them to

appreciate the spirit of Pharaoh's pursuit. 3. There was the degrading effect of the long

oppression in which the Israelites had been kept. The spirit of the slave comes out in

the way they talk. These are not imaginary words put in their lips ; the very " UnuJi

of nature " is in them. These are the language and conduct that reveal a real experience.

The present generation, and one knows not how many generations before, had been born

in servitude. They had not only been in servitude, but they had felt and acknowledged

the bitter misery of it. Aud now the servitude was ended in due course. Freedom
was a necessity, a blessing, and a glory to Israel ; but they coidd not be made fit for it

all at once. Jehovah could show signs and wonders in many ways ; he could by one

blow slay the fijst-bom of Egypt and let the oppressed go free ; but it required an
altogether different power and method to infuse into the liberated the spirit and courage

of freemen.—Y.

Vers. 1—9.

—

Trial and Judgment. I. God leads into trial, but assures op
victobt. 1. The command to turn and shut themselves in between the -n-ilderness and
the sea. God leads us where troubles will assail us. Jesus was driven of the spirit

into the wilderness to be tempted of the devil. (1) It proves us, and reveals needs

which otherwise we might not have suspected. Our weaknesses are manifested. (2) It

reveals God. Through experiences of help his glory brightens for us. 2. The cucum-
ttances of Gknl's people are taken advantage of bv their foes. Pharaoh imagined hi|
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time had now com 3. Earthly foes may strike at such a time ; batan surely will

3. The result will be God's triumph over the loe, not the foe's over us.

11. The wicked cannot be saved by judgments. 1. Terrors are soon forgotten.

Repression of evil is not conversion. So soon as the repressive furce ceases, evU reasserts

its sway. 2. Justice done through fear only is regretted, not rejoiced in, by the doer.

" Why have we done this," etc. ? " As the dog returneth to his vomit." 3. Past lessona

are forgotten. Pharaoh might have asked what armies could do against the God of

Israel
;
yet he assembles his forces, never dreaming that they are only marshalled for

destruction. Those who have known only the discipline of terror have not found

salvation. They have only heard a cry to flee and seek salvation. To linger upon the

way is to allow evil to overtake them and lead them again into captivity.—U,

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 5—9.

—

The pursuit of Israel by

IHB Egyptians. A short respite from suffer-

ing was sufficient to enable Pharaoh to recover

from his extreme alarm. No further deaths

had followed on the destruction of the first-

born ; and he might think no further danger

was to be apprehended. The worst of Moses'

threats had been accomplished — perhaps

Jehovah had no more arrows in his quiver.

At any rate, as he realised to himself what

it would be to lobe altogether the sen-ices of

so vast a body of slaves, many of them highly

skilled in different arts, he more and more re-

gretted the penmssion which he had given.

Uuder these circumstances intelligence was

brought him of the change which the Israel-

ites bad made in then- route, and the

dangerous position into which they had

brought themselves. Upon this he resolved

to start in pursuit, with such troops as he

could hastily muster. As his chariots were

six hundred, we may presume that his foot-

men were at least 100,000, all trained and

disciplined soldiers, accustomed to warfare.

The timid horde of escaped slaves, unused to

war, though it might be five or six times as

numerous as his host, was not likely to resist it.

Pharaoh no doubt expected an unconditional

surrender on the part of the Israelites, u soon

as they saw his forces.

Ver. 5.—It was told the KJjig of Egypt
that the people fled. Pharaoh, when he let

the Israelites go, must have felt tolerably

certain that they would not voluntarily re-

turn. Finnally, however, he bad only con-

sented to their going a three days' journey

into the wilderness (ch. xii. 31). \V"hen,

being at Etham, on the edge of the wilder-

ness, they did not enter it, but marched
southward to Pi-hahiroth, the Egyptians

might naturally report that instead of sacri-

ficing, they were flying—hasting forward*^

placing as much distance 83 they could be-

tween themselves and the Egyptian head-

quarters. But this report alone would scarcely

have moved Pharaoh to action. It was in the
accompanying circumstances, in the particular

line of route, that he thought to find bis

opportunity. The people " were entangled
"

(ver. 3). They might be taken at a dis-

advantage, and might be reduced to choosing

between stan'ation and a return to Egypt.
The heart of Pharaoh, and of his serv^its,

was turned against the people. The re-

action of feeling was not coutiued to Pharaoh.

His subjects participated in it. The loss of

such a large body of labourers would be
generally felt as a severe blow to the pro-

sperity of the nation. It would affect all

classes. The poor labourers might be bene-

fited; but the employers of labour are the

influential classes, and they would be injured.

So '• Pharaoh's servants " were of one mind
with their master, and they " turned against ''

the Israelites. Why have we done this 1 In
the retrospect, the atflictious which they had
suffered did not seem so very great. They at

any rate had survived them, and were not per-

haps even seriously impoverished. Koyal favour

will find a way of making up any losses which
court minions have suffered, out of the general

taxation of the country. But in jirospoct. the

loss of 600.000 (more or less skilled) labourers

appeared a terrible thing. The official class

was quite ready to make a strenuous effort to

avert the loss.

Ver. 6.—He made ready his chariot. The
Egyptian mon.orchs, from the time of the
eighteenth dynasty, always went out to war in

a chariot. The chariots were, like the Greek
and the Assyrian, open behind, and consisted

of a semicircular standing-board of wood,
from which ruse in a graceful curve the

aiityr or rim to the height of about two feet

and a half above the standing-board. The
chariot batl two wheels and a pole, and was
drawn by two horses. It ordinarily contained

two men only, the warrior and the charioteer.

Ver. 7.—Six hrmdred chosen chariot*.

Diodor^ Siculus assigns to one Egyptiaa
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king a force of 27.000 chariots (i. 54, § 4),
which however is probably beyond the truth.

But the 1200 assigned to Shishak (2 Ch.
xii. 3) may well be regarded as historical

;

and the great kings of the nineteenth dynasty
would possess at least an equal number. The
" six hundred chosen chariots " set in motion
on this occasion probably constituted a division

of the royal body-guard (Herod, ii. 168).
The remaining force would be collected from
the neighbouring cities of Northern Egypt, as

Meiwjhis, Heliopolis, Bubastis, Pithom, and
Pelffsium. Captains over every one of them.
Bather, " Captains over the whole of them."
So the LXX. the Vulgate and Syriac version.

Some, however, understand " warriors in each
of them" (Gesenius. Eodiger, Kalisch).

Ver. 8.—The Chililren of Israel went out
with a high hand

—

i.e., boldly and confidently,

not as fugitives, but as men In the exercise of

their just rights—perhaps with a certain

amount of ostentation.

Ver. 9.—All the hcrses and chariots of

Pharaoh. Rather, " all the chariot horses."

There is no "and" in the original. His
horsemen. Rather " his riders," or '• mounted
men "— -.e.. those who rode in the chari.-ts.

That the Egyptians had a powerful cavalry ut

a later date appears from 2 Chron. lii. 8;
but the Hebrew text of Exodus, in remark-
able accordance with the native monuments
of the time, represents the army of this

Pharaoh as composed of two descriptions of

troops only—a chariot and an infantry force.

(See Hengstenberg, Aegypten und Mose,

pp. 127-9). Overtook them. It is uncertain
how long the Israelites remained encamped
at Pi-hahiroth. They would wait so long as
the pillar of the cloud did not move (Num. ix.

18-20). It must have taken Pharaoh a day
to hear of their march from Etham. a< least

another day to collect his troops, and three or

four days to effect the march from Tanis to
Pi-hahiroth. The Jewish tradition that the
Red Sea was crossed on the night of the 21st
of Nisan (Abib) is therefore, conceivably, a
true one.

HOMILETICS.

Ver. 6.—The good resolutions of the worldly are short-lived. By a long series

of judgments, culminating in the destiuction of all the first-born both of man and
beast throughout his whole territory, I'haraoh had been brought down from his origiual

hardneas and pride, had acknowledged God's baud, and allowed the Israelites to take

their departure. He bad even besought them to ask that God would bestow upon him
his blessing (ch. xii. 32). But a short time sufficed to change all bis good resolutions.

The more he reflected on it, the more grievous did it seem to him to lose the services uf

above half a million of industrious labourers. The further they became removed, the

less terrible did God's judgments appear. He had lost one son ; but probably he had
many others ; and time, as it passed, brought consolation. He had quailed before Moses

;

but now, in Moses' absence, he felt himseif a king again, and could not bear to think

that he had been made to yield. His state of mind was one ripe for revolt and reaction,

when intelligence reached him which brought matters to a crisis. The report that he
received seemed to show complete geographical ignorance on the part of the Hebrews,

together with " a cessation of the ipecial providence and guidance which their God had
hitherto manifested in their favour" (Kalisch). Upon this his "heart was turned," he
cast his former good resolutions to the winds, and made up his mind either to detain

the Israelites or to destroj^ them (ch. xv. 9). In all this Pharaoh's conduct is but an

exaiiii^le of the general law, that " the good resolutions of the worldly are short-lived."

They are so, because :

—

I. They are kot gkounded on any wish to do eight, but on views of present

EXPEDIENCY. I'he immediate efl'ect of the tenth plaL'ue was an impression, common no

doubt to Pharaoh with the other Egyptians, such as found vent in the words, " We be

all dead men " (ch. xii. 33). They were intensely alarmed for their own safety. This

and this alone produced the resolution to let Israel go. It was better to lose the services

of even six hundred thousand labourers than to lose their own lives. Expediency was
their rule and guide. But expediency changes—or at any rate men's views of it change.

Were their lives really in danger ? Had they not been over-hasty in assuming this ?

Or, if there had been danger, was it not now over V Might it not be really expedient

to arrest the march of the Israelites, to detain them, and once more have them for

slaves?

II. TnEY ABE THB KFFEOT OF IMPULSE BATHER THAN OF PRINCIPLE. Resolutions

made upon principle can scarcely change, for they are grounded upon that which is

EXOOUB. Y
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the most fixed and settled thing in human nature. But resolutions based upon im-

pulse are necessarily uncertain and unstable, for there is nothing so variable aa

impulse. All men have from time to time both good and bad impulses. Impulse

exhausts itself from its very vehemence, and can never be counted on as a permanent
force. It is here to-day, and gone to-morrow. No reliance can be placed upon it.

III. They are m.\I)E merely by a man to himself, not made to God. When the

worldly man sa3's, " I am resolved what to do," he means no more than this :
" Under

present circumstances, I have come to the conclusion that I will act in this or that way."

He does not mean to bind himself, or, if he does, he soon finds that he cannot bind

himself. There must be two ]>arties to an obligation or engagement. If we wish our

resolutions to be binding, and so lasting, we must make them solemnly, with prayer, in

the sight of God, and to God. It is neglecting this which causes so many good reso-

lutions to be brolxcn, so many vows violated, so many pledges taken fruitlessly. Let

men be sure, before thoy make a solemn resolution or a vow, that it is a right one to

make, and then let them make the engagement, not to themselves only, or to their

erring fellow-mortals, but to the Almighty.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 5—10,

—

The pursuit "It was told the King of Egypt that the people fled,"

etc. Consider :

—

I. The motives of the pursuit. The motives were various. 1. Pharaoh had
already repented of having let the people go (ver. 5). Their departure was a sore

humiliation to him. Wounded pride was aggravated by the sense of material loss. " As
serfs and bondagers, the Israelites were invaluable, and to let them go was to annihilate

the half of Egypt's industry" (Hamilton). Pharaoh and his servants, accordingly,

were ready to adopt any plan which promised them revenge. 2. Fharaoh found an
excusefor pursuit, in the allegation that the Israelites had "fled." Fugitives, iu the

ordinary sense of the expression, the Israelites were not. Pharaoh having to the last

refused to let them go to hold the required feast in the wilderness, God had taken the

matter into his own hands, and had given them their freedom. The only sense in

•which they were " fleeing " was, that, fearing treachery, they were making all the haste

they could to get beyond Pharaoh's reach. They had left Egypt, unfettered by any
stipulation to return. Return, indeed, after what had happened, was out of the ques-

tion. When Pharaoh and his people thrust the Hebrews out from their midst (chs. xi.

8 ; xii. 31—34), they neither desired nor expected to see their faces more. But now
that the king had changed his mind, and wished them back again, it suited him to

represent their withdrawal into the solitary regions by the Red Sea as a " flight "—

a

breach of good faith. God had forced him to relax his grasp, and while his hand was

open, the nation had escaped, like a bird escaped from the snare of the fowler. As
reasonably might the fowler complain that, the bird, thus escaped, does not voluntarily

return to its old quarters. 3. The determining motive of the pursuit was the ne'i"- (hat

Israel was " entangled in the land." This decided Pharaoh. Almost would it seeia to

him as if, by permitting the escaped people to make this huge blunder in their move-

ments, their Deity designed to uive them back to his hand. As Saul said of David

—

" God hath delivered him into mine hand, for he is shut up, by entering into a town

that hath gates and bars " (1 Sam. xxiii. 7).

II. Its formidable character. Probably a pursuit of escaped slaves was i^ever

organised with greater chances of success. 1. The expedition was popular. " The
heart of Pharaoh and of his servants was turned against the people" (ver. 5). Court

sentiment is not always a reliable index to the feelings of the commonalty; but it is

probable that the movement to pursue Israel commanded a wide measure of popular

Bujiport. The griefs and humiliations they had sustained would fill the Egyptiane

with hatred of the Israelitish name, and would make them willing co-partners in any

scheme to inflict injury on the fugitives. They also, by this time, wtxild be beginning

to realise how great a loss, financially and industrially, they had sustained, by the with-

drawal of 80 Tftst a body of labourers. 2. The whole available military /ore» of Egypt
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was called into requisition. " All the horses and chariots of Pharaoh, and his horsemen,
•no liis army" (ver. 9). Pharaoh, at the head of this glorious cavalcade, amidst this

sheen uf weapons, must have felt himself a greater man, and would wonder anew how
he cuuld have been so befooled as to let his slaves depart. And little, truly, to all

human appearance, would Israel, unpractised in the use of arms, be able to accomplish
against this disciplined and splendidly-equipped host. Pharaoh doubtless thought he
had tlie people this time securely in his grasp. It was no longer the unarmed Pharaoh
of tlie palace that Moses had to deal with; but Pharaoh, at the head of the thousands
of Eccypt, with chariots, and horses, and men of war ; and who was that God that

would be able to deliver him out of his hand? Alas for Pharaoh, and his " pomp and
circumstance of war !

" It was soon to be seen what short work God can make on the
earth of the proudest of his assailants, showing strength With his arm, and scattering

the proud in the imagination of their hearts (Luke i. 51 ; cf. Is. xxxi. 3). 3. The sitiu*-

tion of the Israelites seemed to make them an easy prey. They were " entangled in the

land " (ver. 3). This ^^ as the mainstay of Pharaoh's hopes. Israel could do nothing to

resist him. Penned up like sheep for the slaughter, they could neither fight nor flee.

Success was certain.

III. Its spiKiTUAi, lesson. It wiU readily be felt that in this pursuit of Israel by
Pharaoh, we have an image—from the typical character of the history, an intended
image—of a not uncommon experience of the Christian life. 1. We are liable to he

pursued by the evil from which we thought we had escaped. Whoever thinks to find it

otherwise will live to be disappointed. Conversion—even though one has been led into

Christian liberty with "an high hand" (ver. 8)—is not the end of spiritual conflicts.

We do not escape from the power of evil without many an attempt being made on the
part of the enemies of the soul to reassert their dominion over us. We have a Pharaoh
in the evil of our own hearts, who, after we have left his service, will not fail to pursue
us. Another such Pharaoh we have in the world—old companions, etc. A third is

the evil One himself, who lets no soul slip from his grasp, without many an attempt to

recovui it. This goes on to some extent throughout the whole life. Pharaoh's pursuit

may be viewed as gathering up all these separate pursuits into a single picture. 2. Thi»
experience is usually most acute and perilous shortly after conversion. Naturally, after

the first breaking of the soul with sin, there comes, at a little distance, a time of recoil

and reaction. Passions formerly indulged, surge back upon the heart with something
of the old fury. We thought we had got rid of them ; but they return, pursuing u»
with a vehemence which reminds us of Pharaoh's chariots and horses, and fills us
with dismay. Old habits, we thought we had broken with them for ever ; but they are

back again, struggling for the mastery. The world tries all its arts to regain its former

hold. Temptations come in floods. This is the time which tests the reality of

conversion, and practically decides whether God is to have us, or Satan. It is the old

experience of Israel, entangled in the land, and pursued by Pharaoh : if we gain the

Tictory, we shall probably see our enemies no more, or only in greatly weakened, in semi-

ghostlike forms. 3. 27ie destruction of Pharaoh''s host is the pledge of similar victorie*

to tlie Church and to the individual in like crises of their history. It involves the

promise that what God did for Israel here, he will do for us also, if we rely upon hi«

help, every time we are spiritually tempted. Beyond this, it pledges and foreshadows

the ultimate and complete defeat of all the enemies of the Church, and of the individual

Boul—even to that " last enemy that shall be destroyed," which is death (1 Cor. xv. 26).

The victory, like the pursuit, is gathered up typically into a single picture, though in

actual spiritual history it is spread over lifetimes and ages. It must, however, be
•onowfully admitted that in individual cases, type and reality too often fall asunder.

Who has not to mourn partial victories gained over him by the pursuing Pharaohs of

the soul—victories ofttimes almost amounting to the dragging of us back to bondage ?

And what extensive victories have frequently been gained by evil over sections of the

Church'—victories which seem the very antithesis of this glorious Ked Sea deliverance?

These, however, are but ebbings in a tide, which on the whole is on the flow, and they
do not touch the lesson of this incident. The pledge given in Pharaoh's destruction,

God will not fail to fulfil to those who seek his aid ; and as to the final victory, that ia

secure, beyond all power of man to prevent it.—J. 0.

Y 2
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Ver. 8.

—

JeJiovah hardening PharaoVs heart. L Notice the emphasis with which
THIS FACT is 8TATED. The hardening of Pharaoh's heart is mentioned, not in on©

place only, but in many, if it were mentioned in one place only, it might be in some
doubtful way, such as would excuse us for i)assing it over without much examination.

But being mentioned so many times, we dare not leave it on one side as something to

lie in necessary obscurity, meanwhile consoling ourselves that the obscurity is unim-

portant. The statement meets us in the very midst of the way of Jehovah's judgments

on Pharaoh, and we must meet it in return with a resolution to understand it as far

as believers in Jehovah may be able to do. Notice, then, exactly, how often the sfatement

is repeated. Jehovah says to Moses, or ever he leaves Midian, " 1 will harden Pharaoh's

heart that he shall not let the people go" (ch. iv. 21). Again, just as Jehovah's

dealings with Pharaoh were beginning, he says :
" 1 will harden Pharaoh's heart, and

multiply my signs and my wonders in the land of Egypt" (ch. vii. 3). After the icd

was changed to a serpent his heart was still hardened (ch. vii. 13). Nor was there yet

any change after the waters were turned to blood (ch. vii. 22). He yielded a little when
the frogs came, but as soon as they vanished and there was respite, he hardened his

heart once more (ch. viii. 15). When the magicians confessed the finger of God in the

gnats, his heart remained the same (ch. viii. 19). The flies were taken away, and " he

hardened his heart at this time also, neither would he let the people go " (ch. viii. 32).

In ch. ix. 12 we have an express statement that the Lord hardened the heart of

Pharaoh. After the visitation of the hail there seems to have been a complete sur-

render ; but as soon as it ceases the hardening returns (ch. ix. 35) ; and so the references

continue down to the end (ch. x. 1, 20, 27; xi. 10; xiv. 4, 8, 17). Making these

references, we are led to notice also the variety of expressions used, i^ometimes it is

imply said that Pharaoh's heart was hardened, sometimes that Pharaoh hardened it,

sometimes that (iod hardened it ; and once or twice the expression rises to the emphasis

of the first person, and Jehovah himself says " I will harden Pharaoh's heart."

II. Notice the consequent obligation to make devout and reverent ixqihry

INTO THIS matter.—There is no way to escape from the feeling that Jehovah did actually

harden Pliaraoh's heart. We must treat the hardening of his heart as a great fact just as

Moses did the burning bush ; not doubting at all that it did happen, but rather asking

how and why it hapi)ened. We must turn aside and see this great sign, why Jehovah exer-

cised such a fearful power over Pharaoh that the end of it was the destruction of his heat

in the waters of the Red Sea. It is a commonplace of speech to say that the expression

here is one of the most difficult in all the Scriptures. It is also a commonplace of

action to shake the head with what is meant for pious submission to an impenetrable

mystery. But what if this be only an indolent and most censurable avoidance of

earnest thought on the ways of God towards men? No one will pretend that the

mystery of this expression is penetrable to all its depths ; but so far as it is pnetrable

we are bound to explore. How are we really to know that a thing is unfathomable,

until we make an attempt to fathom it ? A devout Israelite, although excluded from

the Holy of Holies, did not make that a reason for neglecting the temple altogether.

Our duty then is to inquire what this hardening of the heart may be, in what sense it

is reconcilable with the goodness and righteousness of God. One reason why this

statement is put so prominently fbrward in one of the most prominent narratives of

Scripture, and therefore one of the most prominent in all history, may be this, that we
should be kept from wrong conclusions on man's agency as a responsible being ; con-

clusions dishonouring to God and perilous to ourselves. Is it not a great deal gained

if only this narrative sets people thinking, so as to deliv6r them firom the snares of

fatalism ?

III. Whatever view we take of this statement must evidently be in the light of all
WE are permitted to know concerning the character op Jehovah. In considering

all difficult statements as to the Divine dealings, we must start with certain postulatef

as U> the Divine character. Before we can s ly that God does a thing we muBt know
that the thing done is not out of harmony with the rest of his ascertained doings.

There may be plenty of evidence as to the thing done, when there is very little evidence

8 to the doer. That the streams of Egypt were actually turned to blood was a thing

that could be certified by the senses of every one who inspected those streams. But
that God wrought this strange work could only be made sure by asking, first, what
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evidence there was of God's presence, and next, what consistency there was with hif
acknowledged dealings. It is only too plain that Pharaoh's heart was hardened, that h«
becamft ever more settled in his resolution to keep hold of Israel as long as he could.
But when we are told that God hardened Pharaoh's heart, then we must at once bring
to mind all that we have heard of God in the Scriptures. We must take back into our
inspection of those distant times all we know of his character whom Jesus revealed

;

for the loving Father of our Saviour is the same with the great Jehovah, The same
holy personality is at work in the God who so loved the world that he gave his only
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish but have eternal life,

as in the (Jod who hardened Pharaoh's heart. We must not tolerate any conception of
the hardening which contradicts the Divine character. Any view of this expression
which does not harmonise with the revelation of God in the New Testament is therefore
condemned. There is certainly no word in the Old Testament that more needs to be
looked at in the light of the New than this. We must then dismiss from our minda
any sort of notion that in hardening Pharaoh's heart, God dulled his moral sensibilities

and made him proud, indifferent to pity and justice and the fulfilment of promises.
Gtxi cannot put even the germs of these feelings into any human heart ; much less can
he increase them to such portentous magnitude as they attained in Pharaoh. We must
start with the conviction and keep to it, that what God does is right, and that it is right

not because he does it, but that he does it because it is right. It is not open for us
first to fix our own interpretation of what may be meant by hardening the heart, and
then call it an outrage on moral sense to say that God should do this. What if we
have blundered in our interpretation ?

IV. A right view of this statement must evidently also be taken in the light or
ALL THAT WK KNOW BY AN APPEAL TO HUMAN CONSCIOUBN'ESS. As nO Word God haS
ever spoken can contradict the facts of external nature, so neither can it contradict the
facts of man's consciousness within. That which is true, independently of the teaching
of Scripture, does not become less true, nor does it become false when Scripture begins to

speak. Man is a free agent ; he acts as one ; he resents being treated otherwise by his

fellow men. He is degraded and impoverished just in proportion as he sinks to a mere
machine. His own decision is required every day, and he finds that wise decisions lead

to profit, and foolish ones to loss. The law treats him as a free agent. Nay, more

;

what can be clearer than that God treated Pharaoh as a free agent ? The plain state-

ment that God hardened his heart is not more frequent th«B the equally plain statement
that God demanded from him the liberation of Israel. If the one word is to be taken as

simple verity, so is the other. If when God hardened Pharaoh's heart, he really did

something in his nature ; then also when he asked Pharaoh to liberate Israel, he asked
something which he was at liberty to grant or refuse. Moses does not mock us with a
mere trick of rhetoric in saying that God hardened Pharaoh's heart ; neither did God
mock Pharaoh with a useless appeal when he said, " Let my people go." Pharaoh
knew well in his heart that it only needed his resolution and the whole of Israel could

march forth at very short notice. He himself would have been amazed to hear that

God had hardened his heart. True as it was, he would have denied it most strenuously

ajid indignantly ; and he would have denied it with justice, if it had been taken to

mean the destruction of his own free agency.

V. We may now perhaps consider the ground sufficiently cleared for a positiv*

conjecture as to what is meant by Grod hardening Pharaoh's heart. It means, we tak«

it, THAT HE WOBKED A MIRACUL0U3 CHANGE IN OXE OF PhARAOH's NATURAL FACULTIE».

There are certain things in every human being we do not hold that being responsible for,

e.g.. sex, features, temperament, acuteness and activity in senses and intellect. Soma
persons have good vision, others poor, others are altogether blind. In a similar way,
some are naturally of a tenacious, determined will. Whatever they have set their mind
upon, they hold to, with bull-dog grip. Others again are easily swayed about. Now
clearly just as there are natural differences in sight, or hearing, or intellect, so there must
be natural differences in this will-faculty. A man may have it very strong ; he may be
one who if he sets high and worthy aims before him, will be called resolute, inflexible,

tenacious, indomitable, loyal to conscience ; whereas if his aims be low, selfish and
entirely without ground in reason, he will be called obstinate, stubborn, self-willed in

the fullest sense of that word ; and is it not plain that God may take thi^ power of voli*
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tion, this will-energy, and do with it, as we know that Jesus in many of his miracles did

with defective or absent faculties? To the blind, Jesus gave visiun, and he who could

thus call a non-existent faculty into existence, evidently could increase a faculty

actually existing to any degree such as man might be able to possess. And was it not

something of this kind that God did in hardening Pharaoh's heart "'' The term has

come to have a dreadful meaning to us in connexion with Pharaoh, simply because of

Pharaoh's career. But the very miracle which God wrought in Pharaoh's heart would

have had good results, if only Pharaoh had been a diflferent sort of man. Suppose the

instance of a blind man who gets sight from Jesus. He goes into life aciaiu with a

recovered faculty : and that life, with respect to its opportunities, is vastly larger than

it was before. How will he use these opportunities ? He may use them selfishly, and

Christ's own blessing will thus become a curse ; or he may use them as Christ would

have him use them, to become his efficient and grateful servant. There is a moral

certainty that some who had faith enough in Jesus to have impaired natural faculties

put right were yet destitute of that faith which went on to spiritual salvation and

spiritual service. It was one thing to believe in Christ for a temporal gain, quite

another to believe in him for a spiritual one ; and the one faith while meant to lead on

to the other, would not always have that effect. It is but a fund imagination to

suppose that it would. So Pharaoh, if he had been a humane, compassionate and

righteous man, a king with a true king's feelings for his o\vn people, would, through

the very process of hardening his heart, have become a more efficient ruler. This is the

way God helps men who are struggling with temptation, struggling towards truth and

light, towards conquest over appetite, violent temper, evil habits. God does for them
and in them exactly what he did in Pharaoh. What he did in Pharaoh happened to

hasten him in the way where he was already disposed to go. If Pharaoh haxi been a

blind man as well as a bad one, no one would have had any perplexity as to God's

deahngs in restoring his sight and giving it the greatest perfection sight can attain. If

Pharaoh had used that restored vision for bad, cruel purposes, he would have been

blamed, and not Jehovah, and exactly the same remark apjilies if we change the name
of the faculty. God strengthens the faculty of will, but Pharaoh is responsible for a

right use of the strengthened faculty as much as he was for the use of the weaker

faculty before. God dealt \s'ith a part of his nature where he had no power to resist

any more than a blind man would have power to resist, if Gr)d were to restore vision to

him. It was not against the hardening that Pharaoh struggled, but against the deliver-

ing. The hardening worked in a way he was not conscious of, but the delivering was

by an appeal to him, and that appeal he was by no means disposed to entertain. It

was not an awakened conscience that compelled him to his successive yieldings; these

were but as the partial taming of a wild beast. Paul said, " When I would do good,

evil is present with me ;
" but Pharaoh was steadily disposed to do evil. His cry would

rather have been, " When I think to get my own way, one of those terrible plagues

comes in to relax my resolutions and confuse my plans."

VI. A certain amount of weight must also be allowed for Pharaoh's typical posi-

tion AND CHARACTER. We must distinguish between what he was typically and what

he was personally. Far be it from us to diminish his guilt or attempt to whitewash his

memory. Doubtless he was a bad man, and a very bad man ; but for typical purposes it

was needful to represent him as not having one redeeming feature. His name is not

linked even with one virtue amid a thousand crimes. He had to be set before the

whole world and all ages as the enemy of God's people. He is the type of a permanent

adversary far greater than himself. And just as the people of God, typically considered,

appeared very much better than they actually were, so Pharaoh, typically considered, is

described so as to appear worse. {E.g. in Num. xxiii. 21, it is said, " He hath not beheld

iniquity in Jacob, neither hath he seen perverseness in Israel.") We do not know :ill

God s dealings with Pharaoh. They are hidden beneath the waters of the Red Sea, and

it is no duty of ours to pass judgment on the defeated and baffle<l ojiponent. God <.alli

'IV to the more practi(al l.usincss of going on with the living, struggling people—Y.
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EXPOSITION.

Vers. 10—14.

—

The terror or Israel and

THE COURAGE OF MosES. It has been argued

that the Israelites, if they were so numerous as

stated (ch. xii. 37), must have been wretched

cowards, if they were afraid to risk an engage-

ment with such an army as that hastily

levied one which Pharaoh had brought with

him. But the difference between an army

of trained soldiers, thoroughly equipped for

war, with helmets, shields, breastplates, swordi

and spears, and an undisciplined multitude,

unarmed for the most part, and wholly unac-

customed to warfare, is such, that the latter,

whatever its numbers, may be excused if it

does not feel able to cope with the former,

and declines an engagement. Numbers,

without military training and discipline, are

of no avail—nay, are even a disadvantage,

since the men impede one another. It is not

necessary to suppose that the Israelites were

debased in character by their long servitude

to account for their panic on seeing the army

of Pharaoh. They had good grounds for their

fear. Humanly speaking, resistance would

simply have led to their indiscriminate mas-

sacre. The alarm of the Hebrews, and even

the reproaches with which they assail Moses,

are thus quite natural under tlie circumstances.

What is surprising is, the noble courage and

confidence of Moses. Moses, though only

vaguely informed, that God would " be

honoured upon Pharaoh and all his host

"

(ver. 4), is perfectly ceiiain that all wiH

go well—how the result will be achieved, he

knows not ; but he is sure that Israel will

be delivered and Egypt discomfited ; his

people have no reason to fear—they have but

to " stand still and see the salvation of God "

(ver. 13) ;
'* the Lord will fight for them ;

"

they will have simply to " hold their peace
"

(ver. 14).

Ver. 10.—They were sore afraid. Before
the Israelites are taxed with cowardice, let

it be considered—1. That they were un-
armed. Egypt was so settled a govern-
ment that civilians generally went unarmed

;

tad slaves, like the Hebrews, would scarcely
have J)een allowed to possess any arms, if

the case had been otherwise. 2. They
had no military training. Whatever had
been done to teach them order and arrange-
ment in connection with their proposed
journey, we may be sure there had been no
drill or training in the use of arms, since this

would have been regarded by the Egyptians
as open rebellion. 3. They were quite un-
accustomed to warfare. The Pharau-is main-
tained large garrisons of Egyptian and mer-
cenary troops in the frontier provinces, to resist

the invasions to which they were liable. The
Hebrews may have had occasionally to defend
themselves against a hasty raid : but in real

war they had stood aloof, and left the fighting

to the regular E;^ vptian army. The children

of Israel cried cue unto the Lord. The appeal

to Jehovah showed that, with all their weak-
nesses and imperfections, the Israelites were
yet true at heart. They knew where alone

help was to be obtained, and made their

appeal accordingly. No cry is more sure of

an answer than the despairing one—" Lord,
save us ; we perish."

Ver. 11.—And they said to Moses. It was
not unnatural that, while flying to God as

their only refuge, they should be angry with
Moses. Moses, they would argue, ought to

have known better than to have brouglit them
into a situation of such peril. He, the leader,

should have known the geography of th«f

country—he, the courtier, should have known
the temper of the court. It is always a satis-

faction to men to vent their anger upon some
one when they are in a difficulty. No graves
in Egypt. Egypt, with a necropolis outside

every city, was " a land of tombs ;
" surely they

might have found graves there, instead of

being led out to such a distance simply

to die.

Ver. 12.—Is not this the word that we
did tell theeT The reference was probably

to that time of depression, after their bmdens
had been increased, and before the series of

miracles began, when the Israelites had ad-

dressed reproaches to Moses and Aaron (ch.

V. 21), and refused to listen to words of en-

couragement (ch. vi. 9). It was not true

that they had uniformly held the same lan-

guage, and desired Moses and Aaron to cease

their efforts. It had been better for ns to

serve the Egyptians than that we should die.

The spirit to prefer death to slavery, where

they are the only alternatives, is not a common
one ; and we must not be surprised that a

people which had grown up in servitude and
had no traditions of national independence

did not rise to the heroic height attained

under other circumstances by Greeks, by
Switzers, and by Poles. It would have been
most extraordinary had they done so.

Ver. 13.—And Moses said . . . fear ye not
Moses know that the pursuit of Israf^l by the

host of the Egyptians waa a part of the

counsel of God, and was to tend in some way
or other to the promotion of God's hon ur and
glory (ver. 4). He had sufficient faitli le

believe in a deliverance the nature of w})icb
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h is not likelv that he could anrwav conjee-
]
the words in the original favours the marginal

ture. Whether hail would fall from heaven rendering, which is to be adopted with on6
and destroy them (Josh. x. 11) ; or the earth

|
slight ciiange. Translate—" For. as ve Ijave

seen the Egyptians to-dav. ye shall see them
again no more for ever," i.e., ye shall see

them no more alive, vigorous and menacing,
but still and lifeless upon the RL'd Sea shore
(ver. 30 J. There is no reference to any other
Egyptians than those with Pharaoh in the
camp, nor to any later relations between
Egypt and the chosen people.

Ver. 14.—Ye shall hold your peace—».e

" do nothing, remaiu at rest."

gape and swallow them up (Num. xvi. 32 j ; or

tlic angel of death smite them all in the night

(2 Kings xix. 35j ; or any other strange form
of destruction come upon them, he did not
know ; but he concluded from what had been
revealed to him. that God was about to vindi-

cate his own honour without the aid of man.
Hence his words—Stand still, and see the

salvation of the Lord— which assigned to the

Israelites a mor^ p:i.-;?ive attitude of expecta-

tion. Tor the Egypdang, etc. The order of

HOMILETICS.

Vers. 10—14.

—

Divine trial a touchstone to distinguish faith from unfaithfulness.
The Israelites had almost as much ground as ]^ioses to believe in God, and trust his
providential care of t; era. '1 iiey had seen the whole series of miracles •which Moses had
wrought. They had found themselves exempt from visitations which fell with the
utmost severity on their near neighbours. They had heard from Moses Grod's positive
promise to bnug them into Canaan (ch. xiii. 5, 11). Yet at the first appearance of
d.iuger they lost ail heart, all liope. They turned upon Moses with reproaches, taxed
him with having brought them out of Egypt against their will, and expressed a readi-

ness to return, and resume their old service, !^loses, on the other hand, remained firm

—did not blench—though, like the people, he felt the need of crying to God for aid
(ver. 15), yet he did so in a different spirit from them—he with faith, they, in panic
terror, without it ; he, sure that God would somehow grant salvation, they expecting
Buthing less than almost immediate death. Thus the same trial which shows forth one
man's faith and trust and confidence in God, reveals other men's want of faith. While
things went smoothly, there was no apparent diOerence—^an unprejudiced observer
might have thought the people just as trustful as their leader—but it was not so ; and God
willed that the difierence should be made apparent. God will have faith distinguished
from unfaithfulness, and each rncognised as what it really is.

I. I'OR THE HONOUR OF HIS TRUE AND FAITHFUL SERVANTS, wllich he wiUs tO have Set
forth in the eyes of men, out of the tender love he bears towards his people. Though
they be at the best " unprofitable servants," he deigns to recognise merit in their
service, and wishes them to be hououre<l and held in respect by others, assigning them
Ibis as a part of their reward.

II. For the warning of the unfaithful ones, who, unless a severe trial came,
might remain self-deceived, imagining themselves to have true &ith, though wholly
lacking it.

III. For the mere right's sake. Because he is a God of justice and of truth,
al-horreut of pretence, semblance, make-believe; and always on the side of sincerity and
ojienness. "There is U'jthing s^ecret," he tells us, *' that shall not be made manifest,
n <r hid that shall not be known" (Luke viii. 17). And this revelation of the true
character of men and actions, which his truthfulness makes an ultimate necessity, liis

j'iovidence works for here. His trials are touchstones, potent to detect sbAmc, and tc
prove the faithfulness of the faithfuL

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa
Vers. 10—23.— TTie deJiverance. C!onsider on this cection :

—

I. The critical situation of the Israelites. 1. Their position. "Encamp-
tg by the sea, beside Pi-hahiroth, before Bxil Zephon" (ver. '.)). The first view of tb»i

•ea would probably be attractive to them. Its breeze, after the tedious travel of

the desert, would be doliciously refreshing. They would look with a child's wonder and
delight on the novel sijcct-icle it present^. They would crowd to the beach to wa»ch
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Its dancing, white-tipped waves, and curiously to listen to its soft, lapping ripple on the

shore. Yet this sea, which is to-day their joy and plaything, will have become> by
the morrow their terror and despair—their impregnable prison barrier. The experi-

ence is not uncommon. How often does it happen that the very things which at first

we are disposed to hail with delight, to welcome and rejoice in, prove afterwards our

Eeatest causes of sorrow 1 The engagements we enter into, the friendships we form, the

.rgaios we make, the society we are introduced to, etc. 2. The approach of the memy.
" The children of Israel lifted up their eyes, and behold the Egyptians marched after

them " (ver. 10). The mountains are around, the sea is in front, and now—terrible

situation !—the Egyptians are pursuing, and close at hand. On they come, in

whirling chariots, in ranks upon ranks of footmen ; the long lines are seen defiling

in the distance, and Israel knows that in an hour or two more the avalanche will

be upon them, sweeping all before it, bvuying them in destruction. 3. They were

er, tirely unprepared. They had been resting and unbending, not preparing for battle.

The attack took them by surprise. There was no possibility under the circumstances

of presenting an effectual resistance to the enemy. But, indeed, had the circtunstances

been ever so favourable, these hordes of slaves, accustomed so long to crouch before

the rod of the taskmaster, would scarcely have attempted it. How critical, how
perilous, therefore, the entire situation ! A picture this of those straits of life formerly

referred to, in which having done our utmost, we can do no more, and no alternative

remains but prayer, and quiet waiting upon God.

n. Theib panic and despair (vers. 10—13). The appearance of the Egyptians
natuially threw the IsraeUtes into a state of the most acute terror. Itemark:

1. Great allowance must be madefor them. We do not read that, on this occasion, God
dealt severely with them for the wild, ungrateful words they uttered. He made allow-

ance. (1) Their situation was really very serious. Placed in like circumstances, we
would perhaps not have shown much more faith than they did. (2) They were unused
to the life of freedom. It takes time to teach those who have always been slaves to

appreciate the blessings of the opposite condition. They carry their slave habits with

thtm into the state of freedom. The Israelites had not as yet had much comfort in

their emancipation. Their painful marches had probably been harder work than even

the brick-making of Egypt. They could not as yet leel that it was better to be free,

though enduring hardships in their freedom, than to be more comfortably situated and
be slaves. Do we blame them ? Then reflect how even Christians sometimes murmur
and rebel at the self-denials, the sacrifices, the inconveniences, the persecutions, which
their Christian freedom entails upon them. You complain, perhaps, that you have a
harder time of it now, than even when you sei-ved the flesh. It may be true. But do
not forget that the difference between your condition noiv and then, is all the dift'erence

between slavery and bondage, between salvation and a state of wrath. 2. IsmeVs be-

haviour was nevertheless^ very unworthy. (1) It was faithless, 'i'hey did not wait to

ask or see what God, who had already done so much for them, was about to do now,

but at once concluded that he would leave them to perish. It is, indeed, said that they
** cried unto the Lord " (ver. 10), but then, in the next breath, we read of them reproach-

ing his servant and delegate (ver. 11). They are faithless prayers tliat come Irom faith-

iess hearts. (2) It was ungrateful. How willing they had been to be led out of Egypt I

yet now, at the first approach of danger, they turn on their leader, and taunt him for

having given them their liberty. Was Moses to blame for the pursuit of Pharaoh ?

Or did he deserve to be thus requited for the noble stand he had taken on their behalf?

Public servants have often much to endure from the fickle humour of the crowd. (3)

It was cov)ardly. It showed a servile and ignoble spirit even to breathe so base a

regret as that they had not been suffered to continue in Egypt. 3. The contrast of
their conduct with that of Moses. The bearing of Moses at this crisis was sublime in its

calmness and trust. He does not return " railing for railing." No angry word escapes

his lips in reply to the reproaches of the people. They murmur; he betakes himself to

pia> er (ver. 15). They look to the visible chariots ; he to the invisible power which u
mit;htiei than all. They seem bereft of reason, fearing immediate death; he is caira,

tUiUauuted, self-coUected, and gives them the best of counsel. Pondtr his words

—

" Fear ye not, stand still, and see the salvation of the Lord, which he wi.l shew V> you
to-day " (ver. 13). (1) The situation wi>« one in which God alone could bimg salvatioo.
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They could do nothing for themselves. The salvation must be God's from first to last

(2) God would bring them this salvation. The fact that he had brought them ir.tn

this strait was of itself a pledge that he would find them a way out of it. The believer,

who finds himself in situations of difficulty, may cherish the same confidence. (3) Their

duty was to stand still, and see this salvation. So long as means of help are put within

our reach, it is our duty to use them. When no such means exist, or when all avail-

able means have been exhausted, and still the shadow overhangs us, what remains but

to wait patiently on the help of the Most High ? " Stand still "—in trust, in prayer, in

expectancy, in readiness to advance the instant the word is given. " Stand still "—as

opposed to weak murmurings, to passionate regrets, to foolish rebellion against circum-

stances you cannot alter,—so shall you " see the salvation of the Lord." If nothing else

will do, God will cleave a way for you through the waves, or better still, will enable you,
like Peter, to walk on them (Matt, xiv, 29).

lU. God's command to IIoses (vers. 15-19). 1. The command came in answer to

prayer. " Wherefore criest thou unto ne" (ver. 15). The words contain no reproach,

but imply that prayer needed on the instant to be exchanged for action. 2. Moses was
to siieak to the people that they go forward. See below. 3. He was to stretch his rod

over the sea, and divide the waters (ver. 16). The confidence of Moses, that God would
show a way of salvation, was thus justified by the result. The light was not given as
early as the people might have wished, but it was given in time. God also announces
to Moses his purpose of destroying the Egyptians (vers. 17, 18).

IV. The advance throuoh the sea. On this notice—1. The change in the

position of the pillar of cloud and fire (vers. 19, 20). Moving to the rear, it stood

between the Israelites and their pursuers, turning a bright side to the former, and a
dark side to the latter. (See below.) By this seasonable change in its position, it

(1^ lUuminatt'd the passage for the Israelites. The light would stream on in front.

(2) Made the way dark and perilous for the pursuers. (3) Hid the pursuers from the

pursued, and vice versa. This, besides being an additional defence to the Israelites,

Baved them from the terror which the sight of their pursuers would naturally awaken.
It is related of a party of the Waldenses, that escaping by night from their cruel

persecutors, their path lay through the rugged and perilous defiles of the Alps. At
leugrh the day broke, and imder the light of the rising sun, they turned to survey the

track along which they had trod. By a unanimous and irresistible impulse, they fell

on their knees to thank God for their marvellous preservation. "Here, they had
walked on the very verge of a tremendous ])recipicc where a false step would have
dashed them to atoms ; there, they had skirted the banks of a mountain lake, whose
black waters seem to indicate unfathomable depths," etc. But the dangers amidst
wluch they had moved had been veiled by the impenetrable darkness. There are some
things which it is better fur us not to see. Learn (1) That God adapts his manifes-

tations of himself to his people's needs. (2) That God's presence with his Church is

an eiiectual bulwark against attack. He can hide his people from their pursuers.

He can darken the path of the latter ; can confound their wisdom, divide their

counsels, perplex them in their courses, and obstruct their progress by providential

obstacles. (3) Spiritually, in times of temjitation and trial, we may rely on being
illuminated by God's truth, defended by God's power, and ultimately conducted to a
pJaco of safety. 2. 'J'he division of the naters (ver. 21). (1) It was accomplished by
natural agencies, supernaturally directed. "The Lord caused the sea to go back by a
strong east wind all that night." The recognition of natural agency in no wise
detracts from the suixjruatural character of the transaction; nay, seeing that direct

miracles are no longer to be looked for by the Church, it is even more helpful to faith

to find that natural means were employed in this instance, than if the result had been
wholly miraculous. It heightens our conceptions of what God can accomplish by
means of the agencies of nature. Instance liie defeat of the Spanish Armala (2) It

was unexpected and surprising. In considering the ways by which God might
conceivably save them, the Israelites probably never dreamt of his op<'ning a path
through the sea. So, in those straits of life to which reference has been made, help

usually arrives from unexpected quarters, iu away we iiad nut thought of. "God's
way is in the sea, and his path in the deep waters, and his fuutstc])s are not known"
CPa. IxxviL 19). (3) It afforded ^lie passage that was required. 'L'he march through
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the sea, certainly, would not be without its difficulties. The violent gale, th«

thunderings and lightnings (Ps. Ixxvii. 18), the darkness, the boom of the distant

waters, the lurid light of the fiery cloud, the uneven passage, the panic and confusion,

the strangeness and fearfalness of the entire situation, would make it an experience

never to be forgotten. But if the road was difficult, it was practicaVjle. They could

pass by it. God promises to make a way for us. He does not promise that the way
will always be an easy one. 3. The safe transit (ver. 22). The children of Israel

got safeW across. They were preserved in the very midst of the hostile element. Nay,

the sea, which tcay had so much dreaded, became on either side a protecting wall to

them. The same superintending Providence which secured, in the shipwreck of Paul,

that "so it came to pass, that they escaped all safe to land" (Acts xxvii. 44),

doubtless brought about a like happy result in the case of the Israelites. Their

deliverance became, in after days, the type of any great deliverance wrought by God
for his saints. See the figure wrought out in Ps. xviii. 4—20.—J. 0.

Ver. 11.

—

Crriel words out of cowardly hearts. There was much, as we hare seen,

to excuse the terror of Israel ; but there is one thing not so easy to excuse, and that

is the sarcastic, unjust spirit in which these terrified Israelites treat their visible

leader. Formerly (ch. v. 21) they had turned on him with bitter reproaches; but

their conduct then was the effect of ignorance and hasty expectations, and their

language, however strong, was simply the language of reproach. But now to reproach

they add sarcasm ; they speak so as to set Moses in a ridiculous as well as a painful

position. We may suppose that when the question was asked, " Whatever can we
have been brought here for ? " some of the wits of Israel would reply, " There is no
room in Egypt to bury us, and so we are brought to be buried here." Then this sharp

speech, quickly flying from lip to lip, as clever things usually do, would in no long time

become the well-nigh universal thought. We have then here to consider the evils of

sarcastic speech. That such speech may do good sometimes, and sometimes be

necessary, need not be denied. But inasmuch as the temptation is almost entirely

the other way, we may dismiss as needless the work of considering what benefits there

may be in sarcastic speech. The ills of sarcasm have so far outweighed the good,

that we had better set ourselves earnestly to consider tliem,. Is it not to be presumed

that fewer such sayings would fall from om: hps, if only we habitually considered all

the ill eflects that may flow from such a way of speaking ?

I. Consider the pain inflicted by sarcastic speech. There may be a great deal

of pain inflicted where no sense of pain is expressed. Moses does not here take any
notice of this bitter, clever, far-echoing word about the graves ; but thereby, he only

gives another illustration of his characteristic natural meekness. He may have felt,

and felt deeply, even though he did not speak. If, indeed, he reckoned nothing of

these words, we should hardly think so well of him. To be what is called thick-

skinned is not good, if it is meant thereby that one has no perception of the insolent,

inconsiderate language of others. Lack of sensibility to pain means a corresponding

lack of sensibility to pleasure. We can no more avoid feeling pain when a harsh

word is spoken, than when we receive a cut or a blow. No doubt it is pleasant to say

sharp, clever things; but the pleasure is a momentary one, an entirely selfish one;

it wUl not bear thinking about ; and it may inflict a durable pain. Sharp words may
be like barbed arrows that not aU the lapse of years can work out of the memory.
Assuredly we must not shrink from inflicting pain, if duty, affection, and prudence

point that way ; but we had need to be very sure uf the indications. 'Jo inflict bodily

pain for our own pleasure is admittedly an unchristian thing; and yet what a

monstrous inconsistency is revealed in the fact that persons who would not tread on a

worm, are constantly found inflicting the intensest pain by the words they speak.

Knock a man down, and you might do him less harm than by the few words that pass

so lightly, easily, and pleasantly between your hps. Less harm is done by the fist

than by the tongue.

n. Consider the injustice done by it. Sarcastic speeches never can m true

speeches. If they were true, it would be no justification of them, but in the very

nature of things they cannot be true. They must have about them, more or less,

elements of the false and ex^gerated. If a thing is to be sharp at all, there is an
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irresistible temptation to make it as sharp and striking as possible; anri truth cannot

but suffer iu tlie process. Epigrams are always to be distrusted. How clearly tht

ii'justice of sharp sai/iiKjs comes out in the illustration before us \ 'I'he speech about

these graves waa a witty, clever one, but how unjust! As it happened, Moses wa«

un'ler no responsibility whatever for bringing the Israelites to this particular place.

He had not been left to use his own mdgment and discretion, but was as much under

the guidance of tlic cloudy pillar as all the rest. Hence from this illustration we receive

a sli<^ht warning that we may not only be inflicting pain, which is much, but injustice,

which is a great deal more. You who would not steal the least fragment of a man's

property, be equally careful to speal^ no word which may do hurt to his reputation.

Speak that you may inflict no pain ; speak also that you may do no injustice.

III. CoNBiPEu THE PEKir. TO THE SPEAKER HIMSELF. Clevcmess is a perllous, and

not unfrequently a fatal gift. To be sharper than our neighbours may prove in the

end a dan<Terous thing for our own interests. Some who are admired, courted, widely

spoken about, for their powers of mimicry, find in the end that it might have been far

more for their comfort and permanent well-being, if they had been of only common-

place abilities. To be admired is a poor satisfaction, mere dust and ashes, if it has to

stand instead of being loved. Make fun of other people, seize without mercy on their

weaknesses, their follies and their natural defects, and the chances are that you will

find yourself exposed, in turn, to like treatment. Those who attack with sharp

speeches are just the men who deserve—if they always got their deserts, and it were

expedient to retaliate—equally sharp speeches in return. What about these Israelites

here? Did they not by talking in this fashion show clearly what a mean, miserable

company they were ? They hurt themselves far more than they hurt Moses. There is

hardly one who takes pride in what he calls his plain speaking, but might be pilloried

himself, and greeted with sarcastic speeches as severe as any he had uttered, and pro-

bably more charged with truth. And the worst of all is, that in the end those

habituated to evil^speaking may find themselves forsaken in their own great need. We
need friends, and, if we would have them, we must show ourselves friendly. If we

go through the world constantly replenishing our sarcastic quiver with arrows, and

stretching the bow on every slight provocation, then we must expect people to give us

a wide be° th ; and when at lastwe come to be stricken ourselves, it will be no matter

of just complaint if we are left well-nigh alone.

IV. Consider how much good is thwarted and neutralised by this wat or

SPEAKING. We may flatter ourselves that there is good to be gained in making folly

ridiculous, and so there may be ; but it can only be when the speaker is one of great

wisdom, goodness, and habitual elevation of hfe. Certainly we find in the Scriptures

the language of solenm irony from God himself; but his words are above our criticism,

and we'^are' not at liberty to speak as he speaks. We are ail upon the same level of

sin, ignorance, and partial views, and must speak as remembering this level. To affect

authority and superior station will be ruinous to all good effects from any remonstrance

of ours. Whatever truth is revealed to us, and put upon our consciences to apeak,

must be spoken m love, in humility, and in the very best season we can find. If it is

really our desire to win others to better, wiser and manlier courses, we had better not

begin with sharp speeches. True it may be that the world is mostly made up of fools,

and perhajis there is no occasion when we do more to prove our own place in the large

company than wlien, in our contempt and impatience, we call other people fools. We
are not then behaving as fishers of men. We are not then becoming all things to all

men in order to save some. Many a Christian has had to sorrow for his im^jeifect

control over the gift of intellectual quickness. Before his conversion, he used his

gift of wit, reiiartce, and ludicrous conception with careless freedom and delight, not

staying to consider whom he hurt, whom he liiudered. Then when such a one submits

at last to the true lord of the intellect, he finds it hard, in this matter in particular, to

bring his thoughts into captivity to the obedience of Christ.

V? Gou'b I'Eitpi.E MUST themselves puepare to be sarcastically and bittkbly

BINJKEN OF. < >nly let each one of us consider his own temptation to say hard things,

and then we shall cease to wonder tliat hard things are said of us. We cannot expect

to receive from others, but as we give to them. Anyway we must be ready for hard

tliingK, readv in larticular for hard speeches. Where Christ went, his people mu»t go;
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and he went In a path where he was called a gluttonous man and a winehibber, a friend

of j)ublicans and sinners. If he was sneered at on the very Cross, it is babjish on our
part to complain because the world eneers at us in the comparatively easy paths we
tave to tread. Our strength, our joy, and our serenity must not defend on the world's

opinion. Moses was getting a hint even thus early that he must not expect considera-

tion from his brethren, with respect to his feelings and difficulties. The joys of Moses
were to be got from quite another direction, even from the assiduous tenderness of

Jehovah himself.

VI. CULTIVATB A HABIT OP PITIFUL COXSIDERATION TOWARDS THE MEN OF BAR-
CASTic SPEECH. Remember that they are not happy men. How can a man be happy
whose eye is for ever lighting on the blots and loathsome ulcers of human nature ; who
seems to have a morbid acuteness of vision with respect to them, but to become
pm-blind when noble and Divinely-produced elements of character appear? Such a
man is to be pitied with Christ's own gentle pity. Do not meet his sarcasm with
sarcasm, but here emphatically return good for evil. Force him to see that there is a
great deal more in the world, if only he will look for it, than duplicity, selfishness,

and stupidity. Show him how to discern, even in the jostling and wrangling crowd,
men who have in them the mind which was in Christ.—Y.

The passage of the Bed Sea.—"Fear ye not, stand still (firm), and see the salvation

of Gcd " (Ex. xiv. 13). Mark, by way of introduction, the critical character of this

event, the greatest in Old Testament history. (For valuable suggestions on this poiut,

see Stanley's " Sinai aud Palestine," p. 33, and Ewald's " History of Israel," vol. ii. p. 70,

Eng. ed. Ewald even is constrained to speak of "this event, whose historical cer-

tainty is well established."") Lay solid foundations for sermonic treatment by describing

first the scene, expounding the history, and then evolving the truths in the history.

I. The scene. In the Gospels, the spiritual significance is almost independent of

topography. Only two or three scenes (e.^., Jacob's well : the ridge whence Jesus saw
firom Olivet the city and wept over it), can be absolutely and certainly identified. But
here sermon and story are inextricably blended with sea and shore. Note ! twice change
of direction : (1) not by way of Philistia : (2) not by caravan road, round by the mouth
of the western arm of the Eed Sea ; but brought into a position of extreme danger,

with the sea roaiing between Israel and the freedom of the desert. The writer of this

section of the commentary believes, that Israel encamped on what is now known as the

plain of Suez, the sea reaching then much further north than now. (See maps and
interesting article, " Une Spleudeur de la Foi," by L'Abbe' Moigno,* in " Les Mondes "

for Aug. 28, 1879.) Any detailed map wUl show—that there Israel would have the sea

on the east, hiUs to north and south, an open valley to the west, along which the

Egyi^tian forces would charge. Deepen the impression, that these two millions of

people, some indeed armed, but not yet organised, with women, childi-eu, and the aged,

were in a position utterly hopeless. It was a situation of despair—but that which is

impossible with man is possible with God.
II. The history. One of the objects should be to vivify and make very real to the

hearers, the histories of the Old Testament, which sometimes seem so very far away from
modern thought and life. With this intent, bring out clearly, by aid of exposition else-

where, points like these :—probably seven days elapsed between the Passover and the song

on the eastern shore of the sea, occupied thus :—1. By Israel. On the 15th, to Succoth,

fifteen miles ; on the 16th, to Etham, fifteen miles ; on the 17th, to the dangerous position

b\' the sea; on the 18th, 19th, and 20th, encamped there, comi)leting arrangements for

the pilgrimage to Sinai and Palestine. 2. By E'jyjyt. Every movement watched by the

government; night of 15th, report from Succoth; of the 16th, from Etham; morniug
of the 17th, courier could carry in a few hours, over the thirty miles, intelligence

that .Israel had taken the Avroug (?) road. Sudden determination of the king. Had
three days to overtake. Called together six hundred picked chariots, other chariots,

infantry, and led in person. On the afternoon of the 20th, the pickets of Israel saw
far away the force coming over the sand ridges. Horror of the two millions. The

' In thi3 article the Abbe' proposes to raise £12,000 to search in tbe sand for tbe debris of

Fhsu^iiaa a aiiu/. See Is. xi. 15
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spltndid cities of tombs in Egypt rose to the memory. But here soon a sort of gigantic

anticipation of Isandiila. A cry against Moses, and unto Jehovah. The moral
attitude of Moses mixed—cheer for the people—a fainting heart before God. His silent

pra^-er. " The upward glancing of an eye." The word of assurance. " Forward."

'J'he movement of what must have been, in this instance, vail of cloud and fire, to give

soft electric light to Israel and over the sea, to be darkness to Egypt, and to cover the

greatest military movement in all history. The short time demanded perfect order.

Then came the ploughshare of the east wind. In the confusion and darkness, Egypt
eagerly followed. The look out of the cloud, shot with thunderbolt—a look which
meant ruin. iSea rolls back from the rear of Egypt. Chariot clashes against chariot.

Wheels lost. On the night of the 14th Israel became a nation. On the morning of

the 21st the nation was free.

III. Tbuths. 1. Neither first nor even second openings in life are always into th$

way God intends us to take. A common error to suppose that any opening is "pro-
vidential." Not via Philistia: nor the caravan road to Sinai. God's object to develop

moral thoughtfulness, and the scrutiny of apparent leading. E.g., Will this course

imperil my principle, lead into temptation, and ruin my soul? 2. Seemingly hopeless

entanglement may have great issues. Moral firmness developed: dependence upon God.

Salvation complete, and anthem of victory. 3. The temper for crisis is that of calm

confidence. Ho panic! Had there been panic, Israel had been food for Egyptian
sabres !

" Stand firm
!
" (see Heb.) Apply this to state of religion ; things social,

political, at home and abroad; to affairs personal. (See good sermon on this, by Pro-

fessor Jowett, in " Christian World Pulpit," Llarch 26, 1879.) 4. Confidence should

express itself in prayer. Note the difference : the cry of Israel, and the evidently silent

appeal of Moses. 5. Action mu^t follow prayer. " Wherefore criest," etc., an intima-

tion that prayer was already answered ; and now Moses to the front, and every man to

his post. 6. When Ood leads into danger, He will certainly see us safely through it.

If wantonly and wilfully we go into danger, we may (through mercy) be delivered ; if

on Divine leading, we shall. E.g., going into some scene of vice, out of curiosity, or

worse motive ; on the othtr hand, at the request of a distant friend, to save a souL

Difference between presumption and courage. 7. Salvations of Ood are ever timely

and complete. 8. After God's great salvation comes, the dumbness of amazement, and
after the dumbness, song. " Jehovah shall fight for you, and ye shall be dumb."
(Ueb. xiv. 31 ; xv. 1 ; Rev. xv. 2—4.}—R.

EXPOSITION.

Vers. 15— 18.— God's answer to Moses'

PBAYEa To the faiihful piayer of Moses,

albeit pitched perhaps in too low a key, God
made gracious answer. A " cry " had been

unnecessary, since his word was already

pledged to bring his people safe to Canaan,

and to get himself honour upon Pharaoh in

connection with the pursuit (ver. 4). But,

as the appeal has been made, he responds with

a plain statement of what has now to be

done :— 1. The Israelites are to make them-

selves ready for a forward movement (ver. 15) ;

2. Moses is to stretch out his rod over the

Rei Sea, and it will be divided; 3. The

Israelites are then to make the passage on dry

ground ; 4. The Egyptians are to follow, and

then honour is to be gotten upon them ; and

they are to know by the result that God is

iadeed Jehovah

Vers. 15, 16.—Wherefore criest thou to

mel It is evident that Moses, while liolJly

encouraging tlie people, himself needed the
supjiort and cijnsolation of prayer. The Sy-
riac translator shows us that he divined the

fact aright, when he without authority in-

truded the words, " Moses then cried to

Jehovah." The form of the Divine reply to

his prayer seems to indicate a certain amount
of reproach, as if Moses himself had become
anduJy anxious. Speak onto the children of

Israel that they go forward. The Israelites

were not to rest in their encampment, but to

fonu in line of march, and descend to the very

shore of the sea, and there hold themselves in

readiness. Moses was to lift up his rod—the

rod with which his other miracles had hcen

wrought—and stretch out his hand over the

sea, and then the drying up was to begin

Thus was most of the night passed.

Ver. 17.— T will harden the hearts of thi

Efyptianfl. Here, and hsre only, are tte
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hearts of the Egyptians generally said to have
been " hardened." Whatever meaning we
attach to the expression, there will be no
more difficulty in applying it to them than to

Pharaoh. They had made themselves par-

takers in the monarch's guilt by mustering

in hot haste when he summoned them, and
had allowed themselves to revel in the antici-

pation of plunder and carnage (eh. xv. 9).

Under such circumstances, the general laws

which govern human nature would be quite

sufficient to make their hearts grow hard.

They shall follow them. Upon this act

—

rash, if the phenomenon had been a mere
natural one—presumptuous and infatuated if

the drying up were regarded as miraculous

—

depended altogether the destruction of the

Egyptiana They had only to have "stood

still " and allowed the escape, which a weelr
previously they had done their best to en-
courage, in order to have remained safe and
unhurt. It was their stupidity and blood-
thirstiness which alone brought them into any
danger. Upon his horsemen. Rather "hia
chariotmen." See the conmient on verse 9.

Ver. 18.—The Egjrptians shall know that
I am the Lord. All Egypt would learn the
destruction of the host, and the circumstances
under which it occurred, whose miraculous
nature could not be concealed. And the con-
sequence would be a wide recognition of the
superior might of Jehovah, the God of Israel,

over that of any of the Egyptian deities.

More than this the Egyptians were not
likely to admit under any circumstances.

HOMILETICa

Vers. 15—18.

—

The reward of faith. God rewarded the faith and trust of Moses by
a revelation of the manner of that deliverance which he so confidently expected.
Hitherto the manner had been involved in mystery ; and it is scarcely likely that any
one had even conjectured it as a possible thing. There was no precedent for such an
interference with the laws of nature; and the thought could scarcely occur to the
imagination of any one. But, to reward his faithful servant, to quiet his anxiety, and
give definiteness to his expectations of deliverance, God now plainly revealed the mode
in which he would save his people. God is ever "a rewarder of them that diligently

seek him," and especially rewards faith. The faith of Abraham, which made him trust

God's promise to create of him a great nation, when as yet he had no child, obtained for

him the gift of Canaan and the covenant of circumcision. The faith of Noah, who
believed God's threat of a deluge, which all the rest of the world scorned, saved him and
his family from perishing by water. The faith of Enoch, by which he " walked with
God"—though he could not see him—caused God to " take him." Faith brings us, to

a certainty,—1. The present blessing of an assured trust which nothing can imperil

;

2. Quietness and confidence—the feeling that we may " stand still and see the salvation

of God ;

" 8. Freedom from panic fears and unworthy apprehensions ; 4, Cheerfulness

and hopefulness—^a conviction that God wiU give us what is best for us. Faith may
also, by God's mercy, obtain for us further gifts in the future—blessings not naturally

arising out of it, but added to it as rewards by God, and signs of his approval. The
faith.of Moses was ultimately rewarded, 1. By success in the great object of his life—the

liberation of his people and their safe-conduct through all the perils of the wilderness to

the verge of Canaan ; 2. By God's approval of him as " Moses, the servant of the Lord "

(Deut. xxxiv. 5) ; and 3. By the vision of Canaan from Pisgah.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

"Ver. 15.—" Speak unto the children of Israel that they goforward I" I. ForwabdI
—Gron's CONSTANT INJUNCTION TO HIS Chubch. Tte law of Christian life is advance.

God never brings his Church or people into positions from which retreat is necessary,

or in which advance is impossible. We may bring ourselves into false positions of this

kind, but God never leads us into them. In proportion as we surrender ourselves to

his guidance, we may depend on being conducted always "forward." There is no
instance in the whole history of the Old or New Testament Church in which, while

God's guidance was followed, retreat had to be made. Forward ! (1) In Christian

attainments. (2) In holy living. (3) In labours for the advancement of Christ's kingdom.

(4) In missionary enterprisa. (5) In doing good to our fellow-moai
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IT. FORWARD i^
—^IN CONTRAST WITH TADT LAMENTATION'S, AND CNBECOMINO EXPOSTU-

LATIONS WITH Pkovidenck. These do no good, but much harm. 'Ihey betray an
unbelieving spirit, if Gud brings us into situations of trial, the fact that it is he who
brings us into them is of itself a pledge that with the trial, he will make also a
way of escape (1 Cor. x. 13). When the foe bears hard upon us, we should, msteiv.i of
losing heart, rather feel that the time has come for getting everything in readiness fer

•Qvance—the " great door and effectual " must be on the very point of opening.
ni. Forwabd!—BY THE WAY WHICH GoD MAKES FOB US. At the Same moment that

he is saying— " Speak imto the children of Israel that they go forward," he is doubtless
commissioning some Closes to stretch out his rod over the sea, to open up the way for

us. God never says " Forward," without at the same time opening the way.
lY. Forward!—vtith good heart, strong hope, and firm assurance of being

PROTECTED ON THE JOURNEY. Going forward at God's word, the Israelites were assured
of Gk>d'8 protection. They were certain of reaching the further shore in safety. >«o

fear of the waves rushing back, and burying them. Pharaoh pursued, but he was not
permitted to capture them, and was himself overthrown. We may confront any perils,

if duty calls, and God goes with us. Of. Luther at Worms.—J. 0,

Vers. 15—18.

—

Obedience necessary to salvation. I. The duty of those who ark
LEADERS AMONG THEIR BRETHREN ix TIMES OF TRIAL. 1. There is a time fof actiou as
well as prayer :

" Wherefore criest thou unto me ?" (1) The time of the leader must
not be spent in prayer only—there are arrangements to make and needs to meet. In
times of difficulty God asks for obedience. A path of love, of forgiveness of injuries, of
some service, lies right before us as our duty in that hour. True faith ^viU walk in it.

This too is an appeal to our Father as well as prayer. (2) Unbelief may hide itself

behind a form of devotion. 2. To speak to them that they go forward. 3. To do
what God bids them in opening up their brethren's way. "Lift thou up thy rod."

The lifting up of the rod seemed a vain thing, but it clove a path for Israel through the
heart of the sea. Uur service for our brethren in the day of their trouble may cleave a
way fur them. A people's progress may be hindered by a leader's indolence and
seld^hness.

II. Qod's unceasing WORKING ON HIS PEOPLE'S BEHALF (vers. 17, 18). 1. His mercj
was veiled, but he was working still. The very pursuit of the foe was from him.
2. Egypt had still to receive one crowning lesson regarding Jehovah's might and
unfiling guardianship of his people. When foes pursue, when sins rise up to recover

their former sway, it is that God may destroy the one and judge the other.—U.

Vers. 13—31.

—

Ood completes the deliverance of the Israelites from Pharaoh and
removes their terror. I. No rE the way in which Moses meets the complaints or this

IsEAELiTES. They had addressed to him sarcastic, flippant, and in every way unwdrihy
speeches. They were not so filled with fear, not so occupied with the troubles of their

own hearts, but that they could find a malignant delight in striving to make him
ridiculous. This mingling of feelings on their part, fear mingled with hate, makes the

single-heartedness of his reply all the more manifest and beautiful. The time is not

one for him to stand on his own dignity, or bandy sharp language with mean men, even
were his character such as to incline him that way. There is but a step from the sub-

lime to the ridiculous ; in one sense he makes that step, and by his noble, impressive

exhortation, he at once sweeps the ridiculous out of the path of the sublime. The
subject of the grave surely is never a seemly one for jesting ; and the jesting was
unseemiiest of all at this present hour. One almost sees these little, pert jokers retreat-

ing into the background befure the great believer. They would not trouble him again

for a while. It was not Israel that had come out of Egypt seeiiing for graves, but
Pharaoh and his host. These murmurers did indeed find graves in the wilderness by
and by ; but it was for a subsequent transgression. It is part of the peculiar pathos

of human life that no one can tell where he must die and be biuied. So much then
with resjtect to the meek and comely attitude—true attitude of a proi^het of God—which
Moses here assumed. He rises clear above the little men of the crowd, for God has

taken him out, in particular, with a high hand, and now what .-<hall the matter of hii

answer be ? He does not turn towards God doubtfoUy. (Contrast his conduct nere
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with his conduct in ch. v, 22—23.) The peril is to the natural eye overwhclmin;^, but
it is not peril to him, for God has filled him with the spirit of faith. He himself
unfearing, can tell the people not to fear. He himself, calmly expectant thnt some'
great deliverance is on the way, can recommend, his face not belying his ton»ue tne
same calm expectancy to the people. Let them stand still and wait, instead of ^usbia''
hither and thither, weakening themselves still more by their disorder. Moses, exactiy
comprehending that the position is one in which man can do nothing, and Gvd must do
everything, presses this view on his brethren. What is his personal dignity, his amour-
propre, compared with the glorious view to be opened out to them ? Here is a lesson
then, when people speak to us out of little envies and personal grudges. Reply by direct-
ing them to great soul-filling truths. Lead, if you can, mean, grovelling souls to the
mountain top. Give them the chance of seeing the wide inheritance of the saints ; and
if they cannot take it in, then the loss, and the responsibility of the loss, is theirs.

II. Note the instructions avhioh God gives to Moses, vers. 15—18. 'i'hese instruc-
tions, astounding as they must have seemed at the time, were, nevertheless, eminently
practical. Those who bear the name of practical among men are those who keep \\ ell

within what is reckoned possible by the ordinary judgment. Men of the Columbus
type, such as great discoverers and great inventors, have to bear for long enough the
name of ^eing mere visionaries, day-dreamers, wasters of life. But God's practicality is to
set his servants at once to things reckoned impossible. His directions are very simple

:

" Go forward." He waits till the people are indeed shut up on every hand, and then he
says, " Go forward." They were to continue in the same direction, and that led onward to

the sea. This was the ajjpointed path to the mountain where they were to serve God.
Yea ; and if the path had been through the rocky steeps which enclosed them, God
could have dissolved those steeps away. Or if it had been through Pharaoh's host, he
could have smitten that host utterly, as he afterwards did Sennacherib's. Notice that
in this command there is another proving of faith. First, with regard to Moses. For
it will be observed that there is nothing to show that Moses knew anything of Avhat

would happen in the Red Sea, vmtil God now made it known. Probably during the
whole course of the plagues, the precise nature of each plague was revealed to Moses
only just as it was approaching. And so here, in this new imprisonment, he was
quietly waiting for light to come from God, well knowing that sufiicient would be done
to deliver Israel—that God had led his people into this entanglement, not witliout a per-

fectly definite purpose, and that the end of all would be the destruction of the Egyptians.
But he knew not any more than the least child in Israel, untU just beforehand, how all

this was to be brought about. There was also a great proving of the faith of the people.

Gk)d has a command for them, and it is one requiring great faith. Notice how ap)iro-

priately it comes on, as the climax of past treatment. We have seen the Israelites

sharing at first in the sufferings of the Egyptian plagues. After a while, the district in

which they reside is exempted from the plagues. Then when the first-born are smitten,

the Israelites, hy their obedience to Jehovah's instructions, escape the blow. And now at

last their escape is to be completed by again obeying Jehovah's instructions, and equally

in the obedience of a pure faith. But mark the most important advance and develop-

ment of faith, which is here illustrated. Two quite different states of mind are brought
out by slaying the passover lamb In faith, and by going towards and through the Red
Sea in faith. To slay the passover lamb is to do a thing for which no reason is given
but the command of God. But it is a thing which plainly can be done. It involves no
peril ; there is no appearance of impossibility about it; the only temptation is to think

it useless, a superfluous reasonless form. On the other hand, it is perfectly plain that

passage through the Red Sea will provide escape. The question is, can such a passage

be gained, and therein the temptation lies. In slaying the passover lamb, the Israelites

had to humble their intellects before Divine wisdom ; in advancing to the Red Sea, they
had to show the utmost confidence in Divine power. We must steadily believe that all

God conlmands is useful and necessary ; we must also steadily believe that all which is

fit for him to do, he most assuredly can do. It is a matter deserving consideration that

Jehovah should have given such a command, seeing the state of unbelief and carnality

in which the Israelites evidently were. They had not spoken Uke men ready for siuch

an awful miracle. But we can see certain things which made obedience easier. For

one thing, God had shut them up to it. If they had been taken down to the Red Sea.

EXODUS. Z
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with no Pharaoh behind, with no enclosing mountains on either hand, they might have

rebelled. But circumstances lent a strong compulsive aid. We know not wh:\t we can

do, what triumphs of faith we can achieve till God shuts us up to them. Then there

was something also in the sight of the rod. God commanded Moses to exhibit some-

thing which had already been associated with wonderful deeds. Thus we see (i.^i

making plain to Israel the way out of their peril, and so far all is definite. Bui liiis

being told, the definite immediately shades away into the indefinite. The indefinite

mark, but not therefore the uncertain. All is manifest and straightforward with regard

to the Israelites ; they are to be safe. But what about Pharaoh and his army f We
remember Peter's question to Jesus concerning John (John xxi. 21). " Lord, what

ahall this man do?" So Moses might have questioned Jehovah—"Lord, what is to

happen to Pharaoh?" Something on this matter Jehovah does say, just enough to

preserve coufidence, attention and expectation; bui for the details Moses and Jsrat*

must wait a little longer. Meanwhile an inspiring bint is given of great judgmout,

great humiliation, and for Jehovah himself, great glory. Here the information stops;

and here we again notice the eminent practicality of God's instructions. For the day's

need and for our own need God gives us the amplest guidance ; but what is to happen

to our enemies, and exactly how they are to be removed he keeps within his own
knowledge, as within his own power. The proper answer to all impious and curious

pryings on our part is that which Jesus gave to Peter—" What is that to thee ? follow

thou me."
in. Note the coxseqxjknt dealikg8 ot Jehovah in delivebinq Isbael and

DESTBOTINO THE EGYPTIANS. 1. The altered position of the cloudy pillar. The aiigcl

of Ghxi removed and went behind. By the angel of God is possibly meant the pillar

itself. Just as the burning bush is described as a messenger of God (ch. iii. 2), so here

there aeems an indicating of the cloudy pillar as another messenger. Just at this

moment it was not wanted for purposes of guidance. Indeed it would not have

proved sufficieut for these purposes. Jehovah had found it needful himself to in-

tervene and signify by unmistakable words, the way in which he would have the

people go. The cloudy pillar was enough for gtiidance only as long as the Israelites

were in open and ordinary paths. But where it could not be used for guidance, it could

be used for defence. God's messengers can easily change their use. The cloud, by

changing its place, hindered Egypt, and thereby helped Israel. Nor did it help Israel

in this way alone ; the boon was a positive as much as a negative one. Surely this was

a marvellous cloud, for it had in it darkness as well as light. Thus it served a double

nurpose. Hiding Israel from the Egyptian eyes, it proved the best of fortifications.

but at the same time it shone upon the Israelites and gave them the benefits of day

with the immunities of night. They could put everything in perfect order for the

march, so as to take it the moment the way through the sea was ready. Ima;:ine that

miraculous light shining down on that miraculous path, even from end to end
;
just

like a light shining down a street ; and as it were pointing Israel onward, even though

it stood behind them. Thus we are made to think of all the double aspect of the work

of Jesus, how at the same time he confounds his enemies and guides and cheers his

friends. Consider this especially in connection with his resurrection. On the one hand

he alxjjished death ; on the oth.-' he brought life and immortality to light. 2. TTie

obedience of Moses and the Israelites to the Divine command. As we have noticed, all

this had been well prepared fjr beforehand. I*Ioscs had been led up to it, and so had

Israel ; and therefore wnen the moment came, there was no hesitation. After what has

been already said there is no need to dwell on this actual obedience. It is enough to

note in passing, that God having duly arranged all conspiring causes, the efifect followed

as a matter of course. But now we come to the point of main interest in the closing

section of this chapter, namely, 3. The conduct, treatment, and ultimate fate of the

Egyptians. There is first, their infatuated advance. They go down in the path which

Jehovah had made for Israel as if it was to remain a path fi)r them. The Egypt iani

were too full of their purpose, too full of the spirit of vengeance and greed to notice

their danger, even though it was a danger of the most obvious kind. They might have

"r^ne into certain positions where a miracle would have been required to put them in

danger ; but here the miracle is already wrought, and these enemies of Jehovah

and Jehovah's people advance, as if the piled-up waters were thus to remain, their
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shape settled for ages to come, just like the shape of the solid hills around. The
only thing to explain their conduct is the momentum that had been produced iu tln-ir

own breasts. It was with them just as it is with the runner when he has gainni %

certain speed. Suppose in his headlong career he comes to a chasm, stop he cannot.
Either he must clear the chasm or fall into it. The next point to be noticed is Ood's
treatment of them in their advance. The whole progress of affairs is exactly arranc^ed so as
to produce the deliverance of Israel and the destruction of Pharaoh. The very nearness
of Pharaoh and his army to the Israelites, instead of proving ruin to them, only more
effectually proves ruin to him. Some of the more timid among the Israelites might be
tempted to say, " Oh ! that the waters would return, immediately the last Israelite is

ishore ; let the great barrier be set between us and Pharaoh as soon as possible." But
such a course would only have secured a present safety at the expense of a future one.
Jehovah has a far better way of working than any which human panic can suggest, lie
lets the Egyptians go on until the whole army is in the midst of the sea, and then he
who has truly proved himself a man of war opens the last decisive battle by making
the chariots useless. Nay, not only were they useless ; they seem to have become a
hindrance and a terror. Jehovah neither hastens nor lingers; he smites at the rio-ht

time, and therefore he smites effectually ; and now we are called to listen to a resolution
made too late. "Let us flee from the face of Israel." If only they had been wise in
time, they would not have had to flee at all. What were they doing in the mid:st of
the Red Sea? Nay more, what were they doing out of their own country? They
had trifled and tnfled with danger after danger, and now they had trifled beyond escape.
It is no time to talk of flight when the door of the trap has fallen. The waters are
on the point of returning ; the ordinary course of nature is about to assert itself, ^^'hy
should that course be interrupted one moment longer, simply to preserve a host of

proud and dangerous men. The great lesson from Pharaoh's fall is to he wise in time.

Flee from the wrath to come ! there is a possibility of that ; but when the wrath has
come, who then shall flee ? (Rev. vi. 16-17).

IV. Note the impression said to have been produced on the minds of the
Israelites. Ver. 31. More desirable words surely could not be spoken of any peo]>le

than that they fear Jehovah and believe in him and his sei-vants. The fear and ilie

faith, however, must be of the right sort, arising out of a right state of the heart, and
cleaving to God through all tlie vicissitudes of circumstance. Such unfortunately ^^aa

not the fear and faith of these Israelites. We must have heart knowledge of God's
character, and come to understand how necessary it is to pass through a shaking of the

things that can be shaken in order that the things which cannot be shaken may reniaia.

Then we shall fear as we ought to fear, and beheve as we ought to believe.—Y.

EXPOSITION.

Ver. 19—22.

—

The Passage of the Red i alone was calculated to alarm the latter, and

Sea. The Egyptians had arrived in the near prevent them from stirring till near day-

neighbourhood of the Israelite camp, at the

close of a long day's march, towai'ds eveuing.

Having ascertained that the fugitives were

still, as they had expected them to be, shut iu

between the sea and the wilderness, they were

content, and made no immediate attack, but

encamped over against them. Hereupon,
' the pillar of the cloiid," which was at the

time in front of the Israelite camp—pro-

bably*near the point where God intended the

passage of the sea to be effected—" removed
"

from this position, and placed itself directly

behind the Israelite encampment, between

than Mul the Egyptians. This movement

break ; but, the better to secure their inaction,

the pillar was made to overshadow them with

a deen and preternatural darkness, so that it

became almost impossible for them to ad-

vance. Meanwhile, on the side which was

turned towards the Israelites, the pillar pre-

sented the appearance of a bright flame,

lighting up the whole encajnpment^ and

rendering it as easy to make ready for the

march as it would have been by day. Thus,

the beasts were collected and laden—the

columns marshalled and prepared to proceed

in a certain fixed order—and everything made

ready for starting so soon as the bed of tlie

|2
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sea should be sufficiently drj. Moses, about

nightfall, descending to the water's edge,

stretched forth his rod over the waves, and,

an east wind at once springing up—accom-

panied perhaps by a strong ebb of the tide

—

the waters of the gulf were parted in the

vicinity of the modem Suez, and a dry space

left between the Bitter Lakes, which were

then a prolongation of the Gulf, and the

present sea-bed. The space may have been

one of considerable width. The Israelites

entering upon it, perhaps about midnight,

accomplished the distance, which may not

have exceeded a mile, with all their belong-

ings, in the course of five or six hours, the

pillar of the cloud withdrawing itself, as the

last Israelites entered the sea-bed, and retiring

after them like a rearguard. Thus protected,

they made the transit in safety, and morning

saw them encamped upon the shores of Asia.

Ver. 19.—The angel of God. The Divine

Presence, which manifested itself in the

pillar of the cloud, is called indifferently " the

Lord " (ch. xiii. 21 ; xiv. 24), and " the

Angel of God"—just as the appearance to

Moses in the burning bush is termed both
" God " and " the angel of the Lord " (ch. iii.

2). Which went before

—

i.e., " which or-

dinarily, and (so to speak) habitually pre-

ceded the camp " (ch. xiii. 21 ; Ps. Ixxviii.

14). And stood behind them. Took up a
fixed station for the night, or the greater

portion of it.

Ver. 20.—It was a cloud and darkness to

them, but it gave light by night to these.

Though there is nothing in the Hebrew
correspi.ndent to the expressions "to them,"
" to these," yet the meaning seems to have
been rightly apprehended by our translators.

(See the Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan,
the Syriac version, and among moderns,
Knobel, Maurer, Rusenmiiller, and Kalisch.)

Ver. 21.—Moses stretched out his hand.
As commanded by God (ver. IG). Compare
the somewhat smiilar action of Elijah and
Elisha, when they divided the Jordan (2
Kings u. 8, 14). The Lord oaosed the sea to

go back by a strong east wind. The LXX
translate '• a strong south wind " ( fV av4fi<f

ydro) ^la'iai) ; but the Hebrew kadhn is cer

tainly " east " rather than " south." It if

not, however, " east " in the sense of duo

east, but would include all the range of the

compass between N.E. and S.E. If we sup-

pose the Bitter I^akes to have been joined to

the Red Sea by a narrow and shallow chan-

nel, the action of a south-east wind, by driv-

ing the water of the Lakes northward, may
have easily produced the effect described in

the text. A simultaneous ebb of the lower

gulf would have further facilitated the pas-

sage. The waters were divided. Water re-

mained in the upper extremity of the Gidf,

now the site of the Bitter Lakes, and also, of

course, below Suez. The portion of the sea dried

up lay probably between the present southern

extremity of the Bitter Lakes and Suez.

By the gradual elevation and desiccation of the

region, it has passed into pennaneut dry land.

Ver. 22.—The waters were a wall

—

i. e., a

protection, a defence. Pharaoh could not at-

tack them on either flank, on account of the

two bodies of water between which their

march lay. He could only come at them by
following after them. The metaphor has beeu

by some understood literally, especially on

account of the expression in ch. xv, 8—" The
floods stood upright as an heap ;

" and again

that in Ps. Ixxviii. 13—" He made the waters

to stand as an heap." But those phrases,

occurring in poems, must be taken as poetical

;

and can scarcely have any weight in deter-

mining the meaning of " wall " here. We
must ask ourselves—is there not an economy
and a restraint in the exertion by God even of

miraculous power?—is more used than is

needed for the occasion ?—and would not all

that was needed at this time have been
effected by such a division of the sea as we
have supposed, without the fluid being con-

verted into a solid, or having otherwise the

laws of its being entirely altered. Kalisch 's

statenient, that the word " wall " here is " not

intended to convey the idea of jirotection, but

only of hardness and solidity," seems to us

the very reverse of the truth. Protection is

at any rate the main idea, and any other is

secondary and subordinate

HOMILETICS

Vers. 19—22.

—

Ood protects his own, hut in strange ways.—The passage of the Red
Sea was the crowning miracle by which God effected the deliverance of his peojile from
the iMjiidage of I'^gypt; and all its circumstances were strange and worthy of notice.

1. TlIK PKESKNCE OK THK LoRD, WUICH HAD BEEN WONT TO LEAD THKM, KEMOVBD
AND WENT liEuiND THEM. They had to enter the dark and slimy bed from which the
sea had retired without the cheering siglit of tlio Divine presence before their eyes
beckoning them on. So there are occasions of trial in the life of every man, wlien God
seems to withdraw his presence, to remove himself, to "go behind us," so that we
cannot we him. Sometimes he withdraws himself in grief or in anger ; but more often
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he does it in mercy. The temporary obscuration will advantage the 8o\il under
the circumstances. There is perhaps some secular work to be done which requires
all its attention, like this passage, where every step had tc be taken with care. Short
separations are said to intensify affection ; and the sense of the Divine piesence is more
valued after a withdrawal, like the sun's light after an eclipse.

II. The pillar of the cloud, which had been wont to be all smoke, or all
FIRE, was now both AT ONCE. " It Came between the camp of the Egyptians and the
camp of Israel ; and it was a cloud and darkness to them, but it gave light by niglit to
these." The eye sees that which it has within itself the power of seeing, 'lo thp
godly the presence of God is a joy and a delight, a brightness and a radiance. To the
ungodly it is an awful and alarming thing, a cloud which mars their enjoyment. Wnen
Jesus was on earth, there were those among the inhabitants of Palestine who " besought
him to depart out of their coasts" (Matt. viii. 34). The ungodly tear to look upon
God. He is to them dark, mysterious, terrible. The sense of his presence paralyses
them—they cannot stir till it is removed. But to the godly, it is " light in the dark-
ness "—it illuminates mind and soul and spirit—it cheers and brightens the path of life—it irradiates even the obscurest gulf that we have to traverse. Let us bear in mind
that when the Divine presence is removed from before our eyes, it is still in no case far

from us. If at any time we do not see God, he at all times sees us. We have only to
make an effort, and we can in a short time recover our perception of his presence.

III. By means of a strong east wind the waters were divided, upon Moses
stretching out his hand ovkr the sea. We may note here, 1. The weakness of
the instrument. The rod of Moses, stretched over the sea, or towards the sea, from
some vantage-point on the shore—how small a thing was this ! How incapable in itself

of producing any important effect 1 Yet in the providence of God, it was made a link
in the chain of causation by which was brought about one of the gi-eatest events in the
whole course of mundane history. Must we not conclude from this, that, when God
appoints means, however weak and trivial they may be in themselves, they become at

once by his appointment matters of the highest consequence ? Again we may note,

2. The employment of a natural agency, insufficient in itself to accomplish the end, yet
having a natural tendency towards its accomplishment. God, the author of nature,

uses nature as a help towards accomplishing his ends, even when the help is but small.

Our Lord fed the 5000 and the 4000, by means of loaves and iishes already existing,

though the material which they furnished could but have gone a short way. He
anointed the blind man's eyes with spittle and clay, and bade him " go, wash in the

pool of Siloam," using means which were to some extent reputed salutary, but which
of themselves could never have restored sight. So with the east wind. We must not
suppose that it divided the sea by its own natural force. God used it, as he used the

spittle and the clay, and made it accomplish his purpose, not by its own force but by
his own power. And so generally with the forces which seem to remove obstacles from
the path of God's people in this life—they are potent through his agency, because he
Bets them to work, and works through them.

IV. The sea, on which Pharaoh counted for their destruction, became
first their defence and then their avenger. " The waters were a wall unto
them." But for the two bodies of water, on their right and on their left, Pharaoh's

force might have outflanked the host of Israel, and fallen upon it on three sides, or

even possibly have surrounded it. God can at any time turn dangers into safeguards.

When persecutors threaten the Church, he can turn their swords against each other,

and allow the Church to pass on its way in peace. When temptations assault the soul,

he can give the soul such strength, that it conquers them and they become aids to its

progress. And with equal ease can he make the peril which menaces his fliithful ones

fall, not upon them, but upon their adversaries. The furnace heated to consuni* the
" thrae children " destroyed none but those bitter persecutors who had arrested them and

cast them into the fire (Dan. iii. 22). The lions of Darius tlie Mode devoured, not

Daniel, but " those men that had accused Daniel " (ib. vi. 24). The Jews, who had
sought to destroy the infant Church by prejudicing the Romans against Christ (John
xix. 12) and his apostles (Acts xxiv. 1—9), were themselves within forty years of

Christ's death, conquered and almost exterminated by these same Homans. The ungodly

are ever " falling into their own nets together," while the godly man for whom the ueis

are set " escapes them."
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 19, 20.

—

Ligh t to the fnend, darkness to the foe. We are told that as th«

Israelites were about to cross the Red Sea, the fiery-cloudy pillar changed its position,

and came between them and the Egyptians. It was the self-same pillar, but it wore

a very different aspect to friends and foes respectively. " It was," we read, "a cloud of

diuKuess to them (the Egyptians), but it gave light to these (the camp of Israel)."

We should notice that the same double aspect belongs to all God's manifestations of

himself, in Law and Gospel, in matter and spirit, in the world, and in the Church.

I. God's attributes have this double aspect. Not one of his attributes but has a

bright side turned to the believer, and a dark side to the wicked. This is true even of

Buch attributes as holiness and justice, from which the believer, as a sinner, might seem

to have most to fear. " Faithful and/ws^ to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from

aU unrighteousness" (1 John i. 9). So God's omnipotence, which is hostile to the

transgressor, is pledged to defend, bless, and save the saint (1 Pet. i. 5 ; Jude 24).

Gud's eternity, in like manner, is given to the believer for a dwelling-place (Dent, xxxiii.

27 ; Ps. xc. 1), but how terrible an aspect it has to the evil-doer ! The dark side

of love is wrath. "If God be for us, who can be against us?" (Rom. viii. 31). But
on the other hand, "It is a fearful thing to faU into the handi of the living God"
(Heb. X. 31).

II. God's laws have this double aspect. 1. Physical laws. The constitution of

nature is favourable to virtue, hostile to vice (See Butler's Analogy). 2. Moral law,

for this, while awarding life to the obedient, is a ministry of condemnation to the sinner.

3. Mental and spiritual laws. Take e.g. the law of habit. "The law df habit, which

ap]4ies alike to all our physical, mental, and moral actions, must be regarded in its

desi;'n as a truly benevolent one. But the law of habit, when the soul yields to sin,

works death to the sinner :—like the pillar of cloud which made day to Isr^iel, and was

darkness to the Egyptians, so the law, which is bright to the well-doer, sheds night

upon the path of the sinner, until he is plunged into the sea of death" (Theodore

D. Woolsey).

III. Gou's WORD has this double aspect. To the prayerful, believing, docile mind, it

is a source of unfailing light. It is a lamp to the feet and a light to the path (Ps. cxix.

10'.). But to the proud, the unbelieving, and the presumptuous, it is only oarkness.

These can see nothing in it but difficulties, incredibilities, contradictions, moral

monstrosities. It is full of stumbling-blocks. The more they read it, the more are

they blinded by it. They read only to discover some new fault or error.

I \ . God's vkrt Gosi-el has this double aspect. " The preaching of the Cross is to

them that perish foolishness, but to us who are saved it is the power of God " (1 Cor.

L ly—24). It repels the one class, and attracts the other. To the one, it is a savour of

life ; to the other, a savour of death (2 Cor. ii. 16).—J. O.

Vers. 19—31.— The goodness and severity of Ood. I. What God is to hib own in

THE DAT OF TROUBLE. 1. He comcs between them and their foes. God's presence is

between us and our enemies, and they can do no more against us than his love permits.

2. He is light to them in the time of peril. 3. The waters are divided before them
However much our way may seem hedged in, God's arm will open up a path for us.

4. The way was not only a path of escape, but one of perfect safety; the waters were

a wall to them ujxjn the right hand and the left.

U. What God is to ms people's foes. 1. Their path is wrapped in darkness.

I'hey cannot lay hold of the weaki st of those who but a moment before seemed wholly in

their power, 'i hey are ])erplexed and baffled. 2. Daring to follow thty are filled with

horror by th« revelation that their contest is with the mighty God : they are face to face

not with the servant, but the master. 3. Ther progress is arrested (25). 4. They ifl

vain attempt to flee. Men may flee to God; they cannot &eefrom God. 5. They are

overwhelm! d with destruction.

III. Thk rksult of thk conflict (31). I. The people are filled with holy awe.

•Th(;y feared Jehovah. God's judgments deejK'n in his people's hearts the sense of hii

terribleness and majesty." 2. It strengtbentsd heir faith ; they believed the Lord. 3.
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It produced a spirit of obedience: they "believed Ms servant Moses." They were
baptized unto Moses in the cloud and in the sea. The outcome of fear and trust must
be full obedience to him who leads us into the promised rest—the Shepherd and Bishop
of our souls.—U.

Ver. 22.— We walk hy faith, not by sight. The great mistake of most people is, that
they trust too much to their own eyes. They will not take into consideration anything
that lies beyond the field of sensible experiences. Now God and his eternity, though
DLanifested in this field, are practically outside it ; the spiritual eyesight is more reliable

than the physical, because that which it sees is safer to rely upon. Natural sight
shows us obstacles, spiritual sight shows us how they may be surmounted. Try to

walk by the one and you must stand still ; try to walk by the other and nothing can
long keep you standing. Notice here :

—

I. Faith's secret. The story illustrates this ; it shows us :—1. What the Israelites

saw. Their position looked bad enough. Behind were the hosts of Pharaoh ; before,

the sea. They were shut in. Trusting only to their eyes they could hardly do other
than despair (xiv. 10—13). Better to have been " let alone " in Egypt, than thus
delivered, to be destroyed in the wilderness. A clear head, if the heart be faint, is not
much help to any man. 2. W/iat Moses saw. He was in the same position as the
people whom he led, yet he could see more than they did. He looked not merely
before and behind, he looked also up to God. Faith enabled him to ignore sight, and
inspired him to encourage his sight-fascinated followers. Soon the word came which
justified his faith, obstacles were nothing, let them wait the word of command and
then " go forward." Often difficulties seem to surround us—no way ofescape anywhere
visible. Even so faith can sight the way, for faith can sight God who sees it. Stand
Btill, wait his word; refuse to allow tliat for tho>e who trust him any difficulties can be
insurmoimtable. Faith would not be of much good were there no obstacles to test it.

Faith is not of much good if it cannot learn to ignore obstacles.

II. Faith's success. The path of faith not merely leads out of danger, it turns

dangers into safeguards and transforms them into a protection for those who tread it.

When the word came " Go forward," the waters no longer " shut in " the Israelites

;

instead :—1. They protected them during their passage. The Egyptians could but
follow, they could not circumvent. " The waters were a wall unto them " on either side

;

no wall could have been more impregnable. 2. They secured them against the fury of

their pursuers. Israel once across, the waters returned, overwhelming the armies ot

the enemy. So too faith, facing the flood, found that waters which drowned the world
upheld the ark and floated it in safety. So too faith, facinir the waters of death, finds

that though they overwhehu the unready they float the faithful into a safe harbour.

So too with all difficulties, faced in faith, they are our best helpers. " The hand of the

diligent " not only " maketh rich," it cleaves a way for him through the sea of difficulty,

«nd leaves his pursuers, sloth, ignorance, all the deadly sins, overwhelmed and
wallowed up behind him.

III. Faith's stbenoth. How comes faith to do all this ? It is not faith that does
it, but the God in whom faith trusts. Nothing is imix>ssible to faith, because nothing
is impossible to God. The Egyptians are sure of their prey; the Israelites are sure of

destruction ; because, whilst reckoning with what sight sees, they fail to reckon with
the unseen God. Moses is sure of safety because he is sure of God, and knows that he

is more than a match for all the seeming tyranny of circumstances.

AjipUcation. How many people are shut in, faithless and discouraged before some
sea of difficulty! "I cannot do this," " I cannot do that," and yet no progress is

f>nssible until I not merely can but do. "0 ye of little faith, wherefore will yedcuiit !"

•'
/ cannot ;" no, but God can ; and what he bids you do that he will strengthen ynu to do

D >ii4 stand facing the difficulties, but face the God who is above them aii>! Leyoud
theiii. " Stand still and wait " until the word comes, but when the word dotju oom%
•Go forward " (cf. 2 C!or. xiL 9, 10).—G.
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EXPOSITION.

Vera. 23—31. Thb DismtucTioN of the

Egyptians. As the rearguard of the Israelite

host having entered the tract from which the

waters had retired, proceeded along it, and

left the western end of the isthmus vacant,

the pillar of the cloud seems to have followed

it up and withdrawn with it. The Egyptians

immediately advanced. Notwithstanding the

preternatural darkness, they had become aware,

perhaps by means of their ears, of the move-

ment that was taking place, and with early

dawn they were under arms and pressing on

the line of the Israelite retreat. They found

the channel still dry, and hastily entering it

with their chariot force, they hurried forward

in pursuit. The first check which they re-

ceived was wholly supernatural. " The Lord

looked unto the hast of the Egyptians through

the pillar of fire and of the cloud, and troubled

the host of the Egyptians " (ver. 24). Details

here are wanting ; but less cannot be meant,

than that some strange phenomena connected

with the retiring " pillar" caused a panic and

threw the ranks of the army into confusion.

Then foDowed natural impediments. The

Lord " took off," or " clogged " their chariot

whopls, and made them go heavily

—

i.e., the

chariot wheels, not by miracle, but by the

operation of God's natural laws, sank into the

^ft sand over which the Israelites had passed

easily, having no wheeled vehicles, and the

chariot* were consequently dragged forward

alowly and with difficulty. The double hin-

drance, from the confusion and the stoppage of

the chariots, so discouraged the Egyptians,

that after a time they resolved on beating a

retreat (ver. 25). They had set out on their

return, when Moses, at God's instance,

stretched forth his hand once more over the

sea, and the waters on both sides began at

once to return. The Egyptians saw their

danger, and " fled against " the advancing

tide, racing against it, as it were, and seeking

to reach the shore. But in vain. The waves

e&me on rapidly, and (in the language of

ver. 28) there was not a man of all those who
had entered the dry bed of the sea that was

not overwhelmed and drowned in the waters.

We should be wrong to press this language

to the extreme letter In graphic narrative

tbn Mcrod writers uuifoniily eiupluy universal

expressions, where they mean to give th«
general fact or geaeral result The true

meaning is, that the pursuit altogether failed

Not an Egyptian made his way alive acrosi

the strait. All that the Israelites ever saw
afterwards of the army that they had so much
dreaded (ver. 10) was a ghastly mass of

corpses thrown up by the tide on the Asiatic

shore (ver. 30).

Ver. 23. — All Pharaoh's horses, his
chariots, and his horsemen. Here, as else-

where, the wiiid translated " horsemen " pro-

bably means the men who rode in the chariots.

Observe that the Pharaoh himself is not said

to have gone in. Meuephthah was apt to

avoid placing himself in a position of danger
(Rerordf of the Past, vol. iv. pp. 44, 45). Nor
is any of the infantry said to have entered the
bed of the sea.

"Ver. 24.—In the morning watch. The
" morning watch '*

of the Hebrews at this

period of their history lasted from 2 a.m. to

sunrise. Sunrise in Egypt, early in April,

would take place about a quarter to six. The
Lord looked onto the host of the Egyptians.
Tlie description in Ps. Ixxvii. 17, 18, is gene-
rally regarded as belonging to this point in

the narrative of the Exodus, and may be con-
sidered as the traditional exposition of it

" The clouds poured out water: the skies sent
out a sound ; thine arrows also went abroad
the voice of thy thunder was in the heavens
the lightning lightened the world ; the earth

trembled and shook." As Josephus says

—

" Showers of rain came down from the sky,

and dreadful thunders and lightning, with
flashes of fire ; thunderbolts also were darted

upon them ; nor was there anything, wont to

be sent by God upon men as mdications of his

wrath, which did not happen upon this occa-

sion " (Ant. Jud. ii. 16, § 3;. And troubled,

the host. Or " disturbed the host," i.e., " threw
it into confusion " ((ruvtrapa^f, LXX.).

Ver. 25. — And took off their chariot

wheels. The Sept. has " clogged the axles

of their chariots
;

" but this is from a reading

not at present found in the Hebrew MSS.
Most modern commentators, however, prefer

the reading, which gives a good sense ; whereas
the existing text is unintelligible. As Kalisch

obsen'es. " if the wheels of the chariots had
been broken off, the chariots would not have
moved at all." That they drove them
heavily. The marginal renderiug, " and mada
them go heavily," is preferable. The wheels

no doubt sank into the sand up to the axles;,

and were with dilTiculty extricated. Hgain to

sink a few yards further on Progress wm
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thus greatly retarded. So tliat the Egyptians

said, " Let ns flee." Literally, " And Egypt
eaid, 'I will flee."* The Lord fighteth for

them. Compare the promise of Moses (ver.

14). The Egyptians were convinced, by the

various obstades which they encountered,

that Jehovah was lending his people active

aid, and miraculously obstructing their ad-

vance. If this were so, it was of no use to

persevere, and accordingly they began their

retreat.

Vers. 26, 27.—And the Lord said. God
here interposed a new difficulty. Moses was
instructed to stretch out his rod once more,

and undo his former work. At the appointed

sign, the east wind ceased to blow, and the

waters of the Bitter Lakes, no longer driven to

the north-west by its force, flowed back with

something of a reflux, whUe at the same time,

the tide having turned, the Red Sea waves

came rushing on at unwonted speed. In vain

the Egyptians fled. They were met by the

advancing floods, which poured in on either

side, overwhelming and covering up all those

who had entered on the dangerous path.

Ver. 28.—The chariots and the horsemen,

and all the host of Pharaoh. Eather " The
chariots, and the chariot men of all the host

of Pharaoh." So Elnobel correctly. Kalisch

thinks—"We are not permitted to suppose

that only the Egyptian chariots pursued the

_sraelites into the sea, whQe the infantry re-

mained behind, so that the former alone were

devoured by the waves." But even he admits

that " both in this and in the following chapter,

and in most other parts generally, the destruc-

tion of the chariots (chariot force?) and
its warriors is chiefly alluded to, so that this

particular stress would perhaps justify that

conclusion." What is clear is, that no force

but the chariot force is said to have entered

the bed of the sea in pursuit of Israel. There
remained not so much as one of them. On
the proper understanding of this statement,

see the introductory paragraph to the chapter.

Ver. 29.—"Walked. Rather, " had walked."

The waters were a wall. Eather, " had been

a wall." For the meaning of the expression,

see note on ver. 22.

Ver. 30.—Israel saw the Egyptians dead

upon the sea-shore. Josephus says (Ant.

Jud. ii. 16, § 6), that, after the passage of the

sea by the Israelites, a west wind set in, which
(assisted by the current) drove the bodies of the

drowned Egyptians to the eastern side of the

gulf, where many of them were cast up upon
tiie shore. In this way Moses, according to

hin^ obtained weapons and armour for a con-

siderable number of Israelites.

Ver. 31.—And Israel saw that great work.
The " work " was, at the least, (1) the (almost)

entire destruction of that arm of the service

—

the chariot force—on which the Egyptian

kings mainly relied for soccess in all their

wars ; and (2) the defeat and disgrace cf th«
Egyptian king himself, in an expedition for
which he was alone responsible, involving
permanent discredit to his military capacity,
and naturally tending to shake his authority
over his subjects. It secured the Israelites

from further persecution, mainly by the
reminiscences which it left behind, but partly
also by removing them to a distance from
the natural course of Egyptian warlike or
commercial movement. Though Egypt hal
mining establishments in the Sinaitic penin-
sula, at Wady-Magharah and Sarabit-el-

Khadim, yet as these were avoided by the
Israelites on their way to Sinai, and never
afterwards approached, there naturally was no
collision between them and the Pharaonic
garrisons at those sites. Still more remote
were they during their wanderings from the
Egyptian military route, which proceeded
along the coast from Pelusium to Gaza, and
then ran northwards through the Shephelah.
Thus the Passage of the Eed Sea brought one
phase in the life of the people to an end, and
was the cormnencement of another. It sepa-

rated them from Egvpt untU the time came
when their king would holdcommvmication with
its monarch on equal terms (1 Kings iii. 1). It

secured their independence, and raised them at

once into a nation. It further caused them to

exchange the artificial life of a bureaucratical

and convention-loving community for the open
space and untrammelled freedom of the desert

It thus rejuvenated and reinvigorated the race,

and enabled them to enter on that career of

conquest which culminated in the Kingdom

—

may we not say the Empire?—of David.

Some writers have supposed that the blow to tht

Egyptian power was greater than here repre-

sented. They believe the entire warrior caste

or class to have taken part in the expedition,

and to have been destroyed in the Red Sea
Thus they describe the calamity as " the

total annihilation of the whole military force

of the Egyptians " (Kalisch). They ako be-

lieve the Pharaoh to have perished with his

host. To the present writer it seems that the
former opinion is contrary both to the text of

Scripture, and to the after course of Egyptian
history, for it is agreed on all hands that

Egypt continued nearly as powerful as before,

while the latter he regards as at least exceed-

ingly doubtful. Ps. IxxxvL 15, is quoted ax

asserting it ; but it appears to him (1) that
• overthrow " is not necessarily " death

;

"

and (2) that " Pharaoh and his host " may be

put for " Pharaoh's host " by hendiadys. The
absence of any prophecy that God would take

the Pharaohs life, and the entire silence of

Moses on the subject in chs. xiv. and xr. seems

to he scarcely explicable on any other theory

than that he escaped, not having accompanied
his chariot foice in its rash ponoit of the

Israelites.
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HOMlLETIUa

Vera. 23—30.

—

OocTs denlingt with the wicked and impenitent. If the passage of

Israel through the lied Sea shows conspicuously God's protection of his j>euple 1q the

time of trouble, the overthrow of the Egyptians indicates, at least as conspicuuu.sly, his

execution of wrath upon the wicked.

I. First of all, it is noticeable how his btk upon theiu hearts, lookino into

THEM THROUGH THE CLOUD AND DARKNE83 WHEREIN THEY ARE ENVELOPED, TK0UBI,E8

THEM. Bad men cannot bear God's eye upon their hearts. It sees through all veils,

penetrates all disguises, detects all subterfuges. The bad man is a riddle, even to him-
self, and would feign continue an enigma, impenetrable, mysterious. But the searching

eye of God turned full upon him, so illuminates every dark comer and unexplored

cranny of his nature, that all becomes only too patent and clear. "All things are

naked and open unto the eyes of him with whom we have to do." Under that stead-

fast gaze the mystery melts away, like a summer fog, and the bad man sees himseli

rt-vcaled, without disguise as a very ordinary and commonplace offender.

II. It is WORTHY OF OBSERVATION THAT HE OFTEN CLOGS THEIR CHARIOT
WHEELS, AND MAKES THEM TO GO HEAVILY. The enterprises which the wicked under-

take are continually interfered with, (lod will not let them have the success which
their framers antic! jate, and which for their cleverness and iugenuity they may be said

to deserve. He " clogs the wheels " of their various designs, and makes them drag heavily.

One miscarriage follows another. This enterprise will not advance at all ; that, by diut

of great exertion, moves but slowly. It is as though the chariot wheelf sank iuto

quicksands. It is not uften that they wake up to the conviction that " the Lord fighteth

against the Egyptians
;

" though this may hapjx?n sometimes. Then perhaps they repent

tiiern of their vain attempt, and would feign retreat from it. But it is too late.

III. It 18 MOST NOTICEABLE HOW AT LAST God'S JUDGMENTS COME IN WITH AN
fiVEBwuKLMiNO FLOOD, WHICH THERE IS NO ESCAPING. "It is a fearful thing to fall

into the hands of the living God." Upon the ungodly God at the last rains down
" snares, fire and brimstone, storm and tempest—this is their portion to drink." " Sudden
destruction comes upon them unawares." Now it is in financial ruin, now in utter failure

of liealth, now in complete prostration of the spirit, and an intolerable sense of remorse

and despair that the judgment descends—blow lollows blow, failure succeeds to failure,

all the old refuges and supports prove unavailing—angry floods pour in on every side—

-

there is no reaching the shore—all is tossing surf, slippery rock, and entangling sea-

weed—not a hand is stretched out to save. So they go down to the pit—the devouring

waves swallow them up—the water-floods go up over their heads—they disappear, and
heir place knows them no more. The wages of sin is «.'eath; and the end of sin Is

death. The ultimate end of impenitent sin is eternal death. Let men, while there it

tirrtfi, turn away from sin, give up their wicked enterprises, retrace their steps—taking

warning from the awful Red Sea calamity, and the terrible destruction there wrought.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

Vers. 23—31.

—

The overthrow of the Egyptiavs. " The Egyptians pursued, and went
In after them to the midst of the sea," etc. On this observe:

—

I. The infatuation of the pursuers (ver. 23). We do not speak of the lessons

they had already received as to the folly of contending with Jehovah. The places
weie past. The memory of them had been cast behind their backs. What we do
wonder at is, that when the Egyptians reached the shore, and saw there what they did

see, they were not deterred from proceeding further. What did they see? 1. They saw
tlif sea divided. They could hardly mistake this for a merely natural phenomenon.
The place where the Israelites crossed may have been, under sjiecial conditions, and to

a limited extent, fordalile. But it is sale to say that the division now effected was one
the like of which had never beeu heard of before, and such as, occurring at this particular

juncture, ought to havo convinced the Egyptians that it was a result of God's special

I'rovidence, and intended for the protection of the Israelites. Special interpositions,

on bebftlf of the Church, ought to arrest the attention of her enemies. 2. They $aw th«
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doud that went with Israel move to the rear, obviously with the design of intercepting

their pursuit (vers. 19, 20). This, Mrith the ominous darkness which enveloped them,
was a second circumstance which ought to have warned them that Jehovah was fight-

ing for his people. 3. There was the danger, which could not but present itself to thum,

of being overwhelmed by the returning sea. In whatever way the division of the waters
was conceived of, whether as a natural phenomenon, or as a fact of supernatural origin,

it was plainly a perilous experiment to attempt the pursuit. Viewing it as the resuU
of an ebb-tide, aided by a strong east wind, there was the risk of being caught by thi

returning tide ; or if the wind abated, or changed its direction, of being immediately
submerged. In the other case there was the danger, almost the certainty, of the super-

natural power which restrained the waters permitting them to flow back on the jmr-

Buers. What infatuation, then, possessed the Egyptians, prompting them to enter the

sea? (1) A false sense of honour. Having engaged in the pursuit, it would be

deemed a point ofhonour not to desist from it, so long as the faintest chance of success

remained. They had gone too far to retreat now at the water's edge. (2) Bage. Fury
and disappointment would possess them, as, in the very hour of their fancied triumph, they
saw their prey thus elude them. Was Pharaoh and his mighty host to be thus mocked
and set at nought—thus suddenly reined up and baffled ? What would I'^gypt think of her
warriors, if, setting out on such an expedition, they returned humiliated and empty-
handed ? At all hazards Israel must be pursued. (3) There was the chance of getting

through. The distance was short ; the way lay open ; if Israel had got across, so might
the Egyptians. On this chance, in the spirit of the gambler, they would stake every-

thing. What havoc have these same motives—a false sense of honour (cf. Matt. xiv. 9),

a spirit of uncalculating rage, the headstrong gambling disposition,—played in the his-

tory of the world ! Together, or apart, they account for much of its infatuation. See
specially in this conduct of Pharaoh, a picture of the infatuation to which the enemies
of Christ's Church have so frequently been given over, and which will linger among
them till the end. Compare e.g. the Apocalyptic gathering of the autichristian powera,

to do battle with the Lamb (Rev. xvi. 14—17 ; xix. 11—21).

II. The beception which they received from God. 1. In " the morning watch,"

and when the Egyptians were in " the midst of the sea," God looked forth upon them
from the pillar of cloud (ver. 23). The expression is a pregnant one. The look was
a " fire-look"—some fire-appearance of a startling kind which issued from the cloud,

and shed terror over the pursuers. It was accompanied with thun<ierings and li<iht-

nings (Ps. Ixxvii. 18, 19). God's looks are potent. When God " looked " on I srael

(ch. IL 25), it meant that he was about to bring salvation to them. When he
"looked" on the Egyptians, it was the prelude to their destruction. Throujih that

pillar glares forth an eye which sends a separate dismay into each Egyptian beast

and all is felt to be lost. We find two imitations of this in modem poetry—one by
Coleridge, in his ' Ode on the Departing Year,' where he prays God to—

"Open his eye of fire bam some nncertain clond,"

and another (by Southey) in the * Curse of Kehama,' where, after the ' Man Almightj,'

holding his Amreeta Cup, had exclaimed

—

"Now, Seera, look to thine abode I*

It is added, when the cup is drunk

—

•* Then Seeva open'd on the accursed oae
His eye of anger—upon him alone

The wrath beam felL He shudders, but too late." (Gilfillan.)

2. Ood troubled their hosts (vers. 24, 25). There is meant by this some snpernatural
exertion of power. It was not due to natiiral causes alone that the chariot u Ikc-Is were
" taken off, and that they drave heavily. It was God who, by his heavy hainl upon
them, was thus obstructing their progress. The invisible powers were fighting against

the ligyptians, as " the stars in their courses fought against Sisera " (Jud. v. 20)b
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Those are sure to drive heavily, who drive in the face of Gbd's inhibition, and under hii

ban. 3. Ood brought the sea back upon them (ver. 26), Swiftly, fatally, at the

stretching forth of Moses' rod, the sea returned in its strength, and utterly over-

whelmed them. And such, in its main outline, is the reception which Jehovah muut
give to all his enemies. His wrath already rests upon them. His fiery look will one
day scare them. Even cdw they are troubled and impeded by it, and by tha
resistance which he opposes to their plans. Finally, he will overwhelm them in tho

sea of his wrath. He will visit them with " everlasting destruction from the presence

of the Lord, and from the glory of his power" (1 Thess. i. 9). Hence

—

III. Theib complete destruction (vers. 27, 28). They perished suddenly, miser-

ably, and all together. Type of the overthrow of God's enemies in the end (2 Thess.

ii. 8 ; Rev. xvi. 16, 17 ; xix. 17—21 ; xx. 9). The blow was a crushing one to Egypt.
It fiUed up the measure of her punishment for the evil she had done to Israel. After

the death of the first-bom, there could remain nothing to Pharaoh and his servants,

in the event of their still hardening themselves, but " a certain fearful looking for of

judgment, and fiery indignation " (Heb. x. 27). Does some one say, what a waste ol

human life—how uulike a God of mercy ! Rather, surely, how striking a testimony tc

the reality of retribution—how sure a token of the righteous doom which in the end
will infallibly overtake every obdurate transgressor! God will not permit sinners

always to defy him. His wrath and power are resistless "/he "ungodly and sinner"
must expect to feel the weight of them (1 Pet. 17, 18).

IV. Hkbult (vers. 30, 31). 1. Israel was saved. 2. The Egyptian dead were

found .strewn upon the shore. This—(1) A memorial of God's vengeance. (2) An
awful satire on so-called human greatness. (3) A pledge of security to Israel. 3. The
people were tilled with gratitude and fear. They " believed the Lord." The wondor
li that after so marveUous a deliveraoce they oould ever again dovbt him.—J. U










